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Saint Patrick's Day is just around the cor-

ner, but before you go pouring yourself a

Bailey's Irish Cream or sucking down a tall

Bushmill's, pull up a stool and have a giggle or

two with us.

In honor of ol' Pat the patron saint, we're

going to have some fun with limericks. You
know what a limerick is, don't you? It's a light

five-line verse that serves no other purpose than

to be cute or humorous (depending on your

sense of humor).

Limericks first appeared in England more

than one hundred fifty years ago as a party

game. The idea was to make up a nonsense five-

line rhyme, after the recitation of which every-

one sang a chorus that ended with the fine,

"Won't you come up to Limerick?"

Well, parties like that tend to have a lot of

drinking going on, and the more the spirits

flowed, the more the spirits fiew. Party animals

of the Victorian variety. The drunker they got,

the bawdier and sillier the verses became.

Of course, if we were just to have you all

send in your favorite limericks, that would be

boring. Besides, the unwritten laws of good

taste would prohibit our printing most of them.

So here's the catch: each limerick must contain

at least one reference to a product or its manu-

facturer that is advertised in this issue. Here's an

example from our last limerick contest:

My wife spent last week in the loft.

I know she's alive; she just coughed.

She has found no new suitor;

It's that Apple computer.

I'm afraid that she's gone micro soft.

—Eric Marks (Mount Tabor, NJ)

My brother, named Ed, had a fight

For a woman whose honor was bright.

Asked he, "Was I wrong

To ring that guy's gong?"

"No," I said, "Ed, you were right."

—Mike Leavitt (Reston, VA)

The first example spells it right out in the

last two words (Microsoft). Perfectly legal.

The second one virtually requires you to

read the last line out loud to get tlie company's

name (Edu-Ware). Also legal, and a bit more
subtle.

The subject of your limerick is up to you. It

can be funny, witty, punny, or just plain silly.

Clue: a good way to win is by making yours

stand out in the crowd. Get crazy!

Limericks will be judged on cleverness,

jazziness, and general toughness in figuring out
|

what product or company you refer to in the
j:

limerick.

The winner of this contest will win $100 in

booty made by advertisers in this issue, and fi-

nalists will win a month's supply of Irish Spring.

Also, be sure to include this coupon or a

facsimile of it:

I call meself:

My house is at:

Village, state, zip:

Phone:

If I win, I'd be so excited to have:

Send your entry to Softalk 0'Con(nell)test, Box

60, North Hollywood, CA 91603. All entries

must be postmarked by April 15, 1983; those

in green envelopes will receive priority con-

sideration.



Hundreds of ways to save
hundreds of dollars.

GREAT REVIEWS
The Book of

Apple Software 1983
$19.95

Software can be a significant

investment. But many times

it's difficult to compare similar

programs to find exactly the

program you want.

Enter The Book ofApple

Software 1983. It's the only

source that evaluates (not just

lists) hundreds of programs

available for Apple micro-

computers.

Each evaluation is written

by an expert in the type of

program being reviewed, be it

Accounting, Education,Word
Processing or Games. So you

get top-notch, impartial

information.

Not only does each evalua-

tion tell you all the hard facts

(like price, hardware require-

ments, language, etc), it also

gives you a letter grade (A

through F) in categories like

Ease of Use, Reliability, and

Value forYour Money.

The Book of

Atari Software 1983
$19.95

Attention Atari 400/800 or

2600 (VCS) owners. Atari has

been famous for games, but

they also offer a broad selection

of software in other areas,

such as Business, Education,

and Word Processing.

The Book ofAtari Software

1983 contains hundreds of

incisive reviews. Each evalua-

tion features a concise descrip-

tion of the program, plus a letter

grade rating system (A through

F), so you'll know at a glance

whether or not a particular

program is right for you. And
it will help to save you money
along the way.

Pick up The Book ofAtari

Software 1983 soon. It's not just

the best consumer guide to

Atari software. It's the only one.

FUN AND GAMES
Apple Graphics
and Arcade Game Design
$19.95

It's finally available. Every-

thing you wanted to know about

creating arcade games - from

Space Invaders to Pacman -

but didn't know who to ask.

Jeffrey Stanton takes you
from game concept through Lo-

Res and Hi-Res color graphics

at the machine language level.

And he gives you a thorough

grounding in the Apple's screen

architecture and the advan-

tages of bit-mapped design.

Using flow

charts and working examples

he discusses scoring, laser fire,

and bomb drops in both single

screen and scrolling games.

This is the "must-have" book
for anyone who wants to under-

stand and create a computer
game.

PROFITABLE
PROJECTIONS
WHAT IF...? A Guide
to Computer Modeling
$19.95

Almost every

practical or business application

of computers involves a complex

scheme of projections called

a model.

im4T/i=:...^tells you

about these powerful programs

in terms that even the new
computer-user can understand.

You get a general explanation

of model building, a comparison

of the most popular modeling

packages on the market (like

VisiCalc and SuperCalc), and all

the tools you need to build your

own modeling programs. So

you' 11 be able to create models

for everything from real estate

analyses to cash flow projections

for your own company.

A Division of Arrays, Inc.

Available at computer stores everywhere or directly from

THE BOOK COMPANY.
The Book of Apple Software 1983, $19.95.

The Book of Atari Software 1983, $19.95.

Apple Graphics and Arcade Game Design, $19.95.

WHAT IF . .? A Guide to Computer Modeling, $19.95.

(Place quantity in box if ordering more than one of each title.)

Visa, MasterCard, Check or Money Order accepted.

Visa # (expiration date)

Total amount enclosed $. . . (California residents

add 6% sales tax. Postage will be paid by THE BOOK COMPANY.)

Name.

Address.

City

State. .Zip.

MasterCard #_

Signature_____

.(expiration date). Mail to: THE BOOK COMPANY, (Dept. AS), 11223 South

Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90045. Or call toll-free

(800) 421-3930 or, in California call collect (213) 417-3003.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc., Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc

Sorcim Corp. . Pacman is a registered trademark of Bally.

Space Invaders is a registered trademark of Namico, VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp., SuperCalc is a registered trademark of
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SPEED
UP

WORDPROCESaNG
PROGRAM EPmNG

VISICALC
ffie REPEATEmUtR'"

WITH
AUTO REPEAT &

HIGH SPEED CURSOR
"The best Apple II keyboard
enhancement for the money."

"Excellent documentation,
very easy to install."

"LLLLove your RepeaterrrrI"

Apple II

keyboard adapter
Repeats any keypress, including

control chararters for rubout, scrolling,

etc. Featured on professional termi-

nals. On/off control and adjustable
delay to match your typing touch.

high-speed repeat
TWO SPEED REPEAT, keyboard selea-

able. The best part. Touch Apple's
repeat key to DOUBLE the repeat rate.

Great for long cursor moves. Zip
through text, program, or across a
VisiCalc spreadsheet to get there

FAST. A must for 80 column displays.

easy Installation
Remove Apple top and plug onto

25-pin connector between keyboard
and encoder board (Rev. 7 or later).

Compatible with all software, hard-
ware, and Apple warranty.

no risk—30-day trial
Check, MasterCard, VISA (incl. card

no. and exp. date). Prompt shipments.
Full refund within 30 days.

only each
Add S2.00 per order shippinq/handling (S5.00

foreign), Ohio orders add SI.63 per unit sales tax.

Dealer inquiries invited.

H»hOrderMiciioEijectiionics
17 RIVER ST CHAGRIN FALLS OH 44022

PHONE 216-247-3110

APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
VISICALC IS A TRADEMARK OF VISICORP.

What we have here is Todd "Frosty" Harris (right) grabbing his Oracle'82 Part 2 loot from Tom Kappel of

Kappel's Computer Store (Belleville, IL), The loot didn't last long; Harris traded it for Castle
Wolfenstein, Bug Attack, and Prisoner 2

C O N 7 1= S T
WINN I: R S
Stop right there! Don't you be skipping over

to Assembly Lines, or All About Applesoft, or

the reviews. Kick off your shoes, open a bottle

of pop, and get set for this month's action-

packed issue by reading the Contest Winners

section first. Some of your fellow readers de-

serving of recognition are here, and it's only po-

lite to read their names before all those op-

codes, mnemonics, and gosubs.

What's in a Name? Back in December,

when the Oracle contest was announced, we
promised that the winner of the overall contest

would win "Apple's next personal computer."

At the time, people were guessing "Super II?

Two—And Then Some? Apple IV?" If it's not

clear by now, that's an Apple He. Sure, we con-

sidered awarding the new Lisa computer (ten

thousand bucks? Hey, no problem!), but how
many games can you play on that thing, any-

way? There's no such thing as Lisardry, Lisa-

lifter, or even Lisa Wolfenstein. Mouskattack,

maybe.

With a prize such as the coveted lie at stake,

it seemed only appropriate to open the annual

contest with something related to Apple's new
baby. If you had done any kind of loitering in

Apple stores, at Apple fairs; or at an Apple

magazine that's based in North Hollywood,

you would have known that the new baby was

due early in the year.

It was no big secret; the labor pains and

short panting emanating from Cupertino could

be sensed across the country for months in ad-

vance. It's a good thing Apple's not in charge of

national security—Ivan would be on us in a

flash.

And So It Began. Entries poured in by the

hundreds. We were so anxious to see who won
that five of our mail deliverers and one post of-

fice guard dog are now in intensive care (send

get-well cards to Softalk Sick Bay, Box 60,

NoHo, CA 91603).

Just a handful of people were able to pre-

dict the date of Apple's big day, but Larry Vir-

den (Reynoldsburg, OH) was the one the Ran-

dom Number Generator liked best. How'd you

do it, Larry?

"I just had a feeling it would be somewhere

in the middle of January. The nineteenth was

the middle day of the middle week, so I picked

that day," says Virden, taking his prediction in

stride.

Virden wins $100 worth of prizes made by

our advertisers, and he plans to blow it on ei-

ther ASCII Express: The Professional or one-

seventh of a Hayes Smartmodem 1200.

Though Virden is off to a good start, wheth-

er he goes on to win an Apple He in the end has

yet to be seen; he's predicdng that the Oscar for

Best Actress will go to Drew Barrymore for her

performance m E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial

.

But then, anything can happen in Or-

acle '83.

Clueless. For all those who predicted with

conviction that "there ain't gonna be no new

computer" in 1983, well, what can we say? Un-

der normal circumstances, we would sympa-

thize with you and reconsider our ruthless scor-

ing system (you lose 365 points). But we warned

you! And if you don't like it, then tough

two-ees.

Then there were those who predicted that



Which is for pu?
The Complete

Graphics System II
* * by Mark Pelczarski

Complete Graphics System is written for the non-

programmer interested in doing a wide variety of graphics

and design on the Apple computer. Included are options

for two-dimensional drawing, with lines, circles, ellipses,

and an automatic 108-color filling routine. Also, you can

mix text with graphics, with various colors, sizes, and
spacing, and easily create Apple shape tables. Three-

dimensional options allow you to draw, edit, and
manipulate 3-D objects in perspective—without having to

use coordinates. A 2-disk set of additional text fonts is

available separately.

by Mark Pelczarski and David Lubar I
1^

This is also a non-programmer's package, but oriented
;

more toward computer artistry. It's also an ideal

complement to The Complete Graphics System II. It has
a brush module that lets you "paint" using a joystick or
Apple Graphics Tablet, with the screen as your canvas
and a choice of 96 "brushes" and 108 blended colors.

You can also magnify any portion of the screen 2 or 4
times for detail editing, perform mirror images, exchange
colors, and move parts ofpictures to other areas of the

screen. Also included is a packing routine that lets you
store more pictures on each disk.

Although both Complete Graphics System II and Special Effects are written for non-programmers, they are provided on
unprotected disks, and instructions are included for using the graphics and machine language routines in your own programs.

by David Lubar, Mark Pelczarski,

and. Chris Jochumson

This one is written with the programmer in mind; for anyone who wants to put professional quality graphics in their own
software. Fast machine language animation and picture drawing routines are included for use in your own programs, and
they're extremely easy to use. Using the editors provided, you simply draw your own multicolored shapes, draw their paths,

and combine up to 32 independent shapes with paths and starting locations. The result is a machine language animation file

that you just add and control with your own program— it does all the graphics work for you! The adventure-game picture

editor works the same way: just draw, save, and add the redraw routine to your program. It increases a disk's storage capacity

from 12 pictures to hundreds. A tutorial manual is included with examples of controlling animated objects with joysticks,

detecting collisions, and a multitude of other useful hints and examples. For samples of what can be done, see any of our game
packages, including PIE MAN, Transylvania, and Spy's Demise, as well as those from several other companies using Graphics
Magician for the graphics in their software.

All of. our graphics products are on unprotected disks for your convenience. "' - -
; ,

No fee is required for using our graphics routines in other programs. All our license requires is that it is stated that our
graphics routines were used. We are also most interested in publishing good, new products, and beyond our graphics software
we can offer further help to authors publishing through Penguin Software.

Instead of offering our own superlatives, we recommend that you read what others have said about our graphics products. < "
, '.>. '

Listed here are some of the reviews we've found, along with a few quotable quotes:
iv :

Graphics Magician
"recommended to anyone wanting to work with Apple's high resolution graphics for whatever purpose... definitely a program
Apple users should have in their software library". Byte, Nov. 82.

"miraculous and marvelous," Creative Computing, Jan. 83.

"makes a graphics magician out of each and every Apple user", Softline, May 82. :
,

'
-i . ;

V
.

Other reviews: Peelings II, Sept-Oct 82. Softalk. May 82.
.

^ : :.::r
\

Complete Graphics System II

"The program earns its name... it brings together at a modest price so many different graphics tools. ", Softalk, July 81.

"The three-dimensional utilities verge on the phenomenal". Creative Computing, June 81.

"provides capabilities that go beyond the wishful-thinking stage and painlessly use much of the Apple II graphics potential",
Infoworld, March 1, 1982.

Other reviews: Softside, #33. Peelings II, Nov-Dec 81. Cider Press, Sept-Oct 82. Call-A.P.P.L.E., Nov 82

Special Effects
"With Special Effects. ..the Apple computer comes very close to emulating main-frame computer graphics systems costing as
much as $250,000 for only $39.95", Creative Computing, July 82.

"Ifyou can afford only one computer graphics package, this (Complete Graphics System/Special Effects combination) is the
one to buy", SoftSide, 1133. . V

,
Other reviews: Popular Science, Nov 82. Softalk and Peelings II, March 82. Cider Press, Sept-Oct 82.

penguin software
the graphics people

830 4th Avenue, Geneva, IL 60134 (312) 232-1984
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Apple would announce a new computer for '83

but were way out in left field (June and later)

with their guesses of when it would happen. Get

serious, people—can't you see a clue right under

your collective nose?

As you may have noticed (after this part of

the contest, we have our doubts that you did),

the Oracle contest spreads over the course of a

year. Each segment of the contest takes place

during a different part of the year (National

Collegiate Athletic Association Basketball

Championships, Academy Awards, Kentucky

Derby, and so on). And what do you know? We
listed all the events in chronological order.

Since Apple's announcement was the first

part of this contest, doesn't it seem likely that it

should happen toward the beginning of the

year? Sure does. Now, before you go off to a

corner mumbling, "I'm such a fenderhead," just

remember that you still have a chance in the re-

maining six parts.

That is, unless you predicted that Ted Ken-

nedy would announce his candidacy, or the

Boston Celtics would win the NCAA tourna-

ment, or Slipshod Software would make the

most Top Thirty appearances, or. . .

.

Phantom Contest. Last January, Softalk

was in a dam generous mood, and we decided

to draw four hundred names at random from

our subscription list. These four hundred lucky

people will each win a 1983 Chrysler Cordoba

and a year's supply of Eskimo Pies. And now
for the winners.

But wait! What's this? A six-foot, beer-

PIENGUIN
NAMIED

(IT'S A I30Y)

guzzling, M&M-munching penguin has just

crashed through Softalk's front doors in a

bumper car (how he got past our barbed-wire

fences and guard dogs, we'll never know) and

handed us the following bulletin:

GENEVA, IL—Deep in the icy confines of

their Geneva home, an allegedly innocent (and

that is "alleged") flock of penguins recently

was inundated by what appeared to be thou-

sands of pieces of computer paper, file cards,

note paper, and any other surface that could

hold a scrap of writing. Some sixteen hundred

fifty names rained down upon the flightless

ones, who had to call out for pizza and beer to

weather the storm.

The paper blizzard consisted of entries to

the "Anything But Smokey" contest, in which



ARE YOU SnU LETTING YOUR PRINnR TIE UPYOUR OMPUTER?

While your printer is running, your

computer is tied up. You can't use it

for processing, computing, data entry.

Nothing. All you can do is twiddle

your thumbs until the program is

finished.

Pretty ridiculous.

MICROBUFFER Allows YOU
TO PRINT AND PROCESS

SIMULTANEOUSLY.

You just dump your printing data

directly to Microbuffer, whoosh!, and
continue processing. No waiting.

Microbuffer accepts data as fast as

your computer can send it. It stores

the data in its own memory buffer

then takes control of your printer.

It's that easy.

THERE IS A MICROBUFFER
ESPECIALLY FOR YOUR APPLE.

Microbuffer II Oust one in the full line

of Microbuffers) is designed to be

specifically compatible with an Apple II

computer. An intelligent interface card

with up to 32K of RAM for data buffer-

ing, Microbuffer II features on-board

firmware for text formatting and
advanced graphics dump routines.

Both serial and parallel models have
energy-efficient low power consump-
tion coupled with a high data transfer

rate. Print formatting functions include

Basic listing formatter, self-test, buffer

zap, text screen dump, fully program-

mable control characters and
transparent and maintain modes —

to name only a few.

Microbuffer II is simple to install —
being slot-independent, it slips directly

inside the Apple II in any slot except
zero. The 16K model is priced at $259
and the 32K, at $299.

Other Microbuffer models include

Microbuffer/ E for Epson printers and a
stand-alone, in-line Microbuffer unit to

untie virtually any computer/printer
combination.

MICROBUFFER FROM
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS.

So what are you waiting for? Write to

us for more information or ask your
dealer for a demonstration.
When you see how much freedom

Microbuffer will allow, you'll

understand why it's so silly to be
without one.

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.™
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200

MKROBUFFER FREES COMPUTERS.



STATISTICS
PURE AND SIMPLE

NEW
STATS PLUS $200.00

Complete General Statistics Package

Research Data Base Management
Design and Restructure Your Files

Count, Search, Sort, Review/Edit

Add, Delete, Merge Files

Compute Data Fields, Create Subfiles

Interface with other HSD programs

Produce Hi Res Bargraphs, plots

1-5 Way Crosstabulation

Descriptive Statistics for all Fields

Chi-Square, Fisher Exact, Signed Ranks

Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis, Rank Sum
Friedman Anova by Ranks

10 Data Transformations

Frequency Distribution

Correlation Matrix, 2 Way Anova

r, Rho, Tau, Partial Correlation

3 Variable Regression, 3 t-Tests

ANOVA II $150.00

Complete Analysis of Variance Package
Analysis of Covariance, Randomized Designs

Repeated Measures, Split Plot Designs

1 to 5 Factors, 2 to 36 Levels Per Factor

Equal N or Unequal N, Anova Table

Descriptive Statistics, Marginal Means
Cell Sums of Squares, Data File Creation

Data Review//Edit, Data Transformations

File Combinations, All I nteractions Tested

High Resolution Mean Plots, Bargraphs

HSD REGRESS $99.95

Complete Multiple Regression Analysis

Up to 25 Variables, 300 Cases/Variable

Correlation Matrices, Descriptive Statistics

Predicted & Residual Scores, File Creation

Regression an Any Subset of Variables

Regression on Any Order of Variables

Hi-Res Scatterplot & Residual Plot

Keyboard or Disk Data Input

Case X Case Variable x Variable Input

The Human Systems Dynamics Statistics Series

otters you flexibility, accuracy, and ease ol use

You can purchase from the HSD statistics spe-

cialists with complete confidence Any program

thai doesn't suit your needs can be returned

within 10 days for lull refund

Apple II, 48K 1 or 2 Disk Drives

3.3. DOS, ROM Applesoft

Call (213) 993-8536 to Order
or Write;

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda.Blvd., Suite 222

Northndge, CA 91324

^^^^^

contestants sent in their suggestions for naming

the Penguin Software mascot. Entries ranged

from minuscule squares of lined notebook

paper to practically a whole forest's worth from

an entire school district in Pennsylvania. After

much squawking and debating, the Penguins

reached a consensus.

Ahem! The envelope, please . . . and the

winnah is: Preston Penguin, submitted by

Thomas F. Bailey (San Diego, CA).

While chosen for its congenial sound, the

name Preston arrived with some explanation

from Bailey, which bears repeating. ".
. . be-

cause it evokes the mental image of Sergeant

Preston of the Yukon (although not of his faith-

ful sled dog, King), another cold weather fighter

of crime and corruption. I suspect that a num-

ber of people will have a similar brainstorm,

and therefore request that you go by the ear-

liest postmark of entry rather than using the

awesome Softalk RNG."
Actually, Tom, you were the only one to

suggest Preston. Obviously the rest of the world

is not as warped as you seem to think.

The runners-up were, in order, Maynard the

Penguin, Warren T. Penguin, Phelps Penguin,

John Paul Penguin, Waddlesworth, Sir Ice du

Berg, and Percival (not Percy). Maynard was

submitted by three different people: Richard D.

Jeffrey (Sparks, NV), Paul Aoki (Cupertino,

CA), and Keith W. Higgins (Schertz, TX). War-

ren T. was the offering of Ken Hendricks

(Grand Rapids, MI).

Phelps was submitted by Stewart E. Smith

(Little Rock, AR), along with slogans, explana-

tions, and an address to send "my shirt and

directions on selecting my $100 in software." At

least the shirt will find its way to your home,

Stu. John Paul Penguin came from Charles E.

Jones (Brunswick, OH), for obvious reasons.

Waddlesworth sprang from the fertile mind of

Eric and Sue Huffman (Santa Clara, CA).

Sir Ice du Berg was "Penguin name #17"

from B. A. Thale, A.P.O. Miami. Percival

was one of the most common (along with Sher-

lock) of the entries that made it to the final 15

—

it was sent in by Susan Stamm (Grove City,

PA), Lou Briscoe (Saint Charles, MO), Mi-

chael Lempert (Haddonfield, NJ), Paige Wait

(Eldridge, lA), Steven Peterson, Jr. (Palmdale,

CA), Jack English (Piscataway, NJ), Dan Fine-

man (Los Angeles, CA), John Goldie (Steam-

boat Springs, CO), and Keith Gonzales (New
York, NY).

All of the above-mentioned should wait

breathlessly by their mailboxes for the Preston

Penguin T-shirt to arrive—as soon as we get

them made!

There was a host of other interesting names

plus a number of rather boring ones. Among
the other finalists were Sherlock, Otis, Elwood,

Pinkerton, Drake, Diogenes ("Show me an

honest man . . . "), lona. Agent Pengo, Pat

Pending, Max, Sir Fishalot (Penguin name #14

from guess who . . .), Parry, Fred, Payfer, and

Paraquat.

To all of those (and God knows there were a

lot of you!) who submitted either "Penny" or

"Pokey," please go stand in the corner and

write "I will try to be more original next time"

one thousand times on the nearest blackboard.

And remember not to move your feet while

you're doing it, regardless of the location of

aforesaid blackboard.

To some contest entrants the notion of a

solitary penguin on the forefront of the piracy

wars seemed too much to bear ... so they of-

fered sidekicks, including (of all things) a bear!

That notable twosome was Zarsky & Dutch,

Dutch being the quadrupedal member of the

team. And then there was that terrible duo of

Captain Penguin and his backup. Mini

Diskette.

The award for best sound effects goes to

John Schaller (Bridgewater, NY), who suggest-

ed the name Protecto the Penguin. His letter

ended with, "P.S. Remember, Protecto the Pen-

guin says 'frnk frnk.' . .
." No, John, that's not

what the penguins around here say; they say,

"I'm going out for M&Ms" or "Where's the

coffee?"

One wag, a David Hoover (Toledo, OH),

tried Payforit the Penguin. Another, Pete Ber-

mel (Great Falls, VA), tried "Mule Penguin."

His primary reason? "Mules do not repro-

duce!"

A frightening number of people seemed to

have missed the point entirely, however, and

submitted names such as Pirate, Pilfer, Lafitte,

Blackbeak, Jailbird, and (gasp!) Jim Jones.

The less said about these deviants, the better.

One other frightening trend in the response

to the name-the-f)enguin contest was the num-
ber of double-entendres, intentional or other-

wise. Some of the things people seemed to be

suggesting sent the Geneva Penguins into a

terrified huddle from which they were coaxed

only with the greatest of exhortations and sev-

eral six-packs.

To wit Paddle the Penguin (ouch). Poach the

Penguin (ouch, ouch). Pirate the Penguin (con-

vulse, convulse). Usurp the Penguin, Pilfer the

Penguin (hey, lemme go!), Paraquat the Pen-

guin (choke, wheeze, gag). Boot the Penguin (no

kicka me 'round, eh?). Snatch the Penguin,

Punch the Penguin (says you, fella!). Muffle the

Penguin (a popular notion, we're sure . . .),

Prosecute the Penguin (for what?!). Chuck the

Penguin (from the fourth floor, undoubtedly).

Shoplift the Penguin, Jam the Penguin (oooh,

our favorite is strawberry), Fire the Penguin

(what'd I do, what'd I do?). Pet the Penguin (a

wonderful idea). Putty the Penguin (silly), Puff

the Penguin, Freeze the Penguin (a ludicrous

suggestion at best), and Judge the Penguin (got

that one backward, didn't you?).

From the folks here at Penguin, many

thanks for your participation. We all enjoyed

reading the entries and were suitably over-

whelmed by the response. Stay tuned for the

further adventures of Preston Penguin. Re-

member, only you can help prevent software

piracy.

We now return you to your local magazine.

Let's see, where were we? We had a list of

four hundred subscribers for some reason. Oh,

well—it couldn't have been very important. Till

next month. ...
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NEVER
INVEST IN

SOFTWARE
AGAIN!

unless you can 'test'' it first

United Computer's SOFTWARE RENTAL LIBRARY

. . .the nation's largest, now RENTS The Most Popular Software Available

at 15% of manufacturers' retail price*

You could spend hundreds of dollars for software that may be "unfriendly' or inadequate

for your specific applications. United Computer's SOFTWARE RENTAL prosram eliminates the

Suess work, and insures that the choice you make is the right one for you.

If you decide to buy after you have tested 100% OF THE RENTAL CHARGE WILL APPLY

TOWARDS PURCHASE. All rentals are for 7 DAYS. Simply return software within 7 days, and

rent another. . .and another. . .and another, until you find the right software for your

business or entertainment applications.

There are now 2 different plans to choose from:
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Join the Game Group for only $50.00

per year and receive your first computer

same rental FREE. Then rent as many

Sames as you like for onlY 15% of Mfrs.

Sugg. Retail Price.* Minimum order, 3 game rentals

Join the Business Group for only

$125.00 per year and receive your first

rental FREE. Then rent as many business

application programs as you like for only

15% of Mfrs. Sugg. Retail Price.*

REMEMBER, THESE ARE NOT DEMOS, BUT ORIGINAL
UNRESTRiaED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

(complete with manuals in original manufacturers' packages)

To Immediately Order, or for more information:

Money Orders o r credit cards Toll Free CALL 1-800 992-7777

l^^l
l

^grj In California CALL 1-800 992-8888

Checks allow 2 weeks In L.A. County CALL 1-21 3 823-4400
*plus postage and handling. Some programs may require 4-6 weel<s delivery.

FROGGER CHOPLIFTER GORF DAVID S MIDNIGHT MAGIC EASTERN FRONT (1941) ZORK I



lbDo It Right
To make a Winchester disk for just Apple®II.

That's how we set out to design our hard disk for

the Apple®II. To understand the needs of serious

users and programmers, and to correct the errors

of our predecessors.

You want user-friendliness. So we wrote hard disk

versions of Apple DOS, CP/M® and Pascal that

are highly user-friendly and loaded with

useful features.

Auto-boot hard disk

Menu-driven utilities

Single-keystroke program execution in DOS
Disk search with wild cards, and many more

You want flexibility. So we made every

feature variable.

From 1 to 16 operating systems on each disk

Operating system spaces grow as needed
Slot independence

Variable size volumes (to 400K in DOS)
Mountable and unmountable volumes (even in CP/M)
Custom DOS allowed

You want reliability. We use the leading drive.

And Corona's unique data protection technology.

DataGuard™ 32-bit error correction code
Failsafe™ read-after-write and automatic bad-sector reallocation

2-level impact-protection packaging

You want low-cost backup. So we wrote backup

utilities that make floppy backup convenient.

File compacting to reduce the number of floppies

Volume selective backup in all operating systems

Automatic diskette sequencing to ease floppy handling

You want compatibility. We maximize compati-

bility with existing software and peripheral cards.

9K interface card leaves main memory untouched
Interrupts are allowed

Boot protected floppies from slot 6 without removing hard disk

Automatic slot/drive to hard disk remapping

And you want support. We do that right too.

Hardware depot service in every region

Software theft-protection on the hard disk

Compare the features that matter to you.

And visit our local dealer or distributor for

a demonstration. You'll see the difference

specialization makes.

Corona Starfire™— The Winchester Disli for Apple II

{^2X5 / 5 MB $2X5 / 10 MB
(All software included. Pascal not needed for CP/M.)

$2195 $2695

#corona.
The Third Generation Microcomputer Company

Q^rona Data Systems • 31324 Via Colinas, Section 110, Westlake Village, CA 91361 • 213-706-1505
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Fastalk is your quick guide to popular, special-

ized, or classic software. Programs appearing in Fas-

talk must meet one or more of the following criteria:

(1) equal or surpass in sales the least-selling program

to appear on any of the current bestseller lists; (2) re-

late to a specialized subject area and be in general dis-

tribution (more specialized packages and areas will be

included as Fastalk matures); (3) be new and of pro-

fessional quality (such programs will be carried for

one month only—after that, they must meet other cri-

teria for inclusion); (4) stand out as extraordinary.

Designation as a classic is noted by a bullet pre-

ceding a program's title.

Where opinion is expressed, So/talk has seen the

software in question; the date of Softalk's review, if

any, is given at the end of the item.

Softalk may arbitrarily omit any package from

Fastalk, whether or not it meets the foregoing criteria.

Adventure
• Adventure. Crowther, Woods. The original text ad-

venture, created on mainframe, contributed to by

many over a long time. Very logical within fantasy

framework, excellent puzzles, maps; complex, con-

voluted, and great. Several publishers; Microsoft,

10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $28.95.

Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$35. Frontier Computing, Box 402, 666 N. Main,

Logan, UT 84321. $10.

• Cyborg. Berlyn. Text adventure with brief action

skill game hidden in plot. As a futuristic cyborg,

you're lost in a strange forest, desperately needing

food and power. In its reahsm and use of true plot,

it represents one of the most significant advances in

adventuring since the original Adventure. Sentient,

Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $32.95. 11/81.

Deadline. Blank, Lebling. Episode one in a projected

series of murder mysteries by the authors of Zork.

Interrogate, accuse, make transcripts. Includes in-

spector's casebook, lab report. Text. Infocom, 55

Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $49.95. 8/82.

Escape from Rungistan. Blauschild. Graphics ad-

venture with some animated real-time puzzles.

Espionage theme. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 8/82.

• Hi-Res Adventure #1: Mystery House. Williams.

Whodunit in a Victorian mansion. First adventure

with piaures. 2-word parser with logical compre-

hension. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $24.95.

Hi-Res Adventure §2: The Wizard and the Princess.

Williams, Williams. Attempt to rescue princess

from vengeful wizard. First graphic adventure in full

color. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $32.95. 11/80.

Masli of the Sun. A unique animated graphic quest

with full though sometimes frustrating parsing.

Moving from room to room involves seeing scen-

ery along the way go by—a graphics breakthrough

with nice puzzles. Ultrasoft, 24001 S.E. 103rd St.,

Issaquah, WA 98027. $39.95. 11/82.

• Prisoner 2. Mullich. Totally relandscaped but loyal

version of original game: full-color hi-res graphics

added, puzzles reworded, obstacles expanded. So-

phisticated and difficult exercise in intimidation

with elements of satire. Escape from an island re-

quires player to solve logical puzzles, overcome ob-

stacles, and answer riddles. Excellent computer fare;

nothing else like it. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura,

CA 91301. $32.95. The Prisoner, 3/81; Prisoner 2,

10/82.

* S.A.G.A. Series. Adams. Scott Adams's proto-

typical adventures— 12 in all—spruced up with 100-

color graphics and Votrax vocals. Fun, not always

logical, very story-oriented series. Each adventure

has its own theme and often exotic locale. They map
small but score big on imagination. Adventure Intl.,

Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95 each.

Sherwood Forest. Holle, Johnson. Dating game in

legendary times. In premiere Softoon adventure

featuring neat UltraRes graphics, Robin Hood
woos Maid Marian all the way to the honeymoon.

Go for it. Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Dr.,

Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $34.95.

Starcross. Science fiction prose adventure that comes
wrapped in a flying saucer. Set in the year 2186,

main puzzle is to discover raison d'etre of miniworld

asteroid. Likable, engaging. Infocom, 55 Wheeler

St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $39.95. 11/82.

Swordthrust Series. Set of adventures, seven so far,

that integrate fantasy role playing. Create one char-

acter, make new friends in each adventure, battle

monsters and achieve goals together. Good stories,

fun to map. Vocabulary no mystery but puzzles are.

Single character goes through all. CE Software, 801

73rd St., Des Moines, lA 50312. Number 1 pre-

requisite for rest. Each adventure, $29.95. 8/82.

Time Zone. Williams, Williams. "Microepic" hi-res

adventure featuring ten periods from past and fu-

ture history all over world and universe on six

double-sided disks. Good puzzles, many dangers.

Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarse-

gold, CA 93614. $99.95. 1/82.

Transylvania. Antiochia. Some of best graphics ever

in a hi-res adventure. Excellent puzzles and logic

—

no unfair tricks. Enjoyable. Penguin, 830 4th Ave.,

Geneva, IL 60134. $34.95. 10/82.

Zork I. Part one of mainframe adventure; under-

stands complete compound sentences and ques-

tions. Simultaneous manipulation of objects. Text,

but so what. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge,

MA 02138. $39.95. 6/81.

Zork n. Lebling, Blank. Zork comes into its own.

Great text adventure technique and communica-
tion. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138. $39.95 . 3/82.

Zork \\\. Lebling, Blank. Text lives! A masterpiece of

logic and a grand adventure to revel in. Hard, logi-

cal puzzle with unique point system. Benevolence

conquers. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge,

MA 02138. $39.95. 9/82.

Business
Accounting Plus IL Integrated package: general

ledger, accounts receivable and payable, and inven-

tory-purchasing modules. Basic and machine lan-

guage. Menu-driven; prompting. Software Dimen-
sions, 6371 Auburn Blvd., Citrus Heights, CA
95610. $1,250.

Accounting Plus lie. Stripped and rebuilt to take ad-

vantage of all He functions. General ledger, $450; ac-

counts receivable and payable, $350 each; package,

$995. Software Dimensions, 6371 Auburn Blvd.,

Citrus Heights, CA 95610.

Apple II Business Graphics. Converts numerical da-

ta into a variety of charts and graphs. Features

mathematical and statistical functions. 64K. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95104. $175.

BPI System. Popular five-module business package;

programs also available separately. Includes general

ledger (a bestseller), accounts receivable, accounts

payable, payroll, inventory control, and job cost-

ing. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $395 each; job costing, $595.

Computer Programmed Accountant. Five-module

package: general ledger (very popular), accounts re-

ceivable, accounts payable, payroll, and property

management. All other modules post automatically

to general ledger. Continental, 11223 S. Hindry

Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045. $1,495; separate

modules: $250 each; property management: $495.

The Data Factory. Passauer, Database management
system allows listing files, getting file statistics,

transferring records, and adding fields to update

forms. Disk swapping required; excellent product

overall. Several compatible products available. Mi-

cro Lab, 23 10 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL

60035. $150. 8/81.

dBase II. Speedy relational database management
system. Requires SoftCard. Ashton-Tate, 9929 W.
Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. $700.

DB Master. Comprehensive database management
system with password protection, extensive report

creation options. 1 ,000 characters per record. Stone-

ware, 50 Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $229.

10/81.

DB Master Utility Pak I and Utility Pak II. Com-
patible with version III. It translates DB files to Ap-
ple text, restructures existing files, replicates and

merges, and recovers crashed files. II includes ac-

cessory disk with label printer, global editor, file

merge, reblocker, and forms printer. Stoneware, 50

Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $99 each.

Executive Briefing System. Nifty business graphics

package for preparing color slides, graphs, and

TAXMAN-83
An Interactive TAX MANagement Program for

VisiCalc™& Super Calc™ Users

TAXMAN-83 provides you with the capability to easily calculate your

1982 taxes by using the already proven VisiCalc™ and SuperCalc^"

electronic spreadsheets.

TAXMAN-83 prepares and prints 1982 individual income tax returns.

TAXMAN-83considers all tax alternatives, computes the lov^est tax

possible, tests reasonableness and tells you which forms are

necessary for filing.

TAXMAN-83 includes the following forms/schedules: Federal 1040;

Schedules A, B, C, D, E, F, G, R, RP, SE, ES, U, W; Forms 1116,

2106, 21 19, 2210, 2440, 2441, 3468, 3903, 4136, 4137, 4255, 4562,

4563, 4625, 4684, 4797, 4798, 4835, 4952, 4970, 4972, 5329, 5544,

5695, 5884, 6249, 6251 , 6252, 6478, 6765, 6781 ; Tax schedules X,

YS, YJ, Z; Tax tables; 5ales tax tat)les for all states.

TAXMAN-83 is now available for most microcomputers utilizing

VisiCalc™ or SuperCalc™.

PRICED AT ONLY

$95.00
Call: 1-205-533-7590

oei ATSUKO
COMPUTING
INTERNATIONAL

303 Williams Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35801
Direct orders please add $4 00 tor shipping/handling and sales tax where applicable

VisiCalc IS a trademark ol VisiCorp SuperCalc is a trademark ot SORCIM Corporation
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This year, thousands of hids will be
searching for the most amazing thing

At Spinnaker, we don't believe in the

"kill or be killed" concept behind nnost

computer games. In fact, we believe

computer games should be instruc-

tive. Mot destructive. Butjustas
importantly, they should be fun.

That's why Ih 5EARCM Or THE MOST
AMAZIMQ Tf1iri(j'"is designed to let your

kids negotiate with aliens instead of destroy-

/ ing them. Because given the opportunity
- kids enjoy using their minds.

It's Amazingly Fun.

The Most Amazing Thing is out there

somewhere. Finding it won't be easy
But relax, your kids will have the

help of their old uncle Smoke Bailey

He'll give them a B-liner (sort of a

cross between a hot air balloon

and a dune buggy) to use on their

journey They'll have to learn how to

fly the B-llner and navigate it through

storms and fog. But before they do
anything, your kids will have to talk to Old

Smoke. He'll tell them about the Mire People

and the strange language that they speak, fle'll

also tell them to avoid the dangerous Mire

Crabs and how to get fuel for the B-liner

Your kids will visit the Metallican Auction

where they'll trade with the aliens for valuable

chips. Your kids will then use these chips to buy
things they'll need for their trip. And your kids

will learn how to fly over the planet using their

jet pack.

The Most Amazing Thing

holds great powers, but it will

take great skill, persistence

and imagination to find it.

It's Amazingly Educational.

Ih SEARCH OF THE MOST
AMAZIMC: THIMQ is written by
Tom Snyder, educator and
author of the best-selling

Snooper Troops'" Detective

Series.

And like all Spinnaker games, Ih

SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZIhQ THIhQ has rea

educational value. For instance, your kids wi

sharpen their ability to estimate distances and

quantities. And since they'll be navi-

gating their B-liner, they'll become aware
of distance, direction and time. They'll also

develop a knack for economic and monetary
principles through trading with the aliens.

And they'll solve problems through trial

and error

They'll learn all of these things, plus they'll

learn that nothing is impossible if you put your
mind to it.

A Move! Approach to Computer Games.
Besides offering your children all of the above,

Ih SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZIhQ THIhQ gives

them an opportunity to develop their reading

skills. Because included with the game is Jim

Morrow's new novel Th e Adventures of Smoke
Bailey* So your children will have hours of fun

reading the book or playing the game. And
they'll be learning at the same time.

Parental Discretion Advised.

If you're a parent who would rather see your

kids reason with aliens than destroy them,
you've got plenty of reasons to

ask your local software retailer

for Ih SEARCH OF THE MOST
AMAZIhQ ThIMQ. It's compatible

with Apple,® IBM,® Atari,® and
Commodore 54™ computers.
And it offers so much fun you'll

probably be tempted to play it yoi

Or you can write us directly at:

Spinnaker Software, 215 First Street,

Cambridge, MA 02142.
You'll find this is one computer game that

won't alienate you from your

We make learning fun.

Apple, IBM and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc , International Business Macfiines Corp and Atari, Inc., respectluely Commodore 64 is a trademarh of Commodore Electronics Limited



Two of mankind's greatest treasures

TIM

Reflected in two outstanding peripherals

for your APPLE II

The MBI™
APPLETIME™ Card

$9900*

Fully Mountain Software compatible
Disk included with all software
Includes Datebook™ - a complete desk calendar
Time of day
Calendar date
Day of week
Program timer

international time-keeping ability

Recharging battery backup
Complete software formatting
Offset time/date/day readout

The MBI™ VIP Card
VIP™ Card - "Versatile Interface Peripheral"

(Available for EPSON, NEC, C-ITOH, IDS PRISM, OKIDATA
and other graphic printers soon) «g M ^-v

VIP" Card -The Ultimate Graphics Card v)
A Centronics Parallel Interface with a Serial Port and
Cables featuring:

• Text and graphics screen dump routine

• Graphics with inverse & emphasized modes
• Enlarged picture mode
• Variable line length with left & right margins
• Block graphics
• 90° picture rotation

• Chart Recorder Mode
• A serial port with full RS232 capability

• Software baud rate control from 1 1 0 to 9600 baud
*Suggested List Price

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES: 1019 8TH STREET, GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401 (U.S.A.)

TELEPHONE: (303) 279-8438 TWX: 910-934-0191

Apple is J lr.i(li'm<irk «( Apple Computer, Inc. MBI, Applelime, VIP, .ind Dalebook .ire iMdemarks of Mitrocompulcr Business Industries Corpor.ilion.
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charts. Lotus, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138. $199.

FCM (1st Class Mail). Schoenburg, Pollack. Fan-

tastically user-friendly program for specialized data-

base applications. 12 fields, sort and filter on any

field or combination. Continental, 1 1223 S. Hindry

Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045. $74.95. 6182.

General Manager. User-definable database manage-

ment system; can use one to four disk drives or hard

disk. Change screen and field formats without reen-

tering data. He version adds shift key and lower

case. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $229.95. Hard disk version,

$374.95.

The Incredible Jack. Word processor, database, and

spreadsheet in one, plus mailing label print and sort.

Gives 80-column dual case display on the He. 64K,

80-column card for II Plus. Business Solutions, 60

E, Main St., Kings Park, NY 11754. $79.

List Handler. List-lover's delight. Prints lists, labels,

and letters. Handles 3,000 records per disk and eight

disk drives. Takes requests. Silicon Valley Systems,

1625 El Camino Real, #4, Belmont, CA 94002.

$89.95 . 2183.

Multiplan. Easy-to-learn electronic work sheet using

plain English commands. Powerful modeling and

presentation capabilities. For use in analysis, fore-

casting, technical engineering, and the home. Ver-

sions 1.04 and up use 80 columns and extended

memory of the He. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy.,

Bellevue, WA 98004. $275.

PFS:File (formerly Personal Filing System). Page,

Roberts. User controls data in totally unstructured

database. Up to thirty-two pages (screens) of infor-

mation in each record. lie version has 80 columns,

u&lc. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr.,

Mountain View, CA 94043. $125. 10/80.

PFS:Graph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces

with files created with PFS. File and VisiCalc. Pro-

duces bar, line, and pie charts merging data from

several sources. 80 columns and increased graphics

support in He version. Software Publishing, 1901

Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $125.

5/82.

PFS:Report. Page. Powerful report generator de-

signed for use with PFS.File. Sorts, calculates,

totals, formats, and prints presentation-quality col-

umnar reports. Software Publishing, 1901 Land-

ings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $125. 6/81.

Quick File He. Easy-to-use personal database filing

system. Fifteen fields; files as long as disk allows.

He, 2 disk drives. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $100.

State of the Art General Ledger and Budget and

Forecasting Module. The ledger does 12-period ac-

counting, two-digit subaccounts; handles up to 470

accounts; enter 100 transactions before updating to

permanent files. Budget module extends the ac-

count number to nine digits; custom designs re-

ports; does previous year comparisons. State of the

Art, 3 183A Airway Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

$495; budget module, $395.

VersaForm. Business forms generator for invoicing,

mailing lists, sales analysis, inventory. Hard disk

compatible. Applied Software Technology, 14125

Capri Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030. $389. 6/82.

Videx Preboot VisiCalc. Prepares VisiCalc to run in

80 columns, u&lc. Advanced version uses mixture

of existing memory cards. Videx, 897 N.W. Grant

St., Corvallis, OR 97330. $49; advanced $89.

• VisiCalc. Bricklin, Frankston. Electronic work
sheet for any problem involving numbers, rows, and

columns. No programming necessary. VisiCorp,

2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250. 10/80.

VisiFile. Creative Computer, Jameson, Herman. Da-

tabase management system for organization and re-

trieval of information, allowing sort and modifica-

tion of records. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San

Jose. CA 95134. $250.

VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT schedule planner.

VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134.

$300.

VisiTrend/ VisiPlot. Kapor. Combines VisiPlot

graphics with time-series manipulation, trend fore-

casting, and descriptive statistics. VisiCorp, 2895

Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $259.95. 7/81.

Communiccitions
ASCII Express: The Professional. Robbins, Blue.

Greatly improved version of original modem soft-

ware package features automatic redial, individual

macro files, and conversion of Integer, Applesoft, or

binary programs into text files. Works with a ple-

thora of hardware. Southwestern Data, 10761-E

Woodside Ave., Santee, CA 92071. $129.95. 12/82.

Data Capture 4.0. Copyable, modifiable smart ter-

minal program; compatible with Apple I II and most

lower-case adapters. Southeastern Software, 6414

Derbyshire Dr., New Orleans, LA 70126. $65.

Dow Jones Connector. Guide to the use of the com-

pany's news retrieval service and Blue Chip mem-
bership, too. Dow Jones Software, Box 3(X), FYince-

ton, NJ 08540. $95.

Hayes Terminal Program. Standalone disk designed

for the Micromodem II lets CP/M, DOS 3.3, and

Pascal disks create, list, delete, send, and receive

files. Opens access to nonkeyboard ASCII charac-

ters and prints incoming data as it is displayed.

Hayes Miaocomputer Products, 5835 Peachtree

Corners East, Norcross, GA 30092. $99.

Micro/Terminal. Access and exchange information

with mainframes and minis, databases like the

Source, and other remote terminals and personal

computers. Allows keyboard mapping, u&lc, 80-

column cards. Microcom, 1400A Providence Hwy.,

Norwood, MA 02062. $84.95.

P-Term: The Professional. Supports all Pascal-com-

patible interfaces, asynchronous serial cards, Ap-

500% Faster Loading of Textfiles , Integer, Applesoft & Binary

and Now Six Powerful Extra Commands In Standard DOS 3.3

30 out of 60 bought it on the spot when DAVID-DOS " was

demonstrated at the Original Apple Corps, UCLA.

Automatically supports an Integer or Apple-

soft Rom Card in anv slot (without configuring).

Six New Commands
1. TLOAD Speed loads all Text Files.

2. TLIST Lists all Text Files to screen/printer.

3. DUMP Binarv/Ascii to screen or printer.

4. DISA Disassembles Binary to screen/printer.

5. AL Prints program Address & Length.

6. HIDOS DOS moves itself to Language Card

Like Other DOS Commands
These six commands operate identical to ex-

isting DOS commands. UseAor A$ foraddress

and L or L$ for length. Enter them on the

Keyboard and use them in Basic programs with

the familiar D$.

100 Sectors in 7 Seconds
TLOAD loads a Visacalc Template of a hundred

sectors in 7 seconds and TLIST scrolls it to

screen or printer. TLOAD speed loads Se-

quential and Random Text Files starting at

$1000 or as specified bv A. It loads the entire

file or a smaller length specified by L.

List Any Textfile
TLIST lists Sequential and Random Text Files

to screen and printer.

DUMP screen dumps memorv with Ascii along

the right side. Use A and L for specific dumps.

Without them it starts at $00 and stops with

return.

Disassemble Machine Code
DISA disassembles machine code to screen.

Use A and L for spec ifit routines.

Variable Speed Scrolling

TLIST, DUMP and DISA Features;

1. Print with PR#

2. Key operated variable speed control.

3. Instant pause with Space Bar.

4. Exit anytime with Return Key.

10K More of Memory
HlDOS command checks for a language card

in slot O and moves DOS residing in memory

to the card at SDDOO. Himem is set at SBEOO

adding lOK of free memor\' for programs. The

Integer Card is still automatically supported in

any slot. $300 to $3D0 is kept free.

Apple' II ami Applesofi are trademarks iil Apple Computer inc.

Two More New Commands
HIDOS has all previous commands and features

operational and adds a 7th command FIND,

Find searches 64K memorv in 3 seconds for

any Hex sequence up to 31 bytes long and

prints the addresses to screen. Hidos has an

optional 8th command DATE configured for

Mountain Hardware clocks and is useable in

basic programs.

Use with Most Software
DAVID-DOS is totally accurate and speed

loads without over-writing. Great care was

taken to keep DOS standard and compatible

with most software. All DOS entry addresses

have been preserved. Only two routines were

moved to allow more room in command
tables. DOS is the same length. Init areas were

used for DAVID-DOS,

Install in Seconds
Catalog Free Space is also provided. DAVID-

DOS installs in seconds on blank or full disks.

Requires a 48K Apple II with DOS 3.3.

Comes with instructions.

California residents

add 6'/i9& sales tax. $39.95

C DAVID DATA )

Visid.rp.

To Order: Send Check To Foreign add $2 00

12021 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 212

LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 (213) 478-7865
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Everyday Catalog
Tax Specials

• Tax Manager
• Tax Preparer
• Tax Beater

Strictly Soft Ware 1-800-848-5253

I 1

To receive your free catalog right

away, send this coupon to the address

below. Do you want our Apple or

IBM Catalog?

NAME

STREET

CITY

( ) -
PHONE

STATE ZIP

Siriclly Soli Ware
P.O. Box 338

Granville, OH 43023

Phone Orders & Technical

Assistance: 1-800-848-5253

In Ohio: 1-614 587 2938

ple-compatible modems, and baud rates up to

2400. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave.,

Santee, CA 92071. $129.95.

Super Smart. Terminal emulation package to cap-

ture, create, edit, print, and save data. Softspoken,

Box 7000-863, Redondo Beach, CA 90277. $60.

Transend 1, 2, 3. Intelligent terminal software with

multiple hardware compatibility. Advanced, easy to

use. 1 sends text only; menu driven, limited editor. 2

sends text and files like VisiCalc; verifies transmis-

sion. 3 does both and handles electronic mail with

auto-rediai, clock calendar, and password protec-

tion. Upgrade, $20. SSM, 2190 Paragon Dr., San
Jose, CA 95131. $89, $149, $275. 9/82.

Z-Term: The Professional. More than an update.

Compatible with a great variety of modems, inter-

face cards, and screen modes. Simple file transfer

with integrity. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Wood-
side Ave., Santee, CA 92071. $149.95.

tasy adventure far beyond one place and one set-

ting. Castles, catacombs, an ocean voyage, and the

orb of power. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr.,

#201, Renton, WA 98055. $30. 10/80.

• Temple of Apshai. Lead title in Dunjonquest se-

ries, winner 1981 Academy of Adventure Gaming
Arts and Design "Computer Game of the Year"
award. Epyx/ Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel

Ct., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $39.95.

Ultima. British. Hi-res color adventure, progressing

from Middle Ages to beyond the space age. A mas-

terpiece. California Pacific, 1623 5th St., Davis, CA
95616. $39.95. 6/81.

Ultima II. British. Faster play in a bigger universe

with a time-travel option. Typically British look and
feel. Events are much more interdependent; larger

realm of fantasy with more transactions available.

Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarse-

gold, CA 93614. $59.95.

Fantasy
Apventure to Atlantis. Clardy. Sequel to Odyssey.

Many refinements including recruitable entourage

of wizards with individual attributes. Included cheat

sheet is invaluable. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside

Dr., #201, Renton, WA 98055. $40. 6/82.

• Beneath Apple Manor. Worth. The original dun-

geon game for the Apple, created in 1978. Newly re-

leased version has hi-res, sound effects, a few more

magic items, but still the classic game. Quality, 6660

Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. $29.95.

2/83.

Dungeon. Nesmith, Enge. Adaptation of the board

game of the same name. Six levels of dungeon—all

on one level like board; three levels of difficulty.

Limited animation. TSR Hobbies, Box 756, Lake

Geneva, WI 53147. $25.

Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of Wizardry.

requiring thirteenth-level characters from the origi-

nal. Individual quests on each of six dungeon levels.

Great. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669.

$34.95. 7/82.

Microbe. Clardy, Zalta. An internal course in med-

icine, disguised as a fantasy/adventure/arcade/

simulation. "Enjoy your next viral infection!" Good
game, great educational tool. Synergistic, 830 N.

Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA 98055. $44.95.

• Odyssey: TTie Compleat Apventure. Clardy. Fan-

• Wilderness Campaign. Clardy. First fantasy game
to leave the dungeon for the great outdoors; first in

hi-res; first to bargain with merchants; and more.

Synergistic, 830 N, Riverside Dr., #201, Renton,

WA 98055. $17.50.

Wizardry. Greenberg, Woodhead. Ultimate role-

playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi-res. Generate

twenty characters, six at a time on expeditions.

Gripping game; superbly produced. Sir-tech, 6

Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $49.95. 8/81.

Graphics
Alpha Plot. Kersey, Cassidy. Hi-res graphics and text

utility with optional xdraw cursor and proportional

spacing. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego,

CA 92103. $39.50.

The Artist. Schwader. Graphics toolkit for creating

shapes, shape tables, character sets. Character ani-

mation and byte-move utility routines allow print-

ing text on hi-res screen. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-

Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $79.95.

The Complete Graphics System II. Pelczarski. A
wealth of graphics tools at a reasonable price. Make
2-D drawings with game paddles, add text in de-

structive, nondestructive, or reverse modes, create

3-D figures and shape tables. Manual features com-
plete outline of command structure. Penguin, 830

4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $69.95; Apple
Graphics Tablet version, $119.95. 7/81.



Give your child the thinking tools

that stand in a class by themselves:

progTcims for your home from

Computer-Advanced Ideas.

For The Fun Of It

As professional educators and

programmers we've been proving

for over a decade that motivated

learners do best. Featuring full-color

graphics, our animated learning

games are fun. They talk like a

friend, play like a teammate and

teach like a tutor. And they stimulate

eager young minds.

Partners In Learning
CAI programs come with a library of

knowledge for your child to explore.

But that's just the beginning. They

also feature a unique authoring

system that lets you create lessons

on any subject, tailoring the

program to your child's needs. No
knowledge of computers is required.

Our programs make sense to people
— from 4 to 94— and grow right

along with your child.

A Success In Schools
Over 1800 school districts have

chosen CAI programs to teach

essential vocabulary and logic skills

in a full range of topics. Our products

get recognition—because they work.

Head Start

Your child's future begins with

opportunities you create at home.
Choosing resources that are

stimulating, challenging and fun can

be one of the best decisions you
make. Ask your computer retailer

for a demonstration of CAI

programs and see for yourself how
enjoyable a good education can be.

Oil
Computer
Advanced
Ideas

Bringing Ideasm Home
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley, CA 94709 (415) 526-9100
For the Apple 11/ lie
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GraForth. Lutus. A graphics language rewritten for

maximum speed. Plotting, line, text display, char-

acter image, and high speed 3-D graphics, with va-

riety of colors and drawing options. Includes music

synthesizer. Insoft, 10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd., #202-

B, Portland, OR 97219. $75. SjSl.

The Graphics Magician. Jochumson, Lubar, Pelc-

zarski. Outstanding animation package consisting

of picture editor and shape table extender. Comes
with utility program to transfer binary files. Pen-

guin, 8304th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $59.95; Apple

Graphics Tablet version, $69.95. 5182.

The Graphics Solution. Graphics editor and bit-

mapping animation system using film-editing tech-

niques. Saves hi-res screen as a standard DOS file.

No programming knowledge necessary. Accent,

3750 Wright PI., Palo Alto, CA 94306. $149.95.

LPS II. Superb hi-res graphics drawing system with

light pen. Draw freehand or use circles and lines to

create geometric shapes. Fill routine with colors and

patterns; fun animation demo; programmable Pen-

trak driver. Gibson, 23192-D Verdugo Dr., Laguna

Hills, CA 92653. $349. 10182.

Zoom Grafix. Holle. Graphics printing utility allows

display of picture on screen prior to print; prints out

selected portion at any size. Phoenix, 64 Lake Zu-

rich Dr., Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $39.95 . 2182.

Home
Career Directions. Take a systematic approach to

making career decisions. Professionally designed

assessment analysis, planning, and exercises. Sys-

tems Design, 723 Kanawha Blvd., #403, Charles-

ton, WV 25301. $59.95,

• Crossword Magic. Crossword puzzle maker.

Choose subject, words, and clues; program
automatically connects words. Play on-screen or

SOFTWARE FOR
COMPUTER
WIDOWS

Now everyone can share in the fun of own-
ing on Apple, Designed with practical home
applications in mind, these versatile pro-

grams require no prior computer ex-

perience or time-consuming study

MEMORY JOGGER: Never again forget

an appointment, plrthday or payment due.

Identifies upcoming important dates for the

time period you specify

RECIPE INDEX: Organizes recipes from
multiple sources and finds them by key in-

gredient, course, nationality, etc.

ADDRESS BOOK: In addition to the

features you'd expect, can tell who was in-

vited to your last party, received a
Christmas card, sent a wedding present.

,

For the Apple' II -i- , 48K, one disk drive

$29 EACH. ALL 3 FOR $65
Packaged for gift giving

Credit Card Orders • 24-Hour • Toll-Free

800-227-1 61 7 ext. 258
800-772-3545 ext. 258 in CA —
or send a check today to

W TCraftsbury
I J Software no

1623 Montague St., N.W. Dept. A
Washington, D,C, 20011

Dealer inquiries invited

Apple' Is a reg tlVl of Apple Computer

SOPTAI 1/

make printout. L & S Computerware, 1589 Fraser

Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94087. $49.95.

Dow Jones Market Analyzer (formerly RTR Mar-

ket Analyzer). Automatically collects, stores, and

updates historical and daily market quotes. Pro-

vides technical analysis and plots eighteen different

types of charts. Dow Jones Software, Box 300,

Princeton. NJ 08540. $350.

Electric Duet. Lutus. Two-voice music without hard-

ware. A bit involved, but superb sound quality.

Insoft, 10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd., #202-B, Portland,

OR 97219. $29.95. 7112.

Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough, power-

ful home finance program. Monitors live checking

accounts against a common budget, plus credit

cards and cash; one-step record or transfer of funds.

Continental, 11223 S, Hindry Ave., Los Angeles,

CA 90045. $74.95. 4182.

Know Your Apple. Visually oriented computer tuto-

rial with manual. Covers disks, drives, and paiph-

erals. A model of clarity. Muse, 347 N. Charles St.,

Baltimore, MD 21201. $29.95.

Know Your Apple He. Tutorial program with every-

thing you wanted to know about the soul of your

new machine. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore,

MD 21201. $24.95.

Market Analyst. Investment analysis package with

portfolio management, technical analysis, and tele-

communications capability. 64K. Anidata, 613 Jae-

ger Ct., SicklerviUe, NJ 08081. $395. 2183.

Nutritionist. Release 4.0 of interactive graphics diet

analysis program. Computes nutritive values of

meals, menus, or complete diets; creates special re-

quirement diets. N-Squared Computing, 5318 For-

est Ridge Rd., Silverton, OR 97381. $145.

Permanent Portfolio Analyzer. Investment tool

based on long-term financial strategies of Harry

Brown. C.R. Hunter & Associates, 1527 North-

wood Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45237. $295.

Personal Finance Manager. Gold, Software Dimen-

sions. Handles 200 entries a month from 14 sepa-

rate accounts. Search-sort-edit routine. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $75.

11181.

Real Estate Analyzer. Make buy-and-sell decisions,

compare investments, project future sales for ten

years. File, retrieve, and alter information itemized

in tabular form. Howard Software, 8008 Girard

Ave,, #310, La Jolla, CA 92037. $195. 7181.

Stock Market Advance Decline Timing Program.

Altman, Tells when to buy stocks. Buy/sell recom-

mendations on both short and intermediate term.

Defines change in direction of advance /decline line.

Dr. R. Altman, Box 1197, Hightstown, NJ 08520.

$149.

Tax Manager. Helps prepare federal returns and

print schedules. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd.,

Highland Park, IL 60035. $150.

Tax Mini-Miser. Sunrise. Tax-planning package

computes six tax strategies over one year or one

strategy up to six years. Starsoft, 4984 El Camino
Real, #125, Los Altos, CA 94022. $295.

Tax Preparer. Record-keeping program with wide

variety of federal tax forms and schedules; creates

itemized lists. Yearly updates. Howard Software,

8008 Girard Ave., #310, La Jolla, CA 92037. $99.

Wall Streeter. Collection of stock analysis and man-

agement programs that track price, Dow Jones, in-

dices, and advances and declines. Calculates and

charts same. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd.,

Highland Park, IL 60035. $300.

Home-Arcade
A.E. Wada, Horai. Blasting away like mad in 3-D.

Time the release and detonation of missiles and

repel the next wave. Innovative graphics, new firing

technique, and fugues to boot. Broderbund, 1938 4th

St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95. 2183.

• Alien Rain (Apple Calaxian). Suzuki. Monsters in

MARCH 1983

this classic seem to take it personally when you gun
down one of their kind. Broderbund, 1938 4th St.,

San Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95. 9181.

Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of crawl-

ing apples and butterflies by running up and down
connecting ladders, digging traps, then covering crit-

ters before they devour you. Extremely addictive,

excellent hi-res play. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San
Rafael, CA 94901. $29,95. 9/9/.

The Arcade Machine. Jochumson, Carlston. Step-by-

step arcade game designer—shapes, scoring, sound,

and titles. Begin with variations on five games in-

cluded, then on to your own. Broderbund, 1938 4th

St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $59.95. 11182.

Aztec. Stephenson. Graphic fantasy arcade with ani-

mation throughout. DataMost, 8943 Fullbright

Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $39.95. 1183.

Bandits. Ngo. Fight off waves of multiple menaces
intent on stealing your supplies. Delirious nonstop

action, animated to the hilt. Sirius, 10364 Rocking-

ham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 7182.

Beagle Bag. Kersey. Twenty games and miscellany,

written in Basic and unprotected. Great humor,

good two-player games. Manual is worth the price

of admission. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San
Diego, CA 92103. $29.50. 1183.

Beer Run. Turmell. Catch falling beer cans on your

way up one building, hop the blimp, and work your
way down another. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 1182.

Bellhop. Kitchen, Van Ryzin. Hi-res tip-hustling and
elevator-jockeving. Hayden, 600 Suffolk St., Lowell,

MA 01854. $34.95. 1183.

Solo. Micro version of sci-fi fantasy. Huge maze
where you don't eat anything. Drive around in tank

and destroy enemy bases as you're dogged by intel-

ligent assassin tanks. Much depth, many months'

fun. Top class. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr.,

#201, Renton, WA 98055. $34.95. 2183.

Cannonball Blitz. Lubeck. In the cold light of day-m,

you must find the key to victory, no matter how
inco«^uous. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Build-

ing, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95. 7182.

Canyon Climber. Mountford. Scale the levels and

ladders while avoiding arrows, gorges, and hi-res

sheep (no cows). Datasoft, 19519 Business Center

Dr., Northridge, CA 91324. $29.95.

Choplifter. Gorlin. Fly your chopper to rescue 64

hostages, avoiding interceptor jets, homing mines,

and tanks. Challenging, realistic, and playful. Stun-

ning graphics. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San

Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95. 7j82.

Crisis Mountain. Schroeder. Run, crawl, walk, and

leap through mountain maze fraught with rolling

rocks, geysers, and chasms; defuse nuclear devices.

Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201, Renton,

WA 98055. $34.95. 10182.

• Crossfire. Sullivan. Aliens come at you from four

directions on a grid laid out like city blocks.

Strategy and intense concentration required. Su-

perb, smooth animation of a dozen pieces simul-

taneously. One of the great ones. Sierra On-Line,

Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614,

$29.95. 1182.

David's Midnight Magic. Snider. Pinball challenger

to Raster Blaster. Excellent hi-res graphics and ani-

mation. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $34.95. 2/82.

• Epoch. Miller. Superbly stylized animation en-

hances this filmic shoot-'em-up. Tremendous sense

of being in space; neat classical music and dramatic

time warp sequence. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 10/81.

Evolution. Mattrick, Sember. Player is la prey in six

stages from amoeba to human. Surprise ending ain't

fun. Sydney, 600-1385 W. 8th Ave., Vancouver, BC,

Canada V6H 3V9. $39.95.

Frogger. Lubeck. Not even close. Sierra On-Line,

Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$34.95. 12/82.

• Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and dodg-



Mr. Dow and Mr.Jones
introduce

DowJones Software-

Jones: "Mr. Dow, look what they're selling in that new store

down the street: Dow Jones Software. You haven't gotten

us into ladies' fashions, have you?"

Dow: "No, Mr. Jones. That's a computer store, and our software

products allow investors and business professionals to use

a personal computer like this one here to easily manage

financial information."

Jones: "Just what can our software do?"

Dow: "In a nutshell, Jones, with a personal computer, a tele-

phone, a modem and Dow Jones Software, you can easily

perform complex analyses on the mformation available

from our information service, Dow Jones News/Retrieval®.'

Jones: "You mean all those calculations I've been doing by hand

I could do in a fraction of the time with this software?

That's great!"

Dow: "It is, Mr. Jones. Just like The Wall Street Journal,

Dow Jones Software is a resource you can bank on!"

Available nationwide from these fine computer dealers . .

.

ALASKA
ANCHORAGE
Abacus North
511 West 4th Ave.

(907) 276-7443

Rainbow Technics
4301 North Star

(907) 278-3923

The Software Store
4600 Business Park Blvd.

(907) 694-3044

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
Computerland of Phoenix
3152 E. Camelback Road
(602) 956-5727

CALIFORNIA
ANAHEIIM
Powers Computer Center
1295 N. Euchd St.

(714) 778-6021

ARCADIA
Love Computers
7 East Foothill

(213) 447-0721

BAKERSFIELD
Computer Basics
5600 California Ave.

(805) 834-561

1

BREA
Computer City

2700 E. Imperial Highway
(714)996-0800

Computique
1080 E. Imperial Highway
(714) 990-6600

EL TORO
Wabash Apple Computer
Suite C & D
23720 El Toro Road
(714) 768-3236

ENCINO
The Software Source
17905 Ventura Boulevard

(213) 705-4445

CAtUIARILLO

Crawford Data Systems
350 N LantanaAve.,#561
(805) 484-4159

COSTA MESA
Computer City

3941 S. Bristol

(714) 549-7749

Piatt Music/May Company
3333 S. Bristol

(714) 546-9321

FAIRFIELD
Mark Anthony Computer
1972 I N. Texas
(707) 426-4600

HUNTINGTON BEACH
Gateway Computer Center
15201 Springdale

(714) 895-3931

The Software Store
16562 Gothard St.

(714) 842-0460

Sun Computers
17671 Beach Blvd.

(714) 848-5574

IRVINE

Learning Shack
17981 -J Sky Park Circle

(714) 966-6631

V.I.P.

14775 Jeffrey Road, J

(714) 752-6341

LA MESA
Computerland
7200 Parkway Drive

(619) 464-5656

LAWNDALE
Computer Stop

16811 Hawthorne Blvd.

(213) 371-4010

Computique

1611 Hawthorne Blvd.

(213) 370-5795

LONG BEACH
A'Vidd Electronics

2210 Bellflower Blvd.

(213) 598-0444

continued on next page

Dow Jones Software

...Bank on it.
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LOS ALAMITOS
Amis Desktop Computers
10512 Los Vaqueros Circle

(714) 952-4122

LOS ANGELES
Compusystems (Downtown)
1050 West 6th Street

(213) 975-1220

Computerland
10600 W. Pico Blvd.

(213) 559-3353

Computique
11986Wiishire Blvd^

(213) 820-0423

Computique
3285 Wilshire Bivd.

(213) 385-7777

Computique
435 West 7tri Street

(213) 629-0121

LOSGATOS
Idea Computer
301 N Santa Cruz Ave.

(408) 354-1210

MODESTO
Computerware
1031 15th Street

(209) 578-9739

OAKLAND
Soltwaire Centre Int'l.

5269 Broadway
(415) 428-9333

ORANGE
Computer City

1904 Tustin Ave.
(714)974-3082

PALO ALTO
Mission Computers
550 University Ave.

(415) 326-9689

Softwaire Centre Int'l.

477 University Avenue
(415) 327-0520

PASADENA
Computique
260 S. Lake Ave.

(213) 795-3007

The Softwaire Centre
548 S. Lake Avenue
(213) 793-4443

RIVERSIDE

Computer Kingdom
5225 Canyon Crest Dr., #30
(714) 787-1142

ROCKLIN
Audio Video Computer Center
3111 Sunset Blvd.

(916) 988-6024

SACRAMENTO
Capitol Computer System
1771 Tribute Road
(916) 483-7298

SANTA ANA
Computique
3211 South Harbor Blvd.

(714) 549-7373

Softwaire Centre Int'l.

3821 S. Bristol

(714)641-0332

SANTA BARBARA
Computer Plaza
331 3A State Street

(805) 687-9391

SANTA MONICA
The Computer Store
820 Broadway
(213) 451-0713

SAN DIEGO
Computer City

4603 Mission Bay Drive
(619)270-3100

The Computer Merchant
5107 ElCajohn Blvd.

(619) 583-3963

Softwaire Centre Int'l

4170 Convoy St,

(619)576-1424

Software Only
8199 Clairennont Mesa Blvd.

(619) 569-1666

Wabash Apple
4636 Convoy Street
(619)576 1604

SAN FRANCISCO
Apex Information Systems, Inc.

#1A Russian Hill Place
(415) 885-1633

Computer Connection
214 California Street

(415) 781 0200

Quest Computer Store
710 Montgomery Street
(415)982-3753

Software Center
4720 Geary Blvd.

(415) 751-2231

SAN JOSE
Businessland, Inc.

3610 Stevens Creek Blvd.

(408) 554-9292

TARZANA
Computique
18665 Ventura Blvd.

(213) 705-7507

VENTURA
Computerland
3875 Telegraph, Suite E
(805)656-7711

WEST LOS ANGELES
The Software Spot
1977 Santa Monica Blvd.

(213)477-7561

WOODLAND HILLS
Software Etc.

19973 Ventura Blvd.

(213) 702-8918

COLORADO
AURORA
Compushop
3102 S. Parker Road
(303) 337-5885

Micro Computer Center
Suite F, 2680 S. Havana
(303) 751-0811

BOULDER
Computer Connection
Suite 101, 1600 38th Street

(303) 449-8282

DENVER
C W Electronics
800 Lincoln Street

(303)832-1111

Idex Micro Systems
999 18th Street, Suite 225
(303) 293-2299

ENGLEWOOD
Computers Etc., Inc.

8923 E. Union Ave.

(303) 779-5256

FT. COLLINS
Rocky Mountain Computers
2601 S. Lemay, #24
(303) 223-4000

CONNECTICUT
WETHERSFIELD
Computer Resources, Inc.

683 Silas Deane Highway
(203) 563-9000

WESTPORT
Computerworks
1439 Post Road East
Liberty Plaza

(203) 255-9096

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Computer Store
1990 K Street

(202) 466-3367

FLORIDA
FT. LAUDERDALE
The Computer Works
6221 N. Federal Highway
(305)491-8600

NORTH PALM BEACH
Computer Center of the
Palm Beaches
751 Northlake Blvd.

(305) 848-3801

GEORGIA
ATLANTA
Compushop of Georgia
The Prado
5600 Roswell Road
(404)252-9611

Computer Center, Inc.

3623 Interstate 85 North
(404)457-8465

HAWAII
HILO
The Computer Store
291 Keawe Street

(808) 969-1166

HONOLULU
Computer Market of Hawaii
578 Ala Moana Bivd
(808) 521. 7312

Memory Lane Computers
841 Bishop St.

(808) 526-3232

IDAHO
LEWISTON
B & I Computer System
1824-B Main Street

(208) 746-5980

Team Electronics
1920- 19th Avenue
(208) 746-0086

ILLINOIS

AURORA
Farnsworth Computer Center
1891 N. Farnsworth Avenue
(312) 851-3888

BUFFALO GROVE
Compushop
1363 W. Dundee Road
(312) 577-0600

CHICAGO
Chicago Computer Company
222 West Adams, Suite 245
(312) 372-7360

Compushop
180N.Wacker
(312) 726-7190

Computers Plus
5050 N. Cumberland Ave.
(312)452-0066

Systems Source
131 W. Madison
(312) 726-7879

DEERFIELD
Video Etc.

465 Lake Cook Road
(312) 498-9669

EVANSTON
Nabih's
515 Davis St.

(312) 869-6140

LAKE FOREST
Lake Shore Computers
1000 N. Western Avenue
(312) 234-1002

MIDLOTHIAN
Compushop
14403 S.Cicero Ave.

(312) 396-1020

NILES
Computerland
9511 N. Milwaukee Avenue
(312) 967-1714

NORTHBROOK
Norlhbrook Computers
4113 Dundee Road
(312) 480-9190

OAKBROOK TERRACE
Oakbrook Computer
17 West 426 -22nd Street

(312) 941-9005

ORLANDPARK
Micro Age Computer Store
8752 W. 159th St.

(312) 349-8080

Video Etc.

9107 W. 151st Street

(312) 460-8980

PEORIA
Wallace Micro Mart
2619 N. University

(309) 685-7876

VILLA PARK
Farnsworth Computer Center
383 E. North Avenue
(312)833-7100

INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS
Microage Computer Store
8615 Allisonville Road
(317) 849-5161

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE
The Computer Place
5500 Florida Blvd.

(504) 926-4630

SHREVEPORT
Micro Business Systems
3823 Gilbert

(318) 226-8848

MAINE
AUBURN
Software Centers
95 Spring Street

(207) 784-4330

MARYLAND
BETHESDA
Bethesda Computers
8020 Norfolk Avenue
(301)657-1992

CUMBERLAND
Miller & Miller

49 North Centre Street
(301)777-1000

EASTON
The Computer Shop
lowest Dover Street
(301)995-1816

LAUREL
The Communications Center
9624 Ft. Meade Road
(301)953-9535

SALISBURY
The Computer Shop
112 West Market Street
(301)543-8200

MASSACHUSETTS
BURLINGTON
Computer City

Vinebrook Plaza

(617) 273-3146

CAMBRIDGE
Harvest Computers
118A Magazine Street

(617) 547-3289

Tech Computer Store
199 Alewife Brook Parkway
(617)497-0395

CHARLESTOWN
Computer City

420 Rutherford Avenue
(617) 242-3350

DANVERS
Computer City
151 Endicott Street

(617) 774-7118

NEEDHAM
New England Electronics (NEECO)
679 Highland Ave.

(617) 449-1760

WATERTOWN
Micro Source Financial
23 Elm Street

(617) 924-5500

WORCHESTER
Computer City

16 Front St

(617) 755-5464

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR
Complete Computer Center
413 East Huron
(313) 994-6344

BIRMINGHAM
SIMTEC
4114 W. Maple
(313)855-3990

FARMINGTON HILLS
Computer Connection
38437 Grand River

(313) 477-4470

GRAND BLANC
Computer Contact
3017 E. Hill Road
(313) 694-3740

GROSS POINTE
Computerland
22000 Greater Mack Ave.
(313) 772-6540

KALAMAZOO
Computer Room
455 W. Michigan Ave.

(616) 343-4634

LIVONIA

Computer Horizons
37099 Six Mile Road
(313) 464-6502

SAGINAW
The Computer Mart
3580 Bay Road
(517)790-1360

SOUTHFIELD
Spectrum Computers
26618 Southfield Road
(313) 559-5252

TROY
Computer Mart

1824 W. Maple Road
(313)649-0910

Rainbow Computer
819 East Big Beaver Road
(313) 528-3535

WESTBLOOMFIELD
Retail Computer Center
4381 Orchard Lake Rd.
(313) 855-4220

MINNESOTA
BLOOMINGTON
The Software Centry
Southtown Center
Penn Ave. South 1-494

(612) 881-4514

BURNSVILLE
Computer Professionals
14322 Burnhaven Drive
(612)435-8060

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON
Programs Unlimited
4030 Metro Drive

(601)969-6705

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY
Computer ASP, Inc.

7115 N.W. Barry Road
(816) 741-8013

ST. CHARLES
United Computer Center
4033 S. Cloverleaf

(314) 928-1266

ST. LOUIS

Computer Station
1 1610 Page Service Drive
(314)432-7019

Forsythe Computers
11445 Olive Street

(314) 567-0450

NEBRASKA
LINCOLN
Micro Technologies
8200 N. 66th St.

(402) 488-4543

OMAHA
Software Source
8610 Cass Street

(402) 397-4958

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS
Century 23
4530 Meadows Lane, #C1
(702)870-1534

Home Computers
1775 E. Tropicana
(702) 798-1022

RENO
A-f Computers/Byte Shop of Reno
4804 Kietzke Lane
(702) 826-8080

NEW HAMPSHIRE
HANOVER
Chips Micro Center
3 South Street

(603) 643-5413

NASHUA
Computer Mart of New Hampshire
170 Main Street

(603) 883-2386

SALEM
Computertown
304 South Broadway
(603)893-8812

NEW JERSEY
PRINCETON
Clancy Paul

Princeton Shopping Center
N. Harrison St.

(609) 683-0060

STANHOPE
Computer Universe
23 Route 206
(201)347-7892

NEW YORK
JERICHO
Programs Unlimited
125 S. Service Road
(516)997-8668

NEW HYDE PARK
Berliner Computer Center
102 Jericho Turnpike
(516) 775-4700

NEW YORK
Computer Factory, Inc.

485 Lexington Avenue
(212)687-5000

Datel Systems Corp.
121 1 Avenue of the Americas
(212) 921-0110
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Future Data
95 Trinity Piace

(212) 732-3905

Macy's Department Store

Heraid Square
(212)560-4491

McGraw Hill Bookstore
1221 Avenue of the Americas
(212)997-4100

Representative Systems
718 Broadway
(212)477-3061

SYRACUSE
Omnlfax Computer Stores
3216 Eric Blvd. East

(315) 446-1284

YONKERS
Investment Software Concepts
295 Jessamine Avenue
(914) 476-1280

NORTH CAROLINA
GREENSBORO
Byte Shop of Greensboro
218 N. Elm Street

(919)275-2983

RALEIGH
Computer Solutions

2840 S.Wilmington St.

(919) 755-1779

WINSTON-SALEM
Computer Soutli

8013 Silas Creek
(919) 748-8001

OHIO
BAY VILLAGE
Nortficoast Computer
640 Dover Center Rd.

(216) 835-4345

CANTON
Computerland
4106 Belden Village St., N.W.
(216) 493-7786

CINCINNATI
Abacus Computer Store

225 E. Sixth Street

(513)421-5900

The Future Now
7336 Kenwood Road
(513) 791-4700

CLEVELAND
Computerland
2070 E 9th St.

(216)621-7262

COLUMBUS
ADS Systems
642 W. Broad St.

(614) 224-8823

Microage Computer Store
2591 Hamilton Road
(614) 868-1550

Micro Electronics, Inc.

Lane Ave. Shopping Center
1555 W. Lane Avenue
(614)481-8041

GRANVILLE
Strictly Software
1670 Columbus Road
(614) 587-2938

MAYFIELD HEIGHTS
Computerland
1300 Som Center Road
(216) 461-1200

MENTOR
Cleveland Computer Co.
7673 Mentor Avenue
(216)946-1722

NORTH OLMSTEAD
Computerland
4579 Great Northern Blvd.

(216) 777-1433

TOLEDO
Abacus II Micro Computers
1417 Bernalh Parkway
(419) 865-1009

Abacus II Micro Computers
4751 Monroe Street

(419) 471-0082

The High Tech Systems
4543 Monroe St.

(419)472-1170

YOUNGSTOWN
Computerland
813 Boardman Poland Rd.

(216) 758-7569

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY

Computer Connections
12314 N. May Avenue
(405) 755-9220

TULSA
Computer Connections
8125A East 51st St.

(51st & Memorial)

(918) 663-6342

OREGON
BEAVERTON
Byte Shop
3482 S.W, Cedar Hills Blvd.

(503) 644-2686

EUGENE
Computer Solutions, Inc.

175 Silver Lane
(503) 689-9677

GRANTS PASS
Team Electronics

530 N.E."E" Street

(503) 479-8723

PENDLETON
F & H Sound
338 South Main
(503) 276-3772

PORTLAND
American Datastar Systems
430 N.E. Glisan

(503) 238-4605

Byte Shop
625 S.W. 10th Avenue
(503) 223-3496

Computerland
327 S.W. Morrison
(503)295-1928

Stereo Distributors, Inc.

955 N.E. Union Ave.

(503)232-0915

SALEM
Computerland
980 Lancaster Drive, N.E.

(503) 371-7070

Computer Specialties, Inc.

3390 S. Commercial
(503) 399-0534

Team Electronics

395 Liberty N.E.

(503) 371-7406

TiGARD
Computerland
12020 S.W. Main Street

(503) 620-6170

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA
Mace Electronics

3225 Pleasant Valley Blvd
(814)942-5031

DOYLESTOWN
Solution Computer Center
33 North Main Street

(215) 345-4411

ERIE

Mace Electronics
2631 W. Eighth Street

(814) 838-3511

GREENSBURG
Chariot Computers
245 S. Main St.

(412) 838-9560

PITTSBURGH
Business Equipment Sales
5284 Steubenville Pike

(412)923-2533

Computer Workshop
3848 William Penn Highway
(412) 823-6722

Pittsburgh Computer Store
612 Smithfield Street

(412) 391-8050

The Computer House
lOOOGreentree Road
(412) 921-1333

TEXAS
ARLINGTON
Computer Port

2142 N.Collins

(817) 469-1502

BELLAIRE
Compushop
5315 Bissonnet
(713)661-2008

DALLAS
COMPCO
Suite 108
5519 Arapaho Road
(214) 386-6578

Computer Wares
Suite 106
12300 Inwood
(214) 960-0800

SIMTEC
12801 Midway
(214) 484-3311

EL PASO
RTR Software
444 Executive Center Blvd.

(915) 544-4397

FORT WORTH
Compushop
6353 Camp Bowie Blvd.

Ridglea Plaza

(817) 738-4442

Computer Co-op
3465 Bluebonnet Circle

(817) 926-7331

Computer Wares
4670 S. Hulen
(817)346-0446

HOUSTON
Compushop
815 Milam
(713) 227-1523

Computercraft, Inc.

5050 FM 1960 West
(713) 583-2032

Computercraft, Inc.

10165 Katy Freeway
(713) 827-1744

Computercraft, Inc.

2709 Chimney Road
(713) 840-9762

Computercraft, Inc.

3233 Fondren
(713) 977.0664

Computercraft, Inc.

1958 West Gray
(713) 522-3130

Computercraft, Inc.

2200 Southwest Freeway
Suite 150

(713) 527-8088

Computercraft Software Store
2723 Chimney Rock
(713) 552-0880

Computercraft Software Store
2200 Southwest Freeway
(713) 521-3050

Computer Galleries

2493 S. Braeswood
(713)661-0055

Computer Galleries

1 1538 Northwest Freeway
(713) 956 0900

Computronix
1536 Willowbrook Mall

(713) 890-5832

Computer General Store
5085 Westheimer
Galleria II #3590

(713) 627-0455

SIMTEC
1990 E Post Oak Blvd
(713)850-9797

Software Center of Houston
2200 Southwest Freeway
(713) 521-3050

IRVING

Compushop
Las Colinas Towers IV

1 25 Carpenter Freeway
(214) 556-2166

Computer Wares
2209 Story Road
(214) 258-0080

NORTH RICHLAND HILLS
Compushop
8214 Bedford-Euless Road
(214) 498-8106

PLANO
Compushop
3100 Independence Parkway
(214)867-4595

Computer Wares
1915 Central Expressway
Suite 130
(214)422-5584

SAN ANTONIO
Computer Shop
501 1 Walzem Road
(512) 657-7034

VICTORIA
Computer Command Corp.
708 E. Goodwin
(512) 573-4305

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY

Mnemonics
141 East 200 South
(801)521-2168

Personal Business Computers
1879 S. Main Street

(801)486-4839

VIRGINIA

ALEXANDRIA
Computers Plus

6120 Franconia Road
(703) 922-7850

Universal Computers
1710 Fern Street

(703) 379-0367

RESTON
Universal Computers
2355-G Hunters Woods Plaza

(703) 620-6160

WASHINGTON
BELLEVUE
Bixby's Sight & Sound Center
11919 N.E. 8th

(206) 454-5770

Online Computer Centers
13710 N.E. 20th Street

(206) 644-2080

Swan Computer Store
1034 116th Ave., N.E.

(206) 454-6272

ELLENSBURG
Computer Craft

115 East 8th St.

(509) 925-3755

LACEY
Stolz's Computers
4106 Pacific Avenue, S.E.

(206) 459-9595

SEATTLE
Compu Lab
735 N, Northlake Way
(206) 633-5020

Computer Shop Business Center
11057 8th Ave., N.E.

(206) 367-4747

SPOKANE
Bits-Bytes-Nibbles, Inc.

209 Northtown Shopping Center
(509) 487-1601

Microspace
S. 114 Madison
(509) 624-3344

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
North Shore Computers
5261 N. Port Washington Rd.

(414)963-9700

WAUSAU
Oryx Software
205 Scott St

(715) 848-2322

INTERNATIONAL
SWITZERLAND
Dynalech Prodata
Industriestrasse 30
CH-8302 Kloten

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer™
A leclinical analysis product

that allows private and profes-

sional investors to automatically

collect, store and update histor-

ical and daily market quotes, and

to construct technical analysis

charts at the touch of a key

Dow Jones
Market Microscope™
A fundamental analysis

product that allows professional

money managers to choose and

follow indicators for extensive

lists of stocks and industry

groups, and to sort, rank, screen

and set critical points for buying

and selling.

Dow Jones
Market Manager'"
A portfolio management
product for private or profes-

sional investors who desire

immediate access to pricing and

financial information, and who
need an accounting and control

system for their portfolios of

securities.

Dow Jones

Connector™
A data retrieval product

for the business or professional

person who wants instant elec-

tronic access to news, facts and

vital data at the home or office,

via personal computer, simple

terminal, communicating word

processor ot teletypewriter

Dow Jones Software

...Bank on it.
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ing invaders and saving kidnapped inhabitants.

Outstanding hi-res graphics, challenging refueling

sequence. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacra-

mento, CA 95827. $39.95 8/81.

Jawbreaker 2. Beuche. No relation or resemblance to

Jawbreaker 1 or Beuche's first. Very playable and

addictive. New, fun, and fresh. Sierra On-Line, Sier-

ra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95.

1/83.

Lunar Leeper. Beuche. Silly, enjoyable rescue mis-

sion with challenging ship control and unpredicta-

ble foes. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95. 1/83.

• Meteoroids (Asteroids) in Space. Wallace. Make
little asteroids out of big ones, plus occasional hos-

tile alien ships. Hyperspace, autobrake, autofire.

Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., #105, Re-

seda, CA 91335. $19.95.

• Microsoft Decathlon (formerly Olympic Decath-

lon). Smith. Ten standard decathlon events. Hi-res

animated athletes, muscle-stirring music; you pro-

vide the sweat. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy.,

Bellevue, WA 98004. $29.95. 6/81.

Miner 2049er. Livesay, Hogue. Run, jump, climb,

and slide through the mines, reinforcing the ground-

work along the way. Elevators, cannons, chutes,

and ladders help; mutants don't. Hot stuff, best of

the genre. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd.,

Highland Park, IL 60035. $39.95. 1/83.

Pie Man. Bems, Kosaka. Everyone loves Lucy's clas-

sic bit with the pies and the conveyor belt, immor-
talized in hi-res. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL

60134. $29.95. 10/82.

Finball A2-PB1: Night Mission. Artwick. Fantasti-

cally realistic and competitive ten-mode pinball

simulation, allowing user modification and defini-

tion of play. SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr., Cham-
paign, IL 61820. $29.95. 5/82.

Pinball Construction Set. Budge. Design and play

your own computer pinball games, on-screen, with

zero programming. A miracle of rare device. Su-

# S O F T A! 1/

perior. BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA
94611. $39.95. 2/83.

• Fool 1.5. Hoffman, St. Germain, Morock. Makes
most shots you could on a real table, with the ad-

vantages of instant replay and slow motion. Four

different games. IDSI, Box 1658, Las Cruces, NM
88004. $34.95 . 6/81.

• Raster Blaster. Budge. First realistic pinball game.

Softalk readers' Most Popular Program of 1981.

BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA 94611.

$29.95. 5/81.

Repton. Thompson, Kaluzniacki. The ne plus ultra of

planet-defending, in the Defender style, plus. Top
night all the way. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. 1/83.

Ribbit. Small, green, amphibious game for the Ap-

ple. Scarce. Piccadilly, 89 Summit Ave., Summit, NJ
07901. $29.95.

Seafox. A good sub-versus-convoy home-arcader.

Variety of vessels, bouncing torpedoes, refueling

dolphins, and intelligent depth charges. Broder-

bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95.

11/82.

Serpentine. Hypnotic snake-chase maze game.
Clean action, thrills, hairy escapes. Recommended.
Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901.

$34.95. 10/82.

Snack Attack. Illowsky. TTiree-maze eat-'em-up;

starts at any of five speed levels. Nonfattening.

DataMost, 8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA
9131 1. $29.95. 1/82.

• Sneakers. Turmell. Many-layered shoot-'em-up;

one of the best. Stomping sneakers and other crea-

tures require varying techniques. Fun. Sirius, 10364

Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95.

9/81.

Spy's Demise. Be the first on your block to run a

maze of pile-driving elevators. Fast, frustrating fun.

Complete puzzle after all nine levels. Penguin, 830

4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $29.95. 11/82.

Star Blazer. Suzuki. Bomb-run game with five levels.
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minutely exact animation, and style to bum. A joy.

Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901.

$31.95 . 4/82.

Star Maze. Eastman. Hunting for power jewels

through 16 zero-gravity mazes filled with unfriend-

lies. 18 hi-res colors, multidirectional scrolling. A
standout. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY
13699. $34.95. 11/82.

• Super Invader. Hata. Progenitor of home arcades.

Still good hi-res, still a challenge. Softalk readers'

Most Popular Program of 1978-80. Astar Intl.,

through California Pacific, 1615 5th St., Davis, CA
95616, and Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover
Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07960. $19.95.

Super Taxman 2. Fitzgerald. Pac up your troubles!

Bigger, more complex version of the most perfect

extant rendition of a certain arcade game.
H.A.L. Labs, 4074 Midland Rd., #23, Riverside,

CA 92505. $25. 1/83.

Swashbuckler. Stephenson. Hi-res swordfighting with

animated pirates, snakes, rats, and other scum.

DataMost, 8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311. $34.95. 8/82.

Tubeway. Van Brink. Tempestuous galaxy-saving ac-

tion with 32 levels. DataMost, 8943 Fullbright Ave.,

Chatsworth, CA 91311. $34.95.

Wargle. Bernstein. Maneuver through square-grid

layout zapping a "wolf pack." Looks innocuous but

soon induces Crossfire-siyXt hypnosis. Hayden, 50

Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. $34.95.

Wavy Navy. McAuley. Galaxy shooting game
brought down to sea level in bright, cartoon-style hi-

res. No aliens raining on player's patrol boat; just

kamikaze pilots, bombers, and missiles. Shoot

them, or it's "P.T. blown home." Good, fun game.

Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA
95827. $34.95. 2/83.

• Wayout. Exciting 3-D maze that moves in perspec-

tive as you play. Map displayed at all times. Lots of

angles and Cleptangles. Separate version for He.

Exquisite motion animation is breakthrough. Sirius,

10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.

$39.95. 10/82.

Home Education
Algebra 1-4. Sets of learning units progressing from

algebraic rules and definitions to graphing and in-

equalities. Individualized teaching styles to fit every-

one's needs. Good for adults wanting to overcome

math anxiety as well as for schoolkids. Edu-Ware,

Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $39.95 each.

Alien Addition. Arcade add-'em-up game has kids de-

fend against invading addition problems. Select

speed, difficulty level, game length. Developmental

Learning Materials, One DLM Park, Allen, TX
75002. $29.95.

Alligator Mix. Alligators get to eat only if addition

and subtraction problems match answers on their

tummies. Choose speed, difficulty. Developmental

Learning Materials, One DLM Park, Allen, TX
75002. $29.95.

Apple Logo. Papert. Custom version (by its inventor)

of turtle graphics language. First-rate educational

tool. Great kid-friendly documentation. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.

Bop-A-Bet. Alphabetic eat-'em-up, teaching letter

recognition and eye-hand coordination. Lets little

ones emulate older sibs. Sunnyside Soft, 5815 E.

Parkside, Fresno, CA 93727. $29.95. 2/83.

Bumble Plot. Colorful musical introduction to con-

cepts of graphing and plotting. Teaches positive and

negative numbers. The Learning Co., 4370 Alpine

Road, Portola Valley, CA 94025. $60. 1/83.

Compu-Read. Set of programs develops speed and re-

tention in reading. Stresses character and word rec-

ognition, comprehension. Edu-Ware, Box 22222,

Agoura, CA 91301. $29.95.

CyberLogo. Woodhead. Logo learning package in-

troduces computers, uses imaginary school and

Attention

Software Houses
For Low Prices

on Disl<ettes

CALL COMARK!
\ferbatinn

7m This month's special: Verbatim Datalife™m diskettes at special LOW PRICES. Available
labeled or blank 'n bulk, with or without
envelopes. Ask about our Quantity
Discounts!

Always a full line in stock - with FAST,
FAST deliveries on your orders - and very
competitive prices. That's why we're the
fastest-growing distributor around, introduce
yourself today:

Toll-Free Order Hotline

(800) 323-6135 I
In Illinois, call collect (312) 834-51 0 *

481 W. Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
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playground settings to teach kids language with fun.

Includes off-computer activities for reinforcement.

By Wizardry author. Only Logo for 48K Apples.

Cybertronics Intl., 999 Mount Kemble Ave., Mor-
ristown, NJ 07960. $99.95.

Demolition Division. Correct answers destroy tanks

carrying dangerous division problems. Choose dif-

ficulty, speed. Developmental Learning Materials,

One DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002. $29.95.

Dragon Mix. Friendly dragon breathes kids' fiery an-

swers to stop multiplication and division problems

on the attack. Choose speed, difficulty. Develop-

mental Learning Materials, One DLM Park, Allen,

TX 75002. $29.95.

Dragon's Keep. Graphics adventure in which young-

sters find and free imprisoned animals. Written for

second-grade-level readers; requires the touch of a

key, no typing, to execute actions. Encouraging and

rewarding. All upbeat. Sunnyside Soft, 5815 E.

Parkside, Fresno, CA 93727. $34.95. 2/83.

Earl's Word Power. Knudson. Educational software

providing homonym training in a Shakespearean

mode. Late elementary to early junior high level.

Neat. George Earl, 1302 S. General McMuUen, San

Antonio, TX 78237. $29.95.

Early Games for Young Children. Paulson. Basic

training in numbers, letters, Apple keyboard for

children ages two to seven. Has a neat little draw-

ing program. Counterpoint Software, Ste. 140,

Sherlard Plaza North, Minneapolis, MN 55426.

$29.95. 11/82.

Ernie's Quiz. CTW. Four games, four subjects, one

disk. Image recognition, counting skills, creativity,

and Muppet expertise are introduced with lots of

positive feedback. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cu-

pertino, CA 95014. $50. 2/83.

Pacemaker. DesignWare. Exercises kids' creativity

and introduces programlike command sequencing

as kids create faces and link them together in ani-

mated pattern. Spinnaker Software, 215 First St.,

Cambridge, MA 02142. $34.95.

Gertrude's Secrets. Gertrude the Goose teaches four-

to-nine-year-olds shape and color relationships.

Solve logic puzzles, create shapes. The Learning

Co., 4370 Alpine Rd., Portola Valley, CA 94025.

$75 . 2/83.

Instant Zoo. CTW. Identify animals, test perception

and reaction, match and decode words. Word edi-

tor lets you create your own word lists. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.

Knowledge Bowl. Home version of that TV college

quiz show. Test knowledge of humanities, social sci-

ences, and hard sciences in more than thirty pro-

grams. Play alone or compete with companion.
Well done. Academic Hallmarks, Box 998, Du-
rango, CO 81301. $27 each.

Krell Logo. Concentrates on underlying principles of

Logo; seaions on assembly language interfaces and

music creation, plus Alice in Logoland tutorial.

Krell, 1320 Stony Brook Rd., Stony Brook, NY
11790. $149.95. 7/82.

Letter Man. Teaches typing, Pac-Man style. Behav-

ioral Engineering, 230 Mt. Hermon Rd., #207,

Scotts Valley, CA 95066. $29.95.

MasterType. Zweig. Learn to type by playing a

game; simple and ingenious. Lightning, Box 11 725,

Palo Alto, CA 94306. $39.95. 4/81.

Meteor Multiplication. Shoot correct answer at

plummeting meteors and save star station. Devel-

opmental Learning Materials, One DLM Park, Al-

len, TX 75002. $29.95.

Micro Mother Groose. Rhyme-related games with

progressive levels, music, animation. Simple enough

for tots to operate it. Free poster and stickers, too.

Software Productions, 2357 Southway Dr., Box
21341. Columbus, OH 43221. $39.95 . 2/83.

Minus Mission. Falling blobs of subtraction prob-

lems threaten to overcome robot with green slime.

Correct answers stop them. Developmental Learn-

ing Materials, One DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002.

$29.95.

Mix and Match. CTW. Create mixed-up Muppets

and teach the Apple about animals. Logic and

word-guessing games. Add your own word lists.

Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

$50. 2/83.

The New Step by Step. Software and audio tape team

up to teach Basic programming painlessly. Graph-
ics, animation, sound effects, and workbook. Su-

perior. Program Design, 1 1 Idar Q., Greenwich,

CT 06830. $79.95. 7/82.

Punctuation Skills: Commas. Covers all uses of the

comma. Punctuation Skills: Endmarks. Covers

semicolons, colons, exclamation points, and
periods. Milton Bradley, 111 Maple St., Spring-

field, MA 01105. Each, $49.95.

Rocky's Boots. Rascally raccoon helps children build

logical thinking and computer understanding. Con-
struct machines of logical gates in convolutions of

thickening complexity. Music and sound effects add

to fun. The Learning Co., 4370 Alpine Rd., Portola

Valley, CA 94025. $75. 2/83.

SAT English L Designed to help high school stu-

dents prepare for college entrance exam. Covers ver-

bal half of test; learn by mistakes. Micro Lab, 2310

In Search of the Ultimate Treasure
The Mask of The Sun

".
. . my quest for the Mask drove me from the mountains of Tibet to this Mexican

jungle. My neune Is Dakota Smith, and I'm dying from the Mask's curse. But the Mask
may also contain the cure I need. That's it! I'll put the Mask on. Wait, it's not right.

It's kilting me ... I must learn how to use it or die . .

."

Get set for the best adventure graphics in ULTRAvision®. With exciting travel

sequences and special effects. Face certain death at every turn as you
search for the mythical Mask to save yourself and escape the Pyramids

alive! Enjoy non-stop action in super animation, with split-second

transformations that will literally blow you away. Don't wait another

minute to start your own quest for the Mask of The Sun.
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Format H.
Word processing
so advanced
anyone can use it.

Format n was tBSted for six

months in the demanding

arena of Wall Street. Dis

tnbuted by local deal-

ers to law firms, finan-

cial institutions, and

the like, Format n was
used by secretaries and

non-technical personnel. Overwhelm-

ingly Format U was recognized as one of the easi-

est and most effective word processing systems

available in anyfonn.

Here's why Format n is unique among word

processing programs:

What you see is what you get. Format n

performs virtually any editing and formatting func-

tion you can imagine and displays on the screen

the text exactly as it will print out—paragraphs,

underlining, justification, page breaks.

Simple to Use. You edit and format text with

single key strokes. "D" for delete, "E" for edit, "I" for

insert, "J" for justify etc. Easy-to-remember com-

mands because they make sense.

It supports all

printers compat-

ible with the Apple.

Shadow printing, bold-

facing, proportional

spacing, sub- and super-

scripting are all available.

Includes a sophisticated

Mailing List. Stores and re-

trieves names and addresses

which may be printed on labels or incorporated

into documents. Powerful "logic" commands allow

you to select only those records which match

specified criteria.

And more. Format n is lightning fast and

menu driven. Add them all together and it's clear

why Format U has generated such enthusiasm.

Nowf at a cost of $250, you too can buy the best.

Format U is available from most local dealers.

If not, ask them to contact us, or order directly and

receive a 30 day money-back guarantee.

Kensington Microware Ltd. , 919 Third Ave.

New York, NY 10022, (212) 486-7707

y,,^^ KENSINGTONm MICROWARE

System Requiiements: 48K Apple'"' n Plus with 80 column card.



System Saver
The most important peripheral for your Apple II.

Fbr Line Surge Suppression

The SYSTEM SAVER provides es-

sential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges

and spikes.

Volts

RMS

SYSTEM SAVEH

APPLE II

By connecting the Apple II

power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes

are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts

RMS/175 Volts dc level. 2) High fre-

quency noise IS smoothed out be-

fore reaching the Apple H. A PI type

filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of

30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with

a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

For Cooling

As soon as you move to 64K RAM
or 80 columns on your Apple n you

need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's advanced peripheral

cards generate more heat. In addi-

tion, the cards block any natural air

flow through the Apple n creating

high temperature conditions that

substantially reduce the life of the

cards and the computer itself.

For Operating Efficiency

SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets. As shown
in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your

system so that one convenient,

front mounted
power switch

controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple H,

monitor and printer.

MONiTOR

APPLE II

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor-

rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan

draws fresh air across the mother

board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

The heavy duty switch has a

pilot light to alert when system is

on .You '11 never use the Apple power

switch again!

Easy Installation

Just clips on.

No mounting or

hardware required.

Color matched
to Apple n.

PATENT PENDING

Compatible with Apple Stand

Suggested Retail

One Year Warranty $8995

Kensington Microware Ltd.

919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

(212) 486-7707

KENSINGTON
MICROWARE
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At Last . . .

A General
Problem Solving
Program For
Technical
People:

CALFEX^^

Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL 60035. $30.

11/81.

Snooper Troops. Snyder. Ongoing hi-res mystery se-

ries in form of educational games. Highly struc-

tured; excellent fourth through eighth-grade educa-

tional tool. Fun for adults, too. Spinnaker Soft-

ware, 215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142. $44.95

each. 9/82.

Spelling Bee Games. Hi-res games strengthen hand-

eye coordination, memory, motor skills. Word lists

include shapes, animals, more. Edu-Ware, Box

22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $29.95.

Spotlight. CTW. Simple geometry for preteens.

Games involve number estimation and angles of re-

flection. Good and fun. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.

Stickybear. Hefter, Worthington. Animated early

education programs. In Stickybear ABC, moving

fixes. Roots. Includes concepts, prefix and suffix tu-

tors, and word building. Milton Bradley, 111 Ma-
ple St., Springfield, MA 01105. Each, $49.95.

Word Attack! Davidson, Eckert. Builds vocabulary

through multiple-choice quiz, sentence-completion

exercises, and arcade game. Nine levels of word dif-

ficulty. Davidson, 6069 Groveoak PI., #2, Rancho
Palos Verdes, CA 90274. $49.95.

Strategy
Black Jack Strategy. Wazaney. Strategy tables,

simulator, and tutor, plus free fast DOS loader pro-

gram. Play-mode dcciler's tough to beat. Soft

Images, 200 Rt. 17, Mahwah, NJ 07430. $69.95.

Casino. Five hi-res games, Vegas-style: blackjack,

baccarat, keno, poker, and roulette. DataMost,

pictures with sound represent letters. In Stickybear

Numbers, groups of moving objects teach numbers

and simple arithmetic. Ages three through six.

Xerox Education/Weekly Reader, 245 Long Hill

Rd., Middletown, CT 06457. $39.95 each.

Story Machine. Helps develop positive attitude

toward writing and ability to write correctly.

Words come to life when sentence typed is acted out

on-screen. Kids five to nine love to type "The tree

ran down the street" and see it do so. Spinnaker

Software, 215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.

$34.95.

Terrapin Logo. MIT. The Logo language, using a

Terrapin turtle to teach state, control, and recur-

sion. Terrapin Inc., 380C Green St., Cambridge,

MA 02139. $149.95.

Type Attack. Hauser. Learn to type while defending

the planet of Lexicon from invaders. He version

teaches He keyboard. Sinus, 10364 Rockingham
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95.

Typing Strategy. Uses animated keyboard image and
two typing games to teach a typing strategy. Behav-

ioral Engineering, 230 Mt. Hermon Rd., #207,

Scotts VaUey, CA 95066. $29.95.

Typing Tutor. Ainsworth, Baker. Four levels of pro-

ficiency; individualized drills created with time-re-

sponse monitoring. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy.,
Bellevue, WA 98004. $24.95.

Vocabulary Skills: Subtext Clues. Develops vocab-

ulary through context, contrast, educated guesses,

and examples. Vocabulary Skills: Prefixes, Suf-

8943 Fullbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

$39.95. 10/82.

• Castle Wolfenstein. Warner. First game to fuse suc-

cessfully strategy, home-arcade fantasy. Escape

from Nazi stronghold with secret plans. Room lay-

out changes with each new game. Enemy speaks, in

German. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21201. $29.95. 10/81.

Chess 7.0. Atkin. A loving piece of programming;

neither too slow nor too easy. Plays a mean end

game. Tops yet. Odesta, 930 Pitner, Evanston, IL

60202. $49.95. 1/83.

• Computer Baseball. Merro, Avery. Simulates indi-

vidual player abilities from the teams of thirteen fa-

mous World Series. Enter and play teams of your

own creation. Strategic Simulations, 465 Fairchild

Dr., #108, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 9/81.

Cosmic Balance. Design your own ships and create

your own space fleet. Tactical space game that's fast

and easy to play. Strategic Simulations, 465 Fair-

child Dr., #108, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95.

11/82.

• Flight Simulator. Artwick, Uses aerodynamic

equations, airfoil characteristics for realistic take-

off, flight, and landing. Two years on Top Thirty.

SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL

61820. 533.50.

Flip Out. Huskey. Drop marbles through top of

maze, activating traps to free your marbles and trap

your opponent's. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,

Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95.

YOU PROVIDE THE EQUATIONS AND THE CALFEX
PROGRAM WILL DO ALL THE TEDIOUS WORK.
CALFEX is a generalized program for problems which

must be solved in terms of mathematical equations. Given

a set of input values. CALFEX will calculate the answers

and display or print the results. Variables may be given

names or labels. Input values are very easily changed to

see the effect on the answers.

A GREAT TIMESAVER. Easy to learn and even easier to

use. CALFEX eliminates all the input, output and printing

statements which were often the majority of your pro-

gramming time. Many programs can be created in minutes

instead of hours or days. You get the answers you need

.sooner, thrtjugh a clearly understandable format.

AY* + Ycos (Y + Z)
^ l+BYMn(Z/YJ

Solve for y? With VARIABLE
EXCHANGE, CALFEX will do it

for you.

VARLXBLE EXCHANGE allows the effective exchange of

any dependent variable with an independent. This power-

ful feature is of great importance, since it s frequently

difficult or impossible to solve your equations analytically

for a given variable. Also it is not always obvious in ad-

vance which variables should be the dependent ones. With

CALFEX you can very easily exchange the variables at any

time.

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS, NUMERICAL INTE-

GRATION, MAXIMA AND MINIMA can all be handled by

CALFEX. Up to 10 simultaneous equations can be solved.

Maxima and minima are often useful. Built in constants

and functions simplify your task. Up to 120 inputs and

120 outputs are available in simple or array variables. You

can separately record up to 10 sets of inputs, or default

values.

NO LTMIQUE SYMBOLS OR LANGUAGE TO LEARN.

CALFEX is a menu driven program. You need only write

the part which contains your calculations. Most problems

can be .solved without prior programming experience. Yet

if needed, you have access to normal BASIC programming

to help solve your problem.

ORGANIZED AND DOCUMENTED PROGRAMS ARE
easy with CALFEX. Your programs, theory and diskettes

are easily organized and may then he kept in the binder

Extra diskette holders are also provided. Finally you can

have a consistent documentation system, which other peo-

ple can understand.

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS are being developed for

various engineering disciplines including mechanical and

electrical engineering.

WRITTEN BY TECHNICAL PEOPLE WHO UNDER-
STAND THE NEED

For Apple 11 + , 48K (soon to be available for IBM/PC and

other computers.) $175 including 2 disks, manual, note-

book, log sheets, disk holders and shipping. MN residents

add 6% sales tax.

Interlaken Technology
6535 Cecilia Circle Mpis, MN. 55435

Call (612) 944-2627
Visa or Mastercard accepted

inr
Calfex IS a trademark of Origin. Inc.. > 19K:J Origin. Inc . Applt is a

reg. TM of Apple Computer. Inc
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Frontline. Eagan. New wave strategy/arcade hybrid

requiring simultaneous offensive and defensive play.

Tests mind, reflexes. SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr.,

Champaign, IL 61820. $29.95.

Germany 1985. First game in SSI's World War III

quartet. NATO forces tangle with Soviet troops in

West Germany. Operational-level; two scenarios

with solitaire option. Strategic Simulations, 465

Fairchild Dr., #108, Mountain View, CA 94(M3.

$59.95.

Gin Rummy. Carpet. Play against computer. Hi-res

hand can be arranged. Knocking allowed. Comput-

er plays pretty well. DataMost, 8943 Fullbright

Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 6182.

Hi-Res Computer Golf. Aronoff A masterpiece; re-

quires judgment, strategy, and visual acuity. One of

the few computer sports simulations that requires

dexterity. Avant-Garde, Box 30160, Eugene, OR
97403. $29.95. 2182.

• Microgammon II. Program for play, practice, im-

provement of backgammon skills. Pretty good com-
petition. Softape, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North Holly-

wood, CA 91601. $19.95. 2181.

Pandemonium. Wazaney. Solitaire-poker word game
with 6,000-word dictionary, scoring display, and

player-selectable clock. Soft Images, 200 Rt. 17,

Mahwah, NJ 07430. $39.95.

Rendezvous. Huntress. Space shuttle simulation in

3-D, created by senior scientist at JPL. Orbit earth,

match orbit, and dock with space station. Authen-

tic, demanding. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA
91301. $39.95. 7182.

• RobotWar. Warner. Strategy game with battling

robots is teaching device for programming. Muse,

347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $39.95.

1181.

• Sargon II. Spracklen, Spracklen. Computer chess

game with seven levels of play. Hayden, 50 Essex
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St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. $34.95.

Space Vikings. Robbins. 3-D simulation of space

combat. Raid the planets of twenty star systems,

gathering loot and establishing bases. SubLogic, 713
Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. $49.95.

Spitfire Simulator. Air flight simulator—Spitfire in

combat with German Aces—with 3-D scenery and
moving target aircraft. Mind Systems, Box 506,

Northampton, MA 01061. $40. 12182.

Zendar. Eagan. Manage struggling economies of an

8-nation island. Very long game. SubLogic, 713

Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. $29.95.

Utility

Amper Magic. Nacon. Attaches machine-language

routines to Applesoft programs. No knowledge of

machine language necessary. Anthro-Digital, 103

Bartlett Ave., Pittsfield, MA 01201. $75.

Apple-Cillin. Hardware diagnostic tests for all RAM
and ROM, plug-in cards, cp registers, disks; nine

video test patterns. XPS, 323 York Rd., Carlisle, PA
17013. $49.95.

Apple Mechanic. Kersey. Multiple utility disk with

shape editor, custom typefonts, byte rewriter, and
tricks to facilitate music, text, and hi-res generation.

Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
92103. $29.50. 9182.

Apple Spice. Kosak, Fox. Powerful Applesoft ex-

pansion utility using & and usr functions. Easily in-

corporated programming routines. Adventure Intl.,

Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95. 5182.

Audex. Collection of utilities to create, edit, and play

back sounds; in Basic and assembly language.

Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA
95827. $29.95.

Bag of Tricks. Worth, Lechner. Four utility pro-

grams for dumping and examining raw tracks, sec-

tor editing, reformatting tracks, and repairing dam-
'

aged catalogs. Indispensable. Quahty Software,

6660 Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335.

$39.95.

Bug Byter. Screen-oriented mnemonic debugging

tool with resident assembler and disassembler. Dis-

plays contents of accumulator, X and Y registers.

Computer-Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut St.,
i

#431, Berkeley, CA 94709. $47.50.
i

DOS Boss. Kersey, Cassidy. Utility to change DOS
commands; customize catalog. Good ideas and
witty presentation. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista,

San Diego, CA 92103. $24. 10181.

DOS Tool Kit. Excellent utility package; Apple II as-

sembler-editor system and Applesoft toolkit. Edit,

assemble machine language programs; write, edit

Basic programs. Simplifies graphics, includes char-

acter generator. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cu- 1/

pertino, CA 95014. $75. 10181.

Flex Text. Simonsen. Adds graphics to text and vice

versa; prints variable-width text with no hardware.

Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
92103. $29.50.

GPLE. Enhanced version of Program Line Editor.

Edit everything on a line, line by line, or on a range

of lines; plus search for strings. Synergistic, 830 N.

Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA 98055. $60.

LISA 2.5. Hyde. Longtime popular assembler with

extended mnemonics and more than thirty op-

codes. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $79.95.

Master Diagnostics. Twenty-four tests that check

Apple II Plus for component malfunctions and sug-

gest replacement. Software Source, 17905 Ventura

Blvd., Encino, CA 91316. $69.95. 8182.

Merlin. Does assembly language programming with

do^n editing commands and 28 pseudo-ops. South-

western Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave., Santee, CA
92071. $64.95.

• Program Line Editor. Program development and

modification program with more than eleven edit-

ing commands, listing control, lower case, and pro-

48K
Apple II/II+'

Applesoft .

DOS 3.3
Printer Optional

Whafs for dinner decisions
made in on instant

Tell Micro Cookbook what you have -VOILA!

If! I tell vol! whnt vol! rnn mnkp .

:

• Select a recipe according to ingredients you tiave on tiand ^

• Enter your own specialties or modify ours
• Select a recipe by classification & ingredients, ie: Frencti, beef, ctieese

• Create your own cookbook
• Adjusts eacti recipe for number of servings

J nuriuiuub oi iliiuKi nl Rec''^"'

• Nutrition & calorie guide • Glossary of cooking terms
•Table of measurements & equivalents • On-line instructions

• Full screen displays & ultra fast • Completely menu driven

• Food buying & storage tectiniques • Many print functions provided

ORDER NOW VISA, Mastercard or checks accepted

Virtual Combinatics, P.O. Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966 617-546-6553

Apple is the registered trademarl< of Apple Computer, Inc. IVIA residents add 5% sales tax



THEGRAPHKSOUITION
Solve your toughest communication problems with the

Graphic Solution™, a sophisticated, new graphics package

from Accent Software.

With precise, multi-speed

ANIMATION create captivating sales

presentations and product demon-
strations that will both intrigue and

inform your clients and customers.

Watch their reactions; you'll see your

messages getting through.

Develop educational materials

and training aids that MIX TEXTAND GRAPHICS on

the screen, breathing new life into abstract, hard-to-grasp

concepts. Mix programs too.

Images can be displayed on back-

grounds loaded from any of your

other programs. Construct custom

TYPEFACES AND TYPESIZES to

balance the visual elements.

Tired of nm-of-the-mill business

graphics? Change standard charts

and graphs into colorful THREE DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVES. Add text and animate the data to show the

relative rates of change for your most important information.

Like cash flow projections. Or revenue estimates.

Plot flowcharts, time and motion

studies, industrial process flows with

COLOR-CODED ELEMENTS high-

lighting critical paths. Animate the

sequences to show how flows actually

progress.

Work with live action? Prepare

film and videotape storyboards using

the unique FRAME-BY-FRAME graphic sequencer that

lets you create and animate a video story before shooting.

Whatever your graphic communication demands—in the

business world, the arts, industry,

education—The Graphic Solution™

at $149.95 has the answer. Take a

hard look at The Graphic Solution.

You'll like what you see.

The Graphic Solution requires a

48K Apple II with ROM Applesoft

and DOS 3.3.

See your local dealer or

send $10. 00 for a demonstration diskette to:

ACCENT SOFTWARE, INC.
3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 Telephone 415-856-6505

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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APPLE
SOFTWARE-HARDWARE

DISK
DRIVE CALL
APPLE COMPATIBLE -35 TRACK-
SINGLE-SIDED- SINGLE-DENSITY-
170K UNFORMATTED • 140K FORMATTED •

REPLACEMENT WARRANTY • LIST $389.00

16K RAM
CARD CALL

WORD
HANDLER CALL
UPPER & LOWER CASE -66 COLUMN-
NO ADDITIONAL HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
LIST $199.00

CALL
APPLE
BARREL II
34 GREAT PROGRAMS ON ONE FLOPPY-
LIST $34.95

Products are the trademarks of their respective manutacturers.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

TOLL FREE 7 AM-7 PM MON-SAT

1-800-826-3100
IN WASHINGTON 206-522-9596

• WE'LL MEET ANY LEGITIMATE ADVERTISED
PRICE ON THOUSANDS OF PRODUCTS

• BEST SUPPORT! YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
• FREE CATALOG
• MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

EVERGREEN
6047 40TH AVE NE MICROS INC
SEATTLE. WA 98115

grammable cursor control. Synergistic, 830 N.

Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA 98055. $40.

Pseudo-Disk. Turns RAM card into additional tem-

porary disk drive. Thermal Scan, 1779 Bradburn

Dr., St. Louis, MO 63131. $34.95.

Simple DOS. Text file utility creates files, adds or

changes records, without a DBM package. Soft-

Stalker, Box 689, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477.

$49.95.

• Super Disk Copy III. Hartley. Easy-to-use menu-
driven software utility; correct file sizes, undelete,

free DOS tracks, more. Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr.,

W. Bloomfield, MI 48033. $30. W/81.

Type Faces. Printing enhancement tool for dot-

matrix printers; fifteen hi-res character fonts avail-

able. Alpha, 12 New England Executive Park, Bur-

lington, MA 01803. $125.

Utility City. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on one disk.

Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
92103. $29.50.

Word Processing
Apple Writer II. Lutus, Finstead. Written in word-

processing language. Additional editing features

and functions menu; continuing features and func-

tions menu; continuous readout of character count

and length. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino,

CA 95014. $150.

Apple Writer He. Shift, shift-lock, and tab with those

keys, four-arrow cursor control, delete key. Data

files compatible with II Plus. He only. Apple, 20525

Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $195.

Bank Street Writer. Kusmiak, Bank Street College

of Education. Designed for use by whole family.

Universal search and replace, word wrap are stan-

dard. U&lc without hardware. On-disk tutorial.

Takes advantage of memory, keyboard on He, if

you have one. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San
Rafael, CA 94901. $69.95. 2/83.

Dictionary. Expandable 25,000-word spell-checking

program for Superscribe, Screen Writer, Apple Pie,

and Apple Writer. Instant look-ups and correc-

tions. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. $99.95.

Executive Secretary. Editing, printing, and form let-

ters, plus mail merge and electronic mail system.

SofSys, 4306 Upton Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN
55410. $250.

Format II. Word processor with logic-sorting mail-

ing list. Justifies type, wraps text; has one-key edit-

ing, menu prompting. Kensington Microware, 300

E. 54th St., #3L, New York, NY 10022. $250. 2/83.

Letter Perfect. Format-flexible word processor with

ability to send control codes within body of pro-

gram. Works with database files from Data Perfect.

UK, Box 10827, St. Louis, MO 63129. $149.95.

12/82.

Magic Window II. 40, 70 (in hi-res), or 80 columns in

this expanded version. Compatible with Pascal 80-

column. With user-tailored, fast menu; underlining;

global search and replace. He version uses all 64K,

more if you have it. Artsci, 5547 Satsuma Ave.,

North Hollywood, CA 91601. $149.95.

Pie Writer. Business processor allows 9,999 pages.

Word deletion, auto indent, spooling, and type-

ahead buffer. Hayden, 50 Essex St., Rochelle Park,

NJ 07662. $149.95.

PowerText. Does memos, letters, reports, and man-
uscripts without formatting each time. Good bal-

ance of automatic and user-defined functions. Bea-

man Porter, Pleasant Ridge Rd., Harrison, NY
10528. $199.

Screenwriter II. Kidwell, Schmoyer. No extra hard-

ware for u&lc, 70-column display, printer spooling.

Edits Basic, text, and binary files; complete search

and replace. He version uses 80 columns, u&lc, shift

key, and all available memory. Sierra On-Line, Sier-

ra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.

$129.95. 1/83.



the monitor
that stands alone
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Sensible Speller. Spell-checking program sports list-

able 85,000 words, extensible up to 1 10,000 words.

Recognizes contractions, gives word counts, word

incidence, number of unique words. Clear docu-

mentation and simplicity of operation. Works with

many word processors' files. Best of breed. Sensi-

ble, 6619 Perham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI 48033.

$125. 1/82.

Super-Text Home/Office (40/56/70). Zaron. Get

40, 56, or 70 columns without hardware. Design

character sets. Basics of text editing. Character-ori-

ented, floating-cursor edit with add, change, print,

and preview modes. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Balti-

more, MD 21201. $125.

Super-Text Professional (40/80). Automatic 80-col-

umn, u&lc on equipped He; with appropriate

equipment on II Plus. On-screen formatting and

help reference guides. Muse, 347 N. Charles St.,

Baltimore, MD 21201. $175.

Videx Preboot Apple Writer. 80-column display for

AppleWriier II with u&lc input from keyboard. En-

hancer II and Videoterm compatibility. Videx, 897

N.W. Grant St., Corvallis, OR 97330. $19.

Word Handler II. Elekman. Simple program with

straightforward documentation. Allows folded pa-

per printout for two-sided printing. Silicon Valley

Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, #4, Belmont, CA
94002. $199. 11/82.

WordStar. Screen-oriented, integrated word process-

ing system in CP/M. Z-80. MicroPro, 33 San Pab-

lo Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903. $495.

Zardax. Philips. Highly recommended. Single pro-

gram includes supersimple use of powerful word
processing features. Considerable extras including

communication by modem. Good 80-column facil-

ity with board, automatic in He version. Computer
Solutions, Box 397, Mount Gravatt, Queensland,

Australia. In the U.S.: Action-Research Northwest,

11442 Marine View Dr. S.W., Seattle, WA 98146.

$295. Zip-Comm modem program. $80. 11/82.

Apple 111

Access III. Communications program for time shar-

ing and standalone tasks; gives access to remote in-

formation services, minis, and mainframes. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Apple Business Basic. High-level structured pro-

gramming language. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014. $125.

Apple III Business Graphics. BPS. General-purpose

graphics program draws line graphs, bar graphs in

three formats, overlays, and pie charts in 16 colors.

Continuous or discrete data; curve-fitting capabil-

ities. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $175.

Apple Writer III. Lutus. Uses WPL (word process-

ing language) to automate text manipulation and
document creation. Adjusts print format during

printing; translates from typewriter shorthand to

English or other language and back again. Apple,

20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $225.

Basic Extension. Extension of Business Basic using

disk, array, and utility routines as invokable mod-
ules. Machine language; nonmodifiable. Foxware,

165 W. Mead Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84101. $95.

Catalyst. Allows boot from hard disk; transfers all

programs to ProFile. Quark Engineering, 1433 Wil-

liams, #1102, Denver, CO 80218. $149.

Data Manager III. Expansion of Data Factory al-

lowing 32,000 records per file. Custom screen dis-

play and printing. Miao Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley

Rd., Highland Park, IL 60035. $750.

Data Reporter. Flexible database management sys-

tem. Does form letters, patient files, labels, calciila-

tions, inventories, and employment records. Syner-

gistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA
98055. $220.

dBase II. Speedy relational database management
system. Z-80. Ashton-Tate, 9929 Jefferson Blvd.,

Culver City, CA 90230. $700.

Hardisk Accounting Series, 2.0. General ledger, ac-

counts receivable, and accounts payable handle

32,776 customers or accounts; inventory features

five methods of evaluation. Also payroll, manage-

ment analysis, and mailing labels. Great Plains Soft-

ware, 123 N. 15th St., Fargo, ND 58102. $395 to

$595 per module.

Lexicheck. Spelling checker that runs from inside

IVord Juggler. 30,0(X)-word dictionary; add your

own words. 8,000-word legal dictionary disk also

available. Quark Engineering, 1433 WiUiams,

#1102, Denver, CO 80218. $145.

Mail List Manager. Generates, stores, sorts, edits,

and prints mailing list files. Apple, 20525 Mariani

Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Micro/Terminal. Gives access to any in-house or re-

mote database; set up and log only once. Built-in

editor or edit off-line. Microcom, 14(X)A Provi-

dence Hwy., Norwood, MA 02062. $99.95.

PSF:File (formerly Personal Filing System). Page.

Form-oriented information management system
stores and retrieves up to 32,000 entries. Software

Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View,

CA 94043. $175.

PFSrReport. Page. Generates reports; sorts, calcu-

lates, and manipulates data filed with PFS.File.

Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043. $125.

Quick File III. Personal index card or filing system.

1 5 fields; file as long as disk allows; can be put on
ProFile. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014. $100.

State of the Art General Ledger and Business Mod-
ules. Standalone interfaceable modules for 12 ac-

counting periods. General ledger 470 accounts, 100

transactions before updating files. Budget and
financial reporting; custom-designs reports, does

previous-year comparisons, handles 2, 4, 12, and 13

period accounting. Accounts receivable: prints

monthly statements for 25 customers, divisional re-

porting to six divisions. Accounts payable: 325 ven-

dors, prints monthly check-disbursement register;

eight bank accounts. Inventory control 500 items

per disk; 5,000 total. State of the Art, 3I83A Air-

way Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. General ledger,

$595; modules, $495.

VersaForm. Landau. State-of-the-art business forms

processor. Does invoicing, purchasing orders, mail-

ing lists, client billing. Powerful, complex, worth

getting to know. Hard-disk-compatible. Applied

Software Technology, 14128 Capri Dr., Los Gatos,

CA 95030. $495. 8/82.

VisiCalc Advanced Version. For corporatewide

modeling applications; develop sophisticated tem-

plates to be filled in by novice users. On-screen help,

IRR and calendar functions, macro facility, vari-

able column widths, locked cell values, and hidden

cell contents. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose,

CA 95134. $400.

VisiCalc III. Software Arts, Bricklin, Frankston. Just

like it sounds; expanded memory, u&lc, 80 col-

umns. Four-way cursor movement. VisiCorp., 2895

Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250.

VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT scheduler. Visi-

Corp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $300.

Word Juggler. Gill. Word processor uses expanded
memory. Printout can be reviewed on-screen prior

to printing; multiple copies printed of selected

pages. Quark Engineering, 1433 Williams, #1102,

Denver, CO 80218. $295. 12/82. JM

SOFTDISK

Sotldlsk requires Applesoft and DOS 3 3

Apple and Applesoft are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

FREE SOFTWARE
Order Softdisk before March 31, 1983, and receive a free bonus disk full of

utilities and a recipe filing system.

Plunge into a new software experience and be pleasantly surprised.

Softdisk is published monthly on disk and it's chock full of Apple news, hints,

and tips, plus a grab bag of unprotected programs ready to run.

Here's what Terry K. Davis of Charlotte, North Carolina, has to say about
Softdisk:

"The caliber of programs found in Softdisk simply amazes me. Keep up the

excellent work. Thanks again for all the hours of enjoyment."

Act now! Don't miss this opportunity to get a diskful of free software and at the

same time introduce yourself to Softdisk, the monthly magnetic magazine for Apple
owners.

And, if you're attending the West Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco, March
18-20, drop by the Softalk booth. You can get special samples of Softdisk free of

charge. Supply us with a blank disk and we'll copy onto it a healthy sample of what

you can expect to find in every issue of Softdisk. If you don't bring a disk, you can

get the sample disk for the bargain price of $3.

Regular subscriptions to Softdisk cost $10 for the first issue and $5 per

subsequent issue when the previous disk is returned. Don't forget. Order before

March 31 and receive a free bonus disk!

Softdisk

3811 Saint Vincent, Department S3
Shreveport, LA 71108



As an Apple owner, you're entitled to a free trial subscription

to Softalk. If you've never received Softalk, merely fill out

this card, sign it, and mail it in. If you have received Softalk

in the past, or are receiving it now, you can use this card

to renew. We must have your serial number and signature

to process new subscribers.

I'm a new Apple owner.

I'm using this card to renew my subscription. Please find

enclosed $24 for a one-year subscription.

Apple Serial Number

Name

Street Address

City

Signature

State Zip
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Tlie Best Damn
Computer Game

Magazine.

SOFTLINE
What if they gave out cardboard Oscars for

negative achievements along with the real ones?

Here at Softline, the same off-the-wall

question occurred to us. And we decided to do
something about it.

We asked our readers what they thought was
the worst game they had encountered in 1982. At
the same time we asked our Atari readers what
they thought was the best Atari program of 1982.

You can find the results of both of these polls

in the next issue of Softline, available in the last

two weeks of March.

Compare the worst Atari programs and the worst Apple

programs. Compare the best Atari programs, as voted by the readers

o( Softline, and the best Apple programs, as voted by the readers of

Softalk (results to be published in the April issue).

Don't miss out on the fun and the agony.

Softline is a bimonthly computer games magazine brought to you

by the same people who publish Softalk. Subscriptions cost $12

a year.

The envelope please. . . .

Send order with payment to:

Softline

Box 60

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. Atari is a trademark of Atari Inc.
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o p E n

Discussion
Open Discussion gives you the chance to air your views

and concerns, to seek answers to questions, to offer so-

lutions or helpful suggestions, and to develop a rapport

with other readers. It's what you make it, so share your

thoughts, typed or printed, and double-spaced (please),

in Softalk'i Open Discussion, Box 60. North Holly-

wood, CA 91603. To ensure the inclusion of as many
contributions as possible, letters may be condensed and

edited.

Buffed and Shining

I have been a reader of your publication since

its inception and have always enjoyed your arti-

as to how I liked my card. I said that it did every-

thing that I wanted and I was very satisfied. He
then asked about dumping graphics, since this

was to be his reason for buying this card. I

thought of the trouble I had had and figured I'd

give it one more try. After repeated failures, I

assumed that something was wrong with the

card. I then started calling dealers to ask how to

resolve my problem. I was given answers rang-

ing from "You need another card to dump
graphics" to "Your card can't dump graphics to

a C. Itoh printer—only to an Epson."

Still upset with the whole ordeal, I called

Apple Writers Write

Over the past year I have seen a number of let-

ters and comments lamenting the fact that

Apple Writer 1. 1 will not let the user access all

the features of a specific printer. Well, there is

an inexpensive program out there that will let

you do it. This letter was written with Apple

Writer 1.1 on an Apple II Plus and an NEC
8023A-C printer. The key to the system is a rou-

tine called the Universal Text Formater by Zig-

gurat Software.

The Universal Text Formater generates a

replacement printer routine for the one that

comes with Apple Writer. It will work with

virtually any printer, since you load in your

specific printer control codes prior to installing

it on the Apple Writer disk. It allows you to

underline, change print styles, access the NEC
Greek alphabet, print double width, enhance

the print, and more. The first public listing I had

seen on the program was in So/talk's Stocking

THE DIGITALTHEATRE
THE OIGITAL THEATRE. INC,
Computer Graphics

Bo« 427,. 20314 Malmo, Sweden
Tel. +46(0)40-12 59 57

1

Sp^talk Publishinaj.^

11021 Magnolia Boulevard
^ro^t-- Holly wo ocl

CA 9160-1

U.S.A.

Graphically Swedish

A fellow Softalk reader with a sensefor the tragicomic wishes us all a belated Gott Nytt Ar, courtesy of the ever-prompt international mails.

cles, reviews, and guest columns. I have always

paid the most attention to the letters in Open
Discussion because I feel that the consumer

should be heard and listened to. Being in retail

myself, I make it my job to listen and take ac-

tion on any complaint or question. All too often

people will jump at a problem but won't say

anything when a fine job is done. I enjoy read-

ing both sides of the story in Open Discussion.

I've written to praise a company that I feel went

"above and beyond" in order to help. That

company is Practical Peripherals of Westlake

Village, California.

I purchased a Microbuffer II from my
dealer a few months ago in order to speed up

the interaction between my Apple and my
printer. The card did everything it was sup-

posed to but I was having trouble dumping
graphics. Since this was not the primary reason

for owning the Microbuffer, I figured I was just

doing something wrong and promptly forgot

about it.

A few weeks ago, a friend of mine inquired

Practical Peripherals. The person on the other

end of the phone listened to my story and then

told me I had the wrong chip in the card and

that the chip I needed does exist. I gave her my
name and address and I figured they would

send me an order form for the chip. I sat back

and waited.

Two days later UPS delivered a package

shipped Blue Label from Practical Peripherals. I

opened it and my chip was inside. No ques-

tions asked, no bill, no hassles, no problem! I

was extremely happy. I put the new chip in my
card and it dumped the graphics like it should

have. I called my friend and told him of my
success and he immediately went out and

bought a Microbuffer II card, requesting that

the proper chip be installed.

My hat is off to Practical Peripherals. All com-

panies should offer such fine and prompt serv-

ice. I highly recommend this product to readers

with the confidence that they will experience the

same excellent service and response that I have.

Tracy T. Kornfeld, Katonah, NY

StufTers. It makes Apple Writer one of the

simpler and more flexible word processors

available.

Ziggurat also produces a proportional text

formatter for NEC and Centronics printers. I

think it's the best of all, since it allows me to

utilize the proportional print on the NEC and

still keep the margins straight. It also allows

underiining, double width, and enhanced print.

These two programs have kept me tied to Apple

Writer because I have not found another that

can match these features.

Eric L. Oshlo, Katy, TX

I am an Apple Writer II user but have seen few

published programs using the Word Processing

Language. If anyone has seen programs, I

would like to know sources. I'd like to be able

to search several letters for key words and print

parts of the letters, and use WPL as a database

management system, searching, sorting, and

alphabetizing files. I wish to load several files in

sequence with a return after each one so that the
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files load left-justified. Sometimes this works

and someUmes it doesn't. Does anyone know
why?

If Apple Computer is reading, I would like

to make the following suggestions. First, I

would never recommend anyone buying an Ap-

ple through a store. Even the best stores have

one goal—to get your money with minimal ef-

fort (translated: service). Rather, I would sug-

gest that Apple heavily support user groups.

Any novice buying a computer would be well

served by joining such a group and becoming

knowledgeable about computing before pur-

chasing—then buying price and only price. An
Apple is an Apple.

Second, the Apple keyboard is not well de-

signed for speedy typists like myself. The keys

have a peculiar feel—not smooth, not respon-

sive enough. Even so, I can go much faster on

the Apple than on my very expensive typewrit-

er (which costs more than the computer). IBM
is looking for customers, and in this price range

these details count.

The free market allowed Apple to flourish. I

think it should confinue to do so. What is sup-

port to one person is a burden to another. I

think most buyers are more sophisficated than

Apple wants to admit. In other words, I think

you should get your product sold in the most

outlets available at the best price possible.

Robert R. Hall, Nantucket, MA

A Marginal Problem

I have recently purchased the new Apple dot

matrix impact printer. I am having trouble

setting the margins with Apple Writer 1.1. Can
anyone help me with this problem?

Daniel Wambold, Glen Rock, NJ

Brand X Rated

I'm writing to comment on the IVord Handler

word processor and to supplement the com-

ments by Matthew Machis (October Open Discus-

sion). I have only a little experience with "Brand

X" processor; it was nearly a battle every time I

tried to write a letter. It had so many necessary

requirements that actual writing was not an

easy task. It wouldn't even underhne, whereas

Word Handler does it with one easy command.
It has other features too, such as headers and

footers, print control and retypes, easy center-

ing, right justification, and so on.

I especially want to give a great big pat on

the back to Silicon Valley. I had a grave prob-

lem arise and called collect, as they advised, and

talked to Tony Garcia, their director of cus-

tomer service. He understood at once what the

problem was and graciously solved it for me
promptly and at no charge. My advice for

anyone who is in the market for a friendly word
processor is to have a look at Word Handler.

For my money, it's a good product, backed up
by a good company.

B. W. Muir, Parker, CO

Just the Ticket for Speeding

In recent benchmark comparisons between the

Apple II and the IBM pc that I've seen in other

magazines, the Apple fared quite well on com-

putationally intensive tests (about 20 percent

slower overall). On any disk measures it was sig-

nificantly slower (about six times slower). I

would like to call attention to a remarkable

product that helps equalize this difference. It is

Diversi-DOS by Diversified Software Research.

This product provides an improvement of at

least a factor of four on disk operations and

also adds a print buffer (uses RAM card), a

keyboard buffer for type-ahead, and an

optional DOS mover to move Diversi-DOS

to the RAM card. I purchased the product

through my Apple club, and since the original

purchase I have received two updates. The
product is the most useful Apple utility I have,

since it allows the Apple to match IBM pc per-

formance in the DOS area, as well as giving me
an additional 12K of addressable RAM. It is an

amazing bargain at $30.

Edwin M. Winter, Camarillo, CA

Smatter of Reactions

Softalk is my favorite magazine. I have used an

Apple for a year now in my work and I take it

home on the weekends too. VisiCalc, Apple

Writer, VisiTrend/VisiPlot, and other miscel-

laneous Apple programs are my Apple's best

friends. I find VisiFile confusing, cumbersome,

and disk-intensive, and the hard copy is not pre-

sentable to higher management. Spitfire Simu-

lator seems slow and boring, while Horizon V
represents the true potential of the Apple. My
highest praise must go to the Beagle Bros for

their Apple Mechanic. Not only is this fully

packed disk useful and efficient—it's fun!

Allan Porter, New Braunfels, TX

Trickster's Cul-de-sac

Before I discuss how Bag of Tricks proved its

worth to me, let me say that the trouble I had

that was destroying not only my original disk

but the backup as well was spreading like a ma-

lignant disease to a third disk too. It may have

been due to my using Wabash disks. I had a

good amount of trouble with these disks. A
number of them were unbootable and gave the

useless and frustrating I/O message when I at-

tempted to load, bload, and catalog.

The original disk failed totally after increas-

ingly erratic behavior as I was doing upgrades

on a game that I was hand-compiling. My notes

and a fortunate backup copy alone enabled me
to rebuild after the disk totally quit on me. The
backup had never been bootable, but it had
served well when asked to save or load. Then,

I/O errors resulted when I attempted to load

large files from it for reconstruction work on

my games.

After finally transferring data to a third

disk and rebuilding my work, I then began writ-

ing the new Hello file to a menu driver. To
my unpleasant surprise, when I did a save to the

disk, the two locked binary files on an adven-

ture game were mangled into R files with gib-

berish names. Adding to my frustration was the

response of the computer when I tried to un-

lock the first of these monstrosities that had re-

placed a vital binary file. The response was an

I/O error.

Attache-Style cases for carrying and pro-
tecting your complete computer set-up.
Accommodates equipment in a fully oper-
ational configuration. Never a need to

remove equipment from case. Simply
remove lid, connect power, and operate.

AP101 Apple II with Single Drive $109
AP102 Apple II with Two Disk

Drives 119
AP103 Apple II, 9 Inch Monitor &

Two Drives 1 29
API 04 Apple III, Two Drives &

Silentype Printer 139
API 05 1 3" Monitor with

Accessories 99
API 06 AMDEK Color Monitor 119

RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion
Unit & Drives 109

RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129
AT301 ATARI Computers with

Peripherals 109

P402 Centronics 730/737 &
Radio Shack Printer 89

P403 Epson MX70/80 or
Microline 82A 89

P404 Epson MX100 Printer 99
P405 IDS 580 or Prism

132 Printer 109
P406 Starwriter/Printmaster

F-10 Printer 119
P407 Okidata Microline

83A or 84 Printer 99
P408 Prowriter 2 Printer 99
P409 Prowriter (Apple Dot Matrix)

Printer 89
IB501 IBM Personal Computer 129
18502 IBM Monitor 99
HP601 HP41 with Accessories 99
CM703 Commodore Model 64

with Drives 119

CM704 Commodore Model 64
with Dataset 109

NS010 North Star Advantage 139

CC80 Matching Attache Case (5") 85
CC90 Matching Attache Case (3") 75
CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95
CC92 5.25" Diskette Case 49

compurer case companv
5650 Indian Mound Court

Columbus, Ohio 43213
(614) 868-9464

CALL TOLL FREE
800-848-7548
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Having used Bag of Tricks the evening be-

fore to locate the trouble in the failing backup

disk (all sectors proved readable, at least in one

attempt; so I was assured that success would

eventually occur), I processed the inexplicably

injured catalog through the Fixcal utility. It lo-

cated and reported the damaged, intractable

files; so I cleaned up the catalog. It also detect-

ed errors in other places, corrected as well, that

should only occur on an old disk. I was able to

resume work from where the damage occurred.

It seems to me that Wabash was responsible for

this trouble, or perhaps I got a bad set of disks

in the box I bought. In the future I will ask for

another brand, as I do not want this trouble

again. Bag of Tricks saved me two weeks of

work.

Paul R. Wilson, New York, NY

Wealth of Notions

Wow! What a rich field for discussion in the

January '83 issue! My first comment has to be

on the Smith/Pelczarski brouhaha (An
Interface of Responsibilities). I feel eminently

qualified to comment on the whole thing, since I

am a consumer, software dealer, and hardware

(Franklin) dealer. I'd like to put my twenty

cents in (postage, y'know). First, what about the

dealer caught in the middle of this? On the one

hand I fully support Mark Pelczarski's position

that piracy is theft, and no amount of left-

handed logic says anything else. But, as a con-

sumer (dealers do not get free copies to demon-

strate), I understand J. Barry Smith's gripe:

Why are we forced to pay twice for programs?

By this I mean the practice by some companies

of forcing you to pay for backup copies of

programs you've already bought. The only

solution I can see is to provide reputable, au-

thorized dealers with copyable programs from

which to make backups for the people who've

paid for the software—but only upon presenta-

tion of a bad copy. This would give consumers

an alternative to paying twice for software,

spending days or weeks waiting for replace-

ment disks, or turning into pirates. (Mr. Smith:

If you deal with a good dealer, you will receive

the support you desire.)

Secondly, is there some question as to

whether or not Franklin Ace owners are fit to

talk to? I wasn't aware that owning a Franklin

was equivalent to having a social disease! In

answer to Mr. Smith's question, of course we
should be "allowed" into the "fraternity/soror-

ity." We have all paid good money for

our machines and it so happens that they

use the same software as yours. Does the ques-

tion mean that if you own a Dynabyte com-

puter you won't talk to a Cromemco user be-

cause they both run CP/M, and Cromemco
and Dynabyte are therefore in competition? To
address Mr. Smith's other question: Yes, the

Franklin Ace will indeed run Apple software. I

often boot my system with a copy of DOS 3.3.

It works fine. In fact, I've never come across

anything that will not run. It is often necessary

to put on the alpha lock to get it to run, but this

is because an unmodified Apple does not have

lower-ca.se capability.

As to Eric Anderson (Smoldering in the

Stacks), I think I would be happier with DB
Master if, when a file's data goes over the capa-

city of a single disk, I did not have to keep

swapping disks as the program makes room on

the original for the new data. This is caused by

the program's putting all records in first record

order. It is a supreme pain, and, according to

Stoneware's technical support group, the only

solution is to buy its Utility Pak #/ to merge

parts of the file that have been broken up to fit

on one disk.

Enough of my gripes; hope to see more on

these matters upcoming in Open Discussion.

Jeffery R. Partridge, president. Pear Tree

Computer Services, Poughkeepsie, NY

In Search Of
I'm trying to establish personal archives of

early Apple software and associated printed

material. Specifically, I'm looking for system

masters with manuals prior to DOS 3.2, early

disks, cassettes, manuals, listings, and blank

disks with the small "disk 11" logo. I already

have disk copies of contributed programs, vol-

umes one through five, both cassette demo
packages, and a few Red Book programs. I also

have the manuals for the contributed programs

and the cassette demos.

If anyone can help me, I'd sure like to hear

from them through Open Discussion.

W. Smyth, Monetta, SC

Nibble Quibble

Anyone who has ever invited some friends over

to play that new supergame to end all games,

only to have it refuse to load, realizes that game

program owners have a legitimate right to a

backup copy. Software pubhshers, on the other

hand, have a right to protect their investment

through copy protection. Another point rele-

vant to the games issue is that it really is not

necessary to be able to modify a game program.

As I see it, there exist two methods of keeping

everybody happy. Either allow the one copy to

make one more copy (thank you, Roger Wag-
ner), or supply two copies of the program.

In addition, since disks do wear out, there

should be a small, but reasonable, cost to re-

place blown disks (subject to inflation, the value

of the dollar, the price of gold, and the avail-

ability of 2 percent yak's milk).

As a result of this action, the need for nib-

ble copiers will have been eliminated, accord-

ing to the reasoning of their producers, who ar-

gue that software publishers have not satisfied

the user's legitimate right to back up because of

copy protection. Unfortunately, before copy

protection, users abused .this privilege and

brought about copy protection because they

violated the rights of the software publishers.

At this point, would it be possible for the

software publisher who is providing acceptable

backup to cooperate with the nibble copiers and

add a code (in addition to any copy protection

he might wish to use) that would be recognized

by the nibble copier, and would then refuse to

make what could only be an illegitimate copy? I

realize that there are legal questions involved.

but I feel that there is potential here.

Nowadays most Apple owners are users

who don't know enough to crack a proteaion

scheme, and most of those who do only do so to

provide a legitimate backup. If the backup al-

ready existed they wouldn't take the time. I'm

sure there are others who are hard-core pirates,

but I think most pirates are using nibble copiers,

and my suggestion would, therefore, solve most

of the problem. Stricter legal penalties for the

remainder would also help.

Most of what I say pertaining to games will

also apply to business programs, but businesses

do differ in that they have a legitimate need for

more copies. When several individuals or de-

partments use a program it is very awkward to

have only one or two copies. On the other hand,

a software publisher can't afford to sell one

copy of a program to the United States govern-

ment that in turn will make 5,000 copies for its

employees. I think a satisfactory solution can be

arrived at by studying noncopyable hardware.

One computer can be shared by several in-

dividuals or departments, but eventually either

use or convenience will result in more comput-

ers being bought. Why not limit the number of

copies (available at a reduced price) to a figure

based on the number of computers at a given lo-

cation? This will require the cooperation of Aj>

ple Computer and careful serial number regis-

tration, but it will also tend to limit theft, since

attempts to buy backup software will turn up

stolen computers. As a concession to the exis-

tence of nibble copiers, the backups would have

to be available at a price greatly reduced from

that of backup hardware.

This brings me to one final point, which I'm

sure will be disputed. (I had to come up with

something to make everybody unhappy.) The

current trend in business programs is to include

all necessary documentation within the pro-

gram. I disagree! This wastes RAM (causing

unnecessary disk accesses, garbage collections,

and so on) and disk space (read extra disks and

disk swapping). Since most of this excess bag-

gage is only needed until the user is familiar

with the program, why not leave it in the man-

ual? By adopting this procedure, software pub-

lishers would raise the pirated price because the

documentation would also have to be copied.

Now all we have to do is find a way to satisfy

users of business programs who want to modi-

fy their programs.

Larry Houston, Peru, IN

Gestation Ended

I have been receiving Softalk for nine months

now and I continue to be amazed by the consis-

tently high quality of this publication. I have

read other computer-oriented magazines, but

none manage to provide such fascinating and

informative insights into the worid of the Apple

II as Softalk does. However, I do have some

suggestions that I hope will be of use to you, as

well as some comments about what is perhaps

the most hotly debated issue in the micro-

computer industry.

First of all, with regard to Edward Isen-

berg's letter that opened January's Open

1



Confidence with computers
and the way they operate is

as fundamental to a child's

education as reading, writing,

and arithmetic. Parents and
teachers can build that

confidence with well-designed

software systems from Edu-Ware.

Packages like Counting Bee,

Spelling Bee and Reading Primer,

and the new Spelling Bee Games
create comfortable interaction

between children and the

computer, making learning

easy and fun.

EDU-WARE
prepares them
for their

future*

UAMES

and READING PRIMER

This imaginative collection of

four games

—

Convoy,
Squadron, Skyhook, and
Puzzle— combines words and
animation to help develop
spelling and reading memory,
motor skills, eye-hand
coordination, and spatial

relationships. Gaming paddles

required, (also available in

Atari BASIC, 48k, Disk drive.)

$39.95

With graphics and sound,

these companion programs
introduce reading and spelling

to young learners by linking
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a learning experience based
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TECHNOLOGY MEETS
REAL ESTATE

The Real Estate

Consultant
•

Three Years In Development
(New - Version 2.0)

Now Available For Public Use On:
IBM PC 1.1, 64K, 2 Disk Drives

Apple II & III, 48K, 2 Dr., Videx

TRS 80's, 48K 2 Disk Drives

(CP/M & CBM Coming Soon)

•

The Complete Real Estate Analysis And
Financial Analysis Software Package

For Everyone From Students To
Professional Investment Counselors

•
Amazingly Simple Operation . . .

Input as per provided questionnaire

and screen prompts.

Full user control of disk files,

printer and screen . . .

8 year operations and tax shelter reports.

8 year resale projections.

•

Compare These Features:

• Totally Menu Driven

• Full Screen Input Editor

• Amortization Schedules—Monthly
• Depreciation Schedules—ACRS
• Up To 8 Mortgages With Wraps
• Syndications, Partnerships

• Component Depreciation

• ROR's, ROl's and IRR's

• Save 200 Files Per Diskette!

• Personalized Automatic Paging

• Presentation Quality Printouts

•
The REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
IS NOT - spreadsheet templates

IS NOT - pieced together modules
•

The REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
IS - A Powerful, Menu Driven,

Stand Alone Software System!
•

at only $275.00

demo disk available for $10.00
•

Phone orders accepted: (805) 682-8927

CONSULTANT SYSTEMS INC.

3704 State St., Suite 311

Santa Barbara, CA 93105 est

Discussion, I do think that WordStar deserves

some attention for consistently placing in the

Top Thirty. In fact, I am certain that such con-

tinued sales success demonstrates a product's

worthiness far more conclusively than does a

sudden, meteoric rise and fall in the Top
Thirty. I propose that Softalk include another

heading in the Top Thirty list "Weeks on List."

This would give the readers an accurate impres-

sion of a particular product's continued success

in the marketplace, and this is what matters in

the long run.

I definitely feel that a new category of soft-

ware should be implemented to provide a niche

for new programs such as Castle Wolfenstein

and Aztec, which clearly do not belong under

any of the present categories. These programs,

which combine the aesthetic pleasures of fan-

tasy-adventuring with the finger-pounding

excitement of arcade-gaming, seem to be the

wave of the future. Why not begin a new cate-

gory called ArcadeVenture (or something like

that) to fill the present gap?

Also, I think Softalk should be more con-

sistent when classifying programs, both in

Fastalk and in the Bestsellers. It is confusing to

the reader when he sees, for example, Prisoner 2

categorized as an adventure in Fastalk but as a

fantasy in the Bestsellers.

I am disappointed with Marketalk Re-

views. Your software reviews give a good idea

of the features in a program; however, these re-

views are so rarely negative that one is left un-

certain of the reviewer's objectivity. Let's face it,

most programs (like most movies, books, and

works of art) are of mediocre quality. People

shouldn't esteem the critic who praises almost

everything that comes his way.

Finally, some words about software piracy.

I really cannot sympathize with the major soft-

ware houses that bemoan the rampant piracy

taking place among Apple users. These com-

panies do not seem to realize that the end to pi-

racy lies not in the hands of the consumer but in

the hands of the publishers who in vain try to

prevent piracy by expensive copy protection.

Copy protection is not only futile—for more

and more expert software crackers are ap-

pearing all the time—but in the final analysis it

encourages the very piracy it attempts to pre-

vent, by driving up the price of software be-

yond the reach of most money-conscious con-

sumers. I therefore applaud Penguin Software

and especially Beagle Bros (the latter sells no

copy-protected software); after studying the

Bestsellers Hobby category, it is obvious to me
that these companies are benefiting financially

from their unprotected software policies. Only

when the other software houses realize the value

of this will the vicious circle of software piracy

be ended. Until that day the software user

should not be expected to listen to the pleas of

companies that sell ultraexpensive, copy-pro-

tected software.

Andrew Cutler, Washington, DC

Problems with ED
To Greg Tibbetts: I am an owner of an Apple II

Plus with the Microsoft Z-80 card and the

Videx Videoterm card with Softswitch. I also

have a 16K RAM card in slot 0. SoftCard

Symposium is the column that I look forward

to the most among the myriad of computer

magazines that I receive to satisfy my computer

addiction. I have found no other source of

information on this subject as informative and

well written.

I'm interested in the idea of a user group for

Apple CP/M in which the special case of the

Apple in the context of commercial CP/M soft-

ware could be intensively considered. Among
other things, ideas for optimally installing the

various packages on the Apple or Apple/Videx

terminal would be of great value. Similarly,

6502 assembly language subroutines that could

be run from inside a program such as dBase II

would represent a welcome area of discussion.

Perhaps SoftCard Symposium could initiate

interest in the formation of such a group, in

which I would be happy to take an active role.

I also have one specific question. Is there

any way to alter ED.COM so that it defaults to

-U instead of U, so that translation from

lower to upper case will not take place?

D. Pulver, Riverdale, NY

Greg Tibbetts responds:

Thank you for the kind words about the col-

umn. I will certainly mention your ideas con-

cerning the creation of an Apple CP/M user

group in an upcoming column. Due to the time

lag between their creation and appearance,

however, there will be some delay. I wish you

luck in the formation of such a group and

would suggest that you consider contacting

CP/M user group bulletin boards for prospec-

tive members, since they often have Apple

CP/M subgroups.

Regarding your problems with ED, you will

find that ED does not really default to U, upper

case lock, as you suspect. If you enter the

I(nsert) in upper case, it will default to upper

case for that insert session. If you enter the

i(nsert) in lower case, it will default to lower

case. I neglected to mention this in my column

on ED but will make that up to the readers at a

future date.

Greg Tibbetts, Santa Barbara, CA

Try and Try Again

I read with great interest Mind Your Business in

the October Softalk. What caught my attention

was the section entitled "Trying Before Buy-

ing." At the end of this section Peter Olivieri in-

dicated that he would like to see an operation in

which the software could be tried out by the

prospective customer.

I opened just this type of store in Bloom-
ington (Minneapolis), Minnesota, at the end of

last year. The store is called The Softwaire

Centre and, as the name implies, our product

will be software. We will sell business (includ-

ing CP/M), utilities, education, and entertain-

ment programs. In addition, we will carry a very

complete selection of books and magazines. We
will sell no hardware, but we will have two Ap-

ples, one IBM pc, one Xerox 820, one Atari
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800, and one TRS-80 III in the store on which

our customers can try the software before pur-

chasing. As we do not sell the hardware, we will

be able to give customers an unbiased opinion

as to the best type of equipment to purchase,

based on the type of software they will be run-

ning. In other words, you will be able to try

three or four word processing programs before

purchase. There would be no cost to the

customer for this service other than the pro-

gram, should he decide to purchase one.

We are affiliated on a franchise basis with

Softwaire Centres International of Culver City,

California. Although we should be one of the

first stores to open outside of California, there

are successful Softwaire Centre operations in

Los Angeles, Orange County, San Diego, and

Pasadena. Stores in Torrance and Oakland

were scheduled to open approximately the same

time as mine.

Robb Jacobs, Woodbury, MN

Creepy Errors That Reach the Core

Jeff Mazur's October '82 Hardtalk on the game

I/O connector was greatly appreciated. It

prompts me to ask a question I have previously

put to Call —A.P.P.L.E. as well as the person-

nel at Cupertino—without any reply.

In the reference manual (mine is a 1979 is-

sue), table 9 on page 24 lists the location ad-

dresses of the four annunciators for the auto-

start ROM. I assume that these are the correct

addresses (at least they are the same as in the

Red Book!). But on pages 137 and 143 of the

reference manual, they are reversed in the

monitor listings. And the ROM responds

accordingly.

My question is, did I get an autostart ROM
that was "burned in" wrong, and, if so, have

later editions of the reference book been

changed?

It is a bother to put in inverters on any

prototype board that uses these annunciator ad-

dresses; and I do have a few boards such as the

one for the GALFO RTTY interface. Without

the inverters the boot brings in the interface al-

ready keying my transmitter. Also, if this board

is active, any other program called causes the

annunciator to key the PTT circuit if my radio

transmitter happens to be on. To prevent that, I

have had to add a poke —16293 as the first

statement of all programs, or pull the cable

from the game I/O socket. Very messy!

I suppose the best thing to do would be to

burn a new ROM. But I'd first like to find out if

I am alone in this problem. Has Apple done a

fix for later issues of both the ROM and the ref-

erence manual?

James A. Johnston, Pearl City, HI

Jeff Mazur responds:

To James Johnston: Thanks for the letter. The
discrepancies you have discovered are not due

to different versions of the autostart ROM.
What you have found is simply some of the er-

rors that crept into the reference manual. As
you correctly guessed, the addresses shown on
pages 137 and 143 are wrong. For a complete

(well, almost!) list of the more than forty such

inaccuracies, check with your local Internation-

al Apple Core member club. The Core has a

large volume of technical notes that includes er-

rata information on Apple publications. If you

don't have a club nearby, you should contact

the Core directly at the following address:

International Apple Core

9 10-A George Street

Santa Clara, CA 95050

Jeffrey Mazur, Canoga Park, CA

Resolute Reaction

In the October '82 Hardtalk, Jeff Mazur men-

tioned the use of a lOOK pot plus capacitor

with Apple II game paddle inputs. First, a picky

technical point. While the circuit diagram in the

column, page 192, shows a 74LS259 address-

able latch at board position F-14, most Apple

lis have a 9334 at this location. The 9334 is a

twin of the 74259; thus the switch is from

LS-TTL to plain vanilla TTL. Some of your

readers might be confused by the difference. In-

cidentally, the switch was made in the other di-

rection on the disk controller card. The sche-

matics distributed with the DOS 3.3 manuals (at

least the series mine came from) show a 9334

on the card. The controller card itself, however,

has a 74LS259 in that location.

Now for the lOOK game controller pots

plus capacitor. The problem with this tech-

nique is that you're giving up one-third of your

potential resolution that way. The root of the

problem is, of course, that 150K isn't a stan-

m Italy in the 15th century Leonardo Da Vjnci was a multi-

talented genuis. Leonardo's Ideas and designs were endless.

Me was always creating new devices to solve the world's

problems. Pictured here are many studies for military arms
and armor and battlements.

Today Vista is developing many high technology computer
peripherals for use with IBM^" and Apple Computers.

IhtroducingSolo, a new cost effective solution to Apple Disk

storage offering all the capabilities of the standard Apple
Disk II at a fraction of the cost.

If your needs do not demand the high performance of our
Duet. Quartet, or V-Serles Maxidrives. then Solo will provide
you with what you need at the lowest possible cost.

The Vista Solo incorporates the proven reliability of the

Shugart™ 5 'A Drive. To date Shugart has over one million

units in operation throughout the world.

Solo is also available as the Solo Plus, which comes with the

Solo Controller. The pair give you total compatibility with

Apple hardware and software.

• Shugart Drive
• Totally Compatible
• Cost Effective
• 35 Track Compatible Drive

143H Storage
Full Vista 120 Day Warranty

Solo (Drive only) "3101
Solo Plus (w /Controller) "31 I 1

ntact Your Local Vista Dealer or Call our Vista Hotlines.

COMPUTER
COMPANY, INC.

1317 East Edinger / Santa Ana, CA 92705
(7 1 H) 953-0523 / (800) 854-801 7
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IHE GAME SATS "PUOT ME!"
6AMES FOR WHEN YOU CRAVE ACTION

TSim SCOPES »OHUS >iUS - WiD riLTI ,

KAMIKAZE - Danger at sea and in the air

Catalog No. 13809, Apple II Disk, $34.95

SHUTTLE INTERCEPT- Accelerating excitement m a rescue in space
Catalog No. 19009, Apple II Disk, $34.95

LASER BOUNCE - Attack with your beams
Catalog No. 19209, Apple II Disk, $34.95

BELLHOP -Silliest, fastest-moving up-and-down game
Catalog No. 19109, Apple II Disk, $34.95

WARGLE - The wolf pack is on the loose
Part No. 20909, Apple II Disk, $34.95

BULLDOG PINBALL- Every bounce of arcade pinball

Catalog No. 19312, Atari 400 or 800 Tape, $29.95

GAMES FOR WHEN YOUR BRAIN NEEDS A WORKOUT
SARGON II - The acknowledged chess classic

Part No. 034XX: Apple II, Disk and Tape; TRS80 1 or III, Disk and Tape; PET,
Disk and Tape; Atari, Disk and Tape 8" CP/M Disk
Tape, $29.95, 5" Disk, $34.95; 8 " Disk, $39.95

REVERSAL - Easy to play, impossible to master
Part No. 07009, Apple II Disk, $34.95 Part No. 07012, Atari Tape, $29.95

GO- Ancient game wins new friends

Part No. 21109, Apple II Disk, $34.95 Part No. 21112, Atari Tape, $29.95

FINAL CONFLICT -Choose your battlefield, choose your battle

Catalog No. 13609, Apple II Disk, $34.95

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF - A test of skill, even if your name's Arnie
Part No. 11809, Apple II Disk, $24.95

KING CRIBBAGE - New life for a grand old game
Part No. 11509, Apple II Disk, $24.95

TETRAD - Four-dimensional tic-tac-toe— no kid stuff

Part No. 09809, Apple II Disk, $24.95

GAMES FOR WHEN YOU WISH YOU WERE SOMEBODY ELSE

mt HUACKED HHROS CATH

CRIMESTOPPER - Be a private eye in a dangerous city

Catalog No. 19509, Apple II Disk, $34.95

CRYSTAL CAVERNS -Search for hidden treasure

Catalog No. 19409, Apple II Disk, $34.95

MICROSCOPIC JOURNEY - Explore the human body—from inside

Part No. 22609, Apple II Disk, $34.95

STAR TRADERS - Enter the world of intergalactic profiteering

Part No. 10709, Apple II Disk, $24.95

ALIBI -Solve Col. Farnngton's murder with your keen mind
Part No. 10909, Apple II Disk, $24.95

KLONDIKE 2000- Discover gold—and danger—on Mars
Part No. 10209, Apple II Disk, $24.95

And look

for new games
at your

Hayden Software

dealer

Available from your local dealer, or call:

1-800-343-1218
(in MA, call 617-937-0200)
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dard pot value. And the reason the Apple wants

150K has to do with Murphy's laws, Ohm's

laws, and, ultimately, quantum mechanics

(which, eventually, would tell us why TTL
wants 5 volts plus or minus .25 volts and why it

goes to sleep or burns up if we deviate).

But there is a better way to compensate

than by using a capacitor. Instead, tie one end

of a lOOK pot to +5. Tie the wiper to the

PDL input, and tie the other end to ground

through a 360K resistor. In other words, set it

up as a voltage divider circuit. This makes the

558 in the Apple think it's looking at a 150K

pot. The problem is, most software that uses the

analog inputs assumes that a lOOK plus ca-

pacitor might be used and gives away that much
resolution anyway.

Now for something better. You can take a

500K single-turn linear pot and fit it in one of

those fancy model airplane joysticks. Tie one

end to ground, the other to 5 volts, and the

wiper to PDL. Since those fancy sticks move
about 60 to 70 degrees, this arrangement is

about right. All you have to do is get the pot

shaft in the right position before you tighten

the clamp that holds it to the joystick gimbal.

This way you can make a pair of fancy sticks for

half what they cost at the computer store. With

the lOOK pot arrangement you can use a 330K
resistor in series with a lOOK trimmer if you

GRAPHICS
TFRMINAL

Send Words & Pictures

Around the World!

TEKTERM.
Intelligent Terminal Software With
Both Communications And Graphics

Access a whole new world of graphic im-

ages on your Apple with TEKTERM com-
munications software. TEKTERM allows

any computer in the world to draw pictures

on your Apple screen. Five modes of opera-

tion give you the power to perform every
conceivable communications task.

MODE I: fflGH RESOLUTION 70
COLUMN DISPLAY.

No need to buy an expensive 80 column
video card. TEKTERM's high resolution

character set gives you 70 columns of easy-

to-read upper and lower case characters
with descenders.

Now Your Apple Can Simulate

The Tektronix 4010

MODE D: GRAPHICS TERMINAL MODE
TEKTERM does a complete simulation of

the Tektronix 4010, the industry standard
for graphics terminals and plotters.

Thousands of graphics programs have been
written using the 4010 format. Any soft-

ware that runs with the 4010 will run with
TEKTERM. TEKTERM opens a whole new
world of sophisticated graphics programs.

MODE HI: COMMUNICATION MODE
A complete selection of file transfer opera-

tions allows virtually any kind of informa-

tion to be sent or received. Special modes
allow complete screen images to be
transmitted.

MODE rV: MACRO MODE
Macro mode allows you to automate all

communication operations. Predefined com-
mand and communications sequences can
be stored in disk files to allow automatic
dialing, log on terminal configuration, etc.

MODE V: fflGH SPEED TERMINAL
A special high speed mode allows
TEKTERM to operate at up to 19,200 baud.
High speed mode uses the standard Apple
characters so that it can be used with inex-

pensive T.V. type monitors.

TEKTERM incorporates many other unique
features unavailable in any other package:
Two text/graphics screens, Variable speed
play back. Merge screens, Key board re-

map.

Compare these features to Visiterm, Data
Capture 4.0 or any other communications
software and you'll agree that no one else

offers as much value for your money.

TEKTERM is available on floppy disk for

Apple II and Apple II plus microcomputers.
TEKTERM supports Apple Comcard, D.C.

Hayes Micro Modem II, Apple Cat II, and
CCS 7710 interfaces. Includes diskette and
users manual. JUST $90, Plus $2.50 Ship-

ping, VISA/MC Welcome, Colorado resi-

dents add 5% sales tax.

• • •

Fountain
Computer Products

1901 Kipling

Lakewood Colorado 80215
(303) 232-8346

TEKTERM VISITERM
DATA

CAPTURE 4.0

High Resolution Display YES
Graphics Terminal YES
Communications YES
Macro Capability YES
High Speed Terminal YES
Cost $90

YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
$100

NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
$70

"Apple" is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. "Tektronix" is a trademark of Tektronix. Inc. "Visiterm" is a trademark
of Personal Software inc. "Data Capture 4.0" is a trademark of Southeastern Software "Micromodem" is a trademark of

D.C. Hayes Assoc. Inc. ft; 1983 Fountain Computer Products.

want trim control over center. Most of the air-

plane joysticks have trim levers built in.

F. Kuechmann, Chicago, IL

Jeff Mazur responds:

To F. Kuechmann: Your first point on the

change in IC part numbers is well taken. I used

the numbers in the schematics to avoid

confusion.

As to your comment on lOOK pots having

less resolution, I disagree. On a percentage

basis, a lOOK and a 150K pot of the same con-

struction will have the same resolution. This is

determined only by the way the pot is built. On
a purely resistance scale, the lOOK pot actually

has more resolution. However, the Apple's

game I/O hardware usually limits the resolu-

tion to 256 points, and this applies equally well

to a 150K pot or a lOOK pot plus capacitor.

True, many games use their own software rou-

tines to read the paddle and limit the resolution

even further—but that's a different point.

Regarding your scheme of adding the resistor,

this will also do the trick. There will be some
loss in linearity, however, at the high end,

though with most games this will not be notice-

able.

Jeffrey Mazur, Canoga Park, CA

Computer Science Major Turns Entomologist

As a computer science major in college, I've

programmed on a few microcomputers (and

two maihframes), and I consider the Apple II

Plus the best of the micros. Softalk has really in-

creased my enjoyment of the Apple and my
knowledge of programming as well. Now there

is a fly in the ointment—Dr. Jeppson has sold

me on the Apple III!

With all its features and sophistication I

think it is the ultimate Apple. Now comes the

dilemma. Apple Computer states that in emula-

tion mode the III can run most Apple II pro-

grams. Softalk's Marketalk Reviews states that

many Apple II programs will run on the Apple

III in emulation mode. Obviously there isn't

an Apple II hidden inside the III, and all isn't

perfect in Appledom. How can we tell, short of

actually running the program, whether or not it

will run on the III in emulation mode? An
article on how the III emulates the II and the

shortcomings of it would certainly help. I vote

for more coverage of the Apple III—especially

by Dr. Jeppson. His articles are fascinating.

Mark E. Clark, Oak Hill, WV

A Glaring Solution

Reading the January '83 Newspeak, I was

somewhat surprised to learn that Rob Cook of

Lucasfilm's computer graphics laboratory was

having difficulty understanding the "plastic"

look of generated images. The news item states

that Cook usually found the spectral compo-

nent to be the color of the material, not the

color of the light source. Actually, the spectral

glare of a shiny object is the color of the light as

modified by the color of the object. This color

modification is part of the very basic instruc-

tion to theatrical lighting students. I am truly
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sorry that there has been such a search for

knowledge so easily obtainable from those in-

volved in theatrical lighting.

Frank E. Merrill, Indianapolis, IN

Encounter with Exegesis

I've been involved with newsletter and small-

magazine publishing on a free-lance basis for

some time. I have also done contract editing

and technical writing for Silicon Valley firms,

including Apple. I can take a somewhat profes-

sional view when I look critically at other

publications.

I have a nit to pick, a general complaint,

some comments on an earlier letter. The nit:

Whoever decided to include a section for per-

sonal, short, inexpensive ads made the gross

error of comparing "classified" advertising with

"display" advertising. To set the record straight,

just because the ad is small, cheap, and grouped

with other such ads without graphics or de-

signs, it is not necessarily a classified ad. News-

papers and magazines make quite a bit of

money with this type of ad, and they are usual-

ly set aside in their own section.

However, classified ads are only a subset of

this type. By definition, "classified" means that

they are grouped into categories, or classifica-

tions, such as software, hardware, printers, posi-

tions available, and so forth. You will notice that

Call—A.P.P.L.E. magazine skirts this by head-

ing that page with the banner, "Un-classified."

This is precisely what Softalk has: unclassified

ads.

Softalk could fix this by changing the title,

or by actually sorting the ads and classifying

them. Who knows, this might even make it look

flashier. You may even find more people plac-

ing such ads. It might even develop a "person-

als" category.

My general complaint concerns the month-

ly drivel that emanates from Jonathan Miller's

tripewriter. Apparently I am not alone in my
distaste for articles that are ostensibly about the

uses of word processing, but turn out to be the

type of pap published in the Western Quasi Re-

view and Mountain States Military Journalism

Quarterly. Letter writer Art Cabot (December
'82 Open Discussion) writes about the lack of

substance in Miller's stories. Jonathan Miller

has not replied, nor has there been a change in

style since Cabot's letter. I wrote Softalk a let-

ter previously addressing this very issue. You
choose to continue to let Mrs. Miller's son

milk Softalk for all he can get. Now I don't

mind the new fiction you're publishing; it's la-

beled as such and is a welcome change. All I ask

is that authors state their purpose early in the

article and stick to it. Get rid of rambling milk-

ers like Miller.

My last point is to respond to letter writer

Bob Wiseman (November '82 Open Discus-

sion). In all my experience both as a reader who
compares notes with other readers of a large

number of magazines and an intimate of the

industry, I have rarely known someone who
doesn't first open to the personal ads and then

to the letters column. Look at the success of

Forum magazine. Everybody likes to read other

IF YOU HAVE AN APPLE II®

WE HAVE A TIME-SAVER

FOR YOU!

$19.95 Each
(Single-sided)

$32.95 Each
(Combined reversible)

KLEERTEX® TEMPLATE

ALPHABETICAL LISTING

OF PROGRAM COMMANDS
QUICK ACCESS
EASY TO READ

WORDSTAR* COMMAPtDS

rn rn
KLEEflTEI*Ttl(IPmTE FOR APPLE II* COPilPUTER

FITS OVER KEYBOARD
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DURABLE PLASTIC

COLOR COORDINATED

APPLE II and APPLE WRITER II are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

WORDSTAR and MAIL-MERGE are registered trademarks of MIcropro International

Corporation. VISICALC is a registered trademark of Visicorp. dBASE II is a registered

trademark of Ashton-Tate. Creative Computer Products is an independent company,

specializing in Sophisticated Solutions for computer operators.
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people's mail. We lend l^itimacy to this

through letter columns. One solution to Wise-

man's complaint would be to divide the letters

into groups. The first group would consist of

letters that have technical questions or offer

technical assistance. The second would be for

complaints or praise of advertisers. The third

would be comprised of general letters, and the

fourth could contain all replies and dialogues

between letter writers. Whatever you do, don't

stop printing letters. They're the best part of the

magazine. Pardon me—they are naturally sec-

ond to the Top Thirty section!

Tod Wicks, Palo Alto, CA

Pokes 'n' Boots

First, let me congratulate Mark Pelczarski on

his approach to piracy. As a software author I

am glad to see someone working so avidly

against it. Nothing irks me more than to be

shown someone's software "collection" con-

taining my own work ill^ally obtained. Then

again, these people never expect that the six-

teen-year-old in front of them has written a

game and has just insisted on the removal of it

from their booty.

My feeling is that only games should be pro-

tected, and in the following manner the pro-

gram should be on side one of the disk full of

serial numbers. After purchase, the disk should

be sent immediately to the publisher, who
would then record the owner and serial num-
bers and make a backup on side two of the

disk. A pain? Sure, but a reasonable precau-

tion. My work takes valuable time, and I feel a

great loss of pride in my work and myself when
I see my time stolen.

Now, I'd like to respond to Mike Mahone,
whose letter appeared in the January '83 Open
Discussion (A Reset That Unsettles). Reset

can be very touchy and the reference manual is

a little confusing. I've been into machine lan-

guage for two years and I still have to read

pages 36 and 37 twice to understand them.

I love toying with things; so at first I ig-

nored those pages—too nebulous. I started on

my own, but found that this often leads

to disaster. I discovered that after booting a

48K Apple II Plus the decimal locations 1010,

101 1, and 1012 contain 191, 157, and 56 respec-

tively. In machine language that's locations

$3F2, 3F3, and 3F4 containing $BF, 9D, and

38. Now I understand the BF and 9D. If you

put those together you'll get $9DBF, the DOS
rehook location. I didn't quite get the $38

though. Being inquisitive, I changed it—what

the hell. I poked 57 into location 1012 and hit

reset. It rebooted, whereas poking 56 into loca-

tion 1012 didn't change anything. This solved

the first problem; if the first line in your Hello

program were poke 1012,57, hitting reset would

reboot the disk. Now for the second prob-

lem: why?

The answer seemed simple; the Apple needs

1012 set to a special value. Well, I didn't stop

there. I wanted reset to do something really

neat. I decided that rerunning the Basic pro-

gram would suffice. After research I found that

$D566 was the equivalent to "run," so I tried

the following program:

10 POKE 1010,102: REM 102 = $66
20 POKE 1011,213: REM 213 = $D5

Much to my dismay, the Apple rebooted. I re-

read pages 36 and 37 of the reference manual

carefully and tried adding a third line to the

above two:

30 CALL 64367

Voila! It worked—but wait. I never touched

1012. Actually the Apple did it for me. Line 30

called a routine that scanned 1010 and 101 1 and

put an appropriate value in 1012. Problem

solved.

Steve Hawley, Murray Hill, NJ

I've got an answer to Mike Mahone's unset-

tling reset question in the January Open Dis-

cussion, but first let me say something about the

DOS Tool Kit, which I recently received as a

gift. This is the best piece of software I have yet

acquired, but its one fault is the documentation

for the assembler-editor. The listings and expla-

nations of the pseudo-operations are vague and

hard to understand. I wish Apple would give ex-

amples of pseudo-op usage along with a list of

6502 mnemonics it doesn't accept and alternate

usages of these mnemonics. The Tool Kit is a

good piece of software but it doesn't have the

kind of manual you would expect from a com-

pany as good as Apple.

To reboot upon hitting reset, there are three
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memory locations ($3F2 through $3F4) in the

system Monitor known as the reset vector,

which controls what happens when the reset key

is pressed. It jumps to the memory location in

$3F2.$3F3 if the "power-up byte" at $3F4 is set

correctly. There is a Monitor routine at $FB6F
that gives the right value to this byte. Enter the

Monitor and type:

3F2: 69 FF 51

If you make the 51 a 5A, reset will enter the

Monitor. This is because $FF69 is the subrou-

tine for entering the Monitor. When the 5A is a

51, the "power-up byte" ($3F4) causes a re-

boot. You can also use the reset key to call your

own machine language programs if you set the

reset vector correctly.

James M. Wilson III, Skaneateles, NY

The solution to getting the Hello program to re-

boot when hitting reset is simple. Just add the

following line to the start of your Hello

program:

POKE 1011,0

The following three pokes make the program

rerun after reset is hit:

POKE 1010,102

POKE 1011,213

POKE 1012,112

After the program ends, this next poke will al-

GIVE YOUR APPLE'
INSTANT RECALL "

FOR JUST $59.95
Forget what you've heard about computer filing.

INSTANT RECALL just made everything easy. No
fields, no forms, no formats, no fooling. Nothing

to set up before you get started. And, best of all,

INSTANT RECALL comes at a no-kidding price of

just $59.95.

Save your notes about everything. Keep track of

appointments and important dates. Record minutes

of your meetings. Or reminders about customers

conferences, expenses, or just about anything ! You
can mix up as many kinds of information as you
want, or you can organize different files on different

diskettes. Either way, INSTANT RECALL finds what
you've filed the instant you ask, whether or notyou
remember what's there.

If you've got an Apple II® or Apple II Plus® with at

least 48K, one disk drive and Applesoft in ROM,
what are you waiting for? To find your nearest dealer

or to order, call 800-428-3696 or 3 1 7-298-5566 and
reference AD272. In Canada, contact Lenbrook
Industries, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street

RO. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Instant Recall is a trademark of Howard W Sams & Co , Inc

Apple II and Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc

low you to type in any command and the pro-

gram will be rerun:

POKE 214,255

To display hi-res screen one, use call —3100.

The following three pokes display hi-res screen

two:

POKE -16304,0
POKE -16297,0
POKE -16299,0

Last of all, to scramble the text output, try.

POKE 50, (any number from 0 to 254)

Matt Offenbacher, Lake Oswego, OR

Whenever the Apple's reset is used, the Apple

peeks into two memory locations to see wheth-

er a cold or warm boot will take place. If the

computer has just been turned on, it will per-

form a cold boot that restarts the Apple from

the beginning. In order to make the computer

think it was just turned on, you can use poke

1010.105 and poke 1011.255. These pokes at the

beginning of your Hello program will cause the

computer to reboot upon hitting reset. At the

end of the Hello program, use poke 1010,191

and poke 1011 ,157; then the reset will cause a

warm boot.

Jeff Trask, Chesterfield, MO

In answer to Mike Mahone's question on how
to reboot upon reset, use poke 1012,69 in the

first line of the Hello program.

Jim Crosson, Ripley, CA

To get the Apple to reboot from any Applesoft

program, a poke 1012,0 will do the trick when

reset is hit.

Steve Shen, Madison, WI

Entering the following as the first line of the

program will solve Mike Mahone's reset

problem:

POKE 1010,102: POKE 1011,212:

CALL -4116

Vehko Lee Bekir, Bellerose Manor, NY

All these responses lo Mike Mahone's di-

lemma seem to work properly, but one thing still

remains unsettling. Though the solutions all work,

each one is different from the rest. Now let's see

who'll be able to settle this seeming contra-

diction. Anyone game?

Deficient Disks Deduced
In the November '82 Open Discussion there was a

letter titled "Mystery of the Meddling Moni-

tor." I had experienced this same problem over

a year ago with disks that refused to boot.

When I first purchased my Apple the disk

drive was located to the right of the computer.

Six months later I bought a second disk drive

and located the drives on top of the computer

with the NEC monitor on top of the drives. Up
to that time I paid no attention to the brand of

disks purchased. Now I do. I found that one

particular brand of disk failed to boot with the
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new arrangement of equipment. When the disk

drives were removed from under the monitor,

the disks would boot normally. It would ap-

pear that the normal noise level on certain

brands of disks is quite high; when additional

noise from the monitor is picked up by the

read/ write head of the disk drive, the sum of

noise versus information is too high, thereby

loading garbage. I now stick to well-known,

brand-name disks. The no-boot problem has

since vanished. As an additional precaution

against future problems, my disk drives are

stacked to the right of the computer.

Mort Larsen, Winnipeg, Canada

Frequency Factor Fathomed

I believe the cause of the "meddling monitor"

problem is a radio frequency field being gen-

erated that causes the analog card in the disk

drive to be interrupted. This problem can be

corrected one of two ways. Set the monitor off

to the side of the computer, or set the disk

drives on the side of the computer and leave the

monitor sitting on the console. This should

eliminate the problem in the future. There are

two monitors that seem to cause the most prob-

lems, the Zenith green screen and the NEC
green screen.

George Quade, Waukesha, WI

Of Soft Switches and Disguises

I was prompted to write by Karen Obrock's re-
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action from abroad in the October '82 Open
Discussion. Ms. Obrock laments Apple's arbi-

trary decision to end mail-order sales, and other

readers seem to be equally disturbed by this

move, although for different reasons. But I

don't see the problem here. Ms. Obrock is both-

ered because now she can't add on to her exist-

ing system with Apple products. It seems to me
that Apple has merely given an incentive to use

other manufacturers' better and lower-priced

products. For example, if one wants to upgrade

a system to disk, Apple sells its drive with con-

troller for around $550. A mail-order shopper

can find a far better drive/controller package for

between $350 and $450. Virtually any piece of

hardware Apple sells is available through mail

order from other manufacturers at lower prices,

and most of them are better! For those who are

upset because they don't yet have a system and
now can't get those great mail-order prices, one

of the largest Apple dealer chains in Houston

sells the Apple II Plus for $84 less than I

paid for mine a year ago. Be thankful; Apple's

decision may have been a blessing in disguise.

In regard to one of lo-reser Ralph Cinque's

questions (October '82), the addresses for ma-
nipulating graphic modes are listed on page 13

of the Apple II Reference Manual, "Table 5:

Screen Soft Switches." For example, to switch

to the text page without destroying the lo-res

page, simply type poke 49233,0. Although the

screen will appear at this point exactly as it does

after typing text, you should be able to return to

the undamaged lo-res page by typing poke

49232,0. These commands also give access to lo-

res page 2. As to printing lo-res graphics, Mr.

Cinque should refer to the November '82 Hard-

talk column, which contains a brief review of

the new Pkaso interface card, an absolute

necessity to owners of the Prism 80.

I'm startled by Tim Klein's answer to this

question in December '82 Open Discussion. I'm

not sure about his contention that lo-res page 1

and the text page share the same memory loca-

tion. To demonstrate what I propose, run Color

Demosoft from the System Master and select

either option 1 or 2. Once the saeen is loaded,

hit control-C (reset will bomb the lo-res page).

Now type poke 49233,0 (typing text will also

bomb the image). The text mode appears to

have destroyed the lo-res image. Now type poke

49232,0. The undamaged graphic page should

reappear.

There is a much easier way to move blocks

of memory than Tim Klein's byte-by-byte loop

move. Moving lo-res page 1 to hi-res page 3

(surprise, it's there) for safekeeping can be ac-

complished by entering the Monitor (call— 151),

and typing 6000 < 400.800M. Hi-res page 3 re-

sides in memory range $6000 to $8000. Lo-res

page 1 resides in range $400 to $800. The ma-

chine-language command shown above moves

(M) a block of memory (400.800) to (<) a mem-
ory range beginning at $6000. For more infor-

mation on this technique, and hi-res page 3, see

Nibble magazine, vol. 3, no. 4. The article enti-

tled "Apple's Hi-Res Page Three" should sur-

prise you as much as it did me.

Hal Scoggins, Lake Jackson, TX

On tlie Move
In the December '82 Open Discussion, Tim
Klein discussed saving page one graphics by

moving them to another area of memory. Im-

proved speed can be achieved by using the

Monitor Move routine as discussed in the Apple

II Reference Manual, pages 44 through 46. Us-

ing Tim's example, the procedure is first to type

call -151 to enter the Monitor. Then, tyjje:

(destination address) < (start address). (end

address)M

For example:

1C00 < 400.7FFM

This will move page one graphics up to $1C00
(decimal 7168). To restore page one, type:

400 < 1C00.1FFFM

Of course, all this assumes that you haven't af-

fected memory at $1C00 in the meantime.

George Osner, Modesto, CA

Picking and Choosing

I am planning on buying a Pascal language sys-

tem for my Apple II, and I was wondering if

any fellow readers could give me a little advice.

Which Pascal system could you recommend
purchasing: Apple's Apple Pascal, SofTech's

UCSD p-System, or another system aitirely?

I would like to be able to write commercial

software for the Apple II and other personal

computers that would not require the Pascal

operating system in themselves. I'd appreciate

hearing about some readers' experiences in

Open Discussion.

Thomas D. Batson, Santa Rosa, CA

Credit Where It's Due
I noticed in the January '83 Open Discussion a

letter from Ronald E. Jeffries (Viva Pascal!)

crediting Edsger Dijkstra with the design of Pas-

cal. A correction is in order because it was ac-

tually Professor Niklaus Wirth of the Federal

Institute of Technology of Zurich, Switzerland,

who designed the language. Wirth did, how-

ever, rely heavily on the structured program-

ming concepts developed by Dijkstra and his

colleagues O.J. Dahl and C.A.R. Hoare. (See

Wirth's Algorithms + Data Structures = Pro-

grams, Prentice-Hall, 1976.)

On the other hand, I agree with Mr. Jef-

fries's evaluation of Pascal as a powerful devel-

opment language. I prefer it over Basic for

problem-solving programs, especially with its

recursion capabilities. (Can you imagine the

amount of Basic code needed to solve the

Knight's Tour problem?)

Carrying this discussion of languages a lit-

tle further, I recently read somewhere about

comparing computer languages to spoken lan-

guages. You really can't become fluent in a sec-

ond spoken language until you can actually

think in that language. The same applies to

computer languages. To fully utilize the capa-

bilities of a computer language you must be able

to approach your programming problems with-

in the framework of that language. A solution

in one language may involve an entirely differ-
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COMPLETELY REDESIGNED.
NOW, THE GRAPPLER +

.

The original Grappler was the first

graphics interface to give you hi-res

screen dumps from your keyboard.
The new Grappler + with Dual Hi-Res
Graphics adds flexibility with a
side-by-side graphics printout of

page land page 2.

The Grappler + can now be used
with the Apple^ Dot Matrix,

the Okidata 84, and is Apple III

compatible! In addition, the IDS
Grappler + is currently available

with color capability, including

color graphics screen dumps.

UP TO 64K BUFFER OPTION
An optional Bufferboard can now
be added to all existing Grappler
and Grappler + interfaces. See
your Apple Dealer for details.

'Requires additional software driver.
* Requires graphics upgrade.

& Orange Micro, Inc. 1982

ACTUAL APPLE II PRINTOUT USING GRAPPLER AND EPSON MX100
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I I Printer Interface
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• Dual Hi-Res Graphics • Printer
Selector Dip Switch • Apple III

Compatible* • Graphics Screen
Dump • Inverse Graphics •

Emphasized Graphics • Double Size
Picture • 90" Rotation • Center
Graphics • Chart Recorder Mode
• Block Graphics • Bell Control
• Skip-over-perf • Left and Right
Margins • Variable Line Length
• Text Screen Dumps • also works
with Pascal and CPM.

THE GRAPPLER + INTERFACES
WITH THE FOLLOWING PRINTERS:
• Anadex • Apple Dot Matrix
• Centronics 122 • C. Itoh ProWriter
• Epson MX-70, MX-80* *,

MX-BOF/T* *, MX-100 • IDS 460, 560,
Prism 80 and 132, Microprism • NEC
8023 • Okidata 82A* *, 83A* *, 84.
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If yottr printer uses your Apple
more than yott do,

yott need The Bufferboatd.
Ifyour Apple is locked into the "PRINT"

mode so much that you've taken up soli-

taire to kill the boredom, you need a

buffer And ifyour computer is the Apple
II or III, the only buffer for you is The
Bufferboard. Expandable to 64K of stor-

age, The Bufferboard stores an instantane-

ous bucketful of print data from your
computer Then it feeds the data to your
printer at its own printing rate. Your Apple
is set free from driving your printer and is

ready for more data from you.

or expensive power supplies are needed
because The Bufferboard fits right into

your Apple—and docks onto your existing

printer interface. The result is convenient

Take your existing interface

—

and buffer it!

Only The Bufferboard has a simple
Interface-Docking System. No bulky boxes

and economical buffering of most popu-
lar printer interfaces, including the

Grappler + ™ interface, Epson interface,

and Apple printer interface. Thirty sec-

onds and a single hook-up are all you need
to end the printer waiting game forever.

Up to 20 letter-size pages
stored at a time.

The Bufferboard comes standard with

16K, and is expandable to 32K or 64K of

buffering capacity with the addition of

memory chips. This "bucket" will hold up
to 20 pages of a print job, allowing you
freedom to use your Apple.

The Btt^erboard—designed
excItisivelY for the Apple Computer.

Specifications:
• Versions for Grappler + interface, Epson
interface, Apple interface, and other popu-
lar printer interfaces • 16K buffer standard
• Upgradeable to 32K or 64K • Automatic
memory configuration • Automatic self

test • Includes interface docking cable.

The Bufferboard is made by Orange
Micro, Inc. ; the same people who brought

you the popular Grappler + printer inter-

face. Both the Grappler + and The
Bufferboard are now available at your
local Apple dealer.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

Epson is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc.

^Orange fllicfo
inc.

1400 N. Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807
U.S.A. (714)779-2772
TELEX: TX 183511 CSMA

ForApples and Printers
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Agoura Hills, CA 91301
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are $39.95 each. Volumes 5 & 6

are sold as a set for $49.93.

Applesoft 48K, DOS 3.3

®

THE SCIENCE OF LEARNING'

Available at computer stores nationwide.
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ent approach than the solution in another.

Thus, if you merely translate a Basic program

into Pascal, you may not be using the full

strength of Pascal, and vice versa. It's not until

you can approach the solution from a Pascal

perspective that you can utilize the true power

of the language.

Incidentally, can anyone provide an ad-

dress for the UCSD Pascal Users Group?

Hobart S. Cable II, Dayton, OH

Connecting Up
I am interested in buying a modem and I'd like

to get some feedback in Open Discussion from

fellow readers who are using modems. What do

you think of the modem you've been using?

Any recommendations would be appreciated.

Fred Berns, Glenview, IL

Last Letter Lop-off Lamented

I take pen to paper to suggest a new column in

Softalk concerning Epson printers. There must

be a fair number of Apple owners with these

printers for Epson to rewrite their manual

around the Apple. A column would seem to be

a logical development.

I have a specific problem I hope someone

can help me with. When I am printing a file to

my Epson MX-80 that has been transferred by

Transend I over my Hayes Micromodem, the

last letter on each line is omitted. SSM Micro-

computer advised me that it is a problem with

the printer. Any suggestions?

Roger S. Tallboys, Houston, TX

A Thorn in the Side Dish

I have an Apple II Plus with two disk drives and

an Epson MX-80 printer. I also have a thorny

programming problem that looks simple but

has got me stumped. Here's the problem:

At the next company group meeting, din-

ner arrangements have to be made for fifteen to

thirty-five couples, in settings of three to five

couples, at five to ten different restaurants, for

three to five evenings. I want to input the num-
ber and names of the couples, the number of

nights to be arranged, the number of restau-

rants and name of each, and the number of

couples at each setting. From this I want a

printed output that shows, for each evening, the

grouping of couples at each restaurant. Now for

the clincher—I must be sure that no two cou-

ples are seated together twice or go to the same
restaurant twice.

I certainly hope someone can help unravel

this for me.

J. J. Marino, Wilton, CT

Calling Third World Computerists

The International Statistical Programs Center

(ISPC) of the Bureau of the Census is conduct-

ing a project to study the feasibility of using mi-

crocomputers in national statistical offices in

developing countries. We are attempting to

make contact with overseas microcomputer

users, particularly those in developing coun-

tries, to gather information for this project. The
study is focusing on hardware, software, and
the approaches to that processing that will take

into account the budgets, levels of experience,

types of processing, and computing environ-

ments generally found in developing countries.

If any Softalk readers have relevant infor-

mation on this subject, please write or call me at

(301) 763-2750. The results of this study will be

made available to you if you wish. Thank you

for your contribution to our project.

Robert R. Bair, Bureau of the Census,

Washington, DC

Pumping for Breaks on the Digibuster

Please hold a contest that has an Apple com-

puter as the prize. I don't have the money to buy

one, but I have worked on one at school for a

year and I think they are just great.

Also, I haven't seen any references in

Softalk to the proposed congressional legisla-

tion that gives double tax breaks to computer

companies that donate computers to schools.

Does anyone know if this bill is going into

effect?

Steven Saltman, Bethesda, MD

A This-Is-Not-a-Contest-Entry Contest

This is not a contest entry—merely a set of anec-

dotes, an alternative solution to a former con-

test, and, possibly, the basis of a contest. I

thought of claiming that this letter was com-

posed entirely of subheads from former issues

of Softalk but that is not the case.

I am an assistant dean and coordinator of

advisement at the State University ofNew York
at Albany. The university recently decided that

if our administrators had at least played with

a computer once, then the gap that would short-

ly exist between them and the students (and

some of the faculty) would not be so hopelessly

unbridgeable. Therefore, in December 1982 I

took home for two weeks an Atari 800 (you'll

pardon the expression), disk drive, Hitachi TV,

and a book purporting to teach me Basic. I

learned enough to know I wanted a computer,

though I was unsure which one.

On December 8, Bill Holstein, professor

and former dean of our school of business, con-

vinced me over lunch that an Apple II might be

best suited to my needs and uses, which include

entering (and sometimes winning, I might add)

recreational math contests. Bill noted that he

and his class had been working on the Signifi-

cant Figure contest to no avail (October '82).

Assuming you are used to puzzler mentality,

you no doubt have correctly guessed that I im-

mediately asked for a copy, even though the

deadline for entry had long passed.

The next day, I told Bill that G = T not T,

since the cats were in sacks, and that C prob-

ably is not equal to additive 12, but the sum of

additive 12 through 1 = 364. Although I could

not go further without knowing the height of an

Apple II, it seemed to me the word "call" and

other hints suggested ASCII codes might be in-

volved. Rule number five suggested that the an-

swer might be surmised without knowing any-

thing about the mathematical value. Thus, "give

us a call" may well be the correct answer. "The

U.S. is significant in the microcomputer indus-

try in general," and "Were it not for us, you

probably wouldn't be doing this contest."

INTRA'S PSIO ClosEs
THE CAP BETWEEN
ASCII & BAUDOT

INTRA'S PROGRAMMABLE SERIAL I/O Board makes
an APPLE* Computer into an intellisent ASCII or

BAUDOT terminal. On board ASCII firmware and disk

-based BAUDOT drivers enable BASICS GET, INPUT,

PRINT, and LIST commands to communicate with all

terminal types. Hardware interface to RS-232 AND
CURRENT-LOOP peripherals and built-in Telex pulse
dialer put all Asynchronous^^^^^ $100
serial devices on ^^^^^^^^^^^ llf#95
speakins terms. ^^^^^^^^^ -'i^"

S^puter
101 W. 31st Street

New York, N.Y. 10001

(212) 947-5533
•TRADEMARK APPLE COMPUTER, INC
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Well, considering that a whiz like himself,

and 500 or so students to boot, had not gotten

very far on the problem. Bill thought this was

kind of impressive for someone whose degrees

are in Latin and ancient Greek, and who had

never before touched a computer. He explained

that my significance had to be correct and was

an "in" reference to Steve Wozniak's Us Festi-

val. Since I had not before heard of either phe-

nomenon (Wozniak or Us), I accepted this in-

dependent verification.

A trip to a dealer with a pencil marked in

quarter inches told me that x = 4.5 inches.

Using my other variables, my loaned Atari

reached 11616125.1; my trusty old Sears

twelve-digit calculator, 11616125.259. Bill inde-

pendently found your .3 answer on his Apple II.

But none of these seemed "significant."

On December 13, I proudly showed Bill the

"correct" solution: The clue to the whole thing

was the title "The Significant Figure" and the

many, many references to "significant" and

"significance" throughout the column. The

magnitude of the solution was solely deter-

mined by raising x to the bih power {b = 12). As
any freshman physics student on our campus

can tell you, raising a measurement to the

twelfth power produces an answer no more sig-

nificant than the accuracy of that original meas-

urement. Perhaps the Platonic ideal of an Ap-

ple II is precisely 4.5 inches tall, no matter what

the atmospheric pressure, distance from sea

level, rate of motion, external temperature, in-

ternal temperature, and so forth. However fan-

tastic, precise, and minuscule the tolerances of

microchips may be, I saw no reason to assume

equivalent accuracy to the millimicron during

assembly of the plastic cases.

Therefore, assume a range of roughly plus

or minus 1/64 inch variance. If x can range

from 4.5 -I- 1/64 inch to 4.5 - 1/64 inch in

height, then the value of A in terms of signifi-

cant figures will range from 1 17 X 10' to 115 X
10'. Thus, we simply discard the 10* as insig-

nificant.

PRINT CHR$(117);PRINT CHR$(115)

yields us Q.E.D. Right? I guess not. Bill lent me
the January '83 Softalk. I have this strong

suspicion that without the benefit of a comput-

er, and without having immersed my mind tem-

porarily into computer-related solutions, I

might have quickly translated the simplest sub-

stitution code for Apple. As for .3 = II, I find

this far-fetched and erroneous. Though "2" is

indeed the third Arabic numeral, the third

Roman numeral was (and still is) "III." (Had

the Romans possessed the zero, we might all be

speaking Lafin now, in which case I would

probably have gotten my degrees in other dead,

odd languages—English? Pascal?)

In defense of my solution's superiority to

the one given (Apple II), I cite the second tip.

The existence of "us" {Softalk) has more to do

with the probability of one's doing the contest

than the existence of "Apple" (II or otherwise).

As I have demonstrated, no knowledge or use

of computers is necessary to solve the entire

problem and arrive at the simplest crypto-

graphic solution, "Apple." All computer-re-

lated clues are accompanied by other clues suf-

ficient to determine the values sought. There-

fore, if one merely assumed that whatever a

"two" was had to be measured in quarter

inches, any decent code-breaker would need on-

ly attack each of the values of A for x = 1 /4
inch to, say, 12 1/4 inches.

In sharp contrast, my solution requires that

one know about ASCII codes and how to call

them up (or at least look them up). Oh, I sup-

pose you could argue that your contest page

and the rest of your fine magazine has the Ap-

ple as first cause. Aiiguments with Apples as first

cause smack of biased arbitrament and, some-

how, I never find them fully convincing.

Therefore, had I known about the contest a

month earlier and entered it, I would be writing

this letter to express my feelings that I was

robbed! Since this was not the case, I can only

counter by posing the following problem. Ini-

tially forbidding, it really isn't impossibly diffi-

cult. Please explain the full significance of the

following number.

1 672328783287742776425953 1 87961 8795

Tips:

1 . Follow your own advice in the last para-

graph of "The Significant Figure."

2. Half the significance is more quickly

found with a computer than without.

3. The entire significance would be elimi-

nated by a change or deletion of one or more
digits.

4. You would not be doing this problem had

I not tried to do yours.

5. Each of the preceding tips is probably a

good deal more helpful than it appears.

I checked the above number carefully, and

those are the right digits in the right order.

Good luck!

Dick Collier, Watervliet, NY

All's Fair In Love and Assembly Lan^ua^c

Pro^ramminj^ on the Appk
Buying a copy of Roger Wagner's Assembly Lines: The Book means never having to say

you're sorry.

Your programming friends will be pea-green with envy. They'll scratch their heads and ponder

the beauty of your self-modifying code and indirect jumps. They'll beg to hear more about I/O

routines, the stack, and sound generation.

In short, you can lord it over your local programming enclave as long as someone else doesn't

buy Wagner's book. Then you'll be in trouble.

But at least you'll have a head start. You'll already have mastered branch offsets and reverse

branches. Reading a game paddle, comparing commands, and carrying the flag will already be

under your belt.

Assembly Language: The Book costs $19.95, plus $1.50 postage and handling if you order

direct from Softalk. Assembly Language: The Book is also available in many fine computer stores

around the country.

If you are attending the West Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco, March 18-20, drop

by Softalk's booth. You can pick up a copy of Wagner's book and meet the folks who bring you

the magazine you're holding. Also, look in the Faire program for the day and time of Softalk's

awards ceremony. We'll be announcing the results of our Most Popular Software of 1982 Poll.

Don't miss the fun. o x. n i-, i

Softalk Book
Box 60 California residents add 6Vz percent sales tax.

North Hollywood, CA 91603 Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
SAVE TIME, MONEY, GAS

Start your next trip with a computer listing of

the BEST ROUTE. ROADSEARCH com-

putes the shortest practical route and more!

Prints the route with miles, time and gallons.

Contains 372 USA/Canada cities and 69,000

road miles. Ten day MONEYBACK GUAR-
ANTEE! $34.95 (plus $1.50 S/H).
Check/ VISA/MC. Columbia Software, Box

2235M, Columbia, MD 21045; (301) 997-3100.

3M SCOTCH DISKS...$21

Guaranteed 100% error-free, reinforced centers.

Box of 10 for Apple ... $21 -I- $2 shipping. Cac-

tus Computer, 39 Carriage PI., Urbana, IL

61801. 5% tax in IL. COD $3 extra. Order now!

AG SOFTWARE
Farm Accounting for Apple III and Apple

II— $600. Also available for the Apple: Crop
Production Analysis, Land Purchase Analysis,

Loan Repayment, and Series 1 10 (which covers

livestock, crop, financial management pro-

grams). Developed and written by ag consult-

ants who work with farmers like you! Phone

(712) 364-2135. Write: Ag Plus Software, 906 S.

Main, Ida Grove, Iowa 51445.

X A SM - 80
8080 cross-assembler for the Apple II. Built-in

editor allows creation of 8080 source and gen-

eral text files. Complete DOS access. Get 8080

development without SoftCard expense. Com-
plete Docs and 5'/<i" disk: $45. Allen Systems,

2151 Fairfax Rd., Col., OH 43221; (614) 488-7122.

VERBATIM Datalife minidisks for your

Apple. Reinforced centers, certified 100% error-

free. Only $27.95 /box of 10. Packed in plastic

file box $2 more. THE SOFT SPOT, INC.,

Dept. S4, P.O. Box 212, Corbett, Oregon 97019.

Please include $2 shipping/handling. Send for

our catalog. VISA/MC now accepted. Verba-

tim and Apple are registered trademarks.

SALARY NEGOTIATIONS
Teacher salary negotiations software for Apple

II. Fifteen-option menu-driven program with

user manual. Write: BOR-VEN, 856 Western,

Madison, MN 56256.

STEAM TABLES
Thermodynamic Properties of Steam and
Water. Disk includes Compiled Version and

Applesoft Basic Source Code for insertion into

your programs. Requires APPLE IH- and DOS
3.3. Send check for $50 or company P.O. to

Pope, Evans and Robbins, Inc., 320 King Street,

Alexandria, VA 22314; (703) 549-2884.

RENT SOFTWARE ... OR
BUY IT, SELL IT, SWAP IT

By far the most flexible and inexpensive way to

expand your software base. Get in on it. Visa &
MasterCard accepted. Call or write:

BLACK SUN PROGRAM EXCHANGE
PO. Box 66

Wyncote, PA 19095

(215) 884-8187

EVOLVE By John Cook
Move along the evolutionary chain in the clas-

sic Ed-venture simulation/game Evolve. Pro-

gress from a mere proton to human form. Use

your wits and every iota of scientific knowledge

you possess. For explorers from age 12 up.

Needs 48K and DOS 3.3. Complete with a man-
ual for only $36.45. Order it right this eon from:

TECK Associates, Dept. S, P.O. Box 8732,

White Bear Lake, MN 55110.

SUPER SOFTWARE SAVINGS
Request free catalog. Wide variety of Apple pro-

grams at unbeatable prices. Special introduc-

tory bonus offer. Apogee Distributors, P.O. Box

71, Morton Grove, IL 60053; (312) 7294821.

TEXT EDITOR
Over 65 commands perform most word proc-

essing functions incl. mass mailing and sort. Up-
per/lower case, 100% machine language. Com-
mands may be changed. Req: Apple U+ 48K,

DOS 3.3. $49. Help disk $10 extra. Carter-Mation,

3245 PurseU Dr., Pensacola, FL 32506.

PEDIGREE BUILDER
A must for all breeders. Builds, stores, and

prints hundreds of pedigrees. $26 (CA add

6'/2%). M.T.S., 1281 Weathersfield Way, San

Jose, CA 95118; (408) 448-2610.

APPLE TABLET ALTERNATIVE
APPLEJOY enables you to input graphical data

into your CAD systems through a joystick.

Don't accept other products which restrict you

to their graphics systems. APPLEJOY gives you

complete flexibility by enabling you to develop

your CAD system around a very professional

input media. Apple IH-, specify Basic (DOS 3.3)

or Pascal. Send $29.95 to: MICON/5851 Via

Sonora/Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

WIZARDRY PLAYERS
Modify your characters with this utility pro-

gram. Resurrect the dead or lost. Alter charac-

teristics, spells, hit, experience & gold points.

CHEAT! Make yourself a 1000th level super

hero for Knight of Diamonds. Disk, 48K &
Applesoft. Includes maps. $20.00. California

residents include 6'/2% sales tax. ARS Publica-

tions, 3710 Pacific Ave. #16, Venice, CA 90291.

WINTER SPECIALS!
D.B. Master

Replay Card GraForth

Crossword Magic Time Zone
Sensible Speller D.B. Stat Fak

We've got super specials and unbelievably low

prices. Call or write for free price list. Bytes &
Pieces, P.O. Box 525, Dept. S, E. Setauket, NY
11733; (516) 751-2535; Source TCP 637.

STOCK MARKET SOFTWARE
Increase your profits with OPTIONX, the ulti-

mate option analysis program for the Apple

computer. Price $145.00 including a 65-page

manual. In CA add 6% tax. Send for free bro-

chure describing OPTIONX and other sophisti-

cated investment software.

CRAWFORD DATA SYSTEMS
350 N. Lantana, Box 3000-561C

CamariUo, CA 9301

1

H0$$
Thoroughbred Handicapping Tutorial

Learn computer race handicapping methods.

Five Complete Systems, track, speed, jockey,

etc. factors. 200+ page handbook includes

Applesoft documentation & disk. User Model-
ing Coefficients to meet YOUR needs. Menu
driven, Apple Il-h, DOS 3.3. $89 incl. tax. TOUT
Company, 360 S. Gordon, Pomona, CA 91766.
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SOFTALK CLASSfflED ADVERTISING

TREMENDOUS LOW PRICES!
Gold Ox Software sells name-brand software at

truly incredible prices. Find out for yourself:

send today for our free catalog. Gold Ox Soft-

ware, i Woodcrest Dr., Scotia, NY 12302.

2ND DISK DRIVE $79.95

GHOST-DRIVE plug-in expansion board runs

two-disk software on one drive. For BPI, Ac-

counting Plus, Incredible Jack, State of the Art.

MC, Visa, American Express orders: (203 ) 853-

6686. Aristotle Ind., Box 21, Norwalk, CT 06853.

SELLING OUT
Apple II hardware and software. Complete Ap-

ple II system, boards, and accessories. Soft-

ware: Over 500 programs, business and games.

All with original documentation and disks.

Prices are 50% off or more!! Send SASE to: Sell-

ing Out, P.O. Box 208, Redondo Beach, CA
90277, for complete list, or call (213) 540-4053.

Softalk's classified advertising section offers a

considerably less expensive way than display ad-

vertising to reach tens of thousands of Apple

owners.

Classified advertising space is available at

the rate of $10 per line for the first ten lines, with

a five line minimum. Each line over ten lines is

S25 per line. Ad copy should be received no later

than the 10th of the second month prior to the

cover date of the issue in which you want the ad

to appear. Payment must accompany ad copy.

The publisher reserves the right to reject any

advertising that he feels is not in keeping with

the publication's standards.

Heads will be set in 10 point bold face, all

capitals only. Italics are available for body text

only; please underline the portions you would

like italicized.

The body text of the ad will hold roughly 45

characters per line. Spaces between words are

counted as one character. Heads will hold

roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be-

tween words counted as one character. Please

indicate if you would like the head centered or

run into the text.

Please write or call for additional informa-

tion.

Softalk Classified Advertising

1 1 160 McCormick
Box 60

North Hollywood, California 91603

Attention: Linda McGuire
213-980-5074

APPLE SOFTWARE
AFICIONADOS

You'd like free software, we'd like reviews. The

Book Company seeks additional reviewers for

The Book of Apple Software. For details, write:

The Editor of The Book Company, 11223 S.

Hindry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045.

!LOW SOFTWARE PRICES!
No Membership Fees—No Clubs to Join

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
VALLEY SOF'TOUCH

4974 N. Fresno St., Suite 132

Fresno, CA 93726

THE RECIPE BOX
Put all your recipes on disk for easy access. List

out all recipes in alphabetical order. Create your

own cookbook. Prints all recipes in book form.

Comes with instruction manual and disk. Back

side full of free recipes! $22 postpaid (in AZ add

4%). Send check or money order to Adept Soft-

ware, Dept. A, 2361 Tee Dr., Lake Havasu City,

AZ 86403; (602) 855-7508.

DEFINE A SCREEN SYSTEM
(DASS)

Develop professional input/output screen dis-

plays in a matter of minutes for use with Apple-

soft Basic programs or use stand-alone for data

entry/display. Requires: Applesoft in ROM;
Microsoft's compiler run-time routines; DOS
3.3 & 32K of RAM. Price $39.95. Order from:

Ed Minkler, 3237 Gibraltar Dr., Riverside, CA
92506.

BIG PROFITS TRADING stocks and

stock options. Small investment with low risk.

Sophisticated money management system.

Write free details. Softsystems, 2005 W. Balboa

Blvd., Suite 309F, Newport Beach, CA 92663.

SCREENWRITER II MADE
EASY

Learn to use Screenwriter II in one sitting with

my "plain-English" booklet. Send $5.95 post

paid (check or m.o.) to J. Mandell, Dept. M,
P.O. Box 7063, Charlottesville, VA 22906.

LOWEST SOFTWARE PRICES!!!

Prices so low we can't mention them in this ad.

Write for a free catalog. Mail Order Software,

P.O. Box 5004, Toledo, Ohio 4361 1.

ULTIMA II PLAYERS
Use this program to edit your characters.

Change all stats. Add items, gold, hits, experi-

ence, weapons, armor, and spells. DOS
3.3-Applesoft-48K. $15. Judson Cohan, 546

N. Las Palmas Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90004.

LOW SOFTWARE PRICES!
Check out our fantastic prices. Write for our

**FREE** price list! KERR SOFTWARE,
Box 5301 -ST, Long Beach, CA 90805. Or call

(213) 428-8193.

TIME ZONE HINT BOOK
Are you tired of being frustrated by playing the

adventure Time Zonf. Book supplies all needed

answers to solve game. Send $5 to: Hint Book,

5419 Johannsen Ave., Dayton, OH 45424.

APPLE III GRAPHICS
Now you can sketch anything on your Apple III

hi-res screen using your own symbols or figures.

Your figures are created just by sketching them!

Simple 1-key commands. Do your ad layouts,

floor plans, etc. with Fig Factory. Only $74.95.

Requires 128K -H 1 ext. drive (joystick, Silen-

type optional). 16-color lo-res (256K reqd) now
$74.95 also. Sum Software, Box 189, Tustin, CA
92681.

ORGANIZE YOUR LIFE!

Keyword retrieval system designed for journal

articles and case histories. Unlimited uses (re-

cipes, magazines, slides, etc.). Supports multiple

disks; each record variable up to 2,560 charac-

ters; keyword search using logical operators

(and, or, not). Unprotected disk—$49.95.

Source listing and documentation, add $25. Ap-

plesoft in ROM/DOS 3.3/48K. R. Penman,

5132 Oak Point Way, Fair Oaks, CA 95628.

BEST PRICES
On over 700 items for your Apple. Specify free

Apple catalog. Write to: New York Software

Exchange, P.O. Box 722, Newtown, PA 18940.



A RARE FIND!!
A complete set of Softalk from Sept. '80 (first is-

sue!) to July '82! All will be sold for the best

price offered by April 30. No issues sold sepa-

rately. Send no money, just your offer to: Rob-

ert Harding, 279 Sanger Ave., Waterville, NY
13480.

APPLE
SOFTWARE DIRECTORY

Over 500 Apple programs with full program de-

scriptions, prices, and ordering information.

Available at Apple dealers, bookstores, or send

$4.95 to: TTie LAMA Software Directory, Box

201, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Next deadline for

program listings is March 31, 1983.

3M DISKS
Authorized 3M distributor. Buy wholesale.

Don't buy generic when you can buy Scotch at

the same price. Dealer inquiries welcome. Call

or write for prices. Argonaut Distributing, 1 104

Buchanan, Antioch, CA 94509; (415) 778-2595.

RESIDENT FILE TRANSFER
If you have to move ANY TYPE of disk files

from one point to another, whether it's from or

to a floppy, a disk emulator, or a hard disk in-

cluding volume to volume, then you need the

'FID' ROM. Requires M.C. Kom+ or SCS
ROM card. — FID ROM $39.95 — FID ROM
with SCS ROM card $59.95 — S/H add $3.

Soft CTRL Systems, Box 599, West Milford, NJ
07480; (201) 728-8750.

PSYCHOLOGICAL
PSOFTWARE

Introduces four outstanding and reasonably

priced programs: Personality Profile, Assertive-

ness Training, Stress Management, and The

Dream Machine. For more information write

to: PSYCHOLOGICAL PSOFTWARE, 4757

Sun Valley Road, Del Mar, CA 92014.

MINUTE MANUAL for APPLE
WRITER II

Step by step instructions for beginners PLUS
complete EPSON printing instructions PLUS
guide to word processing and accessories. 90-1-

pages, $5.95 + $1 shipping. Send check to Min-
uteWare, P.O. Box 2392, Columbia, MD 21045;

(301) 995-1166. (5% MD tax)

THE GAME EXCHANGE
P.O. BOX 770, BELLEVILLE, IL 62222

Apple II Gamesters! Send us your finished game
disk and tell us which games and alternates you'd

like. For a fee of $5.00, we'll exchange your disk

with that of another gamester. Trade Adven-

tures for Adventures, Arcades for Arcades. If

we're unable to arrange trade in 4 wks., disk and

money returned. Include all original material

and pack securely.

TWO FOR THE CLASSROOM
The Word Matching Game—a language arts

program that is fun and effective. "PSST'—
Problem Solving Strategy Training—teaches a

proven problem-solving process. Each is under

$25. Write for information. The Porter Compa-
ny, Dept. S, 35 Rand Place, Pittsford, NY
14534.

QUIT VM' VISICALC FILES
Apple II VisiCalc users—stop boring yourself

while '/M'ing large files. Get Hand-D-Sort and
sort any size file. Sort around special rows,

headings, or totals. Sort on up to 4 columns at

one time. Output ascending/descending order.

Price $39.95. Hand-D-Disk Systems, 11720 Six

Mile Road, Franksville, WI 53126.

MEDICATION SAFETY
Home Educational Programs answer hundreds

of questions about how drugs can be taken safe-

ly and effectively. Input specific medications for

potential interactions with food, alcohol, or

other drugs. Order: "Consumer" Drug Watch-

er. Applesoft/disk/48K, $39.95 (CA res add 6%).

MEDICAL WATCH SOFTWARE
1620 Ensenada Dr., Modesto, California 95355

dBASE II

Anyone interested in programming, writing ap-

plications, teaching, or attending classes or user

groups in dBASE write to Drawer L, c/o Sof-

talk, Box 60, North Hollywood, CA 91603.

APPLE III USERS, RUN MORE
APPLE II JOYSTICK GAMES

Cable connecting ports A and B to joystick

(Cursor III or TG) does the job. Also adds

graphics. Send $60.00 to Cable, P.O. Box 316,

Newton Highlands, MA 02161; (617) 965-3948.

DEPRECIATION—ACRS
Complete fixed asset depreciation and ACRS
program. Calculates both old methods (pre-

1981) and new ACRS methods. Updated for

1982-83 tax law provisions. Calculates ITC,

both 10% and 8%. Written by a CPA with 10

years' experience. Requires Apple III, SoftCard

III (CP/M). Price $195. Complete manual in-

cluded. DRAKE BUSINESS SOFTWARE,
P.O. Box 3644, Champaign, IL 61821. Manual
alone, $35, creditable to purchase. M/C, VISA.

SOFTWARE SALES
FOR THE APPLE II

RAINBOW SOFTWARE
9528 Miramar Road, Suite 26

San Diego, CA 92126

CAN LEARNING AND FUN MIX?
See for yourself. Our new catalog clearly de-

scribes over 73 critically selected games and

simulations that take a more creative and excit-

ing approach to learning than more typical pro-

grams. And we stand behind that claim 100%

with a 30-day-retum guarantee. Go beyond dull

drill-and-practice and mindless eye/hand re-

flex-testers to find the innovative educational

software you've been looking for. $1 covers first-

class postage & handling. K-12 MicroMedia,

P.O. Box 561, Valley Cottage, NY 10989.

FLIGHT PLANNER by Jerry Kennedy
You supply point of departure, destination, and

altitude, and Flight Planner computes your route

of night using VORs. Computes RNAV routes

too! The computer-designed routing ensures the

shortest distance VOR routing for your fiight no

matter what altitude. See the review in the Feb-

ruary issue of Flying magazine. Only $59.95

from Illinois Computer Mart, Route 8, Sweet's

Corner Plaza, Carbondale, IL 62901. Phone

(618) 529-2983.

ROLLING-DIARY
Ideal for office or home. Keep single or multi-

ple diaries. Moves forward, automatically delet-

ing past months. Planner tracks busy periods.

Manual -I- program-disk + diary-disk. User-

friendly tutorial style manual. Send $60 for free

air delivery. Extra Diary-Disks $10. Mondo
Computer Software, 226 Holburn Street, Aber-

deen ABl 6DB, Scotland. (Dealer inquiries.)
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Scott Adams, president of Adventure International, is a rare gentle-

man of the microcomputer industry. One never hears him knocking the

competition or bemoaning the cleverness of another author.

Adventure International was represented at the 1981 West Coast

Computer Faire in San Francisco with a large booth in the center of the

hall. A young company called On-Line Systems had a small booth off to

the side. On-Line's Wizard and the Princess was just starting to make an

impression on the market, while Scott Adams's text adventures were at

the apex of their popularity.

"Throughout the show, people were coming up and saying, 'Adven-

tures, great!' " recalls Adams. "I would say, 'Well, you came to the right

place,' but they would often counter with, 'No, we want graphic adven-

tures.' So I sent them over to Roberta and Ken Williams at On-Line."

Later, after the show, Roberta Williams came over to Adventure In-

ternational's impressive booth and asked Adams, "Why are you sending

all these people over to me? Aren't we supposed to be competitors?" He
told her that as far as adventures are concerned, there can never be

too many.

"It's like paperback books," explains Adams. "We're all building the

same audience. So they buy an On-Line adventure this time. After a

while, they'll finish it and want another one." Maybe they'll try one of

Adams's for a change. Two years ago that was a refreshing perspective,

and, in these days of spreading corporate paranoia and ruthlessness in

business, the microcomputer industry could benefit from a return to such

values.

On the Ball. Flying over Orlando, Florida, you're treated to an aerial

view of one of the meccas of the computer worid. Shaped like a giant golf

ball, a geodesic dome rises glistening in the tropic sun. No, it isn't the sil-

ver dome of Disney's nearby Epcot Center, but the brown dome that is

the headquarters of Adventure International. It's one of the most color-

ful corporate headquarters in the country.

Adventure International's history is the history of the husband-and-

wife team that founded the company, Scott and Alexis Adams. Hus-

band-and-wife teams so deeply involved in the operation of a company

are rare in the computer industry; only a few other couples have been so

successful. In each case, it was vision, ingenuity, drive, and practicality
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that produced the spectacular successes.

Scott Adams attended the Florida Institute of Technology in Mel-

bourne, near Cape Canaveral. The only fully accredited college in the

country that still has its founding president, the school is associated with

Cape Canaveral and is predictably hi-tech-oriented.

"I went to the college's computer center looking for a job," Adams
recalls. "They said, 'Sure, what do you want to do?' I said, 'Well, any-

New horizons in executive playthings. Adams's collection includes this snake
in the glass and an equally appealing bat (not shown, thank God). At bottom

right, Adams does battle with Red Baron, a coin-operated Hanukkah present

from Alexis.

thing,' and they said, 'Good, we need someone to put shipping labels on

the newsletter.' I said, 'Great, I'll take it.'
"

Three years later, Adams was getting free tuition in exchange for

writing all the financial software for the school. Once he had a foot in the

door, Adams took advantage of the situation to pursue his growing in-

terest in computers.

"My criteria for working for any company was that I would do what

they wanted during salaried hours. After hours, I would have free use of

the machine to do whatever I wanted. The thing I wanted to do after

hours was to play games."

After three years at school, Adams took a year off. He had been feel-

ing a little burned out in school, and, when he saw a note on a bulletin

board
—"Math graduate apply for work in the South Atlantic"—he re-

sfxjnded. The offer was from RCA. He admitted to not yet having his

degree and to not even being a mathematician. He just wanted to go, and

RCA immediately agreed. When the company told Adams the job was

located on Ascension Island, he said, "Great, never heard of it."

Adams worked for RCA on Ascension Island for eighteen months.

Ascension is thirty-five square miles in size, eight hundred miles below

the equator, and a thousand miles from nowhere. With the title "space

optic identification analyst," Adams analyzed radar signatures of space-

craft that the station was tracking. Done at the bidding of the Space De-

fense Command branch of the military, Adams's routine was 90 percent

boredom and 10 percent frenzy, like flying an out-of-control airplane.

Adams spent the down time having fun with the station's huge Xerox
computer.

"I could do whatever I wanted on the computer almost all the time.

The radar station is probably still playing one of my versions of Star

Trek—run on the computer, but played on the radar sco|3e.

"I learned more about programming working for the Florida Insti-

tute of Technology and working for RCA than I ever did in any course."

Circular Thinking. Scott Adams returned to college after his tour in

the South Atlantic, and in 1976 he graduated with honors in computer

science with a minor in business. RCA was right there with another al-

luring opportunity for Adams; this time he went to the Caribbean island

of Antigua for nine months.

Cape Canaveral was the best RCA could muster after Antigua, and
Adams soon moved on to DVA, a small software company in Mel-

bourne, Florida, that specialized in handling the requirements of top

government contracts. But the small-town atmosphere wasn't for him, so

Adams found a place in Orlando with Stromberg-Carlson, making tele-

phone digital switches. It was a new experience for Adams.
"There must have been hundreds of programmers in a building the

size of a large J.C. Penney's. There were desks as far as you could see.

The company was releasing software every three months, and the pace

was unbelievable."

Adams's first microcomputer was a Sphere, which he bought in 1977.

Sphere was the second company to market a micro, the first being MITS
with the lengendary Altair.

"I was their very first customer," Adams reflects. "The kit cost seven

hundred and fifty dollars, with a tremendous 4K memory and almost a

whole '/2 K of ROM built around a 6800 processor. It took some time to

put the computer together and get it to work; the design was not the best

in the world."

Adams designed and built a graphics board, which he sold back to

Sphere. He also wrote a tank warfare game for the machine, using hi-res

bit-map graphics. Adams even had to design and build the game con-

trollers
—"Two levers with a button on top." At the time, Programma

International was beginning to write software for the Sphere, and Adams
submitted the tank warfare game to that company. But Programma had

quit publishing for the Sphere almost as soon as it had begun. Adams
sold his own Sphere in the spring of 1978 and, to no one's surprise, the

company dissolved shortly thereafter.

Adams replaced the Sphere with Radio Shack's TRS-80 Model I. He
could do more programming on this computer and spend less time on

maintenance. According to Adams, Tandy expected the Model I to be

primarily a business machine; Scott Adams's software contributed to

making it a personal computer.

From Red Tape to Red Herrings. While at Stromberg-Carlson,

Adams had discovered the original Adventure by Crowley and Woods.

Like many of the adventure game pioneers, Scott Adams owes his roots

to this great classic. In fact, Adams's first game, Adventureland, pays di-

rect homage to Adventure in many of its sections.
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Adventureland had its genesis amid hassles with bureauaatic red tape.

Adams had been avidly playing Adventure for some time on the compa-

ny's computer when it occurred to him to share the wonderful new game

with friends.

"I couldn't get them to see it at Stromberg-Carlson because they

didn't have security badges. Well, I had my 16K Model I; so I thought it

would be neat to write my ovra adventure. My friends laughed when I

told them what I wanted to do. I didn't listen and wrote it anyway."

It took Adams a week to solve Adventure on the mainframe, coming in

every morning at six o'clock and playing intensely. It also took him a

week to make an initial design for his "adventure interpreter." It took six

months for Adams to refine everything. His friends stopped laughing.

Adventureland almost never saw the light of day. Scott relates how
Alexis, his wife and now vice-president of Adventure International, tried

literally to bake the game.

"Alexis was pregnant with our first child when I was writing Adven-

tureland and she was becoming upset with me. I was spending all kinds of

hours on the computer. I would come home from work, jump on the

computer until midnight, then get up and work on the program from six

to eight in the morning before I left for work.

"One day she had finally had it. I came home to find that she had put

all my disks—including my only copy of Adventureland—in the oven. I

was not going to program anymore, she said, unless I spent some time

with her. Luckily, Alexis had been so mad that she'd forgotten to turn

the oven on!"

And so it came to pass that Adventure International sold the first ad-

venture game for the microcomputer. It was several months later that

Microsoft released Adventure for the micro.

The Tale of the Baggie in the Baby Buggy. In 1977, Adams had

started what was probably the first American TRS-80 users club. The

TRS-80 Beach Users Club still meets, although it's now in Cocoa Beach.

It was at the club that Adams first showed the finished Adventureland.

His friends at the club were duly impressed and suggested that he sell it.

But in the summer of 1978 there was no place to sell the program. Com-
puter stores, as such, barely existed. So Adams placed classified ads in

several computer magazines. Adventure International was bom from

those small ads.

As soon as the game started selling, Adams formed his own compa-

ny. In the beginning Adventure International consisted of Adams and a

spare bedroom. He fondly recalls his first dealer order: "It was an order

for thirty-five cassette tapes from Manny Garcia, who's still in business

in Chicago. Manny was going to a special user group meeting, a sort of

computer minishow, and he wanted to sell my game there. It took Alexis

and me three nights to make the tapes! This was long before there was

any packaging. We sent him tapes, typed labels, and photocopied in-

struction sheets."

The company's first real packaging required innovation. Adams
realized that some form of packaging was necessary for retailers to dis-

play his game, and he thought of using simple plastic bags. They turned

out to be anything but simple. When he called bag manufacturers to get

pricing on bags to fit the cassettes, the companies were helpful until they

learned that the quantities Adams was looking for could be counted in

tens rather than tens of thousands.

Adams was not daunted. After a long search, he found the perfect

package—a baby bottle's plastic liner. It was just the right shape and size

and, because the plastic was much thicker than that of general-purpose

plastic bags, fewer bags got torn. Adams sealed the package by stapling

one of his business cards across the top. For mid-1979, that was state-of-

the-art packaging, considering that most games were written in Basic and

sold for the price of two for less than fifteen dollars.

Behind Every Good Woman There's a Man. It was time for the new
company to expand. In the process of building a new house, they de-

cided to include an office. Ten feet by ten feet, the office sufficed for

about a month—then it overflowed into the family room. When it

threatened to creep upstairs, Alexis insisted that Scott move Adventure

International out of the house.

They took a storefront in a small strip mall because the price was rea-

sonable; as it turned out, that choice led to a second business. Few com-
puter stores existed in the area; so Adams opened a retail store in the

storefront and tucked the software operation into a room in the back. In

October 1979, the Scott Adams Computers retail chain was born.

Meanwhile, Adams had continued working at Stromberg-Carlson.

With a new house and its attendant new mortgage, a new baby, and rent

on the new store, Adams quit the company. Linda Novak, Adventure

International's first outside employee, then came onboard.

Alexis Adams was the driving force behind a second adventure. "I

wrote Adventureland as a labor of love," Scott explains. "Once we had

sold a few copies at the club meeting, Alexis decided she wanted to do

one. We worked together on Pirate Adventure, and there was no turning

back. Alexis was the main writer of Mystery Fun House and Voodoo

Castler
Scott describes a typical collaboration: "She would supply the ideas.

She'd say, 'There's a cave,' and I'd say, 'What do you see in the cave?' 'A

door,' she'd answer. 'Why can't we open the door?' 'There's a pit of

crocodiles in front of the door.' 'How can we get past the crocodiles?'

'Well, maybe the crocodiles are hungry.' 'Great, let's put some fish out in

the ocean, and make it so that you can't swim, forcing you to find some
way to get out in the ocean to catch the fish.' Thus the catching of the

fish would lead to getting through the door into the cave."

In the summer of 1979, the Adams adventures were translated to the

Apple Computer. Creative Computing wanted to publish Apple versions

of the adventures for their new software line. They lent Scott his first Ap-

ple, so that he could provide an Apple version for them; until the recent

dissolution of Creative's software facility, it continued to market some of

Adams's products. Today, most of Adventure International's catalog is

available for the Apple.

One of the reasons for the proliferation of Adventure International's

text adventures is the approach Adams took in designing the gaming sys-

tem. The centerpiece of the system is the interpreter.

"There is an interpreter at the base that translates the database for

each adventure. So, when I write a new adventure, I only have to write a

new database, not the whole system all over again. It isn't a hard-wired

adventure. The databases contain the scenario for the adventure, while

the interpreter understands the relationships between objects and rooms.

I still write all my adventures on a TRS-80 Model I and then transfer

ARCADE-DAPTER
T with Auto-Repeat

Arcade action for your keyboard input games!
• Now you can use the new arcade-quality Atari®-compatible joysticks with your

Apple® II computer! (WICO® Command Control'" pictured above.)

• No software drivers required. Works with all Apple® II games which use standard

or user-definable keyboard formats. (Not just a select few games, as with other

adapters.)

• Lightning-fast response as opposed to the sluggish play experienced with

resistance type joysticks (which plug into the game I/O port).

• Incredible action with such games as Taxman'" (trademark HAL Labs), Frog-

ger'" (trademark Sega Enterprises, Inc.), Apple Panic '"(trademark Broderbund

Software), and Gorgon '"(trademark Sirius Software, Inc.)

• Auto-repeat function, using either the joystick or keyboard.

• For REV. 4 and newer Apple® II and II Plus computers.

• Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Arcade-dapter '" $41.95

Check, money order, VISA or MasterCard (provide card number, expiration date and signature).

Shipping/tiandling included (U S, only) Ohio residents add 5% sales tax.

Atari IS a trademarl< ol Atari, Inc Apple* is a trademark o( Apple Computer Inc. WICO* and

Command Control '" are trademarks o( WICO Corp.

COMPUTECHNIQUES
P.O. Box 245 • Fairfield, OH 45014 • Phone: (513) 829-5052 (24 Hours)



Last days at the old homestead. When Adventure International moves to

larger headquarters, their distinctive geodesic dome will stay behind, split

seams and all.

them to other machines."

The newest concept being worked on at Adventure International is

that of developing a new adventuring program language. Similar in con-

cept to Infocom's Muddle, this language is called Oil. Adams has even

designed his own one-of-a-kind computer exclusively to operate it, and

he's writing an emulator to translate programs to other computers. The
new adventure structure will be called Odyssey.

A Quartet of Successes. Adventure International has been and still is

one of the most receptive publishing houses to budding authors. The
very first outside program submitted to Adventure International, ac-

cording to Adams, was from an unknown programmer in Oregon.

"He said that he really liked my adventures and thought it would be

really neat if we helpjed him get his product out into the market. Perhaps

you've heard of him: Doug Carlston. The product, of course, was the

Galactic Empire series. We still sell that series in our catalog today. The

royalties he received from us helped Doug found Broderbund."

In the spring of 1980, a man named Ken Williams called Adams and

inquired about the West Coast distributor rights to Adventure Interna-

tional's games. This brief venture proved highly profitable for WiUiams,

but he was anxious to do his own programming. So, Williams sold the

distributorship and founded what has mushroomed into Sierra On-line.

The two fellows who bought the distributorship haven't suffered buyer's

remorse; they're Bob Lefl!" and Dave Wagman. They've since built the

business into the largest software distributorship in the industry; they call

it Softsel.

Pitting Pirate against Piracy. Those two jobs in the tropics heavily

influenced Adams's writing. Several of his best adventures are set on

tropical isles, involving pirates and buried treasures. Yet there is one kind

of piracy that Adams has fought against for years.

Each of Adventure International's programs has begun with the

words: "The author has worked over a year on this program, so please

don't copy or accept a pirated copy." Last year, when Adams reissued all

twelve text adventures as hi-res-graphics adventures, he took the oppor-

tunity to update his feelings graphically. Each of the games in the

S.A.G.A. series begins with a short hi-res slide show conveying the eco-

nomic hardship that pirating imposes on a software company. It's Scott

Adams's "Open Letter to All Software Users." The first slide is of

Adams himself The second picture is Scott's Adventure International's

familiar pirate, who is in all the adventures. The rest of the brief show
graphically explains the effect of software piracy. It closes with this plea:

"Next time you're asked for a copy of a copyrighted program, please say,

'Sorry, no!' " It's a sincere plea indeed; Adams's great respect for

his customers appears on the only screen to precede the letter—the

option to skip it altogether.

In the S.A.G.A. series, Scott added more than graphics. He has given

adventures a voice. Using the Votrax speech synthesizer, Adventure In-

ternational's games now talk to the player. The games also recognize a

lower-case adapter, include flip screens between text and graphics, and,

for die-hard traditionalists, offer a text-only mode. Penguin's Graphics

Magician, developed by Mark Pelczarski, brings to life the Adamses'

rich, hi-res imaginations.

A Call to Arms? Phone It In. Adventure International's Combat is

the world's first two-player war game playable on microcomputers via

modem. Recently released for the Apple, the game has some amazing

breakthroughs in war gaming, such as small side screens that show what

each troop sees. Each player can see only what his troops see. If the

enemy is out of visual range, positions displayed on the master screen

cannot be entirely trusted. Combat is played on a large grid, only a small

part of which is seen at any one time. To increase the challenge, the game
is played in a real-time format. If players just sit and carefully ponder

their strategies, they'll be surrounded and annihilated.

A brand-new division at Adventure International deals exclusively

with business software. A retail-store cash-register program will be the

first offering. Called C.R.I.S., for Cash Register Inventory System, the

system was originally developed for use in the Scott Adams Computers

retail stores. That aU divisions of Adventure International interact with

each other is one of the main strengths of the organization.

Adventure International's Computer Expo Division organizes local

computer fairs. Responding to the interests of the rising wave of com-

puter-related companies in the area, Adams has successfully produced a

series of computer shows.

It's hard to overlook the presence that Adventure International

brings to computer shows; its large theme booths are always show-hall

landmarks. Adams and company bring five thousand pieces of software

to each major show—every product in the huge catalog. Customers can

choose from a veritable wall of software and play or watch the games

being played on any of many computers.

Meanwhile, Back at the Dome. Alexis Adams works long hours

guiding the path of the business. She oversees all facets, deftly adding her

unique touch here and there. The result is a highly fluid and dynamic op-

eration. The complexities of the business have grown considerably since

she and Scott first began Adventure International.

The staff has grown from two to forty, and the company now pub-

lishes the programs of sixty authors. The whole catalog contains more

than one hundred fifty programs, many available for several machines.

The company also maintains an extensive mail order business. Every

quarter, Adventure International mails out one hundred thousand cata-

logs. All this Alexis coordinates while raising two daughters. The

Adamses' third child is due in August.

The retail division contributes more than monetary profits to the suc-

cess of Adventure International. Alexis Adams feels that one of the rea-

sons for the company's rapid growth has been "the contact that we con-

tinually get from the people in the store. Most companies are totally out

of touch with their customers—unless the customer complains.

"I love working in the retail store, even these days. It gives me a

chance to learn what people reaUy want, to find out what we can do to

help the customers solve their problems. The immediate feedback has

proven invaluable to our product development.

"We have a network of several hundred local play-testers. When a

new product is about to be released, these people are given copies to

check thoroughly. They are one of the reasons our products are so well-

known for being bug-free."

From Emerson to Woodhead. . . . Scott Adams is a voracious read-

er. Despite his heavy schedule, he usually reads a book a day fi-om his ex-

tensive library. Science fiction accounts for 80 percent of the library's vol-

umes; the remaining volumes are classics and mysteries. In Adams's of-

fice are two large bookcases filled mostly with noncomputer-related

books, including the collected works of Ralph Waldo Emerson and

Douglas Adams's The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.



NIW Unlodrod itofle TItUity Msks
Don't Blow Your Bucks on Locked-UpUncopyableApple Software.-^

Frame-Up FlexText
HI-S7BBD aRAPHICS DIBFI.AT

BT TOM WXHSHAAH
CREATE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of

intermixed hi-res, lores and text frames. Easy-to-
use and FAST— hi-res images load in 2V2-

secondsl Paddles or Keyboard-advance freimes in
forward or reverse.

UNATTENDED SHOWS are possible with each
frame individually pre-programmed to aippear on
the screen from 1 to 99 seconds.
TEXT SCREEN EDITOR lets you create your

own b/w text "slides". Add type "live" from the
keyboard during presentations if you want
DISPLAY MODULE: Send enUre presentatlons-

on-disk to your friends and associates.

FRAME-UP: $29.50
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

AppleMechanic
SHAPB-WBITEB/BYTB-ZAP DISK

ET BBRT KBBSEY
SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw sh^es for hi-

res animation in your programs. Design propor-
tionally-spaced typefaces with special
characters. 6 fonts on the disk. Listable demos
show how to use sh^e tables to animate games,
graphics and professional Charts & Graphs.
BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair

or alteration. Load entfre sectors on the screen
for inspection. Hex/Dec/Ascii displays and input
Complete instructions for making trick file

names, restoring deleted files, etc.

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for
your programs. Educational documentation.

APPU MECHANIC: $29.50
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart ft Tip Book#5)

70-COLUMN TEXT UTIUTY
BY MASK SIMONSBN

PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on the hi res
screens with normal Applesoft commands
(including Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & com-
pressed text on same screen— no hardwarel
ADD GRAPHICS TO TEXT or vice-versa. Run

existing programs under Flex Text control. Easy
to use and compatible with PLE® and GPLE.®
DOS TOOL KIT© FONT compatibility, or use

Flex Text fonts. Select up to 9 fonts with ctrl-key
commands. Print/List/Catalog in any style! Cus-
tom TEXT CHARACTER EDITOR included.

FLEX TEXT: $29.50
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart; requires monitor)

UtilityCity
81 UnLXTTBS ON QHTH DISK

BY BBRT KBBSBT
LIST FORMATTER prints each program state-

ment on a new line. Loops indented with printer
p£ige breaks. A great de-buggerl Also...

MULTI-COLUMN catalogs for printouts, auto-
post Run-number & Date m programs, put invisi-

ble commands in programs, create INVISIBLE file

names, silphabetize/store info on disk, convert
decimal to hex or INT to FP, renumber to 65535,
append programs, dump text-screen to printer...

MORE TOO: 21 Progrsuns Total, a best-seller!

UTIUTY CITY: $29.50
(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book#3)

OOSUB 94

Typefaces
rOR APPLE MBCHAinC

26 NEW FONTS for Apple Mechanic's Xtyper
and Hi-Writer programs. Most are full 96-charac-
ter fonts, large & small, of fuUy-editable charac-
ters. (Apple I^echanic requfred)

BEAGLE MENU: Use with your disks. Displav
only the filenames you want (e.g. only Applesoft
files or only Locked files) for one-key cursor
selection/execution. Space-on-disk, catalog
scan, optional sector-number elimination.

TYPEFACES for Apple Mechanic: $20.00
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Beagle Menu Utilltv)

EARLY
MICRO-
PROCESSOR

10 FOR A = 1 TO 22: PRINT CHR$(ASC (MID$(
"|j_!IPX(T!ZPVS!TJTUFS(S", A, 1))—A/A);

20 FOR B = 1 TO 4: C = PEEK(49200): NEXT B, A

DOS Boss
DISK COMMAin) EDITOR

B7 BBRT KBB8ET & JACK OASSIDT

RENAME COMMANDS & ERROR MESSAGES:
"Catalog" can be "C"; "Syntax Error" can be
"Oops" or anything you want Protect your pro-
grams; unauthorized save-attempt can produce
Not Copyable" message Also LIST-prevention
and one-key program-run from catalog
CUSTOMIZE DOS: Change Disk Volume head-

ing to your message. Omit/alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation and tips; hours of
juicy reading and Apple experiments.
ANYONE USING YOUR DISKS (booted or not)

will be formatting DOS the way you designed it.

DOS BOSS: $24.00
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart a Tip Book#2)

Beagle Bag^ TipDisk^l
12-aAMES-PLXrS ON ONE DISK

B7 BBRT XBBSBT
TWELVE GREAT GAMES from the classic Bea-

gle Bros collection— TextTrain, Slippery Digits,
Wowzo, Magic Pack. Buzzword... Almost all ofour
"Game Pack" games, updated and re-released on
one jam-packed, entertaining unprotected disk.

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any one-game
locked-up game disk on the market today. ^1 12
games are a blast the price is right, the Instruc-
uons are crystal clear, AND the (5sk Is copyable.
You can even change the programs or list tliem to
LEARN, and see what makes them tick.

BPAGLE MENU TOO: See "Typefaces" above,

BEAOIE BAG: $29.50
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart a Beagle Menu Utilltv)

100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK
HY BBRT KBRSBT

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros

,

Tip Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things its |

never done! All programs changeable for emeri-

1

mentation. Includes our Apple Command Chart:

'

ALL Applesoft Integer & DOS Commands!
|

TIP DISK#1: $20.00 1

(Includes Peeks/Pokes and Apple Comrrxind Charts) I

GOTO your
Apple Dealer for

Beagle Bros
disks

FrontoDOS^ mOH-SPEED DISK UTTunnr
BY TOM WBISHAAR

HIGH-SPEED DOS! Take a look—
Function Normal Pronto

BLOAD HI RES IMAGE 10 sec. 3 sec.

BSAVE HI RES IMAGE 12 sea 6 sea
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM ... 16 sea 4 sea
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM ... 24 sea 9 sea
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sea 4 sea
TEXT FILES (no change)

BOOT PRONTO-DOS or anyupdated normal-3.3
disk. Create new ProntoDos disks with the nor-
mal INTT command. ProntoDos is compatible with
ALL DOS COMMANDS and performs normally
with almost ALL programs, including CopiyA.

MORE DISK SPACE: ProntoDos frees-up 15-

extra-sectors per disk, almost one full trackl

PRONTO-DOS: $29.50
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

JUphaPlot
HI-BES GRAPHICS/TEXT ITTrLITS'
BT BBRT KBBSBT S* JACK CASSIDT

DRAW IN HI-RES, on 2 pages, using keyboard or
paddles/joystick. See lines before plotting.
Mixed-colors and reverse (background opposite).
Fast circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined.
COMPRESS HI RES PK to 1/3 Disk-Space.

SuperimpKJSe pages or re-locate any rectangular
image area anywhere on either hi-res page.

HI RES TEXT: Proportional spacing, adjustable
character size and color, upper/lower case, no tab
limits, sideways typing for graphs.

ALPHA PLOT: $39.50
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart a Tip Book#4)

SINCE I GOT MY
BEAGLE BROS COMMAND
CHART, IVE ACQUIRED
NEWVIM ANDVIOORI

( an unsolicited endorsement i

APPLE" is a
registered

trade mark of
You-Know Who.

Wliere to Buy Beadle Bros Disks:
MOST APPLE DEALERS cany Beagle Bros software.
If yours doesn't, get on his case. Or order directly

from us for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT—I
Visa/MasterCard/COD. caU TOLL FREE:
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext 827

I California: 1-800-522-1500 ext 827
I

Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800-854-2622 ext. 827

I OR mail U.S.check, money-order or Visa/MC ''s

I
to BEAGLE BROS. Dept S

I

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO, CA 92103

Please add 81.50 First Class shipping, any size order.

I Overseas add 84.00. COD add 83.00. California add 6%
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDL\TELY.
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high on
the SAT
ComputerSAT

A complete program for Scoring High on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test

Combines Computer Software, Review Textbook and User's IVIanual

Into the Most Comprehensive SAT Study Program Available.

Computer Software• Makes studying for the SAT easy and

enjoyable

.

• Builds test-taking skills quickly in

planned systematic program.

• Simple and easy to use even for

those with no computer experience.

Special Features
• 1000 Electronic Vocabulary-Building

Flash Cards

• 540 Specially-Designed Computer-

ized Drill Items

Complete Textbook
"How to Prepare lor the SAT" 470
pages.

• Four Full-Length Exams— enter an-

swers in computer for instant scor-

ing and diagnosis.

• Complete review of verbal and math

categories found in exams
• strategies for answering every kind

of question.

User's Manual
Simple clear instructions take you

step-by-step through the entire Com-
puter SAT program.

I Scores and times your performance.

• Calculates College Board equivalent

score.

• Diagnoses your strengths and weak-

nesses in 15 key areas of study.

• Prescribes specific drill and review

on computer and in the textbook' to

improve your score

• Strengthens and builds your vocabu-

lary and math comprehension.

Educator's Edition Available

Conduct group sessions with this

unique package of software and text-

books with detailed instructor's

guide. 4 Sets of Software (4 Disks

per Set). 20 textbooks, and 20 user's

manuals.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
Dept. Computer SAT; 1250 6th Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101

please send me . Computer SAT" (a $6995 each

Quantity

lor my 48k Apple" II or Apple" II Plus; TRS-80 Model I

Please add $2 00 for handling (UPS delivery guaranteed) Please add applicable state and local sales tax.

(Institutions must send purchase order to be billed.) Offer restncted to (Continental USA and Canada.

Method of Paynnent: Check

Charge My: Visa

n Money Order

n MasterCard American Express

FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOli-FREE 800-543-1918

(In California call collect (619) 699-6335)

Acct # Exp..

Signature

Name

Address

City- state.

Please send more information:

.Zip_

The IBM COMPUTER SAT"

r ] The Educator's Edition Package (n S395.00 ea.

Adams also keeps an eye on new releases in the microcomputer in-

dustry. His favorite game, apart from those of his own company? Adams
exclaims, "I love Wizardry\ I took an Apple home for a week just to play

the game."

The Adamses' home reflects its owners' personalities. Completely de-

signed and built by Scott and Alexis, the house resembles a modern me-

dieval castle, complete with running moat and fixed drawbridge leading

to the front door. The door is set in a three-story turret, from which the

house extends like wings sweeping back in two sections. High on the wall

above the front door are two stained-glass windows; one features a large

dragon, the other a rose. The sun streaming through those windows pro-

jects their images on the main floor of the house. Now, that is the ulti-

mate in fantasy role-playing.

Adventure International soon outgrew the space it shared with the

retail operation. A small house sufficed then until corporate headquarters

were moved to the geodesic dome. The three floors of the dome circle

around a center stairway. With desks located along the curving walls,

communications among employees are friendly and face to face.

The top floor is furnished with an unbroken ring of computers. De-

velopmental work, debugging, and play-testing keep dozens of machines

running continuously. The noise from the games creates a polytonal

symphony of sound.

But the dome can hold no more. By summer, corporate headquar-

ters will move into a new building in a nearby industrial park. The empty

dome will welcome the overflow from the company's manufacturing and

shipping facilities.

Meanwhile, the retail store division isn't sitting still. Soon, there'll be

three stores in the area, with four opening later in the year.

It Was a Dark and Stormy Night. Not everything has gone smoothly

at Adventure International. Scott relates the story ofhow he single-hand-

edly destroyed half the company's computer equipment in an evening he

calls "The Massacre at Adventure International Computer Center."

It seems Adams hooked up a new Qume Sprint-5 printer to his TRS-
80 Model II, and the printer began churning out garbage. He discon-

nected the Qume and hooked up an Anadex 9501 instead. The Anadex
began printing garbage also. To test the Anadex, Scott hooked it up to

an Atari computer; the printer did not work at all. At this point, he con-

nected a Centronics Quick printer to the Model II. You guessed it,

nothing printed.

In half an hour, Adams had unwittingly destroyed two computers

and three printers. It was discovered, when all the smoke had cleared the

next morning, that the Qume had been incorrectly plugged into the

Model II's line filter. This burned out the Qume. The Qume retaliated by

shorting the printer port on the Model II. When the Anadex was hooked

up, it fried. The connecting of the Anadex to the Atari did in the Atari.

Naturally, connecting the Centronics printer to the shorted-out Model II

printer port was no more successful than trying the Anadex. The only

computer left standing after the holocaust was the Apple.

A Novel Future. Scott believes firmly in the future of computer

novels. Among the first efforts in this field were Adventure Interna-

tional's Interactive Fiction Novels, written by Marin Computer Center.

Today, several companies are developing software that brings the user

into the program as a participant. "Have you played any good books

today?" may become a common phrase in the next ten years. Adams
believes Adventure International is in the vanguard of that movement.

"People are no longer scared of these machines," says Adams.

"Many children are working with computers in some level of their

s,chooling. I foresee that, in the next ten years, every house will have two

cars, five televisions, and two computers. One of the computers will be an

old one, bought in the mid-eighties and now relegated to the children's

rooms. The other will be some real souped-up computer of the nineties

that puts the world at the fingertips of the user. Our software will be run-

ning on that machine."

Given the accomplishments of Adventure International over its first

five years, it's easy to see the Adamses and their organization remaining

a major factor in the microcomputer industry through the nineties.

Powerful dreamers shape the dreams of the world. For the Adams
family, the future lights up at the flick of a switch.
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mEMASEASTAS
A.t the rate we're going,

we'll have these pages
filled by 2083. And by
2084, people will be
clamoring for the next

[nfocom creation.

We hate to disappoint our
public. So we keep you waiting.

Because while the software facto-

ries are cranking out arcade game
after arcade game, pulpy adven-
ture after trite fantasy, we're
writing and rewriting, honing and
perfecting. Before a single person
enters one of Infocom's worlds,
it must be crafted into a living,

riveting, definitive experience.

WECAN!
Judging from the public's reac-

tion, it's worth the wait. For
instance. Creative Computing
welcomed DEADLINE™ as

"thoroughly engrossing and real-

istic," while a Softalk readers'

poll recently voted ZORK™ I and
ZORK II the most popular adven-

tures of 1981.

And now, for the moment, your
wait is over. ZORK III, your final

step in the underground
trilogy, and STARCROSS,™
an exploration of a new
dimension in science fiction,

are ready for you.

Look at them up there,

the little worlds of Infocom. As
our universe expands, compan-
ions will come to help fill that vast

expanse of white space. Till

then, they'll continue to stand

alone as the best of all possible

worlds.

inFocom
55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Infocom's worlds are available for Applef Atarif IBM, TRS-80f Commodore, NEC, Osborne, CP/M,' and DEC."
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a registered trademarl< of Atari, Inc. TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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By Wm.V R. Smith

Database management programs are a ma-

jor component of today's computerized office.

By replacing overflowing desk drawers, bulky

filing cabinets, numerous phone lists, and "lit-

tle black books," they can make information

storage and retrieval flexible and quick.

This month, and in the next two Basic So-

lutions, we'll be designing and creating a sim-

ple database program. Though ours will be

limited to storing name, address, and phone

number files, it will serve as an introduction to

the principles of database management. You
may find it will come in handy as a small-scale

home database as well.

Although we'll be presenting the program in

three parts, it is constructed in a modular way,

enabling you to use the functions of this

month's part as soon as you finish keying them

in. This section will allow you to enter and edit

one folder containing a single name, address,

and phone number. Next month we'U create the

disk I/O routines. Then you'll be able to type in

many folders, saving them to a text file on disk

and getting them back any time you like. The
third and final section of the program, coming

two months from now, will contain the rou-

tines necessary for printing out your list or vari-

ous folders within it.

There are two ways that data can be han-

dled by a database program. One is RAM-
based, meaning that all the data is loaded from

disk at the beginning of a work session, manip-

ulated within the computer's RAM memory,

and saved back to disk at the end of the ses-

sion. The other method, by default, is disk-

based. This doesn't mean that the data never en-

ters the computer's memory any more than

RAM-based means that it is never saved to

disk. Rather, the data is saved on disk one fold-

er at a time, as it is entered. To read or edit a

particular piece of data, the user calls it up and

the computer takes just that data off the disk,

manipulates it, and then puts it back.

Both methods have their advantages. The

RAM-based system is much faster in searching

and sorting operations, or anything involving

mass manipulation of data, because it doesn't

have to go to the disk to get the data before it

can deal with it. The size of the files it can deal

with is limited, however, by the amount of

memory available in the computer. With a 48K
Apple—accounting for the amount of space

taken up by DOS, the database program, and

other sundry memory usage—this leaves you

with maybe 25K for data.

The disk-based system, on the other hand, is

limited in memory only by the amount of space

on the disk. If you use a whole disk for the data,

you can get about 1 43K of memory in a single i

database. A more sophisticated program could i

potentially allow two disks for data storage, but i

that would require a two-drive system and more (:

overhead for indexing.

For our database we'll use the disk storage

method. This will slow down sorting but allow i

much more data to be manipulated. Like al- 1

most any programming decision, this is a trade-
i

off If you require greater speed and don't need

to store as much data, it will be possible to con-

vert the program to the other method.

This month's part of the program is de-

signed to store five fields or pieces of informa-

tion. Because we'll be using random-access text

files for storage, we have to decide right now
what the maximum size field will be. It has to be

long enough to be able to fit most circum-

stances but short enough that it doesn't eat disk

space unnecessarily. Forty characters is a good

middle-ground figure for our purposes. Each

field will have a name used as a prompt for in-

put as well as a data identifier. The five field

names (or headers) we'll use are name, address,

city St zip, phone number, and misc.

You can change the names or even the num-

ber of headers used by changing the data in lines

1210 through 1230. The 5 in 1210 is the number

of headers and must equal the number of pieces

of data in lines 1220 and 1230, which, of course,

are the headers themselves. The only limitation
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on changing the parameters of the program is

that you have to make the decision before you

store the first piece of information to disk. That

gives you a month to think about it.

Enter the program as it is listed here. The

sections that come in the next two months will

fill in the vacant line number regions at the end

of the listing. You can run the program to test

the sections already provided as soon as you

type it in. Lines 2910 through 2930 prevent it

from bombing out with an error message if you

select an option that isn't implemented yet.

Good luck with the program. Next month

you'll be able to use it to save your data to disk,

so stay tuned.

VIEW RECORD

CLEAR RECORD

1 TO NH:A$(X) = "N/A":

SET UP HEADERS
AND MENU

10 REM *
*****

11 REM * DISK-BASED
12 REM * DATABASE
13 REM * SYSTEM
14 REM *

*****

20 REM
100 REM *

****

101 REM * VARIABLES
102 REM * USED
103 REM * ****

110 REM NH = NUMBER OF HEADERS
115 REM ME = # OF MENU ITEMS
150 REM H$( )

= HEADERS
155 REM A$( )

= RECORD DATA
160 REM M$(

)
= MENU DATA

900 GOSUB 1200

905 GOSUB 1100

910 GOTO 2000

1000 REM
1001 REM
1002 REM *****************************

1010 HOME
1020 FOR X = 1 TO NH
1030 VTAB X + 5

1040 PRINT H$(X);: HTAB 20: PRINT A$(X)

1050 NEXT
1060 RETURN
1100 REM
1101 REM *

1102 REM ***'

1110 FOR X =

NEXT X
1120 RETURN
1200 REM ***'

1201 REM *

1202 REM *

1203 REM *****************************

1210 DATA 5

1220 DATA NAME.ADDRESS.CITY ST ZIP

1230 DATA PHONE, MISC.
1233 DATA 7

1235 DATA VIEW RECORD.VIEW PAGE
1236 DATA EDIT RECORD, ENTER NEW

RECORD
1237 DATA DELETE RECORD,PRINT DATA
1238 DATA EXIT

1240 RESTORE
1250 READ NH
1260 FOR X = 1 TO NH: READ H$(X): NEXT
1270 READ ME
1280 FOR X = 1 TO ME: READ M$(X): NEXT
1290 RETURN
1300 REM *

1301 REM * EDIT RECORD
1302 REM *
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" THEN A$(E) = A$
HTAB 1

HTAB 20: CALL - 868

1310 GOSUB 1000

1320 FOR E = 1 TO NH
1340 INVERSE
1350 VTAB 5 + E: HTAB 1

1360 PRINT H$(E);

1370 NORMAL : CALL - 868
1375 HTAB 20: PRINT LEFT$ (A$(E),19)

1380 VTAB 20: HTAB 1

1390 CALL - 958
1400 PRINT H$(E)

1420 VTAB 22

1430 PRINT A$(E)
1440 VTAB 22

1450 INPUT "";A$

1460 IF A$ <>
1470 VTAB E -I- 5

1480 PRINT H$(E)

1490 PRINT A$(E)

1500 NEXT E

1510 VTAB 20: CALL - 958
1520 INPUT "CORRECT ";A$

1530 IF LEFT$(A$,1) <> "Y"THEN1320
1540 RETURN
1600 REM *****************************

1601 REM * INPUT NEW DATA
1602 REM
1610 GOSUB 1100
1620 GOSUB 1300

1630 RETURN
2000 REM
2001 REM * MAIN MENU
2002 REM
2010 HOME
2020 MS = 1

2030 HTAB 5: PRINT "DISK DATABASE
SYSTEM"

2040 FOR X = 1 TO ME
2050 VTAB 3 -I- X: HTAB 5

2060 PRINT X;" - ";M$(X)

2065 NEXT X

2070 VTAB MS + 3: HTAB 5: INVERSE
2080 PRINT MS;" - ";M$(MS);

2090 NORMAL
2100 VTAB 20: HTAB 1: CALL - 958

2110 PRINT "YOUR CHOICE";
2120 GET A$
2130 IF A$ = CHR$ (13) THEN 2200
2140 X = VAL (A$)

2150 IF X < 1 OR X > ME THEN 2100
2160 VTAB MS + 3: HTAB 5

2170 PRINT MS;" - ";M$(MS)

2180 MS = X: GOTO 2070
2200 REM *******

2210 ON MS GOSUB 2300,2400,2500,

2600,2700,2800,2900

2220 GOTO 2000
2300 REM
2310 GOSUB 1000

2320 VTAB 20: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY"
2330 GET A$
2340 RETURN
2400 REM
2410 GOTO 2900
2500 REM
2510 GOSUB 1300

2520 RETURN
2600 REM
2610 GOSUB 1100

2620 GOSUB 1600

2630 RETURN
2700 REM
2800 REM
2900 REM
2905 IF MS = 7 THEN END
2910 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT " NOT

FUNCTIONAL"
2920 FOR X = 1 TO 2000: NEXT
2930 RETURN
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Last month we designed a program that stores and retrieves address-

es on disk using text files. This month we'll continue work on that pro-

gram. In particular, we'll examine the print and editing routines and add

a sorting capability. We will also take a close look at what we did last

time and make some changes to improve the program.

As you may remember, the general format of the program was like

this:

I. Subroutines

A. Get input line

B. Pause

C. Write list to disk

D. Read list from disk

II. Main Menu
III. Input Data

IV. Print List

V. Look/ Edit File

A. Edit routine

B. Delete a file

VI. Sort File

VII. Create New File

We looked at sections I through III last time. Before we continue by

examining section IV, let's review the first three parts. Look particularly

carefully at the lines marked with arrows. These have been changed from

the listing in last month's column. The reasons for the changes follow the

listing:

10

20

40

50

60

65
79

80

81

82

83

84

85
87

90
91

92

93

94

95

97

98
99

100
->110

120

->130

DIM A$(4,200):D$

GOTO 500
REM

CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)

SUBROUTINES

GET INPUT LINE

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
B$ = "": POKE - 16368,0

GET C$: IF C$ = CHR$ (13) THEN 87

IF C$ = CHR$ (8) AND LEN (B$) > 1 THEN PRINT C$;:B$ =

LEFTS (B$, LEN (B$) - 1): GOTO 82

IF C$ = CHR$ (8) THEN PRINT 0$;: GOTO 81

PRINT G$;:B$ = B$ + 0$: GOTO 82

CALL - 868: PRINT C$;: IF LEN (B$) > 25 THEN B$ = LEFTS
(B$,25)

RETURN
REM
REM "

REM
PRINT
WAIT -

PRINT
REM
REM *•

REM
PRINT D$"OPEN"FILE$",L100"
X = 1

PRINT D$"WRITE"FILE$",R"X
FOR Z = 0 TO 4:A$ = A$(Z,X): FOR Y = 1 TO LEN (A$):A1$ =

MID$ (A$,Y,1): IF A1$ = "," THEN A$ = LEFTS (A$,Y - 1) + "%"

+ RIGHTS (A$, LEN (A$) - Y)

PAUSE *"

PRINT TAB( 8)

16384,128

PRINT : POKE

"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";

16368,0: RETURN

WRITE LIST TO DISK

135
—>140
—>150

160

170

197

198

199

200

->210
220

230

—>235

236
->240
-> 245
->250

499
500
510

520
525
530
550
551

552
553
555

560
565
570
580

600

1000
1010

1020

1030
1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

1130

VAL (A$(0,X)): GOTO 120

NEXT : PRINT

NEXT Y: PRINT A$
NEXT Z
IF A$(0,X) < > "END" THEN X

PRINT D$"CLOSE"FILE$
RETURN
REM
REM " READ LIST FROM DISK **

REM
FOR X = 1 TO 200:A${0,X) = "END"
D$"OPEN"FILE$",L100"
X = 1

PRINT D$"READ"FILE$",R"X
FORZ = 0TO4: VTAB 22: INPUT A$: PRINT A$: IF LEN (A$)<
3 THEN 240
FOR Y = 1 TO LEN (A$): IF MID$ (A$,Y,1) = "%" THEN A$ =

LEFTS (A$,Y - 1) + "," + RIGHTS (AS, LEN (A$) - Y)

NEXT
AS(Z,X) = AS: NEXT Z
IF AS(0,X) < > "END" THEN X = VAL (AS(0,X)): GOTO 220
PRINT DS"CLOSE"FILES: RETURN
REM
REM
REM *

REM *"

HOME :

VTAB 5:

HTAB 8:

HTAB 8:

HTAB 8:

PRINT
HTAB 8: PRINT "S(ORT THE LIST"

HTAB 8: PRINT "P(RINT THE LIST"

PRINT : HTAB 8: PRINT "Q{UIT"

VTAB 19: HTAB 8: GET AS
BS = "CAELSPQ": FOR X = 1 TO LEN (BS): IF AS = MIDS
(BS,X,1) THEN S = X:X = LEN (BS): NEXT : ON S GOTO
7000,1000.4000,4000,6000,2000,8000
NEXT : GOTO 500
p^^j^

*********************************

REM * INPUT DATA
p^^l^

*********************************

IF FILES = "" THEN 7000
K = 1

KS = AS(0,K): IF K$ < > "END" THEN K = VAL (K$): GOTO
1060
PRINT : PRINT "NAME «RET> IF DONE): ";

GOSUB 80: IF B$ = "" THEN 500

AS{1,K) = BS
FOR X = 1 TO 3: PRINT " ADDRESS LINE ";X;": ";:

GOSUB 80:AS(X + 1,K) = BS
NEXT
AS(0,K) = "": FOR X = 1 TO 200: IF A${0,X) = "END"
A$(0,K) = STRS {X):X = 200: NEXT : GOTO 1060

NEXT X: PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "FILE IS NOW FULL'

NORMAL : PRINT : GOSUB 90: GOTO 500

MAIN MENU
*******************************

PRINT TAB( 15)"MAILING LIST"

HTAB 8: PRINT "C(HOOSE MAILING LIST": PRINT
PRINT "A(DD NAMES"
PRINT "E(DIT EXISTING NAMES"
PRINT "L(OOK FOR A NAME"

THEN

We have really made only two changes. In lines 130 and 235 we've re-

placed the # symbol with the % symbol as a substitute for the comma,

since we had found ourselves using the # in addresses to indicate apart-

ment numbers and the like.

The second change is more complicated. Previously, when we wrote
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out the file to disk or read it in from disk, we simply dumped the entire

array out, starting with the first record and writing the records out one at

a time until reaching the last one. However, since our array can hold 200

names and addresses, this system was not particularly efficient. It re-

quired that all 200 names and addresses be written out to disk every time

we wanted to quit, even if we had added only two names to our mailing

list at that point.

Since your author is an impatient, impetuous sort, he decided to

speed up the process by testing each record as it was written to see if it

was the last one in the file (by looking at the record's pointer to see if the

word end appeared there). If so, the program immediately concluded

that its work was done, closed up the file, and wandered down to Pad-

dy's Pub for its evening pint.

Trouble is, the word end sometimes appears at points other than the

end of the file. For example, as we shall soon see, if an address is deleted

from the list, the pointer for that record is reset to end so that the pro-

gram knows it's okay to write a new address in that space if the occasion

arises. The old program, thinking that end meant exactly that, would

stop reading or writing, and half the mailing list could get lost.

To remedy this problem, we've changed the read and write roufines

so that they follow the pointers and read or write in the same order in

which the list would be printed. Now, when we hit a pointer labeled end,

we know we are truly at the end.

This is another example of how fuzzy thinking can get one in trou-

ble. Programming is jogging for the brain—and we weekend joggers

sometimes overreach ourselves.

Enough philosophizing. Let's move right on to secfion IV: Print List.

For those who didn't memorize last month's column, section IV looked

like this:

2000 REM *

2010 REM * PRINT LIST

2020 REM

2025 HOME : VTAB 5:P = 0:KT = 0: IF FILES = THEN 7000
2026 PRINT "OUTPUT TO:": PRINT
2030 PRINT TAB{ 8)"S(CREEN": PRINT : PRINT TAB( 8)

"P(RINTER": PRINT : PRINT : PRINT TAB( 8);: GET A$:

PRINT : IF A$ = "S" THEN 2050
2040 IF A$ < > "P" THEN 2025
2045 PRINT D$"PR#1":P = 1

2050 K = 1

2060 FOR Z = 1 TO 4:A$ = A$(Z,K)

2065 PRINT A$: NEXT : IF A$(0,K) = "END" THEN 2100
2070 K = VAL (A$(0,K)): PRINT : IF NOT P AND KT > 0 AND

KT / 3 = INT (KT / 3) THEN GOSUB 90

2080 KT = KT + 1: GOTO 2060
2100 PRINT D$"PR#0": PRINT : IF NOT P THEN GOSUB 90
2110 GOTO 500

There are a few small changes in lines 2060 through 2080 that im-

prove the format of the output.

Let's examine this section. Line 2025 makes sure we have loaded a

file into memory. Assuming that we have, the next three lines ask us

whether we want the output to go to the screen or to a printer. If output

is to be to a printer, then line 2045 turns the printer on and sets the vari-

able P, used here as a printer flag, equal to one (the reason for this flag

will be apparent in a moment).

Lines 2050 through 2080 form a loop that prints the entire list, pull-

ing each address out of the array by following the chain of pointers (K is

set to point to the next address each time through the loop).

KT is used as a counter to group the output into groups of three ad-

dresses. Line 2070 checks the flag P to see whether or not output is di-

rected to the screen. If it is, the program jumps to the pause subroutine

after each group of three addresses. If it doesn't, they scroll by you so

quickly that you can't read them at all. (We skip this routine when out-

put is going to the printer in order to prevent the pause message from

printing out after each set of three names.) When you're all done, line

2100 turns off the printer and returns you to the main menu.
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If you write a lot of letters, you may want to work on this section

awhile to create an output format that will fit on labels. Preprinted la-

bels are a wonderful way to give your personal correspondence that de-

personalized touch.

The next section is a combined search/edit routine. You can use it to

look for a specific name and address and then edit or delete it if you like.

4000 REM
4010 REM * LOOK/EDIT FILE

4020 REM
4030 HOME : VTAB 5: IF FILE$ = "" THEN 7000
4040 VTAB 5: INPUT "ENTER NAME: ";A$: PRINT

4050 K = 1

4060 B$ = A$(1,K): IF LEN (A$) > LEN (B$) THEN 4100
4070 FOR X = 1 TO LEN (B$) + 1 - LEN (A$): IF A$ < > MID$

{B$,X, LEN (A$)) THEN 4090
4080 VTAB 7: FOR Z = 0 TO 4: PRINT TAB( 8);A$(Z,K): NEXT :

PRINT : PRINT "IS THIS IT?";: GET AN$: PRINT :X = 200: IF

AN$ = "Y" THEN 4200
4090 NEXT X

4100 IF A$(0,K) = "END" THEN PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "FILE

NOT FOUND": NORMAL : GOSUB 90: GOTO 500
4110 K = VAL (A$(0,K)): GOTO 4060

If all we want to do is look at the record, we return to the main menu.

On the other hand, if we want to modify the record, it's time to continue

to the edit section. Line 4225 sorts this out:

4200 REM
4210 REM * EDIT ROUTINE
4220 REM
4225 IF S = 4 THEN 500
4230 VTAB 8: FOR X = 1 TO 4: HTAB 4: PRINT "("X")": NEXT :

PRINT : PRINT "CHANGE WHICH NUMBER?"
4240 PRINT : PRINT "(PRESS < D > WHEN DONE)": PRINT : PRINT

"(TYPE ";: INVERSE : PRINT "DELETE";: NORMAL : PRINT
"ON LINE 1 TO DELETE)": PRINT : GET A$: IF A$ = "D" THEN
500

4260 IF VAL (A$) < 1 OR VAL (A$) > 4 THEN 4230
4270 A = VAL (A$): VTAB 7 + A: HTAB 8: GOSUB 80: IF B$ =

"DELETE" THEN 4300
4280 A$(A,K) = B$: GOTO 4230
4300 REM
4310 REM * DELETE A FILE

4320 REM *********************************

4330 FOR X = 1 TO 200: IF VAL (A$(0,X)) = K THEN K1 = X:X = 200
4340 NEXT X:A$(0,K1) = A$(0,K):A$(0,K) = "END": GOTO 500

Line 4070 incorporates one of the oldest tricks in the book, but it is

still one of the nicest things you can do with your computer. We have

used it in this column several times before (most recently in January's

So/talk). Using the MID$ statement, we can check each name in our

mailing list against the string we input. Entering Fred will give us the ad-

dress of every Fred we know. Entering Gold will give us Goldberg,

Goldstein, Golden, and Goldilocks.

If there is a match, line 4080 prints it out and asks us if this is the one

we want. If it isn't, line 41(X) looks at the pointer and checks to see if there

are still more names in the file. If not, it tells us so and returns to the

main menu. If there are, line 4110 sets the new pointer value and once

again loops back to the scan routine.

The only complicated part of the edit routine is the delete portion. To
understand how a record is deleted, you have to keep in mind how the

pointers work:

Record #:2

A$(0,n)

A$(1,n)

A$(2,n)

A$(3,n)

A$(4,n)

:Don Jones
:1 Main St.

:Squ, WY
:77453

A$(0,K) :7

:Tom Tom
:2 Main St.

:Pek, WY
:81234

A$(0,K1)

4

3

David Smith

3 Main St.

Koh, WY
11111

Initially, the value of A$(0,n) is 4, the record number of the third of

these three addresses. The value of A$(0,K1) is 3, the record number of
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the middle name. In other words, these three names are hnked together

through pointers indicating which record is the next one in the sequence.

The pointers are stored in exactly the same manner as a line in the ad-

dress. Names get assigned to a record when they are first entered. How-
ever, the pointers are rearranged whenever the list is sorted (in this case

alphabetically), which is why they often appear to be out of order.

Now imagine that we want to delete David Smith from our file. To

do this, we need to do two things. First, we need to change Don Jones's

pointer so that it points to Tom Tom's address. In other words, we need

to change the value of A$(0,n) from 4 to 3. We also need to change Da-

vid Smith's pointer to read end, so that the program knows that his space

in our file is now vacant and can be used for new addresses (it isn't nec-

essary to zero out the record, since nothing is pointing to it and, there-

fore, it will be ignored). Once we make these changes, the records should

read:
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Record #:2

A$(0,n) :3

A$(1,n) :Don Jones

A$(0,K)

3

7

Tom Tom
A$(0,K1

:4

:END
: David Smith

The next section of the program will sort our file either by last name

or by zip code. There are many kinds of sorts; the one we are going to

use, called a bubble sort, is by no means the fastest, but it has the advan-

tage of being fairly easy to understand.

A bubble sort works like this. Imagine that you have a list of ten

numbers you want to put in numerical order.

3824905617
A bubble sorter pairs off the first two numbers and compares them:

is 3 less than 8? If the answer is yes, they are in the correct order, and the

sorter goes on to the next pair: is 8 less than 2?

If the answer is no, as in this case, the sorter swaps the two numbers

and turns on a flag:

3284905617 flag

It then continues with the next pair (8 and 4) and so on until it reaches

the end of the list.

At the end of the list, the routine checks to see if the flag has been

turned on. If it has, it is turned off and the routine is repeated until it runs

from the beginning of the list to the end without making a single swap

(which means the flag stays off). The list is then sorted.

The bubble sort can be used to sort things alphabetically as well as

numerically. Your Apple knows that A is less than B and B is less than C.

In fact, your Apple even knows that albatross comes before Albuquer-

que. So let's take a look at the code for our sort:

6000
6010
6020
6030
6040

6050
6090
6100
6110
6120

6130

6140

6150
6160
6170
6180

6190

p^,^

REM * SORT THE FILE

IF FILES = "" THEN 7000
HOME : VTAB 7: HTAB 8: PRINT "SORT BY:": PRINT : PRINT
TAB( 12)"L(AST NAME": PRINT : PRINT TAB( 12)"Z(IP CODE":
PRINT : PRINT : HTAB 12: GET CH$: IF CH$ < > "L" AND
CH$ < > "Z" THEN 6030
FLAG = 0:X = VAL (A$(0,1))

XI = VAL (A$(0,X)): IF A$(0,X1) < > "END" THEN 6120
IF FLAG THEN 6050
VTAB 20: CALL - 868: GOTO 500
IFCH$ = "Z"THEN B$(0) = A$(4,X):B$( 1 ) = A$(4,X1):

GOTO 6160
FOR Y = LEN (A$(1,X)) TO 1 STEP - 1: IF MID$ (A$(1,X),Y,1)

= " " THEN B$(0) = RIGHTS (A$(1,X), LEN (A$(1,X)) - Y):Y
= 1

VTAB 22: HTAB 1: PRINT Y" "B$(0)" ": NEXT : FOR Y
= LEN (A$(1,X1)) TO 1 STEP - 1: IF MID$ (A$(1,X1),Y,1) =
" " THEN B$(1) = RIGHTS (AS(1,X1), LEN (AS(1,X1)) - Y):Y

= 1

VTAB 23: PRINT Y" "BS(1)" ": NEXT
IF BS(1) > = BS(0) THEN 6200
FOR Y = 1 TO 200: IF VAL (AS(0,Y)) < > X THEN 6190
TS = A$(0,Y):A$(0,Y) = AS(0,X):AS(0,X) = AS(0,X1 ):A$(0,X1

)

= T$:FLAG = 1:Y = 200: NEXT Y: GOTO 6195
NEXT Y: PRINT "ERROR IN LINE 6190": END
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6195 VTAB 20: CALL - 868; PRINT "SWITCHING "B$(0)" AND "

B$(1)

6200 X = XI: GOTO 6090

Now let's examine this section closely. Line 6030 checks to make sure

that we have identified our mailing list. Line 6040 permits us to select a

last name or zip code as the appropriate sort field. (Our answer, Z for zip

or L for last name, is stored in the string variable CHS, for choice. Line

6050 then sets the flag to zero and loads X with the pointer in the first

record.) Line 6090 checks to see if we are at the end of the list. If so, line

6100 checks to see if the flag was tripped, in which case we'd go back and

do it again, starting at line 6050. If it wasn't tripped, line 6110 would send

us back to the main menu.

If we aren't at the end of the list, we arrive at line 6120, which asks if

we want to sort by zip code. If we do, it loads the zips from the fourth

address fields of two records into the variables B$(0) and B$(l), and

mails them to line 6160 for testing. However, if we want to sort by last

name, we have to wade through that whole mess from line 6130 to line

6150 first. These lines may look familiar—we did something similar sev-

eral months ago. Line 6130 determines what part of A$(1,X) is the last

name, and line 6140 figures out what part of A$(1,X1) is the last name.

In order to make it more entertaining, we added a couple of instructions

at the beginning of 6140 and 6150 to make the whole process visible (not

really necessary, and it slows the whole thing down, but it's sort of cute).

Once we've determined what the last names are, we load them into

B$(0) and B$(l) and drop down to line 6160 for testing. If the names or

zips are in the proper order, they will pass the test at line 6160 and skip

down to line 6200. However, if they fail the test, they'll have to be

switched. What this really means is that the pointers have to be switched

so that X 1 comes before X. Line 6170 tries to determine which name has

a pointer that points to X. When the line finds that name, control drops

to line 6180, where the big switch is made. The name that once pointed to

X now points to XI. X, which used to point to XI, now points to what-

ever XI pointed to. And XI now points at X. Like this:

Before: Y
After: Y

-> X
-> XI

> XI -> ?

> X -> ?

Line 6190 also handles the special situation when one of the items be-

ing switched is the first item in the list (in which event your search for the

unknown Y will fail).

Line 6195 is included just to keep you informed.

The final section of the program is used for creating new lists. Again,

in order to work properly with the delete routine, a number of changes

had to be made:

Apple II and Applftsolt are Irademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

7000
7010
7020
7030
7035

7040

7050

7060

7070
7080
7090
7100
7105
7110
7120
7130
7140
7150
7160
8000

CREATE NEW LIST FILE

PRINT : HTAB 8: PRINT

REM
REM
REM
HOME : VTAB 8

HTAB 8: PRINT "NAME OF LIST?"

"PRESS < RET > FOR CATALOG"
PRINT : HTAB 7: INPUT " ";B$: IF LEN (B$) < 3 THEN PRINT
: PRINT D$"CATALOG": PRINT : PRINT : GOTO 7035

FILES = B$: IF S > 2 THEN GOSUB 200: ON S - 2 GOTO
4000,4000,6000,2000
PRINT : HTAB 8: PRINT "IS THIS A NEW LIST?": PRINT : HTAB
8: GET A$: IF A$ = CHR$ (13) THEN PRINT : PRINT
D$"CATALOG": GOTO 7060
IF A$ < > "Y" THEN GOSUB 200: GOTO 500
PRINT D$"OPEN"FILE$",L100"
PRINT D$"DELETE"FILE$
A$(0,1) = "2':A$(0,2) = "START"
FOR Z = 2 TO 200:A$(0,Z) = "END": NEXT
PRINT D$"OPEN"FILE$",L100"
FOR X = 1 TO 2

PRINT D$"WRITE'FILE$",R"X
FOR Z = 0 TO 4: PRINT A$(Z,X): NEXT
PRINT D$"CLOSE"FILE$: IF S = 2 THEN
GOTO 500
GOSUB 100: PRINT D$"CATALOG": END

NEXT
1050

Enjoy. Next month we'll do something completely different. Jt
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Left to right from the top: the information to be graphed is entered on the Data

Editor. In order to ailow labels of more than eight characters, the labels for

this set of pie charts are entered in two columns of the editor.

The Pie Cliart program's format selection screen allows the user to set six

parameters that will determine what data will be graphed and how the chart

will finally appear.

The Pie Charf program can only graph one column of data from the Data

uaCES • SfiLftRIES

Editor at a time. However, you may have more than one column of related

data. The three pies in the center of the page show how charts can be for-

matted and arranged to accentuate the parallels between them. The charts

are of the wages, inventory, and expenses of eight departments within a

small fictitious corporation. The only difference in the parameter settings for

the three charts is the column selected to be graphed.

The first chart on the bottom row shows what SoftGrapii has to offer the
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user whose system can't display or print color charts. The slices of the pie

are outlined in white and given a letter to tie them in with the labels in the key.

The next chart shows a horizontal chart in color. Because the Apple only
has five solid colors (not including black) to plot with, slices after the fifth

one are done in black and white. Sorting the data by value beforehand ar-

ranges for the five largest slices to be in color.

The last chart shown is a black-and-white chart printed out.

The pie chart is, by its nature, a democratic animal. A pie chart can

be used to tell the shareholders of a billion-dollar corporation where their

profits are coming from. A pie of the same size can tell you where your

money is going.

Pie charts have long been a tool reserved for the rich and powerful.

With the advent of the personal computer, the balance is changing. Now
anyone can create accurate, professional-looking pie charts without even

being able to draw a good circle, much less figure out what portion of it

represents nontaxable income.

Instant Replay. If you're reading SoftGraph for the first time, go

back and read the first two installments. You may find some interesting

tidbits in this article, but you won't be able to use this month's pie chart

program without having the programs that went before.

Graphs require labels, and January's SoftGraph presented a shape

table character set and a subroutine (listing 3 in that article) for putting

the shapes in that table onto the hi-res screen.

Last month we developed, among other things, a Data Editor for our

graphing system. Instead of storing data in a variable array, the Data

Editor pokes it directly into memory. This enables us to save our data

more easily (using the bsave command) and ensures that the data won't

go away when we load and run a new program. The Pie Chart program

requires a special subroutine to read the data, however, and that subrou-

tine is the one in lines 2500 through 2600 of the Data Editor. To avoid

having to type the routine again, you can get it from the Data Editor and

merge it with the hi-res print routine.

If you're not familiar with the Renumber program on your DOS Sys-

tem Master, this is a good time to get acquainted. What we want to do

here is merge lines 2500 through 2600 of the Data Editor with listing 3

(lines 9000 through 9190) from January. In addition to its enumerating

talents. Renumber has the ability to merge two Applesoft programs.

First, load the Data Editor. Isolate the read routine by deleting every-

thing else. Type:

DEL 10,2400

DEL 2700,2750
SAVE READ ROUTINE

Now you're ready to use Renumber. Put the System Master in your

disk drive and type run Renumber. When the fireworks are over, type

&I0 to make sure it's in right. If everything is working properly, the

screen should display: "Error— inaement = 0." If something else hap-

pens, reboot and try again.

With Renumber in, load the hi-res print routine. Remember, we want

only lines 9000 through 9190, listing 3 from January. List the routine to

make sure that only those lines are there, then type &H. List again.

Don't worry when the routine seems to be missing; &H is Renumber'

s

hold command. The code is still in memory. Now type load Read Rou-

tine to get the read routine back. Finally, type &M, Renumber's merge

command, to put the two routines together.
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Renumber can also renumber programs, a very useful function. The

curious may want to run Renumber Instructions to find out how this

works; the indifferent may also want to do this, but with far less

urgency.

The Play by Play. The rest of the program can now be added to

what we have. Let's type it in, one routine at a time.

Among other things, the first part of the program dimensions some

variables, sets some parameters, defines some functions, and reads the

legends from the section of memory where the Data Editor puts them.

10 CLEAR : HOME : DIM L$(18): DIM V(18): DIM L1$(18): DIM
V1(18): DIM LE$(4)

20 DIM PR(6):PR(1) = 1:PR(2) = 1:PR(3) = 1:PR(4) = 1:PR(5) =

1:PR(6) = 0: REM PARAMETERS
30 DEF FN X(C) = RA * SIN (C) + XC: DEF FN Y(C) = RA * COS (C)

+ YC
40 PI = 3.1415926:DL = 25056: REM CONSTANTS
50 VTAB 10: HTAB 15: PRINT "PIE CHART"
60 REM LEGEND READER
70 REM LEGENDS IN LE$(HF)

80 FOR HF = 2 TO 5

90 VF = - 1: GOSUB 2500:LE$(HF - 1) = W$
100 IF LEN (LE$(HF - 1)) = 8 THEN 120

110 LE$(HF - 1) = LE$(HF - 1) + " ": GOTO 100: REM ONE
SPACE

120 VF = 0: GOSUB 2500:LE$(HF - 1) = LE$(HF - 1) + W$
130 NEXT HF

Line 30 will be of some interest to the trigonometrically inclined. FN
X(C) and FN Y(C) are the functions used to determine points on the

edge of a circle that has its center at XC,YC and a radius of RA. The var-

iable C is the value of the point expressed in radians.

The points determined by this function define a mathematically cor-

rect circle, but when you run the program the circle displayed on your

screen may look somewhat elliptical because every monitor is different.

To get properly circular results, you'll have to make a little change in line

30. If your circle is taller than it is wide, multiply the radius of FN Y(C)

by .9, making the second statement in line 30 read defFN Y(C) = RA *

.9 * COS(C) + YC. If the circle is wider than it is tall, however, make the

same change to FN X(C) instead. You may have to experiment with the

value of the multiplicand to get the best results on your monitor. Print-

ers can also distort your graphics printouts; so if you plan to print out

your charts, you may want to adjust the circle functions to suit your

printer rather than your monitor.

The next section sets up the input screen for your format options.

140 REM OPTIONS I/O

150 TV = 0:LL = 0:NG = 0:CN = 0:NF = 0

160 HOME : HTAB 5: PRINT "SOFTGRAPH PIE CHART
GENERATOR"

170 POKE 32,7: VTAB 3

180 FOR HF = 1 T04: PRINT "LEGEND ";HF;": ";LE$(HF): NEXT
HF

190 POKE 32,1: PRINT
200 PRINT "HOW MANY LABEL FIELDS (1 OR 2)?": PRINT : REM

PR(1)

210 PRINT "CHART WHICH COLUMN (1 THROUGH 4)?": PRINT :

REM PR(2)

220 PRINT "SORT: 0 = DONT; 1=VALUES; 2=LABELS:": PRINT :

REM PR(3)

230 PRINT "COLOR: 0 = NO; 1 =YES:": PRINT : REM PR(4)
240 PRINT "STYLE: 0=SIDEWAYS; 1 = UPRIGHT:": PRINT : REM

PR(5)

250 PRINT "ROTATION: -180 TO 180:": PRINT : REM PR(6)
260 TEXT
270 FOR P = 1 TO 6: VTAB 6 + 2 * P: HTAB 37: PRINT PR(P);: NEXT

P

280 VTAB 20: HTAB 1: PRINT "ARROWS MOVE CURSOR": PRINT
"SPACE SELECTS QUESTION": PRINT "CONTROL-P
PROCESSES PIE CHART": PRINT "CONTROL-Q OUITS TO
MENU"

290 P = 1

This section prints the parameter selection screen. There are six pa-

rameters that determine what data is to be graphed and how the final

graph will look. Each parameter has an automatic default.

The Personal Pie. The first parameter determines how many col-

umns to read as labels. The Data Editor only allows column widths of

eight characters. If you want your pie charts to have longer labels, put

the labels in the first two columns of the data screen and enter 2 for the

value of this parameter. Then you can have labels as long as sixteen

characters.

The second parameter determines which column to graph. Pie charts

are one-dimensional, so you can only graph one of the four data col-

umns at a time. If you put legends at the tops of the columns, they will

appear at the top of the parameter screen to remind you which columns

you used for what.

The third option determines whether, and how, you want the data

sorted. Sorting it by value produces nice, orderly-looking pie charts.

Sorting alphabetically by label may also be appealing. If you choose not

to sort, the data will be charted and labeled in the order you entered it.

The fourth choice is whether to create the chart in color or black and

.white. If you have a color monitor, a color pie chart looks much nicer

than a black-and-white one. If you have a black-and-white monitor, a

color pie chart doesn't look like much at all. The same holds true for

black-and-white or color printers.

Style, for want of a better word, determines whether you want a chart

plotted upright or on its side. If you plot it upright, it will appear on-

screen with the pie on the left, the labels on the right, and the legend at

the top.

If you put a chart on its side, the pie will still be on the left and the la-

bels on the right, but the labels will run from the bottom of the screen to

the top and the legend will run up the left-hand side. This looks strange

on the monitor and it probably isn't a good idea to put the monitor on its

side to make it look right, but if you print the chart you can turn it up-

right and get a chart with the labels on the bottom.

Finally, rotation determines where on the circle the plotting starts.

This option is included mostly for color charts, as some colors don't go

well next to each other. Rotating the pie can sometimes alleviate the

problem. Most of the time you can ignore this parameter.

This routine allows you to select from among the six parameters and

enter new values.

300 VTAB 6 + 2 * P: HTAB 1: FLASH : PRINT ">";: NORMAL
310 HTAB 1: GET A$
320 A = ASC (A$)

330 IF A = 8 OR A = 21 THEN VTAB 6 + 2 * P: HTAB 1: PRINT " ";:

GOTO 380
340 IF A = 32 THEN 430
350 IF A = 17 THEN 2400
360 IF A = 16 THEN 550

370 GOTO 310
380 REM POINTER MOVE
390 P = P + SON (A - 10)

400 IF P = 0 THEN P = 6

410 IF P = 7 THEN P = 1

420 GOTO 300

The vtab in line 300 is designed to place the pointer, a flashing ar-

row, next to one of the six options printed in lines 200 through 250. The

value of P determines which question is indicated.

When you're running the program, you'll use the arrow keys to move
the pointer from one question to another. Line 330 then erases the

pointer. Lines 380 through 420 determine the new pointer location and

go back to line 300, where a new pointer is printed.

Lines 340 through 360 accept three other keys as commands. Con-

trol-Q sends the program to the routine at line 2400, where it quits and

goes to the Menu program. The space bar selects the parameter indi-

cated by the flashing pointer and the program goes to the next routine to

input a new value for that parameter. Control-P tells it to go ahead and

process the chart.

This is the routine that inputs the new value for the selected

parameter.

A flashing pointer, placed in line 300, indicates one of the six param-

eters. To move the pointer around, use the arrow keys. Press the space

bar to select a parameter to change.

When you've selected a parameter, this next routine prompts you to
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enter the new value.

430 REM GET NEW VALUE
440 VTAB 24: HTAB 1: INVERSE : PRINT "ENTER NEW VALUE: ";:

NORMAL :W$ = ""

450 VTAB 24: HTAB 18: PRINT W$;
460 GET A$:A = ASC (A$)

470 IF A = 8 THEN 510
480 IF A = 13 THEN PR(P) = VAL (W$): VTAB 6 + 2 * P: HTAB 37:

PRINT PR(P);: CALL - 868: VTAB 24: HTAB 1: CALL - 868:

GOTO 300
490 IF A < 45 OR A > 57 OR A = 46 OR A = 47 OR LEN (W$) = 4

THEN 450
500 W$ = W$ + A$: GOTO 450
510 IF LEN (W$) = 1 THEN W$ = "": PRINT CHR$ (8);" ";

520 IF W$ = "" THEN 450

530 W$ = LEFTS (W$, LEN (W$) - 1)

540 PRINT CHR$ (8);" ";: GOTO 450

The input routine uses the get command. The routine is similar to the

one we used in the Data Editor, although this one only allows four char-

acters of input and ignores all characters except for the numbers and the

minus sign (line 490). When you run the program, the reason for these

limitations will become apparent. Pressing control-P will move you from

parameter-setting to this next section.

550 REM START PROCESSING
560 REM CHECK PARAMETERS
570 VTAB 6 + 2 * P: HTAB 1: PRINT " ";

580 P = 1: IF PR(P) < 1 OR PR(P) > 2 THEN 650

590 P = 2: IF PR(P) < 1 OR PR{P) > 4 THEN 650

600 P = 3: IF PR(P) < 0 OR PR(P) > 2 THEN 650

610 P = 4: IF PR(P) < 0 OR PR(P) > 1 THEN 650
620 P = 5: IF PR{P) < 0 OR PR{P) > 1 THEN 650

630 P = 6: IF ABS (PR(P)) > 180 THEN 650
640 GOTO 660
650 VTAB 6 + 2 * P: HTAB 1: FLASH : PRINT ">"; CHR$ (7);:

NORMAL : VTAB 24: HTAB 1: PRINT "VALUE ILLEGAL";: GET
A$: GOTO 310

In this routine the program makes sure the values of the parameters

are legal. This is accomplished in lines 550 through 650. If the checker en-

counters an illegal value it indicates that by means of a flashing pointer

and returns you to the parameter-setting routine.

The following section of the program reads and organizes the data

that will be presented in the chart.

660 REM READ LABELS
670 HOME : PRINT "READING LABELS": PRINT
680 FOR VF = 1 TO 18

690 HF = 1: GOSUB 2500:L$(VF) = W$
700 IF LEN (W$) = 0 THEN NF = VF - 1:VF = 18: GOTO 750

710 IF PR(1) = 1 THEN 750
720 IF LEN (L$(VF)) = 8 THEN 740

730 L$(VF) = L$(VF) + " ": GOTO 720: REM ONE SPACE
740 HF = 2: GOSUB 2500:L$(VF) = L$(VF) +W$
750 HTAB 5: PRINT L$(VF): NEXT VF: IF NF = 0 THEN NF = 18

760 REM READ VALUES
770 PRINT "READING VALUES": PRINT
780 HF = PR(2) + 1: FOR VF = 1 TO NF
790 GOSUB 2500
800 V(VF) = VAL {W$)

810 NEXT VF
820 LL = 0:GF =1:NG = NF
830 FOR VF = 1 TO NF
840 IF V(VF) > 0 THEN L1$(GF) = L$(VF):V1(GF) = V(VF): GOTO

880
850 PRINT "CANNOT GRAPH ";L$(VF);": ";V(VF)

860 SF = 1

870 NG = NG - 1: GOTO 910
880 IF LEN (L$(VF)) > LL THEN LL = LEN (L$(VF))

890 HTAB 5: PRINT L$(VF);: HTAB 25: PRINT V(VF)

900 GF = GF + 1

910 NEXT VF
920 PRINT : IF NG = 0 THEN PRINT "NO GRAPHABLE FIELDS

FOUND": PRINT "HIT A KEY";: GET A$: GOTO 140

930 IF SF = 0 THEN 980
940 SF - 0: PRINT "OKAY TO CONTINUE? ";

950 GET A$: IF A$ <> "Y" AND A$ <> "N" THEN 950
960 IF A$ = "N" THEN 140

970 PRINT : PRINT
980 REM SORTING
990 IF PR(3) = 0 THEN 1130
1000 PRINT "SORTING"
1010 FOR VF = 1 TO NG
1020 CF = 1

1030 FOR GF = 2 TO NG
1040 ON PR(3) GOTO 1070,1050
1050 IF L1$(GF) < L1$(CF) THEN CF = GF
1060 GOTO 1080
1070 IF V1(GF) > V1(CF) THEN CF = GF
1080 NEXT GF
1090 L$(VF) = L1$(CF):V(VF) = V1(CF):L1 $(CF) = CHR$

(95):V1(CF) = 0

1100 TV = TV + V(VF)

1110 NEXT VF
1120 GOTO 1180
1130 REM COPY DATA
1140 FOR VF = 1 TO NG
1150 L$(VF) = L1$(VF):V(VF) = V1(VF)
1160 TV = TV + V(VF)

1170 NEXT VF
1180 IF PR(3) = 0 THEN 1230
1190 PRINT : FOR VF = 1 TO NG
1200 HTAB 5

1210 PRINT L$(VF); TAB ( 25);V(VF)

1220 NEXT : PRINT
1230 PRINT "LEGEND: ";LE$(PR(2))

1240 PRINT : PRINT "LONGEST LABEL IS ";LL;" CHARACTERS"
1250 PRINT "TOTAL OF ALL VALUES IS ";TV

1260 PRINT : PRINT "FORMATTING CHART"

Lines 660 through 750 read the labels in either the first data column

or the first two columns, depending on how you set the first parameter.

The read routine only reads up to the last nonspace character in a field. If

you are reading two columns for labels, this routine adds spaces to the

first field (lines 720 and 730) before concatenating it to the second.

Lines 760 through 970 read the values in the column you have select-

ed to graph. Line 790 calls the read routine, which returns a string vari-

able. Line 800 uses VAL to convert the string to a numeric variable to be

evaluated. If the values are found to be ungraphable (try to imagine

graphing a negative number in a pie chart), the program warns you and

continues. If it finds no graphable fields, it teUs you so and sends you

back to the parameter screen. If it finds that some fields can be graphed

and some can't, it asks whether you want to continue.

Arranging the Data. Line 980 begins the sorting routine. Ifyou tell it

not to sort, it moves on. Otherwise it goes into the least efficient sorting

routine ever conceived. Don't ever use this routine if you have to sort a

lot of material. Given that we only have to sort eighteen fields here, the

routine works just fine.

The virtue of this routine is that it is easy to understand, as sort rou-

tines go. Line 1020 selects the appropriate comparison statement, either

line 1050 or 1070, depending on whether you told it to sort values or la-

bels. The values are stored in a numerical array, VI , and the labels are

stored in a string array, LIS.

When the program sorts labels, it wants to put the list in alphabetical

order. It looks for the string with the lowest ASCII value and puts this

value first. This is how Applesoft interprets "if L1$(GF) < L1$(CF)" in

line 1050.

When the program sorts the list by values, it is looking for the field

with the highest value—the biggest slice of the pie—to put first.

The search loop (lines 1030 through 1080) finds the data element to

put first on the list, whether that is the first label alphabetically or the

greatest value numerically. Line 1090 copies the selected data element

onto another list (the L$ and V arrays) and then sets the label in the LIS

array to a high ASCII value, CHRS(95), and sets the value in the VI ar-

ray to a low numerical value, zero, ensuring that neither of them will be

selected again.

The outer loop (lines 1010 through 1110) repeats this process until all

the data has been copied from one list to the other in the correct order.

At the same time it counts the total value of all the data into the vari-

able TV.

If the list was not sorted, lines 1130 through 1170 copy the list from

the LIS and VI arrays to the L$ and V arrays in the original order, also
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adding up the total value of the data into TV. This variable is used later

to determine which portion of the whole pie each slice represents.

Lines 1230 through 1260 print some pertinent information that you

aren't likely to see because the screen switches to graphics soon after-

ward. These lines are included as a debugging tool. If the computer

seems to be scrambling data, add 1255 stop to the program to find out

what's going on.

This next routine does some final number-crunching and then starts

the actual plotting.

1270 REM FORMAT CHART
1280 D = 1:F = 2: IF PR(5) = 0 THEN D = 4

1290 CO = PR(4)

1300 IF PR(5) = 0 THEN 1360
1310 ROT= 0

1320 RA = (280 - ((LL + 3) * 6 + 20)) / 2: IF RA > 88 THEN RA =

88: REM RADIUS
1330 XC = RA + 4:YC = RA + 12

1340 XW = 2 * RA + 12:YW = (192 - (NF * 7)) / 2

1350 GOTO 1400

1360 RA = (280 - ((NG + 4) * 7)) / 2: IF RA > 92 THEN RA = 92:

REM RADIUS
1370 ROT= 48
1380 XC = RA + 13:YC = 96
1390 XW = RA * 2 + 12:YW = (192 + ((LL + 4) * 6)) / 2

1400 HGR2 : HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,191 TO
0,191 TO 0,0: SCALE= 1

1410 RA = RA + 1: HPLOT FN X(0), FN Y(0)

1420 FOR CD = 0 TO 2 * PI STEP .04: HPLOT TO FN X(CD), FN
Y(CD): NEXT :RA = RA - 1

1430 CI = PR(6) * 2 * PI / 360
1440 FOR NS = 1 TO NG
1450 C2 = CI + V(NS) * 2 * PI / TV
1460 ON PR(4) + 1 GOSUB 3000,2900
1470 CI = C2
1480 NEXT
1490 PR(4) = CO
1500 W$ = LE$(PR(2)): IF PR(5) = 0 THEN X = 3:Y = (192 + ( LEN

(W$) * 6)) / 2: GOSUB 9000: GOTO 1520
1510 X = (280 -

( LEN (W$) * 6)) / 2:Y = 3: GOSUB 9000
1520 HOME : GET A$
1530 TEXT : VTAB 1: PRINT "PIE CHART COMPLETED"
1540 PRINT : PRINT " 1. RETURN TO MENU"
1550 PRINT " 2. SEE CHART"
1560 PRINT " 3. RESET PARAMETERS"
1570 VTAB 7: HTAB 1: PRINT "WHAT NOW? ";: GET A$:A = VAL

(A$)

1580 IF A < 1 OR A > 3 THEN 1570
1590 ON A GOTO 2400,1600,140
1600 POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: GOTO 1520
2400 REM RETURN TO MENU
2410 HOME : PRINT "INSERT PROGRAM DISK IN DRIVE 1": PRINT

"AND HIT ANY KEY.";: GET A$
2420 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (4);"RUN MENU,D1"

Once everything is read and sorted, lines 1270 through 2440 do the

artual graphing. Line 1280 sets the values of D and F, flags for the hi-res

print routine, based on whether you said you wanted the chart sideways

or upright. The style parameter also determines which of two formatting

routines the program uses.

If the chart is to be upright, the labels will be printed beside it. Line

1320 determines the radius based on the length of the longest label (LL).

If the chart is to be on its side, the labels will be below it (that is, on the

right on your screen, but at the bottom when you print the chart). The
radius is determined in line 1360, based on the number of labels. The idea

is to fill the space available by varying the size of the circle.

Other considerations based on the style parameter are the location of

the center of the circle (XC,YC), the rotation of the character shapes,

and the location of the labels (XW,YW).
After the format of the chart is determined, the program turns on hi-

res page two, draws a box around the edges, draws a circle (lines 1410

and 1420), and begins the actual graphing.

The Plot Thickens. Lines 1440 through 1480 loop through the valid

data fields, each of which becomes one slice of the pie. Line 1460 calls ei-

ther the color slice routine or the black-and-white slice routine. Then

lines 1500 and 1510 put the label on the top of the chart (whether the

"top" happens to be the actual top of the screen or the side). Lines 1520

through 1600 give you your options at this point, which are pretty self-

explanatory.

Lines 2400 through 2420 comprise a routine to return you to the

Mem program covered last month. Running Menu replaces Pie Chart in

memory; so you might want to replace this routine with a simple end
statement until you have Pie Chart debugged and saved.

This next section is the routine that is called to write labels. It deter-

mines where the labels go and in what direction, depending on the style

parameter.

2700 REM LABEL ROUTINE
\ kj Wi) — — + L!|)(No)

2720 IF PR(5) = 1 THEN 2780
2730 REM SIDEWAYS
2740 XW = XW + 7:X = XW:Y = YW - 12: GOSUB 9000
2750 IF PR(4) = 0 THEN 2840
2760 HCOLOR= CN: FOR Y = YW - 2T0 YW + 3: HPLOTXW,YTO

XW + 4,Y: NEXT Y
2770 GOTO 2850
2780 REM UPRIGHT
2790 YW = YW + 7:X = XW + 12:Y = YW: GOSUB 9000
2800 IF PR(4) = 0 THEN 2840
2810 HCOLOR= CN: FOR X = XW - 3T0 XW + 2: HPLOTX,YWTO

X,YW + 5: NEXT X
2820 HCOLOR= INT (CN / 5) * 4 + 3: HPLOT XW - 3,YW TO XW +

2,YW TO XW + 2,YW + 5 TO XW - 3,YW + 5 TO XW - 3,YW
2830 GOTO 2850
2840 DRAW CN + 22 AT XW.YW
2850 RETURN

The next subroutine, called from line 1460, draws one slice of pie in

color.

2900 REM COLOR SLICE ROUTINE
2910 CN = CN + 1: IF CN = 4 THEN CN = 5

2920 IF CN = 7 THEN PR(4) = 0:CN = 1: GOTO 3020
2930 HCOLOR= CN
2940 FOR CD = CI TO C2 STEP .01

2950 HPLOT XC.YC TO FN X(CD), FN Y(CD)

2960 NEXT
2970 HCOLOR= INT (CN / 5) * 4 + 3: HPLOT FN X(C1), FN Y(C1)

TO XC,YC TO FN X(C2), FN Y(C2)

2980 GOSUB 2700
2990 RETURN

Color Coordination. The color slice routine draws a slice ofthe pie in

color by drawing lines of that color from the center to closely spaced

points on the edge. Line 2970 draws lines around the slice in the white

(hcolor is set to 3 or 7) that won't clash with the slice color.

The color slice routine uses only five colors. If there are more than

five elements of data, the rest of the slices are drawn by the black-and

white slice routine. This is one reason you might want to sort the data by

value, so that in a color chart the largest slices will be the ones in color.

Of course, if you selected a black-and-white chart, the program will

use this next routine to create all of the slices. The black-and-white slice

routine is both simpler and quicker than the color slice routine. It merely

draws the leading edge of each slice and puts an identifying letter in the

center of the slice.

3000 REM B&W SLICE ROUTINE
3010 CN = CN + 1

3020 HCOLOR= 3

3030 HPLOT XC,YC TO FN X(C2), FN Y(C2)

3040 RA = RA * .7: DRAW CN + 22 AT FN X((C1 + C2) / 2), FN
Y((C1 + C2) / 2):RA = RA / .7

3050 GOSUB 2700
3060 RETURN

Now you have all the necessary components of the SoftGraph sys-

tem for creating pie charts. Use the Data Editor to enter the information

you want to graph, the Pie Chart program to graph it, and the disk menu
in the Menu program to save the data or the graph to disk. Next month

we'll wrap things up with a bar and line chart program. We'll also talk

about printing the charts. jm
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WhenWill

We/They
Get To Play

Good -Apple

BRIDGE?
Remember the bridge players in college? The ones who dropped their

classes unofficially and spent their days in the student union scrutinizing

pasteboards and calling out incomprehensible bids? Now think of your

neighborhood hacker, the prodigy who is more turned on by control

codes than by the opposite sex. See how much he has in common with

bridge addicts—relatively high intelligence, for instance, a fascination

with abstract things, a love of problem-solving for its own sake, and a

willingness to live mostly in his head? That kid will spend hours reading

symbols his parents can't decipher, occasionally cackling or emitting

other nutty noises.

By the way, those bridge addicts pored over pages of peculiar sym-

bols, too—the only books they read in college (after conversion from

Protestantism to bridge) were manuals on abstruse bidding methods, or

exotic styles of trump coup.

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Goren. ... So these

two sorts of people have lots in common (except that bridge players are

generally social creatures, hackers usually not). Then what could be more

logical than computer bridge games, or computer bridge tutors? And
why don't we have more bridge programs, and better ones than sit be-

side my disk drive at the moment? All that a bridge book can do, a com-

puter teacher can do better and faster.

Just make sure the computer teacher knows how to defend against a

dam clever finesse after school.

BY Win BLEVIhS V





PKASO
Printer Interface Family

Wdcomes the
New Apple //e...

AAfe work together.
/

The PKASO family makes you
and your Apple Computer
a master of text and graphics.

ni/ A c/^
PKASO Interfaces
come complete
with Cable,
Instructional

Diskette and
Comprehensive
Manual.

printer—select character sizes, vary line spacing,
even print in colors. Simple PKASO commands
make these features usable from the keyboard or a
program.

PKASO also adds features to your system. Press a
few keys and get a snapshot "dump" of the image
you see on the screen—text or graphics. Add new
characters and symbols that you couldn't print

before, using our SuperFont^'' system. Add our

new Pipeline printing buffer and your printer

can take its time while you and your Apple move
on to the next task. The Pipeline is a modular add-
on to the standard PKASO board.

The PKASO interface is designed for Apple II and
Apple /// in all the popular configurations. It prints

in full color on the IDS Prism Printer, and in striking

black on 0. Itoh, Centronics, Epson, IDS, NEC, and
Okidata matrix printers.

NEW!
The IS Pipeline'" Printing Buffer
with Random Access Printing
stores paragraphs or pictures
for printing in any order—any
number of times!

Universal—works with any
parallei [Centronics style] com-
puter/printer combinations.

8K to 128K Bytes of memory
with data compression for effi-

cient use of memory space.

Interactive Structures Inc.

146 Montgomery Avenue
Bolo Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667-1713
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Your Apple circumvents lots of little nuisances of bridge playing. It

deals hands much faster than you can deal them manually—and its

hands are truly random. You can save hands for later study or for com-

parison with how your friends do in the same circumstances. In addi-

tion, you never get stuck being short a fourth player. Nor a third, nor a

second.

The Apple's main advantage, though, is that it provides you the op-

portunity to practice. Suppose you want to learn tactics for any of the

dozens of bridge situations that crop up continually. For instance, when

you have eight spades, including the ace, king, and jack, and your oppo-

nents have five, including the queen and ten, how do you keep them to a

minimum of tricks? A bridge book can only give you rules of thumb and

a couple of printed illustrations. Your Apple can give you dozens or hun-

dreds of real-life situations to try yourself against, situations that would

take years to duplicate with manual dealing. Where a book can basically

just tell you what happens when you try a particular approach, a com-

puter can let you actually see repeatedly what happens.

Suppose you're a relative novice who just needs practice trying to

make bids in gamelike situations. You can't practice alone effectively be-

cause you have to see your opponents' cards to play for them. But your

computer can make a good opponent, as good at playing bridge as the

person who writes the program.

A Blackwood Bid to Programmers. Consider how inconvenient the

books on bridge are, with their diagrams of hands, their pat examples,

and their dense paragraphs of exposition. Then consider how splendidly

they have sold over the years, even with their handicaps. It ought to in-

spire someone to move into that limited but dependable market, starting

with computer versions of classic books like Watson's The Play of the

Hand and a popular bridge practice game like Auto Bridge.

Unfortunately, three of the four bridge programs written for the Ap-

ple don't take advantage of the possibilities of the computer. The pub-

lisher of the fourth declined to have it reviewed for this article—or at all.

The best of the three is probably the least ambitious: Bridge Partner.

Boot the program and it immediately gives you several options—getting^^
random hands to bid and play, getting random hands within point-value

ranges that you choose, setting up your own deal, or loading deals

from disk.

After you choose, the screen displays your hand and your partner's

and asks you to name a contract. When you've done that, it plays against

you as you try to make good. The big problem is that it doesn't play good
defense—at a nickel a point, you should be so lucky as to get its

opening leads.

Still, you get to practice making your contracts—slams, games, or

partials. You can replay them if you like; better yet, you can shuffle only

the defensive hands and play again.

Setting up your own deal can be intriguing if, say, you want to try

again on a hand that got the best of you the night before. But the best

strategy seems to be to try to make contracts with hands selected for the

high-card points you choose—an hour, say, of trying to make partials, or

half an afternoon practicing slams.

A useful and entertaining program, but not a tough enough

opponent.

Down Three, Vulnerable. The more ambitious programs. Bridge Tu-

tor and Bridge Tutor with Precision and Scientific Bidding, promise more
than they deliver. They're sound enough in bridge theory and technique,

but woeful as teaching devices.

Instead of integrating dictum and example, theory and experience,

the designer separated them on two disks. Volume one is essentially a

long lecture divided into subjects. Volume two offers randomly gen-

erated hands for practicing opening bids, responses, elemental plays, and

others. Unfortunately, the precepts offered in volume one come too

thick and fast for absorption and mostly without examples or any op-

portunity to participate. Volume two lets you practice and lets you know
whether you're right or wrong—but provides no reason as to why you're

mistaken, nor any explanation of the correct play. This reticence can be

annoying, especially when the program seems to be violating the guide-

lines it set down.

The version with precision and scientific bidding is identical to the

basic version, except that it offers two extra files in each volume. But be-

cause theory is so removed from experience and because the teaching

seems so rule-oriented and unwilling to explain, most players will find

this exposition of precision and scientific bidding too forbidding.

The final disappointment: neither Bridge Tutor nor Bridge Tutor with

^V ^
Precision and Scientific Bidding includes an opportunity to play a com-

plete hand.

Looking for a Grand Slam. None of these three programs is easy to

find. No one picked up Bridge Partner'?, contract when it feU victim to

VisiCorp's layoff of all its game software a year or so ago; and the Bridge

Tutor?, seem to have faded from sight along with Apple's Special Deliv-

ery line of software, although theoretically they're still available through

Apple.

But even when they were new and eminently buyable, these pro-

grams made few inroads into a market that seems ideal: bridge attracts

people capable of monomaniacal passions, just as computers do; buffs

are generally brighter and more affluent than average—the sort of peo-

ple who buy personal computers; and the computer is spectacularly ca-

pable of speaking to their needs.

We'll be waiting, programmers. Dl

If you're interested in these programs—and each does have value—the following

information should provide enough clues to begin a search; try dealers too, be-

cause even if they don't stock the programs they may know how to get them.

Bridge Tutor, by Alex Hanuse in conjunction with Apple Computer, two disks, re-

quires Integer Basic; $40. Bridge Tutor with Precision and Scientific Bidding, same

author, same stats; $60. Bridge Partner, by George Duisman, VisiCorp,

ROM Applesoft, 32 K; $19.99.

Basic Extension
for the Apple ///

If you program in Business Basic,

you shouldn't be without it.

- High speed disk routines, 10 times faster

than Basic, up to 30% savings in disk space.

- Access to any block on a disk.

- Change file types.

- Array manipulation, insert - delete

elements, move sections of arrays, search

arrays.

- Character Set Editor, create or edit your

own character sets.

- Disk Block Editor, view or edit any block on
a disk.

- Reset protection.

- And more, all for only *95.

Foxware Products - (801) 364-0394

165 West Mead Ave., Salt Lake City, Ut. 84101

Apple /// is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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DONT MSS APPLHEST FOR 1983

THE WORUrS LARGEST EXPOSmON
EXCUKIVEY FOR APPLE OWNfflS

Each show features hundreds of exhibits of the newest,

state-of-the-art products for the Apple. You can see and

try out software for every conceivable application—from

arcade games to investment programs, music to machine

language, teaching systems to accounting packages, word

processors to graphics processors. You can sample

hundreds of different peripherals, including printers, hard

disks, modems, memory cards, video displays and

synthesizers, plus accessories, publications and invaluable

support services.

Applefest is the place to view the most technologically

advanced products for the Apple.

At Applefest you can try out and compare hundreds of

products in an exciting, information-filled environment. You
can learn more in two days than you could in months of

visiting computer stores and reading trade journals.

And , best of all
,
everything on display at Applefest is for

sale at special show prices, so you can save hundreds-
even thousands— of dollars by making your purchases

at the show.

This year a whole new conference program is being

introduced to Applefests nationwide. The program will show

Daily Registration Fees
Exhibits-only badges are $8 per day, and the

Conference Program is $15 per day.

Special Pre-Registration Discount

If you plan to attend Applefest save now with advance

registration. Three-day Exhibits and Conference

badges are $48, you save $21 . Three-day Exhibits

only badges at $18, you save $6.

Additional Information

To receive more information about attending or

exhibiting at Applefest, including the Conference,

Seminar, Workshop and Panel Discussions

Program, or information on local hotels call

617-739-2000 or 800-841-7000 (Boston)

.

you how to squeeze absolutely the most power, versatility

and usefulness out of your Apple.

Seminars and workshops will teach you the ins and outs •

'

of buying software intelligently, using spreadsheet and

database programs, putting Apples to work in classrooms

and using the Apple as a management tool. You'll learn

about new programming languages, important applications

for telecommunications, exciting ways to use graphics

and more.

No matter what you do (or want to do) with your Apple, the

Applefest seminars and workshops will help you do it better.

Software Spotlights will provide an in-depth, understandable

look at hundreds of different software packages. Each

Spotlight will cover the features, capabilities and limitations

of a group of packages, to help you find the software that's

best suited to your applications. Experts will be on hand to

answer all your questions.

So plan on attending Applefest for 1983—the biggest and

best Apple-user show ever. It'll be a mind-expanding

experience for both you and your Apple.

appkz

Applefest/Anaheim:

Friday-Sunday, April 15-17, 1983

Anaheim Convention Center •

10:30AM-5:30PM daily

Applefest/Boston:

Friday-Sunday, May 13-15, 1983 y

Bayside Exposition Center

10:30AM-5:30PM daily

Applefest/San Francisco:

Friday-Sunday, October 28-30, 1983

Moscone Center

10:30AM-5:30PM daily . .

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks and service marks of Apple
Computer, Inc. Any Questions? Call 800-841-7000 (Boston)
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When Fortune publishes its next index to the

five hundred largest companies in the nation,

Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA) will be one of

them. The upstart company with the unbusi-

nesslike name took on the many times larger

Tandy Corporation and barely flinched when

mammoth International Business Machines de-

cided to vie for its territory; it has now become

the youngest company ever to join Fortune's

elite. No one else has progressed so far in five

years.

Just wondering ... if the company had been

called Jobs/Wozniak Computers, Inc., and the

product we all know and love had come out as

the JW-6500I, would we be writing this now? Of
course, if the Steves had been the kind of peo-

ple who'd choose such names, it's questionable

whether the Apple would have been the com-

puter it is.

It's no news that Apple revealed the He and

Lisa at its annual shareholders' meeting Jan-

uary 19; what was less ballyhooed is that a real

meeting took place, too. Therein it was re-

vealed that Apple lis in users' hands now num-

ber somewhere around seven hundred fifty

thousand, that there are now nearly sixty mil-

lion shares of Apple stock spread among nearly

forty-four thousand people, and that Decem-

ber's Apple sales of more than eighty-eight mil-

lion dollars made Apple the first billion-dollar

company in the field of personal computer

products. That's extrapolating, of course; no

calendar year's sales have reached the Big

Billion yet.

Apple's shareholders confirmed the current

board of directors for another term; 99 percent

of the 79.7 percent of shareholders voting rati-

fied board members Steve Jobs, Mike Mark-
kula, Peter Crisp, Philip Schlein, Henry Sin-

gleton, and Arthur Rock. That's one heck of a

vote of confidence. Even greater confidence fell

to Arthur Young and Company, which re-

ceived only a handful less than 100 percent of

the vote in favor of its continuing as Apple's ac-

countants.

Shareholders also agreed to a three and a

half million share increase in the stock avail-

able to Apple's employees as stock options.

Steve Jobs attributed the failure of the bill to

allow tax breaks for computer donations to

schools to Kansas's Senator Robert Dole, a

member of the Senate Finance Committee

—

which is where the bill broke down after pass-

ing handily in the House of Representatives.

Former California governor Jerry Brown came
to the rescue as best he could, however, with a

state bill giving just such a break for donations

to California schools. As a result, every ele-

mentary and secondary school in the state of

California will have an Apple lie, compliments

of Apple. That's ten thousand schools.

Apple's willing to do it for the rest of the

country; naysayers prevent it often with the

argument, "So what? They'll only do it to get

the tax break." So what again. No company
could give out so much product free of charge

and survive without some break, and even if the

company profited from the gifts—wouldn't the

kids too? If you're for the bill, get behind it.

Write to Dole, your congresspersons, the presi-

dent, the dogcatcher—whoever you think might

help in this cause. And if you're not for it, voice

your opinion too—but for goodness sake find a

better reason than holier-than-thou altruism.

Perhaps the lightest note of the meeting was

struck when an attendee wanted to know
whether you could use directly all of Lisa's

thirty-two bits instead of only sixteen, and, if

not, when you'd be able to? Steve Jobs an-

swered three times with increasing detail, but

the questioner wouldn't be satisfied. Finally,

Jobs set the issue at rest, quipping, "You can

use the thirty-two-bit architecture right now,

once you get inside the chip—as long as you're

an electron."

Tourists beware: it is against the law to

bring an Apple look-alike computer into the

country. The U.S. Customs Service is cracking

down on the importation of the cheap Apple

copies—coming primarily from Taiwan—seiz-

ing fake Apples and software at points of entry

all along the West Coast and in Honolulu.

3Com (Mountain View, CA) has signed a

multimillion-dollar contract with Apple to pro-

vide Ethernet local networking products for

Apples. "When you add high-speed local com-

munication between personal computers, you

add an entirely new dimension to their capa-

bilities," says 3Com president Bill Krause. The

Apple user can share peripherals and a data-

base of common information, as well as take

advantage of personal electronic communica-

tions facilities. Under the terms of the current

agreement, Apple will immediately integrate

Ethernet hardware and software products into

its product offerings, including Lisa. Shipments

from 3Com to Apple will continue through

June 1986.

E. Floyd Kvamme, formerly president of

National Semiconductor's computer manufac-

turing subsidiary, has been hired by Apple to fill

the new post of vice president in charge of mar-

keting and sales. The position was temporarily

filled last year by Apple chief executive A. C.

Markkula, Jr.

Penguin Software (Geneva, IL) continues

to blaze trails in redefining the term "user

friendly." Having last year removed the copy

protection from its graphics utilities, the plucky

company is now cutting its game software

prices. Effective March 1, all Penguin games
will cost $19.95.

"A lot of people are going to question our

sanity again," says Penguin prexy Mark Pel-

czarski. "We're going to try it for six months as

an experiment, and if we're right we'll contin-

ue." Penguin wants it known that this is a mar-

keting decision and will not affect software de-

velopment policies—they will still sell no game
before its time.

The company will not be able to make
retroactive adjustments for dealers, distribu-

tors, or consumers who bought a Penguin game
for $30 or $35 at, say, midnight on February 28.

Any purchasers who should find themselves in

such a position are encouraged to look on the

price change as a savings on future purchases.

Dealers and distributors should contact Pen-

guin at (312) 232-1984 about current inventory.

CompuVision, creator of a computerized

software demonstration system for retailers, has

relocated to a new facility, doubling its office

space. Formerly of San Jose, the company's

West Coast sales and customer service depart-

ments are now at 3140 De La Cruz Boulevard,

Suite 101, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Two region-

al customer service representatives serving the

northern California and New York areas have

been added, and two more are planned for Dal-

las and Chicago. The CompuVision system

works like a jukebox of videotaped presenta-

tions on selected software programs, and con-

sists of a nineteen-inch color monitor, video

player, and custom-designed interface system

housed in a floor-standing system.

Epyx/Automated Simulations (Sunnyvale,

CA) has elected its board of directors. Sam
Bernstein is an independent marketing consult-

ant in Cupertino, California; Joseph Horowitz

is a venture capital investor and associate at

U.S. Ventures in Menlo Park, California; and

William P. Lanphear IV is a venture capital in-

vestor and partner in the Early Stages partner-

ship of San Francisco. In his address to share-

holders, president James Connelley an-

nounced that the sales rate of Epyx strategy

games for fiscal 1982 was "three times that of

the previous year, and is forecast to grow by a

factor of five by the end of fiscal 1983."

The latest companies to enter into distribu-

tion agreements with Softsel (Inglewood, CA)
are PromptDoc (Colorado Springs, CO) and

Innovative Computer Products (Tarzana, CA).

The Inglewood distributor will carry the

PromptDoc Manual Maker, an aid to docu-

mentation writing, and Innovative's line of Per-

fectData computer care products.

Spinnaker Software (Cambridge, MA), a

publisher of educational game programs, has

completed second-round financing of $1.5 mil-
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Sia Lux, involved with Silicon Valley Systenns's seminar and training progranns, and Rainbow the

mime help Scott in his first encounter with an Apple at a group home in Palo Alto.

lion with four investment firms: New Enter-

prise Associates of San Francisco, Harvard

Management of Boston, Alex Brown and Sons

of Baltimore, and L.F. Rothschild, Unterberg,

Towbin ofNew York. Chairman William Bow-

man reported that the company took orders for

forty-five thousand copies of its first four edu-

cational games between September 1 and De-

cember 10 of last year, exceeding its forecast fig-

ures by 400 percent.

Software Dimensions (Citrus Heights, CA)
has expanded its distribution network. Soft-

ware Distributors and Micro D will act as na-

tional distributors; CompuServe will cover the

Western Canada region; and Zainax Systems

will serve the mid-Atlantic. Internationally,

Arabian Computer serves Saudi Arabia and the

Middle East, and Mediatech distributes to the

United Kingdom. The company has intro-

duced new packaging for its line of accounting

software and has rewritten all documentation to

improve ease of use. It has also developed a

training program for retailers, consisting of a

videotape, a training manual, a quarterly news-

letter, and a toll-free support line: (800) 824-

1212; in CaHfornia, (800) 822-3303.

You've heard, no doubt, about the com-

puter revolution. If you're like most people in

the world, you ask: How much of this "revolu-

tion" is genuine, positive social change and how
much is pure hype? What are the goals of this

revolution—the Fortune 500 or the betterment

of humankind?

What would Orwell say if he were alive to-

day? You'll hear that question a lot in the next

two years. Are personal computers spreading

totalitarianism? Or are they the key to ending

tyranny forever?

It all comes down to who is using a

computer for what purpose.

On January 15, the overwhelmingly posi-

tive aspects of the computer revolution were

demonstrated in a group home for the educa-

tionally retarded in Palo Alto, California. More
than half a dozen employees of Silicon Valley

Systems donated their time, software, and com-

puters to the admirable task of introducing the

technology to some of those less fortunate than

most of us.

Silicon Valley's president, Nathan Schul-

hof, personally took charge of making the ar-

rangements with Joe Eller, director of the Palo

Alto group home. Six young people live in the

home learning basic survival skills that, Eller

says, "most of us have assimilated in the course

of growing up and take for granted."

While the Silicon Valley folks set up several

Apples and an Atari, a mime known as Rain-

bow (the one in Silicon Valley's Word Handler

advertisements) entertained the residents of the

home. He was a big hit and almost upstaged the

true stars of the day. But when the computers

were up and running the enthusiastic young

adults took to them with vigor.

Silicon Valley employees demonstrated a

variety of software that included educational

programs, games, and word processing. The

games got the best reponse; the bright smiles

and laughter in the house were evidence that the

affair was a success.

The presentation was short, but its legacy

will live on. Silicon Valley donated a computer

to the group home, as well as a number of soft-

ware packages. They believed the group home
residents could benefit from the incorporation

of microcomputers into the learning process.

Although it's not an academic situation, the

group home emphasizes independent living

skills and self-sufficiency. Personal computers,

on a one-to-one basis with an educationally

handicapped person, are well-suited to these

kinds of goals.

Silicon Valley Systems plans to make these

presentations once a month to similar groups

that wouldn't normally have the opportunity,

usually for economic reasons, for contact with

computer technology. In February, the com-

pany visited the Children's Hospital at Stan-

ford University.

So, amid all those integrated circuits and in-

dustrial parks that are evident throughout Sili-

con Valley, there is a heart. Rather than spread-

ing tyranny and enslaving the masses, the com-

puter revolution is opening doors. What's on

the other side is what we all want it to be. The

future that is ours is that of the residents of Joe

Eller's group home as well.

We are all equal in the eyes of the com-

puter.

Jim Harris, former marketing manager of

Intel's software distribution and support opera-

tions, has been appointed general manager of

the OEM group at Microsoft (Bellevue, WA).
He will be responsible for the management and

direction of the domestic OEM organization, its

language offerings, operating systems, and pro-

ductivity software.

Fourteen distributors have been signed to

carry the educational game programs produced

by the Learning Company (Portola Valley,

CA). Micro D and Softsel are their major com-
mercial American distributors, with Bell &
Howell largely serving the educational market.

Others are Software Distribution Services, East-

em Software Distributors, Micro Distributors,

First Software, Mobilsoft, Soft Center Distrib-

utors, and Hayloft Distributing.

WIDL Video (Chicago, IL) has filed suit

against Advanced Software Technology (Kan-

sas City, MO), publishers of Vanloves Apple

Software Directory, and its president, Rolland

Love. Filed in the United States District Court

for the Northern District of Illinois, the suit al-

leges that the 1983 Vanloves Apple II/III Soft-

ware Directory contains hundreds of software

listings copied directly from WIDL's Blue Book

COLOR SLIDES
FROM YOUR APPLE

vTM

\^SUDE EXPRESS
Turns your Apple 11*

Hi Res Graphics
into 35mm Color Slides

Have slides made from:

• Apple Business Graphics*
• Executive Briefing System +

• Visiplot*

• Ottier 33 or 34 Sector
Binary Picture Files

Slides for

• Meetings* Conferences
• Lectures •Trade Shows
for only $6.00 per Slide

($30.00 minimum)
Turnabout Time - 5 Days
For information coll or v\/rite:
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180 Metro Park, Rochester, NY 14623

(716) 424-5300
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Corp tTrademark of Personal Computer. Inc Computer
Slide Express is a trademark of Visual Horizons Inc
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for the Apple Computer, this in violation of

Copyright Act 17 U.S.C. 501. Additional

counts against Advanced Technology include

common-law unfair competition, deceptive

trade practices, and deceptive business prac-

tices. WIDL is seeking a preliminary federal in-

junction against Advanced Technology and a

court order to ban further sales of the di-

rectories.

Mind Games (Beverly Hills, CA) is the lat-

est game software house to appear on the scene.

Founded by Greg Segall and Gil Beyda, the

company has debuted with The Desecration, the

first of a planned line of "Adventurecade"

games, in which several arcade game sequences

are integrated into the plot of a graphic

adventure.

Don Williams, former sales support man-

ager for Apple Computer and author of Desk-

top Plan, has cofounded Desktop Computer

Software (Santa Cruz, CA) with his son, Mi-

chael. In announcing the new company, Wil-

liams stated that his intent was to "establish a

publishing house geared toward the independ-

ent author and low-cost 'commodity' soft-

ware programs in the decision-support area. As

the author of the first financial modeling pro-

gram for microcomputers, I've seen the micro

software industry come out of nowhere and be-

come a several-hundred-million-dollar busi-

ness. In the race to secure early market share

and control of distribution, many of the origi-

nal software publishers have turned away from

the independent author. Instead, these publish-

ers have turned to in-house development. Yet,

without those early software development en-

trepreneurs and their innovative products like

VisiCalc, none of these publishers would likely

exist today."

Williams, after managing IBM's senior

executive computer education program, wrote

Desktop Plan as director of dealer development

at PolyMorphic Systems in September 1978,

turning it over to VisiCorp when he joined Ap-

ple. His goal is to produce a new generation of

executive software products that emulate user

thought processes and can be learned by the

novice user in a few minutes.

D Ultra Magnetics (Watsonville, CA), manu-
facturer of flexible disks, has appointed Jim
Brashers director of quality assurance. He was
formerly with Pragma Data Systems as man-
ager of quality activities and was previously in-

volved in quality control for Amdahl, Verba-

tim, and Memorex.
Speaking of which: Verbatim (Sunnyvale,

CA) has announced the promotion of three

executives to the level of senior vice president.

Hal Acuff is senior vice president, software, and

president of Da kin 5, Verbatim's software sub-

sidiary in Denver. Dr. Geoffrey Bate has been

named senior vice president of research and de-

velopment, and Marshall Hart is now senior

vice president, quality.

Q CompuShop (Richardson, TX), a national

computer retail chain, has gained three cor-

porate officers. Company controller Nancy
Ross is now also vice president, as are manager

of operations Charles Huffand director of mer-

chandising Joe Harmon. President Jim Shuster

expressed confidence in the management team

in implementing CompuShop's expansion

plans, which call for thirty-six stores open by

October 1983.

D VisiCorp (San Jose, CA) has added three

people to its marketing division. (No one does

anything by twos anymore.) David Spencer,

late of Clorox, is director of marketing com-

munications. A. W. Pirtle, director of market-

ing for large accounts such as IBM, Apple,

Tandy, and DEC, brings data processing sales

management experience from ITT Courier,

where he was vice president of marketing for in-

ternational product support. Peter Schireson,

sales education manager, is in charge of

VisiCorp's education and training programs.

_Voice Machine Communications Inc.

VOICE INPUT MODULE
for Apple II®

FEATURES
No application programming necessary

Near perfect recognition 9S% +

Unlimited vocabulary using eighty word/phrase subsets

Recognizes anybody's voice

Mulii-lingual recognition

Allows simultaneous input of voice and keyboard

APPLICATIONS
The VIM is designed to add voice input

to ANY existing Apple II application:

Word Processing

Data Input and Retrieval

Education

Business

Graphics

Industrial Automation

Programming

Measurement, Inspection

and Testing

Control Systems

Games and Entertainment

Aid for Handicapped

DESCRIPTION
The VIM converts spoken words to commands or data for

your application programs. The Voice Input Module has

unexcelled spoken word recognition accuracy at an un-

matchable price

For ordering or information contact:

VOICE MACHINE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

10522 Covington Circle, Villa Park, CA 92667

Phone |7I4) 639-6150

VIM FOR APPLE II CONTAINS:
Voice Input Module 2020C with:
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6K03 hiRh speed microcomputer
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Microphone, Users Manual, cables and connector:

PRICE; $825 00 Maslcrcard Vis icptcd Dealer Inquirv Inv

He holds a Ph.D. from Harvard University

Graduate School of Education.

Formerly a regional software distributor in

the northern California area, SKU (Berkeley,

CA) has gone national, opening a warehouse in

Edison, New Jersey, in December with two
more to open in the South this month. Offering

personalized inventory planning, computerized

stock control, technical evaluation of new
software packages, a technical hot line during

store hours, and buyback of dealer inventories,

the company signed an additional thirty retail-

ers to its software supply program in Decem-
ber, bringing its total number of retail custom-

ers to twelve hundred.

Ferox Microsystems (Arlington, VA) has

added three new offices to its Arlington head-

quarters, accommodating its marketing staff

and new director of communications. Colonel

Michael A. Vargosko (U.S. Army, ret.), pre-

viously the Army's chief of media relations.

Peachtree Software (Atlanta, GA) has

signed five distributors to its authorized ware-

house distributor plan whereby computer
dealers can obtain product quickly through

local authorized distributors according to terms

set by the individual distributor. The program is

cost effective, according to director of sales

Mark Pierce, in that Peachtree can "distribute

the cost of selling software to both the sales and
support functions, thereby allowing each to gain

from their particular expertise." The distrib-

utors involved are Byte Industries (Haywood,

CA), Micro D (Fountain Valley, CA), Softsel

(Inglewood, CA), Software Distributors (Cul-

ver City, CA), and Citation Software (Winni-

peg, Canada).

Gessler Educational Software (New York,

NY) has been formed by Gessler Publishing,

the oldest and largest American publisher of

foreign-language supplementary teaching ma-

terials. The company will release its first Apple

software aids for the teaching of French, Span-

ish, German, ItaHan, and English as a second

language this April. Anyone wishing informa-

tion on programs or standards of submission

should contact Seth C. Levin, president, Gess-

ler Publishing, 900 Broadway, New York, NY
10003; (212) 673-3113.

n Wizware, the new line of educational soft-

ware from Scholastic (New York, NY), will be

supported by a ten-person national sales force

and a national accounts manager, a distributor

program, and an advertising campaign sched-

uled to b^in with Scholastic's own publica-

tions, which reach 75 percent of all children in

the United States. The software will be sold

through bookstores, toy and computer stores,

and mass merchandisers. "By the end of 1983

we hope to have five thousand outlets," says

vice president Bruce Butterfield. "We are seek-

ing retail outlets looking to sell a quality line

over the long term, an interactive relationship

that will benefit their business as well as ours."

Q Axlon, makers of Ramdisk memory sys-

tems and the Datalink hand-held communica-

tions terminal, has relocated from its former

Sunnyvale headquarters. The new twenty-two-

thousand-square-foot facility is located at 70
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Daggett Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

D Jim Sadlier, president of Continental Soft-

ware (Los Angeles, CA), has announced the

promotion of four employees. Kathryn Far-

mer, former director of administration, is now
vice president, administration; Mary L. Watt,

previously manager of accounting, is vice presi-

dent, operations; George Rodgers, former man-

ager of production, is vice president, produc-

tion and purchasing; and Jim Densmore has

been promoted from Continental's support staff

to manager of special projects.

PDI (Program Design Inc.), a developer of

educational software, has moved to 95 East Put-

nam Avenue, Greenwich, CT 06830. "The

move was necessitated by our dramatic growth

in the past year," says John Victor, president.

"Both our staff and revenues have doubled

since last January, thereby severely overloading

our previous facilities."

D Systems Plus (Palo Alto, CA) is merchan-

dising its Landlord property management soft-

i ware through a portable counter-top seven-min-

ute presentation for on-site sales and training

applications. "With the slide presentation pre-

senting the information to the customer, it be-

comes more cost-effective than videotapes and

can be taken to the customer's location," says

president Ricit Mehrlich. "The initial cost out-

lay is in the viewer, which can then be used for

presenting other products via the carousel that

fits into the viewing unit." A slide presentation

is under development for the company's Medi-

cal Manager.

Davong president Tom Hong takes a breather af-

ter moving his company to its new headquarters.

n Davong Systems, manufacturer of Win-

chester disk and memory expansion products,

has moved to 610 Palomar Avenue, Sunnyvale,

CA 94086. Their new telephone number is (408)

773-8370. The move to the new twenty thou-

sand-square-foot facility is the result of the 250

percent growth rate the company has experi-

enced since June 1981.

Hayes Microcomputer Products has a new
address: 5923 Peachtree Industrial Boulevard,

Norcross, GA 30092. Daniel McCutcheon, for-

merly manager of software, is now manager of

planning. He will serve as a focus for all plan-
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ning activities, according to president Dennis

Hayes.

D Don't Asli Computer Software is now lo-

cated at 1700 Pontius Avenue, Suite 201, Los

Angeles, CA 90025; telephone (213) 477-4514.

D Douglas McCormick and Christopher

Varley have been named computer-science-

acquisitions editors for the Hayden Book Com-
pany (Rochelle Park, NJ). McCormick, a for-

mer CAD/CAM editor with Design Engineer-

ing, is "looking for manuscripts dealing with

programming, machine-specific hardware, and

related technology." Varley, former software

and computer science book acquisitions editor

for Brady Publishing, is looking for machine-

specific applications and prefers manuscripts ac-

companied by disk.

When Tracy Valleau spoke of having been

on "Apple's recommended programmer list

"

("Programmer for Hire," January 1983),

he was speaking of the past. Back in the wild,

unsettled early days of Silicon Gulch, when a

certain young computer company was looking

for that occasional, exotic rare bird outside the

firm who was actually working with and was

knowledgeable about these new machines, Ap-

ple engineers kept in their heads the names of

local programming types who could be tapped

as new program product testers.

It was printed as a bit of history, not as a

possible job opportunity. Apple would appreci-

ate it if customers would stop calling and ask-

ing how they can get on "the list." There's no

such animal. JM

Most. .

.

Waldo
The Voice-Activated
Home Controi System
For the Apple II^m

Waldo has as standard features:

voice recognition (Note: Waldo's speaking voice is optional)

real-time clock/calendar with battery backup for continuous

operation

BSR X-IO hiome control interface v^/ith master and remote
control modules

stereo music and vast and varied sound effect capabilities

a disc with a full library of application programs incuding the

HOUSEMASTER voice/time control program depicted above

a complete operating manual

Waldo will turn your Apple II into the

command center of your home.

Waldo Is:

• a multi-function circuit board with a complete software

package
• easily plugged into any Apple II computer

• a voice link between you and your computer

• a control link between your computer and
your home

• the heart of a system that will be expanded with

a variety of plug-in components and new software

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Please send me:

WALDO-main board with standard features-$599.00
VOICI-robot type synttiesized voice-$199.00
Additional information

Mall to; ARTRA, INC., P.O. Box 653,

Arlington, VA 22216 (703) 527-0455

Method of Payment:

Check or money order

n Visa/Mastercard

n COD (add S5.00)

Prepaid orders shipped free,

VA residents add 4% sales tax.

Name

Address Apt, #

City State Zip

Visa/Mastercard # . Exp, date

Signature
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In the beginning, the Apple II was considered primarily a game com-

puter. In fact, that's what Steve Wozniak intended it to be.

But Wozniak chewed more than he bit off, and the result was a ma-

chine that suited the needs of business, education, science—-just about

everyone found a good use for the Apple.

Given its purpose in the beginning and given the fact that that begin-

ning took place nearly six years ago, the Apple was way above every-

thing else available at the time. Even its keyboard was the best avail-

able— far superior to the Pet with its calculatorlike keys and the TRS-80

with its barely debounced console.

Now that the Apple II, mostly in its Plus configuration, has proven

itself a popular and capable business machine, its keyboard is a major

shortcoming. After all, built-in lower-case capability is almost a must for

word processing, and financial work cries out for the convenience of a

numeric keypad. No Apple II prior to the He—meaning almost all the

Apples already in circulation—has had either, and even the He lacks the

keypad, although it does have a port for an outside one. But, in the same

spirit that has produced more than 90 percent of all Apple-related prod-

ucts, third-party manufacturers have come to the rescue.

Before we look at the new hardware that has become available, a

brief history of the Apple keyboard is in order. In the beginning, there

was that "really nice keyboard"—the one with the power light that

looked like one of the keys. (Can anyone honestly deny thinking that it

was also the power switch at first?) This keyboard went through several

phases, but, generally speaking, it was a single board unit that attached

directly to the motherboard via a short ribbon cable.

One annoying problem with the old keyboard in its various incarna-

tions was its lack of a true N-key rollover. Rollover is the ability of a key-

board to recognize a keypress even if one or more keys hit previously are

still being held down. Rollover is especially important if you're a fast

typist, since you may strike the next key before fully releasing the pre-

vious one. Thus, with a true N-key (or infinite) rollover keyboard, press-

ing and holding down the keys A, B, and C in order produces the same

results as if each key had been struck and released individually.

The old keyboard had such rollover but it was often limited to two

keys, depending on the specific characters pressed. Thus, pressing more

than two keys in too close a succession had the potential of giving false

results. This same kind of thing may occur when you type run. If you

haven't released the R key by the time you press the N key, you may get

runh. The extra B is a result of the R, U, and N keys being pressed si-

multaneously. Since run is a common command, even hunt-and-p»eck

typists can find themselves typing this too quickly (those who use more
than two fingers, that is).

Although the older keyboards have not been used on Apples for sev-

eral years, the keyboard description and schematic contained on pages

100 through 102 of the Apple II Reference Manual refer to the old

boards. Even the latest revision of the addendum to the reference man-

ual makes no mention of the changes made to the keyboard.

In 1980, however, during the Revision 6 motherboards, Apple Com-
puter introduced the new-style keyboard with a separate piggyback key-

board encoder board. The major reason for the change was that the spe-

cial keyboard encoder IC used by the old keyboards was no longer be-

ing manufactured. By now, the power light had become a square piece of

plastic fiush with the case, and a spring had been added to the reset key

so it would be a little harder to press it accidentally.

The new encoder board now had provisions for requiring a control-

reset operation. And, with a simple modification, the shift keys could be

made to function (more on this later). Although missing the connector,

this board was also designed to accept an external numeric keypad.

The current Apple II Plus keyboards still use this same encoder. The
styling of the keys has changed a little. They now have a "sculptured"

shape that not everyone considers an improvement. One advantage is

that the keys are not as shiny as the old ones, which means that there is

less glare in a harshly lit room. The new keyboard still has only two-key

rollover, but the switch matrix is different. As a result, quick typing of of-

ten-used commands such as run and list (and most other common com-

binations of keystrokes) doesn't generate any extraneous characters.

To rival the state-of-the-art keyboards, several enhancements need to

be made to the Apple keyboard. For starters, the keyboard must allow

the entry of lower-case letters by means of functioning shift keys. Some
form of a shift-lock should also be provided. It would also be nice to re-

gain the missing ASCII characters such as the curly brackets and the

square brackets. Since there aren't any extra keys on the Apple, this will

probably have to be accomplished using various combinations of the

shift and control keys. A ten-key or full financial keypad to facilitate fast

numeric entry would also be a nice improvement. Of course, it would

have to be external.

With all these enhancements, we might also want a FIFO (First-In-

First-Out) keyboard buffer to allow keyboard input even when the com-

puter is busy (for example, when it is accessing a disk). Finally, there are

times when it might be desirable to redefine certain keys or allow one

keystroke to represent an entire string of characters (that is, to create a

keyboard macro). All of these things are possible with the products we're

going to talk about now.

Shift Key Modification. The simplest way to gain lower-case entry

capability for the newer keyboards is through the encoder board itself.

Just to the right of the reset control switch are several holes. If a switch is

mounted here, the shift keys can be made to function normally. (Shift

key modification gives you lower-case entry capability only. If you want

to display lower case on the screen, some form of lower-case adapter or

eighty-column board will, of course, be needed.)

To add the switch, start by removing the encoder board from the

keyboard. This is accomplished with the aid of a small pair of pliers to

free the plastic spacers holding the boards together. By squeezing the tips

of each spacer, you can gently rock the encoder board back and forth

until it is free.

After removing the encoder, examine the area where the switch will

be mounted. There will probably be an outline of the switch and the des-

ignation S2. Note that there are two shorting pads (those bow-tie-shaped

traces) in this area. These must be cut with a razor or sharp knife. Then

add a DPDT (double pole, double throw) switch (C & K type 7201 is

perfect), soldering to the existing holes. Check your work and then re-

place the encoder board back under the keyboard.

The added switch now selects one of two modes. When the switch is

toward the left, the Apple keyboard operates as before; this is also the

shift-lock mode. Moving the switch to the right puts the keyboard in the

lower-case mode and enables the shift keys. This mode can be used for

word processing, for telecommunications, or for when you're working in

Pascal or CP/M. Since Apple's Basic and DOS don't recognize lower-
j

case commands, however, the lack of an external shift-lock key be-
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comes rather cumbersome.

Repeaterrrr. The Repeaterrrr is an auto-repeat adapter from High

Order Micro Electronics. It's easy to install this device on any Revision 6

or above Apple that has the separate encoder board under the key-

board. The Repeaterrrr has an adjustable delay and also uses the Ap-

ple's repeat key to double the repeat rate. Furthermore, this board offers

a convenient place to attach the common "one-wire" shift key modifica-

tion without the need for soldering.

Installation of the Repeaterrrr requires removal of the encoder

board. A small tool that simplifies this operation is included. After

you've separated the twenty-five-pin connector from the keyboard prop-

er, position the Repeaterrrr over the encoder board. If you give it a gen-

tle push, it will slide over all twenty-five pins. In addition to making the

necessary electrical connections, these pins also serve to hold the Re-

peaterrrr firmly in place. Next you must connect a small jumper wire to

one of the components on the encoder board via a simple push-on con-

nector. Finally, the entire assembly must be mated back with the key-

board; this completes the installation procedure.

Initially, the delay before repeating is set at 0.6 seconds. This can be

adjusted, however, to be between 0.3 and 1.3 seconds, or it can be disabled

completely. This is sometimes necessary for playing games that use key-

board control. If you have to turn off the unit, it's a good idea to mark

the control setting before moving it. Then you can return to your previ-

ous delay setting after the game.

The Repeaterrrr works with the newer Apple keyboard and provides

auto-repeat capability.

Vista Model 150 Type-Ahead Buffer. For a very modest price, the

Model 150 from Vista Computer Company adds forty characters of

type-ahead buffering to any Apple II keyboard, including the older-style

keyboard. Installation of the tiny board is quite simple but will probably

require removing the case from your computer. There's no provision for

clearing the buffer, so the control-C interrupt function and many games

may not always work.

The Vista Model 150 type-ahead buffer is compatible with all Apple

II keyboards.

ABT Keypad. Advanced Business Technology makes two versions of

its numeric keypad—one for use with the older one-piece keyboards and

one for the newer type of keyboard. The Type A keypad for older key-

boards connects through the keyboard socket on the motherboard. We
tested the Type B unit, which connects directly into the encoder board.

This connection is made through a nine-pin D-connector that the en-

coder board is designed to accept. Since the mating connector is not sup-

plied by Apple, you'll have to remove the encoder board and install a

connector that comes with the keypad. This is quite simple but does re-

quire some soldering.

After you've put the modified encoder board back in place, you can

plug in the keypad and place it on either side of the computer. You can

also remove the keypad any time you need to.

A wooden stand for the keypad is also available. Called PadLegs, this

stand raises the keypad to the same height and slope as the Apple key-

board.

Apple Numeric Keypad. Apple Computer's numeric keypad con-

tains twenty-four keys for expanded calculator functions and easy Visi-

Calc operation. In addition to the numeric keys, there are six math keys

(plus sign, minus sign, times sign, division sign, and open and closed

parentheses). These keys can be used with the duplicate print (actually

"?") and return keys to enter complex calculations from the immediate

mode of Applesoft. This makes the Apple easier to use as a desk

calculator.

Simplifying data entry even further, there are the decimal point and

"double zero" keys. The double zero key enters two zeros each time you
press it—very useful when you're working with financial data. For faster

cursor moves and data entry using VisiCalc, there are also keys that

duplicate the escape, space, and left and right arrows of the Apple's key-

board. The arrow keys feature auto-repeat.

To install the Apple keypad, you add a small interface board in se-

ries with the keyboard cable. After removing the Apple's case, discon-

nect the keyboard from the motherboard. Then plug the interface board
into the empty socket and the keyboard cable to the interface board. This

board is attached to the keypad by means of another cable. In order for

the computer to operate, this keypad must remain connected. If it must

be disconnected for some reason, the interface board must also be

removed.

The Apple keypad (formerly available from the Keyboard Compa-
ny) is a numeric keypad that works with all Apple II keyboards. It offers

auto-repeat on the arrow keys only.

Lazer Keyboard -(-Plus. The Keyboard -I- Plus works with old and

new keyboards. It adds lower-case entry with shift-lock, generates the

complete ASCII character set, and has a 128 character type-ahead buffer.

Installation involves mounting the small circuit board on the inside wall

of the computer and connecting three cables. One of these cables con-

nects to the Apple motherboard after the keyboard cable has been

moved to a socket on the Keyboard -fPlus. Another cable connects to a

small socket adapter, requiring the removal of one IC from the mother-

board. The final cable goes to the keyboard itself to pick up the control

and shift key connections. This requires a brief session with the solder-

ing iron.

After you've successfully installed the Keyboard -I- Plus, the Apple

should power up in a normal fashion. The only noticeable change is that

hitting reset by itself will no longer reset the computer (assuming that it

used to). A hardware reset can be achieved by holding down the control

key and pressing reset. Hitting the reset key by itself toggles the shift-lock

mode off and on. All of the extra ASCII characters are made available

through pressing the control key in conjunction with various numeric or

punctuation keys.

A type-ahead buffer stores up to 128 keystrokes while the computer

is busy. A special clear buffer command is provided to wipe out pending

keyboard input. This is accomplished by pressing shift-reset. There are

also instructions for adding a switch to disable the buffer for game play-

ing and other pursuits.

The Keyboard -I- Plus from Lazer MicroSystems is compatible with

all Apple II keyboards. It provides lower-case entry capability by means

Guaranteed Error-Free Performance

with Scotch® Diskettes by 3M

per box of 1

0

Scotch double density disl<ettes witli

reinforced iiub ring. Pacl<ed in 3M two piece

storage box. Add $1 for plastic library case with

10 diskettes.

Add $1 .25 for continental U.S. UPS surface shipping.

An * 252 Bethlehem Pike

D bOmpUterS Colmar,PA18915
215-822-7727 i



of the shift keys, shift-lock, all ninety-six ASCII characters and a type-

ahead buffer.

Videx Enhancer II. The Enhancer II is probably one of the most so-

phisticated attachments available for the Apple keyboard. It consists of a

completely new encoder board that replaces the existing one (and there-

fore only works with newer keyboards). It also includes a character gen-

erator ROM for lower-case display (also known as a lower-case adapter).

The Enhancer II contains its own microprocessor, complete with

EPROM and RAM; this accounts for the simplicity and extreme versa-

tility of the unit. Among the functions provided are lower-case keyboard

entry (actually, the full 128 character ASCII set), auto and fast repeat,

keyboard redefinition and macros, and type-ahead buffer.

Installation of the Enhancer II is comprised of three phases and re-

quires some disassembly of the computer. First, the lower-case character

generator ROM must be installed. If you already have one, or if your

Apple motherboard is a Revision 6 or earlier, this step is not required.

The next step is to remove the keyboard encoder board and replace it

with the Enhancer II. The final step is optional but necessary ifyou want

to realize all of the new features. It involves adding two wires to the

motherboard. The instructions provided with the Enhancer II explain in

detail how to do this. The process consists of removing a couple of ICs,

inserting the jumper wires into the appropriate holes of the IC sockets,

and then replacing the ICs. The procedure just outlined is not at all hard;

if you're adept at soldering and not too squeamish about taking an iron

to your computer, a neater looking job can be accomphshed by adding

the wires to the underside of the motherboard.

Since there are no spare keys on the Apple keyboard to control such

functions as shift-lock, the Enhancer II calls upon the control, shift, and

reset keys to perform double duty as command keys. For example, hit-

ting reset places the keyboard into the caps-lock mode. This mode is

similar to the standard Apple keyboard operation.

Pressing shift-reset turns off the caps-lock mode and allows normal

lower-case entry. In this mode, the keyboard acts like a standard type-

writer in that all letter keys produce lower case unless the shift key is

pressed simultaneously. Those keys that used to have a shifted function

(the at sign as a shift-P, for example) will produce the correct upper-case

letters as ^propriate. To regain those lost characters, as well as ths rest of

the ASCII set normally unavailable from the Apple keyboard, various

combinations of control and control-shift of the number keys are used.

For example, pressing control-2 yields the~(tilde) character while con-

trol-shift-8 acts as the left curly bracket key. Pressing the control key by

itself engages a shift-lock mode whereby all subsequent keystrokes act as

if the shift key were bang held down. Unlike in the caps-lock mode, wdiidi

only shifts alphabetic keys, pressing the 4 key in the shift-lock mode gives

the dollar sign character (shift-4) as expected. The shift-lock mode is easi-

ly cancelled by pressing either shift key.

Since the Enhancer II has assigned additional functions to the reset

key, it would be awkward if the computer executed a hardware reset each

time this button was pressed. Therefore, with the Enhancer II installed,

you're required to press control-reset to perform this function (many

Apples are configured this way to prevent accidental resets). A small

jumper is provided, however, to restore reset-only operation or to dis-

able the hardware reset function completely from the keyboard.

Another feature of the Enhancer II is auto-repeat on all keys and

fast-repeat using the repeat key. Holding a key down for more than

three-fourths of a second causes it to repeat at about fourteen times per

second. Pressing the repeat key allows instant repetition at twice that

rate. There's also a 128 character type-ahead buffer.

In the event that you make a mistake or change your mind about

some characters in the buffer, there are two ways to empty or flush the

contents of the buffer—hitting reset or hitting control-C. The latter com-

mand is included to avoid a possible problem with running Basic pro-

grams. While a program is running, it is usually scanning the keyboard at

regular intervals to see if a control-C has been pressed. If so, the program

halts and returns to the immediate, or command, mode.

With the type-ahead buffer, however, it's possible to enter characters

while a program is running. But until they're specifically asked for by the

program (via an input statement, for example), these keystrokes will re-

main within the buffer. If you were to try typing control-C in an at-

tempt to stop the program, this character would just sit at the end of the

buffer and the computer would never see it. Thus the program would

continue running until it reached an end statement or until enough

characters were read from the buffer to allow the control-C to be passed

on to the system. By allowing the control-C keystroke to flush the buff-

er, the Enhancer ensures that the control-C will be sent to the program

immediately. Like most of the other features of the Enhancer II, both the

control-C flush and the entire type-ahead buffer can be defeated if

you wish.

The Enhancer II has the ability to define up to 170 single-character

macros or one 510 character macro. Assigning macros from the key-

board is quite simple. First, the macro definition mode is enabled by typ-

ing control-shift-repeat. Next, the keyboard character to which the

macro is to be assigned is typed. Any and all keys typed after this be-

come part of the macro (including escape and return). The end of the

macro definition is signaled by pressing the repeat key. Individual macro

definitions can later be cleared or the entire macro list can be erased by

typing repeat-reset.

The best part about the Enhancer's macro facility is the speed and

ease with which you can use it to create macros. This makes it much
more likely that you will make frequent use of this capability. Another

nice thing about these macros is that the definitions are stored in the En-

hancer's private RAM. Thus they cannot be wiped out by changing

programs, booting disks, and so on. You can even use them with

protected software such as games and business programs.

Macro definitions can also be loaded from disk by means of a spe-

cial Download program. The download operation can be used to disable

the shift-lock and to select and lock the keyboard mode. It can also be

used to disable any of the following: the auto-repeat capability, the type-

ahead buffer, the ability to enter and clear keyboard macros, and the

download functions.

The Enhancer II comes with a utility disk and a hefty user manual.

The disk contains programs that modify Basic, the Monitor, Pascal, and

Apple Writer to allow lower-case entry and display. Two other pro-

nDniRB "nutomatBS lab InstrumBnts

• Interactive Microware's general-purpose ADALAB'" data ac-

quisition and control system interfaces with virtually any lab in-

strument using a recorder or meter, including GC and HPLC sys-

tems, spectrophotometers, pH meters, process control apparatus,
thermocouples, etc.

• Lab Data Manager'" software facilitates single or multi-

channel acquisition, storage, display and chart recorder style out-

put of lab instrument data. IMI QUICKI/0 software operates within

easy-to-use BASIC!
• Thousands of scientists currently use M\ software and/or

ADALAB products worldwide!
• Price includes 48KAPPLE+ 11+ CPU, disk drive with controller,

12" monitor, dot matrix printer with interface, IMI ADALAB'" inter-

face card. tTrademark of Apple Compuief Inc

IMI'S ADALAB INTERFACE
CARD IS AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY FOR ONLY $495
(Includes 12-bil A/D. 12-bil D/A, 8 digital sense inputs, 8

digital control outputs, 32-bil real-time clock, two 1 6-bil

timers plus OUICKI/0 data acquisition software
)

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771, Dept. 2
State College, PA 16801 (814) 238-8294
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by Bob Nacon

The success of the original Amper-Magic program package and the
Introduction of Its technique for attaching new commands to Applesoft
programs has stimulated the production of Command Library" packages
designed around a 'theme' such as Information display or output, Input,
memory management, etc., which will enhance your Applesoft programs. They
will give your program a professional operation and appearance by
increasing speed, reducing size, and giving you features you never could
have before, while still allowing you to program with the ease of BASIC.

Ampei—Magic Command Library No. 2 Is dedicated to Information display
and output capabilities. Read on and enjoy the new programming power
Ampei—Magic Command Library No. 2 will give you.

This disk contains 27 machine language routines ready to be Inserted
quickly and painlessly into your own Applesoft programs. Included among
them is the most powerful PRINT USING routine yet created for Applesoft,
as wel I as some sma I I but very handy routines for control I I ng the appear-
ance and activity on the display screen.

In order to use these commands, you wll I need the Ampei—Magic program
Itself which is contained on Volume One. SOME commands on this disk are:

** Access the most powerful PRINT USING command EVER for the Apple.
It sure does more than just line up decimal points! It works with
strings of characters as wel I as numbers, and lets the program de-
cide whether to make them Flash or Inverse or Normal depending on
conditions you specify. With numbers, you can have fixed or
floating dollar sign and/or optional commas and a variety of fill
characters. You can embed standard phrases within your format de-
sign. You can even print to the screen WHILE outputting to the
printer! And generate NO GARBAGE to collect! All In all, the
most powerful PRINT USING yet!

** Print to the screen while a peripheral is active

** Save and restore Instantly any text screen, no matter how complex
with flashing, inverse, and any window settings...

** Make your program WAIT a length of time specified In ordinary sec-
onds (to the tenth of a second); the time may be a variable or
expression which can be controlled by the program...

** Print anywhere on the screen under program control, either with
absolute movements or with relative movements...

** Print string arrays to any device, with or without an appended
special character, and WITHOUT A LOOP...

** Set, clear, or toggle ANY bit or bits anywhere In RAM memory...

** Check the keyboard when called, pause If SPACEBAR Is pressed, then
continue If SPACE Is pressed again or GOTO a location If RETURN Is

pressed...

** Print the current text screen on command or from the program...

** Send ASCII characters to peripheral devices and POKE peripheral
card memory to set or clear bits for control purposes...

$35

** AND MORE....

& Magic and Amper-Magic are trademarks of Anthro-Digital. Inc
Apple Apple II Applesoft are trademarks of Apple Computers ln(.

Also available from Anthro-Digital: Versacalc (several versions), Visi-Caids, The
Executive Secretary, The Personal Secretary, and Executive Speller, Hebrew II

and Hebrew II Plus, S-C Macro Assembler, Quick Trace, Amper-Magic, The
Rental Manager, F.A.R.M., The Performance Manager, Omniscan VideoDisc
interface, and Flipper. DEALERS INVITED

Anthro-Digital, Inc.

103 Bartlett Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

413-448-8278
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grams, Macro Editor and Download, take care of creating macro defini-

tion and operating mode files and loading them into the Enhancer II.

The Enhancer II documentation deserves considerable praise. It's

very thorough (offering everything from detailed installation instruc-

tions with photos to complete schematics and program listings), and it's

easy to read. Many examples are given to aid the novice. And for the ad-

vanced programmer, a wealth of technical data and information on

related topics is contained in the appendixes.

An optional Function Strip to work with the Enhancer is also avail-

able. This is a thin membrane keyboard consisting of sixteen "touch"

switches. The keyboard strip attaches to the lower lip on the Apple's

cover, just above the keyboard. It connects via a flat cable to the exter-

nal keypad input of the Enhancer (after the mating connector has been

mounted there). Each of the sixteen keys can be defined in the usual

manner to represent often-used commands.

The Enhancer II works with the newer-style Apple II keyboard. It

provides lower-case entry by means of the shift keys, shift-lock, auto-

repeat, and type-ahead buffer. Keyboard macros can be used.

EPS Detachable Keyboard. The ultimate keyboard "enhancement"

would have to be something like the detachable keyboard from Executive

Peripheral Systems. This is a completely separate, self-contained key-

board that can be connected to the Apple. This unit was unavailable for

evaluation. Here's a brief description of its features based on informa-

tion derived from the sales brochure supplied by the manufacturer.

The EPS keyboard starts with the full upper-case and lower-case

alphabet and includes a separate shift-lock key. All of the common
ASCII punctuation characters can be found among the 102 keys on this

unit. There are six cursor movement keys, including the four direction

keys (which are laid out in an "inverted T" configuration). Another six

editing keys enable you to perform such functions as inserting a line,

deleting a line, inserting a character, and so on.

On the right side of the keyboard is a numeric data entry pad; it con-

tains double and triple zero keys, keys for the decimal point and the

The Best Products at the Best Prices.

Product Description Retail

128KDE Soft Disk Includes:

The Fantastic DISK EMULATOR & VisiCalc Expansion up to 176K $599.00

64KC RAM CARD Includes:

The Fantastic DISK EMULATOR 8 VisiCalc Expansion $327.00

Memory Master Software:

Software for DOS Relocation in all Legend cards and most 16K $34.95
RAM cards

Disk Emulator Software:

Software for Disk Emulation using one (1) or more 64KC card $34.95

Pascal Soft Disk Emulator:

Software used to Emulate Disk Drive in Apple Pascal 1.1. $49.95

CP/M Fast Disk Software:

Software used with the Z-80 cards for the CP/M operating system $69.95

SLOT 8, slot expansion:

Hardware to add one (1) slot to your Apple II $64.95

Switch:
Slot 8 extension switch $34.95

SOFT 8, slot expansion:

Add one (1) more card and switch with software $84.95

Pascal Super System:
Add 6809 speed & 128KDE Pascal Soft Disk $749.00

Super Emulator, Software:

Emulate up to 100 tracks & relocate DOS $59.95

VisiCalc Super System:
128K RAM card & Videx 80 col in 1 package $850.00

Look lor These New Products Coming Soon:
S Card— The FIRST RAM Card to take you from 64K to 1 MEGABYTE,

18SRC— 18K STATIC RAM card with battery back-up.

* Disk Emulator is a trademark of Legend Industries, Lid and is Patent Pending,
* Apple II. Apple II Plus, DOS 3 3 and Applesoft Firmware Card are products of Apple

Computer. Inc

* VisiCalc is a product of Visicorp, Inc

comma, and double-size enter keys. Along the top of the keyboard are

twelve special function keys that can be assigned according to the pro-

gram being used.

Each key, including the cursor control and editing keys, can be de-

fined through the use of Promware modules. These modules tailor the

keyboard to work with such programs as VisiCalc, Apple Writer II, PFS,

and WordStar. Each module comes with a plastic overlay strip that de-

lineates the operation of the special function keys (each of which can

represent a single character operation or a multiple character macro). All

keys offer auto-repeat when held down.

The EPS keyboard is a lightweight unit that you can place on your

lap if you wish. It connects to the Apple motherboard (it doesn't take up
a peripheral slot) via a six-foot coiled cable. The keyboard also has a

storage compartment for extra Promware modules and overlay labels.

The EPS keyboard provides lower-case entry capability by means of

the shift keys, shift-lock, all ninety-six ASCII characters, auto-repeat,

and a numeric keypad. Keyboard macros and function key capability are

also available.

Other Data Entry Devices. Not all data and control functions need

be entered via keyboard devices. Cursor motions, for example, are much
simpler to direct via mechanical transducers such as the joystick, track-

ball, or mouse.

Most people are familiar with the joystick as a gaming device. It

transforms two-dimensional motion into signals that the computer can

interpret. From these signals the computer is able to determine the exact

location of the stick at any time and can cause a program to react ac-

cordingly.

QuikVis. Kraft Systems has just released QuikVis, a joystick cursor

control for VisiCalc. After you've prebooted using the QuikVis disk, you

can load VisiCalc and connect ajoystick to the Apple's game I/O port to

control the cursor. Moving the stick away from its center position

(spring-return centering of the joystick is recommended) causes the cur-

sor to move up, down, sideways, or diagonally. Pressing one of the but-

tons on the joystick increases the speed of the cursor motion. Pressing the

other button causes the cursor to "home" to the Al position.

The Trackball. This device is somewhat similar lo a joystick. It uses

a rotating sphere mounted in a housing so that only the top surface of the

ball is exposed. By guiding the ball with your fingers in any direction,

you can produce results similar to those you'd get using the joystick. Due
to its construction, however, the trackball can offer more precise con-

trol, especially when moving an object such as a cursor.

The Mouse. There are basically two kinds of mice (mouses?)—opti-

cal and mechanical. An optical mouse uses an optical sensor to detect

two-dimensional motion over a grid-lined tablet. Mechanical mice are

more common. If you were to shrink a trackball a little and turn it up-

side down, the result would resemble a mechanical mouse.

Operating a mechanical mouse is somewhat different from using the

trackball—now the housing is moved around with the ball rolling on the

table underneath to indicate movement. If you need to move farther in

one direction than the cord will allow, you simply pick up the mouse,

move it back in the opposite direction, set it down, and continue the mo-

tion. Of course, while the mouse is off the table, it does not register any

movement.

At present, the mouse seems to be generating the most interest as an

auxiliary input device. Manufacturers of many of the latest computers

and software are considering it to be standard equipment. VisiCorp's

VisiOn is an example of this trend. Making these kinds of devices stan-

dard items instead of add-on options and incorporating software to util-

ize their potential will greatly increase the acceptance of such devices.

Other input devices that may see wider use in the future are light pens,

bar wands, touch screens, and voice recognition units. Ji
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null Legend Industries, Ltd.

2220 Scott Lk. Rd.

Pontiac, Ml 48054

(313) 674 0953

Advanced Business Technology. 12333 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road, Saratoga, CA
95070: (408) 446-2013. Apple Computer Accessory Products Division. 7101 Patter-

.wn Drive. Garden Grove. CA 92641; (714) 891-5831. Executive Peripheral Sys-

tems. 800 San Antonio Road. Palo Alto. CA 94303; (415) 856-2822. High Order

Micro Electronics. 17 River Street. Chagrin Falls. OH 44022; (216) 247-31 10. Kraft

S\stems. Box 1268. Vista. CA 92083; (619} 724-7146. Lazer MicroSystems. 1791

Capital. Suite G. Corona. CA 91720; (714) 735-1041. Videx. 897 N. W. Grant Ave-

nue. Corvallis. OR 97330; (503) 758-0521. Vista Computer Company. 1317 East

Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705; (714) 953-0523.



More Apple II owners choose Hayes
Micromodem II than any other modem
in the world. Compare these features

before you buy. You should. It's your

money. Thousands of other Apple II

owners have already com-
pared, considered, and are now
communicating— all over the MlCI
U.S.A. — with Micromodem II.

'

The best modem for the Apple

II. The most modem „ .....cif^'^^^gSS"^

for your money .v .^'^
J fS^^ ^

A complete v

datacommuni- .^--^'"^^ -"^
J<u

cation system. ^ " . -^Jf
Micromodem II ;.

is not "base
"

priced"pjus necessary "options." It's a

complete, high-performance data com-
munication system. The printed circuit

board fits — quickly and easily— into your

Apple II, eliminating the need for a serial

interface card. And the Microcoupler"^"

(included) connects the Apple II directly

to a standard modular telephone jack.

Auto-dial and -answer features are built

in. Operation can be full or half duplex,

—"-^w

with a transmission rate of 300 bps. And
it's Bell 103 compatible and FCC approved.

Now there's Hayes Terminal Pro-

gram, too! Developed by Hayes speci-

fically for Micromodem II, this new
Terminal Program allows

you to access all the great

MicrOCOUpler features of your modem
~i in a matter of seconds.

\ '/MI^^ With it, you can use
/ '

.5^^ your CP/M?' DOS

J
3-3 or Pascal for-

matted disks to

create, send, re-

eive, list and delete

es. Hayes Terminal

7ram is a complete,

l-alone disk.

1 because it's menu
^xiv^w, you can choose from

a wide variety of options to set ^^f^
your communication param- I A
eters — as well as change hard- |_ X
ware configuration — directly

from the keyboard. It even allows you

to generate ASCII characters that are

normally not available from Apple

keyboards, further extendmg your

capabilities. Incoming data can be
,

printed (on serial or parallel printers) /f
as it's displayed on your screen. K-|

Micromodem II is available with
or without the Terminal Program. Buy
your modem by itself, or optionally pack:

aged with the Terminal Program disk

and user manual at extra cost. The soft-

ware is also sold separately, for those

who already own a Micromodem II.

If you're ready to communicate
with other computers, to access infor-

mation utilities, time-sharing systems./

or use bulletin boards, then you're

ready for Micromodem II. Come on,

Compare. Consider. Then buy.

Micromodem II is already the

best-selling modem for the Apple II.

se from And Hayes' new Terminal Programm makes it better than

LJ^W^^O ever. Available at

I IQy computer stores

nationwide.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

5835 Peachtree Corners East

Norcross, Georgia 30092 (404) 449-8791

IburApplell
just isn't the samewithout
Hayes Micromodem IE

NEW!
Terminal Program

from Hayes!

omodem II and Microcoupler are trademarks of Hayes Miaocomputer Products, Inc. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. © 1982 Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. Sold only in ;he U.S.A. .
;
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Using a modem opens the entire world of information communica-

tions to your Apple. To take advantage of it all, computers must find a

common means of communicating. The means, a system of signals and

behaviors, is called protocol.

Protocol in computers, as in diplomacy, refers to a set of behaviors

commonly understood by their users. The signals that a modem interprets

as the end of an incoming transmission and sends back to acknowledge

receipt of the signal are part of that system's protocol. Some machines re-



quire line feeds, others don't; they use different protocols. Unless the pro-

tocols they understand match, computers can't talk to each other.

Some terminal programs for the Apple include routines that under-

stand and translate some protocols that aren't native to the Apple into

signals the Apple can understand.

With data communications networks, however, you don't have to

think about protocol at all.

Data communications networks, vast telephone-oriented octopuses.
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adjust protocols at their central computer to match those of the comput-

er calling in.

Networks are truly shrinking the world and enlarging the universe.

With the availability of networks now spreading to home computerists in

addition to businesses, task and information services and huge general

and specialized databases are available to all our homes.

Four major networks lead the field today. Telenet, from General

Telephone Electronics, and Tymnet, from Tymshare, share 38 percent

of the market. Fast ascending are American Telephone & Telegraph's

brand-new American Bell sprout. Advanced Information System/Net 1,

and ADP's AutoNet.

How They Work. Generally, data transmission networks attempt to

have nodes in every metropolitan area. A node is often a minicomputer.

When you call in through a modem on the Apple, the minicomputer sup-

plies the correct protocol. In effect, your signal is massaged into the

proper form to be sent long distance to the host computer of the service

you're using.

In some cases, the networks offer reduced-rate telephone service,

such as incoming WATS lines, to lessen the strain on users' pocketbooks.

Businesses and interested groups buy minimum blocks of this time at

a set per-hour cost. Zenith, for example, buys blocks of time for its net-

work for internal ordering from distributors.

But the network clients that have the most significance for comput-

er-loving homes are the information and task services. The Source, Com-
puServe, Dow Jones News/ Retrieval Service, and many smaller infor-

mation services operate through the big networks. They buy blocks of

time from the networks; subscribers to the services then pay fees to the

services to cover their network costs and the costs of their features.

Business-oriented features are most used during the workday, par-

ticularly late afternoon, when many companies enter electronic mail

—

and thus they provide the slowest service. Hobbyist features suffer in the

evenings, on weekends, and on holidays. Responses that take a fraction

of a second during less busy times can take several seconds during

rush hours.

Part of the delay comes from overload at the host computer; part of

it is from the heavy workload at the local node.

The most economical means for using data transmission networks or

information services are terminal programs. They make it easy to sign on
to the network, download into memory material you want (such as elec-

tronic mail or stock quotes), and sign off. Then you can save the items in

memory onto disk or print them out—without paying for time on the

service while you're doing it.

Similarly, when you're ready to reply, you may write messages, com-
pile information, or select a program before you sign on to the network,

then sign on and upload it in the appropriate place in the least pos-

sible time.

Thus, terminal programs keep your time on the network, and your

subsequent charges, to a minimum.

So, the data transmission networks are the means by which all vari-

eties of computers talk to each other. Now, what will they talk about?

Here's where the information and task services enter the picture—and

the monitor screen.

The Source, CompuServe, Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service, and

an increasing number of on-line databases provide information in detail

(or not—remember your Apple can select if given the opportunity) on
many general-interest subjects and in several specialized fields. Besides

straight information, they offer opportunities for distant individuals to

exchange letters electronically and for strangers to find other like-mind-

ed strangers for sharing any number of interests.

Among the services becoming more and more prevalent are those

that enable users to investigate travel possibilities and make air, car

rental, and lodging reservations directly. Within a few years—which may
be an underestimation—it will be possible to use such services to pur-

chase groceries.

Specialized databases are springing up in many fields. An opthal-

mological service, being set up now, will offer any eye doctor with a com-
puter the opportunity to call in symptoms for diagnostic information, to

keep up with the most recently discovered treatments, and generally to

follow up-to-the-minute research and progress being made in the field.

There is even a database for horse breeders, expected to go on-line this

spring; racehorse trainer Darrell Vienna and other forward-looking

horse people will be able to learn the complete bloodlines of any regis-

tered Thoroughbred merely by typing its name into the computer.

The most widely used data communications services at present are

the general-interest Source and CompuServe and the investment-ori-

ented Dow Jones News/Retrieval.

The Source. Perhaps the best known of the database services, the

Source started small and independent; now it's large and owned by

Reader's Digest Association, a company that puts out a mildly popular

magazine of which you may have heard.

Offering service at speeds of 300 or 1200 baud, the Source provides

menus, but experienced users can bypass the menus to save time and

money. Members in any of the 360 cities served by Tymnet or Telenet

can use those networks for their Source calls; outside those areas, the

Source provides a WATS line at less cost than long-distance phone rates.

Mike Rawl, director of public relations and advertising for the

Source, describes the services the Source offers by category

"One category consists of travel services. You can use the Source to

look at ail the airline schedules and figure out connecting flights.

Through an on-line travel club, you can reserve a car and hotel room.

You can check the weather at your destination, review the restaurants

and hotels, even check out movies you might catch while you're there.

"News, reference, and research comprise another category. The

Source gives you access to the United Press International news service,

which you can read just as it comes over the wire or which you can

search for special interests, using as many as three keywords at a time. It

has management news, summaries of all articles in the twenty-seven lead-

ing business publications, and a sjDecial service called Information on De-

mand, which is the gateway to more than one hundred fifty research-ori-

ented databases. Source staff members search any of the databases for

you, transferring the information you request back to you by computer."

The third category, according to Rawl, is communicadon, including

electronic mail, on-line bulletin boards, a Mailgram message service in

PhotoCaster...a new feature packed system to take,

process, store, print, send and receive color and black-

and-wliite photos with your Apple II computer.

PC-100 (disk software, I/O board, manual,

demo tape) $499.95

PC-101 (above plus Panasonic TV camera,

RGB filter accessory) $749.95

Write or call for details

Visa and Mastercard orders accepted. Shipping cliarges and appli-

cable California sales tax will be added.

Apple II TM Apple Computer, Inc.

PhotoCaster TM COMMSOFT, Inc.

(415) 493-2184

COMMDSOFT
2452 Embarcadero Way

Palo Alto,CA 94303
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which messages sent by late afternoon are guaranteed next day delivery,

and a computer conferencing service.

Electronic mail involves more than just leaving messages in other in-

dividuals' Source "boxes." Indeed, you can create a distribution list for

regular mailings. For example, a business with a list of two hundred

salespeople with access to terminals of any kind could send a single mes-

sage to all of them.

Sending such a message express would place it in front of all other

messages in the receiving mailboxes, and the sender could place a re-

quest that would keep the message recipients from moving on to other

messages until they replied.

Access to mainframe computers is another category of service the

Source provides. Through your Apple and the Source, you can pro-

gram, compute, or make financial models, storing your work on main-

frames in languages such as Fortran, Pascal, and Info-X.

Also from mainframes come professional investment services includ-

ing continually updated market quotations, news and price data from all

commodity markets, detailed analytical data about ail common stocks,

advice from investment columnists, and the UPI business wire.

A library of consumer services comprises yet another category of serv-

ice: read United Media Features columns; keep hale with the help of a

health care database; shop electronically by browsing among more than

fifty thousand items at discounts of up to 40 percent; post your resume or

nose through those of others.

Finally, it's time for fun, and, appropriately, the last category is

games. More than sixty games are open for play on the Source; they are

strategic games or logical or mental puzzles rather than fast-action ar-

cade games.

But games are the frosting not on cake, but on good solid meat and

potatoes. Says Rawl, "What we're really trying to provide for is use,

practical use. That's what's going to make the difference between the

Source being something people try and something they use every day."

Still, there's a fine line between the practical and the not quite so

practical. A recent addition to the Source's service is an electronic news-

paper staffed by eight journalists who contribute information daily.

"When the National Basketball Association draft was going on, we

put it up round by round," says Rawl. "It was information you couldn't

find anywhere else."

CompuServe. Also offering 200 baud and 1200 baud service in more
than three hundred cities via local telephone calls, CompuServe features

EMAIL (an electronic mailbox), a national bulletin board, a citizens'

band radio simulator, access to the Associated Press wire service, finan-

cial and portfolio management programs under an umbrella called Mi-

croQuote, use of various programming languages, and memory storage

space. The company provides a special commercial branch for large busi-

ness users.

There's no way to avoid CompuServe's menus, and some users con-

sider that its biggest drawback. Every time you turn a CompuServe page,

which is the equivalent of going to a different feature, the entire menu
prints on-screen. To experienced users, this procedure seems a costly fill-

er. It's possible to jump direcdy to various pages if you know their code

names; but you still must tolerate their menus when you get there.

Rich Baker of CompuServe describes a unique feature of the system:

the closed user group. A wholesaler, for example, formed such a group,

limited to his customers, and gave each his CompuServe user number
and a password. When the wholesaler's customers sign on, they're

shunted to a certain workspace inside the host computer. There they find

messages, product lists with up-to-the-minute prices and inventory con-

ditions, and electronic order forms. The system is set up so that, when

the forms are filled in, all the calculations, including prices, taxes, and

discounts, are done automatically.

Through the use of the closed group service, which costs more than

the basic service, companies can form their own common databases. As
they update information on the common database, all reports, surveys,

or projections stored on the database reflect the changes instantly.

Dow Jones News/ Retrieval Service. For years, high finance has

been synonymous in the United States with Wall Street; and, for many of

those years, the image of Wall Street has been the image of a stock-

broker anxiously reading the tape of latest prices as it comes off the tick-

er machine.

Ticker tape so represented the American spirit of enterprise and cour-

age that we came to honor our heroes by raining the long white strips

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS is proud ro announce its recent

oppoinrmenr as the officiol soles represenrorive for the planer

Earth for the "ZQ^Pii^ Software Co., Inc. Of greatest interest

is the infornnation that they have recently released the first

Apple II arcade gonne written by on alien, ^QV^TSt^rQ

Unfortunately, due to U.S. Postol linnitations, the tronsloted

version of the game and nnonuol hove been lost in transit.

S.D.S. therefore asks your assistance in deternnining the actual

rules for the gonne, by translating the alien text of the instruc-

tions presented during gonne ploy.

Although you may see ads fronn -?5>Rt> Software Co., Inc., you may
wish to get a copy directly from your dealer, to ovoid unnecessary
delays to interplanetary shipments imposed by U.S. Customs.

scDUtnuuesteRn data sMscems^
P.O. BOX 582-5 . 5ANTEE, CA 92071 . TELEPHONE: 714/562-3221
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SPECTRUM
PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER

The premier personal and small business financial

system. Covering all types of accounts including

check registers, savings, money market, loan, credit

card and other asset or liability accounts, the system

has these features:

Monthly Transaction Reports

Budgets Income & Expense

Reconciles to Bank Statements

Prints Checks & IVlailing Labels

Automatic Year-End Rollover

Prepares a Net Worth Report

Searches for Transactions

Handles Split Transactions

User-Friendly Data Entry Forms

Fast (Machine Language Routines

Extensive Error Trapping

HI-RES Expense/Income Plots

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC $75.00

Manual & Demo Disk only $15.00

COLOR CALENDAR

Got a busy calendar' Organize it with Color

Calendar. Whether it's birthdays, appointments,

business meetings or a regular office schedule, this

program is the perfect way to schedule your

activities. The calendar display is a beautiful HI-RES

color graphics calendar of the selected month with

each scheduled day highlighted in color. Using the

daily schedule, you can review any day of the month
and schedule an event or activity in any one of 20

time slots.

For Apple II (48K) $30.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES

Both Programs $250.00

A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry

accounting system employing screen-oriented data

input forms, extensive error-trapping, data validation

and special routines for high speed operation. The
series includes these two modules:

GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system
with these features:

• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per

month.
• Interactive on-screen transaction journal

• Prints checks and mailing labels.

• Produces these reports:

Transactions Journal Balance Sheet

Account Ledgers Account Listings

Income Statement

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC $150.00

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

A flexible system with these features

• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices

per diskette.

• Prints invoices, customer statements &
address labels.

• Interfaces to General Ledger.

• interactive screen-based invoice work
sheet.

• Produces these reports

Aged Receivables

Sales Analysis

Account Listings

Customer Balances

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC (2 DRIVES) $150.00

LOGIC DESIGNER & SIMULATOR

An interactive HI-RES graphics program for designing

and simulating digital logic systems. Drawing

directly on the screen the user interconnects gates,

including NAND, NOR, INVERTER, EX-OR, T-FLOP, JK-

FLOP, D-FLOP, RS-FLOP, USER-DEFINED MACRO and
N-BIT SHIFT REGISTER types. Network descriptions

for the simulation routines are generated

automatically.

The program is capable of simulating tne bit-time

response of any logic network responding to user-

defined source patterns. It will simulate networks

of up to 1000 gates. Includes a source pattern

editor, MACRO editor and network editor. Produces

a fan-out report. Simulation output is a string of

1 's & O's representing the state of user selected

gates for each bit time of the simulation,

A typical page of a logic drawing looks like this:

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC (2 DRIVES) $250.00

MANUAL AND DEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and

demo disk $30,00

MATHEMATICS SERIES

The Series Includes These 4 Programs:

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program

performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, determines

the mean, standard deviation and plots the

frequency distribution of user-supplied data sets,

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-Dimensional plot

of any function. Automatic scaling. At your option,

the program will plot the function, plot the

INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the

ROOTS, MAXIMA, MINIMA and INTEGRAL VALUE.

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program

for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of

any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of

SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS.

3-D SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and

BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI RES PLOTS
of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-variable

equation. Disk save and recall routines for plots.

Menu driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden

line or transparent plotting.

For Apple II & IBM PC $50.00

mcap

Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program

Tired of trial & error circuit design'!' Analyze and

debug your designs before you build them. With

nCAP you simply sketch your circuit diagram on

the CRT screen and run an AC, DC or TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS. Your circuit may consist of RESISTORS,

CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, DIODES, BATTERIES,

BIPOLAR or MOS TRANSISTORS, OPAMPS,
TRANSFORMERS, and SINUSOIDAL or USER-DEFINED

TIME DEPENDENT VOLTAGE SOURCES. ptCAP can

analyze any such network containing up to 40

separate nodes. Includes a user controlled MACRO
library for modelling complex components such as

OPAMPS and Transistors.

Typical /LiCAP AC and Transient Analysis graphs:

FREQUENCY IH HZ

For Apple II (48K) & IBM PC (2 DRIVES)$475.00
Manual & Demo Disk $30,00

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: All programs are supplied

on disk and run on Apple II (48K) with a Single

Disk Drive or IBM PC {64K) with Single Disk Drive

unless otherwise noted. Detailed instructions

included. Orders shipped within 5 days. Card users

include card number. Add $2.00 postage and

handling with each order. California residents add

6V2% sales tax. Foreign orders add $5.00 postage

and handling per product.

SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE
690 W. Frennont Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS:

(408) 738-4387

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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upon them as they paraded among the skyscrapers of New York City.

Tomorrow's heroes will have to parade amid the confetti of shred-

ded printouts instead of quote-filled streamers: the personal computer is

rapidly supplanting the stock ticker.

Dow Jones offers a range of services for computerized investors, in-

cluding news in more than eighty categories on more than six thousand

companies and more than fifty industries.

The company provides financial services; text searches, to find any

combination of words, dates, or numbers back to June 1979; quotes

from various stock exchanges, with a fifteen minute delay; historical

quotes; disclosures; money market news; weather reports; and

sports news.

Dow Jones also offers its service at either 300 baud or 1200 baud.

The personal computer is so efficient for investors that numerous

programs have been published to enhance use of the Dow Jones

News/ Retrieval Service. One of the oldest, recently updated, is Apple's

Dow Jones News & Quotes Reporter. Giving instant access to the Dow
Jones News/ Retrieval Service, the program enables users to select only

the reports and articles they want to print out.

Through the program, you can select news by category or by stock

symbol. On the screen appear the headlines of stories from the last ninety

days with the date and vehicle of their pubhcation. Choose the ones you

wish to read in full and the program presents them; if you want to print

them, it will do that too.

Note that the News & Quotes Reporter seems to believe that all the

news that's fit to print isn't necessarily fit to save on disk. You can't save

anything on disk; which means you must stay expensively logged on to

the service throughout the printing process to keep a record of anything

you see.

The program also calls up the stock quote service, providing current

quotes on common and preferred stocks, bonds, mutual funds, war-

rants, options, and Treasury issues from the New York, American, Mid-

west, and Pacific stock exchanges.

Dow Jones News & Quotes Reporter is a quick and simple way to

keep an eye on Wall Street.

PadcJIe-Adapple
i/O EXPANSION ADAPTOR

• Works with all Apple compatible joysticks and paddles • Unique
"Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to meet your needs •

Select one of two devices or use 4 paddles simultaneously • Gives

you four pushbutton inputs • Supports shift key modification •

Exchange X & Y joystick axis • Small & compact—adheres to

computer with supplied foam tape • All strobes, annunciators and
power available on both connectors. ^29 95

EXTEND-A-SLOT
The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside

your APPLE'", allowing an easy change of,

cards. The 18" flex cable is long enough to

allow placement of the card in a convenient

location. The high quality connectors are

gold plated for reliability.

The EXTEND-A-SLOT works well with all

slow to medium speed cards, such as $29.95
Modems, Printers, C lock, Music, etc. It is not recommended for high

speed data transfer devices such as disk drive controller cards.

I tii'sc Imr products i.iimc vvilh a 90 (lay w.iiianly

Available at your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231 S Add $2.50 for shipping,

Goleta, CA 93118 $5.00 outside U.S.A. &

(805) 685-1931 Canada. CA add tax.

VISA, MAS TLKCARI) accx'plcd
Ap "I A|

Also from Apple, and also old enough to b»e a candidate for venera-

tion, is the Dow Jones Series Portfolio Evaluator. With room on disk to

store, modify, and update a hundred portfolios of up to fifty stocks each,

this program logs on to the Dow Jones service, graphs current quota-

tions, tabulates the gains or losses of each portfolio instantly, and dis-

plays the results on-screen or on a printout. It also evaluates stocks in a

portfolio.

Dow Jones's own Market Analyzer retrieves daily price histories and
closing quotes and automatically puts the information on a work disk,

tracking fifty-two stock symbols for 256 days or a double deck of sym-

bols for six months.

Then comes the fun. The Market Analyzer draws what it sees in col-

or bar charts and line charts.

Many other companies publish investment programs, and some of

the best programs are from some of the smallest companies; so look

around.

Independent On-Line Databases. There are nearly as many special-

ized databases as there are fields of interest; in the future, the popularity

of a subject will be a determining factor not in whether it has a database

devoted to it, but in how many such sources there are. Everything will be

represented.

Most of these spring from publications and organizations that have

developed specialized pockets of interest into electronic information

banks. From databases like this you can learn how many tons of steel

were shipped in July 1982, what damage the Medfly did, and what chem-

icals constituted the bug spray used against it. Lots more too, but surely

that much knowledge will impress your friends.

A recent issue of the Directory of On-Line Databases illustrates the

range of information your Apple can get you. It shows three accounting

databases; two on aeronautics; eight serving agriculture; four on aquatic

sciences; and, skipping to the other end of the alphabet, three databases

covering technology transfer; ten on transportation; five on urban plan-

ning; and one on urban studies.

On-Line databases come in two flavors: reference databases and

source databases. Reference databases are gigantic, glorified indexes of

the Reader's Guide variety. Their function is to send their users to other

sources; their arguments are bibliographic citations and abstracts.

Source databases are the ones that reference databases send you to.

They contain the complete data on particular subjects and often offer

original unabridged text.

Specialized databases are not always distributed by their creators.

For example, Lockheed Information Systems and two other database

services distribute Oceanic Abstracts from the Cambridge Scientific Ab-
stracts. Lockheed's system provides the offerings of more than a hun-

dred database developers.

Some of the specialized on-line databases are expensive; but, should

your work or your interest compel you to seek one, you already have

more than six hundred to choose from.

As the popularity of computers increases and as people's awareness

of the wealth of information and fun available through modem use

spreads, costs will drop and breadth of subjects will increase. I]|

Dow Jones Market Analyzer, Dow Jones Software, Box 300, Princeton, NJ
08540; (609) 452-2000. $250.

News and Quotes Reporter, $95, and Dow Jones Series Portfolio Evaluator, Ap-
ple Computer, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95104; (408) 996-1010. $50.

CompuServe, 5000 Arlington Centre Boulevard, Columbus, OH 43220; (614)

457-8600. Requires kit, $19.95. Hourly charges for 300 baud service: $22.50 from

8:00 a.m. to 6fl0 p.m., $5 from 6fl0 p.m. to 5KX) ajn., weekends and holidays; for

1200 baud service: $35 and $17.50 respectively. Minimum charge of two hours per

call. Major credit card required.

Dow Jones News/Retrieval, Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08540; (609) 452-2000.

Charges per minute for 300 baud service: $1 for news, 60 cents for encyclopedia

searches from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., 20 cents for news, 30 cents for encyclopedia

searches from 8:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.; for 1200 baud service, all rates charged at

time and a half. Rates are subject to change by region.

The Source, 1616 Anderson Road, McLean, VA 22102; (703) 734-7500. $100

sign-up fee, $10 a month minimum. Hourly charges for 300 baud service: $20.75

from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., $7.75 evenings, weekends, and holidays, and $5.75

from midnight to 7:00 a.m.; for 1200 baud service, $25.75, $10.75, and $8.75 re-

spectively. Major credit card required.

Independent specialized database services require a monthly minimum charge.

Some may have a $100 minimum per month; others are much more expensive.



THE LEGENDARY FANTASY
ROLE-PLAYING SIMULATION

... In "Proving Grounds of the Mad'
Overlord" you begin a challenging and
totally absorbing journey through a 10-

level, 3-dimensional maze. Create, then

command, a hearty band of up to six

adventurers who all must cooperate to

explore a deep and mysterious maze in

search of loot and glory.

The mages cast spells; thieves plot

to steal treasure; and warriers battle

the monstrous fiends of the under-
world. In Wizardry®, no one remains

unchanged; each member of the party

grows in age, experience and, you
hope, wisdom.
The puzzles, passageways and per-

sonalities in "Proving Grounds" have
already fascinated and astounded the

computer world and created a dedi-

^ cated following of players. Find out

why—place yourself under the

spell of Wizardry®.

KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS . . .

THE SECOND SCENARIO
The characters with whom you

fought through to the 10th level in

"Proving Grounds" must now call upon
every ounce of resourcefulness to save

the City of Llylgamyn. In fact, they

must have reached the 13th level of

power merely to survive!

The same high resolution, 3-dimen-
sional visual effects that thrilled you in

the first scenario are here—and more.

"Knight of Diamonds," so eagerly antic-

ipated by Wizardry players everywhere,

surpasses highest expectations for

story, action and complexity.

If successful, you will return the

enchanted staff of Gnilda to Llylgamyn

and become the Knight of Diamonds,
but formidable adversaries block you
at every turn. To begin your quest,

simply place yourself under the spell

of Wizardry®

ALL aur rWAHt AVAILfi

Si



AppbC^n

PICK UP PHONE (H) HANG UP
AUTO-DIAL <T} 103/212/202
TERMINAL CHAT MODE (Z> PRINT OFF
TERMINAL MEMORY MODE
UNATTENDED ANSWER MODE
HI-SPEED CDM-WARE }C TRANSFER
TOGGLE ECHO (REMOTE/LOCAL)
LOAD MEMORY FROM DISK
SAVE MEMORY TO DISK (G> SPEAKER OFF
SEND MEMORY
PRINT MEMORY <J) VIEW MEMORY
KEYBOARD TO MEMORY
RE-CONFIGURE CHARACTERISTICS
DOS COMMAND (0) CLEAR MEM
QUIT PROGRAM <V> VERIFY MEM

The Cat system lets you slip something

into your Apple II no other modem offers

—

a complete range of speeds from 110, 300 and
202 half-duplex— to full duplex 212

Either way, you have state-of-the-art LSI

technology. And it means you can start right

off with the most advanced system available.

Or you can trim your investment, yet always

have the option to move up at any step with

absolutely no compromises in quality.

Com'Ware^'^ software is part

of the package.

Five minutes after you've booted up the

Novation Com-Ware you'll have a good

notion ofwhat it's like to work with the best,

most accurate, most convenient personal com-
munication system designed for your Apple.

It makes all of the moves you need to work
with another computer, swap programs, access

data, whatever.

And it's simple to operate. Just follow the

menu. No programming, no fussing.

It's all there.

New—telephone directory.

Our engineers have done it again. They've

expanded our Com-Ware. Now included:

a time-saving directory of 26 telephone num-
bers with terminal configurations all selected

and stored for auto dialing. Handy.

And some nice extras. Print-out during

communication, a non-destructive memory
mode, a changeable "welcome" message for

automatic answer. There's more.

If you have an Apple-Cat II and our earlier

Com-Ware (4.4 or earlier), you should really

have the new one (5.0). As always, it's free.



It's the
modem/communication system
you grow into, not out o£

Just send us your old diskette and we'll send

you the new one.

It can make all the moves you want.

Start with 110, 300, 202 half-duplex. Or— add 212

full duplex and move data four times faster with accurate,

block by block verification. / Automatically send and receive

anytime— including the middle of the night when line

charges are lowest. / Use 80 or 40 column format. / Set for

local or remote echo. And more.

Easy installation.

In less than 10 minutes,

you're talking to

the world.

Two more reasons to

move right now.

Packed with every

Apple-Cat II

is a list of options. You
get your choice of any

one— and save

up to $40.

Also, if you've

ever wanted to take

a look at The Source
this is your chance. With your

Apple-Cat II you get a sampler subscription

offer. It's limited, but it gives you a taste.

They're at your dealer.

He has all of the details. See him now.

More features than any other modem.
• Full range of communication baud rates— up to 1200 (Bell

System 100, 202 or 212 series compatible) • Full or half

duplex operation • Complete Corn-Ware system on a single

diskette. Also, wide assortment of excellent software avail-

able from other sources • All automatic functions — auto dial

(pulse or Touch Tone), redial, auto answer and disconnect

• It's a telephone with speaker monitor— switch between data

and voice. For regular use, it's a handy intelligent phone
with auto-dial • Touch Tone receiver • Built-in BSR X-10 Con-

troller • Remote control for external cassette tape recorder

• Works with other Apple parallel or serial printer interface

cards • Constant status display on screen • Binary or text

modes • Single card installation for Apple Cat II and

an additional card for the 212 upgrade • FCC certified

built-in phone line interface (PLI) Module
• New full Duplex 212 option.

Novation
Novation, Inc.

18664 Oxnard Street

Tarzana.CA 91356

(800) 423-5419 • In California: (213) 996-5060
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc BSR is a trademark of BSR Corp
CAT is a trademark of Novation, Inc

.
wfiicti does not manufacture Apple computers.
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Everyone's Guide to Assembly Language, Part 30

It's time now to examine the input system of the Apple. Many paral-

lels can be drawn between it and the output system, discussed last time.

Though not required, some familiarity with last month's major points

will help you understand our current topic.

The main demo routines in this installment involve lower-case text;

therefore, it's strongly recommended that you acquire lower-case dis-

play hardware, if you don't have it already. Lower-case chips for Apples

with revision numbers greater than 7 can be set up for $20 to $30. Earlier

Apples require more than a single chip. Apple lie doesn't require any ad-

ditional software or hardware; the lower-case display capability is built

in. For serious study and exploration of text input/output methods, low-

er-case capability is essentially required.

The Input Vector—KSW. The byte pair $38,39 constitutes the main
input vector and is generally labeled KSW for keyboard input

switch. Like CSW (the character output switch), KSW is used to

switch input to Basic and the Monitor from different sources. As is evi-

dent from the fact that an input statement will read a DOS text file and

the action of the exec command on text files, the keyboard isn't the only

place from which the Apple can obtain ASCII data

When you're writing a machine language program that needs a

single-character input from the outside world, the usual procedure is to

do a JSR RDKEY ($FDOC) and then to use the value that is returned in

the accumulator.

As we did with COUT ($FDED), let's see what RDKEY does to get

that character. To examine the routine, enter the Monitor with the usual

call -151 and list the code at $FDOC by typing:

FDOCL

Here, shown with labels and comments, is the code at that location:

FDOC: A4 24 RDKEY LDY CH ; GET HORIZ CURSOR
FDOE: B1 28 LDA (BASL),Y GET CHAR FROM

SCREEN
FD10: 48 PHA STORE IT

FD11: 29 3F AND #$3F CLEAR BITS 6,7

FD13: 09 40 ORA #$40 SET BIT 6 (FLASH)
FD15: 91 28 STA (BASL),Y PUT ON SCREEN
FD17: 68 PLA GET THE ORIG. CHAR
FD18: 6C 38 00 JMP (KSW) • TO 'REAL' INPUT
FD1B: E6 4E KEYIN INC RND RND = RND + 1

FD1D: DO 02 BNE KEYIN2
FD1F: 36 4F INC RND+1
FD21: 2C 00 CO KEYIN2 BIT KBD ; CHECK FOR KEY
FD24: 10 F5 BPL KEYIN NO, AGAIN
FD26: 91 28 STA (BASL),Y ; RESTORE OLD CHAR
FD28: AD 00 CO LDA KBD GET INPUT CHAR
FD2B: 2C 10 CO BIT KBDSTRB; CLEAR STROBE
FD2E: 60 RTS RETURN WITH CHAR
On entry to RDKEY the first three instructions read the character on

the Apple screen and put it onto the stack. Remember that what you see

on-screen is the representation of a byte stored in the memory range of

$400—$7FF. To determine what byte corresponds to a screen position,

you need only load the Y register with the horizontal cursor position

(CH = $24) and add this offset to the base address for the current line.

This base address is always stored in $28,29 (BASL,BASH).
Once the existing character on-screen has been read and stored (so we

can put it back on-screen after the input), the next three instructions have

the net effect of putting a flashing character on the screen equivalent to

the character that was on-screen in the current cursor position.

The action of the ANDs and ORAs may not be intuitively obvious.

Let's consider this example:

Original Character
AND:

First Result:

ORA:

Final Result:

Hex
$C1
#$3F

$01
#$40

Binary

%1100 0001
%0011 1111

%0000
%0100

0001
0000

Character

A (normal)

A (inverse)

clear bits 6,7

set bit 6

$41 %0111 0001 A (flashing)

Remember that the action of the AND is to clear any bits in the ac-

cumulator that are matched by a 0 in the mask value. Bits in the accu-

mulator matched by Is in the mask are left unchanged, whether they are

Os or Is.

An ORA, on the other hand, sets to 1 any bits in the accumulator

that are matched by a 1 in the mask value. Bits in the accumulator

matched by Os in the mask are left unchanged.

You might wonder at first why two instructions—the AND fol-

lowed by the ORA—were needed. After all, in last month's column

didn't we change control characters to inverse in just one step? Why not

just use a different mask value to get flashing characters? The answer lies

in the differences between the bit patterns for inverse and flashing char-

acters. All inverse characters have the top two bits clear (bits 6 and 7).

Flashing characters, on the other hand, have one bit clear (bit 7 = 0) and
the other set (bit 6 = 1).

When the cursor is on a character and the character is to be convert-

ed to flashing temporarily, we must not only clear the high bit (at least

for all "normal" text), but must also on occasion set bit 6. This combi-

nation of a set and a clear requires two operations.

Once RDKEY has thus put a flashing character on-screen to show
the cursor's location, the character originally on the screen is retrieved

from the stack in preparation for the jump to KEYIN (or any other in-

put routine that will want to restore the original character if no new char-

acter is entered). Finally, the actual indirect jump via KSW is done.

In COUT ($FDED), thejump via CSW was made immediately. This

extra portion in RDKEY preceding the actual jump explains the pres-

ence of the cursor on-screen during a text file read. Although DOS is

handling the input at that point, the call is still done via RDKEY, and

thus the presence of the cursor is still somewhat unavoidable.

If DOS is not active, KSW ordinarily points to KEYIN (SFDIB).

KEYIN is the routine responsible for getting characters from the key-

board; it thus involves the keyboard memory hardware ($C000 and

$C010) directly. If input was from a modem or some other external de-

vice installed in a peripheral slot, KSW would point to Cnxx, where n is

the slot number and xx is the input routine entry point. Before consider-

ing the unusual situations, let's see what happens most of the time, when
KSW points to KEYIN.

KEYIN first inaements the random number byte pair, $4E,4F. This

is a part of the loop that will be repeated until a key is pressed. The the-

ory is that the passage of time between keypresses is random. This byte

pair is used primarily by Integer Basic. Applesoft has its own random
number registers and routines.

After incrementing the random byte pair, KEYIN2 then does the ac-

tual keyboard check, repeating the process by going back to KEYIN if

no key is pressed. Remember that the BIT instruction makes the test pos-

sible by setting the sign flag of the status register equal to bit 7 of the

character value detected at the keyboard ($C000). BPL can thus be used

to detect (by failing) when bit 7 goes high (bit 7=1), indicating a

keypress.

Once a key has been pressed, the value in the accumulator is put back
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into screen memory. Remember that this is the value of the old charac-

ter presumably there, not the new character input. If the character en-

tered is a right arrow, this signifies that we want to move the cursor over

the displayed character without changing that character. TheLDA KBD
is what puts the input character into the accumulator, at which point the

strobe is cleared by accessing SCO 10 and the final return is done. The

calling program then has the option of printing the input character to the

screen.

Other Input Sources. KSW does not always point to RDKEY. In

fact, it doesn't point there when DOS is installed. With DOS booted and

active, enter the Monitor and type in:

38.39 AA55.AA56

You should get:

0036- 81 9E
AA55- IB FD

You'll see that KSW actually points to DOS at $9E81, which then

eventually points to RDKEY (SFDIB) at $AA55,AA56. Like the out-

put system, DOS is rather permanently made part of the input path. Any
attempts to disconnect DOS by modifying KSW directiy will be undone

by DOS if any output is done. DOS has its own internal input vector at

$AA55,AA56. It alters this vector, not KSW, as needed to gain access to

various slots (or to disk files, as is appropriate).

You can install your own routine into the input path by means of a

procedure similar to the one used last month to intercept the output

path. Put the low and high order bytes of the destination address into

KSW ($38,39 = 56,57 decimal) and do a call to $3EA (1002 decimal).

This causes DOS to change its own vectors at $AA55,AA56 to the ad-

dress specified, and then to restore KSW so that it points to DOS again,

usuaUy $9E81.

In Applesoft this would take the form:

10 POKE 56,LB: POKE 57, HB: CALL 1002

In this example, LB and HB are the low and high order bytes of the

destination address. In machine language, it would look like this:

LDA #LB
STA $38
LDA #HB
STA $39
JSR $3EA

Just as output has two basic classes of routines, there are two main

types of input routines—those that intercept incoming characters and do

some sort of processing, and those that entirely replace the input rou-

tines already being used. If you are doing the latter, things are fairly sim-

ple. Once installed, your routine is entirely in charge of getting the input

character; and when that character is "got," your routine ends with an

RTS to pass control back to the calling program. This approach is simi-

lar to our custom output routines from last month.

The first class of input routines, in which incoming characters are to

be intercepted, must be handled slightly differently than output experi-

ments were.

Interception Routines. When we were dealing with the output proc-

ess, the point at which we intercepted the data flow really didn't matter.

Because the calling program loads the accumulator with the character to

be output, the character can be examined at any point along the way.

With input, the character input is not available until the very end of the

procedure, when the RTS returns control to the calling program. Fortu-

nately, there is a relatively easy way around this limitation.

In both the input and output systems, the links in the process are

done by means of a series ofjumps (as opposed to JSRs). You'll recall

that in our output interception last month the final exit from the routine

was a jump to SFDFO (or wherever) after the processing was done.

With input, the secret is to do a JSR to KEYIN (or wherever) first

and then do your processing, followed by an eventual RTS to the calling

program.

For our first experiment, we'll try writing a routine to convert all in-

coming characters to lower case:

CALSOFT
Personal - Entertainment - Business

r
SOFTWARE

• Fast Service & Low Prices •

• Large Selection of Software • Fast Convenient Service
Call or Write for Free Catalog • We ship same or next day

We have All the latest software • Ask Us!
Call Toll Free (800) 423-5290 In California (213) 991 -9641
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20
SIMPLE CASE CONVERT ROUTINE

GET A$:IF A$ <> CHR$(13) THEN PRINT A$;:l$ =

20
n$+A$:GOTO

3

4

5

*

ORG $300
6

*

OBJ $300
7

8 KEYIN EQU $FD1B

0300: 20 IB
9

FD 10 ENTRY JSR KEYIN
0303: C9 CI 11 CMP #$C1

; ASCII A
0305: 90 02 12 BCC DONE
0307: 09 20 13 MASK ORA #$20

; %0010 0000
0309: 60 14 DONE RTS

In theory, anything you type in now should be displayed in lower

case. Numeric and control characters should be unaffected. The routine

works by first calling KEYIN, which gets a character from the keyboard

and puts it in the accumulator. At that point our routine ensures that

we've got a capital letter, rather than a numeric or control character. If

we don't have an alphabetic character value less than $C1, then the rou-

tine skips to DONE.
If what we have is an alphabetic character, the conversion to lower

case is done by forcing bit 5 of the ASCII value to 1. The values of all

lower-case characters are equal to the values of the corresponding up-

per-case letters plus 32. This means, as an ASCII chart showing bit

values reveals, that capital letters have bit 5 clear and lower-case letters

have bit 5 set. Line 13 of our routine sets bit 5, thus converting the char-

acter to lower case. Finally, line 14 returns us to the calling program.

Our routine should work from within Applesoft. Try this:

10 POKE 56,0: POKE 57,3: CALL 1002

20 INPUT "ENTER A STRING:";I$

30 PRINT 1$

40 PRINT CHR$(4);"IN#0":REM DISCONNECT ROUTINE

Don't be surprised if this program doesn't work. Try changing line 20

to look like this:

We've sot EDU-WARE® educational
software that impresses even

the toughest critic*

Now run the program. The results this time should be more like you
expected. Line 30 is used to confirm the fact that the lower-case data we
typed in on line 20 actually made it to Applesoft.

The question now is, why didn't the first program work? In a sense it

did. If you like, go back and run the first program without line 40. When
the program ends, go into the Monitor and check the DOS input vector

at $AA55,AA56. It should indicate that our routine at $300 is

being used.

The problem lies in Applesoft's use of the GETLN (get line) routine

for the input statement. This routine is used to input entire lines at a time.

Although GETLN does use the RDKEY routine to get individual char-

acters, it unfortunately tampers with the characters entered before it re-

turns the data to Applesoft, DOS, or the Monitor.

Specifically, GETLN converts any lower-case characters coming in

to upper case. Thus, even though our routine converts the upper-case

characters coming in through the keyboard to lower case, GETLN un-

does everything by converting them back before they're even edioed to

the screen.

Another annoyance of GETLN is that it converts charactCTS that

you copy from the screen using the right arrow.

The reason the program works with the new version of line 20 is that

the Applesoft get statement uses a direct call RDKEY and does not use

GETLN.
One way to solve the problem of the input statement not working is

by writing your own input routine instead of using the get sequence.

The easiest thing to do here would probably be to copy theGETLN rou-

tine and eliminate the conversion portion starting at $FD7E.

Instead, let's see if we can improve on the simple input routine just

shown, making it a little more flexible, without rewriting the GETLN
routine.

Something More Useful. Although the routine just given illustrates

the concept of intercepting input, it's not really that useful, since it pro-

vides no way of switching between upper and lower-case letters at will.

Why not create an input routine that allows us to shift between upper

and lower-case letters as we input them? As we did for the output rou-

tine last month, we'll first make a list of what we want the routine to do:

1 . The routine should allow numeric and control characters to pass

through unaltered.

2. The routine should be set up such that pressing escape once when

in the lower-case mode will shift only the next letter to a capital letter.

3. Pressing escape twice when in lower-case mode should shift aU

successive input to the upper-case mode (this is sometimes called "caps

lock").

4. Pressing escape once when in the upper-case mode should return

the system to the lower-case mode.

The system of using escape as a shift key is somewhat standard. Be-

fore going on to the listing, though, let's think a little more about what is

needed to implement this system. First off, we'll need some way to re-

member which mode (lower-case or upper-case) we're in. The most di-

rect way of doing this is to use a flag, which we'll call CSFLG (for case

flag). To avoid zero page conflict, we'll reserve a place for the flag at the

end of the routine.

In order to fulfill the requirement stated in item three on our list, we

need to store the value of the last character input, that is, the character

just before the one currently being input, in another storage location.

This will allow us to tell when escape has been hit twice in a row. We'll

call this location LSTCHR (for last character).

The general pattern will be to do some brief tests each time a charac-

ter is input, and, if no conversion is necessary, to pass the upper-case let-

ter through unaltered. Only when an escape sequence is coming through

or when we're in the lower-case mode will we ever alter the input

character.

Here, then, is the improved listing:

LOWER-CASE INPUT ROUTINE

We're NONAGON
800-942-2058
(In CalMornia call 415-937-440*)

Call toll-free or write for free catalog; NONAGON, 1556 Douglas
Drive, El Cerrito, CA 94530. Dealer inquiries are also invited.



If you deal with computers, then Microtek has something

for you. Microtek is the time-proven industry standard

second source manufacturer for microcomputer

peripherals. We offer an unparalled selection of

hardware and software support for your every need.

Microtek Computer Products for
Apple and Franklin Computers.

Hi-Resolution Graphics Parallel Printer Interface Card

with graphics features.

64K Spooler Buffer for Text, Block and Dot Addressable

Graphics.

Both DUMPLINGS hove Rotation, Inversion, Emphasized

Mode, Dual Page Dump and a myriad of graphics

manipulation routines. The DUMPLING-64 includes Space

Compression, Pause immediate. Pause delayed. Insert

Editing for text and more than 2 dozen control codes for

text and graphics storage and output.

One version of each DUMPLING works with most major

graphics printers!

BAM-16MM 16K Memory Card with MMS (includes

MOVE-DOS).
MAGNUM-80 80 column Video Board

Q-DISC Self-contained 128K Disc Emulation.

Firmware for Self-Test, DOS facilities

and supplied with Visicolc Expansion

Software.

RAiNBOW-256 RGB Driver with 256 colors.

RV-611C 7 or 8 Bit Parallel Interface Card.

BAM-128 64K or 128K Memory supplied with

Visicolc Expansion Software.

ThelBMP.C.
HAL-64, 128, 192, 256 Memory Expansion with end without

Parity.

The HAL Parallel Printer Cable.

Disc emulation and Printer Spooler Software for the HAL
series or ANY IBM compatible memory card.

Atari 400 & 800 Computers
AMB-16 16K Memory Card.

AMB-32A 32K Slot Independent Memory Card.

ATC-P Parallel Printer Cable.

ATC-S Serial or Modem Cable.

Commodore Products for the VIC-20
VIM-16 1 6K Memory Expansion Module.

VIM-8 8K Memory Expansion Module.

VIM-0 EPROM/RAM User Definable Module.

Miscellaneous
SCAMP SERIES—RS-232C Serial Interface Cables. '

'

All Microtek products carry a 2 Year Warranty.

Micro Spooler III & IV— Stand-alone printer spoolers with

serial/parallel conversion and 256K memory.

^^^B
'^^^^ Chesapeake Drive

toll Free Outside CA^^^^^
1 (800) 854-1081

MICROTEKnc TWX. 910-335-T269
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5 OBJ $300
6

7
*

ORG $300

8 KEYIN EQU $FD1B
Q PPil 1t L/U

10

0300: 20 IB FD 11 ENTRY JSR KEYIN
; GET KEY

0303: 48 12 PHA
; SAVE CHAR

1 O

0306: FO 19 14
*

BEG ESC1

0308: AD 3F 03

15

16 CHAR LDA LSTCHR
030B: C9 9B 17 CMP #ESC
030D FO OD 18

*

BEQ XFER
; CAP THIS CHAR

030F: 2C 40 03

19

20 CASE BIT CSFLG
0312: 30 08 21 BMI XFER

; CAPS
22 *

0314: 68 23 CVERT PLA
;
RETRIEVE CHAR

0315: C9 CI 24 CMP #$C1 ; ASCII A
031 7: 90 RPP X2
0319: 09 20 26 ORA #$20 ; SET BIT 5
031 B: 48 27 X2 PHA ; PUT CHAR BACK

28 *

031C: 68 29 XFER PLA ; RETRIEVE CHAR
031D: 8D 3F 03 30

31
*

STA LSTCHR ; LSTCHR = CHR

0320: 60 32 DONE RTS
33 *

0321: AD 3F 03 34 ESC1 LDA LSTCHR
0324: QR

fftoo
0326: DO 10 36 BNE CASE2

37
0328: AO 80 38 LOCK LDA #$80 ; BIT 7 = 1

032A: 8D 40 03 39 STA CSFLG ; UC
032D: DO ED 40

41

BNE XFER
; ALWAYS

032F: 68 42 UNLOCK PLA
; PULL CHAR

0330: A9 00 43 LDA #$00
0332: 48 44 PHA ; CHR=NULL
0333: 8D 40 03 45 STA CSFLG ; 0 = LC
0336: Fn BEQ YPFPAr tn Al \A/AVO

47
0338: 2C 40 03 48 CASE2 BIT CSFLG
0338: 10 DF 49 BPL XFER LC NEEDS NO

ACTION
033D: 30 FO 50

51

BMI UNLOCK ; UNLOCK UC

033F: 00 52 LSTCHR DFB $00
0340: 00 53 CSFLG DFB $00 DEF = LC; #$80

=uc
54 *

After assembling and installing this routine at $300, try the Apple-

soft program with the altered line 20 again. This time you should be able

to enter a string containing both upper-case and lower-case letters, with

the escape key functioning as described in the requirements list.

Note the use of EQU to define ESC in line 9. The label ESC is used

as a value rather than a location. This way you can change the key used

for shift by changing the value equated in line 9.

A look at the source listing reveals what's going on. First, a JSR
KEYIN is done to get a character from the keyboard. KEYIN handles

the flashing cursor and keyboard hardware for us. Next, the input char-

acter is -pushed on the stack so we'll be free to use the accumulator if

necessary without losing the input character.

Next, a test is done to see if the current character is an escape charac-

ter. If so, a branch is done to the escape-handling routine, ESCl (line 34).

The first thing done at ESCl is to see if the last character was an escape

as well, in which case LOCK (line 38) sets caps lock mode by putting a

$80 in CSFLG. If not, then CASE2 (line 48) diecks CSFLG to see if we're

presently in lower or upper case.

To simplify this test, we've used a value of $00 for CSFLG to signify

the lower-case mode. A value of $80 signifies the upper-case mode in our

example. These values were chosen to allow the use of the BIT com-

mand. Because the BIT instruction conditions the sign flag (bit 7) of the

status register according to bit 7 of the memory location referenced, we

can test the status of CSFLG without actually having to load the ac-

cumulator with anything to do the test.

CASE2 uses the bit instruction to test bit 7 of CSFLG. If bit 7 is

clear, we're in lower-case mode and all that needs to be done is to pass

this first escape character through to XFER, where it will be stored in

LSTCHR. That way the escape can be used to signify a shift to upper
case if the next character is a letter.

If bit 7 is set, then we're in upper case, and we need to "unlock" the

upper-case mode. UNLOCK does this by putting a 0 value in CSFLG.
You'll also notice that the current character is changed from an escape to

a null. This is done so that after down-shifting, we can still press escape

once more to capitalize the next letter. If we hadn't changed that escape

to a null when we down-shifted, we'd be back in upper-case locked

mode.

For the next pass through, let's see what happens with a nonescape

character. We'll resume tracing the routine right after ENTRY has de-

cided that the current character is not an escape character.

The next section is CHAR, which checks to see whether the last char-

acter through was an escape character. If so, we need to make sure the

current letter is capitalized, even though we're presumably in the lower-

case mode. This is easily done, though; program flow proceeds directly to

XFER. Remember, XFER simply stores the current input character in

LSTCHR and then returns to the calling program. In this case, because

all characters generated by KEYIN are always upper case (except on the

Apple lie), we'll just leave the capital letter input "as is," and pass it

through.

If the last character was not an escape, program flow continues to the

CASE section, which decides whether to convert the character coming

through by checking to see whether we're in upper or lowCT-case mode.

CASE uses the BIT instruction to do this test. If we're in the upper-

case mode (bit 7 = 1, therefore BMI works), no conversion of the in-

coming upper-case letter is needed and the program branches directly to

the XFER routine. XFER retrieves the original input character stored

on the stack, updates LSTCHR (since this will now be the "last charac-

ter" on the next pass through), and then returns to the main calling pro-

gram via the RTS.
If the CSFLG was set to zero, line 21 would not branch, and the

CVERT (for convert) routine would be entered. CVERT first retrieves

the input character from the stack and then checks to see if the character

has an ASCII value less than that of the letter A. If so, the character

coming through is a number or a control character, and as such should

not be converted to lower case. If such a character is detected, the rou-

tine jumps over the conversion routine to line 27, which puts the charac-

ter back on the stack (where XFER expects to find it) and goes through

to the XFER section.

If the character has an ASCII value equal to or greater than that of

the letter A, then the ORA #$20 sets bit 5, thus converting the letter to

lower case. At that point the new character is put on the stack for the

XFER routine.

Conclusions. This is definitely one of those programs that take a flow

chart to design, so don't feel discouraged if everything's not immediately

clear. Considering all the possible situations of escape sequences and cur-

rent case, it may take a little time before you feel comfortable with it.

Even if the program never makes complete sense, remember that the

important thing here is to understand the workings of the input system in

general, rather than this particular little routine.

Of course, the best way to understand what's going on is to experi-

ment with your own routines. Doing this always helps bring out the right

and wrong assumptions about the way we think things work. You might

want to try writing the generalized input routine suggested earlier, or per-

haps you're one of those people who've hooked up a wire from the shift

key to push button 2. If so, see if you can improve the input routine to

allow yourself to use the shift key as well. Another interesting project

would be to write your own KEYIN routine to be used by the input rou-

tine, and see if you can generate a different kind of cursor—or solve the

problem of the cursor not looking quite right when it's on a lower-case

letter.

In any event, enjoy whatever it is you do with your Apple; see you

here next month! -m
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple

II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement for

ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple III in the emulator mode.

Prices on all games from Penguin Software (830 Fourth Avenue, Ge-

neva, IL 60134; 312-232-1984)—5'p>''j Demise, Transylvania, and Pie

Man—are now $19.95 as part of an experimental price cut reflecting the

size of the market and potential volume of sales. Upcoming Penguin

games will also carry the new price tags. (See story in Tradetalk.)

Books from Prentice Hall (Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632; 201-592-

2348): Mathematical Problem-Solving with the Microcomputer offers a

hands-on approach that shows how to use a microcomputer to solve math

problems faster and how to inwease Basic programming skills. 190

pages. $8.95. Apple II Programmer's Handbook offers tips and tech-

niques for effective programming in Integer and Applesoft Basic, Pascal,

and assembly language. It explains features and capabilities of each lan-

guage, graphics, string arrays, DOS, and more. 276 pages. $16.95.

Hello, crime-stoppers! The Small Computer Company (10 Center

Square, East Lx)ngmeadow, MA 01028; 413-525-6663) secures your Ap-

ple and accessories with Kablit, a system that consists of a long cable

with lock, hinge fasteners, and sleeve fasteners. The fasteners attach to

your equipment, and the cable passes through them and is then secured

around a desk and locked. $39.95.

Learn about Basic in Microsoft Basic, 2nd Edition, from dilithium

Press (11000 S.W. 11th Street, Suite E, Beaverton, OR 97005; 503-646-

2713). The book begins with definitions and an introduction to Basic. It

covers branching, loops, strings, arrays, files, and the Microsoft Basic

Compiler. 178 pages. $14.95.

The Second Annual New York Computer Show and Software Expo-

sition will be held April 14 through 17 at Long Island's Nassau Coli-

seum. You can see thousands of different kinds of peripherals and acces-

sories, including printers, hard disks, modems, memory cards, plug-in

boards, and a broad range of software for almost any application. For

information, contact Northeast Expositions (822 Boylston Street, Chest-

nut Hill, MA 02167; 617-739-2000). Admission, $5.

WonderCalc is a spreadsheet program from BusinessSoft (24 Jean

Lane, Monsey, NY 10952; 914-352-0021) that is oriented toward com-

panies with branch operations. Separate manager and data entry

modules can be used for the manager-secretary team or headquarters-

field office operation. It processes spreadsheets of up to 998 rows and

ninety-nine columns. Several formatting options are available for re-

ports and graphs. Manager's module, $395; data entry module, $195.

Suprex International Marketing (151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, NY
10705; 914-965-1469) introduces the Computer Speaker CS-19. These

twin external speakers can be used in place of the Apple's speaker. You
can generate sounds with more clarity and better frequency responses

than those of the existing speaker. The CS-19 is also available with an op-

tional headphone jack, allowing you to blast away at arcade games with-

out disturbing others. $19.95.

Atlantis (720 29th Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55440; 612-

623-3850) announces the ADP-12A amber phosphor monitor. Its fea-

tures include controls for brightness, horizontal and vertical hold, and

contrast. The screen measures twelve inches and has a resolution of eight

hundred lines. $169.

Crystal Caverns is a mystery game from Hayden Software (600 Suf-

folk Street, Lowell, MA 01853; 617-937-0200). Your goal is to find as

many treasures as possible and secure them while searching through the

dark and dangerous passages of an old mansion. Mapping skills are a

plus. $34.95.

Create Word Puzzles with Your Microcomputer 's a book from Hay-
den Book Company (50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662; 201-843-

0550) full of puzzle programs that let you create acrostics, cryptograms,

word finds, and other word puzzles. Programs are designed to handle

large alphabetic databases formed from word and quotation files cre-

ated by the user. Each puzzle type and database is illustrated in detail,

showing the types of printouts that you can make. 304 pages. $14.95. Al-

so from Hayden is CP/M Revealed, a book that describes the full poten-

tial of CP/M. Included are programming exercises that you can use with

any CP/M based system. The book explains technical aspects of CP/M,
including the console monitor (CCP), the system manager (BDOS), and

the input/output driver package (CBIOS). 180 pages. $13.95. And final-

ly. Software Toolkit for Microcomputers is a compilation of forty-three

articles from Electronic Design magazine that provide a detailed analysis

of how to use high-level languages and operating systems to speed up

software design. The book covers Fortran, Cobol, Basic, Pascal, and

other languages. A feature section on Ada explores the opportunities

available to programmers. 348 pages. $14.95.

Adventure fans: Fantasystic Software (7905 Rodgers Road, Elkis

Park, PA 19117; 215-885-3796) wants you to take a look at Caves of

Death, a new type of Dungeons and Dragons simulation that incorpo-

rates illusions, alignments, use of magic items, spells, negotiation, and

solving of puzzles and riddles. Hi-res graphics and sound are included.

$29.95. Holy Grail is an adventure program in which your goal is to re-

trieve the Holy Grail before midnight. $19.95. Fantasystic's Character

Catalog is a character generator that not only rolls up basic characteris-

tics but also can be used to shop for equipment, create personalities, save

characters to disk, and make hard copies of characters. $19.95. The Ap-

ple Pallette is a hi-res picture generator that allows you to create, save,

and recall pictures by using keyboard or joystick commands. $24.95.

Renasoft (1070 Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518; 415-676-5757) has

you climbing to different levels of a building to obtain containers of

water and then coming back down. It all happens in Artesians, a game in

which you make your way through mazes, leapfrog across moving belts,

and jump through moving gears and barrels. $34.95.

Alien attackers are destroying your city. How long can you survive?

Omega Microware (222 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606; 312-

6484844) gives you a chance to find out in Night Falls, an arcade game

where you're the commander of the Emerald Cityscape, just trying to

make it until dawn. $29.95.

Residential Energy Analysis (864 Eisenhower Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15228; 412-563-7772) releases the On-Line Plotting Utility System

(OPUS), a remote terminal graphics system that emulates the Tektronix

4000 terminal family. This software allows the Apple to provide remote

graphics for engineering, business, and classroom applications without

requiring hardware. Graphics are prepared on the host system; OPUS is

then placed in graphics mode, in which it interprets and graphs the plot

commands sent from the host to the Apple. Requires Hayes Micro-

modem II. $200.

Want to start your own Softalkl The Webb Company (1999 Shepard

Road, Saint Paul, MN 551 16; 612-690-7200) has prepared a handbook

entitled An Inside Look at Producing CompanySponsored Magazines.

The thirty-eight-page manual assists companies in starting their own

publications. $10.

For those who want to get into hardware, Snave Systems (Box 957,

Niles, IL 60648; 312-966-4505) offers the Fly Board interfacing system,

consisting of a 6522 interface adapter, all necessary cables, and 2K of

EPROM-compatible RAM that's fully programmable. Included is a

128-page notebook to help you get started. $130.

Softronics (6626 Prince Edward Place, Memphis, TN 38139; 901-
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755-5006) has released a Fortran 77 source program that provides Sof-

trans protocol compatibility for file transfers between Apples and any

host computer. When used with the Softerm terminal program, Softrans

provides error detection with automatic retransmission, automatic bi-

nary encoding and decoding, and data compression for economical

transfer. Softerm is $150.

Accounting Plus II, the popular accounting program by Software Di-

mensions, is now available from Software Management Group (12555

Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 805, Miami, FL 33181; 800-327-7701; 305-

757-5416 collect in Florida). $1,250.

The College of Education at Northern Illinois University (DeKalb,

IL 601 15; 815-753-1949) is sponsoring a Software Fair on April 27 from

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the ballroom of the Holmes Student Center.

The purpose is to introduce teachers and administrators to software

available for instructional purposes.

PlanSO, a financial planning system, is available from Digital Mar-
keting (2670 Cherry Lane, Walnut Creek, CA 94596; 415-938-2880).

PlanSO calculates averages, depreciation, rate of return, and trigo-

nometric functions. It also joins files, creating new models from one or

several old models. Requires 56K and CP/M. $295.

Protecting your ideas is what Trade Secrets from Osborne/Mc-

Graw-Hill (630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-548-2805) is aU

about. The book tells you how to protect ideas by using patent, copy-

right, and trade secret methods, as well as how to tighten company
security systems. Steps in a typical lawsuit are also covered. 145 pages.

$11.95.

For dentists, OR-D System (1200B Haddonfield Road, Cherry Hill,

NJ 08002; 609-665-2255) presents the OR-D dental management system.

With a capacity of 5,000 active accounts, 10,000 patients, and 500 insur-

ance companies, the system handles per-visit billing, receipt and re-

minder notices, and form generation for laboratories, patients, and insur-

ance companies. Installation, hard disk system, one-day training, and

thirty hours of consultation are included. $9,995.

It's a microcomputer show; it's an electronics show; it's a flea market.

It's the 1983 Greater Baltimore Hamboree and Computerfest

(GBH&C), and it takes place March 27 at the Maryland State Fair-

grounds Exhibition Complex in Timonium, Maryland. Lots of com-
puters and software for sale. There will be guest speakers throughout the

day. Hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For information, contact the

GBH&C (Box 95, Timonium, MD 21093; 301-561-1282). Admission, $3.

Game Powerfor Phonics from Spin-a-Test (404 Old Orchard Court,

Danville, CA 94526; 415-8374532) offers help to students with reading

problems. The student can practice phonetics in a game format.

Emphasis is on word recognition, nonverbal and verbal responses, com-
prehension, sentence improvisation, articulation, and spelling.

Accompanying the program is a manual with 1,280 language games.

Cassette. $28.50.

Tar Heel Career Camps (Box 2328, Chapel Hill, NC 27514; 919-

967-6996) offers a computer camp for high school juniors and seniors.

The six-day session at the University of North Carolina covers com-
puters and their history, hands-on instruction with Apples, Basic pro-

gramming, and alternatives in computer careers. $335 per session.

A series of four books has been released by Howard W. Sams (4300

West 62nd Street, Box 7092, Indianapolis, IN 46206; 317-298-5400).

Foundations of Computer Technology examines software maintenance,

assembly language, printers, and integrated circuit manufacturing. 272

pages. Modern Computer Concepts explores different types of mass stor-

age, CPUs, data communications, networks, teletex, and videotex. 304

pages. Basic: Fundamental Concepts introduces Basic and compares

MiCTosoft Basic with that of Digital Equipment Corporation. Dialect

conversion is taught. 208 pages. Basic: Advanced Concepts uses Basic to

help you understand program storage within the computer, explore float-

ing-point arithmetic, and examine commonly used number systems. 192

pages. $22.95 each.

Spide Attack is an educational game from Ahead Designs (699 North
Vulcan, Suite 88, Encinitas, CA 92024; 619436-4071) designed for the

teacher, who can create multiple choice, true/false, and fill-in questions

for students to solve. Create your own sentence and word lists from any
subject area. For grades one through eight. $24.95.

END TAX
TRAU

We have the perfect way to

breeze through the most

dreaded task of the year.

And you can do it on your

computer — even if you're a

complete novice.

It's called TheTax
Advantagel" It's fast and

it's a cinch to use.

The program takes you

line-by-line through Form 1040 and the other most

common tax forms. It asks you for information in plain

English, and you type in the numbers.That's all there

is to it.

TheTax Advantage™ does complex operations like

income averaging with a few simple commands. Not

only that, but as tax laws change, you can easily update

the tax tables for a nominal sum.

Another terrific feature is that it automatically com-

putes your taxes with each entry you make. So you

know exactly how each line affects your overall tax

picture.

Pick upTheTax Advan-

tage!" Simply stated, it's the

best way to do your taxes.

But hurry. April's almost

here.

TheTax Advantage™ is

available for the Apple II and
Atari 400/800. Price $59.95.

Continental
Software

A Division of Arrays. Inc.

Continental Software Co., 11223 South Hindry Avenue,

Los Angeles, California 90045 Telephone (213) 417-8031

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari 400/800 are registered

trademarks of Atari, Inc., a division of Warner Communications, Inc.



T^he reason you bought a
computer

in the first nlace.

T
he Agony...

You
expected

your new computer
to perform miracles
— to bring order out

of chaos. You lool<ed

for it to organize and
manage your business
information. You lool<ed forward

to the end of errors, the end of

frustration . . . and the saving of

time, effort and money. Afterall,

that's the reason you invested in

a computer in the first place.

Yet, there it sits. Nothing.

...and the ecstasy.
Well, your computer can per-

form all the miracles you hoped
for. It needs just one profes-

sional addition. The
General Manager.

The General Man-
ager is what the com-
puter industry calls a

data base management
program (DBM). In

everyday words — it

allows you to organize,

store, file, find, save, re

treive, interrelate, control

and print out all orselected parts

of your information. The result:

your information, or data, is

managed totally, completely,
automatically.

Ordinary
The ordinary DBM system

expects your business to con-
form to its program design. So
you must change your records,

your forms, your way of having
information cross-referenced,
saved and . . . well, you almost
end up with a different business!

Certainly a more frustrating one.

Extraordinary
The General Manager on the

other hand is extraordinary in

the DBM field, because it makes
no such demands on you. In-

stead, it lets you make demands
on it! The General Manager was
designed so that your business

The General Manager
routines can be kept as indivi-

dualized as you want ... so your
data is managed and de-

livered in the ways which

are most useful, effi-

cient and effective

for you.

It works so easily

and so well because
of its "hierarchial"

structure. This sen-

sible "family tree"

type of design starts

with the main subject, then

branches out to related informa-

tion. You enter data on "Blank

Forms" which you may construct

to your exact needs. The data

may be updated, deleted or

modified to

your heart's

content. To
know The
General Man-
ager will be to

love it!

Power &
Price

Nothing
near the price

of the General
Manager (by
hundreds of

dollars) gives

you all the
power, fea-
tures and benefits it does! At

$229.95, The General Manager is

the absolute value in its field.

GEN[-RALMANAGFR
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Consider this: it supports 1

to 4 floppy disk drives (even

hard-disk systems). It includes

utility programs which others

charge hundreds extra for.

Upper and lower case characters

in the data base are provided

without need for additional
costly hardware. If someone
goofs, the "error message" is

displayed in understandable
English. There is an on-

screen "Help" function

available any time. It

creates Applesoft usable

files for your program
needs. And many espe-
cially useful printing

commands are built-in

for

greater flexi-

bility. When
you consider
all these ad-

vantages, and
more, we think

your business

sense will a-

gree, there's

no contest at

any price.

The fantasy...

Almost
everyone
claims user
friendly docu-

mentation. The fact remains
much of it is convoluted, com-
plicated and defies under-

standing. You can't afford

that! — for a program
without excellent
documentation is

frustrating and basi-

cally useless.

...and reality!

At Sierra On-Line we've
spent the time and the effort

to create superb documentation.

It is so good that you can have
The General Manager up and
running after the first two
chapters! And after you're
thoroughly at home with it, you
can move on to the other
chapters as you have need for

the many additional functions

and capabilities.

The reason you bought...

... a computer in the first

place was, we know, twofold:

for word processing (our Screen
Writer program is the leader) . .

.

but mainly for information man-
agement. The General Manager

is your powerful

answer . . . the

truly outstand-

ing value in

DBM's, bar
none, at only

$229.95.

For further

information and
ordering, see your computer
dealer or contact us:

(209) 683-6858

mlyOIM-UIME IIMC
SIERRA ON-LINE, INC
Business products division

Sierra On Line Building

Coarsegold CA 93614

"The General Manager, version 2.0

requires 48K Apple II or II+, 1 ormore
drives, DOS 3.3. Direct orders add
$3.00 shipping/handling.
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MCE (157 Kalamazoo Mall, Kalamazoo, MI 49007; 616-345-8681)

is introducing five new programs in its basic living skills line for junior

high school to adult level learners. Managing Your Time helps the learner

organize time. The program identifies time-wasting habits and provides

methods for changing such habits. A utility allows you to develop a daily

schedule with hard copy printout. $44.95. First Day on the Job discusses

the importance of making a good impression on the job. It covers cloth-

ing, grooming, arriving on time, and the importance of understanding

instructions. A simulation allows the learner to select a specific job situa-

tion and then make various decisions regarding conditions likely to occur

during early periods of employment. $44.95. Following Written Direc-

tions explains the importance of following directions and what can

happen if they are not precisely followed. A challenging game is included

based on your following directions. $44.95. Strategies for Test Taking

examines major types of tests and provides techniques for taking them

and experience in applying those techniques to sample questions. $44.95.

Analyzing an Ad helps learners become informed customers by explor-

ing the reasons for advertising and how advertisements are designed to

be successful. $44.95.

n Diskus is a disk storage drawer with a capacity for 125 disks and is

available from Diskus (7851 Hanna Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304).

Five disk compartments are separated by removable, clear inserts. Index

tab dividers are also included. Its dimensions make the unit compatible

' with most disk drives and computer desk setups. Made of dark, see-

through acrylic. $75.95.

Roadsearch is a computer road atlas that helps you plan trips. It pro-

vides you with driving routes, mileage, travel times, and fuel usage. The

atlas, from Columbia Software (Box 2235, Columbia, MD 21045; 301-

997-3100), contains a database of 406 cities and road junctions in the

United States and Canada. Also included are 69,000 miles of interstate

and major highways. The program computes the shortest route between

cities and avoids toll or other roads in its planning if you desire. For air

travelers, a subroutine computes flying time between cities. $34.95.

If you have the Legend RAM card from Legend Industries (2220

Scott Lake Road, Pontiac, MI 48056; 313-674-0953), you might be in-

terested in the Legend Mailer. With the Disk Emulator, it stores and re-

trieves database records, using the RAM card as a second disk drive.

Legend Mailer comes free on the Legend utilities disk. Current RAM
card owners may update for $8 by contacting Legend Industries. Also

from Legend is the 18SRC Static RAM card. It's an 18K RAM card for

the Apple II and He computers, containing a battery backup system that

allows you to retain what's in memory in the case of a power loss. Store

programs, monitor routines, or DOS if you desire. A write-protect switch

allows you to protect the information in the card or alter data at will.

$149.95.

Examine countless mortgage types quickly with the MBA Creative

Financing/Mortgage Analyzer from MBA Software Group (1 122 Colo-

rado, Suite 103, Austin, TX 78701; 512-476-9243). You can tailor loan

types, examine a variety of financing options, and customize messages on
printed reports. Requires two disk drives and a printer. $295.

The Heat Snatcher is a passive cooling device that mounts on the

power supply inside the Apple. Without noise or power consumption, it

reduces the temperature of the power supply and the temperature inside

the Apple by dissipating the heat. From the Juii Company (1415 South

Harlem Avenue, Berwyn, IL 6M02). $9.95.

SSM Microcomputer Products (2190 Paragon Drive, San Jose, CA
95131; 408-946-7400) introduces its Transpak products. SSM's five

Transpaks include their Apple ModemCard (1 10 or 300 baud), Trans-

Modem 1200 (110, 300, or 1200 baud), and Transend I, 2, or i. The
Transpaks include all necessary interfaces and cables as well as precon-

figured and pretested, fully compatible software. Prices range from $388

for Transpak 1 to $1,100 for Transpak 3-I-.

Expanding Space (5739 S.E. 34th Avenue, Portland, OR 97202; 503-

771-7521) offers III Edit, a tool for developing Basic programs. This utili-

ty provides a framework for the program you're writing and has built-in

tools for editing, testing, and debugging that mil delete themselves from
the final perfected program. Single-keystroke commands make it sim-

ple. $29.95. Also from Expanding Space is Scat III, a disk file manage-
ment tool that doubles as a Hello program on boot disks. It reduces the

number of keystrokes in normal disk file operations and provides more

information with less time and effort. Now you can catalog, run, load,

exec, lock or unlock, rename, and delete files with single keystrokes.

$29.95.

The Prime Plotter offers flexibility and versatility in business graph-

ics. From PrimeSoft (Box 40, Cabin John, MD 20817; 301-229-4229),

this program handles plotting, statistics, and plotter interfacing mod-
ules, as well as replaceable character sets, typeset designs, and figure files.

Included is a replay feature, making Prime Plotter suitable for preparing

slide shows for presentations. Data can be generated in the program or

converted from other formats. $239.95.

Lifeboat Associates (1651 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10028;

212-860-0300) announces UniCalc, a spreadsheet that handles financial

projections, budgeting and planning, numerical analysis, and other

spreadsheet capabilities. Designed especially for the computer novice,

UniCalc lets you use a full range of relational or mathematic operators to

specify field formats. Handles 255 rows by sixty-four columns. CP/M re-

quired. $195.

Peripheral Visions (5285 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, Suite B500,

Hillsboro, OR 97123; 503-640-1317) includes a light pen with each of the

following products. Compuquote is a cost estimation and price-quoting

system allowing you to make consistent, accurate quotes for customers

by displaying your price Hst on the video screen and then letting you se-

lect specific items and quantities. $275. Bibliophile is a filing and cross-

referencing system for magazine articles. The article is filed by descrip-

tive categories that apply to it. You can define a set of up to sixty de-

scriptors and sixty different names of periodicals to customize the sys-

tem. $275. Peripheral Visions's Shutter Test is a comprdiensive quality-

control system that tests camera shutter speeds and maintains perform-

ance files. When speeds are tested, the actual speed, p»ercent error, av-

erage speed, high and low speeds, and average deviation are all displayed.

Store results on disk for reference. $99. Photophile is a system for filing

and cross-referencing of slides and negatives. You can file them by as

many as sixty descriptors, sixty film types, and sixty locations. $275.

AT LAST! 29.95

the "Bridge"

• Allows PFS users
to extract data from the

PFS data file and pass it

to other popular systems
that accept a DIP file or

a text file as input.

PFS DATA FILE
• Displays PFS forms as

they are in the PFS system.

• Many options available for

the extract process.

• May be extracted on a

single disk system.

. Requires Apple II* DOS 3.3 with

1 or 2 disk.

DIF OR TEXT FILE OUTPUT
• Adds a new dimension to

Visicalc* and PFS*

VISICALC USER PROGRAMS
WORD PROCESSING

* Visicalc, Trademark o( Visicorp; Apple II. Trademark of Apple Computer,
Inc., PFS, Trademark of Software Publishing Corp

Add $3.00 Shipping/Handling,

$10.00 Overseas

Add $4.00 C.O.D. orders

Manual Only • $6.00

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

P.O. Box 1388

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33302
(305) 368-8221
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Sterling Swift Publishing (1600 Fortview Road, Austin, TX 78704;

512-444-7570) gives you information at your fingertips. Will Someone

Please Tell Me What an Apple Can Do? is a book about state-of-the-art

software. It's aimed at the person who wants to use a microcomputer but

isn't interested in programming or technical aspects of the computer. The

chapters cover accounting, agriculture, investing, education, music, word

processing, and more. 136 pages. $12.95.

From Starsoft (4984 El Camino Real, Suite 125, Los Altos, CA
94022; 415-965-8000, 800-882-8000) comes CPApariner, a client write-up

and billing system for small to medium sized accounting firms. One mod-

ule handles time management and billing, while another does the client

write-up. Both allow you to modify them to your peripheral setup.

CPApariner manages and schedules up to 500 clients and is capable of

handling up to 4,500 monthly journal entries per client. Hard disk drive

isn't required but is recommended. Client write-up module, $695; both

time management/billing and write-up modules, $1,295.

Let it be known that Persimmon Software (502 C. Savannah Street,

Greensboro, NC 27406) is providing a bulletin board service for poten-

tial customers to try programs before ordering. The BBS accepts COD
and charge orders. Modem: 919-275-5824.

The popular game of Dominoes (the real kind, not the knocking-

down kind) and its variations are available from JPR Software (Box

4155, Winter Park, FL 32793) in which the object is to score points by

sending your opponent to the bone yard as often as possible and getting

rid of your dominoes first. For solitary play against the computer. Cas-

sette. $9.95.

PiccadUly Software (89 Summit Avenue, Summit, NJ 07901; 201-

277-1020) has added two games to its game catalog. Martian Soil has

nothing to do with gardening. Stop pesky avenging invaders from at-

tacking your colony and carrying off your fellow inhabitants. Multiple

screens with different avengers. $29.95. No holds barred in Invasion of

Everything as you try to repel hordes of nasties. The things they send out

to destroy you are unbelievable. Includes an intermission. $29.95.

You can find almost any software or hardware for virtually any use

Want a simple
way to save
on taxes?

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System

Optional VisiCalc " Interface Available

BE A MONEY MASTER.
Define up to 63 tax codes and save when you prepare

your returns. Available for APPLE " and IBM^PC.

"Complete and flexible . . . exceptionally

fast . . . easy to install and use . . . highly

recommend The ACCOUNTANT."
- InfoWorld, Jan. 3, 8.1

(800) 368-2022
Decision Support Software

1438 Ironwood Drive. McLean. VA 22101 (703) 241-8316

AfPlf- IBM' anri VillCalt " eif. uaiitiK^M o( APPlf Compulet Inc IBM Corp, and VisiCorp Inc (especpVBlv

in The Blue Book for the Apple Computer. Hobbyists, educators, business-

men, and even professionals can find what they're looking for in this ref-

erence book. The book contains 2,350 product listings in fifty-seven sub-

ject categories. More than 450 companies listed. Available from WIDL
Video (5245 West Diversey, Chicago, IL 60639; 312-622-9606). 464

pages. $24.95.

If you've been using DB Master and feel reasonably comfortable

with it. Missing Link Publications (3020 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA
94965; 415-332-3424) suggests you try its Management Master, a pro-

gram management workbook for DB Master masters. Management Mas-

ter works with the DB Master training guide, steering the concepts to-

ward specific applications. Management Master includes a quick refer-

ence section of DB Master and both Utility Pak 1 and 2. Comes in a

three-ring binder. $29.95.

No longer do Atarians have the upper grip when it comes to joy-

sticks. Game controls from Wico (6400 West Gross Point Road, Niles,

IL 60648; 312-647-7500) can also be used on the Apple with Wico's spe-

cial adapters. First, there's the conventional joystick, eight-position

movement, two firing buttons. A comfortable bat-handle grip and con-

veniently placed buttons make blasting aliens and eating dots a breeze.

$29.95. The Famous Redball joystick offers eight-position movement,

two firing buttons, and a ball-handle like those found in arcades. $34.95.

The Joystick Deluxe is similar to the regular joystick, and it has a weight-

ed base for a true arcade feel. $39.95. All joysticks have a five-foot-long

cord. You'll need a Wico Adapter to use these joysticks with the Apple.

$21.95.

Another contest! The Alien Group (27 West 23rd Street, New York,

NY 10010; 212-741-1770) is sponsoring the Voice Box-ing Match Con-

test for the best talking or singing game program. A panel of thirteen- to

eighteen-year-old computer game players will judge entries on the basis

of originality, playability, and quality of Voice Box use. $6,800 in prizes

plus royalties will be awarded, with a first prize of $5,000. Contact the

Alien Group for rules and further information.

Now there's a word processor that's oriented to the family. Broder-

bund Software (1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 94901; 415-456-

6424) introduces the Bank Street Writer. Just a few minutes with the on-

disk tutorial and you'll be working with this word processor like a pro.

Powerful features include universal search and replace, block move and

"unmove," automatic centering and indent, inverse highlighting of text,

word wrap, disk functions with password protection, and many more.

You get lower case without hardware. For kids ninety-seven and young-

er. $69.95.

Computer Scliolar (145 Park Street, Susanville, CA 96130; 916-257-

7929) has some programs to assist the classroom teacher. Create a Quiz

allows the teacher to design quizzes from lesson plans in any subject area.

Simply enter the questions with the corresponding answers. Quizzes are

stored on disk and called up by the student when he types the quiz title.

Immediate evaluation is given, and class reports are generated. $49.95.

Computerized Gradebook will average up to thirty grades per quarter for

any number of students. Assignments can be weighted according to their

importance on the final grade. Individual and class reports can be viewed

at any time from the screen or on hard copy. $49.95.

Rhymes and Riddles is a letter guessing game presented in three for-

mats to help children spell as well as learn words to nursery rhymes and

popular sayings. The child learns by filling in the missing parts ofjokes,

riddles, and rhymes. A color illustration and music are the reward for

succeeding. It's from Spinnalcer Software (215 First Street, Cambridge,

MA 02142; 617-868-4700). $29.95. KinderComp is for youngsters three to

eight years old. Three games here: Draw lets the child use the joystick to

create colorful art on the screen. Scribble sends an enlarged character in-

to motion with sound, all at the touch of a key. In Letters, the child

matches a series of lower and upper case characters to those on-screen.

$29.95.

Sorrento Valley Associates (11722 Sorrento Valley Road, San

Diego, CA 92121; 619-452-0101) is introducing the Megafiex, a univer-

sal disk controller for the Apple II and III. The Megafiex offers tri-mode

operation, allowing users to connect it with standard 8-inch maxi drives,

5 '/4-inch mini drives, or the new 3-inch micro drives. The controller is

compatible with DOS 3.3, SOS, Pascal, and CP/M. As many as four
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HI-RES
COMPUTER
GOLF 2

Pro-Courses

Series

NEW RELEASES

Spring is on its way, but why wait? You can be playing golf indoors now with

Hi-Res Computer Golf 2, Pro Courses Series. This computerized version of

one of America's most popular sports can be more of a challenge than the

real thing! Introduced last year as Hi-Res Computer Golf, this improved ver-

sion for 1983 requires even more skill and strategic planning than the

original. Plus, you get all these great new features:

'Real professional golf courses presented in a multi-diskette system.

The "t\/laster" package and multiple "Pro-Courses" packages contain

three professional courses each.
I Improved graphics for accurate reproduction of actual courses.

> Improved sounds.
' Auto-swing Option will take your swings for you but will allow you to

override and take your own swing.

• Improved golf rules.

' Scorecard Archives Processor stores up to 20 complete or incomplete

scores on each disk.

• Tournament-Security Option: Playing of nationwide tournaments is now
possible thanks to a special feature which guarantees that the scores

on a printed or handwritten scorecard have not been altered. Also

prevents the golfer from re-playing a designated round.

• Plus many more improved features.

Hi-Res Computer Golt 2, Pro-Courses Series Master Disk Package with three Pro-

Courses retails for $34.95. Additional Pro-Courses diskettes with three courses each
be available for $24.95.

JUMP JET
A Loyal island territory has been cap-

tured by a powerful army of outsiders.

You must fly your Loyal Air Force

JUIVIPJET on missions to regain the

island. Your JUMPJET can outfly any
aircraft in the sky, but you must deal

with its limited fuel and weapons carry-

ing capabilities.

You must sink cruisers and submarines while dodging bullets and

missiles they fire at you, defend your carrier against kamikaze fighter

planes, and defeat ground forces on the island. If you succeed, the

general of the Outside Force will surrender.

JUMPJET is a fast-paced arcade-style game with state-of-the-art action

and animation. It is bound to become one of your all time favorites. And
it's available now for only $29.95!

These and many more exciting Avant-Garde Creations games are available now at your local

dealer. Or you can order direct from us by mail or phone. Visa, MasterCard or American Express
accepted. Order today!!

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS P.O. Box 30160 Eugene, OR 97403 (503) 345-3043
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drives can be installed per controller. $299.

Want to know when the next satellite will fall from space? Computer

Applications (3628 A Court, Oxnard, CA 93033; 805-644-9327) has re-

leased Pathfinder II, a satellite tracking package that tracks any circular

orbit satellite from anywhere in the world in real time on world and

United States maps. Both maps can be printed on an Epson printer (with

Graftrax), as can all data tables. $34.95.

Are we not amoebas? You can find out by playing Evolution from

Sydney Development (600-1385 West 8th Avenue, Vancouver, BC, Can-

ada V6H 3V9; 604-734-8822). Evolve from a one-cell being all the way to

a human one and beyond by fighting off animals for whom you'd make
a delicious meal. Experience life as a tadpole, rat, beaver, and gorilla

along the way to your human form. A more difficult evolution awaits

you once you're human in this ninety-nine-level game. $39.95.

If you don't want to evolve that far, then you can play Pollywog,

from Top-Notch Productions (1201 Montana Avenue, Suite 5, Santa

Monica, CA 90403; 213-395-9591). In this game, you begin as a polly-

wog, eat algae, fight off killer fish, and grow up to be a frog. One of the

eggs you lay could even turn into a prince. More than fifty levels of diffi-

culty. $29.95.

Bifrost Technical Effects (6406 Farmdale Avenue, North Holly-

wood, CA 91606; 213-760-7882) has released Apple Lasersoft, a collec-

tion of laser programs. Laser Draw lets you draw pictures, logos, and

words on a graphics tablet and view it on the monitor and in laser light.

Saves pictures to disk. $500. Laser Displayer has the same display modes

as Laser Draw and will load ten pictures from disk, then save them as a

single file for automatic reloading. Laser Draw and Laser Displayer pack-

age, $ 1 ,000. Lasersoft includes Draw, Display, and several utilities that let

you animate your pictures, scroll sentences, and solve for variables in

geometric equations that involve finding unknown angles of deflection,

distance to screen, and image size. $2,000. Each package includes an Ap-

ple/laser control interface box. Requires 64K and Mountain Hardware

digital-to-analog converter.

The popular MasterType from Lightning Software (Box 1 1725, Palo

Alto, CA 94036; 415-327-3280) is now available in Apple He format. Ar-

cade games combine with seventeen progressive lessons to help you

master the He keyboard. New features include upper and lower case,

allowmg you to practice using the shift key, and separate lessons that

teach special lie characters. $39.95.

Also for the Apple He is a new version ofA ccomting Plus from Soft-

ware Dimensions (6371 Auburn Avenue, Citrus Heights, CA 95610; 916-

722-8000). This one's A ccounting Plus Super/e, an enhanced version of

the popular program. The package consists of several interactive

modules that maintain data and generate reports on the general ledger,

accounts payable and receivable, inventory control, and payroll. It also

generates mailing labels and keeps sales and purchasing journals. $995.

CompuCover (Box 324, Mary Esther, PL 32569; 904-243-5793) ofi"ers

static-free dust covers to help keep things clean around your terminal. In

tan, black, or clear cloth-backed vinyl. $3.95.

For software developers, Ashton-Tate (9929 West Jefferson Boule-

vard, Culver City, CA 90230; 213-204-5570) is introducing dBase II

RunTime, an application development module that lets dBase II pro-

grammers market specialized applications written and developed with

dBase II. With this module, programmers can distribute their applica-

tions without seHing customers a full dBase II system. $100.

Jane Fonda and Richard Simmons have nothing on Verbatim (323

Sequel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-245-4400). A free exercise guide.

Tone Up at the Terminals, for workers in computerized offices, is avail-

able from Verbatim. Twenty exercises intended to alleviate muscle strain

are demonstrated.

Advanced Logic Systems (1 195 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94086; 408-730-0306) has introduced a plug-in CP/M card for the Apple

He. Called CP/M Card, it contains CP/M Plus, the latest version of

CP/M. $399. ALS has also introduced supportive products for the

CP/M Card, including the Smarterm II eighty-column video board

that's compatible with the He. $179.

Basic Workbook for Microcomputers comes from Camelot Publish-

ing (Box 1357, Ormond Beach, FL 32074; 904-672-5672). Intended for

the beginner, it introduces the reader to microcomputers, Basic, and

problem solving. Lots of problems and exercises are given with space for

solving each one. 128 pages. $7.95.

It's almost tax time, and Professional Software Technology
(Whistlestop Mall, Box 269, Rockport, MA 01966; 617-546-2073) will

help prepare you with the introduction of its new program. Tax Tem-
plates. Features include income-averaging, tax tables and rate schedules,

automatic tax calculation, and direct printout on the 1040 form. The
templates come in two versions. The personal version includes all the fil-

ing methods of the 1040 form. $100. The professional version includes

corporate 1120 and partnership 1065 returns as well as the individual

1040 package. $150. Also available is a disk that includes the 1040 sched-

ules. $75.

If you need database management for the home or classroom (sorry,

you office people), you might try Notebook, a file management program
from Window (469 Pleasant Street, Watertown, MA 02172; 617-923-

9147). You can use it as a notebook, address book, student file, or a gift

list. Notebook is the latest addition to Window, a magazine on a disk. The
current issue of Window that includes Notebook is $24.95. One-year sub-

scription, $95.

Sensible Software (6619 Perham Drive, West Bloomfield, MI 48033;

313-399-8877) is entering the education market with the release of The

Report Card, a program for teachers that tracks the progress of up to

three hundred students jjer disk. It calculates student and class averages

and ranks students wdthin their classes. Exercises, quizzes, and tests can

be weighted for their effect on the final grade. $60. Sensible's Sensible

Speller is now available in a formatable version. Now you can use the

same Sensible Speller with files generated by different word processors.

Sensible Speller contains more than eighty thousand words and adds

Word Handler and Super Text to its list of compatible word processors.

$125.

The latest release from Applied Microsystems (Box 832, Roswell,

GA 30077; 404-475-0832) is Introduction to OS/JCL. This interactive tu-

torial is for people who work in IBM OS batch environments. Ten les-

sons teach OS concepts, JCL syntax and usage, and introduce the stu-

dent to IBM utilities. Individual version, $25; institutional version, $50.

The Apple Stacker from Universal Industries (Box 63188, Los An-

geles, CA 90063; 213-269-2117) is a rack designed to stack and hold se-

curely your Apple system. It holds two disk drives and a large monitor. It

even has space to store disk boxes. $35.

What's So Funny about Computers? is a book from William Kauf-

mann (95 First Street, Los Altos, CA 94022; 415-948-5810) that captures

the pains, joys, and ironies of the computer age. This collection of 121

cartoons humorously reflects life with the computer as we know it. 128

pages. $6.95.

Notable Software (Box 1556, Philadelphia, PA 19105) has released

Musical Match-up, an instructional game in which you try to match pairs

of chords played through the Apple speaker. The game lets you choose

the skill level of your computer opponent, root position or inversions,

types of chords, and whether to display the chord by name or on the

staff. $25.

Two templates are available for use with VersaForm, the database

from Applied Software Technology (14125 Capri Drive, Suite 4, Los

Gatos, CA 95030; 415-370-2662). The Purchase Order template is de-

signed for purchasing departments in small to very large companies. The

system contains suggested screen formats, sample paper forms, and a li-

brary of common report definitions. VersaForm allows you to cus-

tomize your own reports. $49.95. The Legal Office Manager has error-

trapping to prevent mistakes in data entry and a reporting capability that

lets you define reports. Contains preconfigured input screens that track

billable and nonbillable hours by attorney, case, and service. $249.95.

Mountain Computer (300 El Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95066;

408-438-6650) has reduced the price of its Winchester hard disk systems.

The new price of its five-megabyte hard disk is $1,995.

The wolf pack is loose, and it's just you and your wargle against the

lot of them. In Wargle. you can evade these nasties or knock them off.

Six levels of play. From Hayden Software (600 Suffolk Street, Lowell,

MA 01853; 617-937-0200). $34.95.

Compupeg Software (1202 West Ridgeway, Waterloo, lA 50701;

319-233-2816) has introduced its new system for health care profes-

sionals. Compupeg is a computerized pegboard accounting system,

serving a one to four doctor practice handling such tasks as receivables.
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account aging, service charges, insurance forms, patient recall, and ledger

accounting for up to thirty thousand accounts. You need CP/M and

64K for this one. $700.

The Einstein Compiler from Einstein Corporation (11340 West

Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064; 213-477-4530) offers code

compression, fast string handling, memory control, and program

debugging. $79.95.

Tabulyzer analyzes and cross-tabulates survey data and prints analy-

sis tables in report format. It handles up to 999 interviews on one disk.

Multiple disks may be used for more interviews by splitting questions

into groups. The alpha/formatter combines, deletes, and rearranges table

rows, titles, and calculation setups. From Business Research and Sur-

veys (50 Greenwood Avenue, West Orange, NJ 07052; 201-731-7800).

$395.

Beaman Porter (Pleasant Ridge Road, Harrison, NY 10528; 914-

967-3504) has released an enhanced version of its PowerText word proc-

essor. New features include automatic indenting, automatic drama script

formatting, a disk-based editor, definable function keys, and automatic

backing up of the text you're editing. A separate mode lets you type ver-

tically for diagrams. $299. If you have Pascal, it's $199.

Apollo Software (6338 Wisteria Lane, Apollo Beach, FL 33570; 813-

645-3153) has released its Font Generator III for the Apple III. You can

design your own fonts and test them out before you save them away.

You can also check out how they look in different text modes and with

different foreground and background colors. Ten character fonts may be

loaded at one time, and you can copy characters from one font to

another. $40.

The Genius offers full-page display in a fifty-seven-lines-by-eighty-

characters format. From Micro Display Systems (Box 455, Hastings,

MN 55033; 612-437-2233), the monitor is available in white, green, or

amber phosphors and provides reverse video and flashing capabilities.

$1,795.

The real price of the Bufferboard (Marketalk News, January) from

Orange Micro (3150 East La Palma, Suite G, Anaheim, CA 92806;

714-630-3620) is $175 for the 16K version.

The Bubdisk from MFC Peripherals (9424 Chesapeake Drive, San
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Diego, CA 92123; 619-278-0630) plugs 128K of nonvolatile data stor-

age into your Apple. With it, you can load DOS without having to go to

the disk drive. It executes DOS commands three times faster than the

standard disk drive and holds programs in memory after the machine is

shut off. Patches are available for CP/M and Pascal. $875.

Vagabondo Enterprises (1300 East Algonquin, Suite 3G, Schaum-
burg, IL 60195; 312-397-8705) has announced Maestro, a product for the

Ceemac visual composition system. The program supports users of the

language by assembling collections of their own creations with docu-

mentation and necessary run-time modules. $35.

A new manual for users of Modula-2 is available from Volition Sys-

tems (Box 1236, Del Mar, CA 92014; 619-481-2286). It's designed to be

used with Niklaus Wirth's monograph on the language. The manual
contains a tutorial for Pascal programmers that can help them become
comfortable with the language in a short time. $35.

For developers of 8080 assembler programs for the Apple, Allen Sys-

tems (2151 Fairfax Road, Columbus, OH 43221; 614-488-7122) is

offering the XASM-80 assembler. $45.

A new printer interface card is available from Wesper Microsys-

tems (3188 Pullman Street, Costa Mesa, CA 92680; 714-850-1666, 800-

850-8737). The Wizard Intelligent Printer Interface allows you to format

such parameters as line length, left and right margins, page length, per-

foration skip, and Epson block graphics. Single-key commands let you

print double-size pictures, inverse graphics, and rotated pictures. Graph-

ics firmware is all contained on the board. $84. Also available from Wes-

per Microsystems is a buffer for Epson printers. The Wizard Epson Buff-

ered Interface mounts inside the printer and allows the computer to

dump all the data into it for printing, freeing the computer for other

tasks. The buffer is available in 8K, 16K, 32K, and 64K versions. From
$139.

Digital Marketing (2670 Cherry Lane, Walnut Creek, CA 94596;

415-938-2880) has unveiled LPMaster, a decision-making tool that

creates a mathematical model of your company within minutes. It helps

in maximizing profits, optimizing operations, exploring alternatives, allo-

cating scarce resources, presenting reports, and minimizing expenses. Re-

quires CP/M or MS-DOS, 64K, and two disk drives. $495.

The RAMdisk 320 from Axlon (70 Daggett Drive, San Jose, CA
95131; 408-945-0500) now includes CP/M capability. The RAMdisk
works with any Z-80 card, as well as with any other memory cards for

RAMdisk. Under CP/M, the system can be configured one of three

ways: to look like two thirty-five-track drives, two forty-track drives, or

one eighty-track drive. $1,395.

Multi-Tech Systems (82 Second Avenue, S.E., New Brighton, MN
55112; 612-631-3550) has made available a 1200 baud modem. The

Multi-Modem II provides full duplex communication over standard

dial-up telephone lines at 1200, 300, or 110 baud. Prompts at all levels of

command entry make auto-dial, auto-answer, and keyboard dialing

simple. Also provided is the ability to answer manually or originate

transmissions using the software voice/data switch. A built-in speaker

monitors calls in progress. $750.

Continental Software (11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles,

CA 90045; 213-410-3977) now has a form letter enhancement for its

FCM (formerly 1st Class Mail) database program. The module can print

envelopes with return addresses and messages. It can also be customized

to handle functions such as inventories of household goods, family medi-

cal records, books, collectibles, and other personal records. The form

letter enhancement will support most popular word processors. Form

letter enhancement with FCM, $99.95. Updates for current FCM
owners, $25.

Two bank security programs have been released by Quest Designs

(371 22nd Avenue, Oakland, CA 94612; 415-839-1579). Loss Control lets

security personnel track and analyze bank losses and recoveries by

operating unit and category. You can look up loss history under thirteen

search criteria and compare selected categories of current operating

losses with prior months and years to spot problem trends. $750. Audit

Control smooths the production of audit reports. The package combines

separate audit functions of data entry, reporting, and follow-up into one

procedure. Descriptions of standard findings can be saved and then

called up when desired. $750.
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G R A P n C A L L y SPEAKING
rf==ii

by lark P e I c z a r s U

Now we get down to some of the nitty-gritty techniques used for

creating fast animation in arcade games. We covered basic animation

ideas using shape tables, but they are much too slow and cause too much
flickering for really professional-looking results. Today we start creating

some real animation.

One of the techniques for fast, smooth movement is an invention

called a preshifted shape. It should be noted from the outset that the term

preshifted shape has a few different defmitions, depending on who's talk-

ing about it. It seems that a couple of years ago, when everyone's little in-

ventions for fast-animation techniques started fikering around, pre-

shifted shapes was the magic phrase, although definitions didn't always

accompany the phrase. So when people happened on techniques that

caused fast animation, many assumed they had discovered the secrets of

preshifted shapes, even if it wasn't the original technique. It's just as well,

for now we have that many more approaches to work with.

Page-flipping was, and is, another magic phrase for smooth anima-

tion. It's simple to understand: use both hi-res graphics screens, show

one, erase and redraw on the other, and flip pages. That way you don't

see the flicker caused by the erase and redraw cycle. Page-flipping, to be

fast, has to be used along with some form of preshifted shapes, or a simi-

larly fast animation method. There are, however, ways to achieve the

smooth results of page-flipping within the structure of preshifted shapes

without actually flipping pages.

The first way to think of a preshifted shape is in terms of character

graphics. Recalling from a few months ago when we did a hi-res text gen-

erator, a character on-screen is nothing more than a set of bytes with bits

on or off defining the shape of the character. By putting those bytes into

screen memory, the shape is displayed. Try typing in and running the

program in listing 1. It uses characters on the text screen for doing ani-

mation as we did earlier with shape tables. The same results could be

achieved on the hi-res screen using the hi-res character generator of a few

issues back.

Examine the animation; it is fast, but it's also very jumpy. The char-

acter moves by large steps rather than small ones, creating the impres-

sion of something moving under a strobe light instead of normal light-

ing. A very simple example explains the speed and the jumpiness of this

type of animation.

Suppose our shape is one dot. Throwing away the high bit in each

byte, since it is only a color flag, we have seven bits with which to work,

and our one-dot shape might be stored as the byte in figure 1. To move
across the screen, however, it will have to occupy each of the positions

shown in figure 2. (Figure 2 shows the bit that's set as a dot and those

that aren't set as blank, which is what happens when they are displayed

on the screen.)

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0 0 0 0- 0 0
BYTE VALUE

1

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16

Figure 1

.

32 64

Note that, when the byte is moved horizontally, our dot shape moves

seven pixels at a time, rather than a smoother one or two. (Pixel is short

for picture element, which is a fancy way of saying dot.) Vertical move-

ment doesn't give us the same problem, since the bytes are only one dot

tall when stacked on the screen. In other words, you could take figure 2

and duplicate it immediately below itself and find the dot shapes imme-

diately above and below each other. Our hi-res text generator would

work better than the text screen animation in Usting 1 for vertical

movement.

How do you get smooth horizontal movement? Two ways. First, you

could use the assembly language ROL and ROR commands (rotate left

and rotate right) to put the shape in the correct column before putting

the byte on-screen. But that isn't very workable, since any shape wider

than one pixel can overflow across two bytes, depending on exact screen

position. You also have to worry about keeping the high bit where it is

when you're ROLing and RORing things around. And worse yet, all

that takes time, which you don't want to waste when animating. That's

why the character animation was fast: there was minimal computation

involved—you simply found the byte and put it on the screen.

Solution? Preshifted shapes. In other words, do the ROLing and

RORing first, either by hand or by letting the computer help you. We'll

do it by hand so you can follow along. Take that one-dot shape, for

example. We want that dot to be able to appear in any of seven positions in

BYTEO BYTE 1 BYTE 2 BYTE 3

• • •

Figure 2.

i
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any byte. Hence, we store seven shapes: preshifted shapes. Take a look at

figure 3 to see how to get them. Notice that for any dot you want set in

figure 2, you can find one of the preshifted shapes and store that byte's

value in screen memory to set that dot.

Before leaving off we'll do a crude preshifted shape plotter in Basic.

Note that the program in listing 2 has a byte counter (X) and a bit count-

er (XB) for the X value. That's because we are interested not only in put-

ting a byte on the screen, but also in finding the byte value with the prop-

er bit set. We'll store our table of seven preshifted, one-dot shapes in the

array S%, so that S%(XB) will have the proper value with the correct bit

set for any of seven dot positions. Note that we didn't put an erase rou-

tine into the program, so our dot shape leaves a trail—most of the time.

The program in listing 2, and the one in listing 5 as well, uses two files

we generated in November's Graphically Speaking, named Plot and

Lookup. For those of you who've joined us since then, we'll rq)rint them just

this once. Listing 3 generates the lookup table in memory. Run the

program and save the table to disk using the command:

BSAVE LOOKUP, A16384, L384

Listing 4 is a quick way that anybody can type in the machine lan-

guage plot routine. Save it to disk with the command:

BSAVE PLOT,A24576,L23

Next time we'll do larger animated shapes and a machine language

routine to put them on-screen and we'll look at a tricky technique for

eliminating the erase cycle. The really clever ones among you might find

the secret to that trick in the way the program in listing 2 works. Or
perhaps listing 5, a variation on listing 2, will give you a clue.

1 REM Clear screen

2 HOME
4 REM XC is X-change, YC is Y-change
5 XC = 1:YC = 1

9 REM XO is old X, YO is old Y
10 X = 1:Y = 1:0X = 1:0Y = 1

19 REM Erase

20 HTAB OX: VTAB OY: PRINT " ";

24 REM Plot

25 HTAB X: VTAB Y: PRINT "O";

29 REM Save old coordinates

30 OX = X:OY = Y
34 REM Find new coordinates

35 X = X + XC:Y = Y + YC
40 IF X > 39 THEN X = 39:XC = - 1

50 IF X < 1 THEN X = 1:XC = 1

60 IF Y > 24 THEN Y = 24:YC = - 1

70 IF Y < 1 THEN Y = 1 :YC = 1

80 GOTO 20

Listing 1.

1 GOSUB 1000
4 REM XC is X-change, YC is Y-change
5 XC = 1:YC = 1

10 X = 0:XB = 0:Y = 0

19 REM Plot

, 20 POKE 24576,X: POKE 24577,Y: POKE 24592,S%(XB): CALL
24578

34 REM Find new coordinates

35 XB = XB + XC:Y = Y + YC
40 IF XB > 6 THEN XB = 0:X = X + XC
45 IF XB < 0 THEN XB = 6:X = X -t- XC
55 IF X > 39 THEN X = 39:XB = 6:XC = - 1

60 IF X < 0 THEN X = 0:XB = 0:XC = 1

65 IF Y > 191 THEN Y = 191:YC = - 1

70 IF Y < 0 THEN Y = 0:YC = 1

80 GOTO 20
999 REM Initialize

1000 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD PLOT"
1010 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD LOOKUP"
1020 HGR : POKE - 16302,0
1029 REM Read preshifted shape definitions, as In figure 3
1030 DIM S%(6): FOR I

= 0TO6: READ S%(l): NEXT : DATA 1,2,4,

8,16,32,64

1040 RETURN
Listing 2.

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SHIFT 0

VALUE 1

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 0 0 0 0 0
SHIFT 1

VALUE 2

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 oh 0 0 0 0
SHIFT 2

VALUE 4

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SHIFT 3

VALUE 8

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SHIFT 4

VALUE 16

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 1 0
SHIFT 5

VALUE 32

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SHIFT 6

VALUE 64

VALUE 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

Figure 3.

160 FOR Y = 0 TO 191

200 Y1 = INT (Y / 8):YR = Y - Y1 * 8

210 Y2 = INT (Y1 / 8):YS = Y1 - Y2 * 8

220 YL = 8192 + Y2 * 40 + YS * 128 + YR * 1024

230 POKE 16384 + Y, INT (YL / 256)

235 POKE 16576 + Y,YL - INT (YL / 256) * 256

236 REM The right half of line 235 has the formula for finding the

remainder of the division YL/256
240 NEXT Y

Listing 3.

The bracket (]) and asterisk (*) characters at the beginning of each line

are prompts. You type the rest. After each hne, press return.

]CALL -151
* 6000: 00 00 AC 01 60 B9 CO 40

*6008:85 06 B9 00 40 85 07 A9
*6010:FF AC 00 60 91 06 60

*3D0G
Listing 4.

1 GOSUB 1000

5 XC = 1

10 X = 19:XB = 0:Y = 95
19 REM Plot

20 POKE 24576,X: POKE 24577, Y: POKE 24592,S%(XB): CALL
24578

34 REM Find new coordinates

35 XB = XB + XC
40 IF XB > 6 THEN XB = 5:XC = - 1

45 IF XB < 0 THEN XB = 1 :XC = 1

80 GOTO 20

999 REM Initialize

1000 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD PLOT"
1010 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BL0AD LOOKUP"
1020 HGR : POKE - 16302,0
1029 REM Read preshifted shape definitions, as in figure 3

1030 DIM S%(6): FOR I
= 0TO6: READ S%(l): NEXT : DATA 1,2,4,

8,16,32,64

1040 RETURN
Listing 5.

jj^



IFYOITRE CONFUSED
PERSONAL COMPUTER,

At this moment, there are no

less than 50 personal computers
on the market. And more are

being introduced every day.

On one hand, having all those

options is a good thing. On the

other, it can make picking the

right one pretty difficult.
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Computers come in two parts.

You have to buyboth.

We'd like to help. So here are a

few suggestions about how to buy
the computer that's right for you.

Computers come in two parts.

One part is the "hardware,"

which is the machinery itseK. The
other is the "software," or a pro-

gram, as it's sometimes called.

Software is the part that tells

the computer what to do, the way
a driver tells a car what to do.

Without software, a computer
can't do anything.

And vice versa.

You have to buy both.

Buy the software first.

Since the reason you're buying
a computer is to get the capability

the software gives you (remember,
it's the software that knows how
to get things done), it makes
good sense to pick the

software fEst.

Start by making a list of the

things you want to use the com-
puter for. It can include almost

anything-any kind of inventory,

fning, accounting, graphics,

reporting, record-keeping,

analysis-you name it and there's

probably a software program that

does it.

Next, take the list into a com-
puter store and ask the salesper-

son to give you a demonstration

of the program, or programs,

that will do the things you
want.

Even though you'll

need a computer
for the soft

demonstTc

tion, keep in mind the computer
is just a vehicle. The software is

the driver. And once you've

decided on the software, picking

out the rest of the computer sys-

tem wQl be much easier.

The simpler the better.

Look for software that's easy to

learn, easy to use, and that does
the job in the simplest way
possible.

Good personal soft-

ware should be, as the

computer people say

friendly." Meaning
that it helps you

do what you
have to do
without get-

ting in the

way.

Mean-
ing there

are no com-
plicated routines

to foUow to perform

a simple task. And no
programming
language to learn.

Some people, how-

ever, win tell you that soft-

ware has to be compli-

cated to be powerful.

Nothing could be far-

ther from the truth.

Because in order for a

program to appear simple

to you on the outside, it has to

be extremely complex on
the mside.



ABOUTBUYINGA
HERE'S SOME HELR
Good software keeps the com-

plications in the computer, where
they belong. And keeps the capa-

bility at your fingertips, It's that

simple.

You simply have to see

for yourself.

You can read any number of

interesting books and magazines
about personal computers.You
can ask friends who have them,

You can look at all the sales litera-

ture you can get your hands on.

And you should do all those

things before you decide to buy
But as helpful as all that can be,

there really is no substitute for a

real, live demonstration.

When you do go out shopping,

we recommend you take a look at

the PFS®Family of Software.

The PFS family is designed the

waywe think all software should

be: simple, straightforward and
powerful.

Currently three products

make up the family PFS:FILE,

PFS:REPORT and PFS;GRAPH,
with more programs on the way
Here's a little more about each
of them.

PFSiFILE. The simplest way
to get organized.

Basically FILE works like a

paper filing system, without the

paper. So you can record, file,

retrieve and review information in

a fraction of the time it takes with

a conventional filing system.

FILE lets you arrange your

information in "forms" you design
yourself. So you can get at and
really use your information in ^ - <. ^

ways never before possible. ^

What's more, FILE lets you '

change the original form without I

having to redo the information on it. '

PFS:R£PORT. Making the most
of your information.

REPORT summarizes the

information on your forms so you
can use it to analyze, plan and
make better-informed decisions.

With REPORT, you get presen-

tation-quality reports-sorted, cal-

culated, formatted and printed-

automatically in seconds.

PFS:GRAPH. Instant pictures.

GRAPH givesyou presentation
quality bar charts, line graphs,

and pie charts, in black and white
or color, on paper or the com-
puter screen. To get a clearer

picture of things and spot trends

instantly you simply enter your

information and specify the kind

of graph or chart you want,

GRAPH does the rest.

You can also mix and match
line and bar graphs, or even stack

or compare up to four bar graphs

simultaneously.

And GRAPH will work with

PFS:FILE, VisiCalc® fHes, or data

entered directly into the

computer
Best of all, compared to the

cost ofhand-drawn graphics,

GRAPH can save you enough
money over the course of a few
months to pay for the computer it

runs on.

r flHMiv liv Lhw

The PFSFanuly ofSoftware.
Simple andpowerful.

Send for our Free PFS
SOFTWZUIE CKLRLOG.

It'll tell you more about the PFS
Family of Software and how to

use it.

It's free. And all you have to do
to get one is return the coupon
below, or see your participating

PFS dealer.

The PFS Family of Software,

We've already made
computers simpler to use.

Now we're making them
simpler to buy

FREE PFS SOFTWARE CATALOG
Name

Address

.

City

State Zip.

I plan to use a personal computer:

at home at work Dboth.

Mail to: PFS, 422 Aldo, Santa Clara, CA 95050 ST3/83

®PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043. The PFS Family of Software

currently runs on the Apple* II, Apple III and the IBM Personal Computer* and equivalents. '-Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.

"IBM Personal Computer is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. *VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp Personal Software.
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BY TOM WEISHAAR

Load a language card with Applesoft in four seconds. Load a hi-res

graphic in three seconds. Save a sixty-six-sector Basic program in five

seconds—a task that usually takes your Apple more than four times

that long.

Do it without RAM cards or hard disks. All you need is the stan-

dard Apple DOS and some special subroutines (available in several ver-

sions for less than $30) that get DOS to jump over candlesticks.

In the April 1982 Softalk, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner suggested a

way to make DOS work faster. Their method involves changing the way

your disks are skewed.

What's that mean? When you initialize a disk, magnetic patterns

divide it into thirty-five circles lying inside each other (tracks). Each track

is further broken into sixteen sectors.

If the sectors were numbered sequentially (1, 2, 3, 4, and so on), there

would be no skew. But if you look very closely through the oblong hole

on one of vour disks, you will see the actual pattern is 1,9, 2, 10. . . .

Think of it this way. In front of you is a merry-go-round with sixteen

horses. Walk up to it and tape a 1 to your favorite. Then start walking

around the merry-go-round, taping the numbers 2 through 8 on every

other horse. When you're ready to mark horse 9, you will find yourself in

front of horse 1. So skip him, and make the next horse 9. Continue on

around until you have them all numbered.

You now have a reasonable facsimile of a track on an Apple DOS
disk. It is not exact, since your Apple's sectors are actually numbered 0

through 15, in binary, backwards, with two sectors between 0 and 1 and

between 14 and 15, but it will do for us carbon-based creatures.

In their article. Worth and Lechner pointed out that Apple DOS
wastes a lot of time waiting for the next sector it needs to come by. Start

your merry-go-round spinning. We are going to load a file called

Peanuts. When the kid on horse 1 comes by, he's going to hand you a

bag of peanuts. Grab it. While the horse next to 1 (horse 9) goes by, put

the bag in a cardboard box on the ground. Then reach up and grab the

bag from the kid on horse 2. You will quickly appreciate why disks are

skewed—it gives you time to put the peanuts in the box.

The problem with poor Uncle DOS is that he can't move as fast as

we can imagine. By the time he gets our peanuts into memory, the kid on
horse 2 has already gone by. In fact. Worth and Lechner say, the kids on

horses 3, 4, and 5 have gone by, too. Uncle DOS then has to stand and

wait for a relatively long time (for a silicon-based creature), until the kid

on horse 2 comes around the bend again.

No less than eighteen kids pass Uncle DOS for each bag of peanuts

he gets. If your disk drive is well adjusted, it spins at 300 revolutions per

minute (about eighty sectors per second—much too fast for a merry-go-

round, incidentally). So Uncle DOS spends 3.6 seconds just getting six-

teen bags of peanuts off the merry-go-round. Since our good uncle is not

really quick on his feet, either, the total time for loading or saving Pea-

nuts is somewhat longer.

Worth and Lechner suggest that we can get a better response time

from our disks if we reskew them. In other words, since Uncle DOS
spends so much time standing around waiting for the next kid he needs

to come by, why not rearrange the way the kids sit on the merry-go-

round? Doing this intelligently, we could fix it so that when Uncle DOS
was ready for another bag of peanuts the very next horse to show up

would be the one he was looking for.

Worth and Lechner wrote a program that does this. It lifts that which

is on each track of your disk—horses, numbers, kids, peanuts, and so

on—rearranges it, and puts it back down. In the process, it actually re-

initializes each track with the new sector skew. In the new arrangement,

only nine sectors go by for each one loaded. Uncle DOS works much
more efficiently and, in some cases, almost twice as fast.

But the solution is not perfect. As Worth later pointed out in the

August Softalk (Open Discussion), a problem arises when Uncle DOS is

resaving an old file. In this case, the new skew actually lengthens the time

it takes to save the file. If the file is a brand-new one, however, the prob-

lem doesn't occur.

So we want more speed from Uncle DOS and we have a lot of re-

spect for Worth and Lechner (they are the Matthew, Mark, Luke, and

John of this branch of human knowledge—they wrote Beneath Apple

DOS). But we are left with having to redo all our disks (shades of

Muffin); longer saves on preexisting files; and nagging questions about

what old Uncle DOS is doing while all those sectors pass by. It's quite a

long time for a silicon-based creature, after all.

Rub-a-Dub-Dub—Three Men in a Tub. When you get old Uncle

DOS up on the examining table and take a good look at him, you find
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out (holy chips!) that he's really three separate people.

The first of these three is the one who talks to us. We send him

messages like catalof, and he responds with messages like syntax error.

He doesn't have a common name in the Apple literature, but in data-

processing circles he is known as a "command interpreter." Since many
of us are allergic to data-processing circles, let's just call him "captain."

Our new friend the captain is part spy. This guy actually reroutes all

your incoming and outgoing keystrokes and messages; so he gets to see

them first. If he detects something that looks like it's for him, he tries to

act on it. There are a few things he can handle on his own, such as mon,

maxfiles, pr§, and in§. But, in general, the captain doesn't do dirty work.

In particular, he stays as far away from your disk drive as possible.

Whenever he sees a command requiring the accessing of the disk, he fills

out a form known as the file manager parameter list and gives the file

manager a call.

The file manager is the second person of the DOS trinity. He's a

sweet old guy, kind of slow but ultraorganized. There's a good picture of

him on page 6-9 of Beneath Apple DOS. It's the file manager who keeps

track of what's on your disks and where. He reserves space on each disk

that he uses to write himself messages. These remind him what he stored

where. But not even the file manager can actually turn on your disk

drive. What he can do is write some numbers on the input/output black-

board (lOB) and give a call to Mr. RWTS.
Mr. RWTS, the third part of DOS, is not really a "person." He may

be a robot. His features are very chiplike. We humans don't even know
how to pronounce his name correctly. What we do know is that if we fill

out the input/output blackboard with the right numbers and call him, he

then, through a miracle of timing loops, nibblizers, and stepper motor

phases, can actually turn a disk drive on; move the arm inside it to the

track we want; and read, write, or initialize sectors. Amazing.

The input/output blackboard has spaces for several interesting and

several rather ordinary numbers. The interesting ones are the track and

sector that Mr. RWTS will read from or write to, and a memory ad-

dress. This address tells Mr. RWTS where to put the bag of peanuts if he

"Remove damaging dirt

in 30 seconds witli FUTRA
disk liead cleaning Idt"

Avoids data errors caused by dirty heads

Lowers maintenance cost •-^np*^

For single and dual drives

Safe for general use

Reduces down-tinne

Extends media life

$2350

Send order to FUTRA COMPANY, P.O. Box 4380-ST, Torrance, CA 90510
Send check or money order. Allow one to three weeks for delivery.

Add $1 50 for handling. Calif, residents add 6% (LA County 6.5%) sales tax.

Continental USA orders only please. No CCD's.

is reading a disk, or where to get it if he is writing. An important limita-

tion of Mr. RWTS is that he doesn't deal with single peanuts. He only

deals with bags of peanuts, and each bag has to have exactly 256 bytes,

er, peanuts, in it. These robots are so demanding.

If you leave the Uncle DOS trio up on the examining table and watch

them do their stuff, you will be amazed by how many numbers they

move around just, for instance, to load a file called Lollipops. And if you
watch them very closely you'll see that the file manager needs to take a

seminar in time management and delegation. In the interests of order

and organization, the old fool moves so many irrelevant numbers around

that it makes your head spin.

So what is the file manager doing while the next sector he needs (as

well as several more) pass by? Lots of things. One of the most time-con-

suming is moving the bags of peanuts he gets to where they belong in

memory. The file manager always tells Mr. RWTS to put the bags in a

box called the data buffer. Then he moves them, peanut by peanut, to

where they belong. By the time he's finished and has filled in the

input/output blackboard for the next sector he needs, Mr. RWTS finds

it long gone.

There are certain times when using the data buffer is absolutely

necessary, such as when you're dealing with a text file, or when you
want only part of a bag of peanuts.

If Lollipops was only 56 bytes long, for example, and Mr. RWTS put

its data sector directly into memory, not only would you get the 56 bytes

you wanted, but you would also get 200 extra bytes that would over-

write your program or data and thus destroy them.

On the other hand, there are times when sifting everything through

the data buffer is foolish. If you're loading a hi-res graphic, for example,

thirty of its thirty-two sectors can be placed in their final positions in

memory by Mr. RWTS.
If we teach the file manager to let Mr. RWTS put the peanuts di-

rectly into memory, astounding things happen. We catch the next sector

when it passes! Suddenly, only two sectors are passing by for each one we
read—not eighteen, not nine. We can read or write the sixteen sectors on

an entire track in 0.4 seconds, not 3.6 seconds. This is nine times faster!

Since a lot more goes on when you read or write a file than the actual

transfer of data between the disk and memory, the total speed increase is

less than 900 percent. But 300 to 400 percent faster is easy. Thumb-twid-

dling, carbon-based creatures find the difference significant and very

pleasurable.

One of the advantages we mortals have over silcon-based creatures

such as the file manager is that we can change their DNA easier than

they can change ours (as of this time). Several people have figured out

new sequences of DNA that can be spliced into the file manager. These

fix the little man's reluctance to delegate things to Mr. RWTS. They're

available in programs from at least five different publishers. If you like

the excitement of typing in your own DNA sequences, look at the pro-

gram called Oiler in Nibble, volume 3, number 5.

These programs are similar but do have different features you will

want to consider if you think this kind of speed is for you. Some will load

files at high speed, but not save. Some don't work on extremely long files.

Some copy-protect the DOS on your disks, thus making special copy

programs necessary for backup. Some delete an automatic verify that the

captain normally orders after each save, slightly increasing the risk of file

tragedy. Each program scrambles the inner workings of DOS to various

degrees; if you use programs that peek and poke standard DOS locations,

you may find things have been moved. Each needs extra memory space;

some get it by deleting the init command and using its territory, some by

turning your error messages into numbers, some by using the empty

spaces within DOS. The best program for you will depend on your

needs.

A final point to consider. The speed increases will apply to binary,

Applesoft, and Integer Basic files. Text files are a breed that has to be

handled one byte at a time. Text file bytes are passed to an input routine

(or come from a print routine) rather than being associated with a fixed

place in memory. This makes text files naturally slow and not applicable

to speed-up by this technique. Jl

Tom Weishaar is an independent software author in Kansas City. His latest

programs. Frame-Up and ProntoDOS, are published by Beagle Bros.



320K bytes of RAM memory liiiictions like Iwo 35-track

two 40-track, or one 80-lr^aek lloppy df've.

320

f ^
your apple

Supercharge your Apple to ^ J
go 50 times faster.

Here's a whole pew way to polish up your Apple \\™ or

Apple III™. RAMDISK 320™ from Axlon.
Thousands of users are discovering right now how the

RAMDISK 320™ can boost both memory and access speeds of
their Apples. The ultrafast RAMDISK is up to 50 times faster

than standard floppy drives, and 10 times faster

than hard disk drives. You can easily sort two
full disks in 15 seconds.

Besides faster, error-free through-
put, RAMDISK 320™ is designed to save

wear and tear on your floppy drives.

There are no moving parts.

RAMDISK 320™ has its own power
supply, plus three-hour battery backup.

RAMDISK 320™ draws no power from
your Apple, and it retains data even when
the Apple is turned off.

Your RAMDISK 320™ solid-state

memory add-on system is fully compatible
with Apple DOS 3.3, SOS, CP/M™, Apple
Pascal 1.1 and Pascal 4.0. (In fact, we'll give

you these drivers free with
each RAMDISK 320™.)

COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE n". APPLE III'",

FRANKLIN'". ORANGE™, AND BASIS'

For even faster speeds, combine
Axlon's RAMDISK 320™ with S&H IDE Software.

RAMDISK 320™ can help you zoom through a wide vari-

ety of tasks in the real world — word processing, accounting,

data base management, software development, educational

and scientific data processing, or whenever speed is of the

essence.

RAMDISK 320™ comes with a plug-in, slot-independent

interface card. And it includes a specially designed operating

program, plus software for diagnostics, and fast-load copy
routines. Axlon offers RAMDISK 320™ with a one-year
warranty.

Interested Distributors, Dealers, and OEMs call

for information on national
sales, support, and pricing program or write
Axlon, Inc., 70 Daggett Drive, San Jose, CA
95134.

For consumer informatfon on ordering
the RAMDISK 320™, call 800-227-6703. In

Calif, o^^iy-ii^^./is i;.

Apple tl and Apple III are

trademarks of Apple Computer,

CP/M IS a trademark of Digital F AXLON
National Distributors: • BYTE INDUSTRIES, INC. Hayward, California (415) 783-8272 • HIGH TECHNOLOGY Florissant, Missouri (314) 838-6502 • MARCEY INC. Van
Nuys, California (213) 994-7602 • MICRO COMPUTER ELECTRONIC DIST. Reading, Pennsylvania (215) 929-9484 • B.A. PARGH CO. Nashville, Tennesse (615) 361-3600

•NATIONAL MICROWHOLESALEMedford, Oregon (503) 773-1169 'PMI MICROWHOLESALERS Fairfield, New Jersey (201) 227-8411 'SKU Berkeley, California (415)848-0802

• VIDEO THEATRE Rochester, New York (716) 621-2003 • COMPUTRAC New Orleans, Louisiana (504) 895-1474 • MICRO D Fountain Valley, California (714)641-0205



If you're ready to learn intermediate BASIC programming

STEP BYSTEPTWO
IS READY FORYOU!

In Each
Parentheses,

Choose One:
If you're one of the

(happy, smart, ecstatic

thousands who
learned (quickly,

clearly, non-boringly)

to use their APPLE
computers with our
beginners' BASIC
tutorial, The New
Step By Step, then

we (know, believe,

swear) that Step By
Step Two is ready to (ease, breeze,

squeeze) you into the (advanced, inter-

mediate, grown-up) world of PEEK and
POKE, hexidecimal numbers, concaten-

ations, and (much, much, much) more.

On the other (hand, foot) if you didn't

(grow with, thrill to, involve the whole
family in) the PDI (learning, hands-on,

fun) experience, here's what you missed:

• Teaching techniques that teach
|:

• Involvement you enjoy
• Sounds that spur you on
• Graphics that simplify

the complex
• Animation that makes
this tutorial a stimulating

experience.
• A friendly voice that guides

you to course completion

The Step By Step Two program
works this way:
• the computer program sets up screen

displays or sample programs for you.

the cassette voice

tells you what's

happening,
you (deal with,

figure out, guess at)

the answer
the computer
(praises, pans) your
work.

you (peruse, plunge
into, practice in) the

Work Book,
after each lesson,

you're (quizzed,

queried, questioned).

• you're then (prepared, practiced,

primed) for the next lesson.

• the final exam reveals all (superstars,

slackers).

There's lots to learn in Step By
Step Two:
• PEEK & POKE
Default values

Memory map
CALL program

• ASCII codes
5,

CHR$ andASC
functions

control

characters

RAM vs ROM
hexidecimal numbers
• machine monitor

• string logic

• string arrays

• high resolution graphics
• screen memory

But don't take our (word,

words, wordiness) about how
(good, great, grand) the Step By Step

'Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Corp,

method is. Listen to our (critics,

reviewers, f^^s):

"If you want to learn BASIC or

would like a little guidance and encour-

agement added to what you already

know, then the way to go is Step By
Step." -Softalk

"The Step By Step approach is the

next best thing to having an experienced

programmer by your side . . . Step By
Step is a superb example of a successful

blend of various media. The teaching

principles are sound, the execution is

virtually flawless, and the whole
thing works." — Popular Computing.

If you want to move ahead in BASIC
programming, the next (simple, logical,

shrewd) step is Step By Step Two.

Step By Step Two is available at fine

retail stores or direct from PDI for

$89.95 plus $3.00 shipping and
handling. (The package includes back-

up discs.)

PS. If you've yet to take your first

step into BASIC, it's time to get The
New Step By Stepl Same great tutorial

techniques, for $79.95 plus $3.00
shipping and handling.

Program Design, Inc.

11 Idar Court

Greenwich, CT, 06830
203-661-8799
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The Schoolhouse Apple

What's a computer center like and what do you learn there? Young
people who've spent some time at the Farrell Area School District's Mi-

crocomputer Center in Farrell, Pennsylvania, can give you some idea.

Their descriptions and comments follow.

As Brian Clarke puts it, when you visit the computer center, you dis-

cover "how much fun working with a computer really is." Farrell's Mi-

crocomputer Center is managed by Donna DeBonis, computer instruc-

tor/coordinator for the Farrell school district. Quoting from an article

that appeared in a parent's night program, Becky Harkless explains that

"computer awareness and programming are being taught in grades K
through 12. The students are learning how to operate the computers and

to use the software."

The students seem to agree with Eric Savage's opinion of their teach-

er "One more thing I have to tell you—Miss DeBonis is great!" "She is

always there when we need her," adds Hattie McLean.

Regina Caputo and others highlight the role David Joseph, the for-

mer academic administrative coordinator, played in the origination of

Farrell's center. It was he who was responsible for writing the proposal

resulting in the purchase of Farrell's first computers. The computers are

maintained by George Pedas, the audio-visual coordinator.

Pam McKethan describes the room that houses Farrell Middle

School's Apples. "When you walk in the room, you see four tables that

have three or four computers on them. On the walls are nice pictures that

give you a little advice." Lance Messett quotes the motto displayed on a

bulletin board: "The secret of success is to look upon each problem as a

challenge."

Paul Samuels and others tell more about the particulars of Farrell's

Microcomputer Center. "We have thirteen computers in the center; we
have one in each elementary school and one in industrial arts. We also

have four in the high school and one in each administrative office." Far-

rell Middle School also has six printers.

As Nicholas Scarmack explains, "The setup includes a teacher who is

here from 7:45 to 4:30 to help anybody who wants to learn about data

processing. The resources we use are books on how to use the comput-

ers, magazines about different computers, and the many different soft-

ware programs computers use."

To begin with, you learn "how to put the disk in, how to turn on the

machine, and how to type on the machine," explains Mary Lou Jack-

son. And you're taught early on that you must "handle the disk with gen-

tleness."

Rosiland Brown likes the various experiences she's had at the cen-

ter
—

"Especially when we opened the computer. Inside the computer

were the integrated circuits, the small speaker, and the RAM and ROM
memory." Cecilia Chapman also enjoyed the lesson: "In the center I

have learned things about the computer I never knew. I've learned about

the parts inside the machine—chips that run the computer, the inte-

grated circuits known as ICs or chips. ICs store the information."

Lenora Grande explains some of the computer's internals: "There

are two types of computer memory, RAM and ROM. RAM stores the

data that I enter into the computer, while ROM stores the computer's

language."

According to Leonae J. Evans, different groups of students "come to

learn different subjects on the computers. The high school students come
to the computer center mainly to write different reports and learn the

ways of computer input." In addition, students from the high school

come to the center to help the middle schoolers learn to operate the ma-
chines, according to Vicki Davis and Terry Kromka.

"The seventh-graders come to learn math on computers," continues

Evans. "Different groups of eighth-graders come to the computer center

for computer-awareness sessions." Michele Lee is one such eighth-

grader. She enjoys doing word processing using a text editor and learn-

ing how to edit.

Dave Chec tells about students who come to the center in their free

time to write their own programs, and about those who work on the

school newspaper {The Inkspot), using Apple Writer and the printer.

Dave and Ron Dorogy both mention a disk from MECC, which con-

tains learning games such as Nomad, Sumeria, and Oregon Trail, as an

example of the commercial programs students can enjoy when they come

to the center after school.

Buddy Mackin points out that "the computer center also has classes

for older people wanting to learn about computers." As Lenora White

explains, "Grown people learn just about the same parts of computer

awareness as we students do."

"Students and parents at the center work together to help each other

become computer-literate," says Lena Mayes. In fact, reports Damon
Avery, there's a special class for parents. Introduction to the Apple Com-
puter; it was recently added to the Farrell Adult Continuing Education

Program.

"Teachers also learn to work with the computers," says Mary Anne

Heckathorn, using them to write programs for their classes. Margo Ray

explains how some students became teachers. "Some of the students

were so good that they were able to teach administrators, secretaries, and

teachers, and they weren't all from our school district. So, you can see

that the Farrell Microcomputer Center is helpful to many different peo-

ple in many different ways," concludes Ray.

Alicia Hilton is enthusiastic about Farrell's center. "I like it because I

learn something every day, mostly about things I've never seen before.

Once you keep on going, you get the hang of it." Says Nikki Jaggers:

"When you leave the computer center, I guarantee that you will know

something."

Diane Kagle expresses a common sentiment when she says, "It's just

a shame that we don't have more computers to work with." Amy Linonis

agrees, adding, "I think everyone should have a chance to work on a

computer, no matter what their age. If all the schools would get a com-

puter, the students would enjoy and benefit from coming to work on

them—computers are the way of the future."

Many thanks to all the Farrell Microcomputer Center correspon-

dents who shared their experiences and perspectives. More on computer

centers in a future column.

There's a Contest Under Way. It's the Computer EdGame Chal-

lenge, sponsored by Verbatim Corporation (the folks who make floppy

disks) and administered by Conduit and MicroSIFT. Contest organizers

are looking for "imaginative instructional software" that's nonviolent

and fun. You'll have to work fast—the contest opened in January and

closes on the thirty-first of March.

The contest has three divisions—elementary, secondary, and post-

secondary—and can be entered by students, teachers, and professionals.

The authors of the best educational games in each of twenty subject areas

will be awarded $500 Computerland gift certificates. Three additional

gift certificates will be awarded for the best student entry overall in the

elementary, secondary, and postsecondary categories. The two best en-

tries in the elementary/secondary and postsecondary divisions will re-

ceive IBM Personal Computers.

Entrants receive pointers and information about how to create a

game that is both educafional and fun. They're reminded that an educa-

tional game is one that demonstrably improves players' skills or knowl-
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eet STICKYBEAR™! It's

the first animated char-

acter created exclusively

I
for the Apple® personal

computer! Then try these three exciting

NEW Stickybear programs on your

microcomputer...

You'll see your Apple come alive

with a whole menagerie of big, bubbly

characters that twirl, juggle, bop and

bounce across your screen.

What's more, these huggable, lovable

personalities represent the most

advanced computer graphics ever

developed for the Apple!

Seeing is believing ...

What you see on this page and on

the bright, eye-catching packaging, is

exactly what you get in these remark-

able new programs developed by

Optimum Resource, Inc.

Look what comes with
every program...

^Bright, interest-grabbing packaging

^^made of durable, wipe-clean vinyl.

Easy to store... attractive to display.

Created by a popular children's

book illustrator!

The Stickybear programs have been

developed by Richard Hefter, a world-

famous author/illustrator of over 100

children's books!

So, each program is full of gentle,

non-threatening pictures, sounds and
jingles youngsters adore! In fact, this

software is so lively and colorful, par-

ents enjoy playing with it, too!

i
Stickybear ABC

Big, full-screen, full-color

moving pictures repre-

sent each letter in the
alphabet. FREE poster,

book and stickers. For

ages 3 to 6.

Pictures by Richard Hefter,

Program by Janie and Steve
Worthington and Spencer Howe.

Stickybear Numbers

Colorful groups of big

moving objects - trucks,

ducks, planes, more-
teach numbers, counting
and simple arithmetic.

Over 200 possible combi-
nations of pictures! FREE
poster, book and stickers.

For ages 3 to 6.

Pictures by Richard Hefter.

Program by Janie and Steve
Worthington.

Stickybear Bop

An exciting game for

the whole family!

An animated shooting

gallery of STICKYBEARS,
ducks, planets, balloons,

more... to knock off the

screen. Each round
requires more skill. FREE
game, poster and stickers.

For ages 3 to 99.

By Richard Hefter. Program by
Jack Rice.

^FREE hardcover book (worth $5.95)

or game, FREE full-color poster and

FREE stickers - to reinforce learning

and help bridge that critical gap

between books and computers!

^ Easy-to-read on-screen instructions

and simple controls using keyboard

or paddles!

And you get all this fun and learning

for an exciting LOW PRICE - only

$39.95 for each Stickybear software

package that includes a disk, plus 3

FREE GIFTS and a sturdy, attractive

binder! That's a bargain you won't

want to miss!

Iook
for Stickybear ABC. Stickybear

Numbers and Stickybear Bop in

finer computer stores everywhere.

M Dealers are invited to inquire by

calling toll-free 1-800-852-5000.

If there is no store near you. Visa and
MasterCard holders may order by

calling toll-free. Or, send a check or

money order for $39.95 for each pro-

gram, plus $2.00 for shipping and han-

dling (please add state sales tax) to

Xerox Education Publications/Weekly

Reader, Dept. 27-A, 245 Long Hill

Road, Middletown, CT 06457.

Apple II and Apple II Plus

48K 3.3 DOS

Produced by
Optimum Resource, Inc.,

distributed by

Xerox
Education
Publications
WeeklyReader
Computer Software

Division

Stickybear is a registered trademark

of Optimum Resource, Inc.

Apple and Apple II are registered

trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. ,

AM/MS2-S
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edge and that, in order for this to happen, the game's scoring must be

carefully linked to the game's "educational intent." Otherwise, it's very

possible that players will become really good at the game without having

mastered anything but a game strategy that enables them to rack up high

scores. It's also recommended that entrants concern themselves with clar-

ity of visual presentation and instructions, effective error-trapping, and

helpful help options. Commercial software producers would do well to

keep these guidelines in mind.

Contest entry forms can be obtained at participating Computerlands

or by calling 800-221-4052 (in Oregon 248-6800). You'll receive informa-

tion about contest rules, categories, and judging criteria, as well as some
helpful guidelines for writing game software. A special packet is available

to teachers who'd like to make a class project out of this event.

The games submitted become the property of the contest organizers.

The best of them will be put on disk and distributed to educators on a

nonprofit basis. Game authors will receive royalties.

A Word about Software. Let's look now at a program intended to

help young people become more knowledgeable about words.

Word Attack! By JaniceG. Davidson, Ph.D., and Richard K. Edcert, Jr.

At a time when too much of the drill and practice software available is of

questionable value, Davidson and Associates's Word Attack! comes as a

welcome surprise. This well-conceived, well-executed drill and practice

program for building vocabulary serves as a much-needed reminder that

the phrase drill and practice need not be synonymous with dull and

deadly.

The purpose of the program is to help people in grades four through

twelve increase their vocabularies. As the authors explain at the begin-

ning of the documentation, Word Attack! is not meant to be students'

only vocabulary-building tool, particularly since it does not teach pro-

nunciation or the multiple meanings of words. What the program is

meant to do is help students learn to recognize, define, and become com-

fortable with new words.

The main learning process consists of three activities (each of which

builds on the last) supplemented by a final—and fun—reinforcement ac-

tivity. The program has nine levels of difficulty, each containing seventy-

five words, divided into twenty-five-word groups of adjectives, nouns,

and verbs.

First, each word in a given list is displayed on-screen, along with a

synonym or brief definition and a sentence in which it is used correctly.

Users are encouraged to run through this exercise until they have the

words and their meanings firmly in mind.

Next comes a multiple-choice quiz that can be set up two ways. In

normal mode, the word is given and the correct meaning must be select-

ed; in reverse mode, a meaning is given and the correct word must be

chosen to go with it.

In the sentence-completion section, learners are asked to supply the

missing word in the sentence. It will be one of the twenty-five words un-

der study.

When learners are convinced they know all twenty-five words in a

list, they can test that assumption by playing Word Attack!, the enter-

taining arcade-like game for which the package is named. Four words

and one definition appear on the screen and the player must find and

shoot down the correct one before time runs out. The game has three dif-

ferent speeds and is an effective and painless way of using and reinforc-

ing new knowledge. Some kids will want to start out here, rather than

progress through the first three learning exercises; that's fine. It will soon

become clear that doing really well at the game hinges on knowing the

meanings of the words.

The program is still useful after the words on the disk or on a given

level have been mastered. Supplementary data disks, containing 500

words apiece and designed for learners at various grade levels, are avail-

able from Davidson and Associates for $19.95. In addition, teachers,

parents, and older kids can create learning materials of their own by

using the editor function of the program and storing the results on an ini-

tialized data disk.

The inclusion of the editor program does much to ensure that Word
Attack! will continue to be used by various members of a family or stu-

dents in a class. A clearly written chapter in the documentation provides

a step-by-step explanation of how to use this useful tool. It also identi-

fies the editor's limits—words can have a maximum of thirteen letters,

meanings a maximum of thirty-six letters and spaces, and sentences a

maximum of 120 letters and spaces.

The program documentation is suitably brief, easy to read, and at-

tractively presented. Alphabetized word lists and definitions for each of

the nine levels are provided at the back of the book.

iVord Attack!, by Janice G. Davidson, Ph.D. and Richard K. Eckert, Jr., David-

son and Associates (6069 Groveoak Place, Suite 12, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
90274; 213-378-3995). $49.95.

Pertinent Publication. The Digest of Software Reviews: Education is

a new quarterly publication edited by San Mateo classroom teacher and
librarian Ann Lathrop. A member of the Executive Board of Computer

Using Educators, Lathrop is the organizer of Softswap—a service

through which public domain educational software edited and evaluated

by teachers is made available for classroom use.

Published by School & Home Courseware, the Digest is designed to

be a quick, comprehensive reference for teachers, administrators, librari-

ans, publishers, and others trying to find quality educational software.

Each issue will feature profiles of fifty programs and a guest editorial

written by someone in the educational software field. The profiles will in-

clude digests of published reviews, publishers' descriptions, system, price,

and educational content information, and library cataloguing data.

For more information, contact The Digest of Software Reviews:

Education, c/o School & Home Courseware, 1341 Bulldog Lane, Suite

C, Fresno, CA 93710.

IHEXURXLE
A Schoolhouse Apple

Tu t o r i a I

LOGO
iin nuLLER

Logo is often thought of as a graphics language for children, but it

can be a lot more than that. It's not terribly fast, but it has a beautiful

logic that suggests all sorts of application possibilities. Indeed, Logo's list

processing commands can open up a whole new realm of interactive lan-

guage arts programs.

When Irish Eyes Are Smiling. Since it's the time of shamrocks,

leprechauns, the wearing of the green, and all other things Irish, let's

create a greeting in honor of Saint Patrick. Enter the Q&A procedure

given here. The screen display that results will resemble the sample that

follows the procedure.

TO Q&A
PRINT [WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE IRISH FOOD?]
MAKE 'A READLIST
PRINT

[ ]

PRINT [WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE IRISH SONG?]
MAKE "B READLIST
PRINT

[ ]

PRINT [WHAT IS YOUR BEST FRIEND'S NAME?]
MAKE "C READLIST
PRINT

[ ]

PRINT [WHAT IS YOUR NAME?]
MAKE "D READLIST
PRINT

[ ]

( TYPE : D [, MY SAINT PATRICK'S DAY WISH FOR YOU IS THAT YOU AND]
'\ .'C 'A CHAR 13

}

( TYPE [WILL SHARE SOME] "\ :A "
\ [WHILE]" \ CHAR 13 )

( TYPE :B "\ [IS PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND.] )

PRINT
[ ]

END
Q&A procedure.
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WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE IRISH FOOD?
MULLIGAN STEW

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE IRISH SONG?
"WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING"

WHAT IS YOUR BEST FRIEND'S NAME?
JIMMY O'REILLY

WHAT IS YOUR NAME?
CASEY

CASEY, MY SAINT PATRICK'S DAY WISH FOR YOU
IS THAT YOU AND JIMMY O'REILLY
WILL SHARE SOME MULLIGAN STEW WHILE
"WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING" IS PLAYING
IN THE BACKGROUND, gcreen display.

This question and answer program is a simplistic first step toward the

use of Apple Logo's list processing capabilities. An exercise of this type

can be thought of as a first step toward word processing in Logo.

In the Q&A procedure, the response to each question is taken as an

input, A, B, C, or D. These responses are then placed within the text us-

ing the TYPE command. TYPE differs from PRINT in that it does not

automatically trigger a carriage return. The carriage return, CHAR 13,

has to be inserted in the procedure.

Another thing to note in this Q&A procedure is the fact that the quo-

tation marks, followed by backslashes, don't appear to be performing

any function. This combination of characters represents a space. A space

is entered by hitting the quotation mark, followed by control-Q and two

spaces. Without these space characters, the words would run together.

(You'll notice, however, that if you print out this procedure the back-

slashes won't show up.)

Let's Argue. It's time now to explore a little further the list process-

ing capabilities of Apple Logo. Why not follow along with the ARGUE
procedure?

The actual sequence of procedures is:

ARGUE
ARGUE1
respond:s
learn :word
opposit.phrase :it

opposit.it

Once you've entered the procedure ARGUE, you'll be instructed to

enter a sequence beginning with, "I like " or "I hate ." The next line

is TYPE, followed by two spaces—in essence, a two-space tab. For ex-

ample, if you say that you like Logo, the computer will respond, "I hate

Logo." If you enter a word to which the computer has no response, it

will ask for the opposite, as was the case with peaches.

Now here's the procedure, followed by a sample screen display:

?POPS
TO ARGUE.

1

( TYPE " "
)

RESPOND READLIST
ARGUE.

1

END

TO OPPOSIT.PHRASE :L

OUTPUT SENTENCE OPPOSIT FIRST :L BUTFIRST :L

END

TO RESPOND :S

IF EMPTYP :S [STOP]
MAKE "IT BUTFIRST BUTFIRST :S

IF "LIKE = FIRST BUTFIRST :S [PRINT SENTENCE [I HATE] :IT]

IF "HATE = FIRST BUTFIRST :S [PRINT SENTENCE [I LIKE] :IT]

LEARN FIRST :IT

IF "LIKE = FIRST BUTFIRST :S [PRINT SENTENCE [I LIKE]

OPPOSIT.PHRASE :IT]

IF "HATE = FIRST BUTFIRST :S [PRINT SENTENCE [I HATE]
OPPOSIT.PHRASE :IT]

END

TO OPPOSIT :IT

OUTPUT THING :IT

END

Free Enterprise
A business management game
You run your own company making decisions based

on economic factors and the actions of competitors.

It's your opportunity to sit on top and run a corporation.

Free Enterprise, based on an IBM-developed simulation

for training top-level managers, is as surprising and

demanding as the real world.

It lets you face the same on-your-toes challenges you

would in running a real business: pricing products,

determining budgets for advertising, production, plant

improvement, and R&D. Even securing bank loans and

deciding on stockholder dividends. You use computer

generated reports to make decisions. But if you're wrong

you could go bankrupt. Only the shrewd survive!

Free Enterprise can be played at three competency levels

so novices can compete with the more experienced, and

from one to six can play. It's the perfect chance to learn

about the free enterprise system — to practice business

strategies — and to enjoy it — with no risks.

Simulation components: disk, user's manual, pad of 50

record sheets, and pad of 50 decision sheets.

To obtain Free Enterprise, see your local dealer or

send in the order form below.

Operates on Apple II Plus® with 48k RAM and disk

drive (DOS 3.3): A printer is strongly recommended.

For faster service, call Toll Free 800/621-0476. In

Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois, call 312/984-7000.

S R
|®SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.

155 N. Wacker Dr.. Chicago. IL 60606

A Subsidiary of IBM

Apple II Plus is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

Yes! Please send me Free Enterprise today.

Quantity

Free Enterprise $100.00t each
for Apple 88-1601

Check method of payment:

VISA #

CH IVIastercard #

Name

Street

City

Signature

Exp. Dale

Exp. Dale

State

tPlus shipping, handling, and local taxes, if applicable.

IVIail to: SRA. Software Products Dept., 155 North Wacker
Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606
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Breakthroughs occur once in a great while, vyhen a

product emerges that goes beyond imagination. It

defines new territory. If that product is a computer
simulation, it will leave the crowded field of carbon-

copy Space Invaders far behind.

Rendezvous ... the breakthrough is here.

Rendezvous accuratelv simulates the orbital

iligliLfilAjpa<;e shuttle traft. During the
liftoff and orbital rendezvous stages, exact

systems of ballistics and orbital mechanics
require you to master Earth's gravitational

force. Once you achieve orbit, the
disorientation of a frictionless,

zero-gravity environment
complicates your maneuvers.
Throughout the final stages of

alignment and docking, you will

view the rotating, 3-dimensional
space station as it would
appear in a space craft's

anterior window.

From liftoff to docking. Rendezvous tests the limits

of your technical understanding, mathematical
judgment, and raw perceptual skill.

Today. Rendezvous is an Interactive Simulation . .

.

tomorrow it will be reality .

EDU» WDRF

Rendezvous is the brainchild of Wes
Huntress, author of Sub Logic's Saturn

Navigator and a scientist at NASA's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory. Huntress created

Solid-Structure Graphics™, a 3-D animation
system which brings to life the massive

bulk and solidity of the station

^^XMja- / docking bay.

Recommended for individual

players, 13 and over.

Applesoft. 48K, DOS 3.3

$39.95
Rendezvous and Solid-Structure

Graphic are Trademarks of

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.
New Flight

Apple Is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.

Interactive Simulations^'^

Program © Copyright 1982

by Wesley Huntress

Edu-Ware Services, Inc. • P.O. Box 22222 • Agoura, CA 91301 • (213) 706-0661
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TO LEARN :WORD
IF NAMEP :WORD [STOP]
PRINT (SENTENCE [WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF] :WORD "?)

MAKE :WORD FIRST READLIST
MAKE THING :WORD :WORD
END

TO ARGUE
PRINT [ENTER A SENTENCE BEGINNING WITH]
PRINT ["I LIKE " OR "I HATE " SOMETHING.]
PRINT [ ]

( TYPE " "
)

RESPOND READLIST
ARGUE.

1

END
ARGUE procedure.

ARGUE
ENTER A SENTENCE BEGINNING WITH
"I LIKE " OR "I HATE " SOMETHING.

I LIKE LOGO
I HATE LOGO
I LIKE FORTRAN

I LIKE VANILLA
I HATE VANILLA
I LIKE CHOCOLATE

I LIKE PEACHES
I HATE PEACHES
WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF PEACHES ?

APPLES
I LIKE APPLES

I LIKE CARROTS
I HATE CARROTS
WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF CARROTS ?

BEANS
I LIKE BEANS

I HATE BEANS
I LIKE BEANS
WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE OF BEANS ?

CARROTS
I HATE CARROTS

Screen display.

Let's take a tour of the procedure itself. When you enter ARGUE,
the instructions are listed, a line is skipped, and the cursor indents two

spaces. When you enter a response, the computer reads the response and

calls the RESPOND procedure—RESPOND RL (ReadList).

The first line of the RESPOND procedure inquires as to whether or

not the predicate "S" is empty. If it's not, the next line instructs you to ig-

nore the first two words and make the third one "S."

There's no designation for second, third, fourth, or other elements of

a list. You can, however, get the procedure to skip over objects by speci-

fying BUTFIRST. In this case, when you enter, "I like Logo," the sec-

ond line of the procedure goes to work. First the procedure reads the en-

tire line except for (BUT) the FIRST word, /. It then reads the sentence

again, all BUT what is now the FIRST word, like.

The conditional statements in the next two lines set up the response.

Ulike is the FIRST word after all BUT the FIRST word is printed, or if

like is the second word in the sentence, then the sentence is printed. IT

has already been established as the variable "S."

The next line calls up the LEARN procedure. If the name of the

word is already stored away, then LEARN stops and reverts back to

RESPOND. If not, it proceeds on. The next three lines ask for the op-

posite of the word input in RESPOND. This is then filed away.

Now comes the challenging part.

You've had a taste of list processing; now can you follow the rest of

the procedure? What happens in OPPOSIT.PHRASE :L and

OPPOSIT :IT?

Put this article in front of you and enter the complete ARGUE pro-

cedure into the Apple. Try working through it one procedure at a time,

reading the error messages and attempting to interpret their impact on
the final procedure. You'll probably also want to try variations of the

procedure; that's one way of discovering for yourself the power of list

processing with Logo.

ARGUE procedure contributed by Logo Computer Systems.

ross Llues:
The unique word
challenge game.
It offers intellectual stimulation arcade games can't

match . . . with all the excitement.

Fast-action fun isn't just for mystery or arcade games any

more. Cross Clues is a word game that tests more than

mere reflexes. It's the mind-challenging evolution of the

crossword puzzle, with beat-the-clock excitement. The
playing tempo is lively, but you decide how fast you want

to go. The computer "umpires" while you compete with

another player for hidden words, coaxing clues from the

computer. Since a clue helps your opponent too, suspense

builds till the end, when the best combination of skill,

intellect, timing and luck wins.

If you're ready for an even greater challenge, try

Concentration Crosswords™ a game that offers 3 levels

of difficulty and 3 ways to play—for even the most

demanding word whiz. Again, you compete against the

clock to uncover hidden words. But once discovered, they

disappear, to test your memory. Here, a combination of

word skills, intellect, memoi"v and luck determine the

winner.

Both games offer 50 mind-boggling puzzles that appeal

to young teens through adults. Tiy them both! You may
find you've matched wits with monsters and space critters

long enough.

To obtain these word games, see your local dealer.

Or send in the convenient order form below.

Compatible with Apple II® 48k disk, and IBM Personal

Computer, 64 k, disk drive, PC DOS.
For faster service, call Toll Free 800/621-0476.

In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois, call 312/984-7000.

® SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.

1.55 N. Wacket Dr.. Chicago, IL 60606

A Subsidiary of IBM

Apple II. Appl.- II I'hi-. Applcsofl. iir.- rcgislercd Irafl. iiuiiis ..I Appl.' ( ..input,-. In,'.

I
— —

j Yes! Pleasr send nie these Exciting games today!

j
(^uanlily

I
Cross Clues $35. OO'^

j
for Apple 88-500 for IBM 88-510

j
Concentration Crosswords $35.00* O for Apple 88-508

Check method of payment:

!
VISA # Kxp. Dale

! Mastercard # Kxp. Dale

j
Name

! Street

j
City Slate Zip

1 Signature

I
*Plus shipping. han,lling. unil I,., al lax.s. il appl], alil.-

I Mail to: SRA. Software Products Dept.. 155 North Wacker Drive.

I
Chicago, Illinois 60606



tfs the same old
AppleIL

For years, people have been
trying to build a better Apple* IL

It finally happened.

Meet the Apple He, an

impressive new version of a

most impressive machine.

The "e" means enhanced.

Which means a bundle of new
features:

A standard memory of 64K
(versus 48K) that's easily

expandable. So you can create

fatter files and crunch larger

numbers of numbers.

A new, improved keyboard,

with a complete set of ASCII
standard characters. Plus full

cursor controls, programmable
function keys, and a rapid

auto-repeat feature built into

every key on the board.

Both upper and lower case

characters. (And if you want
to see more of them on the

screen at one time, a low cost

80-column text card is available.)

Improved peripheral ports.

Which make it a lot easier to

connect and disconnect game
controllers, printers and all

those other wonderful things

that go with an Apple Personal

Computer.



Except forthe font,
backand ins

Self-diagnostics. That's a

special feature that makes it

easy to give your computer a

thorough check-up.

Plus an even more reliable

design. Achieved by reducing

the number of components—
which is to say, the number of

things that could go wrong.

And bear in mind, the lie

still has all those other virtues

that made the Apple 11 so very

popular. Including access to

more accessories, peripheral

devices and software than any

other personal computer you
can buy.

So visit any of our over 1300

authorized dealers, and see the

newest Apple for yourself.

Like the original, it's rather

extraordinary. But then some
things never change.

^applG
The most personal computer.

Call (800) 538-9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest you, or for information regarding corporate purchases through our National Account Program.

In California (800) 662-9238. Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept., 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. ©1983 Apple Computer Inc.



Above: Saul Bernstein poses with a portion of the opening credits to his Emmy and West award-winning educational

television show Needlecraft. Right: Einstein assumes his place among the other wonders of the universe.

BV HOWARD A. SHORE

The striking imagery of computer art is changing the way we look at

the world by presenting us with detailed pictures of things only imagined.

At the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, graphic

simulations of spacecraft in flight give us fantastic visions of things never

before seen.

The motion picture Tron features a fantasy world in a computer peo-

pled by anthropomorphized programs, a world where three-dimen-

sional solids may mutate at will and massive multistoried conveyances

defy gravity effortlessly. It is a magical world, created primarily by the

computer artist.

But are these imaginings, these visions, truly art forms? Or are they,

as .some say, merely visual manifestations of our technological abilities,

like the photographs taken while using an electron microscope?

From Computer Mozart to the Tube. Saul Bernstein is one of the

leading authorities on microcomputer painting and computer/video

interfacing. Famous in computer circles for his Einstein, Chaplin, and

Mozart computer paintings on the Apple, Bernstein has earned even

greater acclaim in the vast world of television, winning the prodigious

West award for excellence in educational broadcasting as well as the

coveted Emmy.
A professor of classical art at California State University at North-

ridge for the past twenty-two years, Bernstein seems eminently qualified

to determine whether computer art is art—or the work of deranged com-

puter programmers whose brains have mutated from overexposure to

videowaves.

In his large ranch home nestled in the hills of rural Thousand Oaks,

California, Bernstein has an assortment of tables, desks, and non-

descript surfaces covered with photographic and electronic equipment,

video cameras and recorders, monitors, printers, plotters, and graphics

tablets.



Pictures, papers, printouts, slides, and other transparencies cover

every surface, arranged in organized chaos. Huge bookcases filled with

hundreds of record albums, tapes, and books decorate the opposite wall.

Monitors are attached to a studio-quality three-quarter-inch Sony video

recorder, as well as to an InteUigence Graphics System computer and an

Apple III. The newest arrival, a Hewlett-Packard 2700 model computer,

still sits in its box, awaiting a place amid the wires and equipment.

Relegated to the far end of the studio, tucked away in organizing

bins, is a generous assortment of oil paints and supplies. Along the near

wall hang ribbons and awards for Bernstein's oil paintings, none of

which is in sight. It's obvious that he is as comfortable with twentieth-

century technology as he is with seventeenth-century classical art.

"I've always loved art. I can remember as a child coloring used paper

bags or anything I could get my hands on," Bernstein recounts.

"Cecil B. DeMille inspired me when I was young. If I had had the

money to buy a movie camera at the time, I might have ended up mak-
ing motion pictures. Painting was my way of answering him."

It wasn't until Christmas of 1978, when Bernstein first caught sight of

the color bars on the Apple II, that he decided he had to own one. He
landed his first computer job the following March, when Datasoft asked

him to do the illustrations for Micro Painter.

His computer illustrations attracted the attention of programmer

Rod Mansfield, who helped teach Bernstein some basic programming

techniques.

"It took me nearly three months on my own just to learn how to load

and save files," he recalls. "I couldn't learn from the manuals." Bern-

stein pauses, gazing comfortably about the studio full of his work and

work tools. "None of this would have been possible without the support

and belief of the people at Apple. They were brilliant. Mike Markkula

took a chance and bent over backwards to help me. He invited me to the

National Computer Convention and used my Einstein illustration to

help advertise Apple graphics. Bruce Hodge and Charlie Kellner, both

highly skilled Apple programmers, helped develop much of the graphics

software I needed."



A Human Test Station. During the ensuing four years, Bernstein be-

came a test station of sorts for software and hardware packages. "I've

had an awflil lot of fun. People send me programs from all over the

world. I've traded my work for some of theirs."

Speaking of some of the other programmers who have helped him in

his work, Bernstein cites Vern Bauman, who developed the software for

an educational game for him, and Eric Popejoy, who designed much of

the excellent special effects software, the dissolves and wipes, for

Bernstein.

Bernstein has set up the Sony

with a videotape of some of his

work. Flames of color leap across

the screen. "Watch this fill pro-

gram. Bob Bishop did it. It's an ero-

sion program; it finds out its own
color and erodes the picture. Bob
Bishop's probably the best pro-

grammer I've ever met."

The screen metamorphoses to

reveal a computer illustration of a

car. The picture on the screen ap-

pears to fold itself out like a spring.

Bernstein grins, "This capability re-

places the Qantel, which is about a

five-hundred-thousand-dollar ma-
chine."

Dissolves that pour a picture

onto the screen, texturing, anima-

tions, metamorphoses of all types

reveal themselves on his videotape.

The subtle use of textures and shape highlights Bernstein's computer

painting of David Bowie.

Pictures become paintings, paintings become backgrounds for live

action shots.

"All this was done in real-time on an Apple." The tape winds down
and Bernstein reaches for another. "I even use the Apple to help teach

my classes. It's especially effective when we're investigating the classics."

The new tape is a teacher. Bernstein speaks its accompaniment.

"Using computer technology," Bernstein's taped voice begins, "I

trace the S curve along Eve's arm in this painting of Adam and Eve, by

Peter Paul Rubens, and start the computer searching for other instances

of that form.

"Students are inclined to think

that the old masters are irrelevant

because they were realistic and are

now old hat, so to speak."

Even as he says this, the com-

puter belies the students, outlining S

curves as it finds them throughout

the famous painting, proving the

depth of meaning and abstraction in

the artist of old. "The whole paint-

ing is composed of that one shape.

The computer scans the painting

and does a better job of finding the

theme forms than I could. Since the

computer does all the manipula-

tions, I'm left free from any argu-

ment. I didn't do it; let them go

argue with the computer. Well, it

ends up that it's a terrific abstrac-

tion, relevant to their needs.
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The Apple assumes a new role in an old classic. Here it can be seen tracing out an abstract S shape
wherever it is encountered in this painting of Adam and Eve by Rubens. The abstractions Bernstein finds

as he examines the classics are relevant to today's artistic needs.

"It leaves the student in a quandary, doesn't it?" Bernstein chuckles.

"In other words, I say, 'Here's the tape, take a look at it,' and then I just

get out of their way."

Unimagined Forms. A self-portrait by Rembrandt replaces the

Rubens on the screen. The painting shows a full-face Rembrandt, but the

computer sees more. Superimposed outlines bring out unimagined forms

and devices.

"As you can see, the computer is finding a profile view superim-
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.
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posed with a three-quarter view. Not only did Rembrandt do this sort of

thing, but Caravaggio before him, and Michelangelo before Caravaggio.

Rubens, soon after Michelangelo, did it, too. In our own time, consider

Pablo Picasso and George Brock."

Now the screen shows a computer-drawn silhouette entirely derived

from lines found in the original face-on painting.

"The students have seen something and they're provoked. Now they

either say, 'Well, the hell with it, I'm going to disregard it,' which is going

to hurt their education, or they have to go for it—which means they have

to study the old masters. Therefore, I win," he laughs. "It's very devious.

I'm using twenty-first-century technology to explain seventeenth or eigh-

teenth century painting."

From the time Bernstein was eight years old until he was twenty-six,

the city of Los Angeles was responsible for his education: from public

school during the day to scholarships at night and in the summer. "The

state was terrific to me," he says. "Teaching is my way of paying society

back."

Society's investment in Bernstein has been well returned to his stu-

dents. "Back in the late sixties, during those campus protests, I remem-

ber seeing a girl carrying a sign that said, 'Make our education more rele-

vant.' Best thing that could have happened to me. It was a turning point

in my career."

Electronic Teacher. Searching for better ways to reach his students,

Bernstein turned toward the most prevalent visual art form of today

—

television. "Before I used television, sometimes I felt like I was teaching

seventeenth-century art like a seventeenth-century teacher," he recalls.

"Although the content of television is usually very bad, as a docu-

mentary tool it's terrific. It lets us remember the first step on the moon
and the Kennedy assassinations. That's why the Super Bowl is so popu-

lar, because it's an event, and television does a terrific job with events,"

Bernstein explains. "What's a more eventful moment than an education?

So I went ahead and built a TV studio."

Using an early black-and-white portable videotaping system, a

simple special effects generator for titles, and a switcher for fades and

wipes, Bernstein turned out 125 thirty-minute videotaped lectures com-

posed of interviews and examples of art, which he used to supplement his

courses.

"Of course, my earlier work didn't look as smooth as a CBS produc-

tion, but the content was really super. And I did manage to quadruple

my enrollment," he adds with pride. The administrators always man-

aged to find the money he needed for supplies, shades, and video

equipment.

Even when he's working with television, the educator in Bernstein
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The tools of the contemporary computer artist are innumerable. This study of Richard Burton demonstrates the zoom and scale capabilities

of the Intelligence Graphics System.

manifests himself. "I see the television tube as the greatest potential class-

room in the world. It's no effort to teach people. I find a way for all com-

panies that I work with to see a replay of the way I make a picture. If I'm

working with an ad agency and I boot up the final picture, I show them

the entire process, so that they become educated about how I designed

the picture."

Form, Dissolve, Counterpoint. Bernstein's work on an educational

television show entitled Needlecraft, directed by Harry Ratner, won him
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the Emmy and the West awards in 1981. Now the Sony comes to life

with his tape of the show. "Needlecraft was almost all done with the

computer," he says over the musical opening. His pictures form and dis-

solve on the screen, counterpointing the music. "All the transitions, the

wipes, dissolves, everything, were done on the Apple II."

Because the Apple's output video signal is not directly recordable,

Bernstein used the prototype video interface board, the VB-1, from

Video Associated Labs of Austin, Texas. Now using the newer VB-3

board, Bernstein praises its capabilities as "dynamite. You can knock out

the color, blur the effects, superimpose, adjust the color intensity, do all

kinds of crazy things. Sometimes, as with the Intelligence Graphics Sys-

tem, I can't record the signal directly for the output, so I just videotape

the images with a camera directly off the screen."

On the tape, a narrator describes several types of stitches while the

computer draws them on the screen, demonstrating the various stitches,

weaves, colors, and textures. "That's the old Venetian blind game," ex-

plains Bernstein. "The normal Apple transition, used just for the effect."

Speaking about computers, Bernstein says, "Sometimes I'm glad I

don't know their limitations. I keep trying to push the machines; some-

times I get results that surprise even their creators."

Sometimes the results surprise even Bernstein himself. "I only

let out of the studio about 20 percent of everything I do—not that I'm

ashamed of the other 80 percent. But when I get done with a project and

look at it, I say, 'Goddamn it, it could be better.' The client may not even

know, but I'll have done his job again and again until it's exactly what

I want.

"That may be the artist in me," he says. Bernstein identifies with an

old shoemaker "I want to make every nail count; I want to make the

whole shoe."

Luck has little to do with art, says Bernstein. "I believe art is a com-

bination of talent, training, and hard work. Play is important too, if it's

disciplined play; it helps get the creativity going."

Convinced that failure is often a better teacher than success, Bern-

stein explains, "When you have a success, you're so goddamn busy doing

it that you really don't have time to think. But when you have a failure

and the hurt has passed, you sit down and analyze exactly what went

wrong, and what in your mode of operations enabled it to go wrong. If

you learn those reasons, before long you replace them with things that

might lead to success."

It's a lesson some people choose to ignore. "You hear people bitch-

ing about their failures: 'Why didn't I go to school?' or 'Why didn't I buy

a computer?' They prey upon that and, looking for a scapegoat, they

blame society."
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Saul Bernstein paints Leonard Bernstein on an Apple III. Aside from ttieir

great love of the fine arts, the Bernsteins bear no relation. As Saul

Bernstein predicts, "Someday the Picasso of the computer medium will

come around. I thinl< it's that important."

Bernstein believes that societies are remembered for their major con-

tributions to world history. "The ceiling of the Sistine Chapel," Bern-

stein says, "was a large billboard selling God." He adds that this could

only bear relevance in a monotheistic society.

"Here we have a melting pot. If I did a picture of what I thought God
looked like, I'd have fifteen cults and thirty-two religions down on my
neck in a minute. I wouldn't be communicating at all. Religion is not

really where we are as a society.
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"Ours is a technological, communicative society," he says. And as he

considers where in fact we are, Bernstein's excitement approaches a

benevolent zeal that may well be called religious. "We have landed on the

moon, and we had the great ability to send the first pictures back to the

whole world."

Although the money is good and seeing a project finished is great,

Bernstein considers his biggest reward to be meeting with "bright people

who feel I have something to contribute." Winning an Emmy is certain-

ly an acknowledgment from the television industry, to which he has al-

ready contributed greatly. "I'll never forget my mother's and mother-in-

law's reactions when I won the Emmy. That was worth the whole shot."

Paintings versus Computer Images. The Sony's screen is dark, its

reels still. Late afternoon sunshine glints off a window jamb, and it's time

to call the question.

Bernstein begins with the artist's relationship to and interaction with

society.

"If you're well trained and you spend a lot of time at your craft, you

owe it to society to expose your ideas. The better you are, the more you

are obligated. It's only through that kind of interaction that you grow."

His pictures have the texture of paintings rather than computer

images, says Bernstein. "My goal as an artist is fine art, whether on can-

vas or on a video screen, and whether an image gets on paper using a

brush or a printer."

Imagine how Leonardo da Vinci's inspired work on human anat-

omy might have profited by the gift of today's modern technology. The

use of X-rays, sonar, and infrared would certainly have had profound

effects on the fifteenth-century artist.

Bernstein believes artists of the past have always been influenced by

technology. The great masters were not only great artists, but engineers

and scientists as well. Da Vinci was an architect and an inventor. El

Greco was found to have kept a large collection of books on optics.

Rembrandt was known to have studied the newly emerging field of etch-

ing called aquatint. Goya left his home to study the new field of lithog-

raphy, a field subsequently furthered by Toulouse-Lautrec. Degas was

certainly influenced by the advent of the camera. And all painters of the

time benefited by the discovery that paint could be mass-produced and

marketed in tubes; with the portability this brought, the whole world be-

came the artist's studio.

"I'm convinced that someone, maybe not me, who is dealing with

computer artwork will be remembered. I think it's that important. Some-

day, maybe the Picasso of the computer medium will come around and

maybe I'll become a footnote.

"Well, if that's the way it is, that's the way it is." IM



scene from Tom Porett's performance piece Softlands. More scenes are in this month's Fastalk.

Thomas Porett has an impressive background in the visual

arts, beginning with the master's degree from the Illinois Institute

of Technology's Institute of Design. He has worked extensively in

photography, electronic music, and computer art.

Currently an associate professor with tenure at the Philadel-

phia College of Art, Porett has recently created an impressive col-

lection of artworks that Apple owners will soon be able to enjoy in

their own homes. The package is called Softlands and comes com-
plete with forty-eight color and black-and-white prints, two disks

containing four performance programs, and a cassette of elec-

tronic music.

The process by which Porett created the images in Softlands is

not overly complicated; indeed, the simplicity of the method en-

sures maximum quality for the finished product. Porett has taken
35mm slides and digitized them, storing the image on disk. He
then takes the image and modifies it, as he sees fit, with a graphics
tablet and mostly off-the-shelf software.

Three of the prints from Softlands have been purchased by the

Center for Creative Photography in Tucson, Arizona, for its

permanent collection. The prints are conventional dot-matrix
printouts from an Epson MX-80 using Pkaso, an intelligent

printer interface card from Interactive Structures.

This is high praise, and Porett is very pleased that "mere"
printouts have been accepted for permanent display. Tucson is a
long way from his current residence in Ardmore, Pennsylvania,

but Porett wouldn't care if it was Nepal.

The complete Softlands package is a change of pace for the in-

dustry. You don't just admire a word processing program or
game; you write or play. Softlands allows you to sit back and let

the Apple entertain you.

One program is called Softland and is roughly equivalent to
the title track of a record album. For Softland, Porett constructed
a databank of shapes, with shifting colors, that continuously com-
bine and recombine into landscapes and scenes. Theoretically, the
program could run forever; a copy ran for two weeks straight at a
gallery.

"It's like a live painting," says Porett, "though it's possible to
stop the program and save a screen."

The three other programs on the two disks are VisiDig (as in

VisiDigitizer), Masks, and Animal Dreams. They are "slides-cum-
movie," says Porett, and vary in length from two to seven min-

utes. They're meant to run in synchronization with the

soundtrack.

Porett interfaced an Arp 2600 analog synthesizer with his Ap-
ple to create the soundtrack for Softlands. "I used the Apple as a

digital echo chamber and digital sequencer, with the help of an In-

teractive Structures card, to create the electronic music."

A minor inconvenience is having to synchronize the starting of

the soundtrack and the tape manually. It's possible to interface a

tape player and the Apple, but that requires a solenoid configura-

tion and interface that is not normally part of an Apple's

equipment.

The twenty-two color prints included with Softlands are pho-
tographs of RGB screens using twenty-two colors in the printing

process. The black-and-white prints are photocopies of Epson-
generated printouts.

Porett first discovered the Apple about three and a half years

ago through his good friend Joe Wilson, president of Interactive

Structures. At the time, Porett was only interested in interfacing

the Apple with the Arp synthesizer and only later realized its

graphics potential. Now he can't get enough of it and declares that

the Apple will continue to be the medium for his art in the fore-

seeable future.

"I saw a company at the San Francisco Applefest last No-
vember that was offering a board with terrifically high resolution.

I also want to explore the double-density graphics of the Apple
He. Now that is very interesting. It could be a whole new level."

Porett is currently writing a program he refers to as an "inter-

active image fiction." He's also investigating mural-size blow-ups
of some of the images he generated for Softlands

.

A prolific individual, Porett also copublishes a magazine on
the Source called Muses. And at the Philadelphia College of Art,

Porett teaches in the photography and film department. "We're
edging toward the computer era," he says.

Computer artists are just now acquiring wide recognition for

their work. A hundred years from now they may be the only kind
of artists we have. So hail the pioneers! Porett, Saul Bernstein, and
a host of others deserve encouragement and praise. To them,
graphic computers are more than just windows to arcade games
and pie charts.

To them, microcomputers are windows allowing an infinite

number of ways to look at our world.

—

David Hunter
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Maker is a trademark of Comshare Target Software. DIP is a trademark

of Software Arts, Inc VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp,

Pfs:Graph is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corp,

© 1981 Apple Computer Inc.



Explore the Frontiers of Intelligence

BLIND
FLIP
CHANGE
LEUEL B

UISIBLE
LIST
INWARD
OUTWARD
RDUICE

WHITE A3-
DEMO DRI
SELECT
H6-D2

THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE PROGRAMS:

M Variations of blind-fold play—camouflaged or invisible pieces

Invert board to play black on bottom

•4 Change pieces on board during game, or set up position

4 Ctionge between 15 levels of play plus postal and mate-finder modes
4 Show move tfiaf Chess is thinking about

4 List played moves for each side

4 Lines of force in: attacks and defenses on a square

4 Lines of force out: squares attacked and defended

4 Chess suggests a move
4 Show moves Chess thinks you will make, and its responses

4 Evaluation of o position

Return to board or switch to command menu

< Take back a move (repeatable)

4 Play move suggested by look-ahead search

4 Chess plays neither side

4 Switch sides

< Chess plays against itself—one level against another

4 Replay through most advanced position

4 Skip to most advanced position

4 Start new game
4 Leave program

•4 Save, get, and delete games to and from disk

All features self-documented; all choices cursor-controlled

Screen shows "outward " and "look" features being used

Larry Atkin & David Slate: Authors of ttie

Norttiw/estern University Chess 4.7 program-

World Computer Chess Champion, 1977-1 980

Strategic fntelligence Classics in their Definitive Microcomputef Versions

Checkers BY DAVID SLATE

Peter Frey: Northwestern University professor

Editor: Chess Skill in Man and Machine

One of U.S. Othello Assoc.'s top-ranked players

Stioleglc Intelligence Ciasslct in meii Oetintnve MIcfocomputer Versions

ODIN BY LARRY ATKIN

AND PETER FREY

The MIND OF MAN'Serli

Volumes

ADUICE
SETUP A POSITION
SET COLOR TO MOUE NEXT
DEMO PROGRnn
EUALUATIOII OF CAHE
MEU GSME (OR STftPT POSITION)
HELP (LIST OF FEdTURES)
CIUE-OTIflY - SUITCH TO OR FRON
SET ULTERIinTE LEUEL FOR UNITE
CHdllCE SKILL LEUEL
PROCPAH HfiKES NEXT NODE
HUHWI PLOYS BOTH SIOES
nUSIC OFF, OR BdCK ON
PflRftHETER CHftllGES

PESET^'pROGRnn"""
STOP SE(iRCH, nOUIE, OEHO. OR "U"
TAKE BACK A NOUE
INVERT BOARD DISPLAY
SET RAIIOOH HUHBER
PROGRAM PLAYS AGAINST ITSELF
REPLAY ONE MOVE
CHECKERS MOVIE

' MOVE BEEP OFF, OR BACK OH

om

dOlN M «! MHI1E IJ CI •LACK I* NHITE 1

Checkers' features Black to move and win

(From Checkers documentation)

"Scores" feature in Odin A clue to the secret of Odin:

Black is destined to lose

Chess: $69.95 See your local software dealer, or order

930Pitner Checkers: $49.95 (IVIastercard or Visa):

Evanston, IL 60202 Odin: $49.95 800-323-5423

(U.S.A.) (In Illinois, coll 312-328-7101)

For Apple II, Apple II Plus 48K disk

systems, and Atari 48K disk systems.

Odin Is also available for TRS-80 Model

1 & 3 32K disk systems.

©1982 ODESTA
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple

II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. The requirement for

ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesoft in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple III in the emulator mode.

Caverns of Freitag. By David Shapiro. In this game, Friday's child is

long, green, and scaly and breathes fire. Freitag (whose name means Fri-

day in German, a fact of no apparent significance to the game) is a

dragon who lives in the caves of the Enchanted Isles, awaiting the arrival

of foolhardy adventurers to chow down. Perversely enough, Freitag

seems to enjoy only tough adversaries, for he subjects the would-be

heroes to an array of monsters and undesirables fit only for nightmares.

In short. Caverns of Freitag is a sword-and-sorcery fantasy. In this

case, the game is long on the sword part and rather skimpy on the

sorcery. As a Thechu warrior, out to free the Enchanted Isles from the

reign of terror imposed by the evil Freitag, you know but one spell: the

"Charm of Sir Robin." This spell turns you into a long-legged bird, pos-

sibly the offspring of an ostrich and a dodo, that can run twice as fast as

anything in pursuit. However, this spell has definite drawbacks. As a

bird, the adventurer tires quickly and must stand still to rest when the

spell wears off, which allows the pursuer to overtake and pummel its

hapless prey. Nevertheless, the "Charm of Sir Robin" comes in quite

handy sometimes.

The hardy warrior is expected to rely heavily upon weapons, the sword

and the bow, amid the abundance and viciousness of the caverns'

denizens. The monsters include electric moths, serpents, flamebats,

burbleblorts, invisoids, offensive (in all senses of the word) wizards, grif-

fins, and the deceptive mimics. This gang has a tendency to home in on

the hero with reckless abandon. Often the monsters stand in line in a nar-

row corridor patiently waiting their turn to trounce the warrior.

The game begins at an inn at the western edge of a vast labyrinth of

tunnels. The hero, a lowly stable boy, is equipped with sword, shield,

bow, and twelve arrows. Within moments of his stepping away from the

inn, sometimes even while he's still lodged at the inn, the monsters begin

to converge. Game controls allow the player to select the amount of time

used in each move, but even at the slowest speed the action is quite fast.

In each turn the hero and the monsters are allowed one action or move;

should the player be torn by indecision and let time pass while trying to

figure out what to do, the monsters will move anyway. Being fast on

your feet is just one of the necessities in playing this game.

The game controls, keyboard only, take but a few minutes to mas-

ter—although owners of Apples with type-ahead buffers or repeating

keys face a challenge all their own. As you get worked up, the tendency

to pound the keys furiously can result in a warrior literally pounding his

head against a wall while the surrounding monsters chew him to pieces.

Two controls we've come to know and love are missing: there's no
save-game or pause feature. This means that, once the game begins,

there's no turning back and no room for interruptions. Since the mon-
sters will move even if you don't, you'd better forget about quick trips to

the fridge. Certainly, only the hardiest of adventurers will be able to fin-

ish the game. And this is undoubtedly just what author David Shapiro had

in mind. Perhaps Caverns of Freitag should be advertised as a test of

stamina and endurance.

Nevertheless, the game is a whole lot of fun. Because of the forced

moves, the pace of the game is quite fast and the play very intense. Inci-

dentally, slaying the dragon doesn't end the game. The weary adventur-

er must now fight all the way back to the inn—with every monster in the

dungeon engaged in a personal vendetta against him.

Caverns of Freitag is Muse's first major game since Castle Wolfen-

stein, and it's a worthy successor. The hi-res graphics are delightful, the

game quick-paced. Freitag could easily prove another blockbuster for

them, every day of the week. DA

Caverns of Freitag, by David Shapiro, Muse Software (347 North Charles Street,

Baltimore, MD 21201; 301-659-7212). $29.95.

Metatrak II. By Scott Gibbs. When I was growing up and learning to play

the piano, my parents ceremoniously marched me to the recording studio

once every six months or so. Once there, I was placed at a monstrous con-

cert grand. The engineer came in to adjust the microphone, then disap-

peared to put a virgin black disk on the cutting lathe. When the light went

from green (standby) to red ( record), every sound that came out ofthe piano

(wrong notes, sloppy timing, and uneven dynamics included) went into the

disk for all ofposterity to hear. For a musician ofmy caliber, then, it was a

no-win situation, guaranteed to yield nothing but frustration and

embarrassment.

No more! Nowadays, recording studios are equipped with multi-

track tape recorders. With these recorders, musicians can conveniently

record one track or more at a time, while correcting mistakes in individ-

ual tracks by "punching in." Then they can mix the corrected tracks into

a final piece of music.

This method is standard procedure with producers of music for al-

bum, film, and TV. It enables small groups of creative musicians to build

complex sounds in the same way that a painter "builds" a painting, one

"color" at a time, until the desired effect is achieved. In fact, multitrack

recording has become so popular that many top recording artists now
have their own private multitrack recording studios. Semiprofessional

multitrack recorders, costing one-tenth as much as their fully profession-

al cousins, are now available in musical-instrument stores throughout the

world.

The Syntauri people have created the Metatrak software to bring the

basic concepts of multitrack recording to their famous AlphaSyntauri

digital synthesizer. The AlphaPlus operating system sets up three main

types of files, defining a sound's wave form; the overall shape, or enve-

lope, of a sound; and patterns of pitches and loudness. All these are con-

trolled by the manner in which the musician plays the Alpha keyboard.

Metatrak uses much of the AlphaPlus system to produce tone colors

and keyboard performances. It arranges and manipulates tone colors so

that as many as ten colors are available at any one time. A musician may
build a piece of music one track at a time, assigning any of the tone col-

ors to any of sixteen tracks.

Metatrak's commands actually closely parallel the control labels and

functions of a conventional multitrack tape recorder: record, play back,

erase, fast forward, and punch in/punch out. Here is how a typical "ses-

sion" works:

The musician selects a preset master (a group of ten tone colors) or

develops one with AlphaPlus. This step is analogous to hiring session mu-

sicians in a conventional recording studio. Then the track master dis-

play is used to assign tone colors, loudness values, and vibrato param-

eters to each of the sixteen tracks. This is similar to setting up micro-

phones and adjusting levels.

One of the tracks is put into record mode. The musician starts the re-

cording by playing on the music keyboard. He can hear what he's play-

ing at the same time. The musician then puts a second track into record

mode. He hears what is on the first track, as well as what he is now
playing.

The process continues until the entire piece of music is recorded or all

of the channels are filled up. At any time, the musician may edit a track

by placing it in record, exercising the punch-in command at the begin-

ning of the section needing additional work, playing over that portion,

then punching out. As tracks are completed, they may be stored on disk.
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Finally, the musician adjusts the tone colors, volumes, and other mu-

sical parameters of the individual tracks until they sound right togeth-

er—the "mixdown" of the complete piece of music.

From the user's point of view, Metairak moves easily and briskly

through its functions. Tone-color selection is virtually instantaneous, sin-

gle control characters set the recorder modes, and data entry on the

track master and other displays is effortless. Metatrak is loaded with

bells and whistles, features that are potent resources, handy facilities, or

just fun to use. These features include a built-in programmable met-

ronome, microtonal tuning, and programmable keyboard splitting that

enables the user to play more than one tone color at a time. The new

Metatrak 11 has the added feature of synching the output of the system to

reel-to-reel tape recorders and to drum synthesizers.

There's a bottom line for evaluating any music system: when you

work with it, does it feel good and enable you to do what you want, or

does it get in the way and create frustrations? Metatrak is definitely a sat-

isfying musical resource. Its range of tone colors and accuracy of record-

ing make it useful for serious production of recorded electronic music.

The well-written manual and carefully thought-out software routines

make using Metatrak a rewarding activity. RH

Metatrak II, by Scott Gibbs, Syntauri (3506 Waverley Street, Palo Alto, CA
94306; 415494-1017). $275.

Sherwood Forest. By Dav Holle and Dale Johnson. If it seems Softalk is

telling you almost every month that some new adventure has the best

graphics yet, you're reading correctly. Adventure graphics are making

such rapid strides that three adventures, released nearly three months in a

row, have indeed topped each other and everyone else with the quality of

their pictures.

First there was Transylvania, from Penguin, that broke no particu-

larly new ground; it simply had very well-done, attractive graphics. Then

Mask of the Sun, from Ultrasoft, broke so much ground that it dug a

huge crater. It lets you see where you're going as you move from place to

place; the colors never fill in on-screen; and characters, icons, even doors

are animated at times. And the general graphics are almost as good as

Transylvania's.

Now, comes Sherwood Forest. Having chosen a cartoon style of

graphics, Phoenix has executed them with a sharp, clean, professional

quality that appears to have been done on a drawing board rather than a

computer. The colors are bright and clean and look as though they were

all available as is. Round objects are smoothly round; nothing melts into

anything else. Does the picture refill on-screen? Yes, but if you blink

you'll miss it. And there's animation—not a whole lot, but what there is

is realistic and beautifully done.

So, despite repetition, Sherwood Forest has the best graphics yet in a

graphic adventure.

The adventure is fun to play, too. If you're bored unless you get to

kill something, don't play. In Sherwood Forest, the player gets to be

Robin Hood—only he's been away and none of his friends recog-

nize him.

As Robin, you have to reestablish yourself with your friends and win

the heart of Maid Marian, marry her, and outwit the disagreeable Sheriff

of Nottingham to take your rightful place in the castle. Castle? Oh, well,

nobody said it had to be perfectly true to the legend.

The puzzles are fun and mostly logical; some are pretty difficult and

others pretty easy. Almost all of them require that you keep your eyes

open and read all the descriptions carefully. The story hasn't great depth;

but it's light, humorous, and enjoyable to play.

There's warm, refreshing sunshine streaming through the trees of

Sherwood Forest. tiCT

Sherwood Forest, by Dav Holle and Dale Johnson, Phoenix Software (64 Lake
Zurich Drive, Lake Zurich, IL 60047; 312-438-4850). $34.95.

Cdex Training for VisiCalc. By Steven C. Brandt. Imagine you own a

company with a number of people who could profitably use VisiCalc for

various simple tasks. How do you train them to use it without wasting as

much time training as they'll spend using the program?

Cdex Trainingfor VisiCalc is one way of doing just that, a way that

uses the strength of the Apple itself. Just put the first disk into the drive

and boot the machine. What unfolds is a graphic, interactive explana-

tion of VisiCalc' s most basic commands. As such, Cdex does a good job.

The three-disk set earmarks two disks for basic training, the third re-

served for refresher use. Disk 1 teaches how to use the program, key

terms, moving the cursor, labeling columns and rows, entering values

and formulas, and working with functions. The second disk continues

with using VisiCalc commands, saving and retrieving, printing, and repli-

cating. The reference disk covers components, labels, values, formulas,

functions, and commands.

The manual has references to the various commands, some exam-
ples to be entered into the Apple, and some exercises to be typed in.

As far as it goes, this is a good way to learn VisiCalc's main strengths.

It's the temporary-help approach: within a very short time, the trainee

can perform beginning jobs. It doesn't give in-depth coverage. Explana-

tions about the special functions of VisiCalc, such as ©SUM, are not

given. Also omitted are templates, DIF, and the other, more exotic ele-

ments that combine to give VisiCalc its strength.

Nevertheless, for a time-short individual who wishes to learn or teach

VisiCalc's basics in a hurry, quickly and painlessly, this is a good ap-

proach, well executed. DRA

Cdex Trainingfor VisiCalc, by Steven C. Brandt, Cdex Corporation (5050 El Ca-

mino Real, Suite 200, Los Altos, CA 94022; 415-964-7600). $49.95.

Dawn Patrol. By TSR Hobbies. Is it a flight simulator or a shoot-'em-

down dogfight? As a real-time hi-res simulation of plane-to-plane dog-

fights in World War I, Dawn Patrol leans to the fight. Choosing any of

twelve World War I-era planes, the pilot must outmaneuver and destroy

enemy aircraft.

On the slight chance that you're a novice at flying circa 1915 planes.

Dawn Patrol's training mode lets you practice in safety. There in the

training mode, where enemy planes are merely dummies placed in your

field of vision as reference points, you can learn to accelerate by hand via

throttle, steer by foot with rudder pedals, and pull yourself out of acci-

dental rolls and untimely dives with the all-powerful control stick. Once
you've got her nose-down and stabilized, you can check your gun and

look around.

For Quality And Reliability
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Software 1by

BudgeCo announces The Pinball Construc-
tion Set, the first entertainment software
that has the simplicity and freedom of inter-

action of a toy. You don't use this program—
you play with it.

The Pinball Construction Set allows you to
build your own video pinball games by pro-
viding a library of conventional (and unconven-
tional) pinball pieces and a set of video tools.

Use the video hand to put library

pieces on the game board—as many
^B as you want, where you want them.

Use the polygon tools to make

A I borders and obstacles.

1 Add game logic and
I scoring rules with the wiring kit.

Create hi-res designs and logos using

the BudgeCo magnifier and paintbrush.

Change gravity time, elasticity

and bumper strength.

Load and save de-WM
signs to/from disk. llB

Available for the Apple II® -

Suggested retail price $39,951

428 Pala Ave.

Piedmont, OA
94611 415-658-8141

Apple is a registered trademaric of Apple Computer \nci
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What you'll see is everything where the plane isn't. Where the plane

mostly is (you did pull out of that roll, didn't you?) is beneath you, so

you can't see that dear old solid ground. You can see in five other direc-

tions—up, forward, behind (those sneaky devils), and to either side. Bits

of some of those views will be blocked, too, depending on which plane

you're flying.

Okay, now you're an expert—aren't you? And if you don't get out of

training and start the game soon, you'll probably miss the whole war.

Talk about white knuckles! Magic Mountain has nothing on this.

And there's no way those dummies could prepare you for the real thing.

These guys mean business. Will you return from battle an ace or a statis-

tic? Chances are you'll build up enough statistics to feed Daisy for a

month before you make ace.

But you'll have a heck of a lot of fun along the way. And mastery will

give you well-earned satisfaction. DAD

Dawn Patrol, by TSR Hobbies (Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI 53147; 414-248-3625).

$25.

Dungeon. By Bruce Nesmith and Keith Enge. The original fantasy role-

playing company, TSR, makes its. first foray into computer gaming with

Dungeon. TSR is best known as the company that introduced Dungeons

and Dragons to millions of game players. Dungeon is an exact adaptation

of TSR's bestselling board game of the same name.

The setting is an eerie, six-level dungeon. Monsters lurk in every

room, guarding valuable treasures and magic weapons, and fierce cham-

ber monsters roam the passageways. In the depths of the dungeon, the

monsters get stronger and the value of the treasure becomes greater.

There are traps to avoid, and parts of the dungeon are accessible only

through secret doors, which players must discover.

Up to eight players can play at one time, each person playing indi-

vidually. Players choose their persona: elf, hero, superhero, or wizard.

Elves are the weakest of the characters, but they excel at finding secret

doors. Only wizards can cast magic spells.

People who are trying fantasy role-playing for the first time needn't

feel intimidated by Dungeon. There are three levels of difficulty avail-

MIMCO STICK
the Stick of Champions for the Applet:*

Mimco Stick

1547 Cunard Road
Columbus. Ohio 43227

2 00 shipping/handling fee

(Ohio residents add 5 5% tax)

'trademark of Apple Computer

external socket gives easy access to

full game i/o connector

rocker switcti selects between joystick

and external socket

higti quality self-centering stick witfi

trimming adjustments

ttiree tiair trigger buttons for max-

imum game flexibility

smootti 0 to 255 range in botti x and

y axes

(614) 237-3380

(214) 454-3801 «5995

able; they vary in danger, capacity (only elves and heroes can venture in

level 1 ), and potential success (the rewards are greater and more is need-

ed to win on successive levels).

The dungeon is laid out two-dimensionally. All six levels are shown
on one plane, with each level accessible from a neighboring level. The hi-

res map duplicates the board of the board game.

What doesn't duplicate the board game is the hi-res representation of

characters and monsters. When a character enters a room, the screen

zooms in on that room, with pictures of the room's occupants. If they're

monsters, combat ensues, resolved by the computer. If the player is vic-

torious, the screen shows a picture of the treasure. Although these images

aren't generally animated, they encourage the feeling of being in the dun-

geon much more than playing with miniatures.

Where animation does occur, it's done excellently. The wizards'

spells, throwing fireballs and hurling lightning bolts, are animated. Fire-

balls burst from wizards' hands, growing larger as they fly aaoss the

screen to blast monsters. The illusion is exceptional; you can ahnost feel

the heat of the fireballs.

Besides vast amounts of gold and silver, there are special treasures

and magical items to be found. A secret door map discloses the location

of all the secret doors. Magical swords add to the power of their owners.

ESP medallions give the adventurer the ability to peer into a room be-

fore entering—very useful if the monster in the room is a red dragon!

And rare crystal balls enable their possessors to gaze about an entire level

and spy the treasures held by the monsters.

Dungeon is a good game for learning about the universe of fantasy

role-playing. For kids and adult beginners in the genre, it's a fine, enjoy-

able training ground. Now if the people at TSR could just figure out how
to improve the graphics and add full animation, they could bring living

D&D to the Apple. What an experience that would be! RRA

Dungeon, by Bruce Nesmith and Keith Enge, TSR Hobbies (Box 756, Lake Ge-
neva, WI 53147; 414-248-3625). $25.

Beamscope II. Electronic Games raved about it. Video swooned. Com-
puter Gaming World ignored it. And actually, the Beamscope is pretty

good. In fact, after several years of life it has undergone some technical

improvements and it's now very good.

For those of you not in the know, the concept we are dealing with

here is that of enlarging the screen area of your economy-size televi-

sion/monitor without laying out a thousand bucks for a console televi-

sion or a Sony Profeel.

The Beamscope is a rectangular acrylic Fresnel lens in an aluminum

frame, which, when placed in front of your television or monitor, pro-

duces a much-magnified picture. It comes in several sizes. A model TS-25

in front of a twelve-inch diagonal screen results in a twenty-five-inch

diagonal picture; a TS-30 produces a thirty-inch picture from a seven-

teen-inch screen; and a TS-41, flagship of the line, turns a nineteen or

twenty-five-inch set into a big screen television.

Anyone who plays games on an Apple or spends a lot of time squint-

ing at eighty-column display on a twelve-inch black-and-white CRT can

see the potential here, yes? So the only question is, does it really work?

Yes. And it works better than some big screen systems you could

name. The picture is not washed out, faded, or distorted. But if you have

a small television and you buy a Beamscope, you will have a poor-qual-

ity big-screen picture. By the same token, however, if you play Choplifter

on an RGB color monitor, you will think you've died and gone to ar-

cade heaven.

A drawback to this product in the primary video market for which

it's intended is its lack of peripheral viewing. That is to say, this is not

something the whole family can enjoy, at least not simultaneously, at

least not without everyone sitting on each other's lap. Computing, a

largely solitary occupation, presents no such drawback. But no matter

what the application, a darkened room is recommended. Lights that re-

flect minimally off of a video screen reflect a great deal more off of a

magnifying lens.

A drawback for computing that is not one for boob-tubing is the fact

that the Beamscope's picture is a function of distance. Optimally, the lens

must be a certain distance from the screen and you must be a certain dis-

tance from the lens.

Alas, if you have your Apple hooked up to a nineteen-inch-or-larger
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video set, forget about playing Ultima II on a life-size playing field. Using

the largest model, TS-41, you and your keyboard will never be far enough

away to get much benefit out of the magnification. The TS-30, at the mo-

ment, is as big as you can go, and even then you'll need a joystick with a

long cord. (Otherwise, though you'll get a big picture, it won't fill the en-

tire lens area and the picture will have a rather extreme Cinerama effect;

it can look better than that.)

But these are minor caveats: this product can give you a large pic-

ture—cheap—with no loss of clarity or definition. A(

Beamscope 11, International Marketing Services (220 Commerce Street, Port

Richey, FL 33568; 813-842-3231). TS-25, $59.95; TS-30, $69.95; TS41, $219.

Labyrinth of Crete. By Cliff Johnson and Allen Pinero. Labyrinth of

Crete represents two steps forward and one step backward for adven-

ture gaming. Rather than going all the way with a graphics adventure,

Adventure International has contrived the graphics-enhanced adven-

ture. That is, the adventure is played in a text-only mode; full-screen

graphics crop up from time to time to make things more interesting. For

devotees of hi-res adventures, the graphics are perhaps rather humdrum,
and altogether too sparse. That's the step backward. Next comes the

good part, and it's very good.

Here's what will make the adventurer forget any failings on the

graphics side: you control two characters who not only can but some-

times must act indef)endently of each other during the adventure. Until

now it wasn't possible for the adventurer to control multiple characters

who might need to act simultaneously in different parts of the dungeon.

The setting is ancient Greece; the adventurer controls both Hercules

and Jason, legendary heroes of the Greek mythos. The mission is to re-

cover the golden fleece from the heart of the labyrinth, which is laid out

as a three-level maze: the Labyrinth, Hades, and the Final Labyrinth. In

the process, the heroes must face obstacles and characters from Greek

mythology, such as multiheaded hydras, shifty titans, misbehaving gods

and goddesses, and a three-headed puppy by the name of Cerberus.

The authors have tried to maintain some true connection to the

myths from which the game is derived; prior knowledge of Greek myth-

ology helps to solve this one. An unusual feature: maps of each level of

the labyrinth come with the package.

The command sequence provides a precedence system (who's on

first!) that allows manipulation of both heroes simultaneously or inde-

pendently with great ease. When the two are together, any action that

both can perform will be done by both at a single command. Should you

wish one character to carry out a task that both could, merely specify the

character you want to take action. When the characters are in different

locations, you can control either with similar ease.

The ability to use the two characters independently is integral to solv-

ing the fairly tough puzzles in Labyrinth of Crete; it adds tremendous

depth to the game. DA

Labyrinth of Crete, by Cliff Johnson and Allen Pinero, Adventure International

(Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750; 305-862-6917). $29.95.

Lovers or Strangers. By Stanley Crane. The ad shows a photograph of a

young couple staring into each other's eyes before a sunset. But the pho-

tograph's torn in half

Hmm. . . . Apparently something went askew. Perhaps they should

have spent some time with Lovers or Strangers. Perhaps they already

have.

It's a compatibility test that consists of thirty questions drawn ran-

domly from a bank of sixty; that way, you get a different test each time.

You sit side by side, using keys on opposite sides of the keyboard in such

a way that you can't see each other's input. Each question is a multiple-

choice with five choices.

The questions cover areas such as communication, love and ro-

mance, values, sex, spirituality, and play.

Both participants choose the best answer to each question as it re-

lates to them.

As soon as both have selected their choices to a question, it's guess-

ing time. Before moving on, you must guess how your partner answered

the present question (this shows how well you know the other person).

Now, let's see how we did. Once the test is finished, your results in

each area (communication, romance, and so on . . .) are displayed on a

linear graph based on a one-hundred-point rating system; the higher the

number, the more you have in common in that area. Next, you're given

the results of how well you guessed each other's answers. Finally, you get

to see your overall compatibility score.

If, for some reason, you want to keep a more permanent record of

the test, you can print a hard copy of your test results. Still not con-

vinced? Then take a look at how each of you answered each question and

at how you predicted each other's answers.

Lovers or Strangers is more than just an exercise in seeing how often

you pick the same answers. Each question has fifteen different scoring

possibilities. Even if you pick dissimilar answers (John likes musicals;

Martha likes comedies), you may get a higher score than if you picked

totally opposite answers (John likes musicals; Martha hates all art

forms).

The questions and scoring were designed by Dr. Al Byers and Dr.

Annette Long, directors of Associates for Psychotherapy and Educa-

tion. They stress that "tests don't determine how well people get along;

people do." Further, Lovers or Strangers encourages you to talk about

your similarities and differences after discovering what they are.

It's unlikely that playing Lovers or Strangers "will keep you up

nights," as they claim.

It might, however, make the nights more interesting. HTV

Lovers or Strangers, by Stanley Crane, Alpine Software (2120 Academy Circle,

Suite E, Colorado Springs, CO 80909; 303-591-9874). $29.95.

Space Vikings. By Mitchell Robbins. After being badly beaten during a

raid on one of the rebel colony star systems, Alpha Centauri, a Federa-

tion starship is hobbling back to its home planet in the star system Sol.

The Colonial Cruisers have made its task of supplying the Federation

with equipment and supplies anything but easy. Maybe next time things

will be different.

The player/commander's duty is to bring peace to the galaxy by

winning the war, which means securing twenty star systems. Success wins

not only the war, of course, but the games, as well.

Space Vikings is a three-dimensional combat simulation. It contains

much of the real-time excitement and the visual effect of an arcade game
combined with the detail and tactical considerations of a war game simu-

lation. The galaxy and the spaceships are illustrated in 3-D graphics that

surpass all previous SubLogic entries.

Planets in this strange 3-D world must be conquered one by one. The
Federation forces must overcome each planet's air defense ships, then

launch a massive ground assault. Conquered planets remain under Fed-

eration care and protection for the rest of the game. You can build bases

on them and trade with them.

There are many decisions that must be made before undertaking the

task of conquering a planet. From maximizing crew morale to supervis-

ing ship repairs, the decisions are crucial; only after many fruitless mis-

sions will the Federation begin to realize its goals.

The starship computer handles hyperspace travel between star sys-

tems automatically. Within star systems, the player/commander must

guide the starship manually. And here appear the game's flaws. The con-

trol of the spaceship is slow and ponderous. The hi-res screens refresh

themselves at an excruciatingly slow pace. After the outer defense bat-

tles, the descent to the planet drags on for a long while. The ascent from

the planet is equally slow. The ship feels like it is flying through taffy. The

program is very ambitious in its scope; perhaps a faster language should

have been used to achieve its ambitions more fully.

Overall, Space Vikings is a well-done space adventure simulation, but

it calls for the persistence and patience of the war gamer to master its

many variables. Despite its problems, it establishes a new, promising

genre, which is an applause-worthy victory in itself DAD

Space Vikings, by Mitchell Robbins, SubLogic (713 Edgebrook Drive, Cham-
paign, IL 61820; 217-359-8482). $49.95.

The Filer. Simple and snappy. The Filer offers some handy tools for

home use—and it works with drives of thirty-five, forty, or even seventy

tracks.

The Filer's four utilities perform tasks easily and quickly. The file util-

ity facilitates locking, unlocking, deleting, and copying standard files. It

also contains an option to alter disks' boot programs.

Two disk-drive-related utilities perform less accessible tasks. A diag-

nostic program investigates the health of your disk drive and disks, dieck-

ing the read/write heads of the disk drive, verifying that the write-pro-

tect switch is functioning, and certifying and verifying disks. A disk speed
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test displays the disk drive speed in milliseconds, against a norm of

200 ms. Instructions are provided for adjusting your disk drive speed if

necessary.

Perhaps the most useful utility is the Fast Copy. This is one of the

fastest straight copy programs available, swiftly reproducing the content

of any unprotected Apple-compatible disk in DOS, CP/M, or Pascal.

With two drives. The Filer copies a standard disk in less than forty sec-

onds. CopyA, on the System Master disk, takes almost that long to for-

I mat a disk before it starts copying.

I A superior aspect of this program is its price. Shunning pretension.

The Filer is priced inexpensively enough for nearly any hobbyist to have

: at hand. That's certainly a refreshing marketing approach. R'RA

The Filer, Central Point Software (Box 19730-#203, Portland, OR 97219; 503-244-

5782). $19.95.

Epidemic! By Steven Faber. This appears to be the year of the medical

game. Robert Clardy voyaged fantastically with medicine in Synergis-

tic's Microbe, Sirius is offering a similarly themed game for brand X ma-

\ chines, and here comes SSI with another contender. As Groucho might

say, "Take two doctor games and call me in the morning."

Sirius's entrant is a shoot-'em-up; Synergistic's is a blend; Epidemic!

I

is, of course, strategic.

Earth, it seems, has entered the path of a swarm of meteorites that

are infested with a deadly virus. The map of the world is s^mented into

I fourteen areas. Wherever one of these areas is hit by a meteorite, an epi-

demic begins.

As director of the Center for Disease Control, the player controls the

I

forces battling the spread of this virulent disease. The arsenal of curative

methods available includes interferon, vaccine. X-ray treatments, and

various other remedies for the early stages of infection. You can even im-

i
pose martial law. When the virus reaches its second, pneumonic stage,

you have access to weapons such as cloud-seeding and killer satellites.

Epidemics may travel across borders. The Soviet Union has boun-

daries with five other geographic regions; South America has only one.

Nuclear strike on a r^on is a last resort. This eradicates the qjidemic by

eradicating the populace. Because your score is dependent on succeed-

ing with the least possible number of casualties, this option is one to

avoid gamewise, too.

Each of the cures has a certain duration of activity. Each day it's

active, a cure reduces the epidemic a certain percentage in its target area.

The mapboard shows the stages of infection in each affected region.

A daily status display for each region describes the effectiveness of the

current choices of remedies. A radar screen shows the meteorites enter-

ing the atmosphere and tracking paths.

The program's documentation skimps when describing how the cures

differ from each other in effectiveness, which makes it somewhat diffi-

cult to choose the best cures with confidence. Nevertheless, Epidemic! is

an absorbing game, quite different from the rest of the Strategic Simula-

tions line. t)A

Epidemic!, by Steven Faber, Strategic Simulations (465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108,

Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-1353). $34.95.

Amperware. By storing data in compressed binary blocks, Amperware
reads text files twenty times faster than conventional Applesoft does.

This compressed form of storage saves disk space and allows for the stor-

age of commas, colons, quotes, and control characters in text files.

In Amperware's process of creating disk files (either random or

sequential), print and input statements are exchanged for &READ and
&WRITE. The length of a single text file is limited only by Applesoft line

lengths and may be sent with a single &WRITE command. In fact,

whole arrays may be stored with the statement &WRITE B%.

Clearing out arrays from memory without setting all other vari-

ables to zero is no easy task in Applesoft. With Amperware, a simple

&CLEAR—Q$ does the job. Sorting arrays, another tedious chore in

Applesoft, is now turned from task to trick. To sort a list, you tell Am-
perware which list to sort (K), where to begin (0), and where to end
(N=65). An array R with dimension 64 can be sorted completely with

the statement &SRT-K=R(0), N=65.
The elaborate scheme of pokes and calls used for setting text win-

dows in Applesoft is dispensed with. By defining top, bottom, left, and
right, you may create a text window of any size. Of course, being able to

set a text window also requires a positionable cursor. This, too, is easily
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accomplished by means of the &MOVE command, a handy combina-

tion of htab and vtab.

Like the &READ and &WRITE commands for data files, Amper-

ware provides fast and flexible input routines. Commas, colons, ques-

tion marks, control characters, upper-case and lower-case characters,

string length, alphanumeric checks, and default values are all handled

easily by &INPUT. The command &INPUT-L=5, R=S$ limits the

user input to a length of five characters and defines the response as alpha

code. To establish a default input (that is, a return = none), simply add

to the program's code the line if R$= then R$="none".

Many programmers who learned their Basic in school or on larger

computers were disappointed that the print using command doesn't exist

in Applesoft. Here, the command &PRINT WITH allows you to put a

place holder in your program, producing output that will always

be displayed with the decimals aligned, rounded to two places, and pre-

ceded by a plus or minus sign.

Programmers who have experienced the awe and mystery of assem-

bly language programming may have noticed that the commands JSR
and JMP will execute with either an address or a label in their operand,

whereas Applesoft's gosub and goto commands require a line number.

Amperware allows you to assign the value of a line number to a variable

to execute the commands—a trick that would net you an "undefined

statement error" if you were using Applesoft alone.

Amperware has many other simple and useful subroutines, such as

&HOME, which will do the job on an eighty-column screen. &CLEAR
PAGE and &CLEAR LINE both perform exactly the same way as call

-958 and call -868.

Special characters and convenience features are also provided with

this utility. Typing control-K allows you to input the elusive left bracket,

backslash, underscore, and several other special characters. Both control-

D and control-I act for the user exactly as PLE does for the program-

mer, deleting or inserting the characters under the cursor and shifting the

following characters accordingly.

MX AIMD «F>F=-|_E:UJR I TEIFt XX
LJSEIFt

• AE-TYPESET™ makes it easy to select all of your

EPSON'S print options within Applewriter II.

from Mphasizsd PRINT
to condmed PRINT , to italics,
to DOI-IEIL.E—M Z DE p
or back to normal— fiNYTHIHG
VOUfi £F^SOM CAM DO,

CAN DO

!

With AE-TYPESET™ you can create or edit text using all

fonts, widths, intensities, and line spacings.

• E-SETUP™ is a pre-boot diskette that allows you to se-

lect print options before running existing software.

With E-SETUP^"* you can pre-select any single print com-
bination for VisiCalc, as well as your custom programs.

AE-TYPESET™ is $89.95. This includes E-SETUP™, a

$34.95 value, at no extra charge. (Massachusetts residents

add sales tax).

ORDER TODAY from:

AGUILA CORPORATION
Innovators in Business Management Systems
P.O. Box 330
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(617)433-9502
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MX is a trademark of EPSON. Applewriter II Is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc., VisiCalc Is a
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In other words, Amperware is an excellent tool for an Applesoft

programmer. HAS

Amperware, Scientific Software Products (3171 Donald Avenue, Indianapolis, IN
46224; 317-299-0467). $49.95.

Checkers. By David Slate. It's not a hard game to learn how to play.

Most of us learned the rules at an early age. But few have truly learned

the game.

If you're looking for a few quick games to pass the time, go dig out

the checkerboard from the hall closet and the checkers from that old

shoebox. Set 'em up, and you're ready to go.

But if you're looking for a way to learn the ins, outs, hows, and

wherefores of the game, Odesta's Checkers can provide you with volu-

minous help and insights that grandpa and Uncle Ed couldn't even

challenge.

Checkers is not just a game. It's a textbook tutorial on a disk that in-

cludes games as a way to try out what you've learned from the manual.

And there's much to learn.

The manual starts you off by teaching the most basic rules of check-

ers: how squares are numbered, what moves and jumps are legal, how to

king, and how to control and move your pieces. Next, it explains how to

read the move display. The move display lets you know the status of the

game in progress. From it, you're able to see each move that's taken

place, how far ahead the computer is looking when figuring out its strat-

egy, and the skill level of each player.

Perhaps the strongest point of Checkers is its selection of more than

twenty commands, all of which you can choose during the game. One of

the most popular features is the advice command, which tells you what is

probably your best move at the time. Extensive use of the command
doesn't, however, guarantee your winning the game. But the computer

won't try to trick you into making a bad move. It'll merely point you

toward what it thinks is your best option.

Another helpful feature if you're learning the game is a command by

which you can set the skill levels for yourselfand for your opponent. The
higher the skill level selected, the more "look-ahead" the computer pro-

vides. In other words, at level zero the computer moves its pieces ran-

domly and quickly; at each higher level it plans further and ftirther

ahead, taking as long as several hours to make its move at its highest

level, fifteen.

For those who like to know just where they stand during a game, the

evaluation command lets you know which side is winning and by
how much.

Other convenient options let you take back moves (so you can cor-

rect an error—not so you can cheat), play against another person and not

the computer, see the board from the other side, and change the pa-

rameters of the game for everything from the scoring scheme and game
penalties to the responsiveness of the game paddles.

The graphics of the game aren't fancy. Checkerboard squares and

round pieces don't lend themselves to much fancy artwork. The real

strength of Checkers lies in the manual, about a third ofwhich consists of

appendixes. Useful appendixes.

One useful appendix explains in depth about the program's fifty-eight

modifiable parameters and how to change them. The second is a short

tutorial that skims over the basic principles of checker strategy.

If any microcomputer software publisher produces examples of arti-

ficial intelligence, it's Odesta. If any of its programs serves as a primer on
artificial intelligence, it's Checkers. Though Odesta's Chess and Odin are

also based on artificial intelligence. Checkers offers an introduction to

the same concept through a more simplistic game.

Don't expect to win often when playing against the computer. What
Checkers helps you do is learn the strategies of the game, not get used to

winning.

If winning is all you want, there's always Uncle Ed. HTV

Checkers, by David Slate, Odesta (930 Pitner, Evanston, IL 60202; 312-328-7101,

800-323-5423). $49.95.

m
THE TACKLER ™ - DUAL • MODE PARALLEL

INTERFACE FOR THE APPLE'' 2 BOARDS IN ONE FOR NO MORE

COMPATIBILITY PROBlfMS!
An intelligent board to provide easy control of your printer's full potential.

Plus a standard parallel board at the flip of a switch - your assurance of

compatibility with essentially all software for the APPLE®. Hires printing

with simple keyboard commands that replace hard to use software

routines. No disks to load. Special features include inverse, doubled, and

rotated graphics and many text control features, available through easy

keyboard or software commands. Uses Industry standard graphics

commands. This is the first truly universal intelligent parallel interface!

Change printers - no need to buy another board. Just plug m one of our

ROM'S and you're all set. ROM'S available for Epson, C. Itoh, NEC, and

Okidata - others available soon. Specify printer when ordering. Call for

Price.

THE UPGRADEABLE PPC-100

PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
A Universal Centronics type parallel printer board complete with cable

and connector. This unique board allows you to turn on and off the high

bit so that you can access additional features in many printers. Easily

upgradeable to a fully intelligent printer board with graphics and text

dumps. Use with EPSON, C. ITOH, ANADEX, STAR-WRITER, NEC. OKI

$139.00

IF YOU WANT GRAPHICS AND FORMAHING THEN

CHOOSE THE PERFORMER
lor Epson, OKI. NEC 8023, C ITOH 8510 provides resident HIRES screen

dump and print formatting in firmware Plugs into Apple slot and easy

access to all printer fonts through menu with PR// command Use with

standard printer cards to add intelligence. $49.00 specify printer.

THE MIRROR FIRMWARE FOR NOVATION APPLE CAT ll'>

The Data Communication Handler ROM Emulates syntax of an other popular Apple Modem product

with improvements. Plugs directly on Apple CAT II Board. Supports Videx and Smarterm 80 column

cards, touch tone and rotarydial, remote terminal, voicetoggle, easy printer access andmuch more

List $39.00 Introductory Price $29.00

MINI ROM BOARDS
Place your 2K program on our Mini Rom

Board Room for one2716EPROM, Useinany

slot but zero Only $34.95

DOUBLE DOS Plus

A piggy- back board that plugs into the disk-

controller card so that you can switch select

between DOS 3.2 and DOS 3,3 DOUBLE DOS

Plus requires APPLE DOS ROMS $39.00

Super Pix

Hires screendump software for the Epson, OKI, C. Itoh and Nec 8023. Use with Tymac PPC-100

Special $19.95 (Specify Printer)

Mr. Lister - Customer Contact Profiler & Mailer

A Super Mall List Plus more — up to 1000 Entries on single 3.3 Disk (only 1 Drive required) — 2

second access time to any name — full sort capabilities — Dual Index Modes — supports new 9

digit Zip. Easy to follow manual — Not Copy Protected — 4 user defined tables with 26 sort

selections per table — Beta tested for 6 months — user defined label generation.

Introductory Price $135. $99.00 Dealer &: Dist. Inquiries Invited.

APPLE LINK
A communications system forthe Apple*^ (Requires Hayes Micro Modem). Transmit and receive any

type of file between APPLES®, Automatic multi-file transfer, real time clock indicating file transfer

time. Complete error check. Plus conversation mode. Only one package needed for full transfers.

Compatable with all DOS file types, (requires Hayes Micro Modem) $59.00

THE APPLE CARD/ATARI CARD
Two sided 100% plastic reference card Loaded with information of interest to all Apple and Atari

owners. $3.98

ANOTHER EXCITING PRODUCT
AGAIN! Ahead of all others.

• AUTO- LOAD PARAMETERS . . . Frees the user from having to Manually Key in

Param values used with the more popular software packages available for the Apple II.

• EXPANDED USER MANUAL . . . incorporates new Tutorials for all levels of

expertice: Beginners Flowchart for 'where do I begin' to 'Advanced Disk Analysis' is included.

• TRACK/SECTOR EDITOR ... An all new Track/Sector Editor, including the

following features: Read, Write, InserL Delete Search, and impressive Print capabilities!

• DISK DIAGNOSTICS . . checks such things as: Drive Speed, Diskette Media

Reliability, and Erasing Diskettes.

• HIGHEST RATED . . . Best back up Program in Softalk Poll (Rated 8.25 out of 10).

• CONTINUAL UPDATES . . . Available from Computer Applications and new listings

on the source. $69.95

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited.

M\CRO-WARl DIST. INC.
P.O. BOX 113 POMPTON PUUNS, N.J. 07444

201-838-9027
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Joysticks
These two finy burtons give your customers the choice.

Push one to engoge the self-centering function of the

TG Joystick, push the other to disengage it. No tools,

no turning upside down, they're right at your fingertips.

Self-centering is ideal for games and graphics work
requiring direaional commands only. You'll now en-

joy the eose of switching to the non-centering mode
for games and work requiring position-ro-posirion

changes. The choice is yours.

TG Produas is the leading source for accessories for

personol computers. We want to moke you the lead-

ing deoler. That's why we continually incorporate

new advances for you, in our products, os weH ,as in

our merchondising progrom. Write for complete infor-
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Know Your Apple. Finally, a software publisher has come to the aid of

the many new Apple users. Usually neophite Apple owners spend hours

wading through the two large Apple manuals, and some still end up

thoroughly confused.

This program takes much of the mystique from the workings of the

Apple. Every step of the program presumes that the person has a com-

puter literacy quotient of zero. In crystal-clear hi-res pictures of the dif-

ferent parts of the Apple, the area under discussion flashes for easy

recognition.

There's a thorough description of the keyboard and all its functions,

then explanations of the back connectors and the workings of the Moni-

tor. The best two sections of Know Your Apple deal with the inside of the

Apple and the ofwration of the disk drives.

Every major aspect of the interior of the computer is highlighted and

clearly explained. Most people are terrified to take the covers off their

new computers, much less start inserting items. The program explains the

proper placement of different boards, how to plug in the paddles or joy-

stick, and even precisely where to put a lower-case adapter.

Disk drives and the disks themselves remain a major mystery to many

longtime Apple owners. Know Your Apple not only provides a clear ex-

planation of the operation of the drives, but also explains how a disk is

formatted and how data is recorded.

The Monitor section shows the lo-res and hi-res colors and explains

what pixels are. Then a single picture is shown, first in lo-res, then in hi-

res, making clear the difference between the two modes of graphics.

There's also a demonstration of the way the speaker pwrforms.

The packaging of Know Your Apple is unique: the box takes the

shape of a miniature Apple II Plus. The brief manual is simple and clear-

cut. Written in large type for easy reading, the manual contains a five-

step photo outline for initial setup of all your hardware.

For new users of the Apple, Know Your Apple is an outstandingly

worthwhile program. People leam much more easily with visual instruc-

tion than by trudging through weighty manuals. RRA

Know Your Apple, Muse Software (347 North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD
21201; 301-659-7212). $29.95.

Pandemonium. By Norman J. Wazaney, Jr. In the entertainment software

world of flashy graphics and lightning reflexes, a game relying on neither

faces quite a marketing challenge. Pandemonium accepts the challenge

and succeeds in being a well-executed, solid, thinking game.

A hybrid of Scrabble and various forms of Boggle, Pandemonium

challenges you to form words horizontally, vertically, and from top to

bottom on the two diagonals of a five-box-by-five-box grid. Letters vary

in point value, and bonus points are awarded for making words of three,

four, or five letters. Certain squares on the grid double or triple the scor-

ing value of a letter within a valid word.

There are four variations of this basic game contained in Pandemon-

ium. Each variation brings different analytical skills into play. Basically,

the computer generates random letters one by one that you must place in

the grid, forming as many words as possible. Variafions allow you to by-

pass five letters and move the letters around after you have them all.

The game comes with a five-thousand-word dictionary that is loaded

into RAM when the game begins. The dictionary isn't all-inclusive, but

it's quite thorough.

Soft Images is doing some innovative marketing. Pandemonium is un-

protected and comes with a free gift from Soft Images to its customers:

a fast-load routine that users may transfer to their own disks and pro-

grams. It isn't the fastest load in town, but it's a nice gesture.

Pandemonium is a fun piece of software. The program runs quickly

and smoothly; very few details have been overlooked. But watch out: this

game is hard. It really makes you think. Some of us may be out of the

habit. DA

Pandemonium, by Norman J. Wazaney, Jr., Soft Images (200 Route 17, Mahwah,
NJ 07430; 800-526-9042). $39.95.

Knowledge Bowl. Yes, learning can be fun. Somehow, the anxiety gen-

erated in an academic testing situation becomes intellectual excitement

when the context is transferred to a CRT.
Knowledge Bowl is a high-caliber educational program for those fif-

teen and up and is capable of doing double duty as an entertaining trivia

contest.

The entire series covers virtually every academic discipline, broken

down into specific subjects. The questions—all two hundred thousand of

them—range from the terrifically obscure to the immediately topical

("Who was the Israeli defense minister during the occupation of West
Beirut?")

A single disk contains four hundred questions plus a quiz and com-
petition mode for two players. In the quiz mode, the user selects a topic

from among several categories and specifies the number of questions to

be presented. The user types in his name; then the computer-resident

"Great Auk" offers a multiple choice, true-false, short answer, or fill-in.

Mind you, Auk is no dummy! The questions are a definite challenge.

The user types in an answer and Auk immediately checks the response

and maintains a running score throughout the game. However, Auk only

knows when your answer is wrong on the multiple choice questions. On
all spell-out answers, if you don't type in the precise answer Auk wants,

he displays the answer he knows and asks you to tell him whether you
were right or wrong. You're on your honor to be honest and, after all,

Auk's pretty nice to give you the opportunity to take credit for Charlie

Chaplin when he expected Charles Chaplin, or for deoxyribonucleic acid

when he was primed for DNA.
After each correct answer Auk gives you a little boost by printing

such exclamations as "Outstanding," "Hubba hubba," and "Kowa-
bunga." (These also serve to make you feel darn guilty if you've been

cheating.) On the other hand, if your score is very poor. Auk lets you
know that also. But don't worry; you have the option of repeating the

questions you missed.

In the competition mode, two players can vie against each other and

Auk. Players are assigned keys on opposite sides of the keyboard. After

the players agree upon a category and the number of questions to be

asked, Auk throws a question on the screen. The first player to press her

game key has four seconds to begin her answer. Her opponent has a

chance to offer an alternate answer or pass. If both players are stumped,

they can give up. Then, or if both players give wrong answers, Auk wins

the round.

The competition mode is an excellent school learning tool. Classes

can divide into teams for some healthy competition.

A special utility disk available for faculty features question modifica-

tion and printout programs. The Knowledge Bowl generator prints out

rounds for oral competition.

Knowledge Bowl is also a great tool for adults wanting to review

old skills or increase their knowledge of literature or the social and physi-

cal sciences. What's more, it's fun.

Academic Hallmarks offers a preview disk with representative sam-

plings on a variety of subjects. You can purchase the sampler for $5, or

you can submit a blank disk to the publisher and the preview material

will be copied free of charge. A heck of a bargain for a couple of eve-

nings' fun. RR

Knowledge Bowl. Academic Hallmarks (Box 998, Durango, CO 81301; 303-

247-8738). $27 each. Utility disk, $35.

Frontline. By Terry Eagan. This is a fast-moving game of wits and strat-

egy. It combines many of the intricacies of chess with the moments of

sheer terror integral to some of the meaner arcade games. In short, it's a

lot like real war.

The battle is fought on three fronts. You face your opponent—the

computer or another android Hke yourself—across a pencil-thin front

line. You have airplanes, infantry, and anti-aircraft to assign to each

front. The lessons of war dictate that you try to be "the firstest with the

mostest." But if you pile all your infantry on the left, how will you keep

your enemy from penetrating on the right?

Each game consists of five battle rounds, with a pause between

rounds to get your thoughts together (and possibly walk around the

block just to psych out your opponent). At the beginning of each round,

each side of each front is defended by three infantry and four anti-air-

craft units. You have an offensive air-strike force consisting of two

planes on each front. And you also have a reserve force of fifteen infan-

try and six anti-aircraft at your disposal. You decide when the planes

attack and where the reserves are to be assigned.

Once you start, you can just sit there and wait, but ifyou do your op-

ponent may begin without you. Your orders will be executed one at a

time, but you can stack up commands so there will be no hesitation in

implementing them. Here is where your skill is called upon. If you hesi-
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tate too long in bringing up reserves, you will lose to a faster opponent. If

you stack up commands as fast as you can press the Apple's keys, you

may end up sending too many men to one front (where they will wait

unused in the rear line) or attempting to dispatch nonexistent reserves.

Frontline is a test of reflexes, of brains, and, if played against a hu-

man opponent, of generalship—the combination of audacity and bluff

that can snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. PC

Frontline, by Terry Eagan, SubLogic (713 Edgebrook Drive, Champaign, IL

61820; 217-359-8482). $29.95.

Micro Barmate. By Brian Skiba. Have you ever wanted to impress your

boss, your friends, or perhaps your enemies with your dazzling skill at

mixing drinks, but ended up serving martinis so wet you could swim in

them? If making a scotch and soda is totally beyond your comprehen-

sion, then Micro Barmate is the ideal solution. This unique program

steps through the entire preparation of more than two hundred twenty

popular and diverse drinks.

The drinks are indexed by name and classification. Once you choose

your poison, a list of its ingredients appears. Detailed instructions for its

preparation come next. Even a picture of one of the eight glass styles is

shown to make sure you don't blow the show by serving that perfect

Manhattan in a brandy snifter.

There is room on the disk for 255 drinks, meaning you can add your

personal favorites to the roster. Also, the recipes that come on the disk

may be modified to reflect preferences, and you can add disks for a truly

huge library of innkeeping.

And this is only the beginning of the program. The flourishes add to

the fun. When you have a limited bar—and how many home bars stock

all the fill-ups possible?—give Micro Barmate a list of the ingredients you
have available and the program will search out and list all the drinks you

can make with what you have. Imagine how impressive you'll be as you

rattle off twenty-one exotic drinks made with rum or eleven sophisti-

cated scotch drinks to your guests.

Another feature of Micro Barmate provides considerable back-

ground knowledge on alcohol-related subjects; it can even help in plan-

ning a party. There are hints on bartending, suggestions for stocking

your home bar, recipes for making your own liquors (yes, it is legal), and

even a calorie chart. A unique alcohol limit guide shows graphically what

the safe drinking levels are for individuals, based on their weight, to stay

under the one-tenth of a percent blood alcohol content. Who can argue

when the computer says you've had too much to drink to drive safely?

All the recipes can be printed out, as can a handy shopping list of in-

gredients needed for a party. The program even provides a selection of

printer interfaces for the most popular printers.

Micro Barmate is one of those specialized programs that are time-

less. It can keep you impressing those significant others for years to

come. Now then, what was the "pouring order" for correctly creating a

layered zombie? RI^A

Micro Barmate, by Brian Skiba, Virtual Combinatics (Box 755, Rockport, MA
01966; 617-546-6553). $30.

Bomb Alley. By Gary Grigsby and Joel Billings. By the summer of 1942,

German Field Marshal Rommel was rampaging across North Africa

toward Egypt and the vital Suez Canal. One obstacle stood in his

way: Malta. British air and naval forces based on the ancient island fort-

ress had begun to sink an appalling number of Axis ships, threatening

the very existence of the Afrika Korps. British General Montgomery had

reason for his ruthlessness. The fate of the Suez Canal and, hence, of the

British Empire hung in the balance.

Bomb Alley re-aeates, in great detail, that desperate struggle from

Gibraltar in the west to the Suez Canal in the east. Before you're finished

with Bomb Alley, you'll understand the grim motto of the German fight-

ing men of World War II: "Enjoy the war, because the peace will be
dreadful." Almost every aspect of the entire Mediterranean theater has

been taken into account in this game.

It is as much a strategic game of supply as of military maneuvers.

That Hitler could not be strong everywhere led to his eventual undoing
in the Libyan desert. Good thing he didn't have Bomb Alley to help him
decide the course of the war.

Bomb Alley uses the same game system SSI used in Guadalcanal

Campaign. Like Guadalcanal, Bomb Alley is a huge game; you can ex-

pect to spend twenty-five to fifty hours to play the full scenario, which

covers eighty-two days from June to August 1942. Every plane and ship

available to the historical combatants is accounted for and represented

with its relative capabilities. The game is enhanced by the simulation of

the "fog of war," with resulting limited intelligence reports, inaccurate

information, and concealed movements.

Despite its complexity of detail. Bomb Alley is one of SSI's easiest

games to play. For those who never seem to find a free fifty hours, two

shorter scenarios are provided. "Operation Pedestal" simulates the gal-

lant British mission to run the German blockade of Malta. The "Crete

Scenario" portrays the struggle for the strategic island of Crete, which

became the grave of Germany's elite paratroopers.

The combat descriptions are given in an almost You Are There tone.

Short of having been in a war room beneath Number 10 Downing Street

or in the Reich Chancellery in Berlin, the excitement couldn't be greater.

Although the graphics are once again in lo-res, none of the details of

the engagements are lost. SSI rates Bomb Alley as an intermediate level

simulation. It is a worthy successor to Guadalcanal Campaign and will

captivate gamers of all levels. WUU
Bomb Alley, by Gary Grigsby and Joel Billings, Strategic Simulations (465 Fair-

child Drive, Suite 108, Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-964-1353). $59.95.

Evolution. By Don Mattrick and Jeff Sember.

Brady: . . . In fact, [Bishop UsherJ determined that the Lord began the

Creation on the 23rd of October in the Year 4004 B.C. at—uh, 9 a.m.!

Drummond: That Eastern Standard Time? Or Rocky Mountain Time?
—Inherit the Wind

Most arcade games plunk you down into an artificially violent situa-

tion and let you run with it until you die. Their inherent violence is the

root of many people's objections to video games. What these people tend

to overlook is that the world is violent. Especially if you take a longer

perspective of history.

What Mattrick and Sember have done is design a video game that

takes that longer view of things: a view encompassing something like

three bilhon years (fundamentalists may take this figure as metaphori-

cal). They haven't done away with the violence of the arcade game in cre-

ating Evolution, but they have conquered the artificiality of the violent sit-

uation. Picture yourself as a simple one-celled creature (the first level of
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Evolution) trying to eat DNA and avoid being eaten by spores, mi-

crobes, and antibodies. The motivation is clean why am I eating these

things? Because I'm hungry!

The next two levels have the same plot with different casts. Tadpole

attempts to eat fly without being eaten by fish. Rat tries to eat cheese

without being eaten by snakes. The players' personae (animae?) behave

differently, but up to a certain point on the evolutionary chain, it's the

same story, repeated again and again.

As might be expected, the higher animals have more complex and in-

teresting behaviors. Instead of worrying about where their next meal is

coming from, the beaver in level four must build a home. The gorilla in

level five has a home, but must protect his food supply from thieving

monkeys. The highest level, although it makes some sense in the pro-

gressions, unfortunately succumbs to the artificial. In it, a human in a

room with walls that deflect weapon fire must kill a bunch of mutants.

Oh, well.

When a nuclear explosion destroys the world and the evolutionary

cycle starts over again, you might well wonder what the point of it all is.

You work your tail off trying to better yourself. You save up your flies,

or cheese, or oranges, trying to become human, and where does it get

you? You become an amoeba again.

These are not just idle questions. Evolution is a neat idea for a game,

but that ultimate regression makes it kind of depressing. Sure, this allows

them to give you more playing levels, but that could be achieved in an-

other way. Surely they could have come up with more than six steps from

amoeba to human? For one thing, they skipped directly from early am-

phibious life forms to mammals. What happened to reptiles? Couldn't

they have done something with the first multicellular forms? These are

parts of evolution too.

A host of other questions remains unanswered. Where did the

amoebas get shields? Where did the cheese come from if humans hadn't

evolved yet? Mattrick and Sember's theory of evolution may cause as

much controversy as Darwin's did; it seems to have as many missing

links. Nevertheless, it's a unique concept and a challenging game. DD

Evolution, by Don Mattrick and Jeff Sember, Sydney Development (600-1385

West 8th Avenue, Vancouver, BC, Canada V6H 3V9; 604-734-8822). $39.95.

Understanding Artificial Intelligence. A book by Paul Y. Gloess. A ma-
jor problem in the field of artificial intelligence (AI for short) is the lack

of a really good definition of intelligence. As a result, it's hard to say ex-

actly what is included in the field and what isn't. Roughly speaking, "ar-

tificial intelligence" refers to computers that "think"—but what exactly is

"thinking"?

To put it another way, the ultimate purpose of AI research is to

create a machine or system that can interact with the user just as another

human being would—without the user having to learn a special lan-

guage or special programming techniques to use it. For example, such a

machine could answer a question like, "How big is this object?" instead
i

of a series of questions such as "What is the distance from this point to '

that point?" "And from that point to the next?" "And from that point

to. . .

?"

Thus the ideal artificial intelligence should be able not only to com- ,

municate with the user in his own language, but also to write and debug

its own programs, select and operate the appropriate input and output i

mechanisms, and generally run its own life like an intelligent being—all

of which is easy enough to describe, but very difficult to do.

Understanding Artificial Intelligence covers work in four general

areas: game strategies, logical proofs, visual pattern recognition, and na- I
tural language behavior (that is, English or French—not Basic or I

Pascal).
!

In the section on games, the book describes a technique for analyz-

ing ticktacktoe so that a computer can find the best move in any situa-

tion. This method does not look much like what a human does in play-

ing the game, but it produces similar results. Of course, ticktacktoe is a

very simple game; but similar strategies have been effectively applied to

games as complex as chess (for example, the Sargon chess program or the

new Chess 7.0).
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In the area of logical proofs, Understanding Artificial Intelligence de-

scribes an approach to the design of a system that can write a program,

given the specifications, and then test it to see if it works properly. How-
ever, the book only tells you what must be done, not how to do it.

Almost half the book is devoted to language processing. Starting

with the "Predicate Calculus"—a set of rules for manipulating logical

statements as if they were mathematical formulas—it goes on to de-

scribe an approach to the nonlogical types of statements we humans use

in talking to each other. This is called "natural language processing," and

it may be the most difficult area in the whole field of AI.

Finally, there is a short section on visual pattern recognition—an-

other difficult area. For example, how do you get the machine to tell

which part of the picture is the object we're looking at, and which part is

background?

TTie trouble with Understanding Artificial Intelligence is that it's too

small (forty-eight pages) for its subject. AI is full of questions such as

"What is the nature of intelligence?" and "What is the mechanism of

creative thought?"—and you can't cover a field like that in forty-eight

pages!

However, if you're new to the field, the book is a good introduction.

It will show you what AI is about and how some of the problems are be-

ing attacked. And, like all good scientific works, it has a list of references

at the end. JR

Understanding Artificial Intelligence, by Paul Y. Gloess. An Alfred Handy Guide:

Alfred Publishing Company (15335 Morrison Street, Suite 235, Sherman Oaks,

CA 91403; 213-995-8811). $2.95.

Crystal Caverns. By Daniel Kitchen. A crumbling, deserted mansion

sets the tone for Hayden's first text adventure game. Like all good de-

serted mansions, this one is rife with secret rooms and hidden panels.

Unlike all good deserted mansions, it doesn't stop there. Somewhere on

the grounds of the mansion is the lost entrance to the dark, mysterious

Crystal Caverns that sprawl beneath the manor. Hidden deep within the

caverns, it's rumored, is a vast treasure.

The would-be adventurer must do a lot of work in this adventure. The

game gives hardly any clues. All progress has to be won, step by step.

Just getting into the mansion poses quite a problem. Discovering how
things are hidden away in the mansion tests the best ingenuity.

All this work is but a prelude to the caverns. In the dank caves the

really hard part begins. The caverns' many inhabitants relish a meal of

adventurer stew. Exotic treasures abound at every turn, but so do traps.

Be careful with the underground furnace!

Crystal Caverns is written primarily for intermediate-level adven-

turers. The game is quite reminiscent of the original Colossal Cave Ad-

venture devised in the dawn of computer adventure gaming. Hard-think-

ing novices may solve most of the game, but some of the key stumbling

blocks require a bit of adventuring expertise to overcome. In sum. Crys-

tal Caverns offers several hours of enjoyable fun and thought.

Hats off to Hayden for bringing out a text adventure when everyone

but Infocom (and its tens of thousands of devotees) has sung a dirge for

the genre; and a deep bow as well for making it a good one. RRA

Crystal Caverns, by Daniel Kitchen, Hayden Software (600 Suffolk Street, Lowell,

MA 01854; 617-937-0200). $34.95.

Understanding Pascal. A book by George Ledin, Jr. Understanding Pas-

cal will not (as the title suggests) give you a complete understanding of

Pascal; but it will enable you to recognize a Pascal program when you see

one and help you to figure out its logic.

More important, it will give you an overall look at the language, an

impression of its personality and flavor—more specifically, a summary
of the data types and structures used and the principles of logical

organization.

Pascal is very big on structure—it has rules, and rules witliin rules,

about where to put things in the program. These rules are logical enough,

but they seem arbitrary at first; however, once you learn to use them, you
can untangle the logic of any Pascal program.

This book summarizes the logical structures used in Pascal and
shows you how and when they are used. Once you understand that, the

rest is merely detail.

Of course there are quite a lot of details, and they're all important.

This book is not enough, by itself, to make you into a skilled Pascal pro-

grammer. But it can help you make up your mind about whether to be-

come one.

One final note, about format. This book, like all the Alfred Handy
Guide series, is made in an unusual shape: four inches wide and eleven

inches high. This is convenient for carrying in a coat pocket, a tool kit, or

other small space; but the text has been printed sideways—the book is

actually four inches high and eleven wide—which makes it a bit awk-

ward to read. You also have to turn pages a lot, because in many cases a

program example will be printed on the back of the page that explains it.

However, these are minor nuisances. They won't prevent you from get-

ting the information. )R

Understanding Pascal, by George Ledin, Jr. An Alfred Handy Guide: Alfred Pub-

lishing Company (15335 Morrison Street, Suite 235, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403;

213-995-8811). $2.95.

The Creator. By Gary Haffer. It's only been a couple of years since the

British announced grandly that they had the universal cure for strep

code. The Last One. The name, we were assured by resolutely immodest

representatives, stemmed from the fact that it would be the last software

package we'd ever have to buy.

It was the first announced code generator for microcomputers, and

we were assured that The Last One would write all our software.

The imagination soared. One big splurge and we'd have all the ar-

cade, strategy and adventure games, database programs, word proces-

sors, mailing-list handlers, and accounting packages that our heart de-

sired. Had nirvana ever been so near?

Then reality settled in. The Last One lived up to the name in grimly

ironic fashion—no one who saw or bought the first commercial version

wanted anything to do with a code-generation program again. Ever. Not

only was it The Last One, it was the last straw.

Overselling capability was a big part of the problem. All code gen-

erators are limited by the application areas the authors choose to ad-

dress. And most authors narrow the scope of their code to what are gen-

erally recognized as database applications. No word processors. No ac-
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counting software. No games. No graphics. What the publishers of code

generators overlooiced was that existing database-manager programs

were sufficiently versatile to handle most of the applications that could

be written with such limited code generators.

The overheated expectations were unfortunate because code genera-

tors have a long and honored tradition among larger systems and are al-

most mandatory in environments where custom applications software is

needed muy pronto. There's no reason why microcomputer owners

shouldn't have the same advantage of writing large blocks of code in a

short time.

That's the value of code generators. They'll write bug-free code at the

flick of a wrist. Furthermore, the source code will be available to the user

to modify for custom requirements, unHke commercial database man-

agers that protect their source code and, incredibly, sometimes even leave

the data files beyond the reach of the user.

The current generation of program writers ranges, in the end prod-

uct, from full-fledged database managers to fairly simple file managers.

The most powerful varieties belong in systems software departments of

large companies using lots of micros in varied ways. The simpler pro-

grams belong to the home or small-business user who wants a simple

program in a hurry, or to the programmer who wants a lot of code in a

hurry that can then be spruced up.

77ie Creator falls into the category of a file-manager developer. It's

remarkable in that it lives up to its author's claim: you don't need to

know programming to obtain satisfactory results.

Satisfactory is the highest mark the end product gets, however. The

Creator doesn't give you elegant code, or even efficient code. It gives you

error-free code. If you've ever spent hours tracking down a bug in ele-

gant code, you'll appreciate that last statement. But you won't be creat-

ing a program to rival DB Master for performance.

The main advantage of The Creator is speed in writing code. You can

have a mailing-list program running in fifteen minutes. An invoice pro-

gram might take twenty minutes. A complex personnel records program

could stretch out to thirty. At the end of those short time spans, you get a

program in Basic that runs error-free. At your leisure, you can go into

the code and make it more efficient and more elegant.

Software Technology for Computers, publisher of The Creator,

points out that its code can be compiled for greater execution speed.

That's true, but the program uses pokes into memory to attain certain

goals. That means you need to be proficient in the use of your compiler

and understand how the code is using memory so that you can compile

around crucial memory locations. A better approach might be to use the

assembly-language-subroutine libraries that such companies as Anthro-

Digital, Micro Lab, and Southwestern Data Systems are publishing.

Author Gary Haffer has done a complete and thoughtful job in pro-

viding a file-manager-development package. Of course, there are the

necessary ingredients: input, edit, and report routines. Also induded a

menu routine, a sort routine that's not half bad for being in Basic, and a

five-level filter for culling only desired records from your files.

Hafi"er has also provided extra value in the manual. There's a chap-

ter on how to use Basic; another chapter is a guide to writing programs.

There are also sections dealing with how to enhance the final program

and providing tips on maximizing Basic and using DOS. Yet another

section provides useful applications. For a novice, being able to scru-

tinize working code and applying the manual is almost worth the price of

the package.

Anybody can make The Creator work. So if a file manager can han-

dle most of your database applications, the software will save you time

and money. ART

The Creator, by Gary Haffer, Software Technology for Computers (430-A Main
Street, Watertown, MA 02172; 617-9234334). $200.

Ghost Drive. By Dean Phillips. For those fortunate enough to have two

disk drives, there's a wide variety of business-and-accounting software

packages available.

Ghost Drive is a clever piece of hardware intended to fool an Apple
into thinking a second drive is connected, making these programs acces-

sible to a wider range of users.

Ghost Drive consists of a small board occupying any peripheral slot

(including zero), and a small remote box that can be tape-mounted to the

side of the computer or of the real disk drive. It's just as convenient to set

it on the table. Besides the small wire connecting the two modules to-

gether, there's a fourteen-pin ribbon cable with a plug that replaces one
of the integrated circuit chips on the Apple disk controller card. The re-

mote unit has an LED indicator that signals when the second drive has

been requested and a small toggle switch that does the actual selection

between "drives."

Installation is a snap; no soldering is required, and you end up with a

spare IC in the bargain. Ghost Drive is also easy to use. When a pro-

gram calls for the second drive. Ghost Drive freezes the processor and
lights the LED. Then it waits for you to insert the correct disk into drive

1 . That done, a flip of the toggle switch allows the program to contin-

ue—with your poor Apple none the wiser. The switch is labeled to show
which drive is active, eliminating any chance of errors.

This package is a useful and imaginative accessory, and it's a whole
lot cheaper than a second disk drive. EW
Ghost Drive, by Dean Phillips, Aristotle Industries (Box 21, South Norwalk, CT
06853; 203-853-6686). $79.95.

Bug Byter. By Ted Cohn and Pete Rowe. It's funny how we can use a

word every day and forget its original meaning. Take the Monitor in the

Apple: not the CRT, but the program in ROM. Think about what it

means. It's a device—a software device, but a device nonetheless—for

monitoring what's in the computer's memory. That's neat. A lot of com-
puters don't give you that kind of access. And yet, there's a lot that the

Monitor doesn't do.

And what it doesn't do is what Bug Byter does. They say it's a ma-
chine-language debugger, but it's really a window into the Apple. It

doesn't let you see anything you can't see with the Monitor; the Moni-

tor can show you anything in memory. With forced break points you can

even see the status of the 6502 registers. But while the Monitor offers still

pictures of memory, Bug Byter gives you movies. In color.

Bug Byter monitors your machine-language program while it's run-

ning. This is no small feat, as by necessity Bug Byter must be running at

the same time. Bug Byter accomplishes this by acting as a machine-lan-

guage interpreter, reading the instructions of the monitored program and

interpreting them. At the same time it updates the screen display of the

lines being executed, the status of the stack, the values in all the registers,

each flag in the status register, and user-selected memory locations.

Because Bug Byter does all these things, it slows down the running of

the program that it's monitoring. In step mode the monitored program

executes one line at a time; you move it forward to the next line with the

space bar. In trace mode, the program moves along pretty fast, although

considerably slower than it would without Bug Byter. You can control

the speed with a paddle if you want. The reduced speed is important for

debugging, because normally, when a machine-language program does

something unexpected, it's moving so fast that it's in the next state be-

fore you can stop it.

If you need to see what your program is doing to a text or graphics

screen while you're monitoring it, you can toggle any of the Apple's soft

switches that control the display mode and page while the trace is going

on. Because the program uses the text screen for its display, you can't

toggle between the register readouts and a text screen your program is

controlling; you must choose one or the other for the entire simu-

lated run.

Bug Byter has some other useful features. In command mode it does

number-base conversions between hex and decimal. It gives you control

over break points; you can insert or remove a set of breaks with a single

command. A machine-cycle counter will give you an exact readout of

how many cycles your code takes to execute. There's even a miniassem-

bler built in so you can modify your code easily without having to go

back to the source-code assembler to do it.

Machine-language programming need not be an arcane art. When
you can see what's going on at the most elemental level of the machine,

as you can with Bug Byter, you are one step closer to mastering

the 6502. DD

Bug Byter, by Ted Cohn and Pete Rowe, Computer Advanced Ideas (1442A Wal-

nut Street, Suite 341, Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-526-9100). $39.95. 31
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While patrons are swinging and skating, mingling with the local fauna, arcading, or wandering through any of the attractions on Funway's three

levels, Joy and Dick Buri (lower left) manage everything . . . with a little help from a friend. The Apple also handles in-house video advertising,

cued by disc jockey Mike La Due between tunes (lower right).
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DAYE ALBERT

After innumerable musings on the possibilities of an Apple in a true

arcade, one finally shows up ... on the wrong side of the counter!

Five years ago, Dick and Joy Buri bought an Apple II to help run

their burgeoning amusement park, Funway Square, in Batavia, Illinois.

Although it may appear unassuming from the outside, Funway is some-

thing of a complex, with sixty-five thousand square feet under its roof. Its

component parts include a full arcade with pinball, standup, and table

video games, foosball tables, a bumper car area, a full-sized roller skat-

ing rink, a family restaurant, and a set of batting cages that are open dur-

ing the summer months.

Good Times on the Funway Express. The arcade and the restaurant

overlook the skating area, with the bumper car area right beside the ar-

cade. The roller rink is festooned with posters and signs and has a huge

video screen at one end. Smaller video monitors are scattered about the

rest of the whole area. And nestled away in an office behind the disc

jockey's booth at one corner of the rink is the Apple that keeps track of

everything.

Gone is the go-cart track that started Dick Buri on the road to pro-

viding surrounding communities with good, clean fun. He began that

business in 1959, after years of working in various trades to solidify his

background. Previously, he had worked as a carpenter, electrician,

handyman, and garment worker. All of these lines of work helped him

develop skills that are useful to him in his present endeavors. (He still oc-

casionally sews the costumes for the skaters.)

"I started the go-carts because I really love to work with kids," Buri

explains. "In 1967 we put in the bumper car building, and finished it in

'68." By 1974 the batting cages and the arcade were built. In 1976 a three-

level building that was to house the new arcade, the restaurant, and the

roller rink was started.

That was also just about the time Buri bought his Apple. "What a

tool—the machine is frightening. I bought it to help do commercials on

the monitors [there are eleven placed in various areas of the complex,

with tapes of musical groups constantly running, as well as listings of

coming events], but I haven't had time to really get it up and running."

Instead, Joy Buri uses the Apple to keep track of all the scheduling for

Funway.

A three-and-a-half-million-dollar complex, Funway would not be

able to exist on walk-in trade from the community of Batavia. The Buris

have concentrated on locating customers within ever-increasing circles

around their Batavia location. Church groups, scout troops, aerobic ex-

ercise groups, youth groups, park district organizations, and other com-

munity groups are prime targets for what Funway Square offers. The
computer has proved to be an invaluable tool for keeping track of what

markets have been tested and which have borne fruit.

When one enters Funway, one promptly notices the pervading at-

mosphere of wholesomeness. Funway is a controlled environment. Eve-

rything works, all the machines are in good shape, the place is always

clean, and the people who run it seem endowed with endless patience and

good nature. The Buris plan everythmg out, from parties to security and

maintenance. Every piece of equipment, from skates to video games to

electronic gear to bumper cars, has its scheduled time for maintenance.

All the repair and maintenance work is done on the premises by the staff.

The upkeep is simplified by the Apple, which allows the Buris to keep

track of all the inventory in each of the Funway Square areas.

Bohiering for Messages. To do so, they use a database management

system set up by another Apple-owning friend of theirs. During the past

summer a local student, Chris Bohler, worked part-time as a program-

mer. Bohler helped the Buris get current inventory and scheduling sys-

tems running smoothly. He also implemented a message system for put-

ting up colored messages on all the video monitors in Funway. It took a

full week of programming to work out the color incompatibilities be-

PHOTOS BY MARY LOCKE
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tween what was programmed on the Apple and what showed up on the

monitors after videotaping. Just as things got rolling, Bohler returned to

school in the fall. That left Joy with the task of keeping data entry going

and all of the scheduling on track.

"I just came in and did it," Joy explains, stressing that she is only be-

ginning to figure out what the computer is capable of doing. "I realized it

was a superexciting thing, but you need the time to learn about it. When
I took the time, I found out you could do all sorts of things."

One of Joy Buri's first projects was to create a complete catalog of

the hundreds of videotaped music pieces Funway uses in the roller rink

and throughout the park. Garnered from a wide variety of sources, these

tapes are played during skating hours, and on particular artist nights. Joy

now has full lists of what each performance is, along with comments on

its suitability for certain groups, and each piece's starting position on

each video cassette. What used to be frantic searching is now a mo-
ment's work for the person in the control booth.

The rink is designed around a train station theme, with benches that

were originally built in Chicago in 1902 and then brought back to the

area from train stations all over the country and refurbished. The rail-

way station ticket booth, where one buys entrance to the skating area,

was built in 1886.

Bookings for use of the rink, which is the heart of the operation, are

sometimes made months in advance. The computer is used to keep track

of what group will be using the rink at what time, as well as who will be

using the "Birthday Depot." On weekends the rink and depot area are

booked full for three different two-and-a-half-hour sessions, and all dur-

ing the week the evenings are reserved for different groups from various

surrounding communities. A good part of Funway's business comes

from banquets and birthday parties, all of which must be scheduled and

fit in where possible.

Flaming Fox Valley Speedsters. As members of a national roller

skating association, the Buris hold skating clinics in which youngsters

learn to skate, working to earn merit badges for certain levels of accom-
plishment. According to Dick Buri, keeping track of who is at what level

with group sizes of up to 275 kids can be tedious. "Before we got the Ap-
ple it was all paperwork. There was an ungodly amount of writing to be

done." Funway also sponsors a speed skating group, the Fox Valley

Flames, and holds meets at the rink. These meets involve some twelve

hundred racers, all ofwhom must be registered and kept track of during

what can at times be a week-long event. The Apple makes this task quite

simple.

Funway employs some forty-three people, a dozen of whom work
full-time. Work schedules—time off, and who is taking care ofwhat area

of the amusement center at what time—are all prepared on the Apple on
a weekly basis. Besides the people running the various areas in the park,

there are seven "animals," excellent skaters in specially designed cos-

tumes, who entertain the different groups of kids who come to skate or

celebrate birthdays.

The vast amount of scheduUng—customers, staff, and equipment—is

complex and time consuming. The Apple has greatly reduced the time re-

quired to run Funway and has allowed the Buris to concentrate on im-

proving their services and expanding their business. Yet Buri is frus-

trated because he feels that he has barely tapped the potential of his

Apple.

"I don't have enough time to sit down and learn how to use it. I'm

crazy when it comes to advertising, and when I see that fancy graphics

stuff on television, I want to do it here. Sure they use bigger machines,

but that doesn't mean I can't do it; I just have to think in smaller terms."

Funway's video monitors are aU wired into a disc jockey's booth

down in the roller rink. From that control point, using the library of hun-

dreds of records and tapes, the discjockey floods the entire complex with

videotapes of current musical groups playing everything from top forty

to disco to gospel to hard rock. It's the time between the tapes that Buri

uses for advertising. Using messages typed via Synergistic's Higher Text

and then taped on a video cassette recorder, he alerts the kids to upcom-
ing events and specials, and to whatever promotion Funway might be

running for the next couple of weeks. Hundreds of people see those mes-
sages, particularly on weekends, and that pays off.

For Dick Buri, however, typed messages are just the beginning of the

kind of internal advertising he would like to do with his Apple. Losing
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Chris Bohler last fall set his plans back a bit, but he believes the Apple

will enable him to do animated graphics commercials that may even-

tually find their way onto the airwaves over a local public service cable

television channel. He has the equipment to do graphics work, and he

has the software. What he doesn't have is the time to learn to use them.

Nor does he have any programmers on his staff, a situation he is consid-

ering doing something about.

"I've got to find an individual who thinks simple," he explains,

"someone who can help me get what I want out of the computer."

Coordinated Future Kids. What does an arcade owner think of the

Surgeon General's recent comments about the effects of video games on

youthful minds?

"He doesn't know what's going on. Just watch these kids, eight-year-

olds with fantastic hand-mind coordination. They're geared to comput-

ers, their lives are hi-tech. These are the kids of the future; they have

everything in their favor."

For Buri, watching the kids is everything. He sees children growing

up with technology and finds it reassuring. When he encounters the less

favorable aspects of youth, drug use and rowdiness, he deals with things

quickly and quietly. The offenders are removed from the premises and

handed over to local authorities. But to Buri that's just a small part of

what goes on in an amusement park. He's more concerned with the kids

who are developing sharp minds. He sees some kids not just playing

games, but figuring them out and deciphering the programs behind the

animation and action.

Dick Buri has found his nidie. He provides entertainment for all, but

for children in particular. He draws a lot of his inspiration from another

man who spent his life entertaining people: Walt Disney.

"I just patterned my whole program after Disney," he says. "He was

a super individual. He had a lot of foresight, and it's kind of always been

man's nature not to have foresight."

It was Disney's use of technology that first steered Dick Buri in the

direction of computers, and it is Disney's vision of providing good, clean

fun for the family that is the guiding light at Funway Square.

Not a bad act to try to follow.
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SOFICARD
Symposhim

by Greg libbetts

Welcome to yet another installment of SoftCard Symposium. We
broke off last month's discussion of the BIOS character I/O routines af-

ter examining CDNST and CONIN, the console status and console in-

put routines. This time we'll begin looking at CONOUT, the console

output subroutine.

The code for CONOUT is more complex than that for the two sub-

routines we looked at earlier. That's because in addition to taking care of

the simple display of characters CONOUT must handle operations

known as screen functions. Before looking at CONOUT in more depth,

it's important that we understand the differences between screen func-

tions and simple character display.

Character display is the routine process of printing a character or a

sequence of characters to the video screen, b^inning at the current cursor

position and continuing from left to right and from top to bottom.

Terminal screen functions, on the other hand, are special operations per-

formed by the display device or video driver. Screen functions don't

cause a character to be displayed; rather, they cause either cursor move-

ment or a radical alteration of overall screen content. These functions

may be as simple as moving the cursor up a line, down a line, or what-

ever, without altering the data being displayed, or as complex as clearing

a complete line of text (with no cursor movement at all) or clearing the

entire display.

Unfortunately, the difference between character display and screen

functions is not so clear-cut as the foregoing descriptions may seem to

imply. We have said that character display involves the output of a par-

ticular single ASCII value that causes a specific character to be placed on

the screen. We've also said that screen functions usually involve a se-

quence of values that are output and that have some effect on the dis-

play but do not generate a screen character. However, in between these

two are certain ASCII values, such as the carriage return and linefeed,

that we output the way we do characters, but which, like screen func-

tions, cause cursor movement in place of character display. These, you'll

find, may be called characters or screen functions, depending on who's

speaking. The difference seems to lie in how well the industry in general

accepts them as standard characters.

The ASCII value 1 3, for example, is universally accepted as a car-

riage return and has the universally defined effect of moving the cursor to

the beginning of whatever line the cursor is on. The same sort of thing is

true of ASCII value 10, which is universally accepted as linefeed and
moves the cursor down a line while maintaining its horizontal position.

True screen functions, on the other hand, usually vary from one manu-
facturer to another and from one terminal or display to another.

For some reason, many people seem to have difficulty with the con-

cept of screen functions. For them it's an area that seems somehow com-
plex and mysterious. If you're one who has this reaction, you might try

thinking of these functions simply as control codes, a concept we've dis-

cussed often in the past. Like printer control codes and serial device con-

trol codes, functions are not treated as data. Rather, screen functions are

used by the display device as a signal to perform some operation, just as

your printer performs a formfeed when it receives a control-L or what-

ever code it recognizes as the formfeed signal. Screen functions, then, are

simply control codes for the display device. Likewise, just as the set of

printer control codes varies from printer to printer, the set of screen func-

tions varies from display to display.

In practice, there are a good number of simple standard functions

normally used by all display manufacturers and a number of extra func-

tions an individual manufacturer might see as useful. By and large,

whether it alters all data on the video screen, only a part of that data, or

perhaps none at all, the purpose of a function is to increase the efficiency

of the data display process. In some cases the efficiency increase takes the

form of speeding up the output; in others, it produces a better-look-

ing result; and in still others, it makes possible the performance of a task

that could not have been accomplished without a screen function. It's

usually safe to say that the more functions a terminal or display device

supports, the more flexibility it offers the programmer.

As an example, the function of clearing the display and moving the

cursor to the top left-hand corner of the screen may be simulated to a

limited degree by simply outputting twenty-four carriage returns. Doing

this does not generate as good a result, though, as a Clear Screen/Home

Cursor function. After all, the cursor is still at the bottom of the display

and there is a column of CP/M prompts (A >s)down the left side of the

screen.

Similarly, clearing a line of text may be simulated by issuing a car-

riage return, printing a full hne of spaces, and then issuing a second car-

riage return. This creates just as nice an effect as issuing the Clear to End

of Line function with the cursor in the first column. It is not as efficient,

however, since as many as eighty-two character values will have to be in-

dividually printed via normal output channels.

Other functions, such as moving the cursor up a line or turning the

cursor off altogether, simply can't be simulated using the standard char-

acters. SoftCard CP/M makes use of a number of special functions in

addition to standard things such as hnefeed, carriage return, and back-

space that are supported as part of the Apple Monitor or eighty-column

display device. For purposes of this column, we'll break out the nine

screen functions that can be altered using the CONFIGIO utility and

consider these alone as screen functions. All other sequences, regardless

of their effect on the display, will be called character output.

The nine screen functions are named and described in table 1. Such

standard items as a nondestructive backspace (cursor back) or linefeed

(cursor down) are not included there since, as we've said, these are pretty

much standard items within the ASCII character set.

These nine functions, then, are the ones that can be modified under

SoftCard CP/M to match up with the requirements of various display

devices. It must be noted that such modifications don't alter the way the

various functions work. Cursor Up, for example, is virtually the same on

every type of display. What gets modified is the sequence of values that

must be output by user software to cause the function to happen. Cursor

Up on one terminal may be caused by the simple output of ASCII value

1 1 (the ASCII Vertical Tab), as a character value. Another terminal may
require an ASCII value of 27 followed by an ASCII value of, say, 55 (a
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NAME DESCRIPTION

Clear Screen

Clear to End of Screen

Clear to End of Line

Lo-Lite Text (Inverse)

Hi-Lite Text (Normal)

Home Cursor

Address Cursor

Cursor Up

Cursor Forward

Clear entire display to black and move cur-

sor to upper-left corner.

Clear from current cursor position to end of

current line and clear all follov^'ing lines to

black. Leave cursor in existing position.

Clear from current cursor position to end of

current line and leave cursor in existing po-

sition.

Depending on display, this function causes
characters output after it to be displayed ei-

ther half-bright or as black on a white back-
ground. This continues until Hi-Lite se-

quence is output.

When issued after displaying in Lo-Lite, this

causes character output to return to normal

brightness, white on black.

Move cursor to upper-left corner of screen.

Move cursor to specific row and column
screen coordinates nondestructively (that is,

does not alter characters being displayed).

Move cursor up one line in the same column
nondestructively.

Move cursor forward one character position

in the same line nondestructively.

Table 1.

sequence in which an escape character is followed by the number 7). In

the latter case, the escape character is called the lead-in character for the

function. The presence of the lead-in character lets the video driver

(whether contained in ROM or RAM) know that the sequence is a

screen function and not simply the character 7 to be displayed.

The use of the lead-in is probably the most common method of im-

plementing screen functions. The reason for this is the fact that with lead-

ins no individual ASCII values need to be reserved (and therefore not

used in other ways). Unless a value has the lead-in character immediate-

ly preceding it, the video driver simply prints it or ignores it based on

whether it is a printable character. Because of this arrangement,

TYPEing to the screen a non-ASCII file that contains such values, or

using software that routinely outputs the values for some purpose of its

own, won't foul up the video display except on those rare occasions when
the lead-in and the control code are in the correct order. Even so, some
display devices do not make use of lead-ins. When these devices are

being used, special care must be taken to avoid random output of values;

otherwise, some bizarre things may happen in the display.

We now have enough information to begin our examination of the

CONOUT subroutine.

CONOUT is the fifth entry in the jump table at the beginning of the

BIOS. In 56K CP/M, this places it at ODAOCH (in 44K, it's at

OAAOCH). The Digital Research criteria for CONOUT states that the

subroutine must take the character value in register [C] and send it to the

current console device. It also states that the character will be transmit-

ted as an ASCII value with the high-order bit reset (0), meaning, of

course, that the value will be between 0 and 127 decimal. Beyond that,

the choices of what the subroutine will do are strictly up to the designer.

In the case of SoftCard, the implementation of the lOBYTE means

that the character may be sent to a variety of possible devices (the selec-

tion is similar in structure to what we discussed last month for input de-

vices when we were talking about CONIN). Consequently, the

CONOUT subroutine itself (at 0DB43H in 56K) has as its first task the

decoding of the lOBYTE to determine which of the physical devices

—

BAT;, TTY: (remember that TTY: is both TTY: and CRT:), or UCl :—
is in effect. The first check is made for the BAT: (meaning batch mode)

device, since if BAT: is in effect the output will be through the logical list

device.

As you'll recall from last month, we talked about the fact that

CONIN has a minor bug; namely that the address contained in Reader

Input Vector #1, rather than the address of the READER subroutine it-

self, is used in batch mode. This means we'll always get our input from

the physical RDR device instead of from the currently assigned physical

device. The very same situation exists with CONOUT. SoftCard selects

the address contained in List Output Vector #1 rather than the address of

the LIST subroutine, meaning that our output always goes to the LST
device, even if another physical device is currently in effect.

In essence, then, batch mode goes through specific physical devices

and is not subject to further indirect vectoring (by letting the READER
and LIST subroutines reexamine the lOBYTE). Given that BAT: is sel-

dom used, these are not potentially serious problems. Nevertheless, they

are not totally in alignment with Digital's criteria and may therefore be

altered if one wishes.

Both problems can be corrected in the same manner, and although

the original plan was to explain how to do this as part of the column, it's

really a better use of space to issue this change separately. If you'd like to

receive it, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to SoftCard Solution,

Box 60, North Hollywood, CA 91603, and we'll send it to you. (Sorry if

this causes any inconvenience.)

For now, however, let's continue to look at what happens if BAT: is

not selected. As soon as CONOUT determines that BAT: is not in ef-

fect, it transfers control to a subroutine at 0DB97H called TTY0U2.
This subroutine first determines which of the two remaining physical de-

vices, TTY: or UCl:, is assigned to the logical console device, storing the

results in a variable location called VECFLG, at 0DEA2H.
The determination is made by using the resuh of the comparison with

the lOBYTE at the beginning of CONOUT. When CONOUT first ex-

amines the lOBYTE, it compares the lOBYTE's value to the value it

would have if BAT: were assigned. It then tests for a zero result. If the re-

sult turns out to be nonzero, CONOUT goes to TTY0U2. Essentially, it

has by this time also determined whether TTY: or UCl: is in effect as

well, since these values are one less than BAT: and one more than BAT:
respectively.

The compare instruction sets the carry flag if the value is lower than

the one it's being compared to and clears it if it's greater than or equal to

that value; this leaves the carry set if the lOBYTE contains the value for

TTY: and clears if it contains the value for UCl:. TTYOU2 then uses the

carry value by subtracting the value in the accumulator [A] from itself

with an SBC AA instruction. If the carry is clear, 00 will always be left

in the [A] register, and if the carry is set, OFFH will always be left there.

The value in the [A] register is then loaded intoVECFLG for use later in

determining where to send the character.

For now, though, TTY0U2 ensures that the character has its high

bit clear and then examines a variable called ESCNT, at address

0DEA3H. This variable is used as a counter to count down the number

of characters already processed in a cursor addressing function. It is

needed because cursor addressing, also called GOTOXY (from go to x,

y), requires a number of values to work with—the lead-in, the function

character itself, and then the row and column coordinate values. The vid-

eo driver, therefore, must have a way to check (as each value is received)

which value is being processed at the time.

Assuming that no GOTOXY function is in progress, ESCNT will be

00 and control will pass to a routine at ODBEOH, called NOESC. This

routine is responsible for examining the character being sent to deter-

mine whether or not it is a screen function. First, it checks yet another

variable (called ESCMSK) at 0DEA4H. This variable is used as a flag to

indicate whether the previous character sent was a lead-in. If it was, then

it will have a value of 80H; if it was not, its value will be 00.

If the test of ESCMSK reveals that the previous character was not a

lead-in, NOESC then checks to see if the current character is a lead-in.

As you've no doubt guessed by this time, the most common lead-in is the

escape character (although other characters certainly can be used).

The standard lead-in character (if any) is always stored at the begin-

ning of the software screen function table in the lOCB. This table begins

at 0F397H and goes to 0F3A0H inclusive.

NOESC tells whether the current character is a lead-in by loading the

value of the standard lead-in character from the table and comparing it

against the value of the current character being sent in register [C] to see

if there's a match. If so, NOESC recognizes that a lead-in has been sent

and that the next character processed should be the screen function it-

self To ensure that this next character is tested, it sets ESCMSK equal to

80H and returns for the next character of output.
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You'll notice that no attempt is made to transmit the lead-in charac-

ter itself. It is for this reason that in the standard version of SoftCard

software a single escape character cannot be sent to an external console

device. To send a single escape character successfully, you'd have to send

two escapes, the first of which would be discarded as a lead-in. Since

none of the functions consists of a lead-in followed by an escape, the sec-

ond escape would be transmitted normally.

Note also that a moment ago we mentioned the software screen func-

tion table, implying that there is also a hardware screen function table. In

fact this is correct. The relationship between these two is very straight-

forward. For example, the first item in the software screen function table

is the same function as the first item in the hardware screen function

table. This one-to-one correspondence between the two tables is

complete.

Although there are many different sets of function control codes, de-

pending on who manufactured the display, application software must

send a single set of codes. In CP/M, this is one of the most difficult items

for the software producer to cope with. Most companies handle it by

supplying some type of installation or configuration program to allow

users to insert their own particular screen function codes into the

program.

SoftCard's designers decided to go this one better and allow the

user to make the software screen function codes and the hardware screen

function codes independent. If, for example, you're using software de-

signed for a SOROC I-Q-120 terminal, but have a Hazeltine display, you

simply set the software table to SOROC and the hardware table to

Hazeltine.

Now the reason for the one-to-one correspondence between the two

tables becomes clear. When a screen function value is received from the

software, the BIOS translates that software value into the appropriate

hardware value using the two tables. The BIOS takes care of making sure

that the codes get translated properly.

Since at this point we're still examining the character received from

the software, we're looking at the software function table. We'll en-

counter the other table when we do the actual output.

When we left NOESC, it had just found a lead-in and set ESCMSK
to 80H before returning. It's now time to go back and see what would

have happened if the character had not been a lead-in or if it had been

the character following a lead-in.

Had the character not been a lead-in, and also not followed a lead-in,

NOESC would then have transferred control to a routine called

FNDFNl at 0DBF5H. This is where the character would have been ex-

amined for possibly being a single-character screen function. Since all

single-character screen functions must be control codes, FNDFNl sim-

ply checks to see if the character value is less than 32. If not, it knows that

the character is printable and proceeds to print it. If the character is a

control character, control proceeds on to FNDFUN, at ODBFAH, the

routine immediately following FTVDFNl . FNDFUN is also where con-

trol would have come to directly if the character had immediately fol-

lowed a lead-in.

A brief summary: if the current character is a lead-in, the lead-in flag

is set and control returns to the user program for the next character. If in-

stead the character immediatelyfollows a lead-in, then control passes to

FNDFUN directly. Finally, if the character is neither a lead-in nor im-

mediately follows one, it is checked for being a control character. If it is a

control character, control goes to FNDFUN also; if it's not a control

character, it is simply output as is.

In the FNDFUN routine, the current character is checked against all

nine entries in the software screen function table to see if it matches any

of the function codes. If it doesn't, it is simply output. If a match is

found, however, then control passes to the function-handling routine

XFUN, at ODCOCH. It is this routine that is responsible for translating

the software function code into its hardware equivalent and determining

whether a hardware lead-in character is required.

If the high bit on the hardware function code is set, then a lead-in is

required and everything is put on hold while that lead-in is sent. Once
that has been done, control returns to a routine called XNLDN at

0DC23H, where the actual function code itself is processed. If no lead-in

had been required, then control would have gone to XNLDN directly.

In XNLDN, the function code is checked to see if it is GOTOXY. If
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it is, the counter ESCNT is set to 2 so that in the future we'll know that

we're still processing a single function for two more characters. If it's not,

the hardware function code is sent out as is.

In all of the cases where we've talked about outputting the character,

we have transferred control to a single subroutine. This routine, called

OUTIT, at 0DC2DH, is the actual beginning of character processing; it

is also where our output vector address is chosen.

OUTITs very first job is to clear the ESCMSC. Since by the time we

reach OUTIT we have the actual function character (if a screen function

is being translated), clearing the ESCMSK is done to ensure that we con-

tinue looking for lead-ins in the future. Next OUTIT must load the flag

variable VECFLG and test it. IfVECFLG is nonzero, then we are using

the TTY: device and wiU output a character using the routine whose ad-

dress is stored in Console Output Vector #1. If VECFLG is 00, on the

other hand, we'll use Console Vector #2.

Since UCl: is a user-implemented device, just as it was with CONIN,
we'll examine the #1 vector in this discussion. Also, like theCONIN rou-

tine, the CONOUT routine has its patch installed in the patch area to fix

a problem in the original release. The address contained in the #1 vector,

therefore, is the address of this patch routine at 0F35EH, called,

naturally enough, OUTPAT.
Like the other patch routines, OUTPAT was created to correct a

problem the Z-80 has with the Apple Communications card. Basically,

the problem results from the fact that the Z-80 does a read before every

write. Under most circumstances this would not be a problem. How-
ever, when dealing with certain kinds of control registers, an access of

any kind, even a read, causes the register to change its state, lose its data,

and so on. This is exactly what was happening in the early versions of

SoftCard CP/M.
To correct the situation, OUTPAT checks to see if a comm card is in-

stalled in slot 3. If so, it checks the card's status register to determine

whether it is able to receive a character. If it's not, OUTPAT keeps loop-

ing and checking until the card is ready. Once OUTPAT gets an okay, it

does the actual sending of the byte in 6502 mode, by calling STACOM, a

very short routine at the end of OUTPAT. (We'll talk about STACOM
in more detail later.) In this way, the write is done in 6502 mode and no

preread takes place.

The program flow, then, is as follows. From OUTIT, control is

transferred to the address in Console Input Vector #1 and therefore to

OUTPAT. OUTPAT checks slot 3 for the presence of a comm card and,

if one is found, sends the character to it via a call to STACOM. It then

returns to the caller, usually BDOS, for the next character. If no comm
card is found, control proceeds to the standard TTY: output device driv-

er, TTYOUl.
Located at 0DC3EH, this routine contains the address, patched by

BOOT if necessary to take into account the presence of an eighty-column

device in slot 3. TTYOUl consists of only two instructions—the instruction

to load register [DE] wdth 0003 (indicating slot 3) and a jump to the

routine that will do the actual output. Initially this address is 0DC44H
and points to a routine called WVID, designed to handle the standard

Apple forty-column screen.

If a card was found in slot 3, however, the address would have been

changed to point either to WCOM at ODCDFH or to WSER at

0DD04H for a comm card or a serial card respectively. Remember now
that eighty-column boards are handled the same way serial cards are.

Note also that although WCOM's address may have been placed in this

jump instruction, OUTPAT will never let the routine get this far if a

comm card is installed.

At this point, then, we have our three basic routines for dealing with

character output—WVID for Apple hardware, WSER for serial and

eighty-column cards, and OUTPAT for comm cards. In the case of both

serial and comm cards, no further processing needs to be done for screen

functions. This is because external terminals are by definition capable of

handling screen functions themselves when given the hardware function

character and any necessary lead-in. Fortunately, eighty-column boards

are complete in their emulation of terminals to the point that no further

separation needs to take place for them either. The only situation in

which we'll need to be concerned further about functions is the case of

the Apple forty-column display, and we'll deal with that when we go
through WVID.
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For now, then, let's look briefly at the external display device rou-

tines. We've essentially covered OUTPAT already. It loads the status

byte from the control register at OEOBEH (the same as our discussion of

CONIN last month) and this time checks the ready-to-transmit bit of

this byte, bit 1 (remember, each byte is eight bits, 0 through 7, going

through from right to left). If the bit is set, the comm card can accept a

character; if the bit is clear, it cannot. OUTPAT will loop until this bit is

set, at which time it will use the 6502 subroutine caller loop in the previ-

ously discussed lOCB to set up a 6502 call to STACOM. STACOM sim-

ply stores the character in the comm card data register at OEOBFH
(SCOBF) and returns to OUTPAT, which then returns to BDOS.

The process is similar for serial cards. Using the method described

last month, WSER disables all other cards' C800 ROMs and enables the

C800 ROM of the serial card or eighty-column board in slot 3. Data is

then loaded into the 6502 register save locations and the page zero tem-

poraries used by the serial card. The address of the serial card write rou-

tine in ROM, $C9AA, is used as the 6502 subroutine address to be

called, and the 6502 subroutine caller in the lOCB is used to execute it.

The byte is then written to the serial card and control returns to WSER,
which itself returns to BDOS. Basically, that's all there is to serial and

comm card output.

Now we'll tackle WVID, the last major section of the CONOUT
code dealt with here. WVID first loads the memory address that corre-

sponds to the screen location of the cursor. As you may know, the entire

video screen is mapped into memory, such that a single character posi-

tion on the screen corresponds to a single byte in this RAM. To alter the

character displayed at a particular position, one only has to alter the val-

ue of this RAM, and the video hardware takes care of printing the new
character on-screen. Finding out which memory location corresponds to

which screen location is a bit complicated, due to the way the screen is

mapped into memory. There's a reasonably complete description of this

in the Apple II Reference Manual, however, and it's a goqd source for

further information about the arrangement.

In standard Apple systems, most software makes use of the routines

contained in the Apple Monitor ROM, which were designed to do all the

necessary translation. SoftCard CP/M also makes use of these Monitor

routines, but because some of the screen functions supported by CP/M
are not supported by the standard Apple routines, it must also keep track

of much of this information itself.

The cursor address that WVID just loaded is one of those pieces of

information it needs to keep. The cursor address is always kept in a tem-

porary variable called CSRADR, at 0DEA5H. Since this is a sixteen-bit

number, it is stored with the low-order byte in that address and the high-

order byte one address beyond at 0DEA6H.
Also stored in a temporary variable called CHRTMP, at 0DEA7H, is

the character that's underneath the cursor at any given time. (Remem-
ber that if no character is there, we are talking about a space.) WVID
loads this character and then stores it at the current screen location, since

it's most likely that we'll be moving the cursor to a different location and
that this character will display normally from now on.

To avoid confusion, the way the cursor is displayed on the normal

Apple screen is by converting the existing character in that location to a

flashing character. What happens, therefore, is that the character alter-

nates between normal and inverse. For a space, this alternates between a

white square block and a black square block. We can see, then, that this

cursor is really more an imaginary point than a separate character.

WherevCT the cursor is said to be located, the actual character value stored

in screen RAM has been modified to represent the flashing version of the

character, rather than the normal character value. This is also covered in

your Apple reference manual.

WVID, therefore, in preparing to move the cursor or print another

character, restores the normal character value in the screen RAM at the

current character position. At this point, WVID then calls a subroutine,

VIDOUT, at 0DC6BH. VIDOUT's first job is to determine whether a

screen function is being sent. If not, VIDOUT proceeds to normal out-

put at a routine called V0UT2, at 0DC7AH.
V0UT2 is responsible for processing carriage returns if the charac-

ter is one. If the character is a carriage return, V0UT2 returns the cur-
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sor to the b^inning of the current line by altering the cursor horizontal

position pointer, another page zero location that is used by the Apple

Monitor to keep track of where the cursor is on the screen. In this case,

V0UT2 makes this value 00. Once having done that, it returns

to WVID.
If the character was not a carriage return, control moves to V0UT3

at 0DC84H. V0UT3 checks to see whether it is lower case. Based on

the result, it alters the character to upper case if necessary, unless the user

has some type of lower-case display device in his machine. Once VOUT
has done that, it uses the 6502 subroutine caller loop in the lOCB to call

the character output routine in the Apple Monitor at SFDFO. Control

returns directly to WVID in that case and the character has been printed.

WVID will at this point simply update the variable CSRADR with

the address of the new cursor position, taking the character now under

the cursor in screen RAM and storing its normal value in CHRTMP. It

will then convert this value into a flashing character, storing it in screen

RAM so that the cursor is displayed. WVID then returns to BDOS.
Had the character been a screen function, a different set of routines

would have been used. If when we tested this value back in VIDOUT it

had been a function, we would have fallen through into a routine called

DOFUN. The DOFUN routine selects the appropriate function-han-

dling routine from a table of address vectors.

In reality, to conserve space, this table, called CTRLJP, from

0DCD5H through ODCDEH, consists only of the addresses of each of

the separate function routines. Making sure that all of these routines and

the table are in the same memory page (that is, sharing the same high-

order address byte) ensures that only the low-order byte will be needed

to find the various routines. DOFUN loads the [HL] register with the

address of the beginning of the table and then simply indexes to the de-

sired entry based on the function number, 0 through 8. Once it has found

the entry, it loads the low-order byte into [L], thereby pointing [HL] at

the address of the function-handling routine.

All that's required to perform the Lo-Lite and Hi-Lite functions is to

store the appropriate value (OFFH for normal or 3FH for inverse) into

the page zero temporary variable at $32 that subsequent character out-

put will use to make these characters display either normal or inverse.

Once this is done, control returns to WVID. The Cursor Forward func-

tion is performed by a Monitor routine at $FBF4; Clear to End of Screen

by the Monitor routine at $FC43; Clear to End of Line by the Monitor

routine at $FC9C; Cursor Up by the Monitor at $FClA; and linefeed by

the Monitor at $FC58.

Each of these function routines sets its individual Monitor routine

address and then makes use of the 6502 subroutine caller loop, with con-

trol returning to WVID at completion. The Home Cursor routine does

much the same thing but must first set the cursor horizontal and cursor

vertical position pointers in page zero locations $24 and $25. It then calls

the Monitor routine, which recalculates the cursor position with respect

to screen RAM. The Apple 11 Reference Manual describes the activity of

this routine, referring to the routine as BASCALC.
The final function routine we want to cover here is GOTOXY. As we

said in our earlier discussion ofTTY0U2, once the lead-in character and
GOTOXY function code have been sent, we need to get the next two val-

ues (row and column) before we can actually perform the function. This is

done from within TTY0U2 if we do not go to NOESC. Essentially,

TTY0U2 is responsible for obtaining the other two values by continuing

to return to BDOS until the last two are received. As they are found,

TTYOU2 stores them in temporary locations, where they will be used by
the actual function-handling routine.

Once all values are in, TTYOU2 calls OUTIT itself with a special

screen function value. OUTIT then processes this value in the normal
way and proceeds to that entry in the function table. The GOTOXY
function handler then uses the values in the temporaries to reset the verti-

cal and horizontal position pointers to the appropriate numbers for that

row and column, and calls the Monitor BASCALC routine to do the ac-

tual positioning.

This has been a complex discussion. In the future, as we discuss

alterations to these routines, what's going on should become somewhat
more transparent. Reading the Apple II Reference Manual section on this

subject will also help. Until next month. ... 31
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DIETICIAN"
THE BEST USE OF THE MICROCOMPUTER

IN PERSONAL CARE

No single food can provide you all the nutrients you need. That is why it

is important to eat a balanced meal. It is in this effort to achieve balance that

most people get confused and frustrated. Trying to add up calories of foods,

while keeping an eye on the carbohydrates, fats, and othercomponents can get

out ofhand very quickly. This is the type ofwork that the computers perform

admirably. Now with the help ofour program, you can use yoiu" microcomputer

to select foods that best fit your needs.

• Program comes complete with the composition of700 foods. Italso

lets you add foods of your own choice to expand the data base.

• Allows you to make up a diet menu with specified content of

calories, carbohydrates, proteins, fats, cholesterol, and sodium.

• You examine the composition ofeach food instantaneously before

deciding to include it in your diet

• A special recipe- entering module and plenty of raw ingredients

allow you to make up almost any kind of meal. How is that for

adding variety to yotu- dieting? Make up a different menu for each

day of the month.

• ^The dietmenus canbe printed out in a mostcomprehensive format,

with each item's weight and composition listed individually.

• Costs less than the price ofa dinner fortwo. Only 659.95 plus 82.00

for postage and handling.

WE FEEL THAT NO OTHER SOURCE CAN GIVE THE TYPE OF
INFORMATION THAT THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES YOU IN THE PRI-

VACY OF YOUR HOME, AT YOUR OWN LEISURE, WITHOUT RUSH,
AND WITHOUT A CHARGE EACH TIME YOU WISH TO USE IT.

System requirements: APPLE II Plus or APPLE II with Applesoft in

ROM, one disk drive, a video monitor, and a printer.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

(QMS) CAL CARB PROT FATS CHOL SOD

Grapefruit - Raw 100 1 Serving 41 11 1 0 0 1

Egg BoUd 57 1 Item 82 1 7 6 250 61

Toast - White 20 1 Slice 62 12 2 1 0 117

Recipe

"Lettuce- Boston 110 .5 Item 13 2 1 0 0 8

•Tomato- Raw 150 1 Item 33 7 2 0 0 4

•Cucumber 28 1 Serving 5 1 0 0 0 2

•Cheese- Am. Ched. 34 .3 Cup 137 0 8 11 36 210

•Beef- Misc.- Comd 28 1 Oimce 106 0 7 9 26 268

•Dressing- Fmch(Lo) 32 2 Tablespoon 30 6 0 2 0 252

Coffee 240 1 Cup 4 1 0 0 0 2

Sugar- Granhd- Tsp. 4 1 Teaspoon 15 4 0 0 0 0

Chicken- Brld/Rostd 160 4 Serving 296 0 48 12 132 140

Rolls - Dinner 38 1 Item 113 20 3 2 0 192

TOTALS 937 65 79 43 444 1257

Please RUSH me copies of DIETICIAN at 859,95 each.

PAYMENTENCLOSED 6 (Add 82.00 forPostage& Handling)

VISA/MASTER CHARGE * Exp. Date

(Texas residents add 5% sales tax.)

Name

Address

City State Zip

DIETWARE, P.O. Box 503, Spring, Texas 77373 (713)440-6943

Apple II is a tiademaik of Apple Computer Inc.
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eVisiCalc
DOUBLED

IN VALUE.

New Super Expander Plus " pre-boot

for Ramex-128"' board upgrades any

Apple IF" l6-sector VisiCalc " to look

like the Advanced Version.

SUPER EXPANDER PLUS keeps all

your existing VisiCalc facilities, and

adds variable column width, global

formatting of numbers, negative

numbers in brackets, password

protection, new format commands,

tabbed fields, the works. It even

supports an 80-column card if one

is present.

If 136k is enough, you can get all

these features with just one Ramex-128

board. But SUPER EXPANDER PLUS

supports two Ramex-128K cards to

give you an incredible 255K VisiCalc

File, and dumps the whole model

back and forth to floppies in less

than 40 seconds.

There's simply no other memory-
expansion/software combination

that even comes close. All the others

give you less memory, take longer to

load and save (as much as fifteen

minutes longer) , and cost more for

what you get. You've got to see it to

believe it. Quick! Call your dealer.

Ramex-128 card, just $499.
SUPER EXPANDER PLUS,

just $125.

O/NAEGA MICROWARE,INa
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO, IL 60606
312-648-4844

Following our long-established Omega MicroWare policy, present Super EMKUider-40
and -80 owners may upgrade for the price difference only. Phone our office for details.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Ompaier, Int VlsiCalt Is a rrgislered trademark of VIsiCorp, Inc. Super Expander Plus, Ramex-128, and Omega MicroWare are trademarks ofOmega MicroWare, Inc.

© 1983 Omega MicroWare, Inc.



First row: Pigeon's eye view of tlie packed convention floor from the rafters. National Cash Register hucksters touted their new personal

computer entrant. Second row: Steady rains didn't deter computerists, as this long line waiting to enter the exhibition shows. The man who
started it all, Gary Kildall, gave an overview of CP/M, past, present, and future. The Digital Research booth was front and center, both in

terms of location and interest. Third row: Interested spectator was VisiCalc creator Dan Bricklin. Retailers with Apples and Ataris on hand
had the most popular displays for the younger set. Master promoter Jerry Milden set all kinds of world records for attendance at a first-time

show with this effort.

Surprising -was the first word of exhibitors and attendees at the

CP/M '83 show held January 21 through 23 at the underground

Moscone Center in San Francisco. The show, sponsored by
CP/M maker Digital Research, was a surprise on several levels.

The biggest surprise was the attendance. Despite rain and the

threat of a major storm, thousands more people than hoped for

showed up to tackle more than two hundred booths and three

days of workshops, software spotlights, and discussions.

The second surprise of the show was the number of non-

CP/M users in attendance, lured by the display of more than forty

different kinds of CP/M-compatible computers all under one
roof, catering to both business and personal needs. Business ap-

plications were the main thrust of the exhibits.

The huge influx of people who didn't even own a computer,

who were "just looking," was the third surprise of the event. Apples

and the IBM pc were their top choices. Staffers in the So/talk

booth tirelessly pointed the way to the nearest Apple on the floor.

Apple Computer didn't have a booth, but the new He was well

represented by several retail exhibitors. The name Lisa buzzed

through the crowd, as the name of any new star would be gossiped

about at an industry event—no surprise to anyone.

A touch of irony came from Time magazine, which ran a pic-

ture of Digital Research founder and CP/M designer Gary Kil-

dall enthusiastically playing on the CP/M-less Lisa. The photo

was on the newsstands the same week the CP/M '83 show was at-

tempting to forward Kildall's own brainchild.
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How does a young man with artistic ambitions and a background in

English hterature pursue a hi-tech dream?

Howard Shore was a teenager with a yen for science fiction when he

first read about lasers in Scientific American in the late 1960s. It was love

at first sight. His growing fascination with discrete frequencies of coher-

ent visible radiation found its first outlet in a 1976 holography class at the

University of California at Los Angeles. This led to his development of

the world's first holographic wristwatch—just on the verge of the price

plunge for all LED products. He wound up with a lot of unique watches

that he would have had to have sold for less than the manufacturing

cost. Alas.

His break came in 1980 when a friend got him a job with David L.

Wolper on the film The Man Who Saw Tomorrow, using lasers to repre-

sent atomic missiles in the movie's Armageddon finale.

A Fateful Meeting. On his way at last, Shore proceeded to buy up
electronic equipment and lasers from auctions and surplus stores. One
day he ran into a man with a laser for sale, for which someone else had
already offered a fair sum. Shore offered more, and the seller said he'd

get back to him. The next day, Shore found that his competitor had been

back in the interim and offered still more. The seller had no complaints,

but for Shore it was somewhat exasperating.

"Listen," he said, "I'm going to have this laser, but you've got to sell

it to me now, and you've got to give me the other guy's name and phone
number."

The deal was closed. Shore called up "the other guy," one Todd Eliot

Mahon, and said, "I own the laser, I needed it very much, but I don't

need it all the time. Could you use it half the time?" Mahon agreed, the

two split the purchase price, and each gave the other free time on their

mutual laser. While they were at it, they decided to give their partnership

a name. Thus was Bifrost Technical Effects born.

Shore had heard that lasers could be linked to computers, and was

taking a computer class at a local college "just in case" he might need it.

He did. Todd Mahon's expertise in digital electronics allowed him to en-

ter the name of a client onto a PROM, and thus write the words in laser

light. Realizing the market potential of what they had, Mahon and Shore

sold an Argentine company on the idea, used the profits to buy an Ap-

ple and attendant hardware, and called in Apple programmer Eric Pope-

joy to assist in the design of the Apple Lasergraph.

The Creative Process. Working in tandem, Popejoy and Mahon be-

gan development of software that would create and store an image on

the Apple and then translate it into laser light. The two engaged in a

friendly competition; as Shore would come up with a new "wouldn't-it-

be-neat" idea, Popejoy would say, "Yeah, I can do that," and Mahon
would race to complete the necessary wiring to take Popejoy's signal.

Shore recalls that it was "like conducting a duet of two Spocks in a Vul-

can orchestra."

When they finished, they had the basis for Bifrost's present-day sys-

tem: an Apple, a beam console, and a bit graphics tablet with software

that stores points—up to 1 ,000 per image—as x,y coordinates, runs a dis-

play program, and loads up to ten images into the computer. Hitting a

key sends the coordinates to a Mountain Computer digital/analog con-

verter, converting them to voltages that are transmitted to the tiny gal-

vanometer-mounted mirrors of the laser beam head. The beam, now
fraught with computer image, hits a prism and is bounced to mirror z be-

fore it has a chance to break up into colors; mirror z shines onto mirror

X, which picks up horizontal deflections and passes the beam to mirror y

Opposite page: A krypton laser struts its stuff,

guided by an Apple II Plus and fueled by the

dreams of Howard Shore (above left) and the

engineering skills of Todd Elliot Mahon (above
right). The result is a Bifrost production—named
for the rainbow bridge between Earth and
Asgard.



for vertical deflections. The beam is then ready to carry its image onto a

screen or into space.

Potentiometers on an interface box are read by the DAC (faster than

joysticks or paddles) and allow for simple animation and the addition of

external signals; a circle drawn on the graphics tablet can be reproduced

in shimmering green laser light; then, a function generator, working like

a synthesizer/oscillator, can put an analog square wave across the circle

and modulate the outside rim to give a starburst effect. Mahon designed

an inverter circuit that can cause the image to rotate.

The system enabled Shore to give shape and form to the visions that

Is this a system? An
Apple, digital/analog

converter, interface

box, and function

generator support a

beam console in

Bifrost's video

production "Alon," a

choreographed piece

for dancer and laser.

danced in his head when he opened that fateful copy of Scientific Ameri-

can: "When we get an image we like, we save it; when we get ten images

we like, we run our All program and give them a sequence name. We can

adjust the speed of the computer, causing animation routines; we can

command the image to draw, erase, erase from back.

"Once the image is digitized, we can display it as laser light, stick the

z axis on a sine wave, and use special filters. By the time we're done,

we've modified the image three different ways, giving us a lot to play with

in the tape editing."

Finicky. With lasers, the name of the game is alignment. The mir-
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rors must be in the proper relation to each other, and the necessary ad-

justments are measured in microns. But they are done by hand. As
Mahon puts it, "Sometimes you just drop a new mirror in and it works;

sometimes you drop it in and there's a Httle piece of dust or something in

there and it doesn't seat properly. You throw the beam out in different

directions and rock the beam around. . . . You make a sort of raster scan

to try to find the alignment."

The Apple alone can give any signal necessary to run the laser. Look-

ing at the laser interpretation of an Apple graphics tablet can get boring,

however; that's why Bifrost installed all the extra hardware.

"Ultimately," says Shore, "we'd like to videotape a live scene, enter

the tape into the computer frame by frame and save the image to disk,

convert it to x,y coordinates for vector display as laser light, then retape it

and remix the results with the tape of the original scene."

If you present that scenario to people who know about these things,

they will reply with a succinct, "No way." Shore admits it will be "pain-

ful," but with an image buffer of appropriate size he is confident that it

can be done.

The Future Is Vet To Come. So far, Bifrost's efforts have ranged

from television commercials to live performances at clubs and parties in

the Los Angeles area. Their videotape production, "Alon," is an exam-

ple of the direction they'd like to go with lasers. Eventually, with the right

backers, the company hopes to experiment with Apple/motion-control

camera technology, possibly using Shore and Mahon's laser expertise for

range finding and sighting.

But Todd Mahon is considering another possibility "With a faster

computer, we could alter the image mathematically. If you know a spe-

cific number of points in the image, you can draw another image using

the same number of points, and plot a line going from one point to the

corresponding point on the other image. Then every point has a line to

which it must go to get to the next shape; you can draw a picture and

blend it into another one. It looks Hke animation."

And Bifrost Technical Effects is off and dreaming. JM

PRO FOOTBALL FANSI
IMTRODUCING

U S F L

THE GOLD EDITION
THE MOST SOPHISTICATED SYSTEM EVER DESIGNED

FOR THE PREDICTION OF PRO FOOTBALL POINTSPREADS

The new USFL Pro Football season is now underway and you can get in on all the action with this new USFL GOLD EDITION Pointspread

Prediction System. If you're a serious Pro Football handicapper then you should take a look at the USFL GOLD EDITION.

This new pointspread prediction system employs the same formulas as our NFL GOLD EDITION which had another excellent season. In fact, the

NFL GOLD EDITION closed the 1982 season with an outstanding 87% win over the LAS VEGAS LINE in the playoffs. This is not a game. The

USFL GOLD EDITION is recommended for the serious Pro Football handicapper.

THE GOLD EDITION ALSO FEATURES

,

Completely Menu Driven Screens

Easy to Use Commands
Accesses One or Two Disk Drives

Requires Only 10-15 Minutes to Update

Includes Two Seasons of Data

Can be Used Year After Year

Predicts Real or Hypothetical Games
Predicts Accurate Pointspreads

Predicts Accurate Over/Under Scores

Hardcopy Reports Include . . .

• Full Season Schedule
• Team Performance Detail Analysis

• Team Performance Summary Analysis

• YTD Divisional Standings

• Computer Prediction Analysis

• Pointspread Differential Graphing
• Over/Under Differential Graphing

The USFL GOLD EDITION provides the highest quality of information necessary to beat the Las Vegas Line. Retail price includes THE GOLD
EDITION System Diskette, Data Diskette with current season schedule, and over 100 pages of comprehensive documentation with padded leather-

like binding - $199.50

TO ORDER CALL (213) 374-4471 and ask for the USFL GOLD EDITION.

2612 ARTESIA BLVD., SUITE B

REDONDO BEACH, OA 90278

(213) 374-4471

VtSA

Apple is a registered trademark of the Apple Corporation



Artesians.
Winwithbrainpower.

Not fire power.
ive into a different sort of

P J battle. Artesians, It's a battle

of wits-not weapons.
And, it's the new video game that

could be the most intense challenge
you've ever undertaken. Playing
will teach you to think like a master-
mind. Your goal is to fill the jugs with
precious Artesian water But first, you
must maneuver through four floors

of increasingly complex maze-like
paths. Dodge rolling barrels. Duck
dangerous conveyor belts. And elude
your pursuers-Hank, the watchman;
Floyd, the dog, and an endless horde
of Artesians. Then, you've got to

cover all your tracks— and escape.
Artesians. The more you play, the

more infinite the complications

become.
So fire-up your brain power for

an evening ol action. And match wits

with Artesians.
Artesians is a high resolution

arcade style video game written for

the Apple II, Apple I1+, and the
Atari 400/800 home computer Avail-

able from computer stores or direct

from Rena-Soft, 1070 Shary Circle,

Concord, CA 94518. (415) 676-5757

Artesians. $34.95, Requires 48k.

Apple is a registered Irademarlc ol Apple, Inc
—'

—

Atari 400/800 are registered trademarks of Atari, Inc.

"Artesians is a trademark of Olympia Brewing Company.

ARTESIANS. Differentfromthe rest.
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Meeting people and machines makes the West Coast Computer Faire

a mammoth microcomputer party.

PINBALL INDUSTRY SEES
THE WRITING ON THE WALL

The pinball machine won't be around for

you to tilt much longer. The celebrated pas-

time of hoods and punks is dying out in the

arcades of America. The sounds of springing

flippers kicking steel balls into alleys, banging

them into bumpers, and zooming them

around hairpin curves have been replaced by

the explosions, tick-tick-ticks, and infectious

tunes of video games across the country.

Three years ago, more than two hundred

thousand pinball machines were sold nation-

wide—an all-time record. But sales plunged to

thirty-three thousand in 1982, prompting

Stem Electronics, one of the big four manu-

facturers, to stop production.

Gary Stem, president of the company,

says, "We have streamlined ourselves as a vid-

eo company, concentrating on video games."

Berserk, Scramble, Cobra, and the new Bag-

man are a few of its electronic offerings.

Bally, Williams, and Gottlieb—the other

three major manufacturers—have cut pro-

duction sharply. "Pinball machines are ex-

pensive, labor-intensive games that are trou-

ble for an operator. They're more prone to

break down and don't earn as much as the

video games," says Stern.

Today, video games dominate the mar-

ketplace, accounting for 87 percent of the $8.9

billion in commercial game sales last year, ac-

cording to Play Meter magazine, an industry

publication.

"People today are taken with comput-

ers," says Stem. "It's even happening to me

—

and I was raised on pinball. I don't enjoy pin-

ball as much anymore. When I go to a trade

show I see pinball games and I don't even play

them. There is just so much more you can do

with a video game today—such incredible

graphics."

Harry Williams, the seventy-six-year-old

inventor of the electric pinball machine, has

seen the birth and demise of the game. "We're

in the novelty business," says the founder of

Williams Manufacturing. "And novelty

means one thing—sooner or later you get tired

of the novelty of it."

GOTO page 195, column 1

FAIRE
TIME!

Shine up your roller skates, lock up your

plastic, and get ready for three days of com-

puter madness. It's time for the Eighth West

Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco.

Every size and shape of microcomputer,

every kind of software, and every possible

computer-related trinket and souvenir will be

on display and for sale March 18-20 at Brooks

Hall in San Francisco's Civic Auditorium. If

you've never attended one of these gargan-

tuan affairs, do not take these warnings

lightly.

The promoter. Computer Faire, in Wood-
side, California, is predicting attendance of

anywhere from thirty thousand to fifty thou-

sand. There'll be approximately seven hun-

dred exhibitors; space reservations were filled

by the middle of December.

Only three-day tickets are available;

they're $15. The fair is so big, according to the

promoters, that it's impossible to see the

whole thing in one day. Unlike the recent

Applefests, the West Coast Computer Faire

will feature its usual well-rounded offering of

conferences and presentations. The confer-

ences run all three days and overlap, so you'll

have to be choosy.

The fair is open from 9:00 a.m. till 6:00

p.m. all three days. Attendees can pay at the

door, but may have to wait in line.

Last year's West Coast Computer Faire

was even better than the previous year's. The

number of Apple-oriented products was

mind-boggling. It'll be interesting to see if

some of the personal computers that have ap-

peared in the last twelve months show prom-

ise of commanding similarly enthusiastic sup-

port from independent software publishers.

Nevertheless, it's recommended that any

Apple owners in the Bay Area during the third

week of March gorge themselves at this three-

day microcomputer feast. You won't be sorry,

though your feet may be sore come Sunday

afternoon.
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IBM Fellow Computes Fractal Geometry

Creates New
Branch of

Mathematics
A perfect circle does not occur in nature.

Nor does a perfect square, a perfect triangle,

or a perfect dodecahedron. The sloppy com-

position of the natural world has never had

much of a place in the rarefied theoretical at-

mosphere of pure mathematics.

And yet, out of the seeming chaos of the

randomly occurring shapes so much in vogue

when the world was new, an order has now
been wrought. Dr. Benoit Mandelbrot's Frac-

tal Geometry of Nature (W. H. Pressman, San

Francisco, 1982) takes sets of irregular or frag-

mented shapes and groups them into families,

deriving mathematical theories therefrom.

Inside a mainframe computer, this means

that randomly generated numbers can be

made to correspond to the irregularities of a

natural surface. Given this and a little color in-

formation, the computer fills in the details.

The results, seen here, are pretty spectacular.

Mandelbrot, an IBM Fellow at the

Thomas J. Watson Research Center in York-

town Heights, New York, has used the com-

puter to create a new branch of mathematics.

As he recalls, "Previously, natural shapes

could be broken down into two categories:

those one can tackle by the ordinary geome-

try of smooth shapes and those too compli-

cated to be tackled geometrically. Between the

two, I identified a new class of shapes that are

complicated but whose complication is man-

ageable. To everyone's surprise, many frac-

Above, Gaussian Hills That

Never Were by Dr. Richard

Voss; "not an artist's

perception of what mountains

are, but the utilization of a

theory," with the assistance of

an IBIVI 3033 computer. Right,

Cibachrome print of a fractai

planetrise by Voss and Dr.

Benoit Mandeibrot. Lower left,

Mandelbrot's fractal dragon, an

aggregate of infinite curves.

tals have also turned out to be extremely beau-

tiful."

A fractal "dragon," seen on a computer

with near-infinite resolution and magnified to

a near-infinite degree, would not reveal great-

er simplification with enlargement, but great-

er complexity. These are the proposed shapes

of non-Euclidean geometry—curves of infi-

nite length or with infinite branching points

—

that were known as monsters by mathemati-

cians because they were not demonstrable.

The graphic demonstration of fractals

—

showing beyond all argument that they do in-

deed exist—has greatly aided Mandelbrot and

his associate at IBM, Dr. Richard Voss, in

finding acceptance of the monsters in acade-

mia. He also found that the ability to see a

fractal suggested modifications to his theo-

ries, and the whole process became interac-

tive. "Every improvement in graphics ushered

in a further step in the theory, and the merits

of the theory led to much faster development

of the graphics."

The new field is moving at least as fast as

the computer industry. "The book came out a

few months ago, but it was already out of date

a year ago," says Mandelbrot, who also notes

that the wide dissemination of his work prob-

ably had little to do with the elegance of his

equations.

"I was planning to just make a good pic-

ture of a mathematical theory, and to our sur-

prise and great pleasure the illustrations were

. . . aesthetically satisfactory. The publisher

thinks that for each person who buys the book

for the science, nine people are buying it for

the pictures."

Mandelbrot is content in the knowledge

that he has forced an esoteric branch of

mathematics into the area of concrete, intui-

tive problems "that a child can understand but

science could not tackle."
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Software and Video Games Galore

80,000 AHEND WINTER CES
We have seen the future and the future is

the past.

If the Winter Consumer Electronics Show
(CES), held this January in Las Vegas, had a

message for the world of software, it was that

to survive in the world of big business one has

to have a name, any name, as long as it has a

past. It seemed as if every movie of any sig-

nificance (and some of little or no signifi-

cance) from the past twenty years is now a vid-

eo game. The licensing of movie titles seemed

to be the order of the day at this show, which

was otherwise dominated by software of every

conceivable description.

The sales pitch varied from innuendo to

the time-honored technique of sensory over-

load. Parker Brothers showed clips from the

James Bond film On Her Majesty's Secret

Service and scenes from the upcoming Star

Wars sequel Return oftheJedi as teasers for its

new line of software for both video game ma-

chines and microcomputers. Visitors to the

Parker Brothers booth didn't get to see much
in the way of actual computer software, but

the message was clear: Parker Brothers wants

to penetrate the market via the vehicle of li-

censed movie titles converted into arcade

games. Only time will tell if the games, none of

which were available for play, can match the

success of the movies upon which they are

based.

On the other side of the movie license vid-

eo game spectrum, seemingly far removed

from agent 007 and Luke Skywalker, were the

forthcoming VCS horror movie games. Two
titles in evidence were The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre and Halloween from Wizard Video

Games. In each of those games, the player can

be a psychopathic murderer chasing comput-

er or player-controlled prey; or the player can

be a victim pursued by another player or the

computer. Attendees were treated to some of

the original films' bloodier moments on vid-

eotape as promotion for the games. The

games themselves were unfinished, but

enough of the graphics were done to give

showgoers a taste of the mayhem to come.

But movie titles weren't the only things to

emerge as possible video game spin-offs. Tele-

vision characters, cartoon characters both

from TV and the daily newspapers, puppets,

and rock groups were all in attendance as col-

lections of pixels on the magic screen. The
message was clear big money has arrived in

the software business, and the need to make
one's presence felt has resulted in a loss of

faith in the virtues of originality. Sigh.

There were also some new kids on the mi-

crocomputer block, along with some new toys

from old hands in the neighborhood. Spectra

Video unveiled a 32K RAM/32K ROM Z-80

based microcomputer geared toward the game
player. Mattel unveiled its new Aquarius

home computer complete with a full line of

peripherals. Mattel's booth, one of the largest

at the show, was the site of much curiosity, as

new games were revealed for the Apple, Atari,

and IBM personal computers. There was also

a new version of Mattel's game machine—the

Intellivision II, at half the size of the original

with essentially the same features. (An Intelli-

vision III is rumored to be in the works.) A
new keyboard unit that connects to the Intel-

livision II was also shown.

Timex showed its latest offering, the

Timex/Sinclair 2000, to selected buyers, while

Texas Instruments showed off its new TI 99/2

micro. Atari also quietly showed off its latest

microcomputer offering, the Atari 1200—

a

more powerful version of the 800, with

redesigned keyboard and peripherals.

Video technology was in abundance at the

show, although few if any startling break-

throughs were in evidence. Videodiscs had a

lot of support, with many new entertainment

offerings released, and a surprising number of

videodisc players were present. Showgoers

walking from the Las Vegas Hilton to the

main exhibit hall had to wend their way
through a veritable forest of satellite dishes in

the parking lot. Backyard-receiving-station

prices have come down considerably and the

result is that new companies and their wares

popped up like so many mushrooms in the

desert sun.

Unlike previous CES shows, this one had

a number of microcomputer software compa-

nies in attendance. Old friends such as Broder-

bund, Datasoft, Synapse, and Epyx (Auto-

mated Simulations) showed up to exhibit their

products and talk to the buyers and mass mer-

chandisers. DataMost used the show to an-

nounce a venture into the Atari market, the

signing of new titles, and to let the world

know of their merger with an East Coast firm.

Sirius Software was also present with a whole

slew of new titles and pushed their new Atari

cartridges.

The Winter CES show was one of the larg-

est ever, with nearly eighty thousand attend-

ees from all segments of the electronics world.

The convention was so large this year that the

show was held in three sites simultaneously.

This meant that attendees—even those who
successfully resisted the gaming tables—could

spend all three days there and never even see

some parts of the show.

Yet software clearly held sway this year.

Between the mad scramble to grab a spot in the

home-video-game market and the at-

tempts of some larger concerns to cash in on

the microcomputer boom, the main exhibi-

tion hall was filled with the buzzes, squeaks,

clicks, and roars of computer games. Perhaps

the only louder sounds were those of deals be-

ing made.

The software

you want!

CALL US!

1-800-845-5147
FREE
CATALOG

T M.

SoftvrareCity Inc • PC Box 12283 • Columbia. SC 292 11
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Multi-State Computer System

Lights Up When Lightning Striices

A computerized lightning detection sys-

tem is playing a major role in dramatically re-

ducing fire-fighting costs on federal lands.

When the Bureau of Land Management

initiated its pilot program in 1977, the agen-

cy's fire suppression outlays stood at $24 mil-

lion. Last year, they were hovering around $8

million.

Fifty-five percent of all bureau fires are ac-

tually started by bolts from the blue. The de-

tection system, the brainchild of BLM's Den-

ver office and the University of Arizona, pin-

points lightning strikes in the eleven western

states and Alaska, giving fire-fighters the jump
on potential trouble spots.

When lightning hits, electromagnetic sen-
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sors or direction finders relay the information

to position analyzers, which plot the latitude

and longitude of the strike. That signal is

whisked to an Intel 8080 microprocessor in

the bureau's western regional nerve center in

Boise, Idaho, then back to a local BLM office

and a Hewlett-Packard 9845T minicomput-

er—all within a second.

A flashing "X" on an HP monitor display

map marks the spot of the strike. During one

six-hour period last year, more than sevoiteen

hundred strikes in the Lake Tahoe region

flashed on the monitor of lightning detection

technician Marj Andreco. Andreco works out

of BLM's Sacramento, California, office. By
stroking a key, Andreco can get an instant

printout of a map of California with Xs mark-

ing the lightning strikes. These are followed by

listings of the time, latitude, and longitude of

each strike. Andreco then sends helicopter and

reconnaissance pilots to investigate.

The Automatic Lightning Detection Sys-

tem will eventually be merged with a Remote
Automatic Weather Station, says Andreco. By

combining weather reports with lightning

strikes, fire investigators will be able to rank

fire probabilities and conduct their air search-

es accordingly.

The bureau's overall system includes thirty

lightning sensors, which have a two-hundred

mile range, and twelve position analyzers. An-
dreco pegs the cost of installing and main-

taining the California component at around

two hundred thousand dollars, but adds,

"This system pays for itself many times over

each year."
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PINBALL INDUSTRY
continued from page 191

Pinball was invented in the Depression era

of the thirties, when you could get seven balls

for a penny. The first commercially successful

game was Baffle Ball by Gottlieb, a strictly

mechanical device released in 1931. Williams

revolutionized the business when he added

electricity to the game for faster play with the

release of Contact in 1932. He sold twenty-

three thousand of the games for seventy-five

dollars each. By 1935, more than eighty pin-

ball manufacturers had entered the make-or-

break pinball market, some lasting less than

thirty days.

Many of the early games paid off winners

(slot machines, for example), while others paid

high scorers with free games. The cash pay-

offs are what linked the pinball industry to

gambling and the mob, a connection they

weren't able to shake for decades. Legend has

it that in the early days of the game an execu-

tive of Murder Inc. was lashed to a pinball

machine and dropped into a lake in the Cat-

skills for attempting to cheat his partners out

of pinball revenues.

The games' spreading underworld noto-

riety led New York Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia personally to sledgehammer confis-

cated pinball machines in the late thirties. By
1942 they had been banned in New York

City—Los Angeles had already banned them

in 1939.

It was thirty-five years later, in 1974, that

the Los Angeles ban was lifted by the Califor-

nia Supreme Court in a landmark decision.

Lawyers and representatives of the manufac-

turers played pinball in front of judges to

prove they were games of skill and not chance.

The same year. Bally introduced the tran-

sistorized game with advanced circuitry that

allowed digital scoring and futuristic sound ef-

fects. The Who and their rock opera Tommy
helped catapult pinball gaming to its greatest

popularity in the middle to late seventies.

Games got more complex, art got more

risque, and the buzzers and bells got louder.

Also in 1974, the black-and-white video

game Pong was introduced. Who knew?

Pinball had managed to survive the chal-

lenge of competing games such as air hockey

and foosball, but the video revolution proved

the final blow, much to the surprise of the in-

dustry.

Space Invaders, Asteroids, and Pac-Man

soon came crunching into the arcades like

monsters. "It was very frightening to me,"

says Williams, who was working as a private

consultant. 'T knew we had to make superior

games." But the pinball game became old hat

by 1981—ironically, the year after the biggest

twelve-month sales period the half-century-old

industry had ever had.
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Catherine Mary Stewart of Days of Our Lives hosted the tournament. Some competitors had trouble

keeping their eyes on the monitor.

GAME PROGRAMMERS COMPETE IN TOURNEY
Companies Send

Their Best to

Las Vegas Event

Who is the best microcomputer game
player of all? And how does one go about

finding out? One holds a tournament, of

course! And one limits the contestants to

those whom one can reasonably assume are

among the best players: the game program-

mers themselves.

At least that's what Software Distributors

did, for the first annual Wizard versus the

Wizards personal computer game world

championships, held December 3 at the Sands

Hotel in Las Vegas.

Atari pulled their sponsorship of the tour-

nament only two days before the event. Tour-

nament officials had to go out and buy twelve

Ataris, while nonsponsor-turned-sponsor

Apple donated twelve Apple lis the same day,

even though the majority of games planned

were for the Atari.

And so they came, the top microcom-

puter arcade hackers in the country: Steve

Bjork and Gerry "Clowns and Balloons"

Humphrey from Datasoft; Joe "Wizard of

Wor" Hellesen from Roklan; Ken "Thresh-

old" Williams and Chuck "Chuckles"

Beuche from Sierra On- Line; Dan "Twerps"

Thompson and Mark "Sneakers" Turmell

from Sirius; Russ "Preppie" Wetmore from

Adventure International; Jay "Pig Pen" Zip-

nick, Peter "Night Raiders" Filiberti, and

Bob "Thief Flanagan from DataMost; and

Jim "Microwave" Nitchals, free-lance game-

grammer.

For the preliminary rounds, the twelve

contestants played twelve different games,

with one five-minute round allotted for each

game. At the completion of each game the

players were ranked by highest scores, as tabu-

lated on a DEC Rainbow. The winner was

awarded one point, second place received two

points, and so on. At the completion of the

preliminary rounds the four players with the

lowest award-points totals qualified for the

semifinals.

The four semifinalists played three more
games under the same scoring procedure, and

the two players with the lowest award-point

totals went head to head for the champion-

ship. The games for the final play-off were

chosen at random by the DEC Rainbow and

were not a product of either player's com-

pany. The finals lasted three and a half min-

utes per game for three games; the best two

out of three scores won.

Obviously no one went for monster high

scores here. Winning strategies were those that

got the player through the game fastest, like

selectively shooting for only the highest-scor-

ing targets and bonuses.

Halfway through, the shakeout was fairly

complete, and everyone could see the writing

on the monitor.

"There's no way we can't take first or

second," said Sirius team coach Jerry Jewell,

"unless the competition behind us scores first

and second for the next five games. As pro-

grammers, Thompson and Turmell have eight

or ten games under their belts; most of the

authors here have only written a couple of

games. . . . Ken Williams would be the excep-

tion to that."

He need not have worried. The Sierra On-

Line axis ran out of steam, leaving the field

clear for the Sirius machine of Thompson and

Turmell, who traded off first and second place

all the way to the end of the preliminary

rounds.

For the semifinals, it was Thompson and

Turmell, Russ Wetmore, and Jim Nitchals,

who came on strong after a slow start.

Thompson quickly established dominance,

clobbering the competition on the first game;

but Nitchals broke through to place second on

the other two games, acing out Turmell for a

place in the finals.

The outcome of the finals was to be kept a

secret, so the airing of the tournament on tele-

vision sometime in April yvould be suspense-

ful. Separate line feeds to monitors backstage

were attached to the computers and duct tape

was applied to the scoreboard areas of each

screen in hopes of keeping the audience in

the dark.

But the secret wasn't to be. The pot at the

end of the Rainbow clearly wasn't meant for

Nitchals as it randomly chose three games in

which he had been weaker in the preliminary

rounds.

"I knew he had me beat," Nitchals re-

flected afterward, but he pressed on gamely.

Thompson and Nitchals were never more

than a hundred or so points apart during play,

but Nitchals made a fatal error on the second

game, reaching "game over" before the end of

the round, while Thompson continued to play

clear to the next level. Nitchals seemed unable

to shake the gaffe, and blew the last exercise in

the same way, leaving no doubt in the minds

of everyone present as to the final outcome.

When the dust cleared, Chris Daly of Soft-

ware Distributors presented cash, checks,

Amdek monitors, and Wico, TG, and Kraft

joysticks to both finalists, with the winner's

prize including a DEC Rainbow and even-

tually amounting to $10,000, plus extras. Then

all contestants slipped up to the producer's

suite to don inflatable suits and bounce

around on air jets.

Night fell on Las Vegas. No one stopped

playing games.

Marl< Turmell and Dan Thompson of Sirius

Software—the team to beat.
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Sculptor Uses
Computer To

Design Works
Art was once a lot easier for Frank Smul-

lin. At the end of his college years, he aban-

doned his plans for a career in biophysiology

and became a sculptor. He started out in the

sixties, firmly in the figurative, realistic school,

but soon gravitated to abstract forms, usually

networks of cylinders. The networks got

bigger and more complex, and Frank decided

it was time to employ the services of a

computer.

As sculptor-in-residence at Duke Univer-

sity, he had access to an Amdahl mainframe

and IBM 360 in the university's computa-

tions center. A student assistant would take an

algorithm Smullin developed for a sculpture and

write a Basic program. "I conceive ofthem as fat

vectors" (a vector with a radius), says Smullin.

At least it was easy until his assistant grad-

uated. Smullin then taught himself PL/ 1. Pro-

gramming his own sculptures made him much
more adventurous. "When I was asking a pro-

grammer to do these things for me I was al-

ways very reluctant to ask for subtle changes. I

didn't realize you could just slip in there and

substitute a line."

With his new programming freedom, the

logistics of his sculptures grew in complexity,

as did his program requirements. "I was
working with alphanumeric data; I wasn't get-

ting patterns or doing plotting," he explains.

"My knowledge of the sculpture was entirely

in terms of parameter fitting. I would ask the

computer about the proximity of one part to

another and it would tell me about parts in

collision." The last work Smullin attempted

"flying blind" in this fashion was Labyrinth of
Datalist, constructed from a wire model, using

the computer to juggle the data to make the

parts fit and join the ends of the mitered cylin-

ders snugly.

The experience was an arduous one, and it

convinced him to explore the graphic possi-

bilities of computer-aided design. In his initial

foray into mainframe graphic software he util-

ized Tectronics plot- 10 terminal control rou-

tines and a Calcomp plotter.

"I blew my year's budget in one month
and went into hock to get a show ready," he

recalls. Convinced of the fiscal impracticality

of his situation, he commenced rewriting eve-

rything in Basic for the Tectronics 4052 in

Duke's chemistry department. When he got

the plot- 10 routines working, Labyrinth of
Datalist was the first sculpture he plotted out.

To aid the eye in discerning which trans-

parent-seeming pipes were going where, he

shaded the final results by hand, because he

had no hidden line routine. ("I used an arm-
strong routine with a colored pencil inter-

face.")

GOTO page 198, column 1

Left, one part of Smullin's "Cleverness Is in the Hart of the Wud.
Hoban's book Riddley Walker. Right, Labyrinth of Datalist.

." (The title is from a line in Russell
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SCULPTOR USES CO/MPUTER
continued from page 197

Just as when he had learned how to pro-

gram, the advent of the current generation of

powerful microcomputers gave Smullin a

new range of freedom and possibilities. Hav-

ing begun work in the spring of 1982 on a

CAD/CAM system that will run in a 32K en-

vironment, Smullin is now rewriting it to run

on the Vectorgraphics Vector-4 terminal,

taking advantage of that machine's raster

screen and storage advantages over the Tec-

tronics. For Smullin, micros meant "com-

plete liberation. Free time is a wonderful

thing. I didn't have to be concerned about eve-

ry unsuccessful compile costing me $10."

Gradually, computers have altered Frank

SmuUin's creative process. Initially, he had to

make wire models and digitize the coordi-

nates. Before he had graphic output, he had to

work with geometrical concepts where it was

impossible to keep the form clearly in mind.

Today, it's possible for him to go in with the

most general idea of what he wants to make

and watch it materialize step by step, seeing

the image continuously drawn on the screen

and pressing the appropriate menu key to

make a change. Instead of using hidden line

removal, he produces stereoscopic plots, train-

ing himself so that his right eye looks at the

left image and his left eye looks at the slightly

rotated right image, giving a three-dimension-

al sense of where things are in space.

"My goal is to create a system that allows

me to manipulate a network of mitered cylin-

ders with the plasticity of modeling in clay.

Each time I want to make a new sculpture, I

find I want to manipulate it in a way I haven't

done before. When I was clay modeling or

carving wood, I would often find I needed a

different kind of tool, and I would go reforge

a gouge or fit whatever I had to whatever I

wanted it to do. I'm always going back and re-

forging tools, and I find I do the same thing

with the computer."

Computerized Head-Hunting. Pfeat Mar-

wick Executive Search has published a bro-

chure describing the challenges facing execu-

tives in today's marketplace. According to

Donald F. Dvorak, partner-in-charge, "The

brochure highlights the fastest-growing areas

of recruiting—high technology, management

information systems, health care, insurance,

banking, and energy." Peat Marwick analyzes

the needs of a customer and then searches for

qualified candidates using a variety of

methods, including Execscan—a national

database of executive profiles and employ-

ment histories that is continually updated.

Peat Marwick Executive Search is based in

Chicago and is a consulting service of Peat,

Marwick, Mitchell, a large international ac-

counting firm.

Meeting of Machines. Two events slated

for Chicago's McCormick Place this April

26-28, the Information Management Exposi-

tion and Conference for Manufacturing

(INFO/Manufacturing) and the Exposition

and Conference for Advanced Manufactur-

ing Systems (HI-TECH/Advanced Manufac-

turing Systems), will focus on bridging the gap

between executives who manage computer-

ized systems and those concerned with ad-

vanced manufacturing technologies. The focus

of INFO/Manufacturing will be on helping

manufacturing companies extend existing

computer systems and integrate them into a

single system with information from the mar-

keting, accounting, R&D, purchasing, and

shipping departments. HI-TECH/Advanced

Manufacturing Systems will concentrate on

the use of robotics, computer-aided design,

manufacturing and engineering, computer-

controlled machine tools, flexible manufactur-

ing systems, automatic assembly and equip-

ment systems, automatic guided vehicles, pro-
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quality performance at an affordable price.

FINGER PAINTING and COLOR BOOK I Both for only $29.95
(Requires joystick or paddles)

THE BIG RACE $19.95 TALKING ALPHABET $24.95

Your favorite Apple Dealer carries our software

or Order by phone (612) 762-8016 or Mail

in SOFTWARE
1

P.O. Box 545 S

Ln_l Alexandria, MfN 56308

Visa. Master Card, COD School POs

accepted (Add $2.00 shipping, any

size order, MM residents add 6% tax).

Apple II IS d Irddediark ol Apple computer Int
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grammable controllers, optical measuring sys-

tems, and laser technology.

Heavy Metal Computing. Barber-Greene

Company of Aurora, Illinois, has announced

the formation of Barber-Greene Information

Systems, Inc. This wholly owned subsidiary

was established to provide complete business

computer systems for the highway and heavy-

construction industries. The turnkey systems

will include hardware and software programs

such as general accounting, estimating, pre-

ventive maintenance, job costing, scheduling,

and other functions specifically written for the

highway and heavy-construction industries.

Particular emphasis is put on asphalt, ready-

mix, and aggregate producers and contrac-

tors. Product development and testing is

underway, and specific product announce-

ments are planned for mid-1983.

Coleco Strikes Bacli. Coleco Industries

has joined forces with Star Wars special ef-

fects guru John Dykstra. Coleco and Dyk-
stra's company. Apogee, will collaborate on

the development of video games and personal

computer software. Dykstra is best known for

his contributions to Star Wars and the televi-

sion show Battlestar Galactka. efforts for

which he won an Academy Award and an

Emmy. Dykstra has already produced five

television commercials for the ColecoVision

video game system applying his special effects

expertise.

From Professionals to Amateurs. Qantel

Business Computers, a Mohawk Data Sci-

ences Company, has announced Intercol-

legiate Sports-Pac, a complete athletics man-
agement system. Ten teams in the NFL al-

ready use Qantel's Pro Sports-Pac, and the

same basic features are now being offered for

colleges. The system runs on one of Qantel's

minicomputers and includes applications for

accounting, ticketing, administration, train-

ing, coaching, public relations, and recruiting.

In 1982 Penn State became the first college to

try the system.

How Much for That Little Android in the

Window? You'll hear a lot about personal

robots this year; several are already available.

Heath Corporation's Hero I has made the big-

gest splash so far. Controlled by an on-board

computer, with light, sound, and motion sen-

sors, and run on rechargeable batteries. Hero I

is being touted as the "first sophisticated

teaching robot." With optional voice and op-

tional arm. Hero I resembles hobbyist robots

built in the past in basic design, but it's slicker

on the outside. The complete assembled

robot, with arm and voice, runs about twenty-

five hundred dollars. ^1
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Michael Ferris, and Jonathan Miller

THE BREAKTHROUGH!!!
Computer games that actualli; teach you to touch type as quickly and accurately as

a professional typist—WHILE YOU ARE PLAYING!

BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING ANNOUNCES:
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TYPING STRATEGY—an engaging

series of specially designed programs

which use an animated image of a

keyboard to teach the most effective

strategy for typing in a way that is both

novel and delightful. The TYPING
STRATEGY package also contains

two typing games which appeal to all

ages and provide practice in an enjoy-

able and challenging manner.

LETTER MAN—as exciting for the

novice as it is for the expert typist.

Hungry ghosts chase you through a

maze of words at faster and faster

speeds. You move by typing the letters

next to you. If you liked PAC MAN
you'll love LETTER MAN—a truly

exciting combination of games and

education.

Both programs provide immediate high quality feedback and promote good typing

habits.

PLEASE SEND ME:

copies of TYPING STRATEGY at $29.95 per copy ($24.95 for VIC 20) and

copies of LETTER MAN at $29.95 per copy ($24.95 for VIC 20).

For up to 5 copies please add $1.75 for shipping and handling.

California residents please add appropriate sales tax.

My copies need to run on:

( ) Apple 11 ( ) IBM PC

1 am enclosing my check for $

My VISA/MASTER CARD number is

Commodore VIC 20 Commodore 64

PLEASE MAIL MY PROGRAMS TO:

Name:

Address:

City:

Zip:

State:

Telephone: L

Signature:

(Also you can order by phone:

(408) 438-5649.)

Send orders to:

Behavioral Engineering

230 Mt. Hermon Rd. #207
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
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Four applications in one.

TTie Incredible Jack combines the

convenience of a personal filer with the

power of a calc package. It handles

most word processing tasks with ease.

Toss in the ability to sort and print

mailing labels, and you have a totally

integrated, suprisingly easy to use

package that does most of what you

bought your Apple for

Organize information your way.

The Incredible Jack lets you arrange

your information in "records" you design

yourself using the computer display.

Each record may be as little as a mailing

label or as large as 60 sheets of legal

sized paper

Word processing made easy.

With a few simple commands you can

master in minutes, you can create

letters, memos and reports. To help

you edit. Jack lets you insert, delete,

and copy portions of text all with

automatic word wrap and flush right

margins. The Jack does away with the

mind bt:)ggling control codes and
formatting options of other word
processing packages.

Automatic decision making.

Jack even allows you to build decison

making logic into your file. W'th

English language rules and a powerful

IF THEN ELSE function, you can

instantly calculate complex discount

tables, commission plans, contract

terms, or tax rates.

See for yourself.

Try Jack. (You'll need an Apple II

with 16K memory extension and 2

disks.) If you're not convinced it's the

best investment you've made since you
bought your Apple, send Jack back

in good condition within 2 weeks

for a full refund.

To order call: (800) 645-4513. For

information: (516)269-1120. To order

by mail, enclose $ 129.00 plus $5.00

shipping and handling,

(charge card # [, 1 PlSlP^
,
°

, \ iMottwConl) VISA'
and exp. date) [ _ J I^mm
N.Y. residents add 7^% tax, and send

to: Business Solutions, Inc.

60 E. Main St., Kings Park, N.Y 11754.

THEEVCREIMBLE
'WAg^'^ T fbusinessl

jB^^ [sokjtionsi

WnXMAKE YIM R APPLE II THEJACKOFALLTRADES
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Mind Your j"
By PETER OLIVIERI

A sincere thank-you to all of those readers, known affectionately as

B.U.G.s, who have written in to share both their problems and their

expertise. As you may recall, a letter from a reader asking for help with a

printer problem was included in a recent column. The response from

fellow B.U.G.s was overwhelming and a solution to the problem ap-

pears this month. It seems to happen just this way with many of our

reader requests. The willingness to take the time to write a note to help

someone else out is admirable. If this column simply provided such a

forum for assisting one another, it would certainly be a success.

By the way, if your letter doesn't appear in this column, don't fret. All

of the letters are read: if you take the time to write them, we take the time

to read them. Whatever you do, don't stop writing. Your voice, your

opinion, matters.

So many letters are coming in that we may have to hold a B.U.G.

convention one of these days. Can't you just see the headlines—B.U.G.s

Meeting in Hawaii.

The New Kid on the Block. Apple has announced its new business

computer. Lisa, as it is affectionately named, sounds like quite a

machine.

The Lisa sells for about $10,000. It comes with an integrated pack-

age of programs, including a spreadsheet, two graphics programs, a

word processing program, a database management system, and a proj-

ect management program. Because the programs are "integrated," they'll

be especially easy to use. In fact, ease of use seems to be the hallmark of

this new machine.

The Lisa also comes equipped with a mouse, a device not unlike a

joystick that allows the user to move an arrow around the screen to select

items. This means that the user will be required to do less typing. The
Lisa is very often set up to communicate with the business user by means
of graphics. For example, when you want access to information in a par-

ticular database, you might use the mouse to point to a picture of a file

cabinet.

The new machine has one megabyte of main memory, two built-in

floppy disk drives (each allowing for 871 K of additional storage), and a

detachable keyboard with numeric keypad.

The Lisa has the potential to be one of the most exciting computers

available to the business user. Consider this only a brief preview; more
information should be available soon.

VisiCalc Users. As you probably know, a new 128K RAM version

of VisiCalc is now available for your Apple II. In addition to the stan-

dard VisiCalc features you all know and love, the new version provides

various new capabilities. It allows you to protect selected cells so that

their contents can't be accidentally erased, and allows you to "hide" se-

lected cells in order to build confidential information into a model and

prevent it from being seen by unauthorized users. It also gives you var-

iable column widths (a capability long sought after by many users), an

expanded, easier-to-use replicate command, full financial capabilities

(including internal rates of return), on-screen help messages that can be

activated with a single keystroke, and easy multisheet consolidation.

Enough? Nope! VisiCalc Advanced Version does even more. Users

now get much more formatting capability; new features include justifica-

tion and centering, a floating dollar sign, a percent sign, commas for use

in large numbers, user control of the number of significant digits in a

number, the use of parentheses for negative numbers, and debit and

credit symbols (DB and CR). Furthermore, you can display or print for-

mulas at the individual cell locations or for the entire worksheet. Some

additional math functions, including modulo, round, and weighted aver-

age calculations, have also been provided.

If you've already developed some VisiCalc III worksheets, they can

easily be run with the new Advanced Version. This is a fine example of a

good product made better. If you use VisiCalc often, you may find this

new version worth considering.

Software Profiles. Datapro Research Corporation, a McGraw-Hill
company, produces several major publications that may be of interest to

you. Although these are rather expensive documents, they have the po-

tential to be quite helpful to certain business users.

The first publication is Datapro's Directory of Microcomputer Soft-

ware. This directory lists more than two thousand comprehensive (and

objective) descriptions of microcomputer software packages for twenty-

seven applications areas. These descriptions include user ratings and sup-

plier profiles. The material is readable and thorough, and monthly up-

dates are provided. To be sure, the directory doesn't focus solely on soft-

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT LIMITED
and its staff of seasoned Professionals

PRESENTS
AN ORIGINAL CONCEPT IN
• Software Placement
• Marketing Consultants
• Foreign Licensing
• Translations
• Agents for Publishers and
Authors/Programmers

Now - Publishers can realize their full

market share - worldwide and Program-
mers can concentrate on creativity!

!

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT LIMITED
758 E. Bullard, Suite 101 P.O. Box 2153
Fresno, Calif. 93710 Oakhurst, Calif. 93644
[209] 683-2446 [209] 683-821
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ware for the Apple. It is, however, a useful resource when you need to

find out if there is a program available for a particular application. The

materials cost around $300 and can be examined for ten days at no

charge.

Datapro also publishes a series called Management of Small Com-

puter Systems. You can try looking for these publications at a centrally

located library or a university facility. In addition, a note or phone call to

Datapro will get you free information.

B.U.G.s Have More Fun. There isn't a lot of pizzazz in business ap-

plications. Spreadsheets, word processors, accounting packages, and da-

tabases just don't have the same charisma that Time Zone, Wizardry,

Frogger, and Centipede do. Be that as it may, every now and then a prod-

uct comes along that's both useful and fun. One such product is the

Voice Box from the Alien Group.

The Voice Box is aptly named: it allows your Apple to speak. The

package includes a board to be plugged into slot 4 of your Apple, a bet-

ter speaker than your Apple's built-in speaker, a disk with a dictionary,

some demonstration programs on disk, and a guide to operation and in-

stallation. Once the board has been installed and the speaker connected

(easy tasks), your Apple can talk. Amazingly enough, it talks pretty well.

Yes, it speaks in a bit of a monotone, but the words are clear and

distinct.

One option lets you type whatever you wish on the keyboard; when

you press return, the Apple verbalizes what you typed. If the words

you've used are in the Voice Box dictionary, they'll sound quite nice. If

you've used a new word, it probably won't be spoken correctly. To reme-

dy this, you simply type in the word as it would sound. For instance, the

name "Tom" might have to be typed as "Tawm" in order to sound right.

Once you've determined and entered the phonetic spelling of a word, you

can store it in the dictionary and have it recognized in the future.

A second option allows you to write a program that "sends" your

print statements to slot 4 of the Apple. In effect, this means that what

would have been printed will now be spoken. Some rather interesting ap-

plications can be achieved by means of this option. In addition, the Voice

Quick Search Librarian (QSL) makes it easy to enter and edit

your journal references, search for articles, and print or sort a

list of articles using the 48K APPLE* II + computer. Important

QSL features include;

• Two keystrokes select any one of 255 keywords or any one
of 255 journal titles

• Four lines available for listing authors, title and/or comments,

• Powerful data base screen editing, copying and merging
features

• Average search speed is 50 articles/second with multiple cri-

teria; average sorting speed is 40 articles/second when sort-

ing on 3 fields

• Typically, 1000 articles can be stored on a single disk.

• Includes sample data base and tutorial for Scientific American.
1981

VISA or Mastercard orders accepted QSL manual available sep-

arately for $5 (Price of manual deductible later with purchase

of QSL software ) Add $1 50 for shipments made in U.S.A.

Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

-m- INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.

1 1 1 1 1 P O- Box 771 ,
Dept. 2

Ul State College, PA 1 6801 , (81 4) 238-8294

Box can display a face (it's not very attractive, though) that raises its eye-

brows and moves its lips as it speaks.

Lastly, the Voice Box can sing. Barry Manilow, don't panic. All in

all, this is mainly a fun option.

To build a device like the Voice Box ten years ago would probably

have required the efforts of a Stanford University Ph.D. candidate

and a grant of $200,000. Now you can have your own talking Apple for a

good deal less. The Voice Box alone (you provide your own speaker) sells

for around $140. The package, complete with a dictionary in ROM, sing-

ing capability, and speaker, costs about $215. This is a fun product with a

lot of potential, particularly as an addition to CAI programs, business

training programs, typing tutorials, and programs for the physically

disabled.

B.U.G.s Helping Bugs. A short time ago, one of our readers asked

for some help in getting Apple Writer to use all of the features of the Ep-

son printer. This was, as it turned out, a problem many readers had come
up against. Various readers who'd solved the problem wrote in to share

what they'd discovered. Everyone who wrote indicated that finding a

way to get the most out of the Apple Writer/Epson interface was a la-

borious process, and no one had been able to get much help from other

sources.

It was indeed with some elation that B.U.G.s from all over wrote to

share their "finds." Almost everyone's solutions were basically the same

(and almost all respondents included a sample of what they could now
do with their Epson, proof positive of their success in solving this baf-

fling puzzle).

One response, from Dan Cogan of Okemos, Michigan, was particu-

larly clear and well written. He deals with interfacing Apple Writer and

an MX-80 with Graftrax Plus, although if you have an MX-lOO, the

principle is the same. Cogan writes:

"I first created a glossary of print options to enable me to call any of

them with two keystrokes—control-M plus the one-letter glossary defi-

nition. This file, created with Apple Writer II, was then saved under the

name Print Glossary. It was recalled by typing control-Q to enter the ad-

ditional-functions menu, followed by the number 5 to load a glossary

file. A prompt requests the file name, and I enter Print Glossary.

"As an example, to enter the definition for double width, enter the

following

Step Keystroke

1 d

2 control-V

3 control-N

4 control-V

5 return

"1. The small letter d defines the glossary item.

"2. The control-V tdh Apple Writer that the characters following are

not commands to the word processor but are instead to be accepted as

text. As page 51 of the Apple Writer manual explains with regard to this

mode, 'You may enter control characters as text file entries for purposes

such as controlling special printer features.'

"3. Control-N, according to page C-1 of my Epson manual, turns

on the double-width mode for the current line. Apple Writer doesn't have

the ability to count spaces correctly when using double-width or com-

pressed characters, so they're best used on a single line followed by a

return.

"4. The control-V turns off text file entry of control characters so

that control characters will once again be treated as commands to the

word processor.

"A somewhat different problem is presented by print options, such as

italics, that can't be represented by control characters. In this case, sub-

stitute escape-4 for control-N in step 3.

"Follow step 3 with control-V and return, as in the first example. This

permits entry of the codes required for many options (according to the

table on page B-1 of the Epson manual).

"To turn off the italics, substitute the number 5 for the number 4.

Underscoring is a little different. After hitting the escape key, enter a —1.

To stop underscoring, type shift-control-P (that is, hold down both the

shift and control keys while typing the letter P) after the escape and
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minus keys have been pressed. According to the table on page C-1 of the

Epson manual, this is the null character, and it seems to provide the zero

that's required to stop underscoring.

"I enter my table of definitions using Apple Writer II as described

earlier, separating each definition by a return. Remember that the first

letter is the definition and that upper and lower case letters are separate

definitions. Thus, I define double-width mode with a small d and define

turning off double-width mode with a capital D. Similarly, I define

underscoring with a lower-case u and turn off underscoring with a capi-

tal U. Once I've entered all the definitions, they are saved as just de-

scribed and then recalled using the additional functions menu, option

number 5. At this point, simply typing control-G followed by the single

letter definition will allow a wide variety of print options with Apple

Writer II, using only two keystrokes."

Cogan goes on to say that the task of writing his letter made him

appreciate how difficult it must be to write good documentation. We
would say that his presentation was quite well done and should be of

great help to many a reader. Many thanks.

More Help from B.U.G.s. Jerry Brieger of Redmond, Washington,

lets readers in on a "completely undocumented, but very useful" fact. He
writes to say that "a simple control-O [not zero] will initialize the Epson

for compressed print. This is especially useful when you're printing

spreadsheets. Just turn the printer on, then the Apple, push reset, then

pr#l, control-O, and you have compressed print until you turn the

printer off. If you have Graftrax or the new Model III, hitting escape-4

turns italics on while using Apple Writer II and escape-5 turns italics off.

Be sure to use upper-case letters!"

From Gary Mott of Mason City, Iowa, comes news that the solu-

tion to the Epson/Apple Writer problem lies in the fact that you must be

in upper-case. "Control-K is used in the sequence of commands only if

the upper-case-shift lock has not already been activated. My system

doesn't have shift-key modification. I have used the commands on a sys-

tem with the modification. The only difference is the escape escape se-

quence. With the shift-key modification, the escape key need only be

pressed once. An example:

Emphasized mode on: control-K, control-V, escape, escape-E,

control-V.

Eric Oshlo of Katy, Texas, suggests that readers wanting to use all

the features of their printers find out more about a program called the

Universal Text Formater by Ziggurat Software in Arlington Heights,

Illinois. Oshlo has Apple Writer 1.1 and a NEC 8023-A-C printer. The
Universal Text Formater generates a replacement printer routine for the

one that comes with Apple Writer. Since you can load in your specific

printer control codes prior to installing it on the Apple Writer disk, the

Text Formater works with virtually any printer.

In summary, most of the people who had solutions to the

Epson/Apple Writer printer problem mentioned two important things.

First, after entering control-V mode, you must press the escape key twice

in order to get it into the text. Second, any letters that follow must be

entered in upper-case.

Epson Books. Lots of readers wrote or called to ask for the title of

"that great Epson book." It's called the Epson MX Printer Manual,

published by CompuSoft F*ublishing. It comes as part of the Graftrax

update package when you purchase that option for your Epson. Unfor-

tunately, however, it's not available separately.

Another book you may find helpful is Minuteware's Minute Manual

for Apple Writer II. This book contains step-by-step instructions for the

program's six basic operating procedures, as well as information per-

taining to the other operating procedures, such as print preview and

pause while printing (which aren't given in the Apple Writer II manual).

The book also contains complete Epson printing instructions to be used

by those who have Graftrax and those who don't. It also contains a be-

ginner's guide to word processing and a guide to the hardware and soft-

ware enhancements available, such as eighty-column boards, lower-

case adapters, shift-key modifications, Graftrax, and spell-checking

programs.

Print Preview. One of our readers complained that Apple Writer has

no print preview option. Jim Pirisino from Columbia, Maryland, sug-

gests that you can print either a forty-column or an eighty-column dis-

play by means of the following procedure:

INVENTORY MANAGER
WHEN YOU BUY
INFOTORY™...
YOU'RE BUYING
THE BEST!

SSR Corporation has been providing

business solutions for all makes and
sizes of computers for over twelve

years. They know your needs and
how to satisfy them.

They know what management wants
in an inventory system. . .less time

learning and more time producing.

Last year SSR introduced INFO-
TORY. . .the ultimate solution to inven

tory management problems.

With INFOTORY ariyorie in the
office can learn the system—in less

than four hours. . .because it's so
easy to use. V

INFOTORY

Even though the system is easy to learn and
operate it has great flexibility and power.

INFOTORY promises the information you
need-— when you need it and the way you

want it. You design your own report with

INFOTORY'S unique reporting feature

called ANYREPORT™. This easy to learn

feature will deliver customized reports within

minutes.

ANYREPORT's capabilities are almost

unlimited. Other inventory systems do
not have an ANYREPORT feature. You
would have to buy an additional soft-

ware package to get this extra. . .and you

might have to take a computer course

to learn how to use it.

So, for the best, most flexible,

simple-to-learn inventory package
available. . .stop in at your near-

est Apple Dealer, or give SSR
a call for more information.

SSR Corporation, 1600 Lyell Avenue, Rochester, New York Telephone 716-254-3200



A liesh Apple deserves fresh software.

Software Dimensions first unveiled

Accountinf; Plus in 1980. Since then, it has

consistently heen recognized by leading com-

puter ma).;azines as one o( the world's top-

.sellinj,' business acciuinting packages.

Now, there's Accountin;,' Plus Super/e,

brand new and developed especially tor the

new Apple lie. Accounting Plus Supcr/e is an

impressive financial package designed to give

you total control over your company's fiscal op-

erations. The system consists of five interactive

modules that efficiently and effectively handle

fimdamental accounting tasks for small

businesses. It incorptirates General Ledger,

Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,

Inventory, Payroll and more!

This user-friendly system is totally menu-

driven. On-screen prompts guide you every

step of the way. Flexible and versatile. Ac-

counting PUis Super/e can be used with either

two or three floppy disks or a hard disk. Com-

plete cursor control simplifies editing, and a

unique "screen dump" feature permits you to

transfer any information appearing on the

screen to the printer at any time.

The Accounting Plus Super/e General

Ledger maintains a complete audit trail for
. "'I

up to 500 accounts. With automatic posting

capabilities and an extensive reporting system-;:^

Accounting Plus Super/e.simplifies tradi-

ttonally complex, tedious tasks, including,
, z;;^

payroll and inventory. .

'
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Power. Efficiency. Ease of operation.

These are the hallmarks of Acccninting Plus' ,

•

Super/e, the most advanced accounting man-

agement system you can buy. . . right down to its

new package design with built-in copy stand.
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1. Press control-P.

2. Type PDO (zero) and press return.

3. Type SP1 and press return.

4. Type NP and press return.

Each page will be individually previewed on the screen, and you'll be

asked for your approval to continue to the next page. Use control-S to

stop and start the scrolling of the text on each page. Even with a forty-

column display, you'll be able to see such things as page breaks and in-

terrupted charts.

To go back to printing on the printer, do the following:

1. Press control-P.

2. Type PD1 and press return.

3. Type SPO (zero) and press return.

It's a Plot. Ronald Sladky of Perrysburg, Ohio, provides some an-

swers for a B.U.G. member who wondered whether a color plotter was

better than a color printer. Sladky has a Hewlett-Packard eight-pen plot-

ter and an IDS Prism printer. According to Sladky, the plotter is far

superior when it comes to graphics and can vary text size more than the

printer can. The plotter is much slower, however, and must have its

sheets fed to it one at a time.

Daisy, Daisy, Give Me Your Answer. A Diablo owner in Lake-

wood, Colorado, has responded to another reader's request for informa-

tion about how well daisy wheel printers do graphics. Paul Goble has

been using his Diablo 620 for about four months. It's a low-cost daisy

wheel printer that uses new ninety-eight-character encoded print wheels.

Both the ribbon and the print wheel are easily changed. Bidirectional

printing at twenty characters per second and proportional spacing are

fxjssible.

Goble uses a software package (Sensible Software's Image Printer) to

dump hi-res screens to the printer. Graphics are printed one dot at a

time. Even with bidirectional printing, the process takes a long, long

time. The samples Goble included in this letter were quite nice. He said.

however, that one picture (a simple half-page, but dark, picture) took

seventeen minutes to print.

The image quality of the Diablo 620 is much better than that avail-

able from most dot-matrix printers, and lots of special effects can be

achieved by using special characters. The paper movement of the ma-

chine is extraordinarily precise and results in very accurate graphics. If

you're not going to need the capacity to print graphics very often but

will need a high-quality printer, Goble definitely recommends a daisy

wheel.

More B.U.G. Requests. Here are a couple of additional requests

from readers. See if you can help them out. Who knows—they may help

you out one day.

One reader, a builder/real estate developer, writes, "I'd like a simple

word processing program to use for contracts, leases, rental agreements,

form letters, and mailing lists. I also plan to add CP/M and an eighty-

column board to my Apple. Any suggestions?"

A B.U.G. teacher is using his Epson to prepare dittos and stencils for

distribution as class materials. He finds that the only way to get a good

ditto impression is to use double strike and emphasized mode. Does any-

one else use an Epson in this way? Are there better techniques?

Time Out. Well, we've only covered about half of what we were hop-

ing to this month; we'll just have to lobby for more space in upcoming is-

sues. Take care of yourselves. Keep writing; keep suggesting. Next

month; WordStar and printer solutions, product reviews, and some sur-

prises. See you then.

The Alien Group, 27 West 23rd Street. New York. NY 10010; (212) 741-1770.
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764-0100. Minuteware. Box 2392, Columbia, MD 21045; (301) 995-1166. Sensible
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diagnostic and system assurance tool
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The Simplicity of

Modularity
BY ALLEH mmo

"Those who do not learn from the past are condemned to repeat it."

—George Santayana

The Apple II is an extremely versatile machine, exhibiting different

personalities under different operating systems and programmable in a

number of languages. These languages include Basic (the native lan-

guage of the Apple II), Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, Pilot, Logo, Forth, Tiny

C, Lisp, microSpeed, PL/1, and 6502 assembly language, as weD as as-

semblers for a variety of coprocessor boards. One of the most recent ad-

ditions to the Apple II family of languages is Modula-2, a compact yet

powerful structured programming language.

Simplicity versus Complexity. A never-ending debate in the design

of computer programming languages centers on the issue of complexity.

Language designers must weigh the virtues of simplicity, which pro-

motes rapid learning and program readability, against the advantages

gained when complexity is introduced in the form of many convenient

programming features.

Basic is an example of a language that, at least in its original concep-

tion, was designed to be quite simple. That Basic failed to remain simple

as machine-specific dialects evolved was the consequence of its failure to

provide many essential features, such as disk I/O.

PL/1, on the other hand, is an example of a language designed to

provide many features, at the price of increased complexity. One conse-

quence of PL/l's complexity is that it's difficult to fit a compiler for the

language into a personal computer. (An Apple II PL/1 subset compiler

exists, but it requires 64K RAM, a Z-80 card, and two eight-inch floppy

disk drives—not an inexpensive personal computer configuration.)

Pascal is an example of a powerful, modem computer language that

is nonetheless simple. Niklaus Wirth designed Pascal to be a straightfor-

ward teaching language, and its simplicity has contributed to its wide ac-

ceptance in colleges and universities. The advantage of simplicity in Pas-

cal is not, however, just that it can be learned fairly easily. Pascal's sim-

ple, structured design promotes a programming style that underscores

the logical structure of a program's design. Simplicity of the language

also promotes the wrifing of programs that are easy to read and modify.

The goals of structured languages like Pascal are, first, to help pro-

grammers write correct code, and, second, to encourage the writing of

maintainable programs. Maintainable programs can be modified by peo-

ple other than the programmers who originally wrote them. Maintaina-

bility is a very important goal for major programming projects. Studies
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have shown that software maintenance may account for 70 to 90 percent

of the total software costs for such projects; controlling this expenditure

has become a matter of vital concern to software industry managers.

Programmers have their own reasons for caring about the issue of

software maintenance. It's a lot more enjoyable to design and write new

programs than it is to spend 70 to 90 percent of one's time trying to fig-

ure out how to modify someone else's code. Pascal-related languages are

therefore of interest to anyone who writes substantial programs ex-

pected to remain in use for some time.

The question is, which language is best?

A Committee of One. Wirth developed Pascal in response to the de-

sign of another programming language, Algol-68, which was aeated over

a period of several years by an international committee of computer sci-

entists. Perhaps because the language was committee-designed, it be-

came unwieldy, as almost all the features desired by the experts were add-

ed to the language. Rejecting the notion of a language built to the specifi-

cations of a committee, Wirth produced in 1968 the much simpler and

more elegant programming language, Pascal.

The verdict of history, in this instance, supports the efforts of the in-

dividual language designer over those of the committee. Today Pascal is

the computer language employed most widely for teaching program-

ming in American universities. In addition, it has enjoyed widespread

success on personal computers, with many thousands of personal com-

puter users employing UCSD Pascal, and with tens of thousands of Ap-

ple II owners making use of Apple Pascal (which is based on UCSD Pas-

cal). By contrast, there is no demand for Algol-68 compilers for personal

computers.

Enter Ada. Managers and programmers committed to the discipline

of structured programming are now wondering whether history is about

to repeat itself. Ada, a large, complex, feature-laden programming lan-

guage, was painstakingly designed under United States Department of

Defense contracts in the late 1970s. As of this writing, there is no fully

validated Ada compiler available on any computer, although for some

time several have been in development for large superminicomputers and

IBM mainframes. Implementability was one of the design requirements

of Ada, but the compiler generation process is calling into question how
well this requirement was actually met.

Ada is not the first computer language to be developed under the

sponsorship of the Department of Defense. Cobol, one of the lan-

guages abhorrent to structured programmers, was also the product of a

committee sponsored by the defense department.

The Ada language emerged after many years of DOD-sponsored lan-

guage design and development. Ada is named for Lady Augusta Ada
Lovelace, daughter of Lord Byron and the world's first computer pro-

grammer. She wrote programs for Charles Babbage's analytical engine, a

mechanical computer that was never completed because the machine-

building technology of the day could not provide the fine tolerances

called for in its design. Despite years of grant support from the British

government, the analytical engine failed; Ada's critics see a parallel in the

future of the language named for its programmer.

Hundreds of computer scientists and sophisticated computer users

contributed to Ada's many design phases. As a result, the language pro-

vides numerous features, including some that work against the principle

of simplicity. The parallels between Ada and Algol-68 are striking. Is

there a candidate for the role of a simple competitor to Ada? Can any

programming language become an alternative to Ada, as Pascal was to

Algol-68?

The answer, of course, is yes.

All This and Modula-2. Wirth, apparently unhappy once again with

the product of a language-design committee, has produced a new lan-

guage, Modula-2. Wirth based the design of Modula-2 on two lan-

guages he had developed earlier, Pascal and Modula. Modula was an ex-

perimental language for multiprogramming—which is writing programs

that do several different things, such as read from the keyboard and from

a joystick "simultaneously." (In computers that can actually do only one

thing at a given instant, such as an Apple II that hasn't been modified

through the addition of a coprocessor, the simultaneousness is only ap-

parent. Modula permitted the programmer, as well as the user, to treat

the different active processes as if they were simultaneous.) Modula did

not, however, have the fiall range of programming language features that
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Pascal has. Modula-2 incorporates these Pascal-like features with a syn-

tax more like Modula's; hence the name, Modula-2.

Small Can Be Beautiful. Modula-2 was designed by a single com-

puter scientist driven by a consistent vision that placed a high value on

simplicity in the language. As a result, the core of Modula-2 is quite

small; Wirth defined it in a book of only 48 pages. In contrast, the Pas-

cal book has 167 pages (Jensen and Wirth's Pascal User Manual and Re-

port) and the Ada document tops out at 236 {Reference Manualfor the

Ada Programming Language, Proposed Standard Document). The econ-

omy in Modula-2's syntax was achieved, in part, by not including every

desirable feature in the language itself Instead, utility features can be

added in modules, program blocks similar in function to Apple Pascal

units.

Ada, meanwhile, offers a wide range of features, many of which are

quite sophisticated but may be employed only rarely. Charles Moore, the

inventor of Forth, says that Ada has "tried to be all things to all people.

It's much too complex a language—especially for the less experienced

programmer.'"

Ada and Modula-2 have a number of similarities. Both took Pascal

as a starting point for development (although Ada deviates from that

standard more than does Modula-2). The experienced Pascal program-

mer will find it fairly easy to follow most of the source text of programs

written in either language.

Both Ada and Modula-2 seek to remedy a number of the same de-

sign flaws in Pascal. Enhancements provide for concurrent processing

and more direct programmer access to the machine. An important set of

changes enforces a more modular approach to programming than does

standard Pascal.

Working Together, Separately. Modular programming encourages

the independent development and testing of conceptually separate por-

tions of a program. This modularity permits the assignment of different

functions of a major programming project to different programmers,

who, once the software interfaces among the separate parts have been

specified, can develop programs independently.

Modular programming is an important prerequisite for the emer-

gence of a software-engineering discipline. From a software-engineering

viewpoint, programs are not usually the result of the artistic vision of a

programming virtuoso working in isolation from other programmers.

Instead, programs are built up out of a set of software components pro-

duced by software engineers who may even be anonymous to each other.

On large software projects, the software-engineering approach is par-

ticularly important. Different programming teams may be assigned dif-

ferent portions of the programming task. For example, one team may
develop a set of user input routines, another may work on saeen and

printer output portions of the program, while still another might work

on database manipulation procedures. The project manager sees to it

that the separate portions of a program interact with each other only by

means of software interfaces with an agreed-upon structure. One team

cannot change this structure (in order to optimize a data representation

for input or output, for example) without prior approval from the proj-

ect manager. Each time a change of this sort is approved, all the teams

working on the project must take it into account. Working this way can

be time-consuming and expensive. For this reason the software inter-

faces get plenty of attention during the planning stage of a programming

project.

Both Ada and Modula-2 are intended to enforce modularity in order to

encourage a software-engineering approach to software development.

Even UCSD Pascal and Apple Pascal provide some features in support

of modular programming that are not part of Wirth's original definition

of Pascal. The most important of these is the unit, which provides for the

separate compilation of program portions that can later be used by main

programs.

In the Apple Pascal approach to units, the interface portion of the

unit specifies which parts of the unit are public—that is, which parts can

be used by other programs. The implementation portion of a unit con-

tains the actual code for that unit, including both the public and the "pri-

vate" (or invisible) procedures and functions. The Apple Pascal turtle

graphics unit, for example, contains public procedures such as

PENCOLOR and MOVETO that can be used by other programs to
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draw on the hi-res saeen. Other procedures in turtle graphics are used by

the public procedures but aren't available to outside programs. These are

the private portions of the unit.

Special Security. Modula-2 goes several steps beyond UCSD Pas-

cal units in ensuring that separate program portions maintain their in-

tegrity throughout the program development process. Hugh Mack-

worth, a product manager in the Apple III Product Group at Apple

Computer, points out that Modula-2's modules are superior to Pascal's

units in that they are more secure. Modules have two parts, a definition

and an implementation, which are compiled separately. The definition

part of a module resembles the interface concept in UCSD Pascal and

Apple Pascal. Like a unit, a module can be used by other modules and

programs that are its clients. All communication between the implemen-

tation part of a module and its client is set forth in the module definition.

The extra level of security provided by the preset communication is

that a programmer cannot accidentally (or maliciously, for that matter)

alter the definition portion of a module and foist it off on an unsuspect-

ing client module that must use it. It could be disastrous if the value of

PENCOLOR were changed to be an integer (from 0 to 7, say) instead of

a type COLOR (WHITEl, BLACK 1, or whatever). A client module

that expects to be able to say

IF PENCOLOR = WHITE1 . . .

instead of

IF PENCOLOR = 0 . .

.

will clearly not perform correctly if the module it uses is changed arbi-

trarily. The Modula-2 system requires that the client module be recom-

piled if the definition of the module it uses has been changed.

A Wirthwhile Definition. Wirth's publication of the Modula-2 defi-

nition has met with approval in software engineering circles. Tom De-

Marco, a structured systems development expert with Yourdon, a large

software consulting house, argues, "If you go back and compare Mod-
ula-2 to the statement of objectives published for Ada, you're likely to

conclude, as I do, that Modula-2 satisfies most of them as well as Ada,

but with far less obfuscation."^

Modula-2, when first announced, was not available commercially on

any computer. The original implementations in Wirth's lab in Switzer-

land were done on PDP-11 minicomputers and an experimental super-

micro called Lilith. Further experimental implementations have been

performed at the University of Utah's computer science department. Un-
til now, however, those interested in Modula-2 have had no convenient

way of getting hands-on experience with the language.

Volition Systems, a software house based in Del Mar, California, has

solved this problem by releasing an implementation of Modula-2 for the

Apple II computer. Volition Systems hopes to implement Modula-2 for

computer manufacturers and large software houses interested in doing

systems and applications programming in this advanced language.

Volition views its Apple II implementation as a working advertise-

ment for the Modula-2 language, one that will attract assignments to de-

velop Modula-2 systems for other computers, such as the Lisa and other

advanced 68000 systems now appearing in the personal computer mar-

ket. Apple II owners don't have to wait, however: the complete system is

already available to them.

Used in conjunction with the Apple Pascal 1.1 operating system,

Modula-2 is a complete software development system. The Volition Sys-

tems Modula-2 compiler offers the standard Modula-2 language, with

two differences. These are forward declarations, which permit a proce-

dure to be referenced before it is defined in a source file, and packed data

representations, for more economical use of storage space. Both of these

features are familiar to Apple Pascal users.

Using the Library. Additional features, including many based on the

UCSD Pascal operating system, are available not as language extensions

but rather as modules. A total of twenty-two utility modules to support

program execution are provided in a module library.

As in Apple Pascal, the library is a separate file, usually kept on the

boot disk, that contains frequently used program portions. This file is

usually called M0DULA2.LIBRARY, but other libraries can be created

by the programmer and can be called from whatever disk they reside on.

A module such as turtle graphics is kept in the library. From there it can

be used by any program that wants to take advantage of the software it

provides for manipulating the hi-res screen.

The Modula-2 language is actually smaller than Apple Pascal. Many
essential capabilities are not included in the language directly; instead,

they're provided in the utility modules found in the library. These li-

brary modules provide for sequential file handling, random-access file

routines, standard read and write routines, storage allocation (Apple

Pascal programmers will be happy to get working NEW and DISPOSE
procedures), a math library, console handling, subprogram calling, and a

process scheduler for concurrent processes such as the standard utility

modules called for by Wirth's specification of Modula-2. In addition,

Volition Systems provides modules that give the programmer access to

UCSD features such as string functions and procedures, UCSD file han-

dling routines, CRT I/O procedures, and some bit-handling facilities.

A recent Modula-2 release offers programmers the capability of call-

^ MORGAN X
COMPUTING CO., INC.
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.)
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ing Pascal programs from Modula-2, and gives them access to the turtle

graphics and Applestuff library units. The new release also offers facil-

ities for interrupt-driven processes, permitting real-time control in

Modula-2.

The major advantage of Modula-2 over Apple Pascal is that Mod-

ula-2 enforces a structured development discipline. During the devel-

opment of a major software product, programmers working on different

interacting modules need only agree on their interfaces, not on the inter-

nal structure of the modules. Once a module definition is established and

compiled, changes in the internal structure of the implementation

part of the module or in the internal structure of the client—the module

that uses the "slave" module—won't cause the client and the module to

interfere with each other. On the other hand, whenever the definition

portion of a module is changed and recompiled, Modula-2 requires the

recompilation of those clients that use the module, as well as the recom-

pilation of the module's implementation. This interface policing ensures

proper communication among modules.

At the time of compilation, every module is given a "module key."

This key is a number generated by looking at the system clock. The sys-

tem checks for a module key mismatch between an interface and an im-

plementation or client at run time. If a mismatch is found, a program

won't run until all necessary parts have been recompiled. This enforce-

ment policy permits the improved software development methods char-

acteristic of structured programming by preventing users from abusing

the modular approach.

Computer-Age Mad Hatters. At some point in the development of

any new computer programming language, someone has to decide just

which features are part of the language and which are not. International

standards committees are formed to determine whether extensions to an

existing language are necessary, and, if so, what form they should take.

This is necessary because different computer manufacturers can, and us-

ually do, release different versions of the same language. Rather like the

Mad Hatter in Alice in Wonderland, who claimed that words meant

whatever he wanted them to mean, the computer manufacturers and

compiler developers seem to say that Basic or Fortran or Pascal are de-

fined by their versions of these languages. The differences that result can

make programs written in the same language on two different machines

incompatible. This means that a lot of expensive reprogramming must be

done when a program is transferred from one machine to another, even

though the same language is being used on both.

Because the Modula-2 language core is small, the task of defining a

standard is straightforward. The techniques used for I/O, process sched-

uling, and storage allocation for a particular Modula-2 implementation

are not part of the language, but are rather provided in standard mod-
ules. This means that users can replace the utilities provided with others

of their own invention. Furthermore, these features, because they are

provided by modules, need be present in a system's memory only when
they're required by an applications program, thus conserving system re-

sources.

Comparatively Speaking—Benefits and Burdens. Modula-2 per-

mits low-level machine access by providing pointer arithmetic and fixed-

address variables, thus obviating the need for the tricky variant records

required to get at machine addresses in Pascal. Furthermore, Modula-2

provides for explicit type conversion, thereby giving the programmer bet-

ter access to the machine than Pascal does, while making the intent clear-

er than most Pascal methods for type conversion do.

Dynamic array parameters are possible in Modula-2. Pascal pro-

grammers will rejoice at not having to set array bounds for formal pa-

rameters at the time that a subprogram is written.

Procedure variables are available in Modula-2. This is a more gen-

eral form of the proposed procedure parameter enhancement to ISO
Pascal, the version of Pascal authorized by an international standards

group.

Fewer BEGIN-END pairs are required in Modula-2 than in Pascal,

because the WHILE, WITH, FOR, and IF constructs are all terminated

with END.
Translation Process. Like Apple Pascal programs, Modula-2 pro-

grams must be compiled to p-code before they can be run. P-code is in-

terpreted to a microprocessor's instructions at run time by a portion of

the operating system called the p-code interpreter. The result is transport-

ability; a program compiled to p-code can be executed on any system

that has a p-code interpreter. Programs in compiled languages also run

Go on, bring a nice teacher to your AppleTM

E-Z Learner
E-Z Learner—a menu-driven progrann, creates, stores

and reviews questions and answers on the subject of

your choice. Edit the questions and answers, update,
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Strain Your Brain
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Learner to your needs. Different subjects can be stored

on a separate files, reviewed individually or merged for

major exam review. Missed questions will be repeated
at the end of the program until you get them right.

Tricky! Tricky!

Challenge yourself. Have E-Z Learner throw questions

randomly or give the answers to which you must
supply the questions. Will E-Z Learner be outsmarted?

By encouraging quick thinking, E-Z Learner ensures

that the answers you seek are truly learned, not

momentarily memorized.

Take a Break
E-Z Learner's "bookmark" allows you to interrupt your

study then pick up exactly where you left off. Use E-Z
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refreshing. Whenever real learning is important,

knowledge is at your fingertips with E-Z Learner.
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faster than those written in interpreted languages like Basic.

There are other minor but welcome improvements to Pascal in Mod-
ula-2. Constant expressions are permitted, so that the programmer can

make constant declarations like

CONST HALFMAX = MAX DIV2.

Declaration order restrictions are relaxed, which makes it possible to

group constant, type, variable, and procedure declarations in a natural

way. Flow of control is improved through the inclusion of features such

as LOOP-EXIT. The CASE statement has been improved—first, by per-

mitting subranges as well as constants as case selectors and, second, by

providing an explicit ELSE condition as an option.

Logical expressions are evaluated from left to right and the evaluation

is short-circuited. This means that if a complex expression like

IF (A AND (B AND (C AND D)))

is being evaluated and A turns out to be false, the evaluation will stop

and return the value false for the whole expression, since the expression

as a whole cannot be true, no matter what the truth values of B, C, and

D are.

In Pascal, the entire expression is evaluated. This "full evaluation"

feature of Pascal is annoying; it means that the programmer must al-

ways insert extra if clauses to ensure that there will be no attempt to eval-

uate expressions that use array indices that exceed array bounds. With

short-circuited evaluation, the programmer can simply put an array

bounds check ahead of the reference to the array in a sequence of

ANDed Boolean expressions.

Modula-2's many benefits are partially offset by some disadvan-

tages. The simplicity of Modula-2 syntax imposes some extra burdens on

the programmer. One example of this is the lack of generic I/O proce-

dures. In Pascal, the program can use the single procedure WRITE to

output integers, real numbers, characters, and (in UCSD Pascal) strings.

In Modula-2, variables of each type must be output with a procedure

that takes parameters of that type. This means more lines of source code

for the programmer to write, but the compiled code is no less compact or

efficient than that produced by a Pascal compiler. The difference is that

the Modula-2 programmer must do some of the work that is handled by

the compiler in Pascal.

Many programmers may find Modula-2's case sensitivity an annoy-

ance. Upper and lower case are significant in Modula-2; the variable

MyVar has a different referent from the variable MYVAR, and both are

different from Myvar. It's easy to forget what you've capitalized. For-

tunately for users of unmodified Apple II Pluses, the Volition Systems

implementation provides a compiler option to turn off case sensitivity.

Side by Side. Listings 1 and 2 compare simple Apple Pascal and

Modula-2 programs, the purpose of which is to display available mem-
ory. Each of these programs displays the memory available with only the

operating system and language support features loaded, along with the

simple program.

In the Pascal program, a long integer variable, Wordsavail, is de-

clared in order to avoid an integer overflow if available memory was

greater than 32K. In the Modula program this is unnecessary, since

MemAvail returns a cardinal value (up to 64K). Note that extra output

statements are required in the Modula-2 version of the program in order

to write out strings, carriage returns, and cardinal numbers.

Modula-2 is an advanced programming language. Its enforcement of

structured program development makes it an appropriate vehicle for at-

tacking major software projects. The process scheduling and direct ma-

Program PascExample;
(* Tells how many bytes of memory are available *)

Var Key: Char;

Wordsavail: lnteger[6];

Begin (* PascExample *)

Wordsavail :
= Memavail;

Writein (Wordsavail * 2, ' bytes are available.');

Writein ('Type< RETURN >. ');

Read (Key)

End. (* PascExample *)

(* 38322 bytes are available with system swapping on *)

Listing 1. A simple Pascal program.
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More detailed information on programming in Modula-2 is

available in a new book by Wirth, Programming in Modula-2.' Ap-
ple owners who believe in hands-on learning can try out the Voli-

tion Systems implementation of Modula-2. The Apple system

must include either an Apple He or another Apple II with the Ap-

ple language system (a 1 6K RAM card plus the Apple Pascal op-

erating system disks) and two floppy disk drives. An eighty-col-

umn display is also recommended, but it's no more necessary than

in Apple Pascal.

The Apple lie uses the Modula-2 system without modifica-

tions to either the software or the hardware. As with the Apple II,

two disk drives and Apple Pascal software are required. The up-

per and lower case keyboard with its full ASCII character set is a

great advantage for editing. The new Apple eighty-column card is

automatically recognized and used by the operating system.

What about the eighty-column card with the second 64K
memory bank? The present Modula-2 release cannot make use of

this extra memory, but Volition Systems expects to be able to sup-

port the entire 128K in a future version. Work is already under

way to supply 128K versions of Modula-2 for other 128K com-

puters. In the planned implementation, the new 64K bank of

memory will probably be devoted to data—the stack and heap in

the Pascal system—freeing up the original 64K for operating sys-

tem and code alone.

MODULE Mod2Example;
(* Tells how many bytes of memory are available *)

FROM UCSDStorage IMPORT MemAvail; (* Type of MemAvail is

CARDINAL *)

FROM InOut IMPORT WriteCard, WriteString, Wrtiein, Read;

VAR Key: CHAR;
BEGIN

WriteCard (MemAvail() * 2, 1);

WriteString (
' bytes are available.'); Writein;

WriteString ('Type< RETURN>. '); Writein;

Read (Key)

END Mod2Example.
(* 30200 bytes are available with system swapping on *)

Listing 2. The corresponding Modula-2 program.

chine access features suit it to systems work. It also offers a number of

small but significant syntax improvements over standard and UCSD
Pascal. Because the language is small and closely related to Pascal, it can

be learned quickly by Pascal programmers. This combination of advan-

tages in Modula-2 has been accomplished at the cost of some inconveni-

ence to the programmer when input/output programming is called for.

On the other hand, it is a tribute to the compactness of this program-

ming language that it can be used on a 64K personal computer.

When More Is Less and Less Is More. Modula-2 has been referred

to as the language that Ada was meant to be. Like Ada, it remedies some
of the problems of Pascal, making it an even more appropriate language

for medium and large-scale programming projects. Unlike Ada, it is a

compact language and can be learned in a fairly short time.

Those who believe that programming languages should include every

potentially useful feature expect that Ada will prove to be a more val-

uable contribution to the discipline of programming than Modula-2. Sup-

porters of simplicity in programming language design claim that Mod-
ula-2 is clearly superior to Ada, not only in learnability and implementa-

bility, but also in how well it encourages the writing of correct programs.

Modula-2 is available now for the Apple II. On the other hand, there

will almost certainly never be a complete implementation ofAda for any

64K machine; it is not clear that a 256K machine is large enough. Still,

larger machines will become more common in the 1980s, and we can ex-

pect full Adas eventually. History, as written by the computer program-

ming community, will decide between these two competing successors to

Pascal. 31
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2. T. DeMarco, "Modula-2: Why It Matters," The Yourdon Report, vol. 6, no. 2,
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3. N. Wirth, Programming in Modula-2 (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1982),

176 pp.

Speed up your Apple™ without changing the engine
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Speed up DOS to a factor of five!

Turbocharger allows most programs to load in under
two seconds. Turbocharger speeds up DOS commands:
• BLOAD • BRUM
• LOAD 'RUN
Turbocharger automatically date stamps your files and
has a built in copy program. Many other useful utilities

are included showing you how to use the Turbocharger.

NO modifications to hardware or disk format needed!

That's right— more speed with no engine changes. No
Apple user should be without the Turbocharger. The
simplicity of use will surprise you. All you need is stan-

dard Apple DOS 3.3. If you want to lay down the rubber

without laying down the dollars see your Apple Dealer

for the Turbocharger.

Simply the best. .

.
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Announcing
The best 6502 Assembler in the World

ORCA/M.
Now. The kind of high-level

support you'd only expect
to find on a main frame.

ORCA/M [Hayden's Object

Relocatable Code Assembler
for Micros) lets you develop

sophisticated applications

with the speed and ease of a

high-level language, yet retain

the control and efficiency that

only assembly language can

give.

Here's what ORCA/M gives

you:

The Assembler

Macro language features:
o Conditional assennbly of

source and nnacro files

o Separate source and macro
files

o Nestable macros
o Parameter mid-string and

string search functions

o Symbolic parameter

assignment
o Numeric, stnng, and boolean

type parameters
o Parameter subscripting

o Global communication
between macros

o Macro expansion loop control

o Count, length and type

,
parameter-attribute functions

Extensive Macro Libraries

Memory Constant
Declarations:

o Integer

o Character

o Four-byte Integer

o Hexadecimal
o Floating Point

Relocatable object module
generation

Fast assembly directly to

disk

Program segmentation:
o Selectively assemble individ-

ual subroutines

o Global and local scope of

symbols

The Linker

Produce executable binary

files from relocatable object

modules

Link routines from library

files

Link subroutine
re-assemblies

Define a new origin for pre-

viously assembled code

Invoke at assembly time or

by command
Subroutine libraries:

o Floating point and double-

precision routines

o Transcendental functions

o Hi- and lo-res graphics

o Multiple-precision integer

math
o Input and output

The Editor

Co-resident screen editor:

o Global search and replace

o Block move
o Entry of non-keyboard

characters

Supports lower case

adapters and shift-key

modification

80-column: horizontal

scrolling with 40-column
displays

The System

Monitor: transparent con-

trol of system from one
command level

Extended Disk Commands:
o File copy
o File undelete

o Catalog sort

o Wildcard filenames

Disk ZAP: Built-in disk

sector editor

Optimized DOS 3.3 compat-
ible operating system

Operating system interface:

o Supports a variety of

configurations

o User-modifiable to allow link-

age of custom drivers for

peripherals

64k RAM supported,

48k required

This unique array of features

and functions speaks for

itself: the power of ORCA is

unsurpassed.

All features are documented
clearly and extensively Source

listings for the subroutine

and macro libraries, as well

as the operating system, are

included.

ORCA. If you're serious about

developing 6502 software, it's

the one to have.

Available from your local

dealer, or call:

800-343-1218

(In MA call 617-937-0200)

ORCA/M: 21609

Apple II disk, 48k, DOS 3.3

Two drives and 64k
recommended

Introductory Price:

$99.95

HAYDEN -f«]ji-.yii2a
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The obvious reason to invest your hard-earned money in the mar-

kets is to make money. The more money you make, the better. But

there's an immutable natural law that keeps the enthusiasm of even the

most stalwart investor within bounds: to make money, you have to risk

money. The more capital you put at risk, the more money you stand to

make, or lose.

Securities and Investment Instruments. The most common form of

investing is buying a security. You buy a security when you pay dollar

for dollar the present market value of that security. You, or your brok-

er, take physical possession of the instrument, and you own it. Theoret-

ically, you stand to make an infinite amount of profit on your invest-

ment; the higher the trading price of the asset goes, the more money you

make. At the same time, your potential loss is limited. You cannot lose

more money than you originally paid for the security.

However, if you leverage your investment (that is, pay only a part of

the purchase price out of your own pocket and borrow the rest), your

loss may end up being much greater than your original out-of-pocket ex-

pense. Say, for instance, that you buy 100 shares ofTTM Industries at a

price of $10 per share. If you purchase the lot (100 shares), your maxi-

mum downside exposure is 100 x $10, or $1 ,000. But if you leverage your

investment (which is also known as buying on margin), you can use the

same $1,000 to control many more than 100 shares. For example, pay-

ing 10 percent of the purchase price with your own money and owing the

balance ($1,000/$ 10 x .1) would allow you to control ten times as many
shares.

If the price ofTTM increased, you'd be in fat city. Your profit would

be ten times as great as it would have been if you hadn't leveraged your

investment. But if TTM decreased in value, you'd be in real trouble! As
the price of the security went lower, you'd have to pay off more and

more of the balance. And remember, the balance you owed would be for

1,000 shares, not 100.

This payment (the money you give the broker as the price of the

stock declines) is known as a margin call. From the point of view of the

seller, it can almost be considered insurance. Ifyou don't have the money
to pay the seller when the price of the security starts to fall, then the sell-

er stands to lose money also. So if you don't ante up, you lose your origi-

nal investment as well as any additional funds you've invested.

Options afford you an alternative investment strategy. They allow

you to control the same 1,000 shares for only a fraction of their market

price. If, say, you thought that TTM was going to increase in value,

you'd buy a call option. A call gives you the right to purchase a specific

number of TTM shares at a negotiated price for the period of the option

contract. For this right, you pay the sellee, or the writer of the option, a

fee known as a premium.

Let's assume that the writer is asking a $2-per-share premium. To ob-

tain a call option for 100 shares, you'd pay the writer $200 ($2 x 100

shares). This would give you the option, the right, to buy 100 TTM shares

at the preset price, known as the striking price. In this example the strik-

ing price is the current price, $10.

This $200 investment gives you the right to buy 100 shares of TTM

(market value $1,000). How might you make money in this situation? If

the price of the stock increased to $14 per share, you'd buy the 100 shares

for $1,000 and then immediately resell them for $14 apiece. Your gross

profit on this transaction would be $400 ($ 1 ,400 - $ 1 ,000). Subtract your

premium cost of $200 and you'd have a net profit, before commission

costs, of $200.

The Put and the Pendulum. There are also options known as puts. A
put allows you to sell a security at a given price. If you believed a secur-

ity was going to decrease in value, you'd buy a put.

If TTM were at $10 per share and you thought it might go down to

$6, you'd buy a put at a $10 striking price per share. Then, if the price of

TTM really did go down to $6, you'd buy TTM at the market price and

exercise your option, selling it at a price of $10 per share. If you paid the

same $200 premium ($2 per share on 100 shares), your net profit before

T.M.WORD ATTACK!
Have fun learning new words! Four motivating exercises

including a fast-action arcade game! 2 disks, 675 words
with definitions and sentences, plus easy-to-use editor (age

9 — adult.)

Ap|»l« II & IBM PC $49.93
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Lee McFadden makes

learning to use your

computer and its programs

an easy, rewarding

experience.

Mastering a new system or even a new

program is not easy. It takes a lot of study, a

lot of trial and en-or, a lot of back-and-forth

between dense manuals and your computer.

Wouldn't it all be so much easier if you had

a knowledgeable friend sitting by your side?

Lee McFadden is that friend. He's been

producing widely acclaimed teaching tapes

for over ten years. He knows what infonna-

tion you need, and exactly when you need

it. Team his skill with the know-how of

technical experts, and you get a faster,

easier way to master your computer and all

its power.

Patented Audio Cassettes

Lee guides you patiently, step-by-step, while

you're sitting at your keyboard. No con-

nection between the computer and your

cassette player is necessary. You learn by

doing, instead of by reading. And even the

tapes are special—a patented HipTrack

system lets you go at your own pace,
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you want.
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Make "computer literacy" a reality in your
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fully indexed Guide included with each

course is, by itself, an invaluable, on-going
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Moneyback Guarantee
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return the program in its original condition

for a full refund. No questions asked.
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may add $2.50 shipping and handling to the
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1-800-2271617, Ext. 439
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'
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How to Use VisiCalc®
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How to Use WordStar *

3 audio cassettes & User's Guide $49.95

Learnby
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commissions would again be $200.

Although the foregoing is a simplified explanation of options, it con-

veys an important point: you the investor can control a large dollar

amount of securities while at the same time limiting your actual invest-

ment, and thus your potential loss.

Options investing requires a great deal more time and attention than

your normal, run-of-the-mill blue chip investment. Market moves can be

quick, complicated, and broad. Options analysis can be divided into two

major components. The first is the analysis of the value of the option-

able security. Is it sound? What are its prospects? The second is pricing.

"How much should I pay to control this security," you ask yourself,

"based on its underlying value and prospects?"

Practitioners and academicians have tried for years to find the best

way to price an option accurately. One of the most significant formulas

to come out of these efforts is the Black-Scholes options pricing model.

This model is the theoretical basis for the package we're going to look at

now, the Stock Options Analysis Package (SOAP).

Stock Options Analysis Program, H&H Scientific (13507 Pendel-

ston Street, Fort Washington, MD 20744; 301-292-3100). $250.

Backup policy: Within six months of purchase, no charge; after six

months, $25. If the registration card is returned within ten days of pur-

chase, an additional copy of the program disk may be purchased for $25.

System requirements: DOS 3.3, Autostart ROM, 48K RAM, and

Applesoft in ROM.
Optional hardware: Printer; D.C. Hayes Micromodem II.

SOAP uses the Black-Scholes options pricing module in determining

the fair price of an option. The fair price is based on the price of the un-

derlying optional security, the dividends paid, the security's volatility, cur-

rent interest rates, and the remaining time (life) of the option. SOAP can

calculate the expected profit or loss for any trade or spread (an options

strategy) involving up to three classes of options on any one security.

SOAP uses five different files to perform its analysis, each of which

holds one or more of the variables used by the options pricing model.

These files are volatility, daily, option download, dates, and commission

schedules.

The Volatility File. Stock price volatility is important data used in

"options pricing" calculations. The more up-to-date your volatility in-

formation is, the more accurate the output of your model will be. SOA P
has a volatility file update program that is used for file maintenance. The
program documentation recommends that you update the stock prices

stored in the volatility file every month or so.

The Black-Scholes model can also be used to calculate the market

volatility. If the market-assigned option price is known, the model will

calculate the market-assigned volatility.

The authors estimate that it takes twenty minutes to update by hand

a file that contains seventy-five entries, as opposed to five minutes to ac-

complish the same task automatically by means of the Dow Jones re-

trieval module within the program. Their estimates appear to be on tar-

get. And if you have trouble finding your way around the financial sec-

tion of your newspaper, the manual update process may take you a little

longer. Updating using the modem whenever possible is a good idea;

modem updates minimize the chance of human error.

The volatility file also stores the dividend payment history, ex-divi-

dend data, and the expiration cycle for each option. An investor should

update the dividend information whenever a company under study an-

nounces a dividend change. The suggested reference for this is Barron's; it

carries both dividend information and ex-dividend dates.

Daily. The Dow Jones auto price fetch module creates the daily file.

The file contains the current prices for all of the securities you have stud-

ied or for any subset you select. Each time SOA Pis run, it checks for the

daily file. If the file exists, you're asked if you want to use the informa-

tion contained in it. If you say yes, then any option carried in the SOAP
program will use the daily file price as the current price. Make sure when
you use it that the file does indeed contain the most recent prices.

Option Download. This file carries the ticker symbols for the pro-

grams fetched by the Dow Jones fetch module.

STOCKMARKET INVESTORS: Calling this toll-fipeenumber
canbe the best"investment"you'llevermake.
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energy sector By 7/30/82. they had declined 53%
Meanwhile, the 20 most undervalued stocks (J C Penney.
Philip Morris. McDonalds, etc.) appreciated 4.3%

In the recent bull market, from 7/82 to 1 1/82. the most attrac-

tive 10%. led by MCI. Tandem. NME. and Mitel, gained 45'

while the DJIA rose only 29%

Whats more, the Maverick foresaw the recent downturn of

technology stocks Tandem,. M/A Com. Scientific Atlanta, and
Tandy And the upturn of IBM, GE and General Foods

Call us toll-free.
No operators, your call comes direct to FSI people who have
the answers Ask about system requirements Ask about our

S25 Home Demo Package (which we
apply to the $175.00 purchase price

when you buy). Ask about some of

the successes that users tell us

about You II never really know how
incredible the Market Maverick is

until you try it'
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In the begimiing . .

.

beep was all you heard

Not a Princess cried. No thunder clapped.

Bombs didn't explode and doors didn't slam.

Villains were silent and aliens were too. The
Wizards were speechless and that wouldn't do.

Now there is

MOCKINGBOARD^'^
You no longer have to imagine the roar of the

crowd or the magical voices of extra-

terrestrials or your favorite song. What you
once imagined can now be heard.

Experience all the moans, the

music and the magic from

Datamost, Sir-Tech Software, AMI, Sierra On-

Line, Gebelli Software, Legend Industries,

Penguin Software, Edu-Ware, Sunnyside Soft,

Hayden Software, Budgeco, American

Educational Software, Designware, Vagabondo

Enterprises, M and R Enterprises, G.Y.S.T.

Lightning Software, Synergistic Software,
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. Document editor • Mall list merge for btusiiiess letters

• Powerful printing program • Pre-prlnted forms manager
• Flexible datalsase • Electronic mall

• Alphabetical Indexer for books and theses

INTEGRATED means that
all of the above is included
in the $250 suggested retail

price, a combination that
would cost hundreds of dol-

lars more— IF you could find

a set of programs that would
work together in the first

place

INTEGRATED means that
every part of the package
follows the same rules
There s no need to learn one
set of keypresses for the
editor and a separate set of

rules for the database

RELIABLE means that ear-

lier versions of this software
have been in the field for

years on the Apple.

THE EDITOR: Auto-con-
figures to 40 or 80 columns
on the Apple Me, supports a

wide variety of 80 column
boards, or runs in 40 column
mode on older Apples. A
coupon for a free Revision 7

LCA IS included for older
Apples.

THE DATABASE: Our users
tell us that the Electronic
Card File is worth the price

of the entire package Its

not really, but with its ease
of use, its multiple alphabet-
ic and numeric sorts, its re-

port options that include to-

tals and subtotals, it is supe-
rior to many databases cost-

ing well over $100 00.

THE PRINTER: For more
demanding output needs,
you can embed format com-
mands in your document
while you edit and let our re-

formatting printer program
handle all of your layout
concerns More than 40 em-
bedded commands allow
you to control every aspect

MAIL LIST MERGE: You
can write documents in the
editor that call for informa-
tion from the Electronic
Card File and merge the in-

formation to produce cus-
tomized forms and form let-

ters Conditional printing al-

lows you to skip words,
blocks of text, or entire let-

ters based on criteria that

you define in each card in

the card file. And you can
also draw information from
other popular databases,
from Visicalc, and from your
own custom programs

PRE PRINTED FORMS
MANAGER: Use a se-
quence of special embed-
ded commands to define the
row and column positions of

the blanks on pre-printed
forms Our template helps
you Then use mail-list
merging to combine infor-

mation from your database
with your pre-printed forms

ELECTRONIC MAIL: With a

Hayes Micromodem you
can transfer your docu-
ments to another compu-
ter—or to your local typeset-

ter for printing.

SPELLING CHECKER: Eas-
ier to use than any other
spelling checker. Ours
comes with 10,000 words
and a capacity for 15,000
more. Or you can start your
own list from scratch. Docu-
ments are scanned, and you
are shown misspellings in

context. Correct them on-
the-fly, or add words to the

dictionary as you scan. A
$75 00 option.

RELIABLE means that thou-

sands of users have logged
more than 1,000,000 hours
of use on the Apple version

RELIABLE means that we
back you up after the sale

with a hotline number
printed right on the program
disk If your dealer doesn t

know the answer, we do

of layout, including pagina-
tion, binding margins, flex-

ible page headers, volume-
length documents, outline

indentation, and far more.
You can employ electronic
shorthand so that commonly
used phrases are represent-
ed by three or fewer key-
strokes And if your printer

IS capable of it, you can do
justification by incremental
spacing, boldface, and more.

4306 Upton Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55410

ALPHABETICAL INDEXER:
This unique tool allows you
to specify page numbers for

each occurrence of a term
and to produce a properly
formatted alphabetical in-

dex of those terms Two
levels of indexing are sup-
ported, so that entries like
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green are handled properly
with two levels of indenta-
tion

ORDER BY PHONE
Available at your local

dealer or call us at

(612) 929-7104
We accept VISA/fvlasterCard

Ask for The
Executive Secretary
at your local dealer.



Dates. This file contains the number of business days within each

month of the year and the number of business days remaining until the

options you're studying expire. The time remaining on any option is a \ery

important parameter and should be kept current. The authors recom-

mend that you update this file every three months.

Commission Schedules. Options to buy and sell will usually incur a

broker's commission cost, just the way any other security will. SOAPa\-

lows you to store the commission schedules of the brokers that you do

business with. The program then analyzes the net profitability effect of

the commission cost on the option being considered. If the commission

schedules of any securities change, you can use SOAP to edit this file and

make the adjustment.

Using the Program. SOAP supplies three numbered commission

schedules: the pre- 1976 standard NYSE commission schedule, a dis-

count broker's schedule, and a full service broker's schedule. Ifyou wish,

you may add your own broker's commission schedule, which should be

identified by its own number. Once you've selected the schedule you

want, the program displays the name of the broker you've selected. If

you've chosen the right schedule, just continue on; if not, you may spec-

ify another commission identifier and the process will be repeated.

Next SOAP searches for the daily file and, if it finds it, displays the

date the file was last updated. If you tell SOAP that this is the file you

want to use, the program automatically reads the price of any option

you've specified in the volatility file. (Otherwise, the file is ignored.) It

then requests the ticker symbol for the security you're going to analyze.

The program then checks the volatility file, and if the security is there,

50/1/' automatically gathers the data needed for the analysis. If the nec-

essary information (including the security's current price) is not in the

file, you're prompted to supply it.

Next you're asked what volatility information should be used. You
have three choices: supplying the information yourself, telling SOAP to

compute the volatility, and instructing the program to get the data from

the volatility file. A short discussion in the documentation describes what

volatilities are most suitable for the types of analysis performed by

SOAP.
Fun, Fun, Fun, with T-Bills. The program also requires you to sup-

ply a short-term interest rate. This may be input as either a decimal or a

percentage. Most investors use the T-bill rate, which can be found in the

Wall Street Journal, Barron's, or the business section of your local

newspaper.

SOAP then requests the current date and the number of business

days remaining in the month. The Black-Scholes model uses this infor-

mation in its calculations. Be very careful that the information you pro-

vide here is correct; the accuracy of the model's predictions will be se-

verely affected if incorrect information has been supplied.

When it comes to investment strategy, SOAP offers you five

choices—calendar spreads, vertical spreads, a straddle position, writing a

covered call, and "other."

The term calendar spread refers to buying a put or call and simul-

taneously selling a put or call on the same security at the same striking

price but on an earlier expiration date. If, when the first option expires,

the security closes at or below the striking price for calls, or at or above

the striking price for puts, you will not have to buy the security back.

You can therefore recognize the premium received as profit. The re-

maining option will still have some value. The investment's performance

win decline if the security's price closes far from the striking price. If the

security closes very high or very low relative to the striking price, the en-

tire investment will be lost.

A vertical spread consists of buying a call at one price and simul-

taneously selling a call with the same expiration date at the next highest

strike price. If this strategy is being followed, the put is sold at the next

lowest strike price. Using calls, this spread generates a profit if the secur-

ity closes at the upper strike price or higher. If puts are sold, the position

is profitable if the security closes at or below the lower strike price.

A straddle position entails buying a put and a call at the same strik-

ing price simultaneously. This strategy is profitable if the price of the se-

curity makes a large movement up or down, and unprofitable if the se-

curity's price closes at or near the strike price.

If you own a security you can write a covered call. For each 100

Make more money with

this new 3-in-1 system.
Finally, you can have all the information, analysis

and authoritative investment advice available to major

portfolio managers right on your Apple 11+
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returns
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advice you receive.
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Printer and Videx 80-column
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For complete details,
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return the coupon today. For even

faster response, call The Boston

Company direct at 617-722-7939.

YES Send me your complete story on Micro PMS so I

can start making more profits from my portfolio with the most sophis-

ticated and complete stock information available.

Mail today to: The Boston Company Micro PMS Group

One Boston Place, Boston, Mass. 02106

Name

Address.
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State_ .Zip_

The Boston Company
A subsidiary of Shearson/American Express, Inc.

Videx is a registered trademark of Videx Corp. Apple is a registered

L trademark of Apple Computer Inc. ©1983 The Boston Company
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shares of the security owned, you may sell (write) one call contract. This

strategy is most often used as a way of increasing the income stream

from a security that has a stable price history or during periods of mar-

ket stability.

The "other" section is used to analyze any combination of up to

three stock or security classes not covered by the previous investment

strategy choices. You can also make use of this section in evaluating an

existing position: the potential gain of the investment is measured against

its present liquidation value.

Volatile Expiration Cycles. SOAP now has all the data it needs to

calculate the market assigned volatility of the security you're looking at.

If the date of the next dividend is not included in the volatility file, you're

asked to supply it. SOAP assumes that there's one dividend pay-out be-

tween each expiration cycle.

If historic volatility is being used, the program displays the stock

name, the quarterly dividend, the dividend date, the volatility of the se-

curity, the date the file was last updated, and the stock price at the last

update.

The program then requests volatilities to be used in subsequent cal-

culations. If more than one option class is being analyzed, you may
choose an average value, a higher value, or a lower value. Your choice

will be contingent on your estimate of the security's future market

performance.

Now that all the data required has been input, a summary menu ap-

pears and displays the information you've entered. If you wish to change

a value or double-check an entry, this is the time to do it. Once you're

satisfied, the analysis begins.

SOAP prints a summary of the transactions to be analyzed. You tell

it the number of days for which you'd like a projection. Ordinarily, your

choice would be the number of days remaining on the earliest option.

The standard deviation of the stock price projected is displayed. The

range of prices to be analyzed will be plus and minus three times the stan-

dard deviation. The calculations are performed using the logarithms of

the prices and standard deviations.

PROTECTING YOURAPPLE ...

AN OPEN AND SHUT CASE

Introducing the APPLE- ^^^^^SS^X"**^!
CENTER Model! 2, an ^^^^^B^^ST- '

openingand closing I ^^^^^^^|^^^'
cabinet for the Apple II. .

Unlocked, the APPLE- ^^^^S'li^^^LJ '

CENTER opens
.up ^^P^|||^^^^^99|r ' ;

to allowyou quick ^^^^ -^^^^i^^H^
and easy access. ^^^^^^^ ' ^^^^^
Locked with the ^^^^^ifcB^F^
key, the APPLE-CENTER ^^^^
shuts tight to protect your

Apple and 2 disk drives. The key also switches power to your

Apple and your monitor Both outlets are protected from dam-
aging voltage ihirges with RKS Industries' SURGE SENTRY We've
even built in a filtered cooling fan. Model 10 comes without

electronics and Is compatible with side mounted fans. .,

(gpplexcenter

)

Call or write for additional information:

n DOSS INDUSTRIES
1224 Mariposa, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 861-2223

Applf I', -H regislfTfd tiddf mr\ik nf Apple Computer, Inr

During the main analysis phase, SOAP examines fifty-one different

prices of the underlying security within the limits defined earlier. At each

price, the program will calculate the fair price of each option class and

the proceeds, including commissions, from closing that transaction. The

net gain or loss at that price is calculated. Every fifth calculation is dis-

played and you're shown the results of eleven computations.

The probability of the occurrence of a particular stock price multi-

plied by the option-dependent profit or loss is calculated. The sum of all

fifty-one calculations is the statistically expected gain or loss for the in-

vestment. If the end result is a gain, the annualized percentage rate of re-

turn, based on both principal and the time period involved, is calculated.

Graphic SOAPs. If you like, you can display the results of SOAFs
analysis as a graph on the hi-res saeen. The vertical scale is the profit or

loss in dollars. The horizontal scale represents the security's closing price.

The profit or loss for plus or minus the three-standard deviation range

comprises the rest of the plot.

You can save the screen to disk and/or print it out. If you save it, the

program checks to be sure that you haven't already saved a plot using

this ticker symbol. If you have, you're asked if you want to overwrite the

earlier plot or if you wish to change the name of the plot you're saving

now; this ensures that you won't inadvertently destroy the earlier plot.

The program then asks if there's another case to analyze. If so, it asks

you to specify the security to be used; if you're using a new security, the

entire input sequence begins again.

Fixed Parameters. The fixed parameters file contains the investor's

computer configuration. Information stored in this file includes the num-
ber of disk drives available, whether or not a micromodem is being used

(and, if so, what slot it's in), the local Dow Jones access number for the

auto fetch module, the Dow Jones password, the log-on characters re-

quired for the communications network used (Telenet or Tymnet), the

printer slot and type, and the required printer control and graphics

characters.

SOAP is compatible with Trendcom 200 graphics and Apple Silen-

type graphics. In order to print the hi-res screen graphics using another

printer, you must enter the necessary instructions in the parameter file.

Any command directly addressable through the Apple's keyboard may
be sent. If your printer requires peek or poke setup commands, you'll

have to save the hi-res graph to disk and print it out later using a graph-

ics driver program.

Control characters for the printer are then displayed in flashing mode
until they have been verified by you. When you've entered all of the con-

trol characters and verified them as correct, they will be saved to disk. At

this point you may place a write protect tab on the program disk, since

no other information needs to be recorded there.

The documentation that accompanies the program contains two

helpful appendixes. The first contains a sample case, which can be used

as a sort of script to follow in learning to use the program, and the sec-

ond is a well-written and comprehensible discussion of the theory under-

lying the Black-Scholes option pricing model. Black-Scholes is steeped in

theory, but it is not black magic. "The second appendix gives the less

quantitatively oriented reader a feeling for what this technique does.

"Three references that can help the investor understand option theory and

options as a practical investment are also listed.

Trapped Errors and Checked Ranges. Overall, SOAP is a good im-

plementation of the Black-Scholes options analysis model. There are,

however, a few things about the program that need to be improved. The

ability to catalog the files on the disk from within the program is lack-

ing, and error trapping and range chedcing for many of the inputs are in-

adequate. Right now it's possible to put alphabetic characters into strict-

ly numeric fields and numeric characters into fields designated alpha-

tjetic. If you should do this, the program will continue until you run the

analysis section, at which point you'll get an error message that refers

you to the DOS 3.3. manual. A program should not refer the user to the

manual for another program. It should either tell users what's wrong vis-

a-vis the screen or refer them to its own manual.

Investors should decide to buy SOAP or not based on their under-

standing of options, option strategies, and the Black-Scholes pricing

model. The program is reasonably priced and can be considered a useful

analytical aid for the options trader.
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Tools of the Craft, Part 21

We've covered a lot of territory in the last couple of years, and have

finally come to the end of the well-traveled segment of the Pascal Path.

From this point on, we head into the dense underbrush, wherein lie all

manner of interesting secrets and techniques, each waiting to be discov-

ered and tamed by you, the bold and inquisitive programmer. Do those

distant drums make you nervous? This is no place for the squeamish, you

know; here you survive by sheer strength of will and speed of wit. If

you're careful, you can return from your jungle sojourn a master of the

Apple Pascal system. If not . . . well, there's no point in dwelling upon

the unpleasant possibilities.

As we proceed, you'd do well to keep eyes and ears open. Observe

everything, and do your best to understand. For instance, taJce that snake

on your right—the one swallowing its own tail. That's a recursive rep-

tile. But you say the word recursion means nothing to you? Well, then,

hold a moment and pay close attention. What you're about to learn

could someday save the life of (or breathe new life into) your favorite

program!

Recursion: Passing Bucks and Peeling Onions. Many a problem or

process is like an onion or a peail. Ether of these familiar objects consists

of layers and layers of virtually identical material, all surrounding a

small, simple core, or kernel. Each layer bears a straightforward rela-

tionship to the one beneath it, except that the innermost layer is based on

the kernel itself.

Consider the mathematical operation, factorial. The exclamation

point is used to signify factorials: "3!" is read as "three-factorial," "10!"

as "ten-factorial," and so on. The factorial of a positive integer n is the

product of all the integersfrom I ton, except that 0! is defined as 1. Thus,

1! is 1; 2! is 1*2, or 2; 3! is 1*2*3, or 6; 4! is 1*2*3*4, or 24; and 5! is

1*2*3*4*5, or 120. There is nothing mysterious about computing fac-

torial values using Pascal; a FOR-loop is aptly suited to the task, as in

the following function:

FUNCTION
Factorial(N: Integer)

:lnteger;

('AUTHOR: Jim Merritt

VERSION: 1 .0 (1 -Jan-83)

DESCRIPTION: Compute and return N! for all nonnegative N. Return 0
for negative N, which is not mathematically correct, since the

mathematical operator ! does not apply to negative numbers; still,

the function has to return something in such cases. This version

uses FOR-loop iteration to do the trick. *)

VAR
I, TempF

:lnteger;

BEGIN (* Factorial *)

IF (N < 0)

THEN
Factorial :

= 0

ELSE
BEGIN

TempF := 1; (* 0! and 1! — trivial cases *)

FOR I := 2 TO N DO
TempF := TempF *

I;

(* Loop body won't execute if N = 0 or N = 1, leaving

TempF as 1. *)

Factorial := TempF;
END;

END (* Factorial *);

The factorial operation, however, has an interesting, onionlike na-

ture that suggests another method of computation. This deeper nature

becomes clear after parentheses have been inserted at appropriate points

vidthin the expression defining any particular factorial. Consider 5!, for

instance:

((((((1)*1)*2)*3)M)*5)

By modifying this diagram slightly, we reveal that each layer of the

factorial "onion" represents a valid factorial value in its own right, but

only by virtue of building upon inner layers:

[[[[[[0!]1!]2!]3!]4!]5!]

The value of 5! depends on that of 41, which depends on that of 31,

which depends on that of 2!, which depends on that of 1!, which de-

pends on that of 0!, the kernel. This chain of interdependence between

factorial values implies that the Pascal function Factorial might be writ-

ten in the following fashion:

FUNCTION
Factorial(N: Integer)

: Integer;

(*AUTHOR: Jim fvlerritt

VERSION: 1 .0 (1 -Jan-83)

DESCRIPTION: Compute and return N! for all nonnegative N. Return 0

for negative N. This version is recursive, and is not recommended
for those subject to chronic dizziness. *)

BEGIN (* Factorial *)

IF (N < 0)

THEN
Factorial :

= 0

ELSE
IF (N = 0)

THEN
Factorial := 1

ELSE
Factorial := N * Factorial(N- 1);

END (* Factorial *);

The new version of Factorial may be translated into somewhat un-

wieldy English: "For any nonnegative integer n, the factorial ofn is equal

to 1 ifn is zero: otherwise, it is equal to n multiplied by thefactorial ofone

less than n."

You wouldn't be alone in objecting to the definition of a function

that calls itself. The human mind tends to reject such trickiness, brand-

ing the reasoning behind it as invalid, or "circular." The apparent para-
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dox impedes many an honest attempt to understand and apply the prin-

ciples of recursion.

Actually, however, there are no paradoxes in a properly constructed

recursive routine, such as Factorial. All such routines are designed to

handle hierarchical, "onionlike" problems, according to the principle of

"simplify and pass the buck," which is a variation on "divide and con-

quer." A recursive routine knows how to do three things:

It can handle a very simple problem directly. For instance. Fac-

torial can hand back the value of 0! without further computation.

It can handle the level ofproblem complexity presented to it, so

long as the issues at all lower levels have been resolved. Accord-

ingly, Factorial can generate n\ if it knows the value of {n- 1 )!

.

It can identify and isolate the problem level that lies directly be-

neath the current one, then call itself to handle this simpler situation.

Action at the current level is postponed until the lower-level call is

complete. Unable to generate the value of n\ directly, Factorial

therefore issues the function call Factorial («— 1).

Recursion works because (and only when) the chain of calls pro-

duced by the "simplify-and-pass-the-buck" policy eventually leads to the

trivial situation that the routine can handle directly. Finally, the routine

is able to act, thus resolving the issues at the lowest level of concern.

This, then, permits it to take action at the next higher level, and so on,

until the original problem is solved.

Going back to our "onion" analogy, each recursive call to Fac-

torial "peels away" one layer of factorial computation until the trivial

kernel operation, 0!, is exposed. This operation is performed expUcitly,

without recursion, thus allowing the computation at the next higher level

of complexity (that is, 1!) to proceed. When that level is reached, the

result is passed to the next higher level (2!), and so on, until a correct

value is returned for the original call to Factorial.

The existence of the "trivial case" in any recursive definition acts as a

brake for the recursive process, just as a termination condition or con-

tinuation condition acts to halt iteration (looping). Clearly, a recursive

routine must have some way to stop calling itself, or it will do so forever,

in the same way that an uncontrolled loop will cycle endlessly. However,

for reasons that will become clear momentarily, a "runaway" recursive

routine cannot go on forever, the way a "runaway" loop can.

Try rewriting Factorial without the IF—THEN clauses that deal with

negative or zero values of n. In other words, modify the definition of Fac-

torial so that, for any and all «, Factorial := «*Factorial(«— 1). This

should produce "endless recursion." However, if you compile and

execute the program, you'll see that the theoretically infinite recursion is

cut short by the occurrence of a "stack overflow." (And, by the way, this

will also clobber your system and force a reboot.) To see why this

happens, read on!

The Mechanics of Recursion. Many people like to think that recur-

sion is a process whereby a routine can create and employ duplicates of

itself, in order to whittle a large problem down to size by sheer strength

of numbers. In view of our discussion so far, it is clear that this col-

loquial definition, appealing and colorful though it may be, captures only

some of the flavor of recursion. In truth, a recursive call does not spawn

a copy of the recursive routine; the "original" is the only copy that exists

in RAM at any time. So, how does recursion work at the level of the

p-machine?

It often helps to visualize the p-machine as an office clerk, modeled

after Dickens's Bob Cratchit. This clerk does his job according to sev-

eral instruction sheets, which he keeps in a binder on his desk. It goes

without saying that he obeys any instruction faithfully, to the letter.

Every time he starts a new job, he turns to the appropriate instruction

sheet and pulls out a blank sheet of paper, on which he will do any fig-

uring required to complete the task.

Sometimes, an instruction will direct the clerk to carry out the task

described on another sheet before proceeding with the task at hand.

Whenever this occurs, the clerk first writes on the current sheet of scratch

paper, indicating the instruction sheet that was being used, and the par-

ticular instruction that was next in line, at the time the current task was
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postponed. Then, he throws the scratch paper onto the pile of papers in

his "things-to-do" box. Finally, he flips to the new instruction sheet, pulls

out another blank sheet of scratch paper, and resumes work with the

instruction at the top of the new sheet.

Whenever the clerk carries out the last instruction on any given sheet,

he throws away the current scratch paper and pulls a sheet of old scratch

paper from the top of the pile in the "things-to-do" box. If the box is

empty, of course, he waits patiently for more work, but let's assume that

something is there. By reading the scratch paper, he determines which set

of instructions corresponds to it. Then, he opens his binder to the appro-

priate instruction sheet and resumes work at the point indicated on the

scratch paper. However, before proceeding, he crosses out the reminders

that helped him resume the postponed task, since they are now super-

fluous.

Except for the fact that the p-machine uses portions of semiconduc-

tor RAM memory inside your Apple computer as its "instruction

binder" and "scratch pad," it behaves very much like our highly method-

ical clerk. In particular, it maintains a stack of "things to do," such that

the last item thrown on the pile is the first to be retrieved. Instead of

being called "scratch paper," though, each item is called a "stack frame."

A stack frame contains space for a routine's parameters and local

variables. If a routine must be postponed (that is, if another routine is

called), information that permits the p-machine to resume the post-

poned task is stacked on top of the current stack frame, and a stack

frame for the newly called routine is constructed on top of that. Stack

frames vary in size; the amount of memory occupied by a stack frame is

only slightly larger than the amount of local storage required by the cor-

responding routine. Note that a separate stack frame is constructed for

every fUnction or procedure call, whether or not it is recursive. Every call

starts with a "clean slate."

It is the stack frame mechanism that facilitates recursion in the Apple

Pascal system. Suppose for a moment that a chain of recursive calls

artually did generate several "clones" of the calling routine. It stands to

reason that the code for each "clone" would be identical to that of its

siblings, since the same procedural instructions apply at any level of a

recursive process. However, each of the several stack frames would differ

from its fellows, because of the differences between the situations ad-

dressed by each recursive call. In the case of Factorial, it is easy to see

that at least the value of n must be different in each stack frame pro-

duced during Factorial's chain of recursion.

Since the difference between "clone routines" would amount only to

a difference between their respective stack frames, a single copy of the

recursive routine can appear as a group of "clones," if that single routine

can be applied successively to the different stack frames the "clones"

would use. This is exactly what happens inside the p-machine. One set of

p-code instructions, corresponding to the definition of a recursive rou-

tine, is applied to each of a chain of stack frames, one for each recursive

level.

Recursion versus Iteration. In theory, any program written using

iterative methods—that is, explicit looping—may be rewritten to use

recursion, and vice versa. Many programmers prefer to use recursive

routines, because they are usually much more concise than equivalent

iterative specifications. A recursive definition is generally very efficient in

terms of saving programmer time. On the other hand, such a definition is

usually wasteful of computer resources. Each recursive call requires RAM
memory for its stack frame and related information. (This is why an

"endlessly recursive" routine eventually causes a "stack overflow"—it

eats all the remaining RAM in your Apple, and even asks for more!)

Furthermore, the process of calling a procedure or function takes a finite

amount of time, more time than that required to begin a new loop itera-

tion. Thus, recursive routines tend to need more space and run more
slowly than their iterative counterparts.

To expedite program development and promote program clarity, any

problem defined recursively should be solved using recursion; any that is

defined iteratively should be solved using iteraUon. If a recursive routine

ends up being too slow, or using too much RAM, you can always at-

tempt to convert it to pure iteration.

In practice, the conversion between iteration and recursion is often

very difficult. Don't be lulled into a false sense of security due to the

straightforward relationship between the iterative and recursive versions

of Factorial; that example was deliberately chosen for its simplicity and

transparency. The routine Permute, on the other hand, is a bit more

complex. It generates and displays all the possible permutations (rear-

rangements) of characters in an arbitrary character string S.

PROGRAM
Permutations;

CONST
VersionMark =

PERMUTE Ver 1,0 (29 Dec 1982 / jam)';

Empty= ";

VAR
InStr

:String;

PROCEDURE
Permute(N: Integer;

VAR S: String);

(* Generate and display on standard output all permutations of the

1 . . Nth characters of String S. The recursive logic is a bit tricky

here; step carefully. This routine assumes length(s) > = N. If S
contains more than N characters, those beyond position N remain

untouched, yet all of S is displayed. *)

VAR
I

:lnteger;

CharCooler

:Char;

BEGIN (* Permute *)

IF (N = 1)

THEN
WriteLn{Output, S)

ELSE
BEGIN

Permute(N-1, S);

For I := 1 TO (N-1) DO
BEGIN

{* Exchange S[l] with S[N] *)

CharCooler := S[l];

S[l] := S[N];

S[N] := CharCooler;

Permute(N-1, S);

(* Exchange S[N) with S[l] *)

CharCooler := S[N];

S[N] := S[l];

S[l] := CharCooler;

END;
END;

END (* Permute*);

BEGIN (* Permutations *)

WriteLn(Output, VersionMark);

REPEAT
WriteLn(Output);

Write(Output, 'String to permute: ');

ReadLn{lnput, InStr);

IF (InStr < > Empty)

THEN
Permute{Length(lnStr), Instr);

UNTIL (InStr = Empty);

END (* Permutations *).

A call to Permute begins on the premise that it will display all per-

mutafions of the first n characters in S. It proceeds to accompUsh this by

leaving the «th character fixed in place, while it calls itself to display all

the permutations of the first n— 1 characters. Then, for every character

position, not including the nth, Permute exchanges the corresponding

character with the nth one, displays all the permutations associated with

the first n—l characters in the altered string, and finally undoes the al-

teration, in preparation for the next iteration. Sooner or later, during the

chain (or in this case, the "tree") of recursive calls, n will eventually be 1

.

When this happens. Permute finds itself with nothing to rearrange; so it

displays the entire String S, which at this point contains a unique permu-

tation of the original S.

If you find it difficult to agree that this procedure does indeed gen-

erate all permutations of S without repeating any, you should enter, com-

pile, and execute the program Permutations. Use a small string (three or

four letters) as your test data. In order to appreciate fully the validity of
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this method, however, you will probably have to put yourself in the role

of the p-machine and try tracing the execution of the procedure Permute

as it processes some representative input, such as the three-letter String

'abc'. Tracing recursive routines can be tricky, so proceed slowly and

carefully. To avoid getting lost, consult figure 1, which is a chronological

summary of the major events that take place while Permute deals with

the String 'abc'. Note that figure 1 is not a Pascalprogram listing, but an

attempt to reflect the operation of Permute. Indentation has been sup-

plied to help you distinguish between the various levels of recursion.

Permute's recursive definition is concise and even elegant, but, as you

can see from trying to trace the routine, its apparent simplicity is highly

deceptive. To get a feel for the amount of computing power hidden in

Permute's recursive calls, the fearless reader should attempt to rewrite the

routine, without benefit of recursion!

Before we press on, you who believe that Permute would be handy in

solving anagram puzzles should be warned! A String of Length n has n\

unique permutations. Thus, the three-character String *abc' has 3!, or 6

permutations; a six-character String has 6!, or 720 permutations; and a

ten-character String has 10!, or 3,628,800 permutations! Because you

anagram fanatics generally attempt to unscramble entire sentences, most

longer than ten letters. Permute would probably be of little use to you.

CALL Permute(N = 3, S= 'abc')

CALL Permute(N = 2, S= 'abc')

CALL Permute(N = 1, S= 'abc')

"* TO SCREEN: abc

EXIT FROM Permute(N=1, S= 'abc')

FOR I
:= 1 TO (N - 1) (*=1*) DO
New iteration — 1

= 1:

After S[l] and S[N] exchanged, S= 'bac'

CALL Permute(N=1, S= 'bac')

"* TO SCREEN: bac

EXIT FROM Permute(N=1, S= 'bac')

After S[N] and S[l] exchanged, S= 'abc'

EXIT FROM Permute(N = 2, S= 'abc')

FOR I
:= 1 TO (N-1) (* = 2*) DO
New iteration — 1

= 1:

After S[l] and S[N] exchanged, S= 'cba'

CALL Permute(N = 2, S= 'cba')

CALL Permute(N=1, S= 'cba')
*** TO SCREEN: cba

EXIT FROM Permute(N = 1, S= 'cba')

FOR I
:= 1 TO (N-1) (*=r[ DO
New iteration — 1

= 1:

After S[l] and S[N] exchanged,

S= 'bca'

CALL Permute(N = 1, S= 'bca')
*" TO SCREEN: bca

EXIT FROM Permute(N=1, S =

'bca')

After S[N] and S[l] exchanged,

S= 'cba'

EXIT FROM Permute(N = 2, S= 'cba')

After S[N] and S[l] exchanged, S= 'abc'

New iteration — 1
= 2:

After S[l] and S[N] exchanged, S = 'acb'

CALL Permute(N = 2, S= 'acb')

CALL Permute(N=1, S= 'acb')
"* TO SCREEN: acb

EXIT FROM Permute(N=1, S= 'acb')

FOR I := 1 TO (N-1) (*= 1*) DO
New iteration — 1

= 1:

After S[l] and S[N] exchanged,

S= 'cab'

CALL Permute(N = 1, S= 'cab')
*** TO SCREEN: cab

EXIT FROM Permute(N = 1,

S= 'cab')

After S[N] and S[l] exchanged,
S= 'acb'

EXIT FROM Permute(N = 2, S= 'acb')

After S[N] and S[l] exchanged, S= 'abc'

EXIT FROM Permute(N = 3, S= 'abc')

Figure 1. Trace of Pernnute.

Certainly it would be more fun for you to solve a long anagram in your

head than to scan through a computer printout consisting of millions of

possible solutions! As stated on the front cover of Apple's financial re-

port for fiscal 1982, "Man is still the most extraordinary computer

of all."

A Promise Kept. We've explored the iterative conversion of Integers

to character strings by writing such routines as IntegerOutput and

IntToString. As you can see in the following version of IntegerOutput,

certain data conversions may also be expressed recursively

PROGRAM
TestlntOut;

PROCEDURE
lntegerOutput(VAR

OutFile

: Interactive;

Source

: Integer);

(* AUTHOR: Jim Merritt

DATE: 1-Jan-1983 @ 3:03pm
SYSTEM: Apple Pascal 1.1

DESCRIPTION: Copies the character representation of Source to

the specified Outfile . . . character representation begins with a

hyphen if Source is negative, and is unsigned if Source is 0 or

positive. WORKS FOR ALL POSSIBLE INTEGER VALUES.
This routine uses recursion. *)

CONST
Base= 10; (* Base 10 arithmetic *)

BEGIN (* IntegerOutput *)

IF (Source < 0) (* is negative *)

THEN
BEGIN

(* emit leading hyphen *)

Write(OutFile, '-');

(* From now on, work only with magnitude *)

Source := Abs(Source);

END;
IF ((Source DIV Base) > 0)

THEN
lntegerOutput(OutFile, (Source DIV Base));

(* Display rightmost digit *)

Write(OutFile, Chr((Source MOD Base) + Ord('O')));

END ('IntegerOutput*);

BEGIN (* TestlntOut *)

lntegerOutput(Output, Maxint);

WriteLn(Output);

lntegerOutput(Output, 1);

WriteLn(Output);

lntegerOutput(Output, 0);

WriteLn(Output);

lntegerOutput(Output, -1);

WriteLn(Output);

lntegerOutput(Output, -Maxint);

WriteLn(Output);

END (* TestlntOut *).

The recursive IntegerOutput is concerned only with the rightmost

digit in the Integer that is presented to it. The routine "knows" that it

should transmit this digit to the screen only after all remaining digits in

the number have been displayed. So, it separates the digit for which it has

responsibility from the bulk of the number. If that "bulk" is nonzero,

then there are yet more digits to display, and IntegerOutput will call it-

self to handle them. The "inward chain" of recursive calls to IntegerOut-

put may be considered as a right-to-left scan of the original Integer I. Of
course, once every digit in the number has been examined, the chain

must be followed back out to the original call. At every link on the re-

turn trip, a digit is displayed, in exactly the opposite order to which it was

acquired. Since the digits were collected from right to left, they are dis-

played in the normal fashion, from left to right.

Because of its relative inefficiency, as compared to the iterative ver-

sion, the recursive IntegerOutput is more a curiosity than a serious tool.

It is presented here primarily because your Pathfinder, in one of his

weaker moments several months ago, claimed it could be done, and

promised to show you how "when the time came." Never let it be said

that promises are ever broken along the Pascal Path! HI
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San Francisco has long been known as a

drinking town, but that convivial reputation

was sullied on the night of September 5, 1982.

Singer Mary Martin, the original Peter Pan, had

come up from her home in Palm Springs to do a

taping of her PBS show, Over Easy. The ses-

sion behind her, she looked forward to good

food and company as she and three old friends

piled into the rear seat of a taxi and headed for

Chinatown. They never made it.

As the cab entered the intersection of Cali-

fornia and Franklin streets, it was broadsided

by a drunken driver—a speeding van that had

run a red light. The impact was so great that it

sent the taxi skittering eighty feet and into a

tree, seriously injuring the four passengers.

Martin, sixty-eight, suffered multiple rib and

pelvic fractures as well as internal injuries. Her

longtime friend, seventy-six-year-old actress

Mission Emergency, specializes in multiple in-

juries to bones, muscles, and joints, like the pel-

vic fractures suffered by Martin and Gaynor.

"Trauma is probably the least known and

yet most serious health problem in the country

today," he says. "We spend millions for re-

search into heart disease and cancer, but in

terms of real loss of comfort and of the produc-

tivity of young individuals in our society, trau-

ma is a worse culprit. It's the commonest cause

of death among children."

Trafton usually gets called when trauma vic-

tims arrive with major open fractures. Such in-

juries always pose a danger because infection

could lead to the loss of a limb.

"Many of the doctors doing trauma work

are general surgeons," Trafton explains.

"They're not specifically trained in the care of

patients with musculoskeletal injuries."

Opposite page: Peter

Trafton's specialty gets

down to bare bones. But

liis tliinking is full-

bodied. He uses Pie

Writer to put his thought

in a form publishers can

understand and share.

This page: Trafton's

Apple, all decked out

with Pie commands.

Janet Gaynor, winner of the first best-actress

Oscar, suffered eleven broken ribs, a severely

damaged kidney, a perforated bladder, multi-

ple pelvic fractures, and other injuries. Gay-

nor's husband, impresario-producer Paul Greg-

ory, had three broken ribs. Ben Washer, seven-

ty-six, Martin's longtime associate and press

agent, was dead.

Mission of Mercy. The intersection of Cali-

fornia and Franklin looked like a war zone.

Tending the injured would require the same
kind of battlefield medicine that doctors had

perfected in Korea and Vietnam—immediate

evacuation and treatment of the injured. With-

in minutes of the accident, paramedic teams

were rushing the victims to San Francisco Gen-
eral Hospital's Mission Emergency. It wasn't

the nearest hospital, but it was the best

equipped to perform life-saving emergency sur-

gery. Mission is San Francisco's designated

trauma center and is to that city what the 451st

was to troops in Korea—a kind of twenty-four-

hour urban M.A.S.H. unit.

Martin and Gaynor eventually recovered

from their injuries. Martin, in fact, was back on
her feet within two weeks, but victims of se-

rious injuries don't always receive the intense

team care provided by trauma centers.

"Thirty to 40 percent of the trauma deaths

in the country are probably preventable by trau-

ma centers," says orthopedic surgeon Peter G.
Trafton. Trafton, an orthopedic consultant to

one of the round-the-clock trauma teams at

tional research potential, Trafton decided to

purchase a computer. The choice of an Apple

was a simple one; choosing a word processor

was more difficult. In the end, it was Pie that

took the cake.

"It was the description in TJie Book that

made the difference," Trafton says. "It struck a

subjective chord."

After Trafton balanced price, power, and

performance to the best of his ability, his choice

was Apple Pie, then from Programma and now,

in a recent upgrade with a change of name to

Pie Writer, from Hayden.

"The Pie Writer available now is a signifi-

cant improvement over a product I was already

quite satisfied with," Trafton says, noting that

he was pleased to pay seventy-five dollars for

the update. "I'm especially impressed with the

attention the company's given to the questions

I've had."

Word processor users seem to fall for the

first package they really get to know; Trafton is

no exception.

"I tend to look at Pie Writer's weaknesses

and accept its strengths," he says, "and I'm so

happy with its strengths that when I went to

look at programs offering a little more space in

memory I decided it wasn't worth the effort to

learn the new one."

Disk-Jockeying. Trafton's only complaint

concerns the length of the binary text files that

Pie Writer allows. He estimates that a file holds

about three thousand of his polysyllabic medi-

Trafton wears several hats at San Francisco

General, a teaching hospital run under contract

by the University of California at San Francis-

co. In addition to advising the trauma team,

Trafton performs surgery and, in his capacity as

an assistant professor of orthopedic surgery,

teaches at the affiliated med school campus
across town.

Trafton sees himself primarily as a teacher.

He oversees residents in the orthopedic service

and keeps staff and students abreast of what's

happening in his innovative specialty, a disci-

pline currently embroiled in a lively discussion

of the pros and cons of treating multiple injur-

ies surgically. Spreading the word under these

circumstances becomes a full-time job, particu-

larly given the publish-or-perish realities of aca-

demic life for the untenured profs like Trafton.

Rx for a Doctor's Dilemma. Two years

ago, when Trafton was asked to contribute a

chapter to a book on the complications of frac-

tures, he found himself apparently facing the

horns of a doctor's dilemma. He could dictate

the chapter to the already busy secretary he

shared with another staff member, or he could

write the magnum opus by hand—a hand he

admits that not even he can always read.

Forced to look beyond the unacceptable

horns, Trafton hit upon the idea of word proc-

essing. Straight typing was not outside Traf-

ton's purview; it was correcting and formatting

that caused him problems, and word process-

ing would solve these. Considering the addi-
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cal terms—not enough for many of the techni-

cal articles he writes. His book chapter, for ex-

ample, filled a disk and a half. Jockeying among
files can be a hassle when editing, Trafton con-

cedes, but the program makes it so easy to link

files during printing that it really doesn't matter

much.

"All I have to do is execute a simple com-

mand and I can print a whole disk's worth with-

out further attention."

Pie Writer, back when it was Apple Pie, ac-

quired a reputation for being one of the most

difficult word processors to learn. But Trafton

thinks much of its complexity has been elimi-

nated in the update. Wherever possible, Hay-

den simplified Pie's command structure to sin-

gle and double keystrokes; there are still plenty

of commands to learn, since the user formats as

he goes by embedding text commands. A three-

page, fold-out reference card helps the forgetful

keep track of this impressive array of power.

The card is helpful, but Trafton remains partial

to the even friendlier stick-on key labels that

came with the original program.

Dualing Screens. The most striking feature

of Pie Writer \s the way it appears on-screen. It

creates the illusion of a printed page by using

dashes to define a square. Text appears within

this window, under which is a sill, or status line.

On the status line are displayed the values for

the cursor's position by line and column and for

the case and mode. And Pie is unusual in one

other respect: it has two screens.

Pie was among the first word processors to

offer primary and secondary screens to users of

both forty and eighty column versions. Trafton

picked the forty column package. This means

he can use a normal forty column screen, in

which the word-wrapping occurs at the normal

end of the screen, or he can use the dual screens,

in which case his text is spread horizontally

across both screens. When a line of text reaches

column thirty-nine of the first screen, the sec-

ond screen is displayed and the line continues,

wrapping at the end of the second saeen—back

to the first.

About the only time Trafton avails himself

of the second screen is when he's writing a title

that exceeds the row length of the single screen,

an event that occurs usually when he's prepar-

ing a slide presentation.

Pie boots up with a system menu, but it's

not truly a menu-driven program, Trafton

points out. It's closer to free-form entry, with

the user formatting by means of the embedded

commands. A screenful of command-embed-

ded text provides greater formatting versatility,

but it resembles a cross between scientific nota-

tion and stenographic hieroglyphics.

Such an esoteric appearance may help ex-

plain Pie's popularity among research types, but

it's not likely to win converts among the type-

writer-oriented. What it comes down to in

visual terms is that what you see is not what you

get—at least not in the text-entering mode.

What you see is a lot of embedded commands;

what you get is a custom-formatted page.

Trafton professes to have no problems with
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this minor inconvenience. By directing the for-

mat mode to print only to the screen, he can

preview the layout of a document to be

printed—as it will appear on the page. Even

here, there's the standard qualification: niceties

such as underscoring and boldfacing don't

show up.

For Trafton, a big program plus is being able

to designate the number of copies he wants

printed. "Very often I'm producing something

that needs to go to thirty-four residents," he ex-

plains. "Rather than use a copy machine or get

secretarial help, I run off thirty-four copies se-

quentially." The principal drawback to that, of

course, is having to endure the racket as the

Olivieri's Outline

of

Word Processors

by Peter Olivieri

We're catching up, slowly but surely. This

month's word processor profiles zero in on Pie

Writer and Executive Secretary.

Pie Writer. Hayden Software, 600 Suffolk

Street, Lowell, MA 01853; (617) 937-0200.

Equipment required: 48K, monitor, one disk

drive, printer. Lower-case adapter needed for

lower-case display. Eighty-column board op-

tional. Compatible cards include Full View,

DoubleVision, Vision-80, Smarterm, Videx,

Sup'R'Term; appropriate eighty-column

version of program required. $149.95.

Processing with Pie. Pie Writer is a very

thorough software package. Indeed, it is per-

haps one of the more powerftil word process-

ing programs we've considered so far. Before we

go any further, however, one significant reser-

vation about Pie Writer should be mentioned

up-front, and that concerns the program's ease

of use.

A computer user who buys a word process-

ing program should be able to count on getting

clear, well-illustrated documentation of the pro-

gram's capabilities. It can be very frustrating to

find a powerful word processing package, one

offering features that aren't commonly found

in competing systems, only to discover after you

buy it that the accompanying documentation

doesn't clearly explain how to use the program.

Unfortunately, Pie Writer's documentation

fits this description. It's thorough, but it's not

very easy to read and follow. This means that

word processing users, especially those without

a fair amount of computing experience, may
find it difficult to get up and running with the

program. Of course, various software packages

(the DB Master database system, for example)

require users to put in a lot of time and effort in

order to take full advantage of their many fea-

tures, so you might want to take all this with a
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printer does its job.

Moving in, out, and around files can some-

times be a headache, but not with Pie, says

Trafton. He can save portions of a text file or

insert portions from another file simply by des-

ignating b^inning and ending line numbers.

What's My Line Number? The program

uses line numbers to track the text entered on

the screen or saved to disk. The numbers corre-

spond to lines as they'd appear on the screen

rather than as they'll appear on the printed

page. This internal control makes for versatile

block moves. Although the text editor's move
buffer is limited to a single screen, designating

line numbers overcomes that limitation and

makes possible the juggling of whole pages from

one end of a document to the other.

In Trafton's opinion, versatility is the pro-

gram's major strength. If you leave the editor

and then come back to it, the cursor remains

where you left it. Not only does Pie offer multi-

ple tabbing, it also permits you to save any set

of tabs you wish. And the same principle ap-

plies to formatted files, which can be trans-

ferred to disk exactly as printed out. If you want

to mix text and columns of numbers by tog-

gling in and out of word-wrap. Pie allows it.

When Trafton wants to format slide pres-

entations, he can reverse-indent to insert a cor-

responding number in the left margin. More-

over, Pie has also let Trafton talk to himself, in

effect. He can write notes either in the margins

or in the body of the text, and he can print these

comments or not, as he chooses. 'This is voy use-

ful when I want to remind myself where I ob-

tained some material for an article but don't

want to print it out," he says.

So what is the doctor's diagnosis of Piel

"It's a marvelous tool," Trafton says. "I bought

a computer and a word processor thinking it

would just make it easier to do rough drafts. To
my amazement, I found I was able to produce

perfect finished typewritten texts."

And that, in word processors, is the bottom

line. HI

grain of salt. Despite the drawbacks in its docu-

mentation. Pie WriterixxSt may be the best word

processor for you.

With that out of the way, let's look more

closely at this comprehensive system. To begin

with, some special features are worthy of men-

tion. These include the ability to search for and

replace strings (and to use "wild card" search-

es), built-in list processing capability (often an

add-on with other packages), the ability to print

labels, and a built-in telecommunications pro-

gram allowing you to transmit data over a mo-
dem (unusual and nice).

Another of Pie Writer's powerful features is

its editor. While in the edit mode, you can con-

trol the movement of the cursor up, down, left,

and right; you can also move by spaces, words,

line, or tab stop.

It's easy to make insertions and deletions.

You don't have to go through lots of intricate

steps in order to insert text; rather, you can in-

sert text anywhere simply by typing it. In fact,

you can even define a key to contain a phrase

and then have a line of text "open up" so that

the phrase can be inserted. The back arrow has

a backspace or erase feature that allows you to

erase on a character-by-character basis, and it's

also possible to delete words or lines. You can

even specify that you want a range of lines to be

deleted. This task, however, can take as many as

eight or nine keystrokes.

While in the edit mode, you can scroll by

line, or by a number of lines of your choosing.

Text can be copied into a buffer and moved to

another spot in your document, it can be de-

leted from the spot at which it was originally lo-

cated, or, if you wish, the original can "stay be-

hind." In this fashion, you can move up to

twenty-one lines of text. You can search either

forward or backward from the current cursor

position for a particular word or phrase, and

during this process you can replace the word or

phrase with another of your choice.

Pie Writer also provides impressive format-

ting capabilities. You can configure your print-

er and add any particular control characters

you need in order to take advantage of its spe-

cial features. This gives the package a great deal

of flexibility.

Pie Writer's format list is quite extensive.

You can put titles on every page (headers or

footers), number the pages, center, underline,

print in boldface, and print in columnar for-

mat. You can vary the margins on either side of

your document, control indentation, and con-

trol page length. And you can use single sheet or

sprocket-fed paper.

To enter formatting commands into a docu-

ment, you precede a one or two-letter com-

mand with a period. This is not an uncommon
method of handling formatting commands, but

not all users like it.

Some auxiliary commands allow you to deter-

mine how much space is left on your disk, get a

catalog of the disk's contents, count the num-
ber of words or lines in a document, delete files,

and back up files. Various other disk com-
mands are also available.

In addition. Pie Writer permits you to enter

a letter interactively; that is, while a document

or letter is being printed you can cause the print-

er to halt until you enter some text. That text is

then inserted in the document being printed,

and printing resumes. This is a nice feature.

The documentation includes a very helpful

picture of the keyboard, with all the keys rela-

beled to reflect their word processing functions.

As mentioned earlier, the rest of the docu-

mentation is thorough, very detailed, and not

quick and easy reading. The table of contents

and the index are very complete, making it eas-

ier for you to locate items that are of interest to

you. However, there's plenty of information to

absorb.

All in all, Pie Writer is one of the most thor-

ough word processing packages available. In-

deed, for the knowledgeable computer user, it

can perform many functions in addition to

word processing. On the minus side, there's no

question that learning to use this package well

requires time and effort. For some people, this

will be enough to discourage them from getting

the package; for others, it will be a motivating

force.

The only other drawback worthy of men-

tion is the number of keystrokes necessary to

enter some of the commands. It's not unusual

to have to type five or more keys to communi-

cate a particular command. This is, at best,

cumbersome. However, the extra features Pie

Writer offers may override these concerns. For

the more experienced user. Pie Writer just may
be the best buy.

Executive Secretary, Sof/Sys, 4306 Upton

Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55410; (612)

929-7104. $250.

Equipment required: 48K, one or two disk

drives, monitor, printer, shift-key modification.

Lower-case adapter and/or eighty-column card

also required. Compatible cards include the Bit

3 Full View 80, Videx Videoterm, A.L.S. Smart-

erm, and M&R Sup'R'Term.

Optional: Hayes Micromodem, Thunderware

Thunderclock.

Executive Sweet. This is a good, versatile

package. You can use it to create and work with

files that contain approximately sixteen thou-

sand characters (about three thousand words).

Larger documents can be created by stringing

files together. In fact, by carefully arranging files

and connecting them to one another, it's pos-

sible to create a printed document of more than

twenty thousand words (the equivalent of fifty

double-spaced typewritten pages).

Finally . .

.
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BUT THERE IS A SOLUTION . a "must-have" piece

of additional circuitry called the ADWAR APPLE
PROC MOD. A simple, easy-to-install board that

hundreds of Apple owners are currently using for

quality video taping capabilities at a \o\n low price

Mail coupon for more information or call us at (212)

691-0976,

Adwar Video Corp..
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Address
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Since we always seem to be complaining

about user manuals, it would be a mark of in-

consistency if. we didn't call attention to a good

one when it came along. The Executive Secre-

tary manual certainly fills the bill. To begin

with, it is professionally done. It comes in an at-

tractive, rectangular-shaped notebook that

stands up like an easel, making it easy to refer to

while you're learning and working with the

package.

The first page of the manual describes how
to get a free backup copy of the software, how
to get a damaged disk replaced (for $7.50), how
to get upgraded copies of the programs when

enhancements have been made to it (also $7.50),

and how to use the telephone support service

Sof/Sys operates.

The text of the manual is divided into twen-

ty-five separate lessons. It is readable, easy to

understand, and well organized. It is also at-

tractively formatted, with different sizes of type

and boldface printing contributing to a very ef-

fective and helpful presentation of the material.

(In fact, some school systems have even adopt-

ed the guide as a classroom text.)

In addition, the manual is thorough. It in-

cludes a complete discussion of all the aspects of

a professional word processing system and has a

very complete index.

Executive Secretary allows you to use the

editor in either a typing mode or an editing

mode. In the typing mode, the system works

pretty much the way a standard typewriter does.

Fast typists will have no problem using it, since

the system reacts very quickly. While you're in

this mode, the only way to make corrections is

by backspacing and thereby erasing the text you

backspace over. To make more extensive cor-

rections, you'd have to switch over to the edit-

ing mode.

From the editing mode, it's easy to make
changes in a document. Most of the commands
are of the single-keystroke variety. For exam-

ple, to add some text, you'd position the cursor

at the point where you wish to add some text,

type the letter A, and then add all the text you

wanted to. When you'd finished adding text,

you'd press escape. Most of the program's com-

mands follow this same format; that is, the keys

tend to represent the operation to be per-

formed.

The program features word wrap, global

search and replace, and easy movement of

blocks of text. In addition, it offers you the abil-

ity to defme a two-letter sequence (preceded by a

period) as a word or line of your choice. Then

when you're typing text, you need only type the

abbreviated sequence in order to have the word

or line entered into the document.

You can also adapt this system to your

printer by embedding printer control com-

mands in the text of your document. In fact,

you may declare any two-letter sequence (again,

preceded by a period) to be representative of a

particular sequence of ASCII code.

The Document Printer portion of the pack-

THE WALLSTREETPLOTTER
For use with AppleXomputer Systems

This program can help you make money, and it's so easy. Two separate price move indicators may
be displayed with the standard high-low-close financial plot, the popular moving average, or a trend

analysis of the trading cycle. The trend analysis overlays the trading cycle onto buy and sell zones
resulting in a practical, easy to use price move indicator. Plots may be generated for any financial

security, commodity, or market average.
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popular quote services by any of the popular telecommunications packages. The package also includes

a powerful line oriented text editor for manual data entries, deletions, or additions. Data Files may be
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age is quite powerful. It's here that you set mar-

gins, determine the page length, and ^ecify the

width of the lines. Lines of printed text can be

indented, centered, and justified. In addition,

page numbers can be placed wherever you wish

on the page. All of these functions are accom-

plished by means of essentially two-letter com-

mands embedded in your document.

It's also possible to insert prompt
commands within a document so that the docu-

ment will pause during printing and allow

someone sitting at the Apple to enter text at that

time. This capability can be very useful in a

great many professional settings. In addition,

you can preview final documents before print-

ing them.

Another handy feature is the ability to in-

dex a document. In fact, if an entry to be in-

dexed extends over two or three pages, the in-

dex entry will so specify. This is a very impor-

tant (and not very common) feature.

Two other features are standard in the Ex-

ecutive Secretary that aren't necessarily so in

other packages. These are an electronic card file

and a mailing list option.

The electronic card file is essentially a data-

base management system. Because it's part of

the word processing package, you can extract

information from the database for inclusion

within a document. This is a very powerful fea-

ture. Furthermore, Executive Secretary inter-

faces with (talks to) several other database

packages, including DB Master and The Data

Factory.

Of course, mailing hst merging is possible.

What this means is that you can merge a list of

names and addresses with a letter or document.

In addition, a variety of conditional printing cri-

teria can be specified. Such commands as and,

or, not, if not, and and not are available.

And there's more! The Executive Secretary

has document transmission capability and is

compatible with the Hayes Micromodem.

The Executive Speller, a companion prod-

uct, contains a list of more than ten thousand

words. You can add your own words to this

dictionary to create a lexicon of up to twenty-

five thousand words. The package can then be

used to check your document for any words

that aren't spelled correctly. Once a possible

misspelling has been idendfied, you have a va-

riety of options, which include correcting the

spelling, leaving the word as it is, and adding it

to the dictionary.

The only problems with Executive Secre-

tary are relatively minor. The package doesn't

support automatic hyphenation, which for

some users could be a significant shortcoming.

In addition, there's no provision for including

footnotes in a document. Again, some users

might find this unacceptable.

In summary. Executive Secretary is an easy-

to-use, well-done, professional package. Since it

includes a database system and a mailing list

system, it's pretty much a one-stop shopping

package that addresses the most common word

processing needs. It should certainly be one of

the packages you consider.



POWOnEXiniEOMYHHir
AUTOMiOKWORDPROCESSING
SYSIEMIORYDURAPPLE II.

Now even hunt-and-peck typists produce perfectly formatted letters. .

.

memos . . . presentations . . . scripts . . . automatically.

NOW ... A COMPIETE SELECTION OF
HIGH-PERFORMANCE FEATURES IN

TODAY'S MOST ADVANCED WORD
PROCESSING TOOL.

The professionals who use PowerText

tell us it's changed their whole concept of

word processing.

Because this is the system that goes far

beyond the write/edit/print/file capabilities

of other word processors.

PowerText produces documents that

look exactly as you want them to look. .

.

automatically. From everyday business

letters to the most complicated presenta-

tions and reports you can devise.

You define the basic formats. PowerText

stores them in its style files.

So when you write, you just bat out the

words and never worry about where they

go on the printed page.

That's PowerText's job.

You just tell PowerText, "I want a letter,"

and you get a letter. . . and envelope. With

every element just where you want it to be.

Ask for a memo and you get a memo.
Ask for a dramatic script and you get a

dramatic script. .

.

OK, that's one big PowerText plus: the

automatic formatting capability that can
save you untold time and effort.

But there's still more. A full selection of

high-performance features to make your

word processing faster, easier, more auto-

matic than any system you've ever seen .

.

Total control editing.

Automatic indents and numbers for out-

lines, with system-assigned Roman and

Arabic numerals, and alphanumerics.

A disk- based editor: file sizes limited

only by disk space.

The system automatically maintains a

backup copy of the file being edited.

User-definable function keys.

Up to 7 levels of "nested" editing to let

you suspend editing one file and move to

another

"Paint mode" editing allows vertical typ-

ing for diagrams.

ALL THIS IS AUTOMATIC IN EVERY KIND
OF DOCUMENT YOU WRITE.

• Margins

• Indents

• Spacing

• Title page
• Envelope, label

• Justification

• Centering

• Variable pitch

• Pagination

• Table of contents

• Headers and footers

• Footnote Numbers
• Intelligent page
breaks

PLUS MANY OTHER VALUABLE
FEATURES.

• Built-in form letter

capability

• Boxed copy
• Print macros
• Up to 14 columns
• Boilerplate

inclusion

• Optional word-

by-word cursor

move
• Vert, and horiz.

border lines

• No limit to docu-

ment length

• 132-character

lines

• Superscripts,

subscripts

• Column and

line adjustment

capabilities

• And much more.

NEW 10- LESSON TUTORIAL.

Our new, streamlined 10-lesson tutorial

makes learning PowerText a snap. You'll

master it quickly as you discover how
easy and straightforward it is to use. And
your system also includes a complete ref-

erence manual.

FULL 5-YEAR WARRANTY.
PowerText does everything we say it will

do. If it should ever fail to perform as spe-

cified, Beaman Porter, Inc. will fix it at no

charge, anytime within 5 years after

you've bought it.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.
PowerText is a self-contained, bootable

system, that supports both serial and par-

allel printer interfaces. You'll need your

Apple II with 64K, 2 disk drives, and a

printer

COMPLETE APPLE II POWERTEXT
SYSTEM SOFTWARE PLUS TUTORIAL AND

MANUAL $299.
SPECIAL! PowerText p/us easily-installed

PowerCase chip for Apple II upper/lower-

case and shift key capability just

$329.95.)

(PowerText for Apple II and III users who
have Apple Pascal, $199.)

(PowerText is also available for IBM PC.

Write for information.)

Tutorial/manual alone for any version; $25.

Available from selected dealers. Or order

directly from Beaman Porter

VISA and MasterCard accepted. NY State

residents add appropriate sales tax.

I 1

BEAMAN PORTER, INC., DEPT. STA-3
Pleasant Ridge Road

Harrison, NY 10528

PowetText
^ BEAMAN PORTER, INC.

High Performance Computer Products

Pleasant Ridge Rd. Dept. STA-3
Harrison, NY 10528 (914) 967-3504

Send

.

.
complete PowerText sys-

tem(s) for Apple II @$299. With Power-

Case upper/lowercase chip $329.95.

I have Apple Pascal. Send

complete PowerText system(s) for

Apple II or III @$199.

Send tutorial/manual only, for

version @$25.

(NY State residents add appropriate

sales tax)

My check or money order for

$ enclosed.

Or bill $ to my:

MasterCard visa
(MasterCard only list 4 digits above your

Card No._ Exp. Date_

Name_

Street

City state, ZIP_

I .J



IBM, APPLE and ATARI USERS

CompuShack announces

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM PC
Continental - The Home Accountant CALL
Datamost - Write On Word Processor
Denver Software -

Easy Effective Accounting System

ISM
Mattnmagic

Grapfnmagic

Infocom
Zork I

Zork II

Deadline

Information Unlimited

Easy Filer

Easy Planner

Easy Speller

Easy Writer II

Micro Lab - Tax Manager
Micro Pro
Wordstar
Mailmerge

Peechtree
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable .

.

Accounts Payable

Sir Tecfi - Galactic Attack

VisiCorp

256K Visicalc

Visitrend/Visiplot

Visidex

Visifiles

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR ATARI 400/800
PERSONAL COMPUTER

Asteroids

Centipede
Pac-Man
Blackjack

Caverns of Mars
APEX CASSETTES
Avalancfie

Outlaw'Howitzer
747 Landing Simulator . . .

.

Eastern Front

Dog Daze
Reversi II

Blockbuster

7'Card Stud '

Downhill

Video Math Flash Cards .

,

Letterman
Wordmaker
Cubbyholes
DISKETTES
Data Management System
Family Cash Flow
Family Budget
Advanced Music System .

Eastern Front

Supersort

Insomnia

CALL

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE II

ART-SCI INC.
Magic Window
Magic Mailer

Magic Words
Magic Pak - Includes All Three
Magic Window II

ASHTONTATE
Dbasf II (Apple)

Dbasf II (Apple 48K)

CALL

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
First Class Mail

CPA I General Ledge
CPA II Accounts Receivable ..

CPA III Accounts Payable ....

CPA IV Payroll

CPA V Property Management ..

The Home Accountant
The Home Accountant Plus . . .

DAKIN 5 CORPORATION
Depreciation Planner

Budget Planner

Business Bookkeeping System
HAYDEN
Applesoft Compiler
IMS
Graph Magic
Math Magic
LIGHTNING SOFTWARE
Master Type (Hi-Res)

MICRO PRO
Word Star Customization Notes
Wordstar
Super Sort

Mail Merge
Data Star

Spell Star

Calc Star

Word Star Training Guide
Word Star Update

CALL

MICROSOFT
CALL Time Manager

Fortran

ALDS
Basic Compiler
muMath/muSimp
COBOL
M/SORT
TASC
Multiplan (Native Apple)

Multiplan

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE II +

ON-LINBSYSTEMS

Screen Writer II

The General Manager . . . .

The Dictionary

Speed-ASM
Expediter II

Memory Management II . .

.

Lisa 2 5

Lisa Educational System . .

PEECHTREE SOFTWARE
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable
Inventory

Payroll

Peachcalc Electronic

Spreadsheet
Telecommunications
Spelling Proof Reader ....

Mailing List Manager
Peachtext

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Back II Up
Disk Recovery
Disk Organizer II

Multidisk Catalog
Super Disk Copy
Sensible Speller

Sensible Speller Supertext

Format

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
COMPANY

CALL Personal Filing System CALL
Personal Report System
Graph
SORCIM CORPORATION
Supercalc

STONEWARE
Stat Pac
D B Master

D B Utility Pack
D B Utility Pack II

Graphic Processing

System Standard . . .

Graphic Processing

System Professional

SYSTEMS PLUS
General Ledger
GL/AR'AP
GL 'AP 'AR Inventory ..

VISI CORP
Visifiles

Desktop Plan

Visiplot

Visidex

Visicalc 3 3

Visischedule

Business Forecasting

Model
Visilink

Wf'Are The Systems Specialist

CompuShrck
Business Home Computers

2630-H Walnut Avenue, Tustin. CA 92680

(714) 730-7207 Telex 18-3511 Ans Bck ESMA



FROM THE CREATORS OF THE
DATA DRIVE®

COMES APPLETTE 1®

AND APPLETTE 2®

SLIMLINE DRIVES

Available At CompuShack Stores

AppJette 1® and Applette2® are 100% Apple II compatible. Halftracking, DOS, PASCAL, and CP/M®. 300% faster track to

track speed with 1 5% greater storage capacity on a 40 track mode with enhancer diskette. TEAC® mechanism and read/write

electronics. Direct shaft drive, metal band positioner, photo coupler write-protected sensor. 10,000 lifetime hours, and more.

One year warranty on all parts and labor.

Headquarters Telex: 18-3511

•DATA DRIVE. APPLETTE I APPLETTE 2, and TRUMP CARD are.

registered trademarks of TAVA Corporation, respectively

TAVA CORP.

(714) 730-6772
*TEAC IS a registered trademark of TEAC Corp

Answer Back CSMA

' CP/M IS a registered trademark of Digital Researcfi. Inc



Quark turns yourApple III

into an orchard.

You can get the most out of your Apple* III

with office automation software from Quark. In

fact, our integrated line of technically advanced
products can dramatically increase your system's

capabilities.

And all Quark programs combine this leading-

edge technology with a singular innovation: sim-

plicity of operation. Because we think software

should present challenges to the developer,

not to the user.

This approach to product design is clearly

evident in our Word juggler™ word processor.

And since you can enhance Word Juggler with

special accessory programs, you'll have ample
opportunities to discover that productivity is

not merely a cliche.

Just add our Lexicheck™ spelling checker, for

instance. Or our new Terminus™ communica-
tions program; ideal for interfacing Apple Ills.

And perfect for electronic mail applications.

Your dealer is waiting to give you a compre-
hensive demonstration of our complete word
processing system. Plus other Quark products,

too, such as our Catalyst™ hard disk boot,

Discourse™ software spooler, and
more. See him today. You'll

quickly find that Quark really

does turn your Apple III into an

orchard. So all you'll have to do
is shake the trees.

INCORPORATED

"Apple is a registered trademark

of Apple Computer, Inc.
2525 West Evans, Suite 220

Denver, CO 80219
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Taylor Pohlman
Exploring Business Basic, Part 18

Looking through a Glass Backward. Last

month's article was a lengthy tome on editing

character fonts and shapes, delivered with the

promise that it could be used to create "fun

stuff." What else justifies having to type in such

a long program? That program, or something

equivalent, is going to become pretty important

this time, as we continue our discussions of

graphics by developing an arcade shoot-'em-up

called Bug-Mania. In the process, we'll explore

an area of graphics that most people overlook,

the forty-column color-on-color text mode.

Now that we can create special character

shapes and load them into the standard charac-

ter set, a class of graphics known as "character

set animation" is not only possible but highly

practical and rewarding. Most people don't re-

alize it, but the capabilities of the Apple II DOS
Tool Kit package, Animatrix, program are sup-

plied as standard in the Apple III and work at

hardware speeds! However, to make all this

neat stuff really work for you, you need a char-

acter set editor such as the one discussed last

time. If you don't have last month's article, you

can still use the programs, but they won't make
much sense, and they certainly won't be pretty.

Since last month's article was written, a set

of Business Basic invokable modules called Ba-

sic Extension has appeared on the market from

Foxware Products of Salt Lake City, Utah. In

addition to routines to manipulate and search

arrays, it contains useful functions such as reset

lockout, reboot, upshift, and, most significant

to last month's article, the ability to change file

types. Specifically, the editor from the last arti-

cle can be modified with this routine to change

the edited font file automatically to the system

file-type font, so that it can be used by other sys-

tem procedures. This allows you to edit a font

and then configure it with SCP. Congratula-

tions, Foxware!

Doing the Sideways Scroll. One of the

critical elements of any shoot-'em-up game is

the ability to keep more than one activity going

on the screen simultaneously. This means that

the targets should move as well as the weapons,

and firing at objects should not bring every-

thing to a halt. Since each of these activities

takes some processing time, it is important that

each be accomplished as quickly as possible in

order to make the whole game smooth and fast.

Normally on the Apple II and other similar

systems, this speed is accomplished with assem-

bly language routines, which execute fast

enough to make up for the fact that it takes a lot

of work to move objects around on the hi-res

screen. Careful use of the Apple III built-in rou-

tines and the user-definable character set will al-

low us to do much the same thing in Basic. To
begin, let's look at a routine that scrolls objects

horizontally across the text screen. We'll start

with groups of asterisks (realizing that we could

redefine them to almost any shape).

The program looks like this:

10 ^j^.. .* **** ** *... ... . .... .. .....

20 start$ = CHR$(26)+CHR$
(0) + CHR$(10)

30 PRINT CHR$(21);"1";
40 PRINT CHR$(16);CHR$(1);

50 PRINT CHR$(19);CHR$(4);

60 PRINT CHR$(20);CHR$(13);
70 HOME
80 FOR 1

= 0 TO 39

90 PRINT start$;MID$(m$,41-i,i)

;MID$(m$, 1,40-1)

100 GET a$:IF ASC(a$) = 27 THEN 130

110 NEXT i

120 GOTO 80
130 TEXT:HOME
140 END

Line 10 defines a forty-character string,

exactly as wide as the screen mode we will use.

Be sure when you type it in that the result is

exactly forty characters in length. Line 20 puts a

starting location to display the strings on the

screen into startS, using the cursor positioning

command of the console driver. The code

shown will set a starting location at column 0,

row 10. Line 30 sets the cursor movement op-

tions to disable everything but "advance after

character." You should check out the Standard

Device Drivers Manual for more details on the

cursor options of the Console Driver. Line 40

puts the screen into forty-column color text

mode, and lines 50 and 60 set the foreground

color to dark green (4) and the background col-

or to yellow (13). The home command sets the

whole screen to the background color, and then

the routine to scroll m$ begins in line 80.

It is important to go through the routine in

lines 80 through 110 to see how this accom-

plishes the display of the string m$. For each

value of i, the string is split into two parts, on

the boundary between the beginning and end of

the string. When i equals 0, the result is

MID$(m$,41,0);MID$(m$,l,40). This is the

combination of a null string together with the

entire string (1 ,40). When i equals 1, the combi-

nation is MID$(m$,40,l);MID$(m$,l,39), that

is, the last character of the string, coupled with

the first thirty-nine characters. The end of the

sequence, where i equals 39, is equivalent to

MID$(m$,2,39);MID$(m$,l,l) and finishes ro-

tating the string around to start again. The get

statement in line 100 allows the display to freeze

after each step, so you can see exactly how this

works. To see the effect of the scrolling, simply

hold down any key (except escape) and the pat-

tern will scroll rapidly to the right. Holding

down the closed-Apple key in combination with

the other key will cause faster scrolling (since

the characters are presented to get faster). If you

want to see how fast this thing will really run,

cut out line 100 completely. Those asterisks will

really fly!

Line 130 is important since it snaps you

back to eighty-column reality with the cursor



options restored.

Well, so much for the simple stuff. Now it's

time to add the options to create objects and

creatures of your own to populate your game

world.

"Oh Scroll a Mio." We'll start by defining

the characters that will bring our creature to life.

To make things interesting, we'll use two ver-

sions of the bug to produce some simple ani-

mation without getting too complicated. We'll

redefine the characters from decimal 20 through

25 to be our graphics characters. These are nor-

mally control characters and aren't displayed

unless referenced by their character number

plus 128, that is, decimal 148 through 153. This

prevents the animation characters from inter-

fering with any other normal characters we

may have to print. If you haven't seen the last

issue, and don't have access to a character set

editor, you may simply use the same character

numbers without changing their definition, but

the creatures on the screen won't make much

sense.

In any case, figure 1 offers a suggestion for

the bug set.

Creepy, right? Actually, you can probably

create a better-looking bug than this, so play

around with the editor until you are satisfied.

Watch the "280 x 192" window on the editor to

get an idea of how your creature will look in

forty-column mode. The changes from the set in

characters 20 through 22 to the set in 23

through 25 are designed to make the mouth

TMOffHcial (?)

penguin software
T-Shirts

Black

and white

baseball-style

jersey;

Adults S. M. L. XL.

Youth S. M, L. $6.00

AND EVEN

T-shirts

Hanes T-shirt, green, blue, or red,

in sane sizes as above. $4.00

Also available. 17" x 22" color

computer graphics ad poster.

$2.00.

Add $2 per order for shipping. Be
sure to specify T-shirt sizes.

Visa /MasterCard Okay.

penguin t^e ururhu--. people

software (312)232-1984
830 4th Avenue, Geneva. IL 60134

open and close, the legs move, and the tail wag!

TTiis is the basic concept of character set ani-

mation; the animation of an object is accom-

plished by displaying several related versions of

the object rapidly on the screen as characters.

Since the shapes will be displayed as a char-

acter font, remember the rules for character

fonts: Use the first seven dot positions only (the

eighth is used for a flash/no flash flag in in-

verse mode and will not be displayed) and make

sure the characters are no more than eight dots

high. Save the character set using the font op-

tion, with any name you like. If you have a way

to change the resulting file to the official font

type (via the invokable module discussed ear-

lier, or the Pascal System Filer), do so now. This

will save some hassles later.

Can't Tell One Bug from Another without

a Program. Now for a program that will dis-

play these characters on-screen and accomplish

the animation! We'll use the scroll technique

from the last program, together with character

strings made up of our new character font.

10 DIM a%(511),char$(3)

15 q$=CHR$(34):esc$ = CHR$(27)

:slen=40

20 array$ = "a%":char$(0)="

"

25 text40$ = CHR$(16)+CHR$(0)
30 b$ = " ":b2$ = " ":b3$ = "

"

35 INVOKE'VBASIC/download.inv"

40 INPUT"Name of font file: ";flname$

45 name$=^q$+flname$+q$
50 INPUT"Line number to crawl on: ";1

55 tc$=CHR$(26)+CHR$(G)+CHR$(1)

These lines do the initialization of several ar-

rays and values. Note that the array a% is di-

mensioned to hold an entire character set,

which Download.inv will load off disk. You'll

have to change the pathname of Download.inv

to be correct on your own system. In addition,

text40$ contains the console commands to turn

on forty-column black-and-white mode (mode

0), and tc$ contains the cursor addressing com-

mand to position the cursor to row 0, line 1,

using the line number that was input in line 50.

60 char$(1)=CHR$(148):char$(2)
= CHR$(149):cha.r$(3)=CHR$(150)

65 m$ = ".23... 123.1223.. 13.

123.3. 23. ..123. 1223.."

70 FOR i=1 TO 40:SUB$(m$,l,1)=char$
(VAL(MID$(m$,i,1))):NEXT i

75 char$(1)=CHR$(151):char$(2) =CHR$
(152):char$(3) = CHR$(153)

80 n$ = ".23... 123. 1223. .13. 123.3.23

...123.1223.."

85 FOR 1=1 TO 40:SUB$(n$,i,1) =

char$(VAL(MID$(n$,i,1))):NEXT i

Lines 60 through 85 look complicated, but

they are simply the instructions on how to set

up the strings to be scrolled across the screen.

First, line 60 creates values in the charS array

that correspond to the pieces of our first bug.

Then the m$ string in line 65 tells what piece to

put in what position. This allows us to create

bugs that consist of a head only, a head and a

tail, a head, body and tail, or any combination

our imagination permits. The periods in be-

tween the numbers are simply place-holders,

which have a value of 0. Remember that we as-

signed a space to char$(0). Line 70 reads the val-

ues in m$. one chararter at a time, and substi-

tutes the appropriate value from the charS ar-

ray. Then lines 75 through 85 do the same thing

for a second string, n$, which will contain the

shifted versions of our bugs. Although we kept

the bug structures the same in m$ and n$, noth-

ing prevents us from redefining even the length

of the shapes from one string to the next. This

would allow us to aeate bugs such as caterpil-

lars, which move by shortening and lengthen-

ing their bodies!

90 PERFORM getfont(@name$,@array$)

95 PRINT text40$;:HOME

100 PERFORM loadfont(@ arrays

)

105 PRINT CHR$(21);"1";

Lines 90 through 105 get the font specified

20 (148) 21 (149) 22 (150)

1 1 1 1

• •
• • •
• • •
• • • •

• •
• • • •

23 (151) 24 (152)
• J

•
•
•

• • •
• • • •

• • •
• •

• •
• • •

25 (153)

• • •
• • • •

• • • • • •
• • •

Figure 1.
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earlier, set up the screen mode, load the font in-

to the standard character set, and turn off all

screen options except advance, allowing us to

write to the screen without interference from

sCToUing.

If you used the font editor from the last is-

sue, or some other font editing technique, and

cannot change the saved file as an official sys-

tem type font (as shown by the catalog listing),

you must make some modifications to what's

been described so far. The changes are:

35 INVOKE "/BASIC/download.inv",

"/BASIC/request.inv"

90 0PEN#1,name$:PERF0RM
filread(%1,@array$,%1024,@ret%)

92 IFret%<>1024THEN PRINT"Nota
font file":GOTO 40

Remember, make these changes if you use

the font editor from the last article and cannot

change the saved file type to font. And now, on

with the show. ...

110 FOR i
= 0 TO 39 STEP 2

115 PRINT tc$;MID$(m$,slen+ 1-1,1);

MID$(m$,1,slen-i)

120 GET z$:IF z$=esc$ THEN 200

125 PRINT tc$;MID$(n$,slen-i,i+1);

MID$(n$,1,slen-i-1)

130 GET z$:IF z$=esc$ THEN 200
135 NEXT i

140 GOTO 110

Lines 1 10 through 140 are the main scrolling

loop. As you can see, it looks basically (heh,

heh) like the lines in the last program, with sev-

eral important differences. Since we have two

strings to print, we cut the number of iterations

in half, and we adjust the subscripts in each

MID$ function to print successive strings in the

sequence. We still use the get statement to pause

between each change, but now it permits us to

see the animation as it progresses. Again, hold-

ing down any key will permit smooth scrolling

and motion as the little creatures open and shut

their mouths, move their legs, and wag their

tails.

200 PRINT CHR$(21);" = ";

205 PRINT CHR$(22);CHR$(14);
210 TEXT:HOME
215 name$=q$+"/BASIC/standard"+q$
220 PERFORM

getfont(@name$,@array$):PERFORM
loadfont(@array$)

225 PRINT CHR$(15);
230 END

Lines 200 through 230 perform cleanup, but

in this case there's more to clean up than be-

fore. After setting console options back to nor-

mal (line 200), line 205 shuts off the screen while

the cleanup is being done. The CHR$(22) is

there to synchronize shutting off the screen with

vertical blanking, avoiding funny flashes on the

screen. Line 210 restores the eighty-column

screen and clears it to blanks, and then lines 2 1

5

through 225 restore the standard character set

and turn the screen back on. You should

change the pathname to the name of the char-

acter set you normally use.

So much for the example program. When
you run it, the creepy creatures should crawl

across the screen at your command. It's fun to

elaborate on this program by editing more com-
plex characters or creating more versions df

them to get smoother animation. In fact, the

Running Horse demo on the System Demo disk

was done somewhat in this way.

Business Basic Gets a Little Gamey. By

now we've covered the essentials necessary for

you to follow the discussion of the arcade type

game below. Basically, we're going to take our

scrolling creatures and make them targets in a

shooting gallery ("Oh, no," you cry, "not our

poor creatures!"). To be a little fairer, we'll put

some moving obstacles between the shooter and

the creatures and deduct points when the bul-

lets hit the obstacles. Both the creatures and the

obstacles will be moving using the techniques

from the previous program. In addition, every

good game needs some sound effects. We'll use

the .audio driver to make some tones to liven up

the game. With that said, let's look at the game:

5 DIM a%(511),dq$(39),eq$(39),

fq$(39),lin$(3),blk$(3),

j(255),pnts(4)

DIM m(40),char$(3),beep$(3)

INVOKE".d3/download.inv"
0PEN#1, ".audio"

bell$=CHR$(7):bp$=CHR$
(128)+CHR$(63):ep$=CHR$(1) +
CHR$(0)
beep$(0)=bp$+CHR$(7) +
CHR$(4)+ep$:beep$( 1 ) =bp$ +
CHR$(8)+CHR$(6) + ep$
beep$(2) = bp$+CHR$(18) +
CHR$(5)+ep$:beep$(3)=bp$ +
CHR$(197)+CHR$(6)+ep$

10

15

17

20

22

23

DATA BASE III
Designed For The Apple ///

Totally User Definable To Meet Your Needs

Automatic Data Syntax Checking

Easy Screen Design

Supports The Profile*

Preformatted Fields
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These lines set up the arrays to be used and

create the tones that will indicate different kinds

of hits. To better understand lines 20 through

23, you should read the section of the Standard

Device Drivers Manual on the .audio driver. It's

not very long and will add a lot of interest to

your programs.

25 q$ = CHR$(34):array$="a%"

:b$ = " ';b2$ = "
"

:b3$ = " ":char$(0) = "
"

30 fg$ = CHR$(19):bg$ =CHR$
{20):slen=40:na$ = CHR$(21) +
"0":av$ = CHR$(21)+"1"

35 orange$=CHR$(9):green$
= CHR$(12):mblue$ = CHR$(6)
:white$ = CHR$(15)

40 og$=fg$+orange$+bg$+green$
:bw$=fg$ + mblue$ +

TO [ TAI 1/ MARCH 1983

45

50

55

bg$+white$
text40$ = CHR${16)+CHR$(1)
:t$ = CHR${26):t1$=t$+CHR$
(0):bu$ = CHR$(11)
tc$ = t1$ + CHR$(4):t2$=t1$ +
CHR$(6):t3$ = t1$+CHR$(8)
t5$=t$+CHR${8)+CHR$(23)
:t7$=t$+CHR$(35)+CHR$(23)

Lines 25 through 55 set up more constants

for the program, especially the values for vari-

ous foreground-background color combina-

tions. This time we'll be using the forty-column

color-on-color mode for more visual excite-

ment. If you have a black-and-white (or black-

and-green) monitor, the result wall be shades of

gray (or green). The strings tc$, t2$, t3$, t5$,

and t7$ will be used later on to position various
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Other strings on-screen.

60 I$ = "l" + bu$:l4$ = l$+l$ +
I$+I$:I12$ = I4$+I4$ + I4$

65 e$=" "+bu$:e4$=e$+e$+e$+
e$:e12$=e4$+e4$+e4$

70 Iin$(0) = na$ + I12$ + I4$+"*"

;lin$(1) = na$+l12$:lin$(2) =

na$+l12$+l$+l$:lin$(3)=lin$(1)

75 blk$(0)=e12$+e4$+av$:blk$
(1)=e12$+av$:blk$(2)

=e12$+e$+e$+av$
:blk$(3) = blk$(1)

80 j(32)=1:j(8) = 2:j(21) =

3;j(13) = 4:j(141)=5:j(27)=6

Lines 60 through 80 set up additional vari-

ables and strings needed for the program. In

particular, the lin$ array contains various ver-

sions of the characters used to represent a shot

being fired at the creatures. It is made up of sets

of vertical bars (the "1" character) combined

with the vertical tab character contained in the

bu$ string. Vertical tab is used because the shot

is fired from the bottom of the screen toward

the top. Each string in the array is prefixed by

the na$ string, containing the screen control

codes to turn off character advance. This comes

in handy in printing vertically, since it is only

necessary to go up after printing, not back up

and then go up, as would be true if advance

were on. Anything that reduces the number of

characters printed on the screen speeds up the

action. Notice also that lin$(0) has an asterisk as

the last character. This represents a burst as the

shot goes through the barrier and explodes. By

adding some extra characters, you could make

the line and the burst different colors. Line 75

defines blk$, which erases a shot right after it's

fired. This gives the impression of a quick blast

from the gunner. Notice that av$ is added to the

end of each occurrence of blk$ to turn advance

back on.

Line 80 sets up the values for the routine

that decodes keystrokes and decides what to do.

More on that later.

95 f$^=" = = = == = == = = = = =

100 FOR x1=0 TO 39 STEP 2

:dq$(x1/2) = MID$(e$,slen +
1-x1,x1)+MID$(e$,1,slen-x1)

:eq$(x1/2) = MID$(e$,slen

-x1,x1 + 1) + MID$(e$,1,slen-x1

-1):NEXT
105 FOR x1=20 TO 39:j=x1-20

:dq$(x1)=dq$(j):eq$(x1)
= eq$(j):NEXT

110 FOR x1=0 TO 39;fq$(x1)

= MID$(f$,x1 + 1,slen-x1)+
MID$(f$,1,x1):NEXT

Lines 90 through 1 10 set up the scrolling

barriers. E$ and f$ can be any arrangement you

like, but be sure to make them exactly forty

characters long. Notice that, instead of waiting

and performing the MID$ functions when the

string is actually printed on the screen, they are

done in this loop and the results stored in string

arrays to be printed later. Since these strings

won't change, this is a more efficient, and there-

fore faster way to handle them. Line 110 han-

dles this straightforwardly, but lines 100 and

105 create dq$ and eq$ in a more confusing

way. Basically, the process is this: dq$ and eq$

contain every other occurrence of e$, the string
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to be scrolled. By printing them both succes-

sively, along with one occurrence of fq$, the re-

sult is that one set of barriers appears to scroll

twice as fast as the other. Try this out in a sim-

pler program if this one is hard to follow.

MARCH 1983

140

150

160

170

175

180

185

GOSUB 700:REM get font

hr=20:points=0:hits=0

pnts(1)=0:pnts(2)=0:pnts

(3) = 0:hit=0

pnts(1)=pnts(1) + 4:pnts{2)

= pnts(2)+ 2:pnts(3) = pnts(3)

+ 6:hit=hit+5

t4$ = CHR$(26) + CHR$(hr-2)
+ CHR$(21):t6$ = CHR$(26)
+CHR${hr-1) + CHR$(20)
GOSUB 800:REM load up the bugs

GOSUB 600:REM set up screen

Lines 140 through 185 do the last of the set-

up and prepare the game for play (at last! at

last!). We'll discuss the subroutines in a minute.

First, note that line 1 50 defines the initial posi-

tion of the gunner, hr=20. Hr will contain the

horizontal position of the gunner at all times.

Points scored and number of hits are also set to

zero. Line 160 clears the point value array and

sets the value of a hit to zero, and line 170 in-

crements them by a standard amount. This al-

lows us to up the points values in each round, or

start over, by going to line 150, 160, or 170. The
values in the pnts array are to be subtracted for

hitting various combinations of barriers, and hit

is a multiplier for scoring a hit on various parts

of a creature. T4$ contains the position of the

gunner, and t6$ is the position from which the
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firing of lin$ takes place.

Now we're ready to look at the additional

setup subroutines. The first, at line 700, loads

the font of our choice. It looks very similar to

the routine from last time:

700 INPUT"Name of font file: ";flname$

705 name$=q$-l-flname$-l-q$

710 PERFORM getfont(@name$,@array$)

715 RETURN

Again, if you can't change your edited font

files to type font, make the changes in this rou-

tine that were suggested in the last program.

The routine at line 800 is used to set up the

bug character strings. It is derived from the last

program and looks like this:

800 temp$ = ".12...123.1234..12.

123.1. 12,. ,123.1234.."

805 char$(1)=CHR$(148):char$

(2) = CHR$(149):char$(3)
= CHR$(150)

810 m$(0) = ".23... 123.1223.. 13.

1 23 3 23 123 1223
"

820 FOR 1
= 1 TO 40:SUB$(m$(0),

i,1) = char$(VAL(MID$
(m$(0),i,1))):NEXT i

830 char$(1) = CHR$(151):char$

(2) = CHR$(152):char$(3)
=CHR$(153)

840 m$(1) = ".23... 123.1223..

13.123.3.23.. .123.1223.."

850 FOR 1=1 TO 40:SUB$(m$(1),
i,1)=char$(VAL(MID$(m$(1),

i,1))):NEXT i

855 FOR 1=1 TO 40:m(i)=VAL
(f\/1ID$(temp$,i,1)):NEXT i

860 RETURN

The only real difference between this sec-

tion and the same function of the last program

is in lines 800 and 855. These lines combine to

create the array m, which is used to score hits

and quickly decide how long an individual crea-

ture is. The game uses the principle that if you

hit a creature you destroy everything from the

point of impact back, but whatever's left in

front of the hit keeps going. We'll see exactly

how this is done later.

The last setup routine creates the screen and

playing area.

600 PRINT CHR$(14);

605 PRINT text40$;bw$;:HOME
610 PERFORtvl loadfont(@array$)

615 PRINT av$;:REM turn everything off but

advance

630 PRINT og$;:PRINT USING"40c";b$
635 PRINT USING"40c";

"Bug-Mania":PRINT USING
"40c";b$

645 VPOS=23:PRINT USING"40c"
;b$:PRINT USING"40c";b$

650 PRINT" Score:";:HPOS=31
:PRINT"Hlts:";

655 PRINT t5$;points;"
"

;t7$;hits;

660 PRINT bw$;t4$;" X ";

665 PRINT CHR$(15);

670 RETURN

First the screen is turned off, so the setup

can be completed quickly and without being

seen. Then forty-column color mode (blue on

white) is chosen and the screen is cleared to

white (line 605). The font is then loaded as the

standard character set, and various parts of

the screen are filled in using orange-on-green
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color text. Then line 660 turns blue-on-white

mode back on, and an "X" is printed at the cur-

rent location of the gunner. If you want, you

can edit the "X" character to any shape you

like. Then the screen is turned back on in line

665 and the game is ready to play

Getting Under Way in Bugland. The preced-

ing gets us ready for the actual playing proce-

dures. To make the game fun, we want to have

scrolling and player motion taking place all at

once. As we have seen in previous articles, the

best way to tackle that is the ON KBD capa-

bility, where the Apple III can be doing some-

thing but still respond when a key is pressed.

190 ON KBD GOTO 300
200 FOR i

= 0 TO 39:c=(i/2=INT

(i/2)):g=(MID$(fq$(i),hr,1)<>

b$)+(MID$(eq$(i),hr,

1) <> b$r2:PRINT tc$;MID$

(m$(c),slen+1-i,i);MID$

(m$(c),1,slen-i);t2$;dq$

(i);t3$;fq$(i);t2$;eq$

(i):NEXT:GOTO 200

Line 190 sets up an ON KBD jump to 300

when a key is pressed. In the meantime, line 200

is continuously executed. This is a complicated

routine, so let's look at each part of the line.

First, the scrolling loop is set up as before.

Then a value for c is calculated. C will be 0 if i is

odd, 1 if i is even. This allows us to choose

which version of the creatures we will display on
this round. Then g is calculated. G is a number
that indicates what the state of the barriers is.

When you analyze the complicated logical ex-

pression, you will find that g is 0 if both fq$ and

eq$ are blank at the current location of hr (the

gunner's position). This would indicate that the

barriers are open at that spot. G is equal to 1 if

the bottom barrier (fq$) is closed, and 2 if the

top barrier (eq$) is closed. If both barriers are

closed, then g is 3. This will affect scoring, as

we'll see later. We really only need to calculate g
when a shot is fired, but we've got time to waste

in this loop. We'll need every millisecond when
the shot is actually fired to avoid slowing down
the animation.

Next the appropriate version of the crea-

ture string is printed, and then the barrier

strings are printed. Notice that printing dq$,

fq$, and eq$ (in that order) has the effect of

SCToUing the top barrier twice as fast as the crea-

tures, in the same direction, and scrolling the

bottom barrier at the same speed. Because of

the way fq$ was created, the bottom barrier ap-

pears to scroll backwards. After scrolling

through the entire m$ array, the routine goes

back and starts over endlessly, until a key is

pressed.

Which brings us to the ON KBD routine at

line 300:

300 OFF KBD:z= KBD
305 ON j(z) GOTO 400,330,

340,150,170,500

310 ON KBD GOTO 300
315 RETURN

First we turn off the keyboard interrupt,

and assign z the ASCII value of the character

typed. This is used in line 305 to determine

which processing routine to jump to. Check the

definition of the j array in line 80 for more in-

formation about what is happening. This tech-

nique of branching is very wasteful of space (the

j array takes up IK of memory) but is extremely

fast, which is what we need in processing these

keystrokes. Cross-referencing line 80 tells us that

the jump to line 400 occurs if z equals 32 (space

bar). This is the firing signal. Lines 330 and 340

process right and left arrow keys (ASCII 8 and

21, respectively), which are used to move the

gunner around. A return (ASCII 13) jumps

back to line 150 to begin a new game, and an

open-Apple return (ASCII 141) restarts with

doubled point and penalty values. Finally, an

escape (ASCII 27) jumps to 500 and ends the

game. Looking at these individual routines will

end our discussion of this game and get us down
to playing it.

330 hr=hr-(hr>2):G0T0 350
340 hr=hr + (hr<39)
350 SUB$(t4$,2,1) = CHR$(hr-2)

:SUB$(t6$,2,1)=CHR$(hr-1)
:PRINT t4$;" X

"

360 ON KBD GOTO 300
370 RETURN

This sequence simply resets the value of hr

after being sure that hr is not already at the left

or right edge. You could reduce these values to

restrict the gunner to a certain section of the

screen. Line 350 changes the values of t4$ and

t6$ to represent the new value of hr and re-

prints the gunner with spaces on each side.

Printing the spaces erases the previous image of

the gunner in the old position, no matter which

way he moved. Then the ON KBD statement is

reactivated, and the routine returns to the loop

at 200.

400 IF i = 40 THEN 460
405 PRINT t6$;lin$(g);

t6$;blk$(g)

410 IF g THEN points = points

-pnts(g):PRINT#1;

beep$(g):GOTO 450
415 ch = slen*(i >hr)+hr-i
420 IF NOT m(ch) THEN PRINT#1

;beep$(g):GOTO 450
:ELSE:PRINT bell$;

425 FOR j
= ch TO ch-m(ch)+1

STEP-1:IF m(j)

THEN points=points+m(j)

*hit:m(j) = 0:NEXT
430 SUB$(m$(0),j+1,ch-j)=" "

:SUB$(m$(1),j+1,ch-j)=" "

:hits=hits+ 1

450 PRINT og$;t5$;points;"
"

;t7$;hlts;bw$

460 ON KBD GOTO 300
470 RETURN

Lines 400 through 470 are the firing sub-

routine, and this is where all the action takes

place. First, a check is made to see if the key-

stroke occurred during the loop exit and restart

time. If so, a return is made with no action

taken. This rarely happens, but must be pro-

vided for. Next, the gun is fired, by printing lin$

and blk$ at the current gunner location. Then g

is checked to see if the bullet struck a barrier. If

so, the appropriate number of points is deduct-

ed and a tone is sounded, with pitch corre-

sponding to which barrier was struck. Then a

jump is done to 450 to print the new point

values and return.

If g equals 0, then the bullet made it through

the barriers; a check is made in lines 415 and 420

to see if anything was hit. If the m array con-

tains 0 at that point, then the shot was a miss;

the appropriate tone is sounded and a return is

made. If m is not zero, then a machine bell is

sounded (note that a bell character sounds with-

out slowing down the program as a tone does).

Line 425 then backs up along the string add-

ing up points and zeroing out the m array. Line

430 blanks out the appropriate parts of the m$
strings and bumps the hit count. With the

strings changed, the next printing of m$ will

erase the bug from the point of the hit back-

wards. Line 450 then prints the new score, and

play resumes.

Notice that the major work of the game is

done in this routine. Anything that makes this

routine simpler or faster has the effect of speed-

ing up play, and making the game more fun.

This finally brings us to the last routine,

which ends the game:

500 PRINT CHR$(21);" = "

505 PRINT CHR$(22);CHR$(14);
510 TEXT:HOME
515 nam$=q$ + "/BASIC/

standard" +q$
520 PERFORM getfont(@nam$,

@array$):PERFORM
loadfont(@array$)

525 PRINT CHR${15);

530 CLOSEilNVOKE
540 END

This is essentially identical to the routine

used in the previous program.

A Game a Day Keeps Pac-Man Away. Sure,

this game won't save you many quarters if

you're an arcade freak, and it's not exactly go-

ing to drive Bill Budge out of business, but the

techniques may prove useful, and prove some-

thing else as well. You don't need assembly lan-

guage to get reasonable performance out of the

Apple III, even in games, a realm of program-

ming thought absolutely to require it. If you're

careful, use clever techniques, and remember

that you can trade off memory space for addi-

tional speed by using tables, you can create

some interesting things. There is certainly a lot

you can do to make this game more interesting

too. Try to figure out how to have the bug

heads dive down through the barrier and at-

tack the gunner when their bodies have been

blown away. You might also try to speed up the

scrolling by printing just one-third of the gun

blast at a time, with scrolling in between, and

then figure the hit out at the end of the process.

This would look more natural and require the

gunner to "lead" the target, quite a challenge.

You can also change the scoring rules to your

liking and, of course, completely redefine the

barriers and bug shapes. Have fun!

Next month we'll add smooth scrolling to

this game with the character download capa-

bility. That's the real way the Horse Demo
works. In addition, we'll start our exploration

of how these techniques, and some brand-new

ones not possible in text mode, can be imple-

mented on the hi-res graphics screen. Until

then, blaze away! n
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simplicity of use. There are no commands
to remember. Plus, the informative

graphs and all calculations are handled

superfast. So you can be working not

waiting.

This remarkable program includes a

database (holding approximately five

years of information) which contains the

thirteen important daily stock market

indicators from Jan. 2, 1979 on, which
you can update for constant analysis. The
program can also utilize current or

historical data on individual stocks which
are of special interest to you. This data

may be entered manually, or direct from

the DowJones News/Retrieval Service.

Ifyou're in the market, or want to be, why
trust luck or hunches? Analyze the

market and your favorite stocks like

professional technicians do. Have moving
averages, oscillators and trendlines

computed and displayed, correlate any

two datafiles, retrieve and display any

day's market data, search the entire

database for special information or

relationships. And manipulate the data to

get the answers. Become your own
expert within hours. With The Market

Technician. Enter your buy order now.
Only J 195.00 for the i^ple II', at

computer stores, or from:

8943 Fullbright Ave.,

Chatsworth,CA 91311 (213)709-1202
VlfiVMASTERCARD accepted. Add 16.00 shipping/liandling .

charge. (California residents add 6'/i% sales tax.) sj

*Apple II is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.
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beginners'
Corner

BY (HRISTOPHER U. LICHT

As we have noted in previous months, even beginners who have no

intention of ever writing their own Basic programs—much less machine

language ones—can benefit from a little knowledge of machine lan-

guage. Having such knowledge makes it easier to use many of the var-

ious available commercial packages to the fullest.

It can also be useful to know where in memory Apple's designers

chose to put things so you'll know where it's safe to put other things.

We'll spend this month taking a cartographic expedition through mem-
ory. Because the Apple II Plus with 48K of memory has been the stan-

dard machine for a couple of years, we're going to assume that that's the

one you have.

To begin with, you're probably aware that 16K, 32K, and 64K don't

really mean 16,000, 32,000, and 64,000 bytes. They're a convenient short-

hand that understates the true figures. The actual numbers of bytes are

two to the fourteenth (16,384), two to the fifteenth (32,768), and two to

the sixteenth (65,536). Because the computer internally uses the binary

number system and has to translate to decimal, it sees these numbers as

nice round figures. They only seem strange to us.

Counting the Ks. You may or may not be aware that your 48K
Apple is actually a 64K machine. Its 6502 microprocessor can read from

and write to a full 65,536 bytes of memory. The 48K refers to the amount
ofRAM memory, but there's also 16K of ROM, in which Applesoft and

the Monitor are stored. However, because the programs controlling

Applesoft and the Monitor are embedded in their own set of chips to

prevent the user from overwriting those programs, only the 48K bytes of

RAM can be controlled by the user.

The terms RAM and ROM refer to the two types of internal mem-
ory of the Apple. RAM is the memory to which the user has complete

access. That is, individual bytes of RAM can be read from and written

to. The acronym stands for random access memory. Random access

means that each byte has an address assigned to it, and that the user, or a

program, can look at any byte without having to deal with the sur-

rounding bytes.

ROM stands for read-only memory. One confusing thing about these

terms is that ROM is also random access. Any byte within a bank of

ROM can be read by referring to its address without having to read the

surrounding bytes. What distinguishes ROM from what we call RAM is

that ROM cannot be written to, and ROM can hold its data even after

the power has been turned off. That is because the data stored in

ROM—in the Apple, the programs that operate Applesoft and the

Monitor—is permanently burned in at the factory. Barring some kind of

physical damage to the chip, the data in ROM can't be erased, and it

can't be overwritten by other data under any circumstances.

As we mentioned briefly last month, the Apple's memory is divided

into 256 pages, each containing 256 bytes. This convention is used be-

cause 256 is to hexadecimal (base 16) what 100 is to decimal (base 10).

Just as the latter is 10 tens, the former is 16 sixteens.

One eight-bit byte in Apple's memory can store one of 256 (or 2*) dif-

ferent values. These values can represent decimal numbers 0 through 255

or hex numbers $0 through $FF. Alternatively, depending on the con-

text, they can represent alphanumeric characters, graphic displays, line

numbers, Basic or machine language commands, and other things.

The Logic of the Machine. Although the page system doesn't have

any particular logic in decimal notation, it is logical in hex. Each byte is

addressed with a four-digit hexadecimal number. A new page begins

whenever the third digit from the right in the hex address is incremented

by one. Thus, page zero goes from $0000 to SOOFF (0 to 255), page one
from $0100 to SOIFF, and so forth through page 255, which consists of

locations $FFOO through $FFFF (65280 through 65535). You won't

always see addresses as four-digit numbers; leading zeros may be left off.

Such page organization is helpful to the Apple's designers and program-

mers, who can reserve whole pages of memory for special purposes and

easily remember what goes where by the page reserved for it.

Most of the programs that go into memory, whether in Basic or ma-
chine language, occupy much bigger chunks than a page and are more
often referred to by their absolute address or size. Pages zero through

three, which we'll discuss later, are the only pages of this kind that are re-

served by the Apple itself for a distinct purpose. The word page is used

more commonly to refer to the areas of memory reserved for the text and
graphics displays. Each of these pages is actually much longer than the

256-byte kind of page. We'll talk about these later also.

Plunging In. Now to begin our expedition. Use the memory map on
page 69 of your Apple II Reference Manual as a guide to the locations

mentioned in the rest of the article. Note that address numbers and page

numbers can be spxjken of in decimal or hexadecimal, so the map has the

hex addresses on the left and the decimal ones on the right.

The top sixty-four pages, locations 49152 through 65535

($C000—$FFFF), are taken up by the ROM chips that contain Apple-

soft and the Monitor. Any memory below that, from location zero

through 49151 ($BFFF), is RAM memory and can be changed by the

user or running programs.

Immediately below Applesoft is an area of memory used by periph-

eral cards, the game controllers, the speaker, and a few other things, for

input and output. Beneath that is the memory used by the disk operat-

ing system (DOS) if it has been loaded.

When you boot the disk, DOS is loaded into locations 40192 through

49151 ($9D00-$9CFF). DOS also needs to reserve locations 38400

through 40191 ($9600-$9CFF) for buffers to store input and output

data temporarily while the Apple waits for the disk to catch up with it.

Although you can increase or decrease the size of these buffers, at this

stage it's safe to assume that the default value will be used and that DOS
will not need any memory below 38400 ($9600).

From the Bottom Up. Now let's jump down to location zero and

work our way back up to where we are now.

The first three pages of memory, zero through two, are used exten-

sively by Applesoft, DOS, and the Monitor. You shouldn't plan to store

anything in these locations because altering the contents of some of them

can cause drastic errors.

The first memory page, often called zero page, has a special signif-

icance to the 6502 microprocessor. There are some forms of machine lan-

guage addressing that require the use of one or two zero-page locations.

Therefore, zero-page locations are used primarily as pointers by Apple-

soft, DOS, the Monitor, and other machine language programs. A
pointer, by the way, is a place in memory that a machine language pro-

gram can read to find the address in memory of a particular table or

subroutine.

Page one, the second page, is another special-purpose area called the

system stack. A stack is an area of memory that works like a pile of data.
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When you put some data on the pile, you put it on top. When you take it

off the pile, you take it off the top. Picture a stack of dishes. The last dish

you put on the stack will be the first one you take off of it. This is called a

last-in-first-out, or LIFO, method of storing data. When a Basic pro-

gram executes a gosub statement or for-next loop, the return address is

put on the stack for easy retrieval later on.

Page two is called the input buffer. When you type in a Basic pro-

gram line or answer a question the computer asks, what you type is

stored temporarily in the input buffer before being processed.

Although substantial parts of these three pages may be unused at any

given moment, you never know which they are and whether or not

they're going to be needed in the next moment. It's best to leave every-

thing below page three alone.

After the initial boot, most of page three is available for storing the

user's machine language programs. Of the 256 bytes on the page, the first

208 (768-975 or $300-$30F) bytes are free. This is a favorite place for

commercial packages to load short machine language programs. Here

they're safe from the Apple's automatic internal operations. The last

forty-eight bytes on this page (976- 1023 or $3D0—$3FF) are needed for

certain operations of both DOS and Applesoft.

Turning the Page. Locations 1024 through 2047 ($400-$7FF) just

above page three contain the information the screen needs to print either

text or lo-res graphics. This is called the text page, even though it is four

pages (of the 256-byte variety) long. If you haven't added an eighty-col-

umn board to your machine, your screen can display forty characters per

line and twenty-four lines of text, for a total of 960 characters. If you

divide this total by 256, you'll see that only three and three-quarters

pages of memory are needed in order to give each screen position its own
byte. Whatever peripheral devices you have use the remaining sixty-

four bytes as temporary storage locations; these bytes should not be con-

sidered available either.

To see how the text display works, enter and run the following

program:

10 HOME
20 FOR I

= 1024 TO 2047
30 POKE I, 65
40 NEXT I

As stated on page 139 of your Applesoft manual, the number 65 is the

ASCII code for the letter A. When you run the program, your screen

should fill with As. They'll be flashing because, in the screen memory, the

number 65 is displayed as a flashing A; the number 193 is displayed as a

normal A. When you're in text mode, each character loca-

tion on the screen corresponds to its own memory location and displays

whatever is in that location.

Lo-res graphics mode uses the same memory locations as text mode,

and each byte corresponds to the same screen location. The display,

however, is different. Each of the 960 bytes of text screen memory
controls two dots, one on top of the other, resulting in 1,920 rectangular

lo-res dots on the screen.

A byte can be divided into two four-bit halves, called nibbles. Each

nibble contains a value of from 0 to 15 and controls the color of one dot

on the lo-res screen. In binary notation, the possible values of a nibble

range from 0000 to 1111.

Lo-res graphics mode allows sixteen different colors. To demon-

strate this, type in the following short program:

10 OR
20 FOR I

= 1024 TO 2047

30 N = N + 1

40 IF N > 255 THEN N = 0

50 POKE I, N
60 NEXT I

If you're using a color monitor, you should see lines and dots in dif-

ferent colors plus four lines of text at the bottom when you run this pro-

gram. If your display is black and white, the pattern will differ.

Beneath the Pretty Pictures. If you were to enter the Monitor now
and examine the appropriate memory locations, you'd find the hex values

corresponding to the colors your program produced. For example, 1 is

Applesoft's lo-res color code for magenta. The eight-bit binary repre-

sentation for 1 is 00000001 . Since the first four bits are zero, the upper of

the two lo-res dots is black and the lower takes the color that is coded

0001; this is magenta. To see this, change line 30 to = / and you

should see your screen fill with alternating magenta and black lines. Now
run it again with A' = 77 in line 30. The binary number for 17 is

00010001, which turns on magenta in both dots.

Before moving on, try using 255 for N. Since 255 is the largest num-

ber one byte can hold, the binary representation of it is 11111111. Both

nibbles now contain their maximum values (1111 binary or 16 decimal)

and instruct the screen to display the associated color, which is white.

Binary 0000 for one nibble is black, which produces what we think of as

an empty dot, while binary 1111 (16 or $F) produces the opposite color,

which is white. In between are the other fourteen lo-res colors. If you'd

like to see them and their associated numbers, boot your system master

and run Color Demosoft.

Immediately above the text /lo-res memory area (2048 or $800) is

where Applesoft Basic programs begin. To see this, first enter the fol-

lowing one-line program.

NEW
10 PRINT AAAAA"

Now type call —151 to enter the Monitor. When you see the asterisk

prompt, type 800.80F to list locations $800 to $80F (2048- 2063). This is

what you should see on your screen:

0800- 00 OE 08 OA 00 BA 22 41
0808- 41 41 41 41 22 00 00 00

That's what a Basic program looks like in hex code. Hex $0A is equiva-

lent to decimal 10, your line number. Hex $BA is the code correspond-

ing to the print command. ASCII codes $22 and $41 are the quotation

mark and letter A, respectively. The zeros at the end indicate the end of

a line.

It's possible to write Basic programs that take up all the space from

$800 to the bottom of DOS. If you plan to use hi-res displays, however,

you'll probably need to keep the program below location 8192 ($2000),

where page one of hi-res graphics begins.

Getting Really Graphic. There are two hi-res graphics pages. As with

the text /lo-res page, we're not talking about 256-byte-long memory pages

but about two areas of memory, each consisting of 8,192 bytes. Just as

lo-res graphics uses one nibble to control one screen dot, so hi-res

graphics has a one-to-one correspondence between specific memory loca-

tions and specific screen locations. In this case the relationship is one bit

per dot, and the dots are much smaller. Although the hi-res screen is

more complicated than this description may imply, you can think of it as

being 280 dots wide by 160 high, resulting in a total of 53,200 dots. Since

one bit per byte is reserved for a color code, each byte controls seven

dots. Thus 7,600 memory locations (53,200 divided by 7) are needed for

hi-res display, but 8,192 are actually set aside for each hi-res page. Hi-res

page one then uses memory locations 8192 through 16383 ($2000-$3999),

while graphics page two occupies locations 16384 through 24575

($4000-$5999).

Just as we could poke numbers into specific memory locations to con-

trol the lo-res display, so can we poke numbers into hi-res graphics to ac-

complish the same thing. We can get some idea of what's happening by

running the following program:

10 HGR
20 FOR I

= 8192 TO 16383

30 POKE I, 255
40 NEXT I

This program sets all bits in all the bytes to 1 (or on), which means that

all the dots on the screen will go on and the whole screen will display

white.

As we saw in January, the usual place to put machine language pro-

grams is between the end of hi-res page two and the beginning of DOS.
At this point in your Apple-using career this ought to be enough

about memory. Later, when you need a truly detailed Apple atlas that

covers every byte of memory, you might want to look at the book What's

Where in the Apple, by William F. Luebbert, published by Micro Ink

(Chelmsford, MA). Be sure to get the revised edition.

Another class of beginners moves on. April's Beginners' Comer begins at the begin-

ning with the lie: Matt Yuen takes over the writer's block. Chris Light will continue

intermediate-level stufffrom time to time in Ilnd Grade Chats.



by
Don Worth

now in

hi-res

can iroL/

1 find the

golden
apple?

Don Worth, the co-author of Beneath Apple DOS and Bag of Tricks, has returned to his first love — fantasy adventure ! This

special edition of the game that Softalk magazine labels a "classic" is far better than the popular original — with faster

reaction time, high resolution graphics, sound effects, a deeper dungeon, and more monster types and magic items. Lots of

adventure at a reasonable price . . . $29.95.

Runs on any 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus with one disk drive.
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Videx, a frontrunner in

microcomputer peripherals and software,

announces two exciting new programs that

will make existing software compatible with
the 80-column VIDEX VIDEOTERM.

APPLE WRITER ][
pre-boot with 80-Column Display

This program allows an 80-column display for your APPLE
WRITER ][, and access to true upper and lower case input

from the keyboard. When combined with the ENHANCER ][,

this program will provide a complete word processing

package.

Interested in word processing in different languages? The pre-

boot program has been set up to allow APPLE WRITER ][ to

prompt in other languages. With
an Enhancer ][, the keyboard

can be programmed to be

compatible with different

languages.

$19.00
Suggested retail price

VisiCalc"
pre-boot with 80-Column Display

Now you can view the VisiCalc electronic worksheet window in

80 columns. Since the entry line is also 80 columns wide,

complex formulas can now be seen in their entirety for editing

ease. An added bonus is the ability to display upper and lower

case $49.00
Suggested retail price

For those who need even more power, a more advanced ver-

sion combines all the above features with the ability to use
many of the memory expansion boards currently available. A
configuration editor allows VisiCalc to use a mixture of dif-

ferent kinds of memory expansion cards. Just tell it what
memory cards you have and which slots they are in. For exam-
ple, you could use more than one language card equivalent. The
memory cards can be combined
to give you access up to

1 76 K of memory!

$89.00
Suggested retail price
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897 N.W. Grant Ave. • Corvallis, Oregon 97330 • 503/758-0521
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VENTURES WITH
VISICALC

BV lOE \HELTOH
Last month's Softalk contained an article about how VisiCalc Ad-

vanced Version was used to calculate the statistics of an Apple Comput-
er-sponsored tennis match between Jimmy Connors and Bjorn Borg. We
are now going to build the VisiCalc template that was used at that match.

Then we'll look at how we can use the same type of model to do a more
complete analysis of a tennis player's game.

Tennis, Anyone? A simple explanation of the relevant parts of the

game would probably make this discussion more meaningful to those of

you who haven't played tennis. Scoring a tennis match requires keeping

track of points, games, and sets. Each player's goal is to win enough

points to win a game, enough games to win a set, and finally, enough sets

to win the match.

A point is won by one of the two players (or by a team in doubles)

each time the tennis ball is put in play. When the game is scored the usual

way, a minimum of four points must be scored in each game. The win-

ner must win at least four points and must win by a margin of two

points. This means that a game could, theoretically at least, have an un-

limited number of points if the players won points alternately.

Games usually average between four and ten points total. The first

player to win six games with a two-game margin wins the set. If it should

happen that both players win six games, there are two options. Play can

continue until one player has a two-game lead or a tie-breaker can be

played. Normally the winner is the player who wins two sets out of three,

although in some major championships the winner must triumph in

three sets out of five.

Various rules determine how points are won (or lost) in tennis, but

for our purposes only three situations need to be discussed. One way a

player can win a point is by hitting the ball somewhere in the opposite

court so that the other player can't reach it. This is referred to as a "win-

ner." Another way of winning a point is by hitting the ball so well that

the other player can reach the ball but can't return it into play. This is re-

ferred to as a "forced error." When one player is in a good position to hit

the ball and misses, hitting the ball out of the court or into the net, his

opponent wins a point. This is the third—and incidentally the most com-
mon—way a point is won.

To be able to analyze a match using VisiCalc, that is all we really

need to know. The statistics usually calculated for tennis matches (and

used by those doing the commentary) are shown in figure 1. Don't wor-

ry if you don't understand all of them; the principles underlying them
will quickly become apparent.

First-service percentage—A server gets two chances to put a ball in play or

the server loses the point. This statistic is the percentage of times a player

gets the first ball in play.

Aces—This is a service winner where the opponent doesn't touch the ball.

Double faults—A player who misses both serves loses the point and is said

to have double faulted.

Forehand and backhand winners—Points won when a player hits a ground
stroke the opponent can't touch.

Forehand and backhand unforced errors— Points lost when a player can
reasonably be expected to keep the ball in play with a groundstroke but

doesn't.

Trips to net and won at net—A player may approach the net and hope to

win the point quickly. It's important to know how many points are won at net

versus how many are attempted.

Figure 1.

Our next step is to begin creating the model. Boot VisiCalc and let's

get started. Refer to figure 2 and enter the labels as shown there. Leave

rows 1 through 3 blank; we'll be entering additional information into

them later. Set the column widths to 5 (/GC5 or whatever is appropriate

for your display) to permit more of the model to be visible.

If you're using VisiCalc Advanced Version, you can set the width of

column A (/GCC14) so that all the title text can fit in the same column.

Continue entering the rest of the information into the cells, with cell ref-

erences matching those shown here so you won't have to adjust your

model until after it's completed. Then delete the blank columns B and C.

A B C D E F G
4 Set 1 Set 2 Sets Match

5 1st Serve Percent

6 Aces
7 Double Faults

8 Forehand

9 Winners

10 Unforced Errors

11 Backhand

12 Winners

13 Unforced Errors

14 Trips to Net

15 Won at Net

16 Percent Won at Net

Figure 2.

How Do We Score? Let's think for a moment about what we are try-

ing to accomplish. Take forehand groundstrokes for example. As you

can see from figure 2, we've divided forehands into winners and un-

forced errors. That means we are going to ignore forced errors. If we
wished, we could simply enter a value in E9 or ElO and increment it each

time we saw another winner or error. That would be easy, but in the heat

of the match we might accidentally enter the wrong value and then for-

get the original value. There must be a safer way. And there is. (Sur-

prised?)

If we use columns at the bottom of the model for scoring, we can

make an individual entry for each point by entering points consecutively

down the column. Working in that manner means that at the very most

we'll change only one value and won't have to remember the running to-

tal. Now, it's simple; each statistic can have a separate column and we
only have to enter a value in the appropriate column. But can things be

made still simpler? Yes.

Look again at our forehand statistics. We are looking only for win-

ners and unforced errors. We can have one column for forehands and en-

ter one value if the player hits a winner and a different value if he makes

an unforced error. But now things get complicated again. We have to be

able to tell the two values apart. How can we tell the difference between

them? If we enter a 1 for a winner, we can ©SUM the column and deter-

mine the number of winners. If we enter a 2 or some other value for un-

forced errors, our sum won't be accurate anymore. However, if we enter

a 0 for unforced errors, the ©SUM of winners will be correct. Now we
total unforced errors. There is no function to sum Os. Before reading

further, look at your reference card or your manual and see if you can

find a solution.

There is a way to enter Os and Is in a column and count each value

independently, as well as to count both if we wish. This, by the way , is an

important idea that can be applied to other areas besides sports scoring.

The functions ©SUM and ©COUNT can do it all.
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We know what ©SUM will do; it will total all the Is that we enter in

the column. ©COUNT will, according to the reference card, count the

"number of nonblank entries in list." That isn't exartly true; ©COUNT
only counts values. If you enter text in the list, ©COUNT ignores it. In

our application, this means that ©COUNT counts the number of Is and

Os. Now getting the number of Os is a simple matter of subtracting

©SUM from ©COUNT.
There's another facet of ©COUNT and ©SUM worth discussing.

We can actually track a third value if we want to. Both ©COUNT and

©SUMrequire a list of values or cell references to complete the formula.

We'll use a range that starts at our first game point and continues for a

sfjecified number of rows.

The third value we can track is the number of cells in our range. This

could be the maximum number of entries and could be used in calculat-

ing another statistic. We can determine this value by manually counting

all the cells in the range or we can enter 1 in A21 and +A21-I- 1 in A22,

replicating those two cells for the same number of rows using relative ref-

erence. It's a simple matter to use ©MAX on that column fo determine

the total number of cells used. ©MAX displays the final (largest) value.

Thus we know the total number of possible values, the number of Is, and

the number of Os. This isn't appropriate for our model, but it might be

useful for other analysis.

In our column, we can now enter Is for winners and Os for unforced

errors, and we can keep a running total. Figure 3 shows our model with

the scoring section complete.

Sell Set 2 Set 3 Match

1st Serve Percent

Aces
Double Faults

Forehand
Winners

Unforced Errors

Backhand
Winners

Unforced Errors

Trips to Net

Won at Net

Percent Won at Net

1st 2nd Worn
Aces Serve Serve Frhnd Bkhnd Net

Figure 3.

You'll notice that we have used a window (/WH) to separate the sta-

tistical area from the scoring section. If you don't have an eighty-column

display, you should synchronize the windows (/WS) so that when you

scroll the entry and statistics sections wall remain together. We have also

set a horizontal title (/TH) in row 19. This setup allows us to continue

entering points down the column. The titled area lets us see the column

headings while we're making entries.

If you haven't done so already, enter the additional information dis-

played in figure 3 into your model now. Enter 1 in A21 and + H-A21 in

A22, replicating those two cells through A40 using relative reference. If

you were analyzing an actual match, you'd replicate through A150 to

provide enough cells to contain points for a complete set. At the end of

each game enter a 1 in column A in the row on which the next game will

begin. Later you'U be able to scroll down the model and see how many
points were played in each game. You could also do an ©MAX, limit-

ing the range to just that used in the set, to determine the number of

points played in a single game.

Another important thing to remember is that the ranges specified in

our functions will determine how long it takes a model to recalculate. If

ail the ranges are only ten rows, the model wiU complete a recalculation

about thirty seconds faster than if the ranges had been two hundred

rows. As always, VisiCalc pays dividends if you are as simple and pre-

cise as possible.

It's also a good idea to set the recalculation mode to manual
(/GRM), especially when you have normal ranges. This will enable you
to enter formulas and to score during a match without having to wait for

a recalculation after each point. Apple III owners can speed up the re-

calculation by "turning the lights out." Pressing control-5 will blank out

the screen display during the recalculation, speeding up recalculation

time by about 25 percent.

Two points require additional comment. First, we usually complete

statistics for two players, so you'll want to complete a duplicate section

starting further to the right in your model (for example, beginning at col-

umn K). Second, it's interesting to note that now we require only six col-

umns to complete the ten statistics for one player.

Service Statistics. We'll complete our model by taking all of the sta-

tistics and filling in their formulas in column E. The first three statistics

relate to serving (first-serve percent, aces, and double faults) and involve

entries in the first three columns (columns B, C, and D) in the scoring

section.

Every time a player aces his opponent, enter a 1 in the appropriate

player's aces column (for example, in column B for player one). Move to

the top window (;) and go to cell E6. Total the aces using

©SUM(B21. . .B40). Normally, you'd change the range to something

approximating B21. . .B150. As mentioned earlier, we want to keep the

recalculation time short during model development.

First serve and second serve are the next columns. Where aces con-

stitute only a sum, first serve uses Is and Os in the manner we talked

about earlier. If a player gets his first serve in play, enter a 1 in column C;

if he faults (misses), enter a 0. Note that serves will be treated slightly

differently than the remaining statistics; a 1 doesn't mean that the player

won the point, only that he succeeded in putting his serve in play. By the

same token, a 0 doesn't mean that the player lost (on the first serve), on-

ly that he missed the serve. This statistic will require our model to reflect

an understanding of the difference between 1 and 0.

Go to E5. The first-serve percent is a measure of how many times a

player gets his first serve into play divided by how many times the player

attempts a first serve. Keeping in mind our solution, we would enter the

following in cell E5:

@SUM(C21, . .C40)/@COUNT(C21. . .C40)

If a player aces his opponent, enter a 1 in column B and a 1 in col-

umn C. If the player misses the first serve, enter only a 0 in column C.

Doing things this way requires making two entries for an ace. We can

simplify this.

If a player aces his opponent, that is also the equivalent of getting a

first serve in play (albeit not for long). So aces should be included in our

first-serve percent. We can accomplish this by doing a separate percent

for column B, but it's easier to set things up in our original percentage

formula. All we have to do is include the ©SUM and ©COUNT for col-

umn B. The formula in E5 should now look like this:

@SUM(B21. . .B40,C21. . .C40)/@COUNT
(B21. . .B40,C21. . .C40)

Now an ace entered in column B will automatically count as a first serve

in play. No additional entry will be required in column C. (By the way,

the two ranges in each pair of parentheses are treated as a single list of

values.)

Double faults are calculated by entries made in the second-serve col-

umn (column D). If we wanted to, we could simply enter 0 for each sec-

ond-serve fault (a double fault because the first serve was already a fault).

But it would be nice not to have a different set of rules for the two differ-

ent service columns. To be consistent, enter a 1 for a serve in play and a 0

for a fault in both columns C and D. The formula in E7 will calculate

only the number of Os, however. The formula in E7 is:

@C0UNT(D21. . .D40)-@SUM(D21. . .D40)

Forehand and Backhand Statistics. The forehand and backhand sta-

tistics are calculated in the same way. The only difference is that the for-

mulas reference different columns. Because of the similarity between the

forehand and backhand statistics, we'll discuss only the forehand.

Forehands are divided into winners and unforced errors. Remem-
ber, we've decided to forego calculating forced errors. We'll make all en-

4. L
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tries for forehands in column E. The scoring is simple. If a player hits the

ball inside the court that the other player can't reach, enter a 1; if the ball

is hit into the net or out of the court, enter a 0. The formula for comput-
ing winners (in E9) is:

@SUM(E21. . .E40)

The formula for computing unforced errors requires counting the to-

tal number of entries and subtracting the winners. The formula in £10 is:

@C0UNT(E21. . .E40)-@SUM(E21, . .E40)

The backhand formulas are the same, except that column F is used

for scoring. The backhand formulas are:

Winner (E12): @SUM(F21. . .F40)

Unforced Errors (El 3): @C0UNT(F21.
-@SUM(F21, . .F40)

.F40)

Points at Net Statistics. This series of statistics may seem slightly

more complex than the ones we've been dealing with up until now, but

it's not really. The same mathematical formulas are used. The complex

part is trying to understand what we are attempting to accomplish. Ex-

perienced tennis players and watchers won't have difficulty; for those

who don't fit either of those categories, a little explanation might be

helpful.

In the course of playing a point, one of the players might choose to

approach the net and try to end the point with a quick volley winner (hit-

ting the ball before it touches the ground). The winning or losing of a

match can depend on how successful this strategy is. Some players, such

as John McEnroe, rarely hit a lot of groundstrokes; they choose instead

to attack at the first opportunity and attempt to win at the net. Others,

such as Bjom Borg, are content to hit groundstrokes. But even Borg re-

alizes how important the net is and has changed his game to include go-

ing to the net occasionally.

You'll notice that we have only one column for three statistics (trips

to net, won at net, and percent won at net). In fact, these statistics are just

as simple as the others we've been dealing with. When a player ap-

proaches the net, enter a 1 if he wins the point and a 0 if he loses it. Using

©COUNT, we can determine the number of times the player attempted

to come to the net (the total number of Is and Os); ©SUM will then tell

us how successful the player was. In E14, enter:

@C0UNT(G21. . .G40)

And in El 5, enter:

@SUM(G21. . .040)

The percentage won at net is calculated by entering the following

into El 6:

+ E15/E14

Now the basic statistics are complete. Of course, we've neglected the

statistics for sets 2 and 3, as well as the match statistics. The simplest

method of handling sets 2 and 3 is by entering additional scoring titles in

row 20. In the author's model, for example, the second set of player-one

aces (remember, there are two players in each set) begins in column R,

the third set in column AH.
After each set has been completed, simply scroll the bottom window

across to the new section and begin entering. The statistics for these sets

should be completed in the same way as they were in set 1, but with dif-

ferent ranges. An easy way to accomplish this is to replicate all the for-

mulas across (with no change) and then to edit for the new columns (the

rows will stay the same).

Figure 4 gives the formulas used in the author's model.

One final note on scoring. If you're already a bit confused as to what

to enter in the scoring column, you'll be relieved to see that we've left an

empty row (row 20) for comments. The author's has the reminder "En-

ter 1 for ace, nothing else" in cell B20. It won't matter that you can't see

the complete message in the model. Move the cursor to the cell and read

the message on the edit line. If the message bleeds off the screen, use the

edit (/E) command and the arrow keys to scroll so you can see the com-

plete text. If your version of VisiCalc doesn't have editing ability, be care-
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First-Serve Percent

Aces
Double Faults

Forehand
Winners

Unforced Errors

Backhand
Winners

Unforced Errors

Trips to Net

Won at Net

Percent Won at Net

Set 2

@SUM(R21. . .R40)

@C0UNT(T21. . .T40)-@SUM(T21. . .T40)

@SUM(U21. , .U40)
@C0UNT(U21. . .U40)-@SUM(U21. . .U40)

@SUM(V21. . .V40)
@C0UNT(V21.

. .V40)-@SUM(V21. . .V40)

@C0UNT(W21. . .W40)
@SUM(W21.

. .W40)
+ F15/F14

Figure 4.

Sets

@SUM(AH21. . AH40)
@C0UNT{T21. . .T40)-@SUM(T21. . .T40)

@SUM(AK21. . .AK40)
@C0UNT(AK21.

. .AK40)-@SUM{AK21. . .AK40)

@SUM(AL21. . .AL40)
@C0UNT(AL21.

. AL40)-@SUM(AL21. . .AL40)

@C0UNT(AM21.
. AM40)

@SUM(AM21.
. AM40)

+ G15/G14

ful to make the complete text visible in the window. (You might also con-
sider purchasing the new version of VisiCalc; it has many features that

make it more powerful than the original version.

)

Match Totals. The remaining column completes the match statis-

tics. It will keep a running average of the totals. Thus you'll be able to see

how each player is faring overall, as well as how he's doing in each indi-

vidual set. It's an interesting comparison because a player's consistency

often changes during a match.

Most of the formulas in column H are straightforward summations
of columns E, F, and G in the same row. For example, in H6,l the total

number of aces is either E6-I-F6+G6 or @SUM(E6. . .G6). Replicate

that formula (with relative reference) into H7, H9, HIO, and HI

2

through HI 5.

The formulas in H5 and Hi 6 are different. You can't sum a series of
percentages and divide by the number of percentage values and get the

correct answer. So we have a dilemma. We want to keep it simple. The
answer for H16 is to use the values we already have. In cell HI 6, enter:

-I-H15/H14

The answer for H5 is more complicated. The method that would take

up the least number of cells would be to enter the ©SUM of all the aces
and first-serve columns and divide by the ©COUNTs of the same col-

umns. The problem with that option is that VisiCalc limits the number of
characters in a cell to 125. Incidentally, VisiCalc allows nine levels of
nesting, in case you're inclined to try such complex methods of saving
space.

So, for once we bite the bullet and use additional cells (why do you
think we left rows 1 and 2 open?). Of course, we don't have to place the
formulas in rows 1 and 2. We could place them anywhere. Stop and see if

you can determine why rows 1 and 2 are better than, for example, rows
21 and 22.

Why this is so has to do with the recalculation order in VisiCalc. The
recalculation order was explained in this column just a few months ago;
so we won't discuss it in depth now. However, it's always good to keep in

mind. VisiCalc starts scanning from cell Al and either goes down the col-

umns or across the rows, depending upon the recalculation order. If we
placed our ©SUM and ©COUNT in rows 21 and 22, row 5 would see

values in rows 21 and 22 and use them for its calculations. Then, when
VisiCalc recalculated rows 21 and 22, it would update them to the cor-

rect values. The values represented in row 5 would be incorrect until the
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next recalculation. Thus, to ensure accuracy, two calculations would al-

ways be required.

If our sums are above row 5, then they are recalculated before row 5

and always provide accurate values. The formulas for rows 1 and 2 in the

author's model are shown in figure 5.

E1: @SUM(B21. . .B40,C21. . .C40)
F1: @SUM(R21. . .R40,S21. . .S40)

61: @SUM(AH21. . .AH40,AI21. . .AI40)

E2: @SUM(B21. . .B40,C21. . .C40)
F2: @SUM(R21. . .R40,S21. . .S40)

G2: @SUM(AH21. . .AH40,AI21. . .AI40)

Figure 5.

The formula for cell H5 is:

(E1-hF1-hG1)/(E2-FF2-l-G2)

One last thing. Since our model is row-oriented, change the recalcu-

lation order to rows (/GOR). Now we're finished.

There are a number of personalizations of the model that you might

want to try making. You can go back to cells E5, F5, and G5 and divide

row I by row 2 if you want. You can also calculate a number of other

statistics, but we'll get to that later.

You'll notice that some of the cells display ERROR. That refers to a

division by 0 error. Using the information provided in a prior column,

you could make these cells display 0 until you entered a value into them.

Hint: doing this involves using ©IF. VisiCalc Advanced Version users can

employ the ©LABEL function as the else value. But that's another

column. . . .

Score Yourself. Scoring other people's matches can teach you a lot

about tennis and other sports. You might also wonder how you can use

this model to help improve your own game. One way would be to ask a

friend to use this model to chart your game. You don't have to take the

computer out onto the court, either. Have a paper filled out with the six

columns and the person doing your scoring can enter Is and Os on the

paper as if it were the VisiCalc model on the computer. Afterward, you

can enter the results yourself and see how the same comparisons used on

the pros apply to your own game.

Another option, and a much more revealing one, is to design a dif-

ferent model to chart your strokes and give you more insight into your

own game. The model itself is straightforward, using the principles

you've already learned. The difference is that every normal stroke is

scored. Figure 6 shows the completed template.

2 1st 2nd

3 Serve Serve

4 Won
5 Error

6 Percent

A B c
9 1st 2nd

10 Serve Serve

11 Point

12 1

13 2

FH BH
FN BH

Volley Volley Ovrhd

FH

Figure 6.

BH
FH BH

Volley Volley Ovrhd

You'll notice many similarities to the first model. The screen is still

divided into two windows: a statistical window and a scoring window.

The points are still numbered in column A, enabling you to tell how
many points were played per game.

The differences aren't extreme. There are now seven columns for

scoring. You'll have to set the cell widths narrower to display all eight

columns (including column A). The statistics are only won, error, and

percent won. Won uses ©SUM, error is @COUNT-@SUM, and per-

cent won is ©SUM/@COUNT. You should be able to figure out how to

make the model work by now. Good luck.

Attention VisiCalc Advanced Version Users. If there are enough of

you out there who would like a Ventures column or two dedicated to

Advanced Version, write and let us know. 3i
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STORY-TALK F I C T I ON

6^ DAVID HUNTER
Quaking, rustling from an unseen, unfelt breeze, a branch of the

quiverleaf tree cast a shimmering, dancing shadow on the one hundred

second and one hundred third pages of War and Peace (Simon and

Schuster, The Inner Sanctum Edition, 1942). The 1,370-page novel, plus

62 pages of introductory material, was comfortably propped in the lap of

Vladimir Kozintsev.

Wrinkled, slightly yellowed, a steady index finger pulled at the up-

per-right-hand corner of page 103 and flipped it up and over. The old

prince, Nicholas Andreevich Bolkonski, is using Michael Ivanovich to il-

lustrate the theory that all men are equals. Sunstruck, very much alive in

the new spring, the quiverleaf touched the old man and his old book with

its shadow. Swimming fractals collided and interfaced with the straight

and orderly words of Tolstoy in a random underwaterlike ballet.

Kozintsev first saw the girl when she was standing next to the trem-

bling quiverleaf, with the sun behind her. He looked straight at her,

through his one-hundred-thirty-one-year-old eyes. So tall, so thin. Must

have been raised in zero gravity.

Long black hair twirling like an olive branch in a storm, the girl

turned her back on Kozintsev and commenced to look about. She acted

nervous and very unfriendly.

"Please don't go. Stay." Kozintsev's voice was steady and not

threatening.

The girl clapped small white hands to her ears and made a long, loud,

full-throated wind-call. Kozintsev closed the book and put it down.

What an inhuman sound.

As if on cue, a slight breeze came rustling through the woods. The
girl turned and her eyes were bright with water.

"Come here." Vladimir stood up and gave her his best post one

hundred grin. She walked forward slowly.

She carried only one small pack and a walking stick. She was wear-

ing shorts, knee-high mountain boots, and a bright green sweater. Koz-

intsev guessed her age to be around sixteen. She stood a full six foot six

inches but was almost unhealthily thin. She was not well muscled or par-

ticularly tan. She seemed oddly older than she looked, and yet she had a

certain innocence and mystery.

"My name is Vladimir Kozintsev. What is yours?"

The girl put her hands on her ears again and gave him an unhappy

look.

Maybe she doesn't speak English.

The girl stamped her stick twice on the ground and made a sound

very much like a loud yawn.

Kozintsev leaned on the waist-high rail of his front porch and peered

at the girl standing only fifteen feet away. She looked back with a very

blank expression that Kozintsev strangely felt said more than a book the

size of War and Peace. Natasha! No. There is something wrong about her.

"Look," he said, brandishing his right index fmger, pointing toward
the quiverleaf. "I'm Vladimir," the finger touched his chest. "You are

. .
." the finger pointed at the giri.

"Dorothy!" She said it loud, but perfectly.

/ wonder what happened to her brain-mate. Maybe it malfunctioned.

Dorothy is an odd name. Never met a Dorothy.

"Where do you come from, Dorothy?"

She pointed behind her at the forest line.

"Do you speak another language?"

A blank, powerful look.

"Blaademirrour," she blurted. She pointed at the quaking quiver-

leaf.

"That tree is called a quiverieaf. It's the American Aspen."

Dorothy saatched her head and stamped her stick. She sang a short,

merry verse of monosyllabic nonsense.

"Queverrdeef," she said.

Kozintsev walked over to the top of the stair that led from the porch

to the ground. His great-great-grandfather had built a beautifully rug-

ged cabin, perfect for the chilly winters and balmy summers of central

Appala-Penn. Dorothy stepped lithely up the handmade stairs.

"Goodsdaya," she said cheerfully when she reached the porch.

"Blaademirrour."

"Actually that's Vladimir. I think you should meet Andromeda; she

lives here too. She's inside making dinner. Would you like to come in?"

"Gaaah . .
." Dorothy shook her head up and around and pointed at

the door.

She smells the food.

"Andromeda! We have a visitor." Kozintsev shambled on in with

Dorothy following. His six-foot frame fit in handsomely with the homey,
wood paneled interior of the cabin.

"Waaiouts." Dorothy pointed at War and Peace in Kozintsev's right

hand.

"This is a book." She's either had a terrible shock or she is illiterate, or

both. It's almost English she's speaking. Almost. It could be a case of
apraxia—a disorder late in the neurological chain ofcommand. She may be

making perfect sense in her own mind.

"Buuk." Dorothy was looking everywhere at everything. Smiling, she

ran over and touched a lit-up phosphor screen.

"That is a data window to an info-slate."

Andromeda Houston came through a door behind Dorothy. Life-

long friend of Kozintsev, Andromeda searched him now with her one-

hundred-twenty-nine-year-old eyes.

"Dorothy this is Andromeda. Andromeda this is Dorothy. She just

walked out of the woods and I'll bet she's half-starved." Kozintsev

winked at Andromeda, who nodded her head.

"There's plenty for the three of us. Here child, put down your things

and come sit by the fire. The spring air is still chilly, especially in the deep

forest." Dorothy silently let herself be led to a plush armchair.

Vladimir and Andromeda went to the cookery and had a quiet talk

while they prepared salads and a creamy vegetable casserole.

"She just walked out of the forest?" Andromeda asked.

Vladimir took apart a head of lettuce, leaf by leaf, layer by layer.

"I can't figure her out. She seems to understand certain words, but

she's unable to handle sentences."

Andromeda chopped a carrot. "I wonder what happened to her

brain-mate."

"Either it malfunctioned, or. . .

."

"Or?"

Kozintsev stared mysteriously at the lobotomized head of lettuce.

"Or, she doesn't have one."

"But that's incredible. Everybody born on Earth in the last two hun-

dred some-odd years has had one implanted a year after birth. It's stan-

dard equipment these days."

"By her appearance, I'd say she was born and raised in space."

Andromeda dished a heaping portion of steaming vegetables into a

pewter porringer. "Dimi, do you think she's dangerous? It's a long ways

between us and the authorities."

"She seems harmless to me. Very much confused and uncertain, but

no threat. She might be suffering from amnesia or some form of apha-
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sia. Her first reaction on seeing me was to run away. Fascinating."

Andromeda waiiced over to Vladimir and put her arms around him.

"You old Russian bastard, pretending you're Tolstoy, eh? Wise old man,

indeed. I love you, even after half an eternity." She kissed him on his

whiskery cheek.

"Has it been that long?"

Andromeda took two dishes of food into the living area and was

gone for a minute or two as Kozintsev made the hot herbal tea. There is

something raw about Dorothy, unfinished. Kozintsev's thoughts were in-

terrupted when he heard Andromeda talking to Dorothy in the other

room.

In a moment, Andromeda returned to the cookery.

"Does she know about the collection?" she asked. "She seems fasci-

nated by that old Encyclopaedia Britannica set. I found her breezing

through one volume, looking at the pictures. I tried to tell her that the

pictures are of a different Earth, back when it was fully populated. She

just put her hands over her ears and made a whooshing sound."

"I don't think she ever saw a book before today. That's not unusual,

though. Do you realize it's been more than eighty years since they

stopped printing." So many people now who don't know what a book or a

magazine was. So many now who have never even seen Earth, who don't

care.

Vladimir and Andromeda brought in the tea and salads. Dorothy let

the encyclopedia fall from her lap like it was nothing of value. Kozintsev

winced.

For a few moments no words were said among the three as all were

busy relieving the most powerful hunger pains. Finally, Vladimir broke

the moratorium.

"Where are your parents, Dorothy? Do you have a mother and fa-

ther?" He spoke slow and distinctly, hoping she would recognize some of

the words and understand.

"Fathertn mutherin spaysht. Fathertn gonna nowww." Dorothy

made a windlike sound. "Mutherin hopshpital gonna nowww auhhh

Dorothy yaaah whoosh zoolkooshwaaygo."

Kozintsev put down his fork. Connect: did you get that? His info-file

answered: yes, will keep saving. Vladimir looked at Andromeda, who al-

so seemed to be conversing inwardly with her brain-mate.

"Your father is dead. I'm sorry," he said to Dorothy, hoping he had

understood her.

"Dorothy derree nfathert." She looked sad and grew still.

They ate again and Vladimir wondered what to ask Dorothy next.

He was beginning to understand her a little. It was exaggerated English,

he thought, and maybe some invented words.

In all his years, Kozintsev had never met anyone like her. He had

been all around known space, been all around the earth a dozen times.

He and Andromeda still made trips to acquire rare books. Not so often

anymore, it's true. Still, Kozintsev fancied himself a wise old man and he

was mystified and intrigued by the wild young girl who apparently was

without brain-mate and central info-file, who knew very little English or

any other language, and who wandered the Appalachian Mountains

alone, in this twenty-fifth century.

He regarded her while she plowed into the lettuce, tomato, and car-

rot salad. She knows how to handle a fork. Her eyes are quite intelligent,

though dreamy, foresty. She also seems to take good care ofherself. Her
slimness is not as unhealthy-looking as I first thought. She isn't starving.

Her bones and muscles can't support much weight. A legacy from space—
which her body knows, if her mind doesn't.

After dinner, the three had a long discussion. Andromeda pulled out

a note pad and doodled with a pen. Dorothy was fascinated.

"Here, you try it," said Andromeda.

Dorothy gave happy chirping sounds as she made wide, sweeping

marks on the pajjer. The two wise old humans were amused and

touched.

Later, Kozintsev asked questions and Dorothy answered in her

strange, convoluted dialect. Andromeda took notes and eventually got

tired around 11:00 p.m. She and Kozintsev made up a sleeping bag for
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Dorothy and then Andromeda said goodnight.

With the fire blazing and several candles lit, Kozintsev and Dorothy
stayed up for a few more hours. The atmosphere in the cabin was magi-

cal, with their shadows skipping haphazardly over the rows of books on

elegant hardwood shelves. Kozintsev learned much about Dorothy and

she became easier to understand. She learned fast.

Through the course of the evening, Kozintsev pieced together her

story as best he could. Dorothy was born and raised on an n-drive ship

out of Europa. He inferred that her father and mother were stowaways

and fugitives. Dorothy lived in space until she was five years old. When
she was four, her mother was taken away to a hospital and never seen or

heard from again.

Dorothy's father fled to Earth and settled away from people, in the

wilderness. He was very rich but had no imagination. They hved in a

small cabin with no info-slate, not even a radio. Dorothy had never had a

brain-mate installed. She was on her own.

When she was six, Dorothy's father withdrew from the world; he

ceased to talk and hardly moved at all. He sat silent in his chair and

stared at a picture of Jupiter, year after year.

They lived on the money her father had; Kozintsev believed that it

was stolen. Dorothy would go into town three or four times a year and

buy containerized supplies. Those trips were the only time she interacted

with other humans who talked. She knew just enough Enghsh to get

what she needed and would leave right away.

For the previous ten years Dorothy had been alone, with no one to

keep her fluent in the language. She wandered the forests, singing in her

own sound-oriented tongue, talking to the trees in their own language, as

best she could.

The next morning, a sleepy Kozintsev and Andromeda sat on the

front porch drinking coffee. Dorothy was still asleep in the spare room.

"Her father finally snapped out of his silence three or four days ago,"

Kozintsev explained. "He started yelling and smashing things. Dorothy

ran into the woods. She came back when she saw smoke. Her father had

started a fire in the cabin and she found him sprawled outside. He was

dead, probably from a heart attack."

"Ah, the poor thing," said Andromeda.

"She buried him, with great honor. He must have asked her to do

that, before he stopped talking. He was a strange, powerful man from

what I can gather. She marked the grave with his hat and boots. The

shock probably has something to do with her speech problem, but its real

genesis goes back ten years."

Morning birds skimmed through the air and squirrels scampered

about. Soft morning light shone through the trees and the quiverleaf.

"She knows how to say her name perfectly because that is the one

thing she remembers her mother saying.

"Without a personal info-file she had no way to store and recall

events and people perfectly, like we can. She saw data-windows and in-

fo-slates during her childhood and on those trips to town. But she never

really knew what they were for. She had never even seen books or pen

and paper. She had her memories, of course, but they have faded with

the passage of time."

Kozintsev tugged thoughtfully on his beard.

"I told her about our book collection and she got excited. She's as

free as the wind, but I think she'd like to stay with us a while and learn to

read, write, and speak properly."

Andromeda set down her coffee cup.

"That sounds like fun," she said. "Beats worrying about whether the

robots have wandered into a bear's territory."

"I told her she can sing to our trees all she wants. They'll listen and

enjoy." Oh, how they'll listen.

Kozintsev suddenly burst out laughing and dribbled coffee on his

plaid shirt.

"If there are more like her on this almost-empty, forgotten planet,

we'll live longer than my father yet."

Ten, twenty, thirty years more. It'll be worth it if there are more like

Dorothy, who needs us.

A slight wind rustled through the woods. The quiverleaf sang to its

leather and cloth-bound cousins in Kozintsev's cabin. The trees gath-

ered around and guarded the sacred treasury of knowledge. 3M
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Softalk Presents Hie Bestsellers
Making heads or tails out of the current Apple marketplace is no job

for beginners. Things just keep getting stranger. And very little light was

shed on the subject in the poll of January software sales.

January turned out to be a disappointing month for most retailers.

That should set off alarm bells all over the industry, because January is

traditionally the second or third strongest month of the year. And this

January should have been a blockbuster.

January sales are usually strong because of the large number of new
computer owners entering the market during the late December Christ-

mas buying period. By the time their New Year's Day dinners have set-

tled, they realize some of what they should have bought with their sys-

tems and head back to their local retailers. This overlay of new users on

the established base creates strong sales to kick off the year.

That should have been especially true this year. Apple computers

went flying out of the stores in unprecedented numbers in December,

auguring a boom January. But it wasn't to be, and there's no hard evi-

dence as to why this year didn't fit the pattern.

Speculation that the imminent introduction of the lie depressed the

market won't hold water. As those things go, it was a relatively well

kept secret as to the exact day. Furthermore, any announcement about a

new model should not have affected the buying habits of those who
bought systems in December.

Extrapolating from the number of computers sold in December, it

figured that January would be the second biggest software month in his-

This Last

Month Month

1. 1.

Apple III

VisiCalc: Advanced Version, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin

and Robert Frankston, VisiCorp

2. 3. Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering

3. 3. PFS: File, John Page and D. D. Roberts, Software

Publishing Corporation

4. 2. Apple Writer III, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
5. — QuickFile III, Apple Computer
6. 7. The Catalyst, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering

7. — PFS: Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill, Software

Publishing Corporation

8. 5. VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert

Frankston, VisiCorp

8. VersaForm, Joseph Landau, Applied Software Technology
— Micro Terminal III, Microcom

tory. It only got fifth or sixth.

Fifth or sixth isn't all that bad, but the failure of the marketplace to

perform as strongly as expected is not a publisher-friendly development.

Quite possibly some of the weakness stems from a fragmentation of

the delivery support system. That development is causing some confu-

sion among retailers. Three years ago, it was difficult for dealers to keep

up with the good software because of the lack of a well-focused delivery

system. They were in the position of having to deal with each software

publisher individually—a method that was time-consuming and

inefficient.

The advent of Softsel brought some order to the marketplace. They

carried virtually every major software publisher and became an ex offi-

cio one-stop shopping center for dealers. Keeping the best software on

the shelves was as easy as calling Softsel.

That's all changed. First, Softsel's success engendered the Softsel

emulation mode, with new distributors entering the market on almost a

weekly basis. Dealers now contend with almost as many distributors as

they once did with publishers. Second, the collective body of distributors

fell down on the job.

The failure came from lack of recognition that most Apple dealers

were adding at least one other computer brand to flesh out their line.

When the distributors didn't move quickly into such areas as CP/M and

IBM, the dealers were forced to go shopping for product—either by

using several distributors or by returning to the method of dealing with

Arcade 10
This Last

Month Month

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

10.

4.

Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software

Miner 2049er, Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue, Micro Fun
Frogger, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line

Aztec, Paul Stephenson, DataMost
The Arcade Machine, Chris Jochumson and Doug
Carlston, Broderbund Software

Pinball Construction Set, Bill Budge, BudgeCo
Crisis Mountain, David H. Schroeder, Synergistic

Software

Snack Attack, Dan Illowsky, DataMost
Repton, Dan Thompson, Sirius Software

Cannonball Blitz, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line
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the publishers directly.

Stepping into that breach was Micro Lab, with a program that pro-

vided dealers with Micro Lab and Micro Fun software on consignment.

No need to call; a salesperson visits the store to check the racks monthly

and restocks as necessary.

Industryites generally thought that Stan Goldberg, president of Mi-

cro Lab, had gone off his rocker. The program was expensive to imple-

ment and didn't appear to hold significant advantages over using dis-

tributors. For the first six months, that conventional wisdom seemed to

Word Processors 10
This Last

Month Month

1. 1. Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line

2. — Apple Writer lie, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
3. 3. Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
4. 5. WordStar, MicroPro

5. 2. Word Handler, Leonard Elekman, Silicon Valley Systems

6. 3. Apple Writer II Pre-Boot Disk, Kevin Armstrong and

Mark Borgerson, Videx

7. 6. Magic Window II, Bill Depew, Artsci

8. — Sensible Speller, Sensible Software

9. — Super-Text Pro, Ed Zaron, Muse
10. — Bank Street Writer, Gene Kusmiak and the Bank Street

College of Education, Broderbund Software

Home Education 10
This Last

Month Month

1. 1. MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software

2. 4. Mix & Match, Children's Television Workshop, Apple

Computer
3. 2. Early Games for Young Children, John Paulson, Learning

Tools

4. — Story Machine, DesignWare, Spinnaker Software

5. 7. Snooper Troops I, Tom Snyder, Spinnaker Software

6. 3. Ernie's Quiz, Children's Television Workshop, Apple

Computer
9. Pacemaker, DesignWare, Spinnaker Software

8. — Snooper Troops II, Tom Snyder, Spinnaker Software

9. 5. Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft

10. — Spotlight, Children's Television Workshop, Apple

Computer

hold true.

Then came Miner 2049er. Miner is the first truly innovative package in

some time from the Chicago software publisher. And it provided a good

test of the flooring plan because approximately 50 percent of the stores

were buying directly from Micro Lab and 50 percent were buying from

distributors.

Micro Lab aeamed the distributors. They've been outselling the en-

tire body of distributors by a factor of at least five to one. Goldberg was

crazy like a fox.

Similar incidents of success outside the normal distributor channels

are cropping up. State of the Art sells most of its product direct, and its

General Ledger crept onto the bottom rung of the Top Thirty in January.

Apple's got clout selling bread-and-butter software, but they've been

truly underwhelming with their entertainment and more esoteric pack-

ages. Lately, however, their educational offerings from Children's Tele-

vision Workshop are clobbering the arcade games at the cash register.

The Pizza Program
Have you ever come home and wondered, "What are

we having for dinner?" Now there's a great time saver

for anyone who cooks or shops at the grocery store.

Announcing the first dinner menu planning system.

ENDS HO-HUM DINNERS
Are you tired of the same old

thing for dinner? Would you like

more variety in your evening
meal? Is there something you'd

rather have but don't get very

often? The Pizza Program is

designed just for you. It's a de-

lightful new software package
designed to end the dinner-blahs

with computer generated menus.
Here is how it works.

You review what you like from

the pre-selected food groups in

the system. Delete any foods

you don't enjoy. Add anything

new at any time. Then decide

how often you like to eat certain

items. For example Don't like

liver? Then eliminate it with a few

simple keystrokes. Or, you can

plan for it as seldom as once every

99 weeks or as often as daily.

Want to go out to your favorite

restaurant? Enter the restaurant's

name as a "Main Course." Now
your computer will automatically

remind you to go out to eat— and
as often as you select. It will de-

lete all other items from that meal

except the name of the restaurant.

AUTOMATIC SHOPPING LIST

You get a new menu each week
or for just a few days if you want.

And, it generates a detailed shop-

ping list, automatically. It can

arrange each item on the list in

sequence according to the aisles

at your favorite store. Studies

show a shopping list will discour-

age impulse buying and save

you money.
Also, it generates a per serving

calorie counter. This is easy to

delete anytime you are not in a

diet mood or want to celebrate

for any reason. You never count

calories unless you want to.

RANDOMLY DELICIOUS

Say goodby to boring meals.

Your computer will remember
variety is the spice of life. This

system makes eating at home a

pleasure again. Each menu is

randomly generated from major

food groups according to the

specific criteria you select. The
system is easy to learn and easy

to operate. Yet it is a sophisti-

cated piece of software which will

prevent menu mix-ups.

The Pizza Program is not a

recipe file. Instead, it is a com-
plete menu planning system you
customize to fit your tastes and
budget. It's a practical and easy

way to organize your meal plan-

ning. You'll appreciate it day after

day, week after week. People

across the country are finding it

a super idea— a great companion
to any kitchen.

TRY IT FOR 30 DAYS
WITHOUT RISK

You can try it with no obliga-

tion. Our home trial lets you
actually use The Pizza Program
for a full 30 days before you de-

cide to keep it. Watch the fun and
convenience it creates. Enjoy
better meals and see how much
time it saves. If you are not satis-

fied for any reason, return it

within 1 month for a prompt and
courteous refund. Your invest-

ment is j ust $34.50 plus $2.00 for

shipping and handling. (Califor-

nia residents add 6'/?% sales tax.)

A full 40 pages of instructions are

included. And, it will be shipped

promptly by first class mail.

OUT OF THE RUT
One woman's reaction to this

program is typical. She wrote,

"Before using your system I

found myself getting into a rut of

serving the same things over and
over. The Pizza Program has
changed all of this for me We
now have a wider variety of din-

ners and best of all I don't have

to decide what they will be. If this

was all it did, I'd be thrilled. But it

isn't. The shopping list I receive

along with my menus has been
such a time saver. I quickly run

through it and delete anything I

feel I don't need and add some-
thing I might. I would have a hard

time going back to doing my
menus by hand."

This system requires an Apple II

Plus* with 48K and 1 disk drive.

(A printer is optional). We urge

you to take advantage of our no-

risk, 30 day home trial offer. To

order call toll free and use your

VISA or fvlasterCard. Or, send a

check to the address below.

There's no obligation. Order
today.

ORDER TOLL FREE
(24/hrs/day)

800-453-4000
(In Utah call 1-800-662-8666)

Gourmet
Software
671 Eden Avenue
San Jose, OA 95117

"Apple is a registered trademark

of Apple Computer, Inc



1985 WASNOTAVERYGOODYEAR.
THE RUSSIANS INVADED GERMANY,
STORMED THE PERSIAN GULf,
ATTACKED NORVWAV, AND
OVERRAN THE BALTIC.

**

INTRODUCING OUR NEW SERIES OF WARGAMES:
WHEN SUPERPOWERS COLLIDEI
SSI has just turned the Cold War into

a very hot one. We've produced an
entire line of v^argames under the title:

WHEN SUPERPOWERS COLLIDE* Each
game in the series presents a different

scenario of probable U.S.-Russia con-
frontations in various parts of the world.

The first four releases are GERMANY
1985,' RDF " (in the Persian Gulf),

NORWAY 1985r and BALTIC 1985.'

Designed by Roger Keating, creator of

SSI's highly-acclaimed SOUTHERN COM-
l\/IAND'," these strategy simulations boast
the same successful look and play as
his previous masterpiece: beautiful color

graphic displays, easy-to-use movement
system and realistic combat rules.

In GERMANY 1985, battalions of

Soviet infantry, tanks, artillery units, and

'4aK disc tor the Apple II witli Applesoft ROt/lcard.

paratroopers have breached the southern

center of West Germany through the

Fulda Gap. NATO forces must contain
and repel the Red invasion.

We've introduced several innovative

rules to this game: Speed of movement
is inversely proportional to the number
of enemy units that can see you: smoke
screens can be called upon to help cover

an attack or retreat; and the concepts
of HQ units, divisional integrity, and air

superiority are fully incorporated.

For improved playability, the computer
can actually move and fire for you. For

example, if you w/ish to move from point

A to B, simply order the computer and it

will move the designated units along the

most efficient path — stopping whenever
enemy units are encountered. Or you
can have the computer direct your

artillery fire for you. In the solitaire

mode, the computer can play either the

Soviet or U.S. side.

GERMANY 1985 (at $59.95) is more
than the standard bearer for our new
series. Its rulebook contains all the rules

for the rest of the line.. ..which are priced

at just $34.95 each! What you've got

are four great modern wargames'at
unbeatable prices!

To see how you can decide the

outcome of battle when superpowers
collide, look for GERMANY 1985 " and
company at your local game/computer
store today!

Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computer Inc. STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS IPtC ' maxell n..ppy di.

,// there are no convenient stores near you, VISA and M/C holders can order direct by calling 800-227-1617, ext. 335 (toll free). In

California, call 800-772-3545. ext. 335. To order by mail, send your check to: Strategic Simulations Inc. 465 Fairchild Drive. Suite 108.

Mountain View. CA 94043. (California residents, add6.5% sales tax.) WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG OF ALL OURGAMES.
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Clearly, Apple has the inside track on selling to their own franchisees,

but that's been no guarantee of success in the past.

For all of Miner's success, the best it could manage in January was a

solid third place. Choplifter and VisiCalc traded places again at die top,

with Choplifter regaining the lead.

VisiCalc sales are clearly being impacted by Multiplan, which jumped
from twenty-ninth to thirteenth. Those sales are coming directly out of

VisiCorp's pocket. VisiCalc has successfully held off SuperCalc in the

IBM market; now it'll have to test its muscle in the Apple market.

The highest-rated new package was Apple Writer lie at eleventh. Bill

Adventure 5
This Last

Month Month

1. 1. Zork I, Infocom

2. 3. The Mask of the Sun, Chris Anson, Alan Clark, Larry

Franks, and Margaret Anson, Ultrasoft

3. 4. Zork II, Infocom

4. 2. Deadline, Infocom

5. Zork III, Infocom

Fantasy 5
This Last

Month Month

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. —

Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,
Sir-tech

Ultima II, Lord British, Sierra On-Line
Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech

Ultima, Lord British, California Pacific

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, Stuart Smith, Quality

Software

Strategy 5
This Last W^
Month Month

1. 1. Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
2. 2. Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic

3. 3. Sargon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden
4. — Chess 7.0, Larry Atkin, Odesta

— Epidemic!, Stephen Faber, Strat^c Simulations

Budge's Pinball Construction Set scored eighteenth and Crisis Motmtain

nabbed twentieth.

The introduction of the He threw the Word Processing 10 into a

dither. Dealers quit bundling Apple Writer with systems, and the result

was unexpected—new buyers opted for one of the Apple Writer pack-

ages instead of their competitors.

Screen Writer II hung on to the lead, but Word Handler dropped to

fifth as both Apple Writer lie and Apple Writer II, as well as WordStar,

advanced. Super-Text Pro was the second choice of He buyers. After an
unexplainable dip in sales. Sensible Speller regained its claim to the lead

LEARN
TOTYPE
OR GET
BLOWN
TO BITS

Mastcriypc™ makes typins a blast.
Now there's a typins program for the Apple II, Atari

and IBM PC that dares to be fun. And it's soon to be
available for the VIC-20. It's MasterType. A combination of
fast-action blow 'em up video games with the best instruc-
tional programs available. The result? Highly motivating
and enjoyable learning.

Masteriype earns a ten-gun salute.
Infoworld was impressed by MasterType's ability to

teach and entertain. They wrote:
"MasterType is an excellent instructional typing game.
We had fun reviewing it, and we highly recommend it

to those who want to learn typing in an unconven-
tional but motivating way."

Infoworld also went on to rate MasterType as
"excellent" in all four of its categories.

Masteiiype teaches your fingers to fly.

MasterType. With 18 explosive learning levels, you'll
either learn to type or get blown apart.

39.95. (49.95 fc

All require disk drive

32K for Atari,

48K for Apple II

64K for IBM PC. so



LOOK WHAT YOU.
CANGETI^Olf
($19.95

Chaos in the^^ery

as you contend with

a cantankerous

conveyor belt in an

effort to make pie^.

SPY S wjlf

:
, penguin software

See if you can sneak past the

security gua^s in*this best-seller.

THUNDERBOMBS

NEW RELEASES

Run a gauntlet of deadly

alien sharpshooters.

in a hivces

Softalk

iB penauin software
The criminal element hasfrun amok.

% »
Can you round them up?

We believe games should be fun and that the price of games shouldn't dampen that fun. The growth of

. we'll ^ell more and that the increased sales will offset the decreased income per productf If so, more
people get.to play our games, and we still make enough to keep developing newer and better4Software.

As*our customers know, at Penguin Software we take a great deal of care and pride in om^ro^ucts.
This change in our pricing in no way affects our standards of quality. We pioneered the removal of copy-*

protection from applications software last year in>an effort to give you a better product. This year we are

trying again to lead tlie way in putting the customer first.

A '

_ • f.

4 fl P6n^uin software ...
(312) 232-1984 830 4th Avenue. Geneva. IL 60134

Dealer Hotline: (80^) 323-0116, retailers only, please.

Available at your local computer store'^Dealer aTid distributor inquiries welcome. Visa MasterCard accepted.
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in proofreading programs.

Spinnaker scxjred well in the education category as Story Machine

reached fourth and Snooper Troops 11 rose to eighth. Apple's CTW se-

ries held its own: gaining Spotlight, but losing Instant Zoo.

Some lists remained relatively stable. Only Micro/ Terminal II

cracked the Business 10. Only Pronto DOS made the Hobby 10, and that

was at the expense of Utility City, also from Beagle Bros.

This Last

Month Month

Business 10
1.

3.

4.

9.

1.

10. —

VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert

Frankston, VisiCorp

PFS: File, John Page and D. D. Roberts, Software

Publishing Corporation

Multiplan, Microsoft

VisiFile, Creative Computer Applications/Colin Jameson

and Ben Herman, VisiCorp

DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane and Jerry

Macon; and Barney Stone, Stoneware

General Ledger, George Shackelford, State of the Art,

PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, Apple

Computer
PFS: Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill, Software

Publishing Corporation

Micro/Terminal II, Microcom

LEARN TO PLAY
WINNING POKER!

Justify your investment

in your Apple II computer

Serious professional poker is the name of ttiis game Now you can play eight handed poker any

time you want If you can't find enough players to complete the game, the computer will fill out

the table When you play alone you will want to use Pro Poker's kibbitz mode Pro Poker will tell

you when to open, when to fold, pass, or raise, and why It's like having a professional coach

whispering in your ear' So improve your game by playing against seven no-nonsense computer

players. One of Pro-Poker's many features allows you to play all of the opponents' hands face up
Then invite your unsuspecting friends over and astound them witli your new poker skills

Developed and refined over a three year period by Jay Allen, a money-winning poker profession-

al and a published author on gambling techniques, ProPoker utilizes machine language and will

play over 300 hands per hour Pro Poker combines high resolution graphics display with several

text displays for data. Pro Poker is a complete poker tutorial and also great fun!

based on California poker club rules

$39.95. on diskette

ASK FOR PRO POKER at your local Apple dealer It necessary you may order directly from us —
telephone (213) 344-6599 for details Or send $39 95 plus $1 50 for shipping and handling to

the address below. California residents add sales tax Outside of North American shipping and

handling charges are $5 00 (payable m U S currency)

OS QUTiLrry softw7ir€
6660 Reseda Blvcj

, Suite 105 f?eseda, CA 91335

(213) 344-6599

This Last

Month Month
Hobby 10

10.

6.

2.

DOS Tool Kit, Apple Computer

Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros

Graphics Magician, Chris Jochumson, David Lubar, and

Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software

4. 5. Zoom Grafix, Dav HoUe, Phoenix Software

5. 4. Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality

Software

6. 10. The Complete Graphics System, Mark Pelczarski, Penguin

Software

Flex Text, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros

DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros

Pronto DOS, Tom Weishaar, Beagle Bros

GraForth, Paul Lutus, Insoft

3.

10, 7.

This Last

Month Month
Home 10

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

1.

9.

2.

10. —

Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, and

Steve Pollack, Continental Software

Transend 2, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskern, SSM
ASCII Express: The Professional, Bill Blue and Mark
Robbins, Southwestern Data Systems

Transend 1, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskern, SSM
Chequemate, Masterworks

The Accountant, Ernest Forman, Decision Support

Systems

Know Your Apple, Muse
Dow Jones Market Analyzer, B. C. Burch, RTR Software

Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George McClelland,

Southeastern Software

VisiTerm, Tom Keith, VisiCorp

mnGW

By Lee Merrill

Have fun learning to play the ancient game of Reversi, more recently called by

the name of Othello*. QS REVERSI is reaidy to challenge you to a game at any level.

Beginners vyill find it easy to learn — soon you will be beating the computer at its

lowest level of play But move up slowly, because QS REVERSI plays expertly at its

highest levels There are 12 levels of play, and few humans can beat it above level

10 QS REVERSI's excellent algorithms allow it to make its move decision very fast.

Only at levels above 8 do you notice any delay at all, and at level 12 the maximum

decision time is about four minutes. Wfe have found that QS REVERSI outplays

other commercially available microcomputer Othello games, including Hayden's

REVERSAL

The instruction manual includes the rules of Reversi. Requires 48K of user

memory. Sold on diskette only.

$29.95
"Othello IS 3 registered Irsdemirk of Gabriel Industries. Inc

QUTILiry SOFTW7IR6
6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA 91335

(213) 344-6599



Softalk Presents Hie Bestsellers
There were no changes in the composition of the Adventure 5, al-

though the order varied. Only Pinball Construction Set and Repton were

new to the Arcade 10. AH Baba and the Forty Thieves returned to be the

only change in the Fantasy 5.

The Strategy 5 list saw two new entries, Chess 7.0 from Odesta and

Epidemic! from Strategic Simulations.

Considerable weakness was noted among programs considered for

the Home 10. Other than Home Accountant and Transend2, none of the

programs were strong enough to write home about. Oddly enough, two

Home Accountant competitors made the list: Chequemate and The Ac-

countant. VisiTerm rejoined the list after missing last month.

There were also three new programs in the Apple III list. QuickFile

HI nabbed fifth, PFS: Graph reached seventh, and Micro/Terminal HI

Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximately 5.9 percent of all sales of

Apple and Apple-related products volunteered to participate in the poll.

Respondents were contacted early in February to ascertain their sales for the month

of January.

The only criterion for inclusion on the list was the number of units sold—such other

criteria as quality of product, profitability to the computer store, and personal prefer-

ence of the individual respondents were not considered.

Respondents in February represented every geographical area of the continental

United States.

Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that resulted in the index

number to the left of the program name in the Top Thirty listing. The index number is an

arbitrary measure of relative strength of the programs listed. Index numbers are correla-

tive only for the month in which they are printed; readers cannot assume that an index

rating of 50 in one month represents equivalent sales to an index number of 50 in another

month.

Probability of statistical error is plus or minus 4.3 percent, which translates roughly

into the theoretical possibility of a change of 4.82 points, plus or minus, in any index

number.

"THE ULTIMATE TERMINAL PACKAGE"
FOR STANDARD APPLE DOS!

Send ANY size or type of file: TEXT (even Random!), BINARY,
APPLESOR and INTEGER with complete error checking.
• Extremely enhanced terminal emulation system supporting
baud rates up to 9600 baud! • Up to 26 macro libraries —
each containing complete operational parameters, along
with the usual phone numbers and macro strip!

AFFORDABLY PRICED AT $129.95

soutnujesCeRn data svstems
P.O. BOX 582-S . SANTEE, CA 92071 . 619/562-3221

was tied for eighth. Just as interesting was Word Juggler's accession to

the mantle of most popular word processor, at least for one month, as it

pushed Apple Writer HI back.

The depth of the sales drop-off in January should serve as a warning

sign to distributors and publishers. Whether there will be a shakeout of

distributors, more publishers going to flooring plans, a combination of

those alternatives, or something totally new may be the focal point of in-

terest this year.

Stan Goldberg thinks he knows the answer. Miner 2049er whispered

it in his ear.

TheTop Thirty
This last li*

Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software

VisiCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and

Robert Frankston, VisiCorp

Miner 2049er, Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue,

Micro Fun
Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry

Grodin, and Steve Pollack, Continental Software

Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert

Woodhead, Sir-tech

PFS: File, John Page and D. D. Roberts,

Software Publishing Corporation

Frogger, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line

Ultima II, Lord British, Sierra On-Line

Aztec, Paul Stephenson, DataMost
Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line

Apple Writer He, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer

Multiplan, Microsoft

The Arcade Machine, Chris Jochumson and

Doug Carlston, Broderbund Software

MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software

Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and

Robert Woodhead, Sir-tech'

Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
Pinball Construction Set, Bill Budge, BudgeCo

Mix & Match, Children's Television Workshop,

Apple Computer
Crisis Mountain, David H. Schroeder,

Synergistic Software

Snack Attack, Dan Illowsky, DataMost

Zork I, Infocom

VisiFile, Creative Computer Applications/Colin

Jameson and Ben Herman, VisiCorp

WordStar, MicroPro

Transend 2, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskem,

SSM
Early Games for Young Children, John Paulson,

Learning Tools

The Mask of the Sun, Chris Anson, Alan Clark,

Larry Franks, and Margaret Anson, Ultrasoft

DB Master, Alpine Software/Stanley Crane and

Jerry Macon; and Barney Stone, Stoneware

Story Machine, DesignWare, Spinnaker

Software

General Ledger, George Shackelford, State of

the Art

This Last

Month Month Index

1. 2. 137.15

2. 1. 131.99

3. 8. 99.11

4. 5. 92.53

5. 3. 75.15

6. 6. 74.68

7. 4. 67.17

8. 7. 52.61

9. 12. 49.79

10. 9. 45.09

11. 44.62

12. 17. 40.39

13. 29. 39.45

14. 11. 35.23

15. 14. 31.00

16. 21. 29.59

17. 15. 26.30

18. 24.32

19. 30. 23.01

20. 22.08

21. 10. 21.61

19. 21.61

23. 21.14

21.14

25. 19.73

26. 22. 19.26

27. 27. 15.97

28. 24. 15.03

29. 14.56

14.56



Take your marble to [

the top. Pick your spot

and let It drop. Hope
for a flip instead of a

flop. Once you get it,

the fun never stops!

It's FLIP OUT —

a

crazy new strategy

game for one or two
players. Each marble

you drop causes a

chain reaction, so take

your time and plan

carefully. Plan right

and you'll flip, if you
didn't you Flip Out!

It is up

to you to stop the

invasion of the evil

Quarriors and save

Repton. You are armed
with devastating

Nuke Bombs, a Radar
Screen, a Laser Gun

and an Energy Shield.

You'll need them all!

You'll be attacked by

Nova Cruisers and
Single Saucers. You

must avoid Spye
Satellites and deadly

Dyne-Beam Shooters

and you must stop the

Draynes from deplet-

ing the Reptonian

power supply. Repton

is a battle so thrilling

you'll be relieved to

find out you're still on
earth when it's over!

AN AN I MATED STRATEGYGAME
i

^^H- presents ^^^^^^^^^H

Turn your keyboard

into a typing arcade!

You can blast attack-

ing letters and words
right out of the sky.

Type Attack was
designed by a profes-

sional educator and
the fast action game
experts at Sirius. It

features 39 pre-

programmed lessons

and 60 user defined

lessons. Great sound,

graphics and a real-

time words per minute

bar make improving

your typing skills fun!

Talk about adventure

on the high seas!

You're blasting away
at a squadron of

enemy bombers and
Kamikaze fighters from

the deck of your P.T.

boat. Suddenly you
notice the sea is

loaded with mines and
an Exocet missile is

screaming toward you
on the horizon. Instinc-

tively you jerk the joy-

stick to the starboard,

keeping your thumb on
the fire button. Phew!
That was close! Some-
times it's hard to

believe Wavy Navy's

just a video game.

New Games For Your Apple II From Sirius
"

Type Attack, Wavy Navy, Flip Out and Repton packages, programs, and audio visuals © 1982 Sirius. Type Attack, Wavy Navy, Flip Out, Repton and
Sirius are trademarks of Sirius Software, Inc. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Foi moie information contact your local Sirius dealer or distributor or contact us at 10364 Rockingham Drive,

Sacramento, CA 95827, (916) 366-1195.
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THE END OF THE
MAZE CRAZE

FOR APPLE AND ATARI ADD ONE DOLLAR FOR SHIPPING.
VISA • MASTERCARD • CHECK • COD ACCEPTED.

TM designates trademark of SIERRA ON-LINE, INC.


